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ABSTRACT
Natural gas extraction in the United States in the early 21st century has transformed social,
physical, legal and biological landscapes. The technique of hydraulic fracturing, which entails
the high-pressure injection into subsurface shale formations of synthetic chemical mixtures, has
been viewed by the natural gas industry as a practice of great promise. But there is another side
to the story. The first half of this dissertation explores an innovative scientific approach to
studying the possible deleterious impacts on human health and the environment of the release of
chemicals used in gas extraction. Via participant-observation within a small scientific advocacy
organization, The Endocrine Disruption Exchange (TEDX), I follow the development of a
database of chemicals used in natural gas extraction, a database that seeks to document not only
what these chemicals are (many are proprietary), but also what sorts of bodily and ecological
effects these substances may have. I analyze ethnographically how TEDX transformed an
information vacuum around fracturing and generated fierce regional and national debates about
the public health effects of this activity.
The second portion of the dissertation expands TEDX's databasing methodology by
reporting on a set of online user-generated databasing and mapping tools developed to
interconnect communities encountering the corporate forces and chemical processes animating
gas development. Shale gas extraction is an intensive technological practice and requires the
delicate calibration of corporate, governmental, and legal apparatuses in order to proceed. The
industry operates at county, state, and federal levels, and has in many instances been able to
organize regulatory environments suited to rapid and lucrative gas extraction. In the midst of
such multi-scalar deterritorializing forces, communities may have little legal or technical
recourse if they think that they have been subject to chemical and corporate forces that
undermine their financial, bodily, and social security. ExtrAct, a research group I co-founded and
directed with artist and technologist Chris Csikszentmihalyi, sought to intervene in these
processes by developing a suite of online mapping and databasing tools through which "gas
patch" communities could share information, network, study and respond to industry activity
across states. Using ExtrAct as an example this dissertation explores how social sciences and the
academy at large can invest in developing research tools, methods, and programs designed for
non-corporate ends, perhaps redressing in the process the informational and technical imbalances
faced by communities dealing with largescale multinational industries whose infrastructure and
impacts are largely invisible to public scrutiny. The dissertation describes one potential method
for such engaged scientific and social scientific research: an iterative, ethnographically informed
process that I term "STS in Practice."
Thesis Supervisor: Stefan Helmreich
Title: Professor and Elting E. Morison Chair of Anthropology, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology
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RESEARCH STATEMENT AND ATTRIBUTION POLICY
Democratic societies are based upon the promise of citizen oversight of all matters that affect the
commonweal. The strength of American representative democracy has resided in its ability to
self-correct problems that sometimes arise from imbalances of power and decision-making
through open information processes as guaranteed under the Article I, Section 8, Clause 8 of the
United States Constitution (regarding the limitation of proprietary rights over patents, copyright,
and trademarks for the public good) the First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution (regarding
free speech and the rights of investigation), and various legislative actions such as the Freedom
of Information laws (regarding activities in which government decisions are involved). This
dissertation explores a set of new tools to help citizens rebalance access to information under
conditions of increasing sequestration of information that should be available to public scrutiny,
oversight, and management if our representative democracy is to have any functional reality. At
issue are matters of public health, the ability of representative democracy to engage in
meaningful urban and regional planning, protection of citizens' private property and homes,
rights to clean air and water, and to provide oversight of properly functioning energy and
resource market allocations. Because of the highly contested nature of some of these matters,
under the ethical guidelines for research established by the U.S. Federal Government and the
Massachussetts Institute of Technology (under its Institutional Review Board, locally called,
Committee on the Use of Humans as Experimental Subjects or COUHES), the names of research
interlocutors have been changed or anonymized to protect them from any possible harm,
frivolous law suits, or the like.
It is standard practice in ethnographic studies to anonymize the names of ordinary people,
naming only those who are public figures, whose names are taken from published sources, or
who have requested and given permission to name them. At issue in ethnographic and social
anthropological studies such as the present one are the structures and operating practices of
institutions and forms of social organization, as well as how people think and talk about them.
This dissertation is based on ethnographic research, which means participant observation, within
citizen's alliances, non-profit organizations, and research groups. An ethnographic research
approach differs from investigative journalism in that the goal of ethnography is not to evaluate
the truthfulness of stories told by interlocutors. Rather the goal of an ethnography is to
contextualize those stories, to understand why they are powerful and important to the actors
involved. The goal of ethnographic research is to understand why some stories are taken as
credible and others not, to understand whose stories get to count and why. Specifically the goal
of this dissertation is to understand and express the experience of landowners and scientists who
have become concerned about natural gas development. The experiences of other actors in this
controversy: oil and gas workers, scientists, company executives, landmen and non-activist
landowners, are not the subject of this dissertation. The goal of this dissertation was to focus on
how landowners and scientists concerned about natural gas development have actively made a
space within public discourse for their concerns and why this was a challenge technically,
socially and politically.
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Introduction
An Introduction to Corporate Bodies and Chemical Bonds:
An STS analysis of Natural Gas development in the United States
An Ethnographic Tour Of The Gas Patch
I was talking to one of the neighbors night before last, at the last forum. They were asking
about the condensate, [a term for fluid produced by a natural gas drilling process] and he
[a representative from a gas company] said "Ah, its just water, nothing to worry about".
Oh, I told him, I wish I'd have been there! I'd go and get me a quart jar and carry it
around in the truck from now on, of condensate, and when he says that, I'm going to
break his jaw, and then make him drink it. Then I'll tell him "Can you still use your cell
phone? Because you'd better get a paramedic over here quick. It ain't going to do much
good though, because they don't know what the chemicals are over at the hospitals or
nothing. They can't treat you.
- Rick Rolles, Summer 2006.
Ricks Rolles, a rancher and land owner from the Western Slope of Colorado who has 19 natural
gas wells on his property said the above to me on a sweltering August 2006 morning in
Colorado. He had just driven up in his beaten-up, faded blue pick up, fuming. His eyes were
partially shaded by his white, weatherworn cowboy hat, his tangle of long hair held back in a
ponytail. He was tall, thin, tired, and angry, but he was ready to talk, ready to give a tour of life
in the Garfield County gas patch. "Gas patch" is a term used residents and the industry to
describe an area devoted to the drilling of natural gas reserves. Rolles was commenting on the
chemicals that gas companies used in accessing these reserves, chemicals that he and many
others are convinced are extremely deleterious to human health.
Along with Theo Colbom, one of the world's most prominent environmental health
scientists, Lisa Sumi, a veteran activist, and Mike Stewart, a landowner like Rick whose family
had lived in the area for six generations, I was listening to Rick as we all sat beneath a corrugated
iron shelter, seeking respite from the heat. The shelter was intended for picnickers who might
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stop for a rest from Interstate 1-70, just outside the small, rural, ranching community of Rifle,
Colorado. The town park was less than scenic, a bit of asphalt and scrub stuck between the
Colorado river and 1-70. But it counted as a park, and people went there to fish and picnic, "not
too far from the sewage treatment ponds," as Theo pointed out. We probably looked like
picnickers; we had a spread on the table, with fresh and homemade food. Theo felt it important
to feed Rick up. His body had become temperamental and ill since gas drilling began on his
ranch. It was the story of natural gas drilling that brought us together. Lisa Sumi, of Japanese
descent, "little, yellow, different" as she self-described on a later occasion, grew up in Wawa
Canada, a small mining town on the Great Lakes. Perhaps it was the story of her mining town
where no one wanted to talk about arsenic pollution that drew her into the story of the chemical
pollution attendant upon natural gas development. She was the research director of a small
advocacy organization - The Oil and Gas Accountability Project (OGAP) - based about five
hours away across the mountains in another small town, Durango, in another large gas patch, the
San Juan Basin. She had come to spend time with Theo, to catch up on the database Theo was
putting together of potentially hazardous chemicals used in gas development. But mainly she
was here today for a tour of the Rifle gas patch and to meet Rick Rolles.
The tour had been organized by Theo, as had the food. She had been preparing fried
chicken for the last few days, and it sat now, thawing, in Tupperware containers. She had put it
in the freezer to keep it fresh and cold during the drive over the Grand Mesa - a great table
indeed, America's largest flat-topped mountain. Now she was worrying that it was too frozen. It
was. We had placed the chicken on the ground in the sun in order to speed things up. Luckily
we had the peaches, fresh from the organic local farm stand on the road leading out of Paonia,
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the town where Theo lived and worked. Eating organic foods is important to Theo as she helped
found the field of Endocrine Disruption, the study of chemicals that can interfere with hormonal
signaling in the body, particularly during embryonic development and thereby disturb
reproductive, neurological and immunological functions (Colborn et al. 1997, Krimsky 2000).
Many pesticides have been recognized as endocrine disruptors (Colborn et al. 1997). Colborn
helped transform public, regulatory and scientific evaluation of synthetic chemicals during the
1990's, as chapters 2 and 3 will show. Between 2004 and 2011 this dissertation will show how
Colborn and her research organization The Endocrine Disruption Exchange (TEDX) based in
Paonia Colorado, would be instrumental in raising national awareness about the public health
problems associated with natural gas extraction. Paonia, a coal mining and ranching community,
is set in a valley just right for growing peaches and cherries, in the shadow of high mountains, its
altitude and the mixture of snow-melt and agricultural run-off moderating Colorado's baking
summer heat. It is a strange combination of sagebrush aridity, soft fruit trees and coalmines.
Mike Stewart grew up in this landscape. Actually his entire family had grown up in this
landscape, six generations of them, Old Timers. They were some of the first Anglos to settle the
small town, just freshly taken from the Ute Indians, and farm it. His family, he said, did not see
things the same way as "we" did. They grew up using shaker cans to spread DDT onto their
crops [but surely not six generations ago]. It did not kill them. Worry about toxic chemicals was
to them a bunch of environmentalists' leftist baloney. Mike, with a young son growing up in this
town which sprayed what Theo argued was a neurotoxic pesticide, weekly down every street to
control the potentially West Nile carrying mosquitoes, saw things differently, concern for his
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son's exposure to chemicals outweighing his concern for cattle. The same concern made him
interested in hearing Rick's story.
Fresh fruit and home-cooked food, that is what Rick's body needed, according to Theo.
We had enough for him to take a bunch home. Rick was walking right out of this changing
biological and physical landscape. He also walked with it, or took it with him, he later explained,
showing me the results of his blood work, which showed trace levels of benzene, toluene, ethyl
benzene and xylene (BTEX) in his body, in his blood.
That is why we had come, to hear from him how his body had been transformed by gas
development, and to take a tour to see how gas development had changed his physical landscape.
I remember being scared and excited, and worried about what this person would make of me, an
outsider, and how Theo would explain why I was there. It turned out not to have mattered much,
since Rick was just eager to relate his story and just accepted that I was there with Theo. He
wanted someone to hear the latest outrage he had experienced.
He told us about a meeting held at a nearby school, where parents and faculty gathered to
express their concern and to learn more about a gas well that was to be located within a few
hundred feet of school grounds. "What about the toxic chemicals they are going to use?"
someone asked. "Toxic chemicals?" the company representative replied, "There are no toxic
chemicals, just guar gum, sand and water, that's it." "That's it!?" An outraged Rick reported,
"They just lied to them."
Rick no longer believes what is said by the gas industry. He lost faith when his
property's value plummeted after the 19th well went in on his ranch. He lost faith when his
goats started developing strange growths on their necks and giving birth to sacks of water. But
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he became really angry when his body stopped listening to him and started to hear something
else, when his limbs would randomly go numb in the mornings and his hands would cramp up,
so that he could not eat his breakfast because he could no longer pick up a spoon. When
painkillers failed to impact the wandering pains that traveled through his body and his mind
slowed down so he could not remember things properly. "Classical chemical sensitivity",
according to Theo. "Poisoning", says his holistic healer. Rick has a piece of paper, the evidence
on his dashboard that he is not crazy, that there is something else in his body and in his land. But
is this evidence enough, and who will listen?
After catching up on his stories, we split up into two vehicles: Rick and I in his truck, so I
could ask him questions; Mike, Lisa and Theo in Theo's Prius, following behind on the dusty
back roads.
We were heading out on a tour of Rifle, Colorado, a small town that does not really invite
you to stop-over. Most tourists, including myself before fieldwork brought me here, zip past on
1-70, admiring the steep valleys of banded ochre yellows, blushing reds and clinging sage green,
experiencing cinematic recall of old westerns - except for the drill rigs alongside the roads and
heavy truck traffic. The road follows the Colorado River, through the wide valley it has cut
between the Grand Mesa and the Roan Plateau, both of which are preserved wild lands protected
as national forest and heavily contested sites of natural gas development. Drill rigs can be
spotted left and right along the road, up hills, in valleys, on mesas, by the river. In addition to the
rigs there is the network of industrial infrastructure required to support the development of gas
wells; a maze of unsigned, rutted roads, with 18-wheelers kicking up dusty clouds, large
cylindrical condensate tanks, supply yards and migratory labor camps. After the rigs and roads
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come pipelines, and compressor stations, which pressurize gas to keep it moving in the pipelines.
There are occasional gathering points, where the hallmark natural gas smell is added to the
naturally odorless mix of gases. Harder to see are the waste pits, where fluids produced from
drilling are stored.
We went looking for waste pits first. They are harder to see from a car, mostly because
they are flat, so you can only find them by looking from above, or, as Rick pointed out to me, by
looking for changes in the soil around berms. Berms are ridges of earth built up around the
ground on which a well or pit stands. You can spot berms because they make an unusually even
line on the horizon. Rick had also been following the use of a particular grey ashy looking
chemical called Soli-Bond. Sometimes one can see this ashy grey color at the rim of the berms.
Soli-Bond was described by Rick as a tool for remediating ground contaminated by
hazardous and industrial chemicals. Soli-Bond is supposed to hold hazardous chemicals and
prevent them from being washed away, however Soli-Bond itself contains hazardous materials
such as n-hexane and methylcyclohexane. It is harmful to aquatic organisms, dangerous to inhale
and in Europe carries the warning labels: highly flammable, harmful and dangerous to the
environment.1 Rick had noticed clean-up crews half-draining these pits, then mixing up the
remaining sludge with Soli-Bond, and simply plowing the ground over, pit liner and all. The
empty pits were then left unmarked; only a discerning well-trained eye could spot them. "They
are creating hundreds of individual, unmarked acres of toxic land where nothing will grow," Rick
vented. One of Theo's goals has been to determine exactly what sorts of chemicals might be in
these pits and to understand what hazards might be left in the ground.
'MSDS (material safety data sheet) for Soli-bond received from Rick Rolles via: http://www.toxic-totnes.org.uk/
thechemicals.html
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Due to exemptions from federal environmental protections, there is no requirement to
make public the components used in the various fluids used in natural gas development, nor is
there any monitoring on the ground of the impacts of these fluids on surrounding animal life,
ground, air, subsurface or surface water (Nijhui 2006). One process of natural gas extraction had
become a particular concern of Theo's around the time I met her in 2006: hydraulic fracturing or
"fracking," a means of stimulating gas extraction. Fracking had in 2005 been exempted from the
Safe Drinking Water Act after a 2004 EPA study found it to be safe (Energy Policy Act 2005).
Theo was drawn into the issue of trying to document the chemicals used in the oil and gas
industry in 2004 when she met Weston Wilson, an Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
whistle-blower. He criticized the EPA study upon which the regulatory exemptions for fracturing
were based, because its authors had significant conflicts of interest. Moreover, said Wilson, the
report's analysis relied entirely on industry-supplied data, and involved no field studies (EPA
2004, Wilson 2004).
Theo's sense of urgency on the issue increased dramatically when she was contacted by a
Garfield resident and outfitter, Laura, who had developed a rare adrenal cancer after her domestic
water well blew up during a fracking incident. Her home was within 900 feet of a well pad.
Theo had made a link between this kind of cancer and a commonly used fracking chemical, 2-
BE, in a 2002 document she submitted to the regional directors of the US Forest Service and the
Bureau of Land Management after she discovered they had issue permits to drill and frack on the
Grand Mesa in the watershed for the valley where she had raised her family.2 Colborn's research
for her Master's and PhD was based on the mobilization of low levels of toxic chemicals in high
2 Theo Colbom, 2007 Written Testimony of Theo Colborn, PhD, President of TEDX, Paonia, Colorado before the
House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, hearing on The Applicability of Federal Requirements
to Protect Public Health and the Environment from Oil and Gas Development, October 31 st. Appendix A, Page 4.
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altitude streams in Colorado. This research dates back to 1978 prior to her research in the late
80s and 90's where she took particular interest in the ability of low doses of chemicals to induce
lasting biological effects (Colborn et al. 1997, Krimsky 2000). Theo thought at the time in 2002
that no one would start reporting health problems from exposure to these chemicals for many
years. She submitted her studies thinking in terms of future generations, rather than for people
here and now. Rick, Laura and their neighbors' emerging health problems suggested that effects
might be manifest much sooner than she had thought. With this new and alarming impetus, she
and her research group, The Endocrine Disruption Exchange (TEDX), began working on a
database of the chemicals used in natural gas extraction, documenting their potential health
effects in 2005. Working on this database was the focus of my time at TEDX, and it was the
reason we were out touring the gas patch. There was something happening in Garfield County,
the region we were now traveling through. People were beginning to believe that their persistent
health problems were related to gas extraction.
We drove first up across 1-70 to the lush side of Rifle, where the irrigation from the
Colorado River has allowed fields and farms to grow. Horses graze in fields, and there are
numerous small ranch houses, a mixture of sub-divisions and rural life. Every place we passed
had some kind of story for Rick. Rick pointed out a straw-bale house built with clay so thick that
the inside of the house was like a cave, a cave that never warmed up in the summer, but held heat
in the winter. This new-age building for energy conservation struck an interesting note amid this
landscape of energy extraction. We also headed past the home of another woman who was direly
ill with degenerative neurological problems. She too felt that her illness was due to exposure to
oil and gas chemicals that seemed to have been caught in inversions - pockets of polluted
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surface air trapped close to the ground by warmer air at higher altitudes, near her house. The
paint had started to peel off from the side of her house that was exposed to the breeze from
nearby wells and pits. She had installed industrial scrubbers to clean the air in her home, and
wore a respirator outside. And still she fell ill.
We took the access road down to one pit. Unfortunately it had recently been covered over.
You could see the sludgy corners where the mix had not yet dried. From the pit we could see a
spot across the highway where irrigation and fields had clearly been given up for the production
of other resources. There were three drill rigs on one small jutting mesa alone.
A few weeks earlier Theo and I had taken a flight over this area, to take a look at the gas
patch from above. Neither the pits, nor the roads or pads are hard to see from the air. They are
clear as day, white-yellow lines creeping up the sides of the mesas, terminating in what look like
"gopher holes" (Figure i.la). The pits might look like swimming pools (Figure i.lb), if they
were not out in the wilderness and colored with reds, yellows, and white scum, like Rothko
paintings come to life (Figure i.lc).
Figure i.1a Gopher Holes, Rifle Gas Patch View Summer 2006.
Figure i.1b Swimming pools? String of waste pits around Rifle Summer 2006.
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Figure i.1c Real life Rothko Paintings.
In examining these photographs of the area, we had seen one peculiar facility and we
could not determine what it was. It included a very large condensate pit, but also, about twice as
big as the pit itself, what looked like an area of straw and rust red (Figure i.2). We had turned the
image this way and that, zoomed in to the photo, but to no avail. So we were looking for this
site, hoping to view it from the ground this time.
Figure i.2 Photo of Facility we could not identify in Summer 2006.
"Let's go take a look over there," I suggested.
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"I can take you. It's private property though," said Rick. "I can't promise we won't be
asked to leave."
"Let's give it a shot anyway," Theo chimed in.
We drove under the highway, and over to the piece of property we had been viewing from
a distance. Rick explained that the owner of this relatively large ranch was lucky and owned his
mineral rights, therefore he made a quarter of a million dollars a month or year easily, from the
royalties on his wells. Throughout Colorado many landowners, like Rick, are in what is known
as "split estate" situations in which they own the surface of their land but not the minerals
beneath. If an oil and gas company manages to lease the minerals from the mineral rights owner,
the company has the right to develop wells on the surface owners' property. Mineral owners are
in a much stronger position to negotiate for high royalty rates on natural gas produced from their
minerals. This rancher had turned his entire sizable ranch into gas patch. Amazingly, he was still
running his cattle through the wells, pits and compressors.
This was an active area with white gleaming pick-up trucks, specialized oil field services
company vehicles and 18-wheel "water" trucks picking up and removing condensate. Many of
the workers on this site would have traveled not from their local homes but from "man camps,"
migratory labor camps which like the wells and waste pits were also transforming the social and
physical landscapes of this region. Despite their name, the "man camps" also housed some
female workers. A local friend of mine, a slight tough-as-nails blonde with a Stetson hat had
recently taken a job driving a water truck for $80,000 a year, far above what she had been
making selling industrial refrigeration units. She took her pit bull and her handgun with her to
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the "man camp". She lived there while for two weeks she worked 12 hours shifts in the gas
patch. She was one of the very few women working in the industry, but she told me how she felt
right at home in the man-camps, growing up as she did in a gruff male-dominated mining
community. Her stories painted a very different picture from those in the local news papers filled
with stories of meth-using, sexually and physically violent "rough neckers," colloquial terms for
gas and oil field workers (Farrell 2005, Siegler 2007).
She would spend her two-to-four weeks off, back home in her house in the nearest big
city of Grand Junction. Grand Junction, which also has the nearest airport from which Theo and
I had departed to take pictures of the gas patch from a small plane, is where oil field services
companies like Halliburton and Schlumberger house central warehouses for fracking chemical
and equipment storage. Halliburton and Schlumberger are contracted by oil and gas companies to
perform specialized technical work. There is constant traffic between these central storage
areas, the man-camps, and individual wells in development. Red Halliburton and blue
Schlumberger trucks loaded with complex machinery are a common sight.
And on that day with Rick, we kicked up dust right along with them, though probably the
Prius stood out. We stopped at each passing facility, trying to build up an on-the-ground
anatomy of the gas patch through photos. As we took pictures, Rick explained what things were.
Black pipe lines, carrying waste fluids, ran all over the arid property, emptying into pits and
separator tanks.
Rick waved again at passing workers. He, at least, looked like he fit in.
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Figure i.3 Flex rig for directional drilling.
We stopped to look at a "flex rig drill rig," the latest innovation in drilling technology
(Figure i.3). A flex drill rig can drill "directionally," i.e. not straight down but at an angle, or even
horizontally, from the well pad. This means that one well pad can have wells that reach out all
around it into the subsurface. It also means that there can be many more wells on a pad. The rig
itself does not require many hands since much of the process is computerized. However, bodies
are required to make sure the lengths of pipe fit well together and descend straight. We watched
one man attached with a safety wire as he scaled to the top of the gantry. It is precarious and
risky work.
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Figure i.4 Worker scaling Flex Rig.
We also inspected the pallets of chemicals waiting to be added, in this case, to the drilling
muds, which are the finely-tuned viscous chemical mixtures that keep the drill bit lubricated and
cool it as it is cutting through rock and generating huge amounts of heat through friction. The
drilling muds also keep the appropriate pressure on the drill bit as it shifts through layer upon
layer of rock, each layer requiring higher and higher pressures to cut and to stabilize the pressure
on the well shaft. The muds are vital for keeping the tunnel pressurized and keeping force
behind the bit.
We followed lines of black piping from this rig to a large waste pit. At the site of this pit,
Theo recalled that, the last time she had visited, one of the women with her had suddenly gone
blind and developed a crushing headache. Had I not known about the contents of condensate, I
would have had a hard time seeing it as anything but water, reflecting the blue and white
Colorado sky. I strained to smell something incriminating, and concentrated to see if I had a
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headache. Nothing. "It affects us each differently," Theo said. I took a picture of the pit (Figure
i.5).
Figure i.5 Colorado Sky reflected in a condensate.
Just up the hill we found our mysterious site. Indeed we drove straight to it, through the
industrial chicken wire fence into a grey graveled and well-maintained industrial area that
stretched down hill into a condensate pit about the size of two Olympic pools. The view was
amazing, both of the waste disposal site and of the valley below. There were four fountains
bubbling away in the pools. We were probably trespassing, but we talked to some of the clean-
cut guys who approached us with caution in big trucks from the bottom of site. Because well
sites and waste facilities are owned by the leasing company even if they are on private land, we
said we were just curious and asked permission to look around. Surprisingly, they said, "Sure."
This was the last time such a candid trip was made around this part of the gas patch. As the social
controversy in the area about the safety of gas extraction increased, security around such sites
soon became much stricter. So we looked at the massive, black tarpaulin that encased the
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hillside, and the rust red and chalky yellow residues that had made the tarp look like straw from
above (Figure 1.6), and Lisa took pictures of, the scene. The residues were the crusted remains
of condensate and frac fluid that had been sprayed up into the air from a sprinkler system that
sprouted, row after row, up the hill along the length of the enormous tarp. The sprinklers,
through dispersal, would speed the evaporation of the condensate and its volatile organic
chemicals. This industrial fountain on the hillside spread waste, returned from deep below the
earth, up into the air. This waste traveled with the wind, over the Colorado River, over 1-70 into
homes and bodies, changing the Colorado landscape and its people.
Figure i.6 View of waste pit from the ground.
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Section I: Introduction
What is happening in this landscape? Why does Rick think gas drilling is making him ill?
How in the early 21st century is Colorado's social, physical, and legal landscape being
transformed by drilling for natural gas? How do the dynamics of this natural gas boom relate to
those of other extractive industries that have shaped the social and environmental history of this
region (BBC 2008, Casselman 2008, Colorado School of Mines 2009)? What might studying this
natural gas boom tell us about the contemporary fossil fuel industry in the age of what scholars
have variously characterized as "post-modernity," "globalization," "late" or millennial
capitalism, especially given that the boom-bust cycles of fossil fuel extractive industries are
classically "modem" problems (Yergin 1991, Black 2000)?
This dissertation follows the efforts by people - scientists, lawyers, residents of gas
patches - across the United States to make visible and actionable what they believe are the
damaging changes the most recent boom in natural gas extraction in the United States has been
producing. Making such changes legally, scientifically and socially apparent is no easy business,
just as it is no easy business to locate and bring to the surface a flammable odorless gas from
miles below ground, gather it in pipes, and circulate it thousands of mile across the country to
power factories, fuel buses, and light stoves, as well as generate electricity and petrochemicals.
This dissertation examines how the process of visualizing, extracting, transporting, marketing
and valuing natural gas strategically makes the problems of people like Rick invisible. It also
examines and develops novel scientific and social scientific work to combat that invisibility.
The gas patch trip described above can be taken all over the United States in one form or
another: in suburban Ohio, in rural Pennsylvania, in New Mexico, in New York State, Texas,
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Louisiana and Michigan. Between 1990 and 2010 the industry spread rapidly with the advent of
successful gas shale, coal bed methane (CBM) and tight sands drilling methods, and with the
introduction of the combination of hydraulic fracturing and directional drilling (Hamburger
2004, Clarren 2006a/2006b, Nijhuis 2006, Applebome 2008, Willis 2008, Sirota 2008, Lawrence
2008, Anderson 2009, Mouawad 2009, Fox 2010). Shale gas, tight sands and coal bed methane
are termed "unconventional" gas reserves, which differ from conventional natural gas supplies
whose gas is trapped underneath a non-porous stone to form a bubble. In unconventional gas
reserves, gas is distributed throughout a porous matrix like coal or sandstone. To access such gas
it must first be given routes for travel through that porous matrix. Fracturing (the underground
injection of large volumes of fluid at high pressures) creates such routes (EPA 2004). Hydraulic
fracturing makes gas extraction possible from the numerous shale beds found throughout the
United States (Wagman 2006).
While hydraulic fracturing's wide-scale application to extracting gas from shale is
necessary for the present gas boom, it is not the only activity that has permitted the opening up of
this new energy frontier (Colorado School of Mines 2009). To track the variety of activities
scientific, geological, chemical, social, political, national, regional, economic, cultural, corporate
- that have made this new frontier legible, this dissertation draws on the theories of science and
technology studies and employs ethnographic fieldwork as its primary method. I am particularly
interested in the role that contemporary science and technology has played in producing - as
well as resisting - the creation of this frontier. In what follows, I analyze how relationships
between corporations and the academy, together with state, local and federal agencies have
become aligned to speed the extraction of natural gas. This alignment, as I will show, has a series
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of social and organic entailments. In order to understand what we might call the "chemical
bonds" that tie Rick's illnesses to his environmental conditions, this dissertation examines new
ways to map and unsettle "corporate bodies" - those networked and peopled, physical and
environmental assemblages that are presently creating the global oil and gas industry.
The story I tell here is not unique, which in many ways is the point of telling it. The
dynamics of the gas boom are similar to those that have occurred and are occurring in extractive
industries the world over. These dynamics include environmental transformation and
destruction, social destabilization, and structural and physical violence (Appadurai 1990, Nash
1993, Coronil 1997, Peluso and Watts 2001, Watts 2003, Sawyer 2004, Tsing 2004, Ferguson
2005, Ong and Collier 2005, Santiago 2006, Zalik 2008/2009). Historians, anthropologists and
activists have endeavored to describe such dynamics since the first use of oil and gas for
illumination, and then as fuel, replacing coal, transformed humanity's capacity to produce
mechanical work, speed, heat and light (Yergin 1991, Black 2000). It is hard to overstate the
importance of fossil fuels to contemporary human social, political, economic and environmental
relationships. Their very necessity and complete integration into every aspect of contemporary
life, like air, water, and land, make their scale and import nearly impossible to see unless some
crisis interferes with supply. Any really serious restriction of supply could rapidly cause basic
services - air, car and train travel as well as the defense industry, electricity, and petrochemical
production - to collapse. Since World War I much of international foreign policy-making has
aimed to prevent any such event, and from the perspective of fossil-fuel-dependent industries,
the resulting policies have been quite successful (Yergin 1991).
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In order to situate this ethnography of natural gas extraction in this massive industry, this
dissertation draws from four fields: environmental history, post-colonial anthropology, science
and technology studies (STS) and digital media studies. Each field offers theoretical tools, case
studies and methods that, in being pulled together, offer novel ways to analyze and intervene in
the complex social, physical, and academic terrain of oil and gas industry. As the current natural
gas boom depends in particular on the use of hydraulic fracturing by oil field services companies,
and the environmental health effects of chemicals used in this process are a particular point of
contention, this dissertation draws upon and speaks to the larger issues of toxic chemicals and
environmental health. The dissertation also combines theory and case histories from
environmental history, anthropology and STS to argue for new digital media approaches to
studying both chemicals and corporations in ways that can speak to those larger issues.
This introduction briefly synthesizes the current literature in each of these fields relating
to the oil and gas industry in order to draw out four related themes that are central to the overall
project: the role of physical and social landscapes in producing the dynamics of this industry; the
persistence and creation of structural inequalities between consumers and producers of oil and
gas; how the technical development of this field reinforces those inequalities; and how the
appropriation of databasing and mapping tools might resist those dynamics.
Section 11: Environmental History shows how oil and gas extraction co-constructs places
and cultures
Environmental History is a branch of history that attends to how physical environments of
water, air, and earth are actively shaped by human habitation (and vice versa). 3 The importance
I For a review of the literature in environmental history see Worster 1990, Cronon 1995, Steinberg 2002.
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of physical landscapes that this approach emphasizes cannot be over-stated in understanding the
dynamics of oil and gas development. The physical properties of oil and gas, their geospatial
placement, the fact that they are often buried deep below the surface - making them invisible
and inaccessible without technical intervention - uniquely shape the political, social, and
historical dynamics of the industry.
A History of Oil and Gas Development
The ways that oil and gas development interacted with and altered physical landscapes is
tied to the standardization of the industry itself, and to its globalized power. The United States
oil and gas industry that produced the original large-scale, vertically integrated multinational
companies was so successful in making itself "standard" and essential to industrial economies
that it became an entity regulated to ensure affordable supply, supported by national policy and
pursued in the national interest (Yergin 1991).4 The process of ensuring the production and flow
of oil and gas commodities creates global interdependences, which rely upon and produce
structural inequalities between producing and consuming regions even within "developed"
nations and generate dynamic volatilities between producing regions that in turn ensure
continued concern about the safety and longevity of supply, and sustain high market prices
(Ferguson 2006, Zalik 2008/2009). As such, the oil and gas industries are vectors of
globalization (Coronil 1997, Peluso and Watts 2001, Watts 2003, Zalik 2004), and the dynamics
of the present U.S. boom in natural gas development are outcomes of the evolving international
push to secure key natural resources.
4 See particularly Chapter 2.
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In order to understand the United States'role in these processes of globalization, it is
important to understand, as the next two sections describe, how oil and gas became vital to
national interests in the first place. Little attention has been paid to the landscapes of fossil fuel
extraction in the quest for either the riches or the political advantage fossil fuels afforded, by the
companies, nations and individuals involved or by historians documenting the field. The majority
of histories, particularly The Prize, Daniel Yergin's vast study of the history of the oil industry,
focus on the men and the political machinations that produced the oil industry.5 These studies
offer fascinating windows into the development of the industry, but they overlook the remapping
and transformation that occurs wherever gas or oil is found because they focus on the producers
rather than the process. Industry histories similarly focus on the trajectory of individual
companies. 6 Environmental histories, such as Brian Black's recent account of the first oil boom
in Pennsylvania, Petrolia, are beginning to shed light on the process of developing landscapes of
extraction (Black 2000). However, as Chris Castafteda, one of the few business historians in the
field, plays upon in the title of his book Invisible Fuel, natural gas is far from a hot scholarly
topic (Castafueda 1999). As Martin Melosi, an environmental historian of urban infrastructures,
points out about sewers systems, natural gas slips so successfully into the background that we
hardly know how to study it as a social actor, despite its apparent necessity to social life (Melosi
1980/1993/2000). Whereas oil has come to play a key role in our (critical) ideologies about
corporations, nations and modernization, natural gas has not (Olien and Olien 2000). In fact,
much contemporary ideological work around the production of natural gas, based around
concerns about carbon dioxide generation by fossil fuel combustion, aims to separate natural gas
5 For instance see Castafteda and Pratt 1993, Olien and Olien 2002, Miles 2004.
6 Bamberg 1994, Hale et. al 2007, Howarth et. al 2007.
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from oil and coal to instill the concept that natural gas is the clean alternative to its dirty brethren
(MITEI 2010, Howarth 2011).
At the same time, both historiographically and historically natural gas has played more of
a supporting role in the dramas of human industrialization around fossil fuels. Natural gas,
defined as a gas consisting primarily of the flammable hydrocarbon methane (unlike "produced
gas" which is manufactured by biological decomposition of waste materials) is generated
thermogenically by buried decomposing organic material. Natural gas reserves are therefore
often found along with oil and coal deposits. Natural gas is produced along with, often from the
same formations as, coal and oil, by similar techniques and companies, and presents similar
structural issues.
So analytically, and in contrast to the broader ideological work of separating gas from
coal and oil, natural gas has mostly been considered together with oil, rather than as a separate
(cleaner) fossil fuel. Ironically, both approaches make it quite hard to parse an accurate history
of natural gas as distinct from, if also related to, oil production. Nevertheless, combining work
in political, business and environmental history on oil and gas extraction, makes it possible to
identify significant and repeated themes.
The first of these is the need to stabilize both oil and gas into flows which can be
measured and distributed across great distances. This transformation of oil and gas did not occur
until certain infrastructural requirements allowing oil and gas to "flow" across long distances.
The first oil boom, which began in 1859 and consequently produced the first boom in natural
gas in Pennsylvania, reworked the agricultural landscape into a forest of makeshift drill rigs,
replacing actual forest and farmlands with mudscape boomtowns famous for their violence,
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squalor and temporariness (Yergin 1991, Black 2000). A standard land use policy, the "Rule of
Capture," which held that any mineral owner, or lessee, owned the right to sell any oil he
brought up to the surface, facilitated the explosion of oil and gas field development (Yergin
1991: 32). In the United States, there is a structural mismatch between the organization of
surface land ownership claims, which are assumed to extend downwards but not outwards, and
deposits of oil and gas, which can spread out underground and beyond the surface boundaries
established by land ownership claims. This fact put neighbors in competition with each other to
procure oil and gas from reserves before their neighbors "took" the oil or gas from beneath their
land. The land policy led to frenzied races to be the first to set up and extract oil. It also meant
that to become part of the oil game one only needed enough surface land on which to erect a
drill rig. So, startlingly quickly, forests of green were replaced with forests of competing drilling
rigs. This led to speculative bubbles involving the division of leases into smaller and smaller
parcels of surface land that were advertised in urban newspapers and bid upon nationally,
leading to an often chaotic regime of absentee ownership. This combination of social, material
and legal factors that promoted and shaped the oil boom, radically and quickly altered the land
use and landownership patterns of rural areas such as Pennsylvania. New owners, renters,
capital and people flooded into to the region, replacing agriculture with the production of a
commodity whose value in speculative markets far outstripped the valuation of any other local
resource (Black 2000).
But neither oil nor gas could become stabilized flows until a mode of transporting it en
masse could allow it to travel and branch out across long distances, as the railroad had done for
coal, and waterways for factory production (Yergin 1991: 33, Castafieda 1999, Steinberg 2004).
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Fossil fuel extraction sites, including those for oil, have not historically attracted permanent
human inhabitation (Steinberg 2004). Instead, they have had to be transported to its most avid
consumers in industrial and urban areas. Oil was distilled in this period into kerosene for
illumination (Yergin 1991: 23), and urban areas, factories in particular, sought the brighter, less
smoky fuel, presenting the new problem of how to transport these resources. Gas went slightly
against the grain of most fossil fuels, including oil, in that methane was initially produced in the
proximity of urban areas. Methane was initially used as "produced gas," that is gas that was
produced either as a by-product of burning coal or from biological waste, just outside cities and
piped into them to serve gas-lit wealthy urban areas. However, when reserves of "natural"
methane gas were found concomitant with oil production, methane production became an
extractive industry that also posed new transportation challenges (Castauieda 1999).
Producing a flow-like property of natural gas and oil like that of waterways took a great
deal of work: historically oil first went to market in barrels not pipelines. The first effort to build
a pipeline to pipe natural gas and oil to the market in Philadelphia was mocked as ridiculous
(Yergin 1991: 33-44, Castafieda 1999). However, once completed, the project radically
transformed the physical, economic and social dimensions of this industry. The transformation
of pipelines for the oil and gas industry can be compared to transformation of the corn
production produced by the standardization of corn through granaries and the railroad which fed
into Chicago. As described by William Cronon in his 1991 Nature 's Metropolis, Midwestern
corn production transformed from an economy based on bushels of individually-shipped grain
(analogous to barrels of oil) to a market, in which the individual farmer's corn was aggregated in
graneries into standard grades and transported by rail to Chicago. Cronon argues this flow-like
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extraction of standardized corn produce an industrial, extractive landscape of agricultural
production in the Midwest which brought grain to and became dependent on international
markets in Europe. This 'flow' of standardized corn rather than piece meal production produced
entirely new economic relationships and financial markets. In particular, instruments such as
corn futures emerged, where European consumers contractually agreed to buy corn in the future
at a set price. The development of national gas and oil pipelines lent the same flow-like property
to oil and gas. These resources could now extend in a stabilized way far from the point of
production.
There is one major exception to the similarity between corn "flows" and oil and gas
"flows": while corn and other agricultural products could be relied on to grow year in and year
out, barring inclement environmental conditions, oil and gas supplies might unpredictably run
out. The unquantifiable nature and inaccessibility of fossil fuel resources shape the volatile
trajectory of this industry in important ways that diverge from the process industrializing corn
production. This problem of supply, a key part of the flow, was recognized particularly by
industrialists dependent on supplies of oil who were subject to unpredictable market gluts or
shortages and wildly varying resource prices and qualities. One such industrialist was John D.
Rockefeller, an oil refiner from Cleveland Ohio who ran two refineries producing kerosene. His
solution to the problem of supply took the oil and gas industry in a new direction as compared to
the corn industry. Rockefeller followed a path leading to the creation of Standard Oil, one of the
first and largest multinational corporations. His rapacious business methods of vertical
integration - buying out pipeline companies, producers, and refineries alike so that his company
managed all aspects of production - combined with horizontal integration, the formation of
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trusts and collusive agreement between his competitors, did indeed produce "Standard Oil," a
standardized, reliable product whose price the company had a largely free hand in setting.
Standard Oil created markets for kerosene the world over together with novel economic forms,
from multinational corporations to trusts. Its control over distribution networks, and its ability
to buy from production regions all over the country, allowed its perpetuation beyond the
exhaustion of any one source. Simultaneously it became disconnected from any one producing
region. The boom and bust cycles for producing regions continued apace, but Standard,
operating as a distributed network across the nation, remained highly solvent. The operative goal
of the company was not to ensure continued production in any single region but to control the
supply to vital markets. In answer to the limitations on visualizing, controlling and predicting
the availability of this resource that was quickly becoming structurally ever more vital,
Rockefeller generated an organizational form: the trust and vertically integrated company, which
limited his own risk and arguably the risk to consumers, at the expense of oil-producing regions
and inhabitants (Yergin 1991: 35-55). This form became part of the transformative system that
made U.S. oil and gas production central to the nation in a larger, increasingly globalized world.
The current boom in gas production both relies on and diverges from the prior history of
oil and gas production. To begin with, hydraulic fracturing and horizontal drilling technologies
are now allowing a new flow of natural gas to emerge. The contemporary boom differs from
previous boom-bust cycles in which new regions of resources were discovered and tapped, not so
much because of the nature of the technology itself, but because of the intellectual property that
is connected to it. Hydraulic fracturing is controlled by a unique and powerful sub-sector of the
oil and gas industry, namely oil field services companies, primarily Schlumberger and
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Halliburton (Hamburger 2004, Nijhuis 2006, Casselman 2008). These companies, which are
multinational and some of the wealthiest companies in the world, make their money not from
owning territory, or from controlling pipelines, but from controlling intellectual property such as
in this case the technological knowledge about hydraulic fracturing. Understanding the existence
and role of these oil field services companies in the contemporary boom requires following the
development of this industry and the corporate forms that it produced more closely.
A National Interest and International Industry
Standard Oil's emerging international competitors largely borrowed the structural
solution innovated by Rockefeller. While unable directly to compete with Standard in the US,
these companies gradually reduced Standard's international dominance in European and Asian
markets by capturing, controlling and stabilizing access to new regions of production in Russia,
the Middle East and West Africa. The Russian oil market, spurred by investment from the
French Vanderbilts, and the British and Dutch oil industrialists who produced Shell Oil, all
vertically integrated control of distribution from multiple producing regions. That the names of
the founders of the oil industry, Rockefeller, Vanderbilt, Nobel (of the Nobel Prize), Shell and
Standard Oil, are still recognizable over a hundred years later attests to the success of these early
industrial structures in capturing profits from the oil industry, and generating and stabilizing
persistent economic and social relationships (Yergin 1991: 56-95). Fortunes and companies
made in the first wave of oil-based industrialization persisted by producing and stabilizing
inequalities between zones of consumption and zones of production which fit favorably into the
emerging sociopolitical order of urbanizing nation-states (Cronon 1991, Yergin 1991).
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While the trust busting of Standard Oil was a defining moment in American progressive
politics, in which the Standards trust, a collusive agreement between multiple companies to not
compete and therefore sustain high prices, was broken up into smaller, supposedly competing
companies, thus ending their monopoly control over this industry, this moment is anomalous in
states' historical response to this industry. The larger trend between oil and gas companies and
nation-states is one of cooperation and co-dependence to generate stable, reasonable but still
highly profitably priced supplies of oil and gas (Yergin 1991, Castafteda 1999). This type of
relationship was stabilized for the first time in the context of British oil development, where
Shell/Royal Dutch collaborated actively with the British government, first to secure rights to
Persian Oil (in competition with then Czarist Russia) and then to guarantee military supplies of
gasoline to the British Royal Navy (Yergin 1991: 151-164).
The development of oil and gas production bears a particular relationship to colonialism
as well. For example, oil was used by Germany to supplement coal supplies in order to produce
enough alternative production power to displace British African colonies as sources of slave
labor power, Mouhot has argued that abolition was tied to the rise in fossil fuel consumption with
industrialization (Mouhot 2010/2011). Before the development of oil, mechanical energy needs
had been both produced and met by burning coal. England's rich coal deposits helped make it an
early site of mechanical industrialization, powering steam ships and steam turbines in factory
labor. Coal tar based dyes were first innovated by an English chemist tinkering with this cheap
by-product of coal burning. Although the first synthetic dye color, mauve, was initially
popularized by Queen Victoria, the making of a rainbow of synthetic colors took off in Germany,
which was not invested in colonial networks of dye production, and lacked strong intellectual
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property protections on the processes of making dyes. The use of coal tar and later oil as sources
of chemicals, pharmaceuticals, plastics, fertilizers, pesticides, lubricants, chemical weapons and
dyes, further helped Germany destabilize British colonial relationships. The German
petrochemical industry produced industrial giants such as BASF and IG Faben, and threatened
the colonial networks of dye production, part of Britain's key holdings in colonial India (Travis
1993). The chemicals produced by this industry were truly "something new under the sun,"
replacing fields with factories, markets with malls, and spurring the growth of consumer-driven
economies with the "phantasmagoria" of consumption (Meikle 1995, Benjamin 1999, McNeill
2000). Many of the early German synthetic products also mimicked "natural" materials produced
by competing nations' colonies: aniline-based colors replaced the British red and blue, as both
Madder the source of Alizarin and Indigo were grown in India (Ester 2005); artificial fertilizer
replaced guano exported by South American colonies (Ester 2005), and early plastics and
celluloid replaced ivory, bone and horn exported from African colonies (Ester 2005). During
World War II shortages spurred the development of synthetic rubber to replace natural rubber
produced and exported by Brazil, Malaysia, and Ceylon (Meikle 1995). Coal and later oil
became essential components of new chemical, social and environmental organizations, which
required access to these resources for their perpetuation and growth.
Synthetic chemistry born from tinkering with coal tar produced not only new chemicals
but also new kinds of corporations, that also emerged through and facilitated colonialism. The
first companies were charter by royalty to establish colonies, and later firms like the British East
India Company were incorporated through charters granting them monopolies on colonial
commodities. The history of corporations is as rich and vast as the history of industrialization,
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and it is necessary to briefly parse this history in order to understand how chemical corporations
innovated important changes in the economic and social forms of industrial corporations that are
ultimately relevant to the history of gas production that is partly the focus of this dissertation.7
Writs of incorporation became a means to transfer wealth through the continuance of a business
entity rather than through a family, as well as to establish legal entities where capital from
multiple sources could be combined. The formation of corporations generated wealth and risk
through mercantile monopolistic extraction of raw materials from colonies to the metropole, first
for company owners and later for managers. This new legal and institutional structure upset pre-
industrial economic and social relationships in which wealth had been extracted through tithes by
landed gentry and manufacture had been organized through guilds. The rise of a non-landed yet
suddenly wealthy mercantile class, together with the shift from production of raw materials
within metropolitan countries to manufacture and processing, transformed the economic, social
and land use structures of pre-industrial economies. Factories, urbanization, and wage-labor
relations that were the core of a new economic order based on corporations, gradually supplanted
pastoral and feudal economic arrangements. 8
The companies - corporations - that emerged around manufacturing, and then the
synthetic chemical industries, together with the development of new products helped to break the
relationship between colonies and companies. This is particularly true within the synthetic
chemical industry where raw materials for manufacture were the by-product of other industrial
processes (Travis 1993). Research and development for these companies was not the questing of
explorers, botanists and geographers but rather the work of scientists within laboratories (Beer
7 Early history of corporations: Alborn 1998, Bernstein 1998, Micklethwait, 2005, Wooldridge 2005, Bowen 2008
8 Theory of Industrialization: Marx Capital Volume 1; E.P. Thompson 1966
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1959, Travis 1993). Chemical companies were the first companies to internalize science based
research and development as a key component in maintaining their market edge. Likewise the
holdings of these companies were secured not by the military might of colonial nations but rather
by legal rights such as patents and copyright, which protected their ability to own the chemical
processes behind chemical manufacture (Beer 1959).
Likewise, the development of the means to fractionate oil into gasoline that could be used
to produce power - mechanical work rather than only illumination - transformed the balance
of economic and social power between nations and their colonies. Churchill, before becoming
Prime Minister became convinced, like many other members of the British Parliament, that
switching the Royal Navy over from coal to oil to increase the speed and scale of warships was
the only way to ensure that the looming threat of German advancement could be met.
Converting the Royal Navy to a fuel that could only be unsteadily supplied from offshore
holdings seemed counter-intuitive, given England's rich coal deposits. But with the renewal of
German imperial efforts, their ambitious naval build-up, and the discovery of significant oil
holdings in the British controlled the Persian Gulf, the risk was judged worthwhile.
Eleven days after Parliament voted to become 51% shareholders in an Anglo-Persian oil
company, which secretly signed a 20 year contract to provide the Admiralty with fuel, Archduke
Franz Ferdinand was assassinated, precipitating World War I (Yergin 1991). Gasoline proved to
be a deciding factor in World War I, which mechanized warfare at a previously unimaginable
scale; with the emergence of tanks, airplanes and truck convoys, gasoline was crucial to
powering the war. Petrochemicals also proved crucial to new forms of gas warfare. Chlorine gas,
a byproduct of German dye production, was the first chemical weapon to be used in warfare to
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attack entrenched enemies that bullets could not reach (Russell 2001). Daniel Yergin, historian of
oil, argues the limitation in oil supply was crucial in Germany's defeat after it failed to capture
Russia's oil reserve in Baku. These were the very oil fields where Joseph Stalin was raised and
radicalized to resist some of the worst environmental and social conditions that "capitalism" had
yet produced, landscapes of oil and gas extraction. However, all of the nations involved in World
War I, the U.S. included, felt the shocks of limitations in oil supply. Reversing its trust busting
attitude, the U.S. virtually nationalized oil supply, under the authority of an oil czar, and sped the
development of national pipelines to increase the level of Texan oil and natural gas supplies to
the industrial northeast. Even so, Sundays in the U.S. were national no-driving days to conserve
oil reserves. The international consensus following this bloody, protracted war was that fossil
fuels, particularly oil, were vital to national security (Yergin 1991: 166-183).
Section III: Post-Colonial Anthropology and Casting a Resource Curse?
Industrialization transformed the relationships between metropolitan nations and
colonies, and increasing dependence on oil reinforced the need for colonial holdings; while the
capacity of coal and oil to do mechanical work reduced the need for slave labor, and petro-
chemistry decreased the need for colonial raw materials. The colonies were established as zones
of extraction from which resources moved, and inequalities between the center and periphery
were developed by design, and inscribed in maps, stories and collections (Haraway 1989, Latour
1990, Mitchell 1991, Winichakul 1994, Ritvo 1997, Burnett 2000). The sciences of
anthropology, geography and natural history helped to illustrate and establish the differences
between "primitive" and modem civilized societies, emerged to map and assert territorial claims,
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and assisted in the identification of wild and wonderful commodities (Ritvo 1997, Daston and
Park 1998, Burnett 2000, Waterton 2002, Schiebinger 2004). Through complex asynchronous
processes such as replacement of slave labor with coal, and later oil and gas, and the gradual
replacement of colonial commodities with synthetic materials from oil and gas; and with the
competitive process of industrialization between colonial nations leading to world wide warfare,
colonial regimes imploded, with colonies embracing concepts of national identity to resist the
logics of colonial oppression. However, a puzzle for postcolonial scholarship, particularly those
studying regions of oil and gas extraction, has been how it is that regions of the world richest in
the resources that have become vital to industrial societies - oil, gas, and rare minerals - are still
the most volatile regions of the world (Comaroff 2000, Ferguson 2006). How is it that the
"postcolonial" world order of neocapitalism looks so much like, and maps so easily onto the
social, racial and economic inequalities established during the colonial period?
Economists and political economists have argued that these nations are "resource
cursed", incapable of coming to own the rents produced from the refining and sale of raw
materials, largely because their leaders have failed to invest properly in nation building,
preferring despotism over democracy as a means of securing access to the wealth from natural
resources (Auty 1993, Ross 1999/2006, Sachs 1995/2001, Hodges 2004, Humphreys et al. 2007).
Postcolonial anthropologists, particularly those examining regions of oil and gas extraction, pay
attention instead to how the "technical and social" development of these extractive industries
actually perpetuate structural inequalities between resource producers and consumers, and
benefit from and assist in producing the volatility of violent resource extraction (Appadurai
1990, Nash 1993, Coronil 1997, Peluso and Watts 2001, Watts 2003, Sawyer 2004, Tsing 2004,
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Ferguson 2005, Ong and Collier 2005, Santiago 2006, Zalik 2008/2009). Following World War
I, the leaders of regions rich in oil and gas recognized the importance of the their resources and
nationalized their oil and gas industries. This was particularly so in the Middle East, where
earlier European interests had helped solidify nation-like structures, and countries such as Iraq
and Kuwait. This put in jeopardy the concession for rights to mineral extraction that Britain in
particular had acquired, and forced companies to sign new agreements with national
governments in which profits were split 50/50 between nations and oil and gas companies
(Yergin, 1991: 500). However, this nationalization has done very little actually to reduce the
volatility and underdevelopment of producing regions. Watts describes how in Ecuador and
Nigeria "Petro-Imperialism" is a "Faustian Pact" in which "a national project (modernity,
development, civilization) is purchased at the expense of sovereignty, autonomy, independence,
tradition and so on" (Watts 2001: 205). He identifies, a set of dynamics common to petro-
imperialism 9, the following:
Evacuative Despoliation (Liquid Mobility): The territorial quality of oil - its enclave
character - and the fact that it has limited local linkage effects (oil is labor extensive and
typically evacuated by pipeline from the source) produces a peculiar sort of double
movement. On the one hand, wealth literally flows out - it is lost value that flows to the
horizon of local territories - and, on the other, it is a sort of subterranean threat to the
environment...
Hypercentralization ("Rentier " States): Oil has a radically centralizing effect. Petro-
dollars rush into the exchequer and simultaneously increase the state's dependency on
one global commodity...
Petro-Fetishism/Petro-Magic (The El Dorado Effect): Oil creates a world of illusion.
People become wealthy with little effort creating fabulous waste and fiscal madness
(Venezuela's factories with nothing in them, Nigerian iron and steel produced at costs
seven times more than the prevailing market price)...
9 For more on these processes see in Iran, see Fischer 1980, 1982, and via film (eg Beyond the Fire) in 2004,
Halliday 1979, Graham 1978.
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Valorization of Space (Territorial Identities): Because oil has a point of origin and is
unavoidably a national commodity (a patrimony), it is to be expected that the
transformative potential of oil...invites a debate over who has claims over the resource
itself...Oil seems always to invoke the spatial lexicon in which the nation figures
prominently...
Monoeconomy/Monopolity (The Dutch Disease): Oil produces what Karl (1997) calls the
"petrolization" of society. The political economy mimics a sort of company town, and oil
rents reinforce particular patterns of class power. Access to state petro-dollars underwrites
a political class, a nomenklature whose influence is often coupled to regional and ethnic
political machines. The boom within the "monoeconomy" produces depressive effects
what economists call the Dutch Disease - in other non-oil sectors, such as the collapse
of agriculture and of other forms of state revenue generation.. .which further deepens the
"monoeconomic" and monopolitical tendencies. (Watts, 2001: 205-206)
Everywhere the oil and gas industry goes, dreams of unimaginable riches emerge: flows
of liquid gold, fantasies of fabulous future wealth (Watts and Peluso 2001, Watts 2003). For
inhabitants of resource regions however, these dreams are inevitably shibboleths. Extracting
resources requires a dramatic rewriting of surface property ownership relationships, beginning
with the leasing or purchase of mineral rights, which, given the tradition of national sovereignty
over subsurface minerals inherited from English common law, means that immediately that
royalty wealth goes to national bodies rather than to those living where resource extraction will
occur (this does not hold in the US except on federal lands, in that US minerals may be privately
owned). The booms in oil and gas extraction beyond those in the United States have not been the
result of a frenzy of small producers fighting to establish individual wells. Rather oil and gas
companies or those well connected to them have invested time and money in surveying for oil
and gas reserves, after capturing the rights to extract the resource through agreements with
national or dominant elites. The development of successful oil fields has been carried out by
large multinational players rather than by an influx of local producers (Yergin 1991).
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The actual extraction of resources requires a physical rewriting of the land, including the
building of new infrastructures, roads, pipelines, pits and ports to transport the materials to
market elsewhere. For instance, Santiago in her environmental history of Mexico's first oil
boom, identifies many of the same dynamics that Watts notes in contemporary oil and gas
extraction (Santiago 2006). She analyzes how oil generates its own ecology, defined as a
relationship between organisms and their environment that emerges from three stages of change:
changes in the land including identification and mapping of resources, changes in landowning
and land use patterns from local to non-local ownership, and finally changes in the social
structure of the region, which are illustrated by differential inhabitation of the land based on class
or racial structures. Santiago analyzes how white or upper-class owner/operators are able to
reshape the land to suit their lifestyle, creating grand colonial homes and enclaves of wealth,
which are insulated from the violence and hazards of oil producing landscapes, while middle
class laborers and engineers live in more circumscribed but still sanitary "modem" company
towns, and natives or migrant laborers feel the full effects of the violence of the changes to the
landscape, working the most dangerous jobs in the least sanitary conditions with the least
freedom to opt of out the oil ecology beyond fleeing (Santiago 2006).
Within contemporary postcolonial nations with oil and gas extraction, anthropologists
have shown that many of the same dynamics still hold true, particularly the generation of class
and racially structured enclaves of extreme wealth that are structurally separated from areas
which lack resource extraction, creating vast imbalance between the wealthy and the poor. The
history of Shell's activities in Nigeria exemplifies this division, where petro-wealth flows to
ruling elites, while those living in regions of resource extraction are pitted against one another.
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This situation reached a climax in 1995, leading to open violence in which local labor organizers
were executed by Nigeria's military (Fentiman 1996, Peluso and Watts 2001, Okonta 2003, Watts
2004, Peel 2005, Lubeck et al. 2007, Zalik 2008, ). Ethnography of oil extraction in Ecuador
shows how companies use divide-and-conquer techniques to turn inhabitants against each other,
by differentially offering existing tribal groups - or even helping to constitute newly
"authentic" tribal groups - contracts for labor and land use (Sawyer 2004). Anna Tsing's
ethnographic study of extractive industries (2004) in Indonesia shows how multinational
corporations and international investment markets help transform Indonesia's local environments
and environmental relationships by generating speculative bubbles and "global" investment in
local resources. The process through which "globalization" is produced begins with generating
narratives of resource discovery in uninhabited wilderness so that locals are written out of the
picture. In the case of Bre-X that Tsing analyzes, a gold mining company which generated
support from national elites and large international investment on the basis of what later turned
out to be fictional accounts of discovery of Indonesian gold, drew in investment with promises of
great wealth, and hastened development and extraction of that resource even though it was
initially based in fiction. Tsing argues that global relationships emerge from such discovery
narratives because they generate new material connections between an Indonesian forest where
gold is being prospected, international money markets and national elites. When "external
groups" come to believe in the narratives, they begin transforming that forest by cutting new
roads, and moving in workers in pursuit of the goals that the narratives sparked. Suddenly,
through narratives that create networks across scales, a quiet, isolated forest region's fate is being
determined by these global actors:
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Frontier culture is a conjuring act because it creates the wild and spreading regionality of
its imagination. It conjures a self-conscious translocalism, committed to the obliteration
of local places. Such commitments are themselves distinctive and limited - and thus
"local" from another perspective. Yet they break with past localisms in self-conscious
regionalism. This is a conjuring of scale, and frontier resource extraction relies on it
(Tsing 2004: 175).
Their ability to move across scales and generate relationships across them makes extractive
industries effective re-mappers and transformers of environments and environmental
relationships (Tsing 2004).
These dynamics are intensified in the case of oil and gas because of the vital role these
resources play in industrial and military national interests. Historically, postcolonial nations and
nations such as the US and England have overlooked human-rights violations occurring in
regions of oil and gas extraction, particularly by framing them as internal state problems, due to
corrupted national politics, despite their genesis by external interests including the promise of
fast, vast wealth and the international interest in cheap, speedy, reliable oil and gas development.
The dependence of industrialized nations on a stable flow of fossil fuels for their own security
and the interest of oil and gas companies of ensuring access to and control over development of
minerals has frequently been managed in the short term by the tacit acceptance or support of
despots (Yergin 1991, Watts 2005).
Anthropologist Jim Ferguson points out that, rather than establishing lucrative regions of
extraction in the relatively peaceful and stable African nations such as Zambia, oil extraction
thrives in the most violent and undemocratic regions of Congo, Nigeria and Angola:
Such [capital] investment is not occurring (as World Bank doctrine would suggest) where
what they call "governance" is good and the rule of law strong. Rather, the countries that
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(in the terms of World Bank and IMF reformers) are the biggest "failures" have been the
most successful at attracting foreign capital investment (Ferguson 2006: 196).
The absence of either a "rule of law" in these areas, or of thick social ties, actually supports the
development of extractive industries which "...need only directly control a fairly limited piece of
ground and secure access to the relevant external market" (Ferguson 2006: 206). Anna Zalik has
investigated this argument further by analyzing how the differences between regions of stable
production such as Mexico versus regions of less stable production like Nigeria or the Middle
East actually benefit the industry. These differences keep the price of oil artificially high because
consumers are continually worried that volatility might become violent enough to impact the
flow of oil significantly (Zalik 2008). The political rhetoric promoting the development of
natural gas in the US exemplifies how the volatility and threats to oil and gas supplies in one
region, primarily currently the Middle East, is used to promote, accelerate and generate the need
for the development of more stable US reserves to preserve national security (Watts 2005). As I
examine in Chapter 1, oil field services companies and oil companies benefit from the dynamics
between stable and unstable regions of production as these lead to continual efforts to secure and
open up areas of resource extraction and maintain high prices on the commodity.
Recently, the networking of international NGOs such as Human Rights Watch and Oil
Watch has helped bring international media, social and legal attention to the actions of the oil and
gas industry, particularly with regards to Shell in Nigeria, ChevronTexaco in Ecuador, and oil
companies in Sudan (Zalik 2004, Watts 2004/2005). Efforts to take companies to court for
human rights violations and crimes within the nations in which they are incorporated, rather than
the nations where violations occurred, are changing the dynamics of company behavior and
leading to the development of community development plans and changes in Public Relations
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(PR) strategies (Watts 2004/2005). However, as Zalik's study of Shell's community development
plans in Nigeria shows, attempts by companies to more deeply engage with local interests are
still far from structurally changing the persistent patterns of exploitative resource development
(Keck and Sikkink 1998, Watts 2005, Zalik 2009). Indeed many companies are responding by
developing offshore rather than on-shore oil and gas interests to remove the issues of dealing
with surface communities.
Ferguson, Zalik, Appel and Barry have analyzed how the enclaving tendencies of
contemporary oil and gas extraction have reached a new totality in the movement toward
offshore oil drilling (Hudson 2000, Barry 2006, Ferguson 2006, Zalik 2009, Appel 2011). These
rigs form company "islands" external to national influences with a diversified workforce. Appel
details how workers, predominately male, on such rigs can come from over a hundred different
countries, and live and work in conditions striated by class and race. Such enclaves, with their
international workforces, are novel extra-state structures that lack civil society protections
common to nation-states. The development of offshore drilling actually threatens to exacerbate
the problems of resource-cursed nations by removing the industry from state oversight and civic
protections and reducing even further the ability of locals to participate in the industry as
anything but workers (Appel 2011).
The problem for locals in areas of resource extraction is that other than becoming menial
laborers, or making money leasing their surface land, there is no way for them to participate in
this extractive economy. Oil and gas extraction rapidly emerged as one of our most technically
sophisticated industries, second only to the military in its investment in technical development.
The centers of that technical development and knowledge are firmly lodged within multinational
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oil and gas companies, oil and gas field services companies and in universities in "developed"
nations. To extract oil and gas, nations must contract with these organizations and draw upon
their knowledge, expertise and capital. Even those countries that have nationalized their oil and
gas industries, including those in the Middle East as well as Venezuela and Mexico, must deal
with these companies for their technical abilities in order to extract oil and gas and get it to
market.
Section IV: STS analysis of how to forge a technical zone
Oil and natural gas have always created technical and social problems for nations and
companies. First, as discussed above, these fossil fuels are not visible or easily accessible.
Second, their underlying geography does not follow the surface arrangement of legal and
political territory. The industry has historically tended to treat the "misplacement" of oil and gas
in "wilderness" and "wasteland" areas as a technical and not a social and political issue. This has
had the effect of "naturalizing" the extraction of these reserves rather than addressing its social
and political dimensions. Science and Technology Studies (STS) and the critical history of
technology address how political and cultural preferences and decisions in technology
development are often presented as neutral, natural or simply logically necessary.10 Recent STS
work by Barry and Bowker has begun to query the intense technologization of oil and gas
extraction, particularly as the field transformed from wildcatters using salt-boring machineries to
a global integrated industry requiring massive capital investment (Bowker 1994, Barry 2005/
2006). Whereas the early history of this industry brought about vertically integrated companies
10 For foundation work in this field see Noble 1977, Winner 1980, Shapin and Schaffer 1985.
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that controlled flow through pipeline and refinery ownership, the present day industry achieves
such integration through contractual agreements between nation-states and specialized
companies. Ownership and liability are distributed in this formation in complex networks. This
case is well illustrated in the congressional investigations into the Deepwater Horizon Spill of
2010. BP was a lessee, not owner, of the mineral rights from the U.S. government, whose
shareholders, a large portion of which are British pensioners, were not surprisingly heavily
invested in the company's continued growth. BP contracted a drilling platform and crew from
Transocean to extract oil from the site, while each aspect of the drilling was managed by a
separate specialized team. Notably, the job of cementing the well was contracted out to
Halliburton, who worked with an on-rig team and an offshore group of consultants via the
Internet (OSC Chapter 4 2011). Such complex owner, operator, and subcontractor relationships
are standard in this industry. The large oil and gas companies like BP, Shell, and Texaco lease
mineral rights and own refineries, while operators provide specialized equipment such as
offshore oil rigs, and oil field services companies are hired for special processes such as
analyzing a region's basins, or cementing and hydraulic fracturing.
The complexity of such ownership relationships necessarily produces oversight and
liability issues. Oil field services companies such as Schlumberger and Halliburton own nothing
beyond intellectual property on the process of data analysis and well development. Oil field
services companies evolved from the complexity of locating and extracting this resource in the
first place: 90% of oil wells dug in the period of 1919-1939 were found to be dry (Bowker 1987:
616). Bowker follows how Schlumberger, founded in the 1920's, developed a market niche, not
by having intellectual property in hand, but by developing it in the "field," literally in the oil
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fields, which became a kind of laboratory in which techniques were developed "on the
run" (Bowker 1994).
Science and technology development by oil field services companies follows that of the
chemical industry, which was the first industry to develop internal branches of research and
development, rather than relying on external sources of knowledge production (Travis 1993,
Pickering 2005). From the early evolution of this industry, the problems of locating oil and gas
reserves and devising orderly, efficient ways to extract the resource (and later concerns with
ensuring the maximal profit over time for the mineral lessee/owner) required investment in the
development of technical expertise including surveying techniques, satellite imaging and remote
sensing. Historically, however, knowledge in this field has been developed along with the
resource itself, not in laboratory conditions, in part because this industry, I would argue,
structurally creates and perpetuates rushed operations. The fear that oil and gas reserves will
suddenly run out has plagued this industry from the beginning. U.S. panic emerged when gas
started to run out in Pennsylvania, until reserves were found in Oklahoma. Then again the dire
prediction of resource decline was only partially abated by the discovery of massive oil fields in
Texas. The fear that we will run out of fossil fuels maintains a constant pressure of panic and
investment in the development of new fields for this industry (Yergin 1991). Bowker's analysis
of the early development of Schlumberger shows how the knowledge of how to find and study
this resource was developed not a priori but in the thick of producing the resource.
In the 1920's Conrad Schlumberger developed a means of measuring a substance's
resistance to an electric current, a resistance that can be used as a proxy to determine a
substance's composition. Having produced this measure, the next task was to persuade oil and
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gas companies to recognize it as significant to their process of discovery. Schlumberger, Bowker
argues, did not begin with a single well defined technique but rather developed a well defined
technique and proprietary knowledge in the process of establishing their company. They began
by using electrodes to establish a current across two points on a surface to examine the resistivity
of subsurface between those points. They found that these surface approach tools were useless in
the context of early US gas development where competition to develop fields was so great that
even the presence of surface surveying equipment was sufficient to spur a speculative bubble in
land prices. However, in the Russian context, where fields were nationalized and centrally
developed, the measurement had more utility, because they could use it to map large regions
without concerns about competition. This allowed them to develop case studies illustrating the
usefulness of their technique for identifying oil reserves.
However, working across surfaces made Schlumberger's access dependent on local land
rights. Bowker argues that the success of the company was really ensured when it narrowed the
analytic technique down to the level of the well itself, where resistance measures between two
points could be used to map the subsurface vertically to reveal potential oil sands that had been
initially drilled through, or to help establish where and at what depth subsequent wells should be
drilled to access bands of oil. With a technique focused at the well itself, Schlumberger took
advantage of the existing infrastructure of the oil companies, who had already secured access to
territories. However, Schlumberger was faced with the problem that anyone could replicate the
electrode test if they had the right equipment and the know how to read the output. Schlumberger
became secretive about the process of data interpretation, and would only analyze its data away
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from the well, so drillers could not view the process. Schlumberger also began "black boxing" its
testing equipment, making it difficult to copy or understand (Bowker 1987).
Unlike the practices of non-corporate science, this science has been invested in keeping
its knowledge proprietary, in establishing black-boxed technologies whose embedded knowledge
cannot be easily acquired by competitors. Such proprietary knowledge helps make oil field
service companies "obligatory points of passage", in that any developer of oil and gas has to
work through them (Latour 1988).
Bowker argues that, in order to develop its niche, Schlumberger used an "enclaving"
process to move its research into the Venezuelan oil fields, where oil and gas companies had a
freer hand to orchestrate the process of oil and gas development from well head to export. The
term "enclaving" refers to the process of establishing barriers that maintain strict boundaries, in
this case the boundaries of between inside and out. Schlumberger, as it did not own territory,
such as the wells or mineral rights, physical enclaves it could control, developed other means of
asserting and maintaining the interiority of the company, particularly through protections on
intellectual property. Similar to oil and gas companies' offshore enclaving, oil field services
companies' enclaving served to insulate the companies, allowing them to accrue and retain
intellectual property and technical expertise, which in turn helped them to persist as a structural
requirement to resource development. Bowker illustrates this in the example of oil development
in Venezuela. Roads were developed to travel to and from zones of production to zones of
export, and these roads were private. The same holds true in the present boom in natural gas
extraction in Colorado. In the Venezuelan context, labor camps were organized, electrified and
only accessible to people involved in the fields. In similar fashion, migratory labor camps are
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the norm in Colorado. These areas are inhabited by almost exclusively young men who work on
24-hour time-frames. Such infrastructures create an inaccessible interiority. Barry (2005) calls
these "technological zones," they have reached an extreme form in the offshore oil rig (Barry
2005). These zones appear to be technically justified, but simultaneously hide their political and
economic interests, which are about securing networks that direct capital to flow favorably to oil
and gas companies and associated oil field service companies. Such disengaged or, as Appel
describes them, "modular" technical arrangements provide for the perpetuation of an oil and gas
industry in which alternative modes of life and populations in producing regions are continually
made structurally irrelevant to the success of resource extraction (Appel 2011). Whereas the US
structure of oil and gas development was an exception to that produced in colonial regions when
Schlumberger initially encountered it in the 1930's, this dissertation aims to show how oil and
gas companies, including Schlumberger, having developed many of their enclaving practices in
the context of international and particularly postcolonial nations, are now reimporting them into
the US context to facilitate the present natural gas boom. Indeed it is oil field services
companies like Schlumberger and Halliburton that are now fighting vigorously to preserve sole
control over the processes and chemicals involved in hydraulic fracturing.
Coming full circle, chemicals used in hydraulic fracturing have become the center of
vociferous national debate about the health and safety of the present natural gas boom. Many of
these chemicals are petrochemicals produced from feedstocks of natural gas and oil. Just as the
perceived need for potentially unstable oil and gas supplies became a key social organizer for
national security, petrochemicals over the 20th century became vital biological and physical
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organizers for producing the contemporary industrial nation-state (Russell 2001). Synthetic
chemicals, derived from and partner to high energy fossil fuels, were the tools that allowed the
production of high-modernist controlled environments, factory farms, interstate transportation
systems, pest-free homes, sterile laboratories, and manicured lawns. These environments and
products culturally and bureaucratically served emerging national interests of controlling,
organizing and ensuring the success of their populations (Scott 1998, Foucault 2007). The
increasing ability of humans to synthesize chemicals with particular properties has been essential
to the process of controlling nature over the 20th century (Pauly 1987, Maienschein 1991,
Oudshoorn 1994). Synthetic nitrogen-rich fertilizers were key to growing abundant crops, while
pesticides and insecticides were key to protecting crops and people (Russell 2001). Synthetic
hormones have been crucial for fattening up industrial livestock, as well as controlling human
cycles of birth control (Langston 2010). Insulators and refrigerants have been vital to creating
and controlling electrical circuits. Oil and lubricants have been essential to reducing friction and
sustaining machinery. Disposable plastics provided resilience and sterility for packing, food
consumption and science alike. Synthetic chemicals have been welded to generate and stabilize
boundaries in agriculture, manufacture, households and laboratories as well control and influence
basic human biology (Meikle 1995, Fenichell 1996, Casper 2003, Ester 2005).
In the mid-20th century the ramifications of this massive effort at chemical engineering
began to be realized with the toxics movement's recognition that many of these chemicals might
have unforeseen biological impacts, particularly that they may very well transgress the
boundaries between species (Murphy 2006, Nash 2006, Langston 2010). Chapters 2 and 3
investigate how, in a society bent on the control of nature, science and industry had developed to
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make such "toxic" impacts structurally hard to see (Murphy 2006, Nash 2006). Science and
Technology Studies of environmentalism, toxicology and the field sciences generally have
argued that the development of laboratory science, along with corporate research and
development of chemicals make it structurally difficult to link illness to chemical exposure
(Bullard 1990, Brown 1997, Rampton and Stauber, 2000, Rosner and Markowitz 2002, Murphy
2006, Nash 2006, Langston 2010). By examining the process through which Theo, Rick and
others attempted to link the toxicity of chemicals used in oil and gas extraction to health effects,
this dissertation examines how the sciences are changing to account for the environmental health
impacts of corporate chemical enclaving.
Section V: Can digital media draw chemicals, corporations, bodies and places back
together?
Digital media refers to networked programmable tools such as computers, cameras, and
phones. These networked tools for data collection, sharing, storage and analysis are changing
how we socially produce, organize and respond to knowledge by, among other things, radically
reducing the costs of producing and publishing information, increasing speeds and variety of
communication and computations, creating non-hierarchical networks of information flow and
allowing collaborative participatory development and analysis of massive data sets (Coleman
2004/2009/2010, Fortun 2004, Bowker 2005, Benkler 2006, Kelty 2008, Shirky 2008). This
dissertation draws from Internet Studies, Software Studies, Digital Media artists and media
theorists to examine how digital media tools are currently being used and could be used in the
future to transform both the scientific and social scientific monitoring and study of natural gas
development in the United States and local and community resistance to such development. In
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particular, I examine how digital maps and databases are being used to counter the enclaving and
modular tactics employed in the development of this industry.
Early theorists of the Internet expressed concerns about its placelessness, that it might be
a vector of globalization which allows a further homogenization of industrial consumer-based
society. The concern was that the Internet could allow humans to achieve a kind of separation
between mind and body such that we could get lost in the flexible fantasy spaces of virtual
worlds (Brown and Duguid 1991, Turkle 1984/1995, Uimonen 2001, Ito and Okabe 2005). The
Internet as virtual space analytically paired well with concerns about globalization, defined as the
emergence of an integrated world where individual nation-states become less relevant to a global
order because flows of information and capital dematerialize the importance of national or place-
based associations (Rheingold 1993, Hakken 1999, Castells 2000). Looking at the oil and gas
industry as an additional vector producing our global interconnected industries and unstable
international relations makes it possible to add bodies and places into this equation. It is clear
that place is necessarily tethered to oil and gas extraction. However as this brief review has
argued, the technical and social development of this industry has continually favored the
consumers of oil and gas and made regions of production less visible. That said, this process
does not entirely erase nation-states but rather depends upon and helps establish unequal
differences between them. As this dissertation will investigate, the oil and gas industry has
invested vast resources in the development of digital media tools for mapping, modeling and
extracting natural gas and oil reserves, forming research partnerships with universities all over
the world. This dissertation shows how the development of technological, legal and social
relationships to allow the enclaving of a technical zone which has rendered regions of production
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socioculturally difficult to read, and has facilitated the underdevelopment of regions of natural
gas extraction within the United States.
Building on the dynamics outlined in this introduction, I also aim to show how people
living in producing regions such as Fort Worth Texas, Rifle Colorado and Cleveland Ohio have
more structurally in common - in their relations with practices of oil and gas extraction - with
inhabitants of Nigeria or Kuwait than with inhabitants of New York or Houston. Such
similarities are often occluded by the physical distance between oil and gas rich regions and the
technical development of the oil and gas extraction industry. One dynamic this dissertation tracks
is how digital media tools, including digital databasing, mapping and the Internet, are being
employed by local communities and translocal activists to unsettle the structural dynamics of
extractive industries. I am curious to know whether such tools are being used - and might yet
be used - to reassert relationships between landscapes of consumption and the production of
natural gas. The dissertation examines how the networking potential of the world wide web,
particularly for databasing and mapping, is also being used to counter some of the place-erasing
influences of the Internet as well as, perhaps, those of extractive industries themselves.
Section VI: Chapter previews
This dissertation is divided into two halves.
The first examines how the chemical bonds forged in the process of natural gas extraction
are being revealed by emerging forms of civic science that seek to make visible usually hidden
connections between the social and technical. "Civic science" is a term coined by STS theorists
and anthropologists Kim and Mike Fortun to analyze the emergence of self-consciously ethically
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engaged civic forms of epidemiology and toxicology that seek to counter the influence of
corporate science and, frequently, the corporate production of manifestly ideological knowledge
about matters of scientific and social concern (Fortun and Fortun 2005). The section examines
the social and scientific influence of a database collaborative built and distributed by scientists,
landowners, whistleblowers and advocacy organizations to illustrate the potential human and
environmental health effects of chemicals used in natural gas extraction. I follow how this
database, developed using digital media tools, has been used to effectively reframe natural gas
extraction as a potentially massive public health threat, leading to a congressional inquiry into
the practice, to Oscar and Golden Globe nominated muckraking documentaries on the practice,
and to moratoriums on natural gas drilling.
Chapter 1 looks at the history of hydraulic fracturing, detailing how it came to be
exempted from the Safe Drinking Water Act in 2005. This chapter focuses on how the
development of the frontier of natural gas development within the United States emerges from
and builds upon the enclaving tactics described above. I illustrate how specific information,
spaces, and people were sequestered to produce and enable a boom in natural gas extraction
using hydraulic fracturing. Through discussion of landowner stories and events experienced in
Western Colorado, I illustrate how these tactics made it impossible to link emerging illnesses to
chemicals used in natural gas extraction. I also illustrate how resistance to this process began to
be formed through the meeting of three figures whose stories are vital to the first half of this
dissertation: Laura Amos, a Colorado landowner; Theo Colborn, a world famous Environmental
Health scientist; and Weston Wilson, a hydrogeologist at the Environmental Protection Agency's
Denver, Colorado field office.
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Chapter 2 dives more deeply into the problems of the underdevelopment of
environmental health sciences, building from work in STS on field science and environmental
justice. This chapter analyzes the connections between fossil fuels and petrochemicals in terms
of shared corporate strategies, investment in particular modes of science, PR and political
relationships as well as their co-construction. I analyze how environmental illness and damage
produced by these industries have been systematically rendered hard to study. Through an
historical analysis of the work of Colbom to develop the field of endocrine disruption research -
the study of hormonally active chemicals in the environment - I analyze how Colborn developed
research methodologies and social strategies that unsettled "regimes of imperceptibility" around
the ability of industrial chemicals to disturb hormonal signaling, and produced the field of
endocrine disruption research (Murphy 2006).
Chapter 3 examines how Colbom exported her research methodologies, centered around
databasing and social strategies, to form a novel science-advocacy organization: The Endocrine
Disruption Exchange (TEDX). TEDX maintains a database of all publications on endocrine
disruption and develops research reports for policy makers, scientists and advocacy organizations
seeking to reduce exposure to and impacts of endocrine disruptors. This chapter examines the
relationship between corporations and social movements in this field, particularly in the context
of contentious scientific policy debates in the United States. Building on literature on the
"informating" of environmentalism, I identify the development of a precautionary mode of civic
scientific research exemplified by Colborn's research model which I term Health Environmental
Impact Response Science, or HEIRShip (Fortun 2004, Fortun and Fortun 2005). As an
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ethnographer working with TEDX, I also begin to develop the concept and need for engaged
civic social scientific work.
Chapter 4 examines how TEDX and Colborn's databasing approach was used to deal
with emerging local health problems related to natural gas extraction. I analyze how Colborn
used this database of potential health effects as a map to transform various actors' perspectives
on and imagination of the landscape of natural gas development. Providing landowners with a
narrative about how to interrelate their diverse illnesses and experiences as being related to
natural gas development, TEDX's database provided landowners with a new map of their
landscapes and their conditions that came with new opportunities to counter the sequestering
tactics of natural gas development. I illustrate how TEDX, in participation with others,
successfully developed a scientific and social controversy around the chemicals used in hydraulic
fracturing by developing a database of chemicals used in natural gas extraction and their
potential health effects.
The second half of the dissertation builds upon the databasing methodologies developed
by Colbom to analyze whether web based participatory mapping and databasing tools might
provide new ways to transform community relations with extractive industries, even beyond
concerns about the specific practice of hydraulic fracturing. Given the historical interrelationship
between these industries and the academy, I examine the need for an engaged or "activist" social
science, working actively to develop civic infrastructure that can, among other aims, help
communities potentially impacted by extractive industries. Part II develops and argues for the
constitution of a novel branch of STS, which I term "STS in Practice." STS in practice is a mode
of engaged social scientific research that, like civic science, works actively to transform our
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social capacity to understand and shape industries such as natural gas extraction in ways that
increase their social, environmental and legal accountability. Chapter 5 theoretically grounds and
describes the development of "STS in Practice" by introducing the work of a research group,
called ExtrAct which I founded and co-directed with Chris Csikszentmihilyi in MIT's Center for
Future Civic Media (C4FCM). The goal of this Knight Journalism Foundation funded center
under Csikszentmihilyi's directorship was to develop new forms of "civic media" using digital
media. ExtrAct, through ethnographic fieldwork and in collaboration with community
organizations, NGOs, environmental scientists and lawyers, developed a set of web based
databasing and mapping tools to help interconnect communities managing issues related to the
oil and gas industry. Chapter 5 describes the process of developing ideas for the project's tools
and research and development strategies.
Chapter 6 studies the technical issue of how to develop open source, open access web
tools for community organizing in a contentious and polarized field like that of natural gas
development. Separating the front-end website design and development from back-end or code
development, this chapter looks at the present difficulties of developing web tools that
adequately protect users of ExtrAct websites and fulfill the goals of the websites themselves.
Chapter 7 examines transformations in online access to participatory databasing and
mapping tools, through examining the process of back-end development or the coding of the
ExtrAct tools. It analyses the possibility afforded by digital media mapping and databasing tools
to generate infrastructures for community monitoring of the oil and gas industry.
Chapter 8 concludes the dissertation by returning to look at how from 2006 to 2010 the
TEDX database and ExtrAct project participated in shaping resistance to oil and gas
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development within the U.S. It examines institutional resistance to projects like ExtrAct as well
as the need for systematic change in both regulation and academic involvement in the oil and gas
industry, particularly in the wake of the Deepwater Horizon Spill in the summer of 2010.
Throughout this dissertation I develop an analysis of the interrelationship between the oil,
gas and chemical industries, whose vast social, political and environmental influences come
together in the bodies of landowners like Rick, with whose story I opened this chapter. As I have
noted throughout this introduction, Rick and the other landowners described herein have
historically found themselves unable to connect their illness to these industries due to scientific,
regulatory, technical and social structures developed in the service of industry imperatives. In
our fossil-fuel-dependent economy, these industries are at present inseparable; oil, gas and
petrochemicals are central to our industrial economies in the form of products from fuel to
fertilizer and pesticides (Kamalick 2009). If we are to understand and account for our corporate
bodies and chemical bonds, we need to develop new forms of science and social science that
understand these industries together. We need to account for their actions from extraction to the
final marketed product and its social life, by understanding and transforming the social,
environmental, political and economic relationships they form. Both TEDX and ExtAct are
situational responses to the impact of the contemporary boom in natural gas extraction.
Examining the work of TEDX and developing the concept and process of STS in Practice
through the ExtrAct project, this dissertation offers approaches to changing the academic study,
regulation, and monitoring of extractive industries.
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Chapter 1
The Violence of Security, Science and Silence
in Developing Unconventional Natural Gas Extraction
Figure 1.1 Sign for Frontier Drilling Company, a small (wildcatter) drilling company
started in 2005. Frontier's 19 drill rigs and teams are contracted by larger oil and gas
companies to drill wells (https://frontierdrilling.publishpath.com/the-compay).
"Frontier Drilling," read the sign at the side of the road. We were driving on a dirt road leading
toward a drill rig looming large over Rifle, Colorado's airstrip.
Figure 1.2 The Frontier Drilling rig down the road from the sign
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We were on our way to a take a flight over the gas patch, but the gas patch was already around
us, its holes drilled deep into a subsurface that was coming to reorder the surface landscape.
"Stop," Chris Csikszentmihilyi called, "That's perfect for Sara. We have to take a picture."
Chris was right. "Frontier Drilling," the company name of a private natural gas well
drilling contractor, as it turned out, concretized the conversation we had all been having as we
drove around in our mini-van, speaking about how frontiers are not found, but are rather made.
Moments later, a truck from Schlumberger, the world's largest oil field services company
(Halliburton is a close runner-up), turned onto the road and passed our van on its way to the drill
rig (AOG 2009).
Figure 1.3 Schlumberger truck heading past our mini van.
The co-incidence of this sign and this van closed the loop symbolically on the conversation we'd
been having. Schlumberger is crucial to how the contemporary frontier in natural gas
development is being made, as this chapter will illustrate. Schlumberger, like Halliburton, has
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racked up record profits throughout the early 21st century's US gas boom (Casselman 2008). Oil
field services companies have shown high profits in part because their services have been
increasingly required to stimulate shale and other unconventional gas reserves to produce natural
gas through a proprietary technique called hydraulic fracturing (Manama 2010/2010b). The
confluence of the "Frontier Drilling" sign and Schlumberger's drive-by sums up the argument of
this chapter: the frontier in natural gas extraction involves actively under-developing and
dismantling civic and alternative economic structures.1 This under-development proceeds using
enclaving tactics learned by this industry in regions of the developing world. Enclaving, as
described in the introduction, is the industry's tactic of developing and sustaining physical, social
and legal boundaries between critical parts of the industry and surrounding physical and social
landscapes. 2 Enclaving is often a violent process (Peluso and Watts 2001). This chapter argues
that the present natural gas boom is producing structural violence both by its methods of
imposing ownership over subsurface mineral rights, and then by creating a regime of
imperceptibility around human and environmental health problems. This regime of information
blackout about chemicals used in extracting natural gas that may cause illness makes it nearly
impossible to identify and combat the causes of illnesses in the areas surrounding the drilling
(Murphy 2006).
This chapter examines how one of the largest natural gas "plays" - an industry term
meaning a region of gas development - was made, beginning in 2000, with Northwest Colorado
as its "focal point" (BBC 2008: 1). The chapter has two parts. The first draws from newspaper
1 On the use of "underdevelopment" as an active process, see Walter Rodney's famous 1973 book, How Europe
Underdeveloped Africa.
2 See introduction particularly Peluso and Watts 2001
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stories and local knowledge about an ailing landowner, Laura Amos, whom I encountered during
my ethnographic visits to the Western Slopes of Colorado's Rocky Mountains in 2006. I
examine the struggles she undertook to link her illness to the contamination of her environment
by natural gas extraction (McKibbin 2004, Amos 2005, Clarren 2006b, Frey 2006, Nijhuis 2006,
Lustgarten 2008). Following the trail of how her efforts to connect her illnesses with chemicals
eventually ended with a legal settlement and a gag order, this chapter uncovers the process by
which the larger frontier of natural gas extraction was produced. Information sequestration is a
particularly important aspect of this process. I use the term "information sequestration" here to
refer to the practice at multiple scales, from that of the individual to federal policy, of preventing
the circulation of information about chemicals used in natural gas extraction and their hazards
beyond the boundaries of oil field service companies.
The second half of the chapter illustrates why information sequestration is key to
establishing this frontier of energy development. Building on anthropological and STS literature
on the practices of extractive industries in the "developing world" (Bowker 1994, Tsing 2004,
Watts 2005), and on environmental historical analysis of the West as a federally and corporately
managed extractive economy (White 1991), I examine how the oil and gas industry is able to
move among the local, state and federal scales in order to create networks that favor natural gas
development.
I illustrate how the structure of these networks under-developed western regions of gas
extraction, making it systematically harder for individuals and "gas patch" communities to
exercise self-determination as the social and physical landscapes of western Colorado changed
around them. Building labor camps for migrant labor is one of several means by which the
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industry creates enclaves separated from the control and oversight of local communities. The
sequestration of both workers and information makes it difficult for individuals to track and link
their health problems to the gas industry. I relate local stories to illustrate these dynamics.
Section I: The Martyrdom of Laura Amos
I became aware of the strange illnesses emerging alongside the present natural gas boom in
Colorado over my first dinner with Theo Colborn, early in January 2006. Theo's work in
founding the field of endocrine disruption (see Introduction) brought me to Western Colorado,
and this dinner changed the course of my dissertation. As we sat in the fanciest restaurant in the
small mining community of Paonia that Theo calls home, she told me the story of Laura Amos,
who first contacted Theo in 2004. The results of Amos's phone call would help produce a fierce
national debate about the health impacts of chemicals used in natural gas extraction.
"We made a martyr out of her," Theo said, leaning over and lowering her voice
conspiratorially. As I myself came to know Laura, I realized this "we" included Laura herself,
since she quite self-consciously developed media buzz around the potential link between her rare
adrenal cancer and the explosion of her water well that occurred coincident with the hydraulic
fracturing of a neighboring gas well.3 Thankfully (for me) her story was preserved in media
accounts, since she is now forbidden, to recount her story by the terms of the settlement she
made with a Canadian gas company, Encana. The account I offer here is cobbled together from
conversations with Theo, Laura's close associates and news articles written before Amos signed
the "gag order" with Encana. Encana, formed in 2003 from Alberta Energy, bought Ballard
3 Personal narratives are frequently found in toxics literature as the life course of the narrator is frequently torqued
by toxic exposures See Walley 2009/forthcoming and Steingraber, 1998, Edelstein 1988. Antonetta 2002.
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Energy, the company that originally developed the wells on and around Laura's property. The
rights to develop in that site were obtained as part of Ballard's holdings of 280 billion cubic feet
of Northwest Colorado gas in 2001. At that time, Laura resided in Silt Colorado, a town just up
Interstate 70 from Rifle, Rick's hometown. From their small rural house, Laura and her husband
ran an outfitting company that marketed and led wilderness hunting excursions for wealthy
businessmen. Laura herself is an accomplished big game bow hunter. Not knowing this, you
might mistake her for a mid-western housewife, except that the SUV she drives was covered
with artful decals of the wild animals she hunts. She has become a one-woman thorn in the side
of Encana.
Beneath Laura's modest ranch-style house on a green plot of land beside the small Divide
Creek, stretches the Piceance Basin. This basin, comprised of "tight sand" formations, contains
"as much as 100 trillion cubic feet of natural gas - enough to supply the entire United States at
current (2006) consumption levels, for well over four years" (Nijhuis 2006: 32). In 2001, gas
development in her area was just beginning to boom. Three wells had been drilled just 300 feet
from her rural home. She did not have a lot of control over the development of the wells on or
around her property, because she owned only the surface of her land and not the rights to the
minerals below. This situation, common for private landowners in the West of the U.S., is called
"Split Estate" (Anderson 2009, GJDS 2006, Spaulding 2006abc).
Western surface and (underground) mineral rights were commonly split during the gold
rushes of the American West, in which many surface owners sold off mineral rights for profit.
Once they are severed, it is hard to reconnect surface and mineral estates. Subsequent surface
owners of split estate lands have to track down and buy out the mineral rights from the previous
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holder to reconnect the surface and sub-surface. Records of mineral rights sales can also be hard
to find as they are only maintained on paper in individual town record offices. Today, mineral
owners and mineral leases are spread across the country, and even across the globe. Most
people, when they buy land in the West, actually only buy the surface of the property. Most
buyers do not think about the subsurface. They may not even consider that it might be important
to own mineral rights. However, the split estates they come to own are pivotal to the dynamics of
western resource extraction because surface owners are legally required to allow reasonable
access to holders of rights to the development of minerals under their property. Mineral rights
are valueless without the necessary access through the surface (Feriancek 1999). Before surface
owner protections bills were passed in New Mexico and Colorado in 2007, companies were not
required to sign contracts with surface owners, and surface owners were not able to direct where
well pads, pipelines and associated roads could be placed (OGAP 2007a, 2007b).4
Laura's estate was split when she bought her land. The reality of what this meant became
clear to her in 1998 when a "landman" - an industry representative who researches and
negotiates mineral and surface leases for oil and gas companies - from the Montana based
Ballard Energy came to her door. By dint of massive research efforts in the town archives,
Ballard had tracked down and leased the mineral rights to the subsurface beneath her land, and
the land around her. The Ballard landman explained politely that the Amoses could accept a
$3000 dollar check or "refuse the payment and watch the development move forward anyway,"
as Ballard had a legal right to the development of its leased minerals (Nijhuis 2006: 33). From
the very start, Amos and her husband disliked the development: the noise, the fumes, the mess,
4 The impact of split estate in this boom is detailed in Split Estate, an Emmy award-wining documentary film by
Debra Anderson released in 2009.
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the proximity to her house, the feeling that their rural home was being taken over by strangers
and heavy industry. But she expected things would improve when the well was completed.
However, it was actually then that the problems began.
In order to stimulate wells to produce gas in the tight sand reserves that characterize the
Piceance Basin, hydraulic fracturing (fracking) is commonly practiced. Fracking is a complex,
messy and noisy procedure. Here is how is works: first, a cavalcade of 18-wheeler trucks is
drawn up to a frack site bearing containers filled with the thousands of gallons of fluid, and
associated machinery necessary for the procedure.
Figure. 1.4 Large scale hydraulic fracturing operation in progress.5
The containers are arranged around the "head" of the well to be fracked and then
connected to the well head to form what looks like an octopus of piping. Within the containers,
fracturing fluids are mixed together from dry or non-diluted stores of chemicals, and other
5 Soeder, Daniel J.and William M. Kappel. 2009. "Water Resources and Natural Gas Production from the Marcellus
Shale Fact Sheet 2009" U.S. Department of the Interior. U.S. Geological Survey. May.
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materials such as proppants, sand or other grainy materials used to prop the fractures open.6 The
mixing of these chemicals is achieved through blending machinery (Montgomery and Smith
2010: 30). This work is carried out by specialized work groups, frack teams that set up and
monitor the fracturing process using specialized vehicles owned by oil field services companies
that look like large RVs complete with satellite uplinks. Specialized computer software
connected to sensors within the well and mixing machinery, provides data on the pressure, flow,
consistency and temperature of the frack mixture (Montgomery and Smith 2010: 31). This
mixture is pumped into the well by large powerful diesel engines capable of producing 15,000
hhp (hydraulic horse power) which roar to life as a frack operation begins, often belching black
smoke (Montgomery and Smith 2010: 30). A frack operation can continue for many hours as the
mixture is forced underground at a high enough pressure to break pathways in the subsurface gas
bearing layer, thousands of meters below the surface. The force of these fluids generates a mini-
seismic event, fracturing rock kilometers below the surface. There is little data on how much
frack fluid returns to the surface; estimates put it at between 50-70% (EPA 2004). A single frack
can require one million gallons of fluid, and a well might be fracked from 3-40 times in its life
cycle. The US average number of fracking cycles for a horizontally drilled well is 10
(Montgomery and Smith 2010: 28).
In 2001, BJ services, a sub-contracted oil field services company, fracked four gas wells
on the property of one of Laura Amos's neighbors, just a thousand feet from Laura's home.
Laura's water well erupted like a geyser. After the explosion, the liquid from her well emerged
sludgy and grey, heavy with sentiment and bubbling with methane, as much as 14 mgs per liter,
6 The chemistry of these fracking fluids will be discussed further in chapter 4. A longer thorough review of hydraulic
fracturing can be found in DEC, 2009.
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"...almost as much methane that water will hold at [that] elevation" (Amos 2005: iv-23 and 24).
Amos immediately connected the event to the fracturing happening on the adjacent property.
However, the Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission (COGCC), Colorado's oil and
gas regulatory agency, and Ballard Energy, both argued that the frack had taken place far below
the aquifer accessed by the water well. BJ services, for its part, noted that their equipment
showed no problems during the frack. A hydrogeologist, Geoffrey Thyne at Colorado School of
Mines, contested this claim, arguing that water wells do not simply erupt without significant
changes in bottom pressure. He hypothesized that fracturing had created or tapped into vertical
connections between subsurface layers, thereby creating conduits between Laura's aquifer and
the natural gas reserve (Nijhuis 2006: 33). Encana (which had bought out Ballard) denied
responsibility for water contamination, but began delivering drinking and washing water to the
Amos household two weeks after the event. The Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation
Commission later tested the gas found in Amos's water, confirmed that it came from the gas
formation accessed by Encana, and therefore filed a Notice of Alleged Violation. However, the
Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission did not levy a fine against Encana (OGAP
2005: iv-24). The Amoses used the delivered water for drinking, but they occasionally returned
to using the water well for bathing when the sediment was not too noticeable. By the end of
summer of 2001 the methane concentration was down to trace levels and four months after the
event Encana ceased delivering water though the well water was still "foul smelling and
murky" (Nijhuis 2006: 33).
In 2003, Laura developed a rare form of non-malignant adrenal cancer, primary hyper
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aldosteronism or Conn's Syndrome, which necessitated the removal of her affected adrenal
gland. After the contamination of her water, she became active in opposing oil and gas drilling.
While campaigning against gas drilling in 2004, Laura came across a memo written by Theo
Colborn in 2002. Theo had submitted this memo to the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and
the Forest Service in Delta Country (Amos's neighboring county). It described the potential
health effects of a chemical that Gunnison Energy Corporation proposed to use in the
development of wells in Delta County, Colorado on the Grand Mesa: 2 Butoxy-Ethanol (2-BE),
or ethylene glycol monobutyl, a virtually odorless, colorless and tasteless chemical which is
easily absorbed by the skin, highly soluble and volatile at room temperature.7 Among its many
toxic attributes - it can cause bleeding in the urinary tract and immunological problems - its
potential as an adrenal carcinogen caught Laura's attention.
Theo's memo read:
Carcinogenicity
At the end of a two year chronic bioassay, elevated numbers of combined malignant and
non-malignant tumors of the adrenal gland were reported in female rats and male and
female mice. Low survival rates in the male mice in this study may have been the result of
the high rate of liver cancers in the exposed animals. This study revealed that long-term
exposure to 2-BE often led to liver toxicity before the hemolytic effects were discernible.
No human epidemiological studies are available to assess the potential carcinogenicity of
2-BE. However, from the results of laboratory studies, using Guidelines for Carcinogenic
Risk Assessment (1986), 2-BE has been classified by the USEPA as a possible human
carcinogen. 8
It struck Laura suddenly that her cancer might not be caused by chance, but may be related
to the contamination of her water, and fear erupted within her, fear not simply for herself, but for
7 Theo, Colborn. 2007 Written Testimony of Theo Colborn, PhD, President of TEDX, Paonia, Colorado before the
House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, hearing on The Applicability of Federal Requirements
to Protect Public Health and the Environment from Oil and Gas Development, October 31st. Appendix A, Page 4.
8 ibid Appendix A page 4
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her young daughter, who had also been exposed to the water. After Encana had ceased delivering
water, they had been forced to use the well water for bathing.
Laura set out to find out whether 2-BE had been used in the fracks related to her water well
explosion. She was assured by Encana that 2-BE was not used on her well:
Encana's spokesman, Walt Lowrey, assured several of our neighbors, and my husband and
me that 2BE was NOT used." In addition, Lowrey told the Associated Press and many
reporters in western Colorado, and Denver that "2-BE was not used on the pad, or
anywhere in this area" (Amos 2005: iv-25).
Digging deeper, Laura found out that a second frack job occurred after the linkage between
her water well and the gas bearing formation was already known through the Colorado Oil and
Gas Conservation Commission's 2001 analysis of the gas in her water well. The goal of this
shallower frack was the Wasatch formation, from which the Amos family drew their water.
Documents about this second frack revealed that in fact 2-BE had been used (OGAP 2005:
iv-25). With the evidence of 2-BE's use, the Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission
still failed to support Laura. As Laura described, Brian Macke, director of the Commission,
"told a CBS News Bureau Chief in Washington D.C. that I am crazy, and that my exposure to 2-
BE may have come from Windex!" (Amos 2005: iv-25).
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Section II: Developing a Regime of Imperceptibility9
It was this story that Theo used to make a martyr out of Laura. Her story has been
covered in a number of local and national news articles (McKibbin 2004, Clarren 2006a/2006b,
McKibbin 2004, Frey 2006, Nijhuis 2006, Lustgarten 2008). One particularly moving retelling
in On Earth magazine shows a brown haired, brown-eyed, tanned woman holding her blonde,
blue-eyed daughter, while staring into the camera and, seeming to ask, what will become of my
child? (Nijhuis 2006: 34). It was the need to protect her child, and have sufficient funds to leave
their house, whose property value had declined sharply due to the drilling and contamination,
that made settling the ensuing law suit with Encana the only sensible choice. Though it became
clear that 2-BE had been used in the fracking of gas wells around her property, there was no way,
years later, to determine whether it was actually the causative contaminant in her water; no way
to establish a link between her tumor and fracturing fluid, not for certain. In fact, there were at
least three major obstacles to proving a link between 2-BE and Laura's tumor: the lack of certain
scientific knowledge around human 2-BE exposure and cancer, the inability to show 2-BE was in
her well water because no one tested for it, and the lag between her illness and her potential
exposure. Furthermore, the Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission did not know either
whether this chemical potentially contaminated her water, or that it might be important to test for
9 The term "regime of imperceptibility" as I use it is drawn from Michele Murphy (2006) discussion of the history
Sick Building Syndrome, but similar terms and concepts are also developed by Ulrich Beck whose study of "risk
society" argues for seizing the "means of perception" in order to examine "the blank spots of
modernization" (1986: 61). Philosopher Georgio Agamben's (1998) also develops a similar concept of "zones of
indistinction" to describe spaces outside of the law, that are treated as an exception to rule of law but are created
by that very law. The term is usually applied to spaces like Guantanamo Bay, places created by rule of law in
which the legal status of the place and the rights of its inhabitants are indistinct. Gas patch "regimes of
imperceptibility" arguably could also be described as "zones of indistinction" where the inhabitants loose their
ability to act upon or describe their physical and environmental conditions because of laws which make
information gathering impossible. I employ Murphy's term because it combines Beck's and Agamben's
formulations, in that it applies to both legal and scientific "blank spots" on the map. As this chapter describes,
chemically induced gas patch illnesses are created both by laws and by scientific and technical infrastructures
which are aligned to make these health problems impossible to track.
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this chemical in her water because of the federal exemptions on hydraulic fracturing. This lack
of information contributed to the Commission's dismissal of the issue. Finally the complex
relationships between Encana, Ballard and their subcontractor obfuscated whether the chemical
had even been used. These obstacles, from the scale of federal regulation to that of local
enforcement, compounded one another and created a landscape in which confirming a hypothesis
that Laura's illness was related to 2-BE was impossible.
Recent research within STS and history of science illustrate that cases such as Laura's are
not uncommon in environmental health debates. The early environmental health sciences,
seeking a territory outside of the battles between workers and capital in the 1920's, retreated
from work places and workers' bodies into laboratories (Sellers 1997). Laboratory-based
toxicology developed techniques to test individual chemicals on standardized model organisms.
This approach established threshold limits for chemicals above which repeatable and predictable
disorders could be found (Sellers 1997). However, recent literature on field science in STS has
generally concluded that laboratory-based methods in toxicology are inadequate for addressing
environmental health issues like toxics in the environment (Nash 2004, Murphy 2004/2006,
Davis 2003/2007, Langston 2010). For example historian of agriculture Linda Nash notes how
ill-suited the techniques of laboratory research are to tracking the influences of chemicals, such
as pesticides, on farm workers and environmental health, even in the ordered, seemingly
homogeneous fields of industrial agriculture. These landscape problems are magnified as the
primary groups exposed are migrant laborers, whose transience and low socio-economic status
contribute to the inability of traditional epidemiological methods to map and manage health
problems related to chemical exposure (Nash 2004). A recent study by Michelle Murphy
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illustrates that even EPA scientists, when faced with complaints of "sick building syndrome," or
chemical sensitivity generated by substances in new carpeting, were unable to confirm their
environmental health claims by standard laboratory methods (Murphy 2004). Murphy argues
that applying the standards dictated by laboratory studies resulted in a "regime of
imperceptibility" in regard to effects of low dose exposure to multiple chemicals in individuals
outside a laboratory environment, where chemical sensitivity can vary wildly (Murphy 2006).
Threshold-value-testing regimes therefore actually work to render phenomena invisible. For
example, based on threshold limits, EPA established protocols for testing workplace air pollution,
and results below those thresholds were considered safe, the consequence of which was that
workers complaints were often dismissed as hysterical (Murphy 2006).
The obstacles faced by individuals like Laura in making their stories to be scientifically
legible are further increased by the processes of frontier development in this industry. The ability
of companies to generate relationships between scales that favor gas extraction through
information sequestration and the structural compartmentalization of resource development,
generates a regime of imperceptibility around the hazards of natural gas extraction. First this
industry is able to generate mutually reinforcing relationships between scales of governance,
local, state and federal that build networks of information, people and places that support gas
extraction (Tsing 2004). These networks are comprised of compartmentalized actors, or
modules, like oil field services, migratory labor camps or individual landowner contracts
(Bowker 1987/1994, Appel 2011). These units actively sequester information and people into
compartments that limit their ability to travel outside of the structured network. The culmination
of these processes in Laura's case is a landscape in which she was unable to prove a relationship
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between her illness and exposure to a chemical. The irony of this situation is that she is herself
was forced to contribute to industry's sequestering of information, by signing a non-disclosure
agreement or gag order in return for receiving enough money from the company to move away
from the contaminated site.'0 Laura's case is a microcosm of the structural dynamics of this
industry, which in its final settlement with the gag order contributes to the persistence of a
regime of imperceptibility around health issues.
The sequestering of information makes it hard for private individuals to move between
the scales of local, state, national and international regulatory and policy arenas in the same way
that companies can do. Amos's settlement reinforced the imperceptibility of gas-related illnesses
for others who might be in similar situations. Conversations with Laura can be marked by holes
and actual silences, because there are stories she cannot retell nor is she able to relate that she
cannot tell those stories, so she must simple be silent and you cannot quite know why. Non-
disclosure agreements can include details, down to words and sentences, that can not be said. She
was even concerned about being seen with Theo lest she be accused of violating the terms of the
order. She was unable to testify at trials for others who might struggle in the same predicament.
Lisa Sumi, the researcher for the Oil and Gas Accountability Project (OGAP), explained that
such gag orders are not uncommon, and are the usual reason that people who have been active or
whose health has been seriously impacted suddenly clam up and do not return phone calls. They
disappear from the activist landscape, choosing financial security - the money to pay medical
bills and to move, over a continued legal fight in which they are vastly out-resourced and out-
maneuvered. And who can blame them? The capacity to resist the efficient tactic of turning
10 For more on tactical use of gag orders by corporate lawyers see Nader and Smith 1998.
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economic motivations and individual needs against the social sharing of information hinges
precisely on the ability to gain the information required to scientifically link illness to exposure
that the tactic itself makes impossible. So too, since the settlements are private contracts, there
are no formal ways to track how often gag orders are actually used.
How does this frontier revolve around this highly effective tactic of sequestering
information? Information sequestration depends on the industry's "compartmentalization" as
Bowker describes (1987/1994). That is, oil field services companies' roles are limited to singular
discrete functions which are then black boxed so each unit retains its intellectual capital -
information is thereby sequestered inside these units (Bowker 1987/1994). The resulting
networks function not because each part of the network - oil and gas companies, landmen, oil
field service companies, COGCC employees and lobbyists - is aware of what each other part
does. Rather, the system is built and functions so that no part needs to be aware of any other's
internal processes to do its own part. For example, the cementing team need not know anything
about the drilling team's or the fracking team's work. This compartmentalization also enables a
fluidity of ownership in the sense that drill rigs, companies, wells and services can be bought as
separately functioning units, whose histories of ownership are difficult to track (Appel 2011).
In the case of Laura Amos, this modular and fluid structure of the industry made possible
the purchasing of Ballard and the subcontracting of BJ services to perform the fracking, which
made the documentary chain harder to follow and ultimately allowed Encana to plausibly deny
knowledge of the use of 2-BE. Another aspect of this modular structure is that it enables the
industry to "scale." The term "scale" refers to the ability to create mutually reinforcing linkages
between different regulatory units from individual contracts, to counties, states, national and
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international bodies. Scaling generates networks that can reliably move a commodity like gas
from the point of extraction to market because it can entrain other flows of labor, capital and
information to sustain extraction and transport. It is precisely such networks that Anna Tsing has
identified as necessary to developing a frontier of resource extraction. She suggests that these
networks can generate a "global" scale in a local region through networks of investment and
hype, through which international investments come to refigure the local terrain (Tsing 2004).
The gas industry does not erase the difference between regulatory scales in its scaling
process, but it can operate at each scale in a way that individuals and NGOs cannot. A company
the size of Encana is built from many individual lease agreements, and many subcontracted oil
field services companies. Scaling through such modular processes establishes networks between
scales that encourage natural gas extraction. On an individual level, contracts to develop natural
gas - such as the surface owner agreement with Laura and the leasing of her mineral rights
are made separately. Laura and the mineral rights owner have no knowledge of each other, while
the company Ballard has knowledge of both contracts. These contracts, and legal precedent, give
the mineral owner or lessee (Ballard, in this case) the dominant estate and the right to develop
the minerals. On a state level, the Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission was
mandated to develop oil and natural gas, and in 2004 was primarily staffed by individuals who
had a history of working within the oil and gas industry (Neslin 2009). At a federal level, energy
policies aimed to speed up natural gas development by such means as exempting hydraulic
fracturing from federal regulations. The following section explores how these relationships
between scales, which are favorable to gas extraction, were made.
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experienced a variety of diseases including cancers of unknown etiology. At least 8 more
neighbors also have some form of cancer of unknown etiology. Francis Herring
complained of an oily smell in her drinking water in 1989 after hydraulic fracturing of a
nearby coal bed methane well.. .The McMillian family's drinking water well became
contaminated with an oily substance and methane gas after hydraulic fracturing of a coal
bed methane well near their home. (NRDC 2002: 3)
In 1994, the Florida based NGO, the Legal Environmental Assistance Fund (LEAF)
petitioned the EPA, arguing that hydraulic fracturing ought to be regulated by the state under the
Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA), which requires States to regulate threats from underground
injection to drinking water. Fracking, LEAF argued, is plainly underground injection and should
be regulated by the State (LEAF 1997).
"Fracturing is not underground injection" said the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) in a 1997 in response to LEAF. EPA argued that fracturing was not underground injection
because the primary goal of fracturing is not to leave chemicals underground but rather to
promote natural gas rising to the surface. LEAF did not believe this argument held up under
scrutiny (because it contradicts a plain language reading of the SDWA), and so appealed to the
11th Circuit Court of Appeals, which in 1997 concluded that fracturing indeed constituted
underground injection (LEAF 1997). Clearly, the appeals case did not revolve around the
environmental risks of fracturing directly; instead it turned upon whether or not fracturing could
be considered a method of underground injection according to the wording of the SDWA statute.
The regulatory portions of SDWA describing underground injection defines five
categories of wells that count as underground injection wells:
Class I wells are wells used to dispose of hazardous, industrial, or municipal wastes
beneath underground sources of drinking water. 40 C.F.R. § 144.6(a). Class II wells are
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Section III: Scaling Up - Why Hydraulic Fracturing is Not Federally Regulated
Hydraulic Fracturing is Underground Injection
Until the mid 1990's hydraulic fracturing was unregulated. The method of "well
stimulation" had been pioneered in the 1940's and patented in 1949 by Halliburton Oil Well
Cementing Company (Howco) (Montgomery and Smith 2010: 26). The practice gradually
developed in an "on the run" fashion, similar to the process Bowker describes in his study of the
development of science at Schlumberger (Bowker 1994, Montgomery and Smith 2010).
Hydraulic fracturing developed in the field through a process of trial and error, adapting
machinery such as surplus World War II airplane engines to pump the fluids (Montgomery and
Smith 2010: 28). Oil field services companies, recognizing a potential market niche, took the
lead in research and development while maintaining their characteristic interest in protecting
their intellectual property. Fracking treatments have since become intensely technically and
chemically complex, requiring the services companies to "furnish several million dollars worth
of equipment" (Montgomery and Smith 2010: 30). Tax breaks in the 1980's supported further
research and development of the methods for extracting gas from unconventional reserves, and
helped to facilitate a boom in the practice such that estimated service-company hydraulic
fracturing revenues had tripled to 13 billion dollars by 2007 from 2.8 billion dollars in 1999
(Montgomery and Smith 2010: 35-36, EPA 2004: 3). Before this boom began, the question of
regulating the practice first emerged when landowners in Alabama began experiencing water
contamination similar to that experienced by the Amos family:
The Hocutt family's water well became contaminated in June 1989 with brown, slimy,
petroleum smelling fluid that was similar to the discharged hydraulic fracturing fluid that
traveled downhill from the USX-Amoco methane well near their house (reportedly
killing all plant and animal life in its path).. .Ms. Hocutt and her husband have both
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"[w]ells which inject fluids: (1) [w]hich are brought to the surface in connection with ...
conventional oil or natural gas production ...; (2) [f]or enhanced recovery of oil or natural
gas; and (3) [ffor storage of hydrocarbons." Id. § 144.6(b). Class III wells are wells which
inject for extraction of minerals. Class IV wells are wells used to dispose of hazardous or
radioactive wastes into or above underground sources of drinking water. Id. § 144.6(c)
and (d). Class V wells are "[i]njection wells not included in Classes I, II, III, or IV." Id. §
144.6(e). Technical criteria and standards for these various classes of wells are contained
in 40 C.F.R. pt. 146. (LEAF 1997 Section 4)
The circuit court struggled with EPA's interpretation that fracturing ought not be
considered "wells which inject fluids:...(2) [fjor enhanced recovery of oil or natural gas" and
thereby be regulated as a Class II well. EPA argued that a fractured well should not constitute a
Class II well because:
...it determined that hydraulic fracturing does not fall within the regulatory definition of
'underground injection.' EPA interprets that definition as encompassing only those wells
whose 'principal function' is the underground emplacement of fluids. EPA decided that
methane gas production wells which are also used for hydraulic fracturing are not
required to be regulated under the UIC programs because the principal function of these
wells is not the underground emplacement of fluids; their principal function is methane
gas production. (LEAF 1997 Section C-11)
The court evaluated EPA's claim by drawing on established legal precedents for
reviewing agency enactments of their statutes that:
First, always, is the question whether Congress has directly spoken to the precise
question at issue. If the intent of Congress is clear, that is the end of the matter; for the
court, as well as the agency, must give effect to the unambiguously expressed intent of
Congress. Id. at 842-43, 104 S.Ct. at 2781.
If congress did not express its intent unambiguously then they "defer to the agency's
interpretation if it" is based on a permissible construction of the statute.' Id. at 843, 104 S.Ct. at
2782." (LEAF 1997 B. Standard of Review-20)
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Based on this precedent the court had to decide if, by the legal wording of the statute,
hydraulic fracturing could be unambiguously considered a form of underground injection.
Underground injection is defined as follows in the SDWA: "The term 'underground injection'
means the subsurface emplacement of fluids by well injection. Such term does not include the
underground injection of natural gas for purposes of storage" (SDWA, d(l)).
Reviewing common definitions of underground injection as well as the statute's
definition, the court found EPA's exception of hydraulic fracturing from the SWDA "spurious,"
because it contradicted the plain language of the law. It also found EPA's argument that hydraulic
fracturing was not the primary intent of the gas well irrelevant to whether fracking should be
considered underground injection:
The process of hydraulic fracturing obviously falls within this definition, as it involves
the subsurface emplacement of fluids by forcing them into cracks in the ground through a
well. Nothing in the statutory definition suggests that EPA has the authority to exclude
from the reach of the regulations an activity (i.e., hydraulic fracturing) which
unquestionably falls within the plain meaning of the definition, on the basis that the well
that is used to achieve that activity is also used-even primarily used-for another
activity (i.e., methane gas production) that does not constitute underground injection.
EPA's argument that a methane gas production well is not an 'injection well' because it
is used primarily for gas extraction is spurious. Congress directed EPA to regulate
'underground injection' activities, not 'injection wells.' In view of clear statutory
language requiring the regulation of all such activities, they must be regulated, regardless
of the other uses of the well in which these activities occur. (LEAF 1997 Analysis C-24)
The potential impact of this ruling was not lost on the oil and gas industry. That
fracturing had been legally defined as underground injection and therefore required regulation
under the SDWA, potentially meant that every state in the US would have to halt the use of the
practice until they had reviewed and developed an Underground Injection Control (UIC) Plan
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that ensured there was no contamination of water sources. The SWDA statue requires that UIC
"represents an effective program (including adequate record keeping and reporting) to prevent
underground injection which endangers drinking water sources" (LEAF 2001).11 World Oil
reported, "several industry associations including the American Petroleum Institute, IPAMS,
IOGCC and IPAA are monitoring the situation, and if this interpretation spreads, will take the
matter up in a higher court" (Wright 1997). Drilling Contractor reported that "Industry is
working feverishly to develop legislative remedies specifically exempting hydraulic fracturing
from the underground injection program" (Drilling Contractor 2000: 43). In 2001, an
unprecedented opportunity to develop such legislative remedies emerged.
Exempting Hydraulic Fracturing from SDWA
Halliburton had actively lobbied against the 1997 LEAF ruling (Pasternak 2001, HW 2005: 13).
Dick Cheney, former CEO of Halliburton, was elected Vice President to George W Bush in 2000,
and in 2001, when Cheney was tasked to develop an energy policy research group, the
opportunity to transform federal policy on the matter emerged. Cheney formed the National
Energy Policy Development Group, more commonly known as the Energy Task Force (GAO
2003). Details about the Energy Task Force are hard to gather because Cheney, in violation of
the Federal Advisory Committee Act, which requires the disclosure of activities and details about
federal advisory committees, refused to release documentation on The Energy Task Force's
1 Following the 1997 ruling, Alabama produced a plan to regulate hydraulic fracturing, and LEAF appealed their
plan arguing that Alabama EPA's implementation of the UIC was not stringent enough. This debate was based
around the differing statutory regulations for wells depending on their classification. The circuit court rejected the
appeal allowing EPA discretion in how it develops UIC's. Marvin Rogers gives a thorough review of this case in
his HISTORY OF LITIGATION CONCERNING HYDRAULIC FRACTURING TO PRODUCE COALBED
METHANE State Oil and Gas Board of Alabama Chairman, IOGCC Legal and Regulatory Affairs Committee
January 2009. Rogers was chairman of the Interstate Oil and Gas Compact Commission's Legal and Regulatory
Affairs Commission.
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members, meetings or discussions. 12 Four lawsuits were filed by civil liberties groups which
eventually resolved into two law suits on file, one by National Resource Defense Council
(NRDC) under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) against the Department of Energy; and
the other by Judicial Watch, a non-profit governmental accountability organization that filed a
lawsuit against the Energy Task Force itself (GAO 2003: 4). 13 As these lawsuits and FOIA
requests filed by the environmental organization National Resource Defense Council proceeded,
approximately 40,000 pages of documents filtered into the public domain, though many of them
are heavily redacted.14
These documents, republished by the NRDC online, illustrate that the Energy Task Force
was directly lobbied on the issues of regulation of hydraulic fracturing. In May of 2001,
members of the Energy Task Force received documentation about the possible impacts that
regulation of hydraulic fracturing could have on the development of Coal Bed Methane
production (CBM). Emails exchanged about this documentation imply it was shown in a
presentation given to the Energy Task force on March 2 7 th, 2001. Parts of the presentation were
produced by an industry-lobbying firm, Advance Resources International (ARI) (NRDC 2002b:
6681). The parts prepared by ARI argue, making direct reference to the LEAF ruling, that
regulation on hydraulic fracturing would cause more than a 50% decline in Coal Bed Methane
production in the US by 2010 (NRDC 2002b: 6667):
Hydraulic Fracturing. In the case of Leaf vs. EPA, the court ruled that the injection of
fluids for the purpose of hydraulic fracturing constitutes underground injection as defined
12 Information Act (FOIA)), and Judicial Watch, Inc. v. NEPDG et al., No. 01-1530 (D.D.C.)
13 Natural Resources Defense Council v. Department of Energy, No. 1:01CV2545 (D.D.C.) (filed under the Freedom
of Information Act (FOIA)), and Judicial Watch, Inc. v. NEPDG et al., No. 01-1530 (D.D.C.)
(filed under the Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA) and other statutes
14 http://www.nrdc.org/air/energy/taskforce/searchinx.asp
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in the Safe Water Drinking Act (SWDA), that all underground injection must be
regulated, and that the hydraulic fracturing of CBM wells in Alabama was not regulated
under Alabama's UIC program...It is our understanding based on a review of EPA's
proposed study methodology, that the regulations would govern the injection of all fluids.
Given the scope of this ruling, this would affect virtually every CBM well drilled in the
U.S. Under the 'worst case' scenario (i.e., all CBM wells affected), only a limited
development would take place. Therefore, current production would gradually decline
over the next 10 years to 700 Bcf with little or no replacement drilling (Exhibit 2)
(NRDC 2002b: 6667) (see Figure 1.5).
Regulating Hydraulic Fracturing Would Cut
Forecasted CBM Production by Over 50% by 2010
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Figure 1.5. A diagram from documents given to the Energy Task Force illustrating the over
50% decline in natural gas production by 2010 if Hydraulic Fracturing was to be regulated.
NRDC 2002b: 6680)
The methods used to produce these projections are not described in the supplied materials, nor do
the documents identify exactly which regulation or "restriction" on hydraulic fracturing was
modeled to develop this data. Nevertheless, regulation of hydraulic fracturing is identified as
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one of three pending issues that could affect the goal of producing 1,684 Bcf (billion cubic feet)
of Coal Bed Methane by 2010.15
Given Halliburton's economic interest in the industry, and his intimate prior involvement
in the company, was Cheney familiar with the threat to the company's bottom line from the
regulation of fracking? It is clear from documents leaked anonymously to the Washington Post
about the affiliations of individuals who met with the Energy Task Force, that industry interest
played a stronger role than environmental organizations in crafting the eventual report that was
published in 2003 and became the foundation of the 2005 Energy Policy Act. In fact, the Task
Force met with executives from BP and Chevron, as well as Enron and other electricity
providers:
One of the first visitors, on Feb. 14, was James J. Rouse, then vice president of Exxon
Mobil and a major donor to the Bush inauguration; a week later, longtime Bush supporter
Kenneth L. Lay, then head of Enron Corp., came by for the first of two meetings. On
March 5, some of the country's biggest electric utilities, including Duke Energy and
Constellation Energy Group, had an audience with the task force staff. British Petroleum
representatives dropped by on March 22, one of about 20 oil and drilling companies to
get meetings. The National Mining Association, the Interstate Natural Gas Association of
America and the American Petroleum Institute were among three dozen trade associations
that met with Cheney's staff, the document shows. (Abramowitz and Mufson 2007)
In contrast to the welcome afforded to gas companies, 13 environmental organizations
met with the committee once, en masse, on April 4th after a draft of the report had already been
completed and shown to President Bush (Abramowitz and Mufson 2007). Industry
1 The two others are Land Access, and Water Usage. In the Land Access section the ARI argues that roadless
initiative on public lands could remove another 2% of the already 10% of public lands inaccessible to drilling.
Under Water Usage ARI expresses concerns that a moratorium on drilling in public lands while Environmental
Impact Assessments are prepared might further stall drilling, ending with the remarkable claim that: "Over the next
decade, the other Rocky Mountain basins are projected to produce 7.2 Tcf assuming no moratoriums on drilling.
Drilling moratoriums on federal lands in these basins would reduce reserves by 50%, to 3.6 Tcf through the period
ending 2010." (6667) Presumably the reserves themselves would not be reduced, but rather the 50% more gas
would remain underground should moratoriums be enacted.
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representatives also participated in obfuscating their involvement in the Energy Task Force
(Milbank and Blum 2005). A different set of documents also leaked in 2005 to the Washington
Post show that industry representatives lied to Senators in a joint hearing held by the Energy and
Commerce committees in 2005:
Toward the end of the hearing, [Senator] Lautenberg asked the five executives: 'Did your
company or any representatives of your companies participate in Vice President Cheney's
energy task force in 2001?' When there was no response, Lautenberg added: 'The
meeting . . . ' 'No,' said Raymond [The chief executive of Exxon Lee R. Raymond's].
'No,' said Chevron Chairman David J. O'Reilly. 'We did not, no,' Mulva [Chief
Executive of Conoco] said. 'To be honest, I don't know,' said BP America chief executive
Ross Pillari, who came to the job in August 2001. 'I wasn't here then.' 'But your
company was here,' Lautenberg replied. 'Yes,' Pillari said. Shell Oil president John
Hofmeister, who has held his job since earlier this year, answered last. 'Not to my
knowledge,' he said. (Milbank and Blum 2005)
A week after the hearing, a document leaked anonymously to the Washington Post
showed, in direct contradiction to these testimonies, "...that officials from Exxon Mobil Corp.,
Conoco (before its merger with Phillips), Shell Oil Co. and BP America Inc. met in the White
House complex with the Cheney aides who were developing a national energy policy" (Milbank
and Blum 2005). The executives were not under oath and so could not be charged with perjury.
In 2003, when the first draft of the Energy Policy Bill was debated and defeated in
Congress, it contained specific provisions exempting hydraulic fracturing from the SDWA.
Despite the outcry from environmental organizations (Anderson 2005), when reconsidered in
2005, the Energy Policy Act passed containing in Section 322 provisions exempting hydraulic
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fracturing from regulation under the SDWA (Energy Policy Act 2005).16 This exemption meant
there would be no public disclosure of chemicals used in hydraulic fracturing, no federal or state
UIC plans monitoring and ensuring against harms to drinking water and no public record on
hydraulic fracturing operations to which individuals like Laura might turn. The Boston Globe
described this bill as a "special-interests triumph" (Milligan 2004). The Washington Post argued
that the bill had been turned into "a pifuata of perks for energy industries.. .The bill exempts oil
and gas industries from some clean-water laws, streamlines permits for oil wells and power lines
on public lands...It also includes an estimated $85 billion worth of subsidies and tax breaks for
most forms of energy.. .The petroleum industry got new incentives to drill in the Gulf of Mexico -
as if $60-a-barrel oil wasn't enough of an incentive" (Grunwald 2005). Senator Wyden of
Oregon, who served on the bill's committee from the outset, had some particularly biting words
to say about the bill:
...the most patriotic thing this Congress could have done in the summer of 2005 was to
write an energy bill that did three specific things: reduce our dependence on foreign oil,
lower gasoline prices for working families and businesses, and end the energy subsidy
smorgasbord that has offered these heaping helpings of taxpayer dollars to the energy
industry for decades...1 am sad to say, as one who was involved in this from the outset as
a member of the committee and the conference committee, that the final product does not
accomplish any of those three things. It doesn't reduce our dependence on foreign oil.
Nobody has to take my word for it. That has been on the front pages of the papers all this
16 Energy Policy Act. 2005. PUBLIC LAW 109-58 -AUG. 8, SEC. 322. HYDRAULIC FRACTURING.
Paragraph (1) of section 1421(d) of the Safe Drinking Water
Act (42 U.S.C. 300h(d)) is amended to read as follows:
"(1) UNDERGROUND INJECTION.-The term 'underground
injection'-
"(A) means the subsurface emplacement of fluids by
well injection; and
"(B) excludes-
"(i) the underground injection of natural gas for
purposes of storage; and
"(ii) the underground injection of fluids or propping
agents (other than diesel fuels) pursuant to hydraulic
fracturing operations related to oil, gas, or geothermal
production activities.".
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week. It doesn't lower gasoline prices. And, again, you don't have to take my word for it.
The President has already stated that. It doesn't end the subsidy buffet for the big energy
interests, and you won't have to take my word for that either. You are going to hear those
special interests breaking out the champagne bottles all over town in the next few days
(Wyden, 2005: S9265).
In 2001 the US went to war in Afghanistan, and again in 2003 it invaded Iraq, both times
purportedly in the interests of national security (which as Senator Wyden and the
introduction of this dissertation argues had become synonymous with securing access to fossil
fuels). How is it that in this period the US Congress simultaneously produced a bill that did not
significantly reduce dependence on foreign oil, even while it assisted in the stimulation of a
massive boom in natural gas production within the US?
Security and developing the US Petro-state
When we examine how federal politics facilitated the present natural gas boom, the US
begins to look like a what Michael Watts describes as a "Petro-state":
[A Petro-state] is comprised of several key institutional elements: (a) a statutory
monopoly over mineral exploitation, (b) a nationalized (state) oil company that operates
through joint ventures with oil majors who are granted territorial concessions (blocks),
(c) the security apparatuses of the state (often working in a complementary fashion with
the private security forces of the companies) ensure that costly investments are secured,
(d) the oil-producing communities themselves within whose customary jurisdiction the
wells are located, and (e) a political mechanism by which oil revenues are distributed.
These five dimensions stand at the heart of the Petro-state. (Watts 2005: 9.8-9.9)
Watts developed the concept of Petro-states to describe nations such as Libya, Iraq,
Nigeria and the Congo where oil and gas development is associated with the perpetuation of
plainly corrupt governments and human rights abuses (Watts 2005). The governments of these
Petro-states are dependent upon the oil-complex of international oil and gas development (as
described in the introduction), comprised of oil companies and oil field services companies that
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are required to produce these resources. In Watts's formulation, the US appears as part of a
larger oil complex, a tethering together of developed nations who equate access to oil with
national security, where access is procured through international oil and gas companies and their
allied service companies. However, in examining the US as a state that also develops its own oil
and gas reserves, this picture becomes more confused. Indeed, the Energy Policy Report of the
Energy Task Force points out that the US is the second largest natural gas producer and the third
largest oil producer in the world (NEPDG 2001: 8-3). How to describe what is occurring in the
regions of energy production within the United States, particularly with the passage of the 2005
Energy Bill? And how do changes in the dynamics of energy production in the US relate to those
found in recognized Petro-states?
Theorists of globalization Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri identify contemporary
"global" social-economic organizations as enmeshed in an age of empire in which: "The
transformation of the modern imperial geography of the globe and the realization of the world
market signal a passage within the capitalist mode of production. Most significantly, the spatial
divisions of the three Worlds (First, Second and Third) have been scrambled so that we
continually find the First World in the Third, the Third in the First and the Second almost
nowhere at all" (Hardt and Negri 2000: xiii). The expansion of a new frontier of energy
development within the United States exemplifies this scrambling. The frontiers of energy
development in Colorado, New Mexico, New York, Pennsylvania and Ohio bear the hallmarks
of the frantic scrambles of energy development that have fragmented the social, physical and
political landscapes of developing nations such as Ecuador, Libya and Nigeria: toxic
contamination, intimidation, divide-and-conquer rule and deregulation (Appadurai 1990, Coronil
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1997, Nash 1993, Peluso and Watts 2001, Watts 2003, Sawyer 2004, Tsing 2004, Ferguson 2005,
Ong and Collier 2005, Santiago 2006, Zalik 2008/2009). The outward violence of this frontier
appears at first to be less extreme than that seen in the regions of extraction within traditional
Petro-states. But that is partly because the technical development of regimes of imperceptibility
obscure a mode of violence particular to this natural gas boom: chemical contamination.
Taking up Watts's definition of the Petro-state, the second half of this chapter examines
whether this definition adequately describes the social, environmental and political development
of regions of resource extraction under the Bush/Cheney administration. During Bush's tenure,
federal and state governments who sought economic and national security participated in
undermining civil structures in regions of resource extraction. To situate my analysis
historically within the US context, I deal with Watts's five attributes of a Petro-state in a different
order than the original Petro-state, as follows:
1. A political mechanism by which oil revenues are distributed.
2. A nationalized (state) oil company that operates through joint ventures with oil majors who are
granted territorial concessions (blocks).
3. A statutory monopoly over mineral exploitation.
4. The oil-producing communities themselves within whose customary jurisdiction the wells are
located.
5. The security apparatuses of the state (often working in a complementary fashion with the
private security forces of the companies) ensure that costly investments are secured.
(Watts 2005: 9.8-9.9)
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Section VI: The Anatomy of a US Petro-state
1. The political mechanism by which oil revenues are distributed
It is relatively easy to make a case that the system of lobbying and campaign
contributions by the oil and gas industry comprise a political mechanism by which oil revenues
are distributed. Money from the oil and gas industry flowed readily to the election campaigns of
persons running for and winning elections in both executive and legislative branches of the U.S.
government throughout the 1990s and early 2000s. Freelance journalist Rebecca Clarren, who
was one of the first reporters to track health issues related to hydraulic fracturing in Colorado's
Western Slope, reports that:
In the past three election cycles, gas companies gave federal Republican political
candidates more than $60.3 million and federal Democratic candidates about $14.6
million. Approximately 50 of the Bush campaign's premier fundraisers are energy
executives. Nearly 60 percent of the top contributors hold leases on Western public lands,
according to a 2004 report by the Environmental Working Group (Clarren 2006a).
The Center for Public Integrity also tracked campaign contribution and lobbying
expenditures by oil and gas companies during the period of 1998-2003:
In addition to their campaign contributions, oil and gas companies have spent millions of
dollars to lobby Congress and the Bush Administration. An analysis by the Center for
Public Integrity found that the oil and gas industry reported spending $143.3 million in
lobbying fees since 1998. Exxon Mobil topped the list of over 30 energy companies,
doling $39.1 million out to lobbyists. (Williams and Bogardus 2003)
Over the period of 1997-2003 Halliburton alone contributed $ 1,234,579 directly to
political campaigns (Williams and Bogardus 2003). Approximately 95% of those campaign
contributions went to Republicans in both the 2000 and 2004 elections (Halliburton Watch 2005:
21). Indeed, research by Halliburton Watch, an NGO that specifically tracks Halliburton, shows
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that the company reduced its lobbying budget by half between 2001 and 2003, from $600, 000 to
$300, 000 (Halliburton Watch 2005: 22), presumably because its interests were already being
looked after. A second mechanism for distributing oil wealth within the US is the royalties
system, through which a portion of the profit from the sale of natural gas or oil extracted from
leased public lands, approximately 10 billion dollars annually, goes to the federal government
(Savage 2008). The Department of Interior's Minerals Management Service has faced multiple
charges of corruption in the collection and distribution of money from royalty payments. A series
of reports submitted by the Interior Department's Inspector General in 2008 detailed problems
within the Department such as the under-charging of industry to the tune of $4.4 million (Savage
2008). The most sensational of recent scandals involving the quintessential triumvirate of
corruption - sex, drugs and cash - was revealed in 2008 after the Department's inspector
general presented a report detailing the Royalty in Kind Department's "culture of ethical failure"
characterized by "substance abuse and promiscuity" (Savage 2008). Run from the Denver office
of the Department of the Interior, the royalty-in-kind program acted as a small oil and gas
company. Rather than receiving cash royalties, the department received quantities of oil and gas
that it then sold on to industry bidders. Employees in the program, who took cash and other gifts
from the industry with "prodigious frequency" argued that their "unique" role marketing oil and
gas forced them to participate in the lavish culture of the financial arm of the oil and gas industry
in order to gather "market intelligence":
The social outings detailed in the report included alcohol-, cocaine- and marijuana- filled
parties where certain employees of the Minerals Management Service were nicknamed
the "MMS Chicks" by the energy employees. The companies paid for federal workers to
attend football and baseball games, PGA Tour events, Colorado ski trips, paintball
outings and 'treasure hunts,' investigators found (Kravitz and Flaherty 2008).
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In a sense, the royalty-in-kind program produced a government sector that actively
mimicked an oil or gas producer, seeking to sell its goods on the market. Mimicry, as
anthropologists have argued, often transforms the mime in unpredictable ways (Taussig 1993).
Beyond the failing of any individual who succumbed to mimicry in the Department of the
Interior's Denver office, arguably part of the corruption is structural: how are representatives of
the federal government to engage in selling oil and gas as mandated by their department, without
participating in the financial culture in which such deals are made? How does a government act
like an oil company and not become one? In sum, it is not the individuals, but numerous political
structures within the US that actively distribute oil wealth, primarily in ways that assist the
perpetuation and growth of international oil and gas companies and their service industries. One
of these modes involves the federal government actively selling oil and gas and therefore
becoming structurally invested in maintaining high oil and gas prices.
2. A nationalized (state) oil company that operates through joint ventures with oil majors who
are granted territorial concessions (blocks).
The US does not hold a monopoly on the rights to extract minerals and so does not fit a
strict interpretation of one of Watts's attribute of a Petro-state "(3) a statutory monopoly over
mineral exploitation." However, the vital role of the federal government in developing the
Western United States as an extractive industrial economy is often overlooked (White 1991).
New histories of the American West, particularly by environmental historians such as White,
Worster and Cronon, stress that the West is not, as it is often mythologically represented, an
edenic wilderness populated by gritty cowboys and wise-eyed Native American's fighting to
preserve an uncivilized or pre-civilized society free of from the shackles of 9-to-5 industrialism
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(Cronon 1990 , White 1991, Worster 1992/1994). They argue it is rather the birthplace of the
modem state or, as White describes it, "the kindergarten of the state," the place where the US
federal government first learned how to be a state (White 1991: 58). Central to the US becoming
a modem industrial economy, the West developed primarily as a federally sanctioned region of
industrial resource extraction (White 1991). White argues that "geography did not determine the
boundaries of the West; rather, history created them" (White 1991: 3). The proceeding section
on Western history considers those states historically constructed as "Western" most impacted by
natural gas extraction over the late 1990s and early 2000s: Wyoming, Montana, Colorado and
New Mexico. To fully understand how deeply the US federal government is involved in oil and
gas extraction, fulfilling part 2 of Watt's Petro-state definition, it is necessary to take a detour
through the history of the American West and the co-development of federal bureaucracies and
corporate resource extraction that took place there.
The US government learned to manage humans and land through large-scale bureaucratic
systems, and through agencies such as The General Land Office (formed in 1812 and became
part of the newly form Bureau of Land Management (BLM) in 1946), the Bureau of Indian
Affairs (founded in 1824), The Department of Interior (formed in 1849), The US Geological
Survey (founded in 1879), The Office of Land Reclamation (formed in 1902), The National
Forest Service (founded in 1905), and The National Park Service (formed in 1916). Each of
these agencies developed primarily to manage Western issues. It participated in settling western
lands, forming and managing reservations; surveying lands; generating large-scale land, resource
and water management systems to generate western mining, agriculture, lumber and electricity
industries; and finally developing and sustaining the myth of western wilderness. White and
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Cronon argue that the West is one of the most modem economies and societies in the United
States (Cronon 1990, White 1991). Even its rural areas are "urban" in that they depend on cities
for their existence and vice versa.
Historically, the extractive economies of the West have been managed and developed by
the not always harmonious, co-mingled forces of the western states, non-western corporations
and capital, and the federal government. Historically sparsely populated, and with limited capital,
western states often simultaneously sought, relied upon and resented Federal Aid and Eastern
capital to develop their resources. Despite initial federal intentions to develop the western states
into agrarian economies similar to the founding eastern states, the west developed as a colony of
the eastern states. In this process the federal government was often called upon to support
infrastructural development for huge capital expenses that were too risky for private capital
investments (railroad, interstate and water systems). Meanwhile, large-scale corporations
including the oil and gas industry capitalized on these infrastructural investments, to transform
the West's vast mineral, forest, and agricultural resources into an industrial extractive economy
(White 1991, Worster 1992).
To understand the present boom in resource extraction in the American west and the
development of a Petro-state economy along with it, it is vital to understand the history of the
region and the uneasy tensions and collaborations between western States, the Federal
Government and corporations that not only produced the West as an extractive economy, but also
created techniques and a philosophy of managing humans and natural resources embedded
within the agencies of the US federal government. The West is where the US emerged as a
modern nation-state, a form that is often characterized by populations and land managed through
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a mixture of regulation and scientific and technical infrastructure to optimize the nation's
development. Many of these structures are tailored to support the extraction of resources by
multinational corporations, while attending less to other national economic and social
imperatives. That these approaches have been naturalized and normalized in federal
bureaucracies (White 1991, Worster 1992) begins to suggest precisely how the US government
is deeply involved in oil and gas production.
2a. Learning to manage people: US disciplinary bureaucracy
As White has argued, it is extremely hard to truly allow the past its strangeness, its real
qualitative difference from the present (Milner et. al 2002). The temptation is always to examine
the past as a source of analogies to understand the present rather than to chart the many muddled
ways in which the past creates the possibility of the present (White 1991). It is strange to imagine
the radical differences between the early US federal state and its present form. The early federal
infrastructure was tiny, under-resourced, inexperienced and in large part making things up as it
went along. It did not manage things; it barely had a presence in day-to-day life. This changed
through the process of developing the West and began with the bureaucratic federal approach to
of policy about Native American issues (White 1991).
The West posed significant problems to the small resource-poor agrarian country that
emerged from the battle of Independence in 1783. The Western lands were only gradually
acquired by the United States with the Louisiana purchase of 1803, followed more than forty
years later by the acquisition of the west coast (Mexican and Oregon concession of and Texas
1848 and 1846) and the annexation of Texas in 1845. The Spanish influence in the West was still
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strong in this period, having produced over the course of the 17th and 18th century a reasonably
stable western settlement pattern in which white descendants of Spanish settlers dominated and
lived amidst Native communities. These agricultural communities warred routinely with
increasingly nomadic Native communities. Contrary to Western myths, very little of the Native
American population was nomadic prior to the arrival of Europeans. The influx of horses (from
the Spanish), and the decimation of settled Indian populations by non-native diseases, assisted in
producing nomadic tribes who were increasing dependent on buffalo hunting. Neither the
subsistence agrarian nor the nomadic Native American environmental and social organizations
suited the capitalist, Protestant-inspired agrarian society idealized in the early American republic.
This posed significant problems for the emerging nation. The articles of constitution formally
recognized Native Americans as sovereign peoples, not US citizens, but rather their own nations.
Administering and generating these supposed sovereign nations from the diverse tribal units who
in many areas co-habited with whites, made for a bureaucratic conundrum. Initial plans to solve
this involved generating a large country for the Native American that would be its own sovereign
territory. As the richness of western lands was recognized, and rapidly settled by eastern squatter
communities before the federal government could act, this plan fell out of favor. However,
pursuant to this story of the bureaucratic development of the US federal structure, out of Native
American issues came the first large scale US bureaucracy, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, tasked
to manage native's reservations and transition them into White society (White 1991). The
Bureau of Indian Affairs was the first federal agency that took a hand in educating and providing
social welfare in order civilize the native communities.
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This agency worked very much in the spirit of Foucault's disciplinary mode of power,
encouraging the normalization of populations by creating systems of surveillance and education
that isolate individuals and track their progress. This process should create systems in which
participants, because they always fear being viewed, learn to internally monitor and discipline
themselves rather than being controlled from outside (Foucault 1979). The reservation school
system isolated generations of native children from their parents and raised them in a "white-like
social system" in hopes of normalizing them to white society. Foucault's outcome did not occur
on reservations, however, instead the U.S. federal agencies created of marginalized groups
outside the productive economy (Agamben 1998, Masco 2006). Arguably, here the US as a
bureaucratic state took its first steps in trying to manage the development of people.
2b. Seeing like a State: learning to manage Western lands'7
The federal management of Western lands also contributed to a Petro-state-type
configuration of the US. James Scott argues that modernist states evolved particular land-use
practices based on turning land into entities that could be counted and rationally managed,
similar to the disciplinary frameworks for managing people that Foucault describes (Scott 1998).
In settling the West, federal bureaucracies developed their expertise in modernist land
management. The initial modes of land management intended simply to give it away in order to
get the territory settled, and the goal of the General Land Office was to develop the West in the
image of the eastern states, as agrarian economies, where ideally each family owned and tended
its own farmlands. This was to be achieved through the distribution of 160-acre lots on a grid
17 Scott 1998
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system that literally, working from maps, treated every piece of the land as equivalent. However,
the state ended up being much more intimately involved in land management in the end. Though
some small holding farms did take off, the rapid industrialization and urbanization of the east in
the 19th century with the advent of coal burning, factory labor and the oil and gas industries
rapidly unravelled these agrarian dreams. The discovery of gold in California, the rich forests,
the massive herds of buffalo, all encouraged extractive industries to develop in the West.
It is in relation to this development that the federal government's role in oil and gas production
would eventually take shape. Extractive industries come with settlement and social structures
very different from the agrarian mode, and since these items found their value as commodities in
eastern markets they required means of transport. The western states, sparsely populated as they
were by those who had the income to afford the expense of settling and by those with so little
social capital that they made their way there as laborers, largely lacked the capital to develop
such industries. So eastern capital and corporations emerged to fund the development of
minerals. The risks of developing mineral claims, the costs of the effective research about those
investments, and the fierce competition between mines favored the formation of vertically
integrated companies with collusive arrangements. And where private capital could not be
rounded up to invest in development, federal funds were sought (White 1991).
The long history of federal management of western "development" projects began in
earnest with the railroad. Very quickly the federal government got into the business of helping
the process of extraction of these resources by building railroads, which as discussed in the
introduction was key to rendering them into a flow. The process of building large-scale
metropolitan transport systems like the transcontinental railroad introduced class and racial labor
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hierarchies that still haunt the West in the present day, with Chinese, Mexican and Native
American laborers occupying the lowliest possible jobs, while white laborers operate machinery,
and perform more specialized tasks. The extractive economies were predominantly male,
women being excluded largely from the wage labor work force except as prostitutes (although
some women did manage to start small farms). It was the boom-bust of extractive industries,
White argues, which gave rise to the archetypal Western figures and places that still haunt
contemporary images of the West: cowboys, sheriffs, saloons, bordellos, gold and silver miners,
outlaws, lumberjacks and prostitutes with hearts of gold (1991). These were not pre-modem
figures, but rather products of modem industrial processes. Although mineral miners lived in
hovels, the mines they worked used the latest industrial technologies. The lumber cut in the West
went to build cities and railroads in the East, and wheat grown in the West was exported to the
East and further to European markets. The bureaucracies of the federal government had two
primary roles in developing these economies - helping to build infrastructure and helping to
protect settlers with federal troops.
2c. Securing a Nation: the scientific and bureaucratic management ofpeople and places
It was in the early 20th century with the rise of populism that federal land policy and
managerial intervention really began to change and the US government became involved not just
in protecting populations and facilitating access to resources, but also in actively developing
environmental, social and economic organizations by cultivating mineral, industrial agricultural,
military and urban development. With this shift, which was not as discrete or incremental as this
review suggests, the US engaged in developing what Foucault would describe as apparatuses of
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"security" as well as discipline (Foucault 2007). Security apparatuses seek to produce particular
environmental and social structures conducive to sustaining a territory and developing a
population. This process is achieved by balancing the rates of particular outcomes: births,
deaths, stock market bubbles, crashes, bumper crops, dust bowls, crime and trade, to name a few.
Mechanisms of security recognize that these rates are interrelated, since for example, attempts to
eradicate crime also will reduce trade. Therefore producing a healthy nation means measuring
and optimizing social and environmental conditions that increase the rates of perceived social
goods over those of social ills (Foucault 2007). White describes this shift in relation to the
increased corporatization of the West, as follows:
Corporations, federal bureaucracies and western cities all existed in the west at the turn of
the century, but their days of greatest influence lay ahead. In the 20th century indigenous
western corporations arose alongside eastern corporations. Both federal bureaucracies
and urban government shed their roles as passive regulators in order to emphasize active
service. The federal government no longer simply distributed resources, allowing title to
slip in private hands, it now managed resources for optimal growth, retaining title itself
(White 1991: 395).
3. A statutory monopoly over mineral exploitation
A topical example of this shift in structures of governance is the federal minerals policy.
Prior to 1920, minerals on private or federal land were regulated under the 1872 rule of capture,
which stipulated that whoever found them could develop them. This was a simple rule, but one
that increasingly assisted in producing wild swings in minerals markets, such as unrestrained
gluts where competing producers each rapidly produced the resource thus driving down prices,
which then resulted in scarcity as investors failed to seek further resources. It also led to
haphazard boom-bust development of oil and gas reserves. To forestall this volatility, notably
after the hardships of World War I illustrated the importance of reliability of flows of oil and gas
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to national security (Yergin 1991), the federal government passed the Land Leasing Act in 1920
which "gave government right to lease lands... [so that] the secretary of interior issued oil
prospecting permits instead of selling coal and oil lands. Under the law, the secretary of the
interior issued oil prospecting permits valid for 2 years and covering a max of 2, 560 acres. If oil
was discovered, [the] fed got royalties of 5 % for 20 years." (White 1991: 399). This law
dramatically changed the role of government in the West by not only preserving the government
as the largest western landowner but also ensuring that it would be a continual and active
participant in shaping western land use. Importantly, the Land Leasing Act, and the other federal
bureaucracies were not aimed at preserving federal lands but rather actively supporting mineral
development. With the Land Leasing Act, which kept lands in government ownership, the US
government gave itself the third element in Watts' definition of a Petro-state: (3) a statutory
monopoly over mineral exploitation.
Within this developing system, the federal preservation of some public lands became important
alongside the extraction of mineral resources from others. This did not arise out of some desire
to eradicate urbanism, but rather to create spaces where the ills of urbanism could temporarily be
remedied. The national park system was self-consciously developed to create enclaves where the
urban spirit could be revived from the crippling ills of industrial urbanism that threatened
traditional values of male self-sufficiency, economy, and hard work. Visits to the parks were to
revive these ethics in urban men, while also reasserting that these traditional capitalist values,
which built urbanism, were born from the state of "nature": survival of the fittest (Haraway
1989, White 1991). Notably, the parks were chosen because they were not perceived as areas of
economic worth. While wildernesses were being federally created, federally employed engineers
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were actively damming and rerouting the major Western rivers to feed growing urban needs,
particularly those of Los Angeles. Such projects reached a spectacular apex in the Hoover dam,
that transformed the Colorado river into a human-managed machine for producing California's
industrial agricultural system and urban development. These attempts to manage "nature"
produced what White has called "organic machines": aspects of the physical landscapes were,
through science and engineering, transformed into machines that supported the growth of the
West's massive industrial agricultural systems (White 1995).
This detail in the history of the American West may seem distant to the topic of the
natural gas booms in the 21st century, but it is of direct relevance. It shows that the West is no
stranger to extractive industry, and that it was in Western development that the US learned to co-
produce national bureaucracies and corporations that could unsettle areas and develop frontiers
of extraction. The present dynamics of Petro-state resource extraction occur with relative ease in
the West because federal bureaucracies and companies are historically aligned to support them.
In particular, it is clear that while the US government is not a monopoly owner of mineral rights,
it is the monopoly owner of federal mineral rights in the American West and the largest
landholder in the area. The BLM alone manages 261 million acres of federal land, mostly in 12
Western states (AP 2003).
Since in leasing mineral rights the federal governments enters a contractual agreement
with oil and gas companies, the US does indeed fit uncomfortably well into Watts's second
criterion for Petro-states: "a nationalized (state) oil company that operates through joint
ventures with oil majors who are granted territorial concessions (blocks)" (Watts 2005).
The Bush Cheney Administration further solidified this arrangement by instructing the BLM and
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Forest Service in 2003 to remove barriers to leasing particularly in the Western Rockies (AP
2003), leading to a massive growth in natural gas development on federal lands:
Leasing of public lands to oil companies soared under the Bush-Cheney administration,
even long before 'drill, baby, drill' became a fatuous rallying cry on the right. The federal
Bureau of Land Management approved nearly 42,000 drilling permits from fiscal year
2001 to fiscal year 2008-almost two-and-a-half times as many as in the previous eight
years. Oil and gas drilling became the priority use for these lands... (Kenworthy 2010).
How do Laura's, Rick's and the stories of other western slopes landowners reflect the
historical dynamics of the collaboration between corporations and federal government to extract
western resources in the interest of national security? And given this historical context what is
unique about the early 21st century boom in natural gas extraction?
4. The oil-producing communities themselves within whose customary jurisdiction the wells are
located
4a. The invisibility of rural landowners
As White describes it, rural landowners in the West have long borne the harshest burden
in the collaboration between Western States, the Federal government and corporations to develop
the west's extractive economies. Yet their struggles were the least perceptible in the early stages
of this gas boom. The primary initial outcry about these changes in federal land use came instead
from environmental organizations, particularly wilderness societies. As Pete Morton, a resource
economist with the Wilderness Society put it:
This policy shifts the land management equation in favor of drilling and automatically
assumes that oil and gas production is the top value of public lands.. .I think it's a position
that is not consistent with BLM's mission and with the values that the American public
holds for their land (AP 2003).
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The Wilderness Society is a largely urban organization, like many other environmental
organizations who protested changes in federal land use. One of the contradictions of the
Western development is that it is imagined as a place of "wilderness," while paradoxically
wilderness areas are the product of intensive land management. The imagined "wildness" of the
land in question produced a characteristic argument that, in the case of this natural gas boom,
pitted wilderness areas against resource development. The outcry from wilderness societies about
gas development led to litigation seeking to protect wild lands:
The Bush administration offered up iconic landscapes treasured for their scenery,
recreational opportunities, clean water and clean air, and archeological treasures. These
lands became battlegrounds for litigation, including the Roan Plateau in Colorado, a
rugged mesa overlooking the Colorado River prized for its elk and deer herds and a rare
pure strain of Colorado cutthroat trout; the Otero Mesa in New Mexico; the Wyoming
Range and Red Desert in Wyoming; and some of Utah's most spectacular red rock
canyon country (Kenworthy 2010).
A particularly furious battle raged over drilling on the Roan Plateau and Grand Mesa, the
mountain ranges that form the Silt and Rifles Valley. Like the arguments over the Colorado river
which created this valley, the fate of the wild lands was being disputed by interests and people
far beyond the towns of Silt and Rifle, including environmental organizations. The valuation of
wild lands particularly by Eastern urban environmentalist movements has generated significant
tensions with rural landowners in this area, who seek to use the land for grazing, hunting and
driving around recreational vehicles, rather than as protected "wilderness" areas.
Environmentalism is a dirty word for many of the Western Slope older timers.
Accounting for this view, environmental historian William Cronon critiques the emergence of
preservation- and conservation-based environmentalist movements in an aptly named article
"The Trouble with Wilderness: are you an environmentalist or do you work for a living?" which
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argues that an urban focus on wilderness draws attention away from the more serious issue of
urban environments (Cronon 1995). The focus on preservation of wilderness maintained by
urban environmentalists, who view the "environment" as somewhere outside of the city, creates
tensions, Cronon argues, between environmentalists and rural Westerners, who for their part
come to know and value their environments through working and actively transforming the land
(Cronon 1995). The terrible irony of environmentalist movements is that the resource intensity
of metropolitan societies from which they emerge actually fuel the demand for and so help
produce industrial resource extraction and consequent environmental destruction. These tensions
and ironies are no less evident in the struggles in the Western Slope of Colorado, in which the
perspectives of landowners like Laura and Rick are made largely invisible by competing outside
interests. In the Western Slope of Colorado initial efforts by environmentalists to protect
wilderness were perceived by landowners, I worked with, to in fact increase drilling on private
owners', like Laura and Rick's, property, contributing to their invisibility.
4b. The under-development of boom-bust regions
The history of the Rifle region follows that of the West more generally in that it is no
stranger to boom and bust resource development in cycles dependent on the needs of national
energy demands. The whole region is rich in oil shale and underwent a large-scale boom in the
1970's and 80's brought on by OPEC's restriction of oil supply. In this period, natural gas prices
were also deregulated, allowing the price to rise and renewing interest in developing US natural
gas. In that boom, Denver's investment in the energy industry grew dramatically: 27 new office
buildings were built in the city during this period and it was home to 2,000 energy-related
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companies (White 1991: 565). As the Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission worked
actively to fulfill its mandate to develop oil and gas, Western state governments for the first time
took steps to resist Federal Energy policies. Colorado State Governor Lamm, during his
successful 1974 run for governorship, argued that: "Interior and energy people in DC have more
power in this state than 1 or our 100 legislators together" (White 1991: 565). As is characteristic
of regions of resource development within Petro-states, Colorado as a state and Garfield county
as region have been relatively powerless to control the rapid expansion and contraction of energy
extraction economies.
Rifle, Garfield County and Colorado generally fared extremely poorly when the
fracturing of OPEC's coalition restored international oil supplies. On what is referred to as
Black Sunday, May 2, 1982, Exxon closed its large oil shale project on the Western Slope, and
TOSCO (The Oil Shale Company) and UNOCAL quickly followed (BBC 2008).
Unemployment rose to 10% in Garfield County, with a 17% regional decline in number of jobs
from 1982-1987, including the knock-on effects on employment in allied construction and
service industries. From this bust, the region of Garfield County and Colorado in general has
made a slow and steady recovery in economic growth and employment, particularly led by
growth in the resorts, leisure and tourist economies (BBC 2008). The Rifle area became a
bedroom community for employees of the neighboring resorts like Aspen and Vail.
Economic reports commissioned by Garfield and surrounding counties show that the
present oil and gas boom played a decisive role in rapidly undermining these economies:
Since 2000, rapidly increasing natural gas development has been the most visible change
in the region. Energy emerges as a major economic driver. Natural gas development and
other natural resource industries are playing an increasingly important role in the
northwest Colorado economy. In 2006, these industries accounted for 15 percent of total
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direct and secondary employment in the overall region but a far more concentrated
proportion in various subareas of the four county region (BBC 2008).
With the growth of natural gas extraction there has been a significant influx of labor, and
with it a wide variety of changes. Regional populations are predicted to double by 2035 (BBC
2008: 2). Focal points of the industry, such as the rural community of Dinosaur, are predicted to
experience even higher growth rates such as 300 percent increase from 2005 to 2035 (BBC 2008:
6). Approximately 20% of the labor influx for oil and gas work is estimated to be made up of
migratory or temporary workers who have no permanent residency in the area. Temporary
workers occupy many of the hotels and motels in the region, particularly in Rifle (BBC 2008:
2-14). There have also been "'[d]ramatic increases in local housing and labor costs. Housing
costs in the study area [Garfield and surrounding counties], roughly 35 percent below
comparable Denver metropolitan area costs just six years ago, now often match or exceed
Denver area prices," (BBC 2008: 2). The rise in housing costs is pricing many workers out of
property markets, and so also affecting some employment sectors:
[t]his inflation of housing costs, coupled with relatively low wages in the non-energy
sectors of the economy, are causing serious problems with public-sector employment.
The County, as an example, has been seeking to hiring a professional planner for almost
two years. The problem comes down to an inability to find acceptable housing given the
salary being offered. This occurs in spite of twice raising the upper end of the salary
range. Another example is the Rangely School District purchasing a four-plex for rentals
available to new teachers. In addition, one energy company has made a home available
for rent to new teachers only (BBC 2008: Rio Blanco County Comments).
The discrepancy that has been created between wages paid to oil and gas workers and other jobs
is also forcing other industries to raise wages in order to compete:
Housing affordability issues, once considered a challenge of resort areas only, have
become one of the study area's most pressing problems, particularly given the influx of
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young gas workers and the difficulties many businesses have in finding workers. Wages,
particularly in occupations related to or competing with natural gas development, have
also increased substantially (BBC 2008: 2).
As these changes only begin to suggest, the natural gas boom on the Western Slope of
Colorado, which began in 2000, lead to industry territories that are physically and socially
pushing out other land uses and increasingly bounded off from the surrounding regions, with
similarities to the industry structures developed in Petro-states. The creation and maintenance of
this territory has succeeded in part due to the combination of increasing property values, changes
to the landscape, and large wage discrepancies between oil and gas employment and other
industries that produces the development of mono-economies in which the other industries are
underdeveloped, otherwise known as the "Dutch disease." As the BBC reported in 2008,
The City [of Rifle] is already experiencing "Dutch disease" ...The multiple pages of job
vacancies in the classifieds sections of local papers are an example of the crowding out
effect being experienced in the Region due to energy development and production. Local
Governments (and other sectors of the economy) compete with the energy sector for
workers, materials, and contractors and given our limited budgets, we often lose (BBC
2008).
The BBC's relatively conservative report supports the town of Rifle's report:
Analysis of employment in select northwest Colorado industries indicates that natural gas
development may be suppressing growth in some sectors. For example, in Garfield
County employment in the natural gas industry increased by more than 76 percent from
2001 to 2006. This compares to a statewide increase of only about 33 percent. At the
same time, the number of employees in the entertainment industry (amusement, gambling
and recreation in the NAICS sector) decreased by 1 percent while industry employment
growth continued statewide (BBC 2008).
In addition to adversely affecting the non-gas employment scenario, the gas industry has
produced road damage costs and traffic that rural counties cannot afford to cover:
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... [O]nly 25% of the workers in Rio Blanco County currently reside there. State
Highway 13, our major north-south corridor, already handles twice the hazardous
materials of any highway in the state; it is carrying heavy truck traffic in numbers beyond
its safe capacity and this is in areas within the 'emerging energy influence area.' It is now
moved to first priority on the regional STIP but there is no money to make any
improvements. Needless to say, there are no plans for alternative or mass transit in a rural
county of 6,000 residents (BBC 2008 Rio Blanco comments).
Rural social and physical infrastructures are rapidly being overwhelmed, as described in the case
of Rio Blanco:
Clearly there is a need to build needed infrastructure ahead of or early within a boom
cycle. For State Highway 13 and Rio Blanco County Road 5 north from Rifle into the
Piceance Basin, it is on the verge of being too late. As the drilling activity moves north
the congestion will only get worse and attempting to rebuild County Road 5 in the midst
of this congestion, in a narrow canyon, will be extraordinarily challenging. As one index
to the challenge, the RBC Sheriff responded to 5 calls in the Piceance Basin in 2003. In
2007, that office responded to 1675 calls with 10-11 rigs running and 3 major gas
processing facilities under construction. That rig count is likely to double in the next 5
years and certainly there will be many more pipelines and gas processing facilities (BBC
2008 Rio Blanco comments).
Many of the issues for local governments in controlling this boom revolve around the
problems of how to tax the gas industry given its settlement patterns. Most local governments
make their money from surface owner property taxes, but this industry generally leases property
rather than owning it. The effects of the imbalance between resource usage and tax burden are
taking their toll on the City of Rifle, which has no way to tax the industry directly, and can only
tax industry workers who purchase homes or new businesses that take up residence associated
with the industry:
The City [of Rifle] has taken steps to ensure [that] new growth and development pays its
way. Currently, the fees imposed by the City that are required to build a new single
family residence in Rifle average $20,000 to $30,000. Additionally, the City has recently
increased numerous fees on all residents - most notably, a 105% increase [in the] water/
wastewater fee. In late 2007, the city bonded for close to $19 M for completion of a new
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wastewater treatment plant that will have a total cost of $23 M and a few years earlier a
smaller $4.2 million bond was approved for interchange and road improvements. Staff
have identified approximately $60 million in additional infrastructure improvements
needed in the City in the next 5 years. In addition to the recent bond measures, the City
residents have approved a 2.5 percent lodging tax and a 1 percent sales tax for parks and
trails in recent years. It is unlikely the residents of Rifle will continue to accept increased
fees or approve tax proposals and debt. This will result in the City requiring assistance
from outside sources to meet the projected levels and rates of growth, much of which a
direct result of energy development. The development fees imposed by Rifle for new
homes are a catch-22 for the City: the fees are needed to ensure growth pays its way, but
the costs of the fees are passed from the developer to the homebuyer, thus increasing the
cost of new homes offered in the City and reducing affordability (BBC 2008: City of
Rifle Comments).
The limitations of this approach was particularly evident in the case of oil field services
companies whose relatively few employees migrate all over the region to frac wells. Neither the
costs of the road damage or impacts on other industries are covered by oil and gas industries, nor
are any of the direct profits from the frac operations captured by the local governments. Thus this
industry, oriented as it is around leasing, does not develop to stay or purchase a long-term
interest in the region. Rather, using the tactics originally developed for the conflict regions of
Petro-states, it develops temporary enclaves which inhabit different social, regulatory spaces and
operates in its own timeframe (Bowker 1994, Watts 2005, Appel 2011).
The creation and maintenance of a gas industry territory has had a number of collateral
effects. In Rifle, one of these is that the city has seen a double digit rise in crime since the
beginning of the gas boom (Frey 2008). Much of that crime is associated with
methamphetamine, a drug favored by industry workers because it keeps them awake for the
round-the-clock drilling lifestyle of 2 to 4 weeks shifts of 12 hour on, 12 hour off work. As
Bowker described in his study of the development of Schlumberger in Venezuela, the oil field
industry works on a time outside of regular 9-to-5 work schedules. A drill rig runs continuously
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until the well construction is finished (Bowker 1987). As one oil field worker described to a
reporter: "Either you're wired or you're fired" (Farrell 2005). Local law enforcement officers
describe the drug use encouraged by these grueling hours as an:
epidemic on the oil and gas rigs sprouting in the dusty expanses around Craig, a small
town of roughly 10,000 in the northwest corner of Colorado. Grinstead [Sheriff of Craig
Colorado] busted his first meth lab in 1987, but says he didn't think much about it; the
'cook' was from California, and the whole operation seemed out of place in his area.
Then, around 2000 - at about the same time as the natural gas boom took off - he
noticed an increase in meth use and related crimes. It was like a 'light switch went on,'
says one of Grinstead's deputies, a drug investigator who asked to remain anonymous. 'It
was like a disease; everyone had it (Farrell 2005).
In attempts to forestall some of these social issues the industry is promoting the
development of "man camps" so workers live and work in corporate regulated spaces (Siegler
2007). The enclaving and sequestering of workers, part of the larger enclaving process, is
particularly clear with the development of these temporary labor camps built away from towns
and in the gas patch to house workers. Garfield County allowed the industry to create 47 "man-
camps" each with room for up to 24 inhabitants (BBC 2008: Town of Rifle Comments). The
BBC notes that:
[a]s housing becomes more scarce and expensive, and operators move to more remote
locations, gas companies are installing more temporary housing facilities for their
workers. These facilities are generally in place for less then one year, but in several cases
these facilities can be renewed indefinitely. Interest from gas companies to construct
larger and more permanent housing facilities is increasing as well (BBC 2008: Town of
Rifle).
In keeping with the shift identified by the BBC toward more remote locations, some of
the Rifle labor camps can only be reached by helicopter (Frey 2008). While local communities
even encourage this enclaving, it further limits the ability of local governments to oversee,
intervene in or regulate this industry, including the ability to track what happens with workers.
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Indeed, the boom in natural gas extraction includes a loss of regional control over the economy,
landscape and social environment, leading to the development of mono-economies and
environmental damage characteristic of Petro-states.
Also in keeping with Watts's definition of a Petro-state, the city of Rifle directly links its
inability to keep up with and control the socioeconomic changes associated with the natural gas
boom to federal leasing policies - and so to the territorial enclaving of the gas industry:
Decisions made at the federal level regarding leasing in addition to a reduction in federal
assistance forces local governments and their residents to pick up the tab for decisions at
the federal level that have dramatic impacts their communities (BBC 2008: Town of Rifle
comments).
This loss of control reached an apex for the towns of Palisade and the city of Grand
Junction whose leaders, concerned about the damage to their water from hydraulic fracturing and
other aspects of gas development, attempted to buy out the federally held leases to their town's
watersheds (McGuire 2006, Spaulding 2006a/2006b). Both the effort of Palisade and the effort
of Grand Junction failed (Miller 2006). The BLM allowed the communities to be out-bid by
resource developers (Buchanan 2006, Lofholm 2006, Spaulding 2006c). State Senator Ken
Salazar argued that the Bush administration's "running roughshod over Westerner's concerns"
could spark a "revolution" against drilling (Salazar 2006).
5. The security apparatuses of the state (often working in a complementary fashion with the
private security forces of the companies) ensure that costly investments are secured
The final sub-section of this chapter returns to hydraulic fracturing and the chemicals
used in natural gas extraction, and details the structural violence particular to this present energy
boom: the development of a regime of imperceptibility around the health issues of landowners
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and workers. This kind of violence is produced by the Petro-state's protection of oil field
services companies' technical and scientific "costly investments" , a dynamic of enclaving that
further extends historical tendency to ignore rural private landowners in the American West.
In Watts' definition, the security apparatuses of the state and private security forces in
traditional Petro-states use actual military force to ensure continued access to reserves, as in
Nigeria's military support of Shell and the oil industry against local communities (Fentiman
1996, Peluso and Watts 2001, Zalik 2004, Watts 2005). In the contemporary US boom, the
security apparatus of the state and companies are working in complementary fashion to secure
other "costly investments."
What are the costly investments of oil field services companies like Halliburton, and what
is "security" to these companies? Unlike the major oil companies for whom security primarily
revolves around access to mineral resources, oil field services companies are not primarily
interested in the security of access to wells. Even the security of property and people are
secondary to their primary "costly investment" which is intellectual property. Protection of
intellectual property as Bowker describes with regard to Schlumberger allows oil field service
companies the right to reap the rewards of their investment in research and development
(Bowker 1994). When notions of security are expanded to include the idea of securing the
investments most important to oil field services companies, one can see how Petro-state resource
extraction in the case of the present US gas boom revolves around information sequestration as
well as the physical sequestration of enclaves. From this point of view, information sequestration
is as important, if not more important, than the sequestration of physical space and people for oil
field services companies.
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The central importance of information sequestration is evident in the exempting of
hydraulic fracturing from SDWA, which protected the oil companies while exposing landowners
and their families to contaminated drinking water. The fail-safe means of securing hydraulic
fracturing in this case was not the sledgehammer of the federal exemption from the SDWA itself,
which could in the future be contested as mere cronyism. The deciding factor was the more
subtle work of generating "scientific evidence" that hydraulic fracking does not pose a threat to
drinking water. In keeping with Watts' criterion, the scientific research and development
branches of the state worked in coordination with industry science and research to secure the
costly investment of oil field service companies through the development of scientific
information. Foucault argues that mechanisms of security actually rely upon the apparatuses of
science, particularly the science of bureaucracies: statistics, mapping and databasing. These are
the tools that states use to count their populations and measure the rates of particular social issues
such as crime or trade. The sciences are therefore vital to the administration of modem states
(Foucault 2007). Taking Foucault's equation of security and science into account, the Petro-
state's work of protecting oil field services investments could be rewritten:
The [science] apparatuses of the state (often working in a complementary fashion with
the private sector [scientific] forces of the companies) ensure that costly investments are
secured.
This coordination of science, state, and private sector has many dimensions that the rest
of the dissertation explores. The case of hydraulic fracturing and the SDWA that I am focusing
on here exemplifies the coordination particularly well, as analysis of the EPA's 2004 white paper
on the safety hazards of fracking to water supplies shows. Following the LEAF ruling against
LEAF's petition to protect drinking water in relation to hydraulic fracking, the Federal EPA
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commissioned a study on fracking. The initial plan was that this was to be a two stage study, the
first being a literature review and the second field studies. The EPA put out a call for industry to
submit data for this study. It was all voluntarily supplied; no information was subpoenaed, no
proprietary information was passed over. The review committee, as was later documented by a
whistle blower, was convened not from EPA experts in toxicology and hydrogeology, but rather
by external individuals drawn heavily from industry. The whistle blower, Weston Wilson from
the Denver EPA office, argued in a letter sent in 2004 to Congress that by EPA's own standards, 5
of 7 members of this review panel had conflicts of interest. The review panel was made up of one
petroleum engineer from BP Amoco, a technical advisor from Halliburton, an engineer from the
Gas Technology Institute, a former employee of BP Amoco, an engineer for the COGCC, and a
former employee of Mobil Exploration. There was no-one on this panel qualified to analyze the
human and environmental effects of chemicals used in fracturing, nor were there any ground-
water experts qualified to speak to the dynamics of aquifers (Wilson 2004).
The study itself is a confusing document. It reports both that as much of 50% of fracking
fluid could be left underground in regions of usable drinking water, and that there are potentially
hazardous materials in fracking fluids. The paper argues that dilution should be sufficient to
resolve any concerns, without providing any evidence from field studies. On the basis of this
first report, the plans for a second study, which would have included field research, were
cancelled. The one achievement of the report was a voluntary, though unmonitored, agreement
between oil and gas companies to no longer use diesel as the primary fracking fluid, which as
Wilson pointed out, creates internal contradictions in the report. Why ban diesel if there was no
concern about contamination of water supplies?
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Wilson's letter argued, "EPA decisions are not consistent with the findings of its study nor
have EPA decisions complied with the purpose of the SDWA." He based this conclusion on the
fact that EPA established that fracking fluids contain "toxic and carcinogenic" substances, yet it
concluded there was no need for further study. Wilson also argued that EPA stated that there was
a lack of field data on whether or not such fluids could contaminate water supplies, even in the
face of evidence from the San Juan Basin that coal bed methane production had indeed led to
contamination of water wells with natural gas. Wilson went on to note that EPA's decision
contradicted the only court ruling on the matter of whether fracturing should be considered as a
form of underground injection. Wilson's final conclusion based on this was that:
In June of this year [2004], EPA produced a final report pursuant to the Safe Drinking
Water Act that I believe is scientifically unsound and contrary to the purposes of the law.
In this report EPA was to have studied the environmental effects that might result form
the injection of toxic fluids used to hydraulically fracture coal beds to produce natural
gas. In Colorado, coal beds that produce natural gas occur within aquifers that are used
for drinking water supplies. While EPA's report concludes this practice poses little or no
threat to underground sources of drinking water, based on the available science and
literature. EPA's conclusions are unsupportable. EPA has conducted limited research
researching the unsupportable conclusion that this industry practice needs no further
study time. EPA decisions were supported by a Peer Review Panel; however five of the
seven members of this panel appear to have conflicts of interest and may benefit from
EPA's decision not to conduct further investigation or impose regulatory conditions.' 8
In the process of developing this report, in the composition of the panel and in the
report's findings, it is hard to miss a deep structural alignment between the scientific apparatus of
the state and the scientific forces of industry. The questions of how this alignment was formed
and how it may be unsettled will be answered in the following chapters. Here let us examine the
impact of this alignment in developing that form of violence that is particular to the
18 Weston, Wilson. Personal Letter to Representative DeGette, Allard, Campbell. Oct. 8 2004,
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contemporary US boom in natural gas extraction: making imperceptible human health problems
in workers and landowners exposed to chemicals used in natural gas extraction.
The 2007 case of a nurse in Durango, Colorado who treated an oil field worker after he
had been covered in spilled chemicals used in fracking, underscores how the sequestration of
information to protect the intellectual property of oil field services companies creates a regime of
imperceptibility around health issues related to oil and gas extraction. The story was reported as
follows:
On a busy Thursday morning in April, a gas-field worker walked into Mercy Regional
Medical Center's emergency room, complaining of feeling sick and lightheaded. From 20
feet away, the nurse on duty, Cathy Behr, could smell 'a sweet kind of alcohol-
hydrocarbon' odor. It would be the last thing she smelled for three weeks. Behr put on
rubber gloves and a thick paper mask, and went to the worker. She realizes now she
should have told him to wait in the parking lot while she put on more protective gear. 'I
took him straight to the shower. Mistake. This is the embarrassing part of the story,' Behr
said Wednesday in an interview with The Durango Herald. Another nurse took the
Materials Safety Data Sheets from the man's supervisor and looked up the chemicals in a
computer database. Meanwhile, Behr noticed the patient's boots were damp. She
removed his clothing and boots and double-bagged them in plastic sacks. The other nurse
almost vomited while taking the bags outside. But Behr didn't notice. She had already
lost her sense of smell and wouldn't get it back for three weeks. At the time, though, she
felt fine - just a little headache, which she put down to not eating lunch (Hanel 2008).
Two days later after coming down with what she thought was the flu, the nurse
experienced liver, heart and respiratory failure. Her intensive care doctor decided to treat her for
chemical exposure but when he called the company they refused to release information on the
chemical she was exposed to because the information is proprietary. The same privacy rules:
'prevented Behr from saying which chemical made her and the worker sick,' she said. The rules
also prevented Mercy officials from revealing the gas-field worker's employer.
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Despite this clear case of oil field chemicals causing illnesses in both workers and non-workers,
there was no continuing investigation into the case:
The state's Department of Health and Environment usually doesn't keep records on such
incidents, and it has no report of Behr's injury at Mercy,' said Mark Salley, the
department's spokesman. The site of the original chemical accident isn't known. The
COGCC's Neslin said he doesn't think it happened in Colorado, and the COGCC is not
investigating. Los Pinos Fire Protection District spokesman Tom Aurnhammer said he
couldn't recall responding to a gas-field spill in April. Jane Tabor, a spokeswoman for
New Mexico's Energy, Minerals and Natural Resources Department, said New Mexico
oil regulators don't know of such an incident. And the Bureau of Land Management's
Farmington office has not heard of any spills. Behr still doesn't know long-term health
effects of her exposure (Hanel 2008).
Months after the event, the name of fracking product, "ZetaFlow" (but not its chemical
constituents), the Company involved, Halliburton, and the name of the worker, Clinton Marshall,
were uncovered. Marshall says he "suffered no ill effects from the fracking spill" and "that
though his employer fired him after the accident, he has a new job with the gas industry in
Farmington, N.M." (Frankowski 2008). Meanwhile Halliburton actively resisted changes to
Colorado regulations that might involve the regulation of fracturing. They even threatened to
cease using their proprietary fracking formula in the state if they were forced to reveal the
chemical contents (Hanel 2008). Due to the fracking exemption from SDWA there was no public
record of what was included in the proprietary mixture brand-named ZetaFlow.
Following this case, Halliburton required its workers to sign contracts waiving their
rights to use public emergency services, I learned in conversation with an ex-Halliburton
employee who had worked on a fracking team. The ex-employee worked in a Paonia bed and
breakfast where I stayed during a research visit in 2008. Over breakfast we sat down to discuss
her work. It turned out she had worked on a Halliburton fracking team as well as in their Grand
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Junction Chemical storage facility. She told me how, when she signed on to work with the
company, she signed a contract that waived her rights to go to an emergency room. She was
required to use company medical doctors instead.
Section V: Conclusion
These stories illustrate that Cathy Behr, Laura, Rick and Marshall occupy similar
structural positions: each of their health problems is not only impossible to connect to chemicals
used in gas extraction because of the present federal and state exemptions on hydraulic
fracturing, but the loss of their stories from the record of regulatory agencies and the public
record also assists in thwarting the formation of such connections. The end result of the
information sequestering practices that are part of the process of securing investments for oil
field services companies and of opening the present US frontier in natural gas extraction, is a
regime of imperceptibility around the health impacts of chemicals used in gas development. This
regime of imperceptibility operates at many levels simultaneously: from Laura's gag order, to
workers signing away their rights to use public health care, to states' investment in resource
extraction over landowner health, to industry capture of federal agencies.
The frontier of natural gas extraction, with this particular form of structural violence,
suggests that the US, as a prime mover in the oil complex through its intense metropolitan and
industrial demand for these resources, is producing Petro-state-like relationships with regions of
natural gas extraction within the US. In these areas, governmental agencies, like the BLM and
EPA have historically developed in alignment with the scientific forces of the industry to protect,
in this case, the particular "cost investments" of oil field services companies. The emergence of
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developing world dynamics within the traditionally considered "developed" US, poses serious
questions as to how to develop civic, scientific and regulatory mechanisms capable of addressing
the frontier-making processes of underdevelopment deployed to produce and sustain this
industry.
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Chapter 2
Becoming Beagle:
Seeing a Disruptive System and Forming a Disruptive Science
I first traveled to Paonia, Colorado to follow a story I was researching about Theo Colbom, a
pharmacist and sheep farmer-turned scientist who managed to transform perceptions of how
synthetic chemicals might be interacting with human and animal bodies (Colborn et al. 1997).
At that time, in winter 2006, I was unaware of issues related to natural gas extraction. My goal
in pursuing ethnographic research with Colborn was to understand the emerging scientific field
of endocrine disruption. Theo Colborn is credited with first formulating the endocrine disruption
hypothesis, the idea that many synthetic chemicals in the environment can disturb hormonal
signaling thereby disrupting fundamental biological processes during human and animal
development, reshaping reproductive, immunological, and neurological systems.' I was
interested in finding out how she had gathered evidence for endocrine disruption, bridging and
transforming such disciplines as toxicology, developmental biology, wildlife biology,
epidemiology, and chemistry. I wrote a paper about how her research method of developing
databases led her to formulate this hypothesis. I interviewed Theo on the phone and, on a whim,
knowing I had January off at MIT, asked if I might come and visit with her small research
organization, The Endocrine Disruption Exchange (TEDX). She agreed, with only the caution
that I might get bored spending January in a mountain town with only one stoplight.
1 For an excellent review of the policy and scientific controversies in regulating endocrine disrupters see the special
issue of Environmental History edited by Roberts and Langston entitled: "Toxic Bodies/Toxic Environments: An
Interdisciplinary Forum" (2008). In particular the articles by Linda Nash, Barbara Allan, Sarah Vogel, Frederick
Rowe Davis and Arthur Daemmrich speak to the regulatory and scientific issues related to endocrine disruption.
For more in history of science on the field of endocrine disruption see Krimsky (2000) and Langston (2003, 2010).
For a general introduction into the study of endocrine disrupters see Colborn et al. (1997). For a general review
and history of science perspective on the development and regulation of BPA see Vogel (2008a, b).
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This chapter tracks how Colborn developed her unique approach to researching the
effects of synthetic chemicals. In chapter 4 I will argue that her methods ultimately made
possible her research on the health hazards of oil and gas extraction. I describe Colborn's
approach as "becoming beagle," a method of developing databases through following and
collecting information about incidents that seem like accidents. Colborn applied this approach to
her study of the environmental state of the Great Lakes and, through this, managed to produce a
new awareness of how health problems occurring throughout the Great Lakes region might be
related, particularly through the effects of the environmentally mediated chemical disruption of
hormonal signaling during embryonic development (Colborn 1990/1997). Building on that
databasing methodology, Colbom managed to form a movement within scientific disciplines that
resulted in the emergence of a new field of endocrine disruption research as well as new federal
regulations to test chemicals for their hormone disrupting capacities. This is a considerable
achievement, whose approach is important to study as a potential model for comparable efforts to
interrupt or alter the information sequestering that has played such a central role in making
invisible the health hazards created by oil and gas extraction.
This chapter, together with chapter 3, examines the development of Colborn's research
methods and her non-profit organization The Endocrine Disruption Exchange (TEDX), to detail
how her approach made possible not only the formulation of the endocrine disruption hypothesis
but also the field of endocrine disruption research itself. In order to understand how and why
Colborn was positioned to counter the "regimes of imperceptibility" (Murphy 2006) working to
produce a new frontier in natural gas extraction, it is important to study how she came to
encounter petrochemical, social, scientific and regulatory apparatuses that she saw as obscuring
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the health hazards of chemicals in the first place (Bullard 1990, Brown 1997, Rampton and
Stauber, 2000, Rosner and Markowitz 2002, Murphy 2006, Nash 2006, Langston 2010). Tracing
Colborn's history necessarily entails examining the ways that scientific, corporate and regulatory
cultures that structurally made it hard to trace the impacts of chemicals on human and
environmental health. This chapter focuses on the question of how Colborn's work helps
transform the sciences to make endocrine disruption an identifiable and legitimate object of
scientific inquiry.
Section I: Contamination and Corporations
One of the primary goals of critical studies of science and technology has been to
overcome the "great man" legacy of science, where scientific theories and timeless insights seem
to spring forth fully complete from the brains of super-humans whose minds non-scientists
cannot possibly comprehend. This great man legacy hides the process behind scientific work,
obscuring the many people, machines, and events involved in producing scientific evidence,
helping to render science into an ahistorical and apolitical practice (Latour 1987, Traweek 1988).
I do not here intend to turn Colborn into a "great woman" of science in imitation of this tradition
(Fox Keller 1983). The aim is not to diminish her intelligence, critical insight or the
transformative contributions she made to contemporary science, but rather to situate how her
hard work, and personal experiences in a broader historical, social, and cultural set of conditions
made her insights possible, and positioned her to do research on the chemicals used in natural
gas extraction in a manner that transformed national discourse on the issues.
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Because the account of Colborn's process is itself situated within my own study, it is also
important to situate my interest in her project, examining how synthetic chemicals can
unpredictably transform human development, in a broader historical, social and political
context. I first became interested in endocrine disruption while working in a cell biology
research laboratory at Harvard Medical School. Having graduated from college in 2002, I was
deciding whether to follow in my parents' footsteps and pursue a career in biology or to take the
all too psychoanalytically obvious turn of going into the critique of science. The laboratory I
joined studied the fundamental aspects of cell cycles: how and when a cell decides to divide, rest,
or grow. The lab worked on the oocytes (unfertilized eggs) of the African clawed frog, Xenopus
laevis. Xenopus laevis made its way into the laboratory as one of the first human pregnancy
tests. When injected with urine from pregnant women, female Xenopus leavis are stimulated to
lay their eggs by the chorionic gonadotrophin (hCG) present in pregnant women's urine. The
fact that frogs laid eggs after exposure to a pregnant woman's urine was used as the basis for the
first human pregnancy test (Gurdon and Hopwood 2000).
My parents, Janet Heasman and Chris Wylie, made their scientific names working on the
early stages of embryonic development in Xenopus leavis. They developed a system for looking
at how oocytes are patterned by the placement even before fertilization of non-genetic messages,
proteins and RNA, in different places in the egg. The presence or absence of these chemical
messengers in the egg directs the early process of tissue formation in the embryo in a process
called "maternal patterning." My parents' ability to manipulate this "maternal pattern" to disrupt
development (the process of tissue formation in the embryo) in surprising ways was their bread
and butter, our family's livelihood. I had my own parental patterning as my parents' daughter,
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and developed a kinship with this foreign, once swamp-living, now lab-bred frog, having grown
up with stories of Xenopus ' development over dinner. I was also attuned early on to the
importance of maternal patterning and indirect signaling in development. My brothers and I,
"helping out" while our parents worked, used to practice picking frogs up out of white laboratory
buckets one-handed, covering their eyes with our palms so they ceased panicking and would lie
still in our grasp. We learned that if the frogs were calm, one could easily inject them or rub their
swollen sides just where their large-lobed ovaries lay directly beneath the skin. Squeezing the
frog gently imitated the clasp of a male frog, with the effect that the female would deposit her
eggs.
There is no question that working with the frogs changed all of us. As laboratory studies
of scientists and their model organisms show, like any relationship between species, working
with an animal requires changing yourself, particularly in that you come to mimic animal
practices and habitats (Kohler 1994, Haraway 2003/2008, Wylie 2011). These studies have also
argued that care, attention, and the refashioning of human time and space, along with structured
violence, are required if the scientist wants these animals to work for her or him (Haraway 2003,
Kohler 1994). I know this from my own experience in my family, since my mother and father's
time schedules depended on cycles of frog fertility. The result was that Xenopus and I were what
Donna Haraway would term signficant others: these frogs had shaped the trajectory of my
everyday life and beyond. And my life - or, more accurately, the success of my parents and
their embryologist colleagues in turning Xenopus into laboratory model organisms and
experimental systems - had transformed the lives of these frogs, as these scientists had created
permanent colonies of them in laboratories the world over (not to mention colonies of escapees)
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(Pollan 2001, Haraway 2003). My parents and their colleagues had similarly generated smaller
clusters of children all over the world, for whom, like for my brothers and me, the slimy feel of
Xenopus skin, caused by a secretion of an antimicrobial peptide that for some humans is a potent
allergen, is a reminder of home. It was not surprising, given this history, that I joined a Xenopus
laboratory after leaving college.
Joan Ruderman, the Harvard professor I worked with, made her name studying different
aspects of the cell division cycle in oocytes of Xenopus and another useful lab organism, the
marine clam Spisula. Their rapid division cycles and their predictable responses to hormones
made them perfect for cell cycle studies. Ruderman, Tim Hunt and their colleagues made a key
discovery, that of proteins, later called cyclins, that disappeared right before the cell began to
divide. The demonstration that cyclin reliably disappeared in this way was one of the first to link
the cell cycle concretely to specific protein expression (Rosenthal 1980, Evans 1983, Swenson
1986, Jackson 20082). However, after a fulfilling career studying the molecular mechanisms of
cell cycle regulation, Ruderman was interested in expanding her horizons, particularly after
taking a class on contemporary environment and human health issues where she first learned
about Persistent Organic Pollutants or POPS. POPS tend to be lipophilic; they are biochemically
attracted to fatty tissues, such that when they find them they are absorbed and concentrate in
them (Colborn et al. 1997, Dowie 2003). In the class, Ruderman learned that many humans and
animals carry around a "body burden" of such chemicals that they can transfer directly to the
developing fetus, or even to newborns in breast milk (Dowie 2003). Moreover, Ruderman
learned, such pollutants shared similarities in structure to hormones and therefore could mimic
2 Cyclins A and B were first seen as proteins that was made soon after clam oocytes were activated (Rosenthal
1980), but the observation that the levels oscillated in snch with cell division came from Evans 1983. Functional
involvement with cell cycle progression first came from Swenson 1986.
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the activity of hormones. Working as she did in a model system, Xenopus oocytes, activated by
hormones, Ruderman was attuned to the impact such chemicals might have during embryonic
development. She also realized that she was in possession of a biological system, frog oocytes,
that might be tuned to detect hormonal disruption by such chemicals.
And so as I worked in her lab, I was introduced to the study of endocrine disrupters. As
Ruderman's lab manager, my time was spent between doing the essential support tasks of the lab
purchasing, organizing, and disposing of lab chemicals - and assisting post docs and
graduate students with their research. The other lab manager and I were uniquely positioned to
help Ruderman develop this new research area because it was unrelated to the "normal" cell
cycle work in the lab and because our careers did not at all depend on its success, unlike the
graduate students and postdocs who needed to be making a name for themselves with
publications in a traditional field of cell biology. So Ruderman approached us to begin this new
angle of research within the lab, starting with developing an assay, or test, for endocrine
disruptors. One of the interesting things about endocrine disruptors, I soon learned after reading
Theo Colborn's popular press book on the topic, Our Stolen Future, is that almost none of the
roughly 80,000 synthetic chemicals on the market had ever been tested for this capacity to
disrupt hormonal signaling. Our literature review of scientific publications on endocrine
disruption, to bring the research group up to speed, revealed that no one could attest to the safety
of very few chemicals on this front. Moreover, there were very few reliable lab tests for
endocrine disruptors due to these chemicals' peculiar properties, as the next section will describe
(Colborn et. al. 1997).
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Endocrine disruptors turn traditional toxicology on its head (Colborn et al. 1997, Krimsky
2000, Vogel 2008a, Langston 2010). The guiding principle for toxicology has been that the dose
makes the poison; that is, the higher the dose, the greater the effects (Vogel 2008a). Based on
this assumption, the regulatory approach has been to find the threshold above which there is a
toxic effect and set allowable limits below that level (Murphy 2004/2006, Vogel 2008b). The
endocrine system, however, works very differently. Hormones act in a feedback system rather
than in a linear one. Very little hormone can produce an amplified effect. High levels of
hormones in fact tend to derail the system, to shut it down and make it non-responsive. This
means that in dealing with hormonal systems one tends to see a U-shaped dose response curve.
Adverse
Effect
NOAEL
Increasing Dose
Figure 2.1 Idealization of Non-monotonic (U-shaped) does response relationship and linear
does response curve.3 NOAEL, stands for No Observed Adverse Effect Level. 4
3 Online: http://www.sailhome.org/Concerns/BodyBurden/Hormesis.html
4 httn://oldiunac.org/goldbook/NO4208.Ddf
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Figure 2.1, shows a idealized, non-monotonic (non-linear) dose response curve. Traditional
toxicology, assuming that the dose makes the poison, begins testing chemicals for toxicity at high
doses, gradually reducing the dose until there is No Observable Adverse Effect Level (NOAEL).
However, as the orange line depicts, hormones operate on a feedback system that is responsive at
low doses. In hormonal systems low doses, which correspond to the rising arc of the orange line,
are absorbed by the feedback system, causing it to activate erroneously and so to produce
unpredicted adverse effects. At very low doses there is a high response - shown by the peak of
the orange line. As the dose increases, moving down the orange line, the feedback system
becomes overwhelmed and shuts down, becoming unresponsive. Then as the dose increases
again beyond the middle ebb and up the right hand arc of the orange-line's U, adverse effects
increase again,but these effects are unrelated to the hormonal feedback system. The black line
graphs the dosages tested in standard toxicological practice, where the effects of lower doses are
not considered because it is assumed that lower doses automatically produce lower effects - that
they cannot have adverse effects (Vogel 2008a). One of the unique problems posed by endocrine
disrupting chemicals, is precisely that, at very low dose - meaning parts per million and parts
per trillion - they can produce remarkably strong effect in some cases. The standard toxicology
tests cannot detect these effects because they do not admit of this possibility in the first place.
One may wonder at this point what all this has to do with my eventual interest in oil and
gas, or with the issues conceming oil and gas at the heart of this dissertation. It relates in three
intersecting ways. First, studying endocrine disruptors in Ruderman's lab, I was working with
tiny quantities of chemicals that might be hazardous to my own health (as an aspiring-to-
reproduction female), which generated questions that led me to my study of Colborn. Second,
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Colbom's unique approach to the study of endocrine disruption led her to address the
environmental problems posed by the chemicals used in oil and gas production in a similar
fashion. And third, many synthetic chemicals, plastics, pesticides, and flame retardants, which
are endocrine disrupting chemicals, are derived from oil and gas. These are historical, thematic,
and physical interrelationships that Ruderman and her lab - including me - quickly discovered in
trying to make an assay for endocrine disruptors using the progesterone-sensitive frog oocytes.
To begin with, we began to be much more conscious of the fact that the laboratory
environment, in which we worked daily, is remarkably saturated in synthetic chemicals. Virtually
all laboratory biology work is carried out in plastics, pipette tips, test tubes and Petri dishes,
because they are disposable, sterile and cheap. Research on endocrine disruption shows these
materials can also be biologically active - that is, they can have effects - most notably endocrine
disruption - on the organic materials that are the focus of biology laboratory studies. One of the
first illustrations of endocrine disruption came from within a laboratory, also based in Boston, at
Tufts University, where cancer and cell biologist Prof. Ana Soto was working with an estrogen-
sensitive cell line, a cell line that begins to proliferate in the presence of estrogen. In 1989 Soto
was surprised to find that her cancer cell line had begun proliferating even before she added
estrogen.5 She and her collaborator, Prof. Carlos Sonnenschein, tore apart the laboratory to find
the unknown source of estrogen. After ruling everything else out, they reasoned it could only be
found in the Coming test tubes themselves in which the cell media had been stored. After testing
batches of tubes from Coming and confirming that the estrogen-like activity came from certain
batches, they approached Coming about whether it had changed the composition of its test tubes
s httD://sciencewatch.com/ana/st/bis/09seDBisSoto/
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recently. Coming said it had, but refused to tell Soto exactly how, because that was a trade secret.
To find out what in the tubes might be behaving like an estrogen and causing the cells to
proliferate, Soto had to reverse engineer their composition with chemists at MIT. She finally
discovered that a chemical plasticizer present within the tubes themselves, called nonylphenol,
was acting like an estrogen. She knew she had to rethink the storage of her cell lines, but more
than that she also wondered how many other experiments were being contaminated by the
previously unrecognized biological activity of plastics (Soto 1991, Colbom et al. 1997, Krimsky
2000).
The discovery that a plasticizer acts as a hormone had the capacity to turn what had been
considered an experimental condition - the background infrastructure of an experiment, in this
case the test tube - into the surprise-generating subject of experiment, or what historian of
science Hans-Jbrg Rheinberger (1997) calls an epistemic thing. Such accidents, or unforeseen
circumstances, as when scientists make receptors for signals they are not seeking to find, can in
fact completely transform the laboratory environment and the topic of research (Wylie 2011). In
this case - and keeping in mind the workings of information sequestering - the intriguing fact
that Soto's efforts to solve her surprising contamination problem were initially thwarted by
Coming's rights to protection of its trade secrets ended up bringing the structure and protections
of corporate knowledge into her investigation. The restriction on information and the institutions
behind it became an active part of solving a scientific question. As the concept of information
sequestering suggests, and as this dissertation will describe, finding facts about chemical
compounds embedded in corporate practices is not unusual when one tries to study chemicals in
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the environment. Consequently, in order to study chemicals, I will argue, one must often also
study the corporations that produce them.
More immediately, in this story, Ruderman and I realized that given Soto's research, we
could no longer use plastics in our experiments and had to return to the older practice of using
glassware. This entailed cleaning masses of glassware after every experiment, and assuring that
they were spotless, as we were looking for such low dose effects that it was hard to be certain
that we had really washed away the small traces of chemicals we had used. Developing the
assay turned out to be a nightmare, not only in terms of making sure we were using the correct
doses and keeping everything clean, but also because of the nagging fear that we were exposing
ourselves to the chemicals in the research process. The research was also made more
challenging by the variability of the frog oocytes we were studying. The rates of maturation were
not standard across frogs, meaning that it was difficult to assess whether the chemicals were
reliably changing rates of oocyte maturation between experiments. Furthermore, the health of
the frogs themselves came into question: these frogs were raised almost entirely in plastic tanks.
Was there such a thing as an unexposed baseline in these laboratory conditions?
The story of our lab experience gives only the briefest sense of how much considerations
of endocrine disruption can disrupt laboratory life, from the life of the researchers to that of the
organisms. The problem was fascinating though, particularly for me as someone attuned to
thinking both about indirect influences (such as maternal patterning) on development and in
studying how laboratories work and how they relate to the world outside (which they seek to
model and explore through the control of internal conditions). In this case, the controlled space
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of the lab - indeed, the very instruments of that control, namely disposable, sterile plastics -
became lively and uncontrollable.
It was incidents of disruption and surprise like these that first led to Colborn's
formulation of the endocrine disruption hypothesis. As I experienced them in the lab first-hand, I
also came to appreciate their centrality in Colborn's story, and in turn sought to understand her
formulation of the hypothesis in greater detail. I now turn to the story of Colborn's formulation
in order to detail her unique approach to scientific research, an approach that in turn would come
to inform her methods of studying natural gas development in ways that effectively countered the
"regimes of invisibility" that so powerfully affect the lives and health of Colorado's landowners
today.
Section II: Seeing a Disruptive System, Forming a Disruptive Science
Colborn has given a number of accounts of her discovery, as have others involved in the
process. My analysis of her research process is based on a close reading of her autobiographical
account from Our Stolen Future, the 1997 book she co-authored with environmental journalist
Dianne Dumanoski and environmental activist Pete Myers. As the book aimed at popularizing
the endocrine disruption hypothesis, it speaks to Colborn's commitment to science-based
advocacy. I read this account alongside historian Sheldon Krimsky's 2000 account of the
emergence of the endocrine disruption hypothesis, Hormonal Chaos, adding data from my own
and others' interviews with Colborn. Paying particular attention to the metaphors Colborn uses to
describe discovery, I follow her research process to show how databasing was vital to her
discovery and to the popularization of the endocrine disruption hypothesis. Her attention to
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databasing, I argue in chapters 3 and 4 respectively, is key to both her later work founding TEDX
and her work developing the database of chemicals used in oil and gas development.
Colborn describes herself as metamorphosing into a beagle (a dog) as she tracked
through scientific literature to evaluate the environmental health of Great Lakes ecosystem
(1997: 25). She claims that her process of gathering data without herself performing any primary
experimental research, "following [her] nose", enabled her to describe the phenomenon that
would later be called endocrine disruption (Colborn et al. 1997: 25). Inspired by her use of the
beagle metaphor, I examine what Colbom's use of metaphors of smell reveals about how her
process of research, data gathering, analysis, and synthesis unfolded.
Within the sciences, visual metaphors tend to be hegemonic: scientists reveal things, have
great insights, and change how the world is seen. Why would a scientist diverge from this
tradition and narrate her process of research using a phenomenological language, that of
olfaction, that is outside of the visual? Colborn's early feeling that she was trekking through data
like a beagle, I argue, parallels Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari's descriptions of the "nomad
scientist" in their book A Thousand Plateaus (1987). Unlike a "royal scientist," who views the
world through templates and natural laws, their nomad scientist moves through space more
intuitively, moving from singularity to singularity until a flow of force, a uniting theme or
element, becomes discernible (see Deleuze and Guattari 1987: 364, 367, 369). The singularities
in Colbom's narratives that ultimately generate the "flow of force" of the endocrine disruption
hypothesis are the unclassifiable phenomena that keep appearing in her literature searches. They
include such entities as intersex birds (genetic males that have fully formed female oviducts);
"gay gulls" (female-female nesting pairs); and chicks that, though born healthy, quickly waste
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away. Colbom finds herself puzzled in the attempt to categorize these troubled species. A
formulation developed by STS scholars Geoffrey Bowker and Susan Leigh Star makes it
possible to re-describe Colborn's encounters with these phenomena, as repeated cases of torque,
the destructive and creative moment at which a person or thing cannot be made to fit into a
classificatory system (2000: 191). I suggest that Colborn's leap to a phenomenology of smell
rather than sight is her response to encountering torque as she seeks to classify the singular
phenomena she encounters. It is by following, rather than excluding these singularities that she
tracks a path through the mass of anomalous information that initially threatened to confuse her,
and makes it into useful data (Colborn et al. 1997: 12).
Following Colbom's references to olfaction I suggest the concept of endocrine disruption
emerged through catching a scent, and using it to track a collection of accidents. I argue that
Colbom "discovered" endocrine disruption through a process of following and organizing
problems, a process I call, drawing from her language, beagling. It was through her becoming
beagle - adopting a process of tracking problems, and of following torques across species and
disciplinary boundaries alike that Colborn drew together data that had previously been dispersed
across different disciplines. Drawing this data together and organizing the problems in relation to
one another, Colborn tracked the flow of synthetic chemicals through the Great Lakes ecosystem
and made identifying "endocrine disruption" possible. This process of drawing data together also
brought together diverse researchers connected to that data. Following Colborn's canine lead, I
describe her process as resulting in the formation of a disruptive pack of researchers, and
ultimately, of a new field of inquiry: endocrine disruption. Thus, Colborn assembled a group of
scientists and a body of research into a novel scientific system that describes and echoes in its
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pattern of disturbing the boundaries of scientific disciplines the new "disruptive" relationships
produced by the troubling travels of synthetic chemicals themselves.
Toxic Chemicals = Cancer?
As noted previously, the broader historical, social and cultural context of Colborn's work
plays an important role in her successful exposure of endocrine disruption. Colborn herself is an
outlier, one who disrupts norms and boundaries on a number of fronts. She received her PhD in
zoology at fifty-eight on the heels of two other careers, in sheep farming and pharmacy. In 1987,
Colborn received an unexpected job offer from the Conservation Foundation to join a
collaborative team they were forming with the Canadian Institute for Research on Public Policy
reviewing the health of the Great Lakes, which straddle the U.S./Canada border. In 1972, the
United States and Canada had signed the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement, pledging to
clean up the Great Lakes after decades of over-fishing combined with industrial and agricultural
pollution. The goal of the Conservation Foundation report was to develop an eco-system
approach to public policy between the USA and Canada for management of the Great Lakes as
one ecosystem. For Colborn, this agreement resulted, fifteen years later, in her taking a pay-cut
to do a job that "felt like something [she] must do, [that] was just right" (phone interview with
the author, August [date?], 2005). Reading over the one-page description of a project to evaluate
the health of the Great Lakes, she thought she also glimpsed a story waiting to be told. Recalling
her frustration, during her PhD, with contemporary zoology about Great Lakes' failure to address
toxic contaminants as potential factors in the problems of their fish populations, Colborn heard
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"something in the back of [her] mind [say] 'Oh my goodness there's a story there I'm
sure"' (phone interview with the author, August, 2005).
Taking the job, Colborn began to realize the project's magnitude and challenges,
particularly considering that amongst the six staff divided between Canada and the U.S., given
the policy and advocacy foci of the organizations producing the study, Colborn was the only
biologist on the team. With a project as amorphous as evaluating the "health of the Great Lakes"
one might think Colborn had many options as to where to begin her search. But at this point,
Colborn had not begun to become beagle, to follow the trail of smells that would lead her in new
directions. In fact, Colbom felt that her path was well defined: toxic chemicals were for her and
her colleagues synonymous with cancer. In this manner, Colborn was a creature of her context:
following Rachel Carson's Silent Spring and the DES (diethylstilbestrol) scandal (that the
popular synthetic estrogen DES causes cancer in the children of mothers prescribed the drug),
cancer had been embedded as the primary insidious risk of synthetic chemicals in both a public
imagination and in regulatory and safety testing regimes (Krimsky 2000: 2). This public attention
and regulatory focus on cancer can be seen in the ubiquity of regulations on carcinogens. From
the Delaney Clause of the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (1958), to the
Toxic Substances Control Act (1976), to the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970,
carcinogens had been singled out as chemicals of particular concern, considered unsafe at any
dose. And so, Colborn went looking for cancer. She focused on public health records and
epidemiological research in areas of heightened exposure to toxic chemicals as well as on reports
of cancer in wildlife, particularly fish. She devoted months to looking for increased rates of
cancer in the Great Lakes, searching not only in the Great Lakes basin but also in surrounding
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areas, comparing rates across America and Canada. She even attempted to narrow the data by
looking for elevated rates of particular forms of cancer, such as clear cell adenocarcinoma, the
hallmark cancer associated with exposure to the synthetic estrogen DES.
She turned up no links. In fact she found that rates of cancer overall were slightly lower
in the Great Lakes region than in the rest of the U.S. Colborn describes herself as being "at a
dead end" (Colborn et al. 1997: 19). Deleuze and Guattari describe "reproducing" as the process
characteristic of "royal sciences." Such sciences, Deleuze and Guattari argue, are required for the
functions of a bureaucratic state, which they serve by distilling form from matter. These sciences
seek, define, and apply laws with which to shape the matter at hand into standardized forms,
often in the name of safety (see Deleuze and Guattari 1987: 373-74). Reproduction plays a
central role in the production of royal science and its laws:
The ideal of reproduction, deduction, or induction is part of royal science, at all times and
in all places, and treats differences of time and place as so many variables, the constant
form of which is extracted precisely by law.. .reproducing implies a permanence of a fixed
point of view that is external to what is reproduced (1987: 372).
As Colborn set out looking for cancer, she was like a technician attempting to apply a
prescribed template: toxic chemicals = cancer. This template directed Colborn's research by
instructing her on where to look: at areas of high exposures to toxic chemicals, on the
assumption that the dose makes the poison. It also framed the kind of data available to her. State
cancer registries that she consulted, such as the Wisconsin Cancer Reporting System, established
in 1976, collected and complied data on regional cancer rates, excluding other health end points
(see www.dhfs.state.wi.us/wcrs/back.htm). Predictably, the scientific research available to
Colborn was also geared toward cancer; the "cutting edge" research at the fourteenth Annual
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Aquatic Toxicity Workshop was on the chemical contaminants Polyaromatic Hydrocarbons
(PAHs) and fish tumors. Colborn's boss requested photos from this fish tumor study for use in
the Great Lakes report, and Colbom writes that these data were particularly important in
"renew[ing] her enthusiasm" for this line of inquiry (Colbom et al. 1997: 18). Thus, as Bowker
and Star might suggest, Colborn was embedded in and motivated by an initially invisible but
highly robust and influential classificatory structure of research and regulation, created and
sustained in the mode of Deleuze and Guattari's "royal science," based on the template toxic
chemicals = cancer.
In the case of testing for toxicity, the application of such templates can be seen in every
step in the development and administration of a standardized and idealized testing procedure. For
example, the 1970's National Cancer Institute Bioassay program tested chemicals at three set
dosages based on a linear dose response model in standardized organisms (F344/N inbred rats
and the B6C3F 1 hybrid mouse). They used a standardized protocol that required oral doses to be
started at 5 to 6 weeks of age (Bucher 2002: 199). The animals that had received these doses
were then examined for predetermined outcomes such as acceptable and unacceptable levels of
abnormalities in tissue samples (Bucher 2002: 201). This experiment - or bioassay - operated
on assumed laws such as those that held that cancer is the primary health problem induced by
toxic chemicals and that dose response curves were linear - that the response to the dosage
would rise proportionally as the dosage was increased. Furthermore, the bioassay depended on
and produced standardized, categorized forms of matter - from the animals used and samples
taken to the chemicals that emerged from this test. The important feature of royal sciences for
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this story is that they not only generate notions of ideal types but also actively seek to reproduce
those types by attempting to shape the matter under investigation into that same form.
As Bowker and Star (1999: 304) show, however, no classificatory system is totalizing, a
theme echoed in Deleuze and Guattari's discussion of royal science. They suggest that there is
"ontologically, a single field of interaction" in which two formally different conceptions of
science, the royal sciences and what they call "nomad sciences" operate. Whereas "royal
sciences continually appropriate the contents of vague or nomad science," nomad science
"continually cuts the contents of royal science loose" (Deleuze and Guattari 1987: 367). I am
suggesting that Colborn began operating in the mode of royal science, but when she encountered
what she identified as a "dead end," she was able to "cut loose" the data she had collected and
shift to a "nomadic" form of science. Bowker and Star might describe her as being torqued at
this moment: her conceptual categories could not explain her sense that the Great Lakes were far
from healthy, and this moved her out of reproducing, and into what I have identified earlier as
becoming beagle. Rather than reproducing, in the mode of royal science, she beganfollowing
the trail of scents that led her away from that mode and its ways of knowing, to her eventual
discovery of endocrine disruption.
From Reproducing to Following
How did this process unfold? Our Stolen Future, co-authored by Colborn describes her
realization that the focus on cancer was more of an impediment than a resource. She understood
that:
this preoccupation with cancer had blinded her to the diversity of data she had collected.
Moving beyond cancer proved to be the most important step in her journey, for as she
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looked at the material with new eyes, she gradually began to recognize important clues
and follow where they lead (Colborn et al. 1997: 19).
This was a turning point in Colborn's research process as she tells it, the point at which
she conceptually moved from attempting to fit the data she collected into the toxic chemicals =
cancer equation to following clues "where they lead." This move from reproducing to following
is marked in the book by important shifts in the metaphors the authors use to describe her
process, even as the description itself relies on visual ones (being blinded, seeing with new eyes):
the data become "clues," suggesting a puzzle to be solved. Colborn describes herself at this point
as "floundering around in a mass of undigested data." Each of these descriptions point toward
Colborn's feeling that she was moving through the data rather than looking at it from a bird's eye
view.
It is in this transition to "following" rather than reproducing the toxicity = cancer
template that she began to depart from the mode of royal science (see particularly Colborn et al.
1997: 19). The diversity of data no longer appeared to her as a blockage to inquiry, and the
singularities no longer appeared as outliers to be set aside, but rather as the very things to
investigate. Approaching the data in this frame of mind, she began to enter it as a field rather
than viewing it from a distance. Intriguingly, she notes that with this approach she began to
recognize "clues" within the mass. For instance, she remembered her conversations with
Canadian wildlife biologist Glen Fox about his research on behavioral changes in gulls.
While studying herring gull colonies in polluted areas of Lake Ontario, Fox found twice
the number of eggs normally recorded in nests, which suggested that female birds were nesting
together rather than in male-female couples. This behavioral phenomenon had been recorded
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before in gulls from areas of Western California contaminated with the pesticide DDT. Michael
Fry, a wildlife toxicologist at the University of California Davis, subsequently investigated the
possible role of DDT and other estrogen-mimicking synthetic chemicals in this gull behavior. Fry
injected eggs from uncontaminated areas with DDT, DDE (a metabolite of DDT), and
Methoxychlor, another synthetic pesticide reported to act like estrogen. He found that the levels
of DDT measured in the contaminated areas were sufficient to disrupt the sexual development of
male birds: in low doses he found "female cell types in the testicles" and in higher doses, female
oviducts developed in genetic males. These phenotypes suggested that the chemicals studied
induced "feminization" in male birds. Fry further hypothesized that the feminization of males
might be linked to changes in nesting behavior. Fox sent samples of gulls to Fry, who found that
five out of seven of the male offspring of female-female nesting gulls showed evidence of
feminization.
As Colborn returned to the wildlife literature, this case of female gulls nesting together
potentially due to exposure of the males to estrogen like chemicals kept occurring to her: "She
sensed that the 'gay gulls' as someone had dubbed them were an important piece of the puzzle,
but she still didn't know how to put it all together" (Colborn et al. 1997: 21). These "disrupted"
phenotypes, as Colborn describes them, appeared to her as troubling "abnormalities" because
they could not be parsed into the categories of male or female.
Returning to the wildlife data, other "abnormalities" appeared to her, among them the
"aberrant parental behavior" of Lake Ontario bird colonies, which showed inattentiveness to
incubating and defending eggs. She recalled a presentation by a Swedish toxicologist who found
reduced testicle size in fish exposed to organochlorine chemicals in the Baltic. The suggestion
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that synthetic chemicals might influence hormonal systems led her to add endocrinology and
developmental biology to her growing piles of reading. She followed one troubling aberration to
another, from the mysterious sterility in mink populations fed on Great Lakes fish, and
"abnormal" mating behavior of bald eagles to descriptions of an "eerie wasting syndrome" in
young chicks which "could look normal and healthy for days, but then suddenly and
unpredictably begin to languish, waste away and eventually die" (Colborn et. al. 1997: 25). This
concatenated with a disturbing study showing lagging neurological development in the children
of mothers who consumed Great Lakes fish for two to three meals a month. Moreover, the higher
the concentration of PCBs (Polychlorinated Biphenyls) found in the mothers' umbilical cord
blood, the worse their children scored on neurological tests. From the expansive terrain of human
epidemiology, Colborn "dug deeper" into the minutiae of tissue analysis in wildlife and kept
finding the same chemicals in "the troubled species": DDT, Dieldrin, Chlordane, Lindane, and
PCBs. She also looked at records of chemicals in human tissues and fats, and was "shocked by
the concentrations reported in the fat of human breast milk" (Colborn et al. 1997: 25).
Becoming Beagle
Colborn's research at this stage traversed many fields: human epidemiology, ecology,
endocrinology, developmental biology, biochemistry and toxicology. She had collected wildlife
studies in forty-three species of amphibians, fish, birds and mammals. She described herself at
this point as following her nose "like a beagle," working on intuition and curiosity, turning up
problem after problem with no clear sense of how they were related to one another (Colborn et
al. 1997: 25). Colborn's collection of problems which appear as "singularities" or "accidents"
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from within disciplinary frameworks can be seen, again, as cutting loose the contents of royal
science, drawing together data that had previously been striated into different fields of
knowledge, and so engaging in a nomad science. Their further description of nomadic forms of
science, as " itinerant, ambulant sciences that consist in following a flow in a vectorial field
across which singularities are scattered like so many 'accidents' (1987: 372), perfectly fits
Colborn's developing approach to the anomalies whose significance she grew to identify and
value.
However, this process of drawing together disparate information is a secondary outcome
of her action rather than a goal; it is a byproduct of her following from one problem to the next.
As Deleuze and Guattari argue, nomad sciences are problematic rather than theorematic: "One
does not go by specific differences to genus to its species or by deduction from a stable essence
to the properties deriving from it, but rather from a problem to the accidents and conditions that
resolve it" (1987: 362). Colbom's practice of following the problems she saw "scattered around
like so many accidents" and drawing in "accidents and conditions" - relevant data - "that
resolved" them, generated a field of data defined by a flow of force that she was unwittingly
following. This process not only resulted in the cutting free or deterritorialization of data - of
cutting matter like "gay gulls" loose from existing scientific templates - but it also exposed new
sets of relations between those "singularities" or isolated data points. These relations emerged
not from viewing the data at a distance - including posing a hypothesis and testing it - but from
following the trail that connected singularities of matter (gay gulls, wasted chicks and sterile
mink) with the traits of expression (the recurring presence of synthetic chemicals).
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Just as Colbom's language shifts to express a change in her practice that involves moving
through the data rather than viewing it through a predetermined template, Colbom's metaphoric
registers shift away from the visual and toward the olfactory. As noted previously, she felt "like
a beagle... following its nose. She wasn't sure where she was headed, but propelled by her
curiosity and intuition, she was hot on the trail" (Colbom et al. 1997: 25). Whereas vision in the
modem era is often bound up with the ideology of the impartial observer and the God's eye view
from nowhere (see Haraway 1991), smell has a long-standing association with the animal and the
physical. As Steven Connor (2005: 3) writes, "For us, smell has probably declined in importance
because of the deodorization of the soul and the animalization of smell that has steadily taken
place in the chilly, inodorous cultures of the North." Following one's nose suggests a scent, the
biological product of something rather than an image of it, unpredictably wafting through air into
one's own body. These are not metaphors of separation but metaphors of simultaneous bodily
engagement with the object of pursuit and with the environment.
The fact that Colbom describes her pursuit in these terms suggests that the processes of
nomad science, which including intuition, involve inhabiting and managing data through a
different model of perception. In this model, differences between singular data points provoke
one to inquire about their relationships rather than to separate them into abstract categories.
Expanding on this idea, Colbom's word choice suggests that she felt herself to be "on the
ground," tracking, following her prey through an underbrush of paper and across streams
dividing disciplines, scenting its path without the benefit of a bird's eye view or predictive
models of prey behavior to map the quarry's course from a distance to identify what it is or
where it is heading. She is tracking something she knows neither how to see nor to directly
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detect. But, like a beagle moving from the trace of scent on a leaf or broken branch to a print in
the mud, the shape, direction, and habits of her quarry emerge in the chase. The data emerges not
through taking a "view from nowhere" but rather by immersion, collecting partial imprints, left
when the quarry breaches the expected and leaves its trace as what could be mistaken for an
accident. This collection of imprints took the form of piles of paper on forty-three species, the
teeming cases colliding in Colborn's head, that had the potential of becoming significant in ways
she did not yet know. With her deadline approaching and the money for the project running dry,
Colborn had gathered two thousand scientific papers and five hundred government documents.
"She had found so many tantalizing parallels, so many echoes among the studies, " yet she
describes herself as "having pieces and patterns but no picture" (Colborn et al. 1997: 25).
A New Matrix of Intelligibility for Synthetic Chemicals
Switching metaphorical registers again from the grounded following of trail scents to the
visual, the authors, Colborn and her co-author relate that she thought she might get some
"perspective if she laid it all out" (Colborn et al. 1997: 25). She began generating a matrix by
lining up along an x-axis the disorders she had encountered such as population decline,
reproductive effects, eggshell thinning, wasting, gross defects, tumors, immune suppression,
behavioral changes and generational effects. Along the y-axis, she listed the species on which she
had information, increasingly coming to focus on the sixteen species showing the "greatest array
of disorders" (Colborn et al. 1997: 25).
The matrix can be interpreted as a visual log of the path Colborn followed during her
tracking. In it, she arranged the singularities she had encountered , which in turn made visible to
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her aspects of her quarries' shape, direction and habits. The process of making this matrix was a
way of thinking through where she had traveled and what she had encountered. Unlike the rabbit
that the beagle tracks to catch and devour it, Colborn's quarry had in some sense already
escaped, leaving behind only a disruptive wake. The matrix both posed and helped answer the
question: is there an order to these "disorders"?
It is important to recognize that Colborn did not perceive this order by trying to fit these
problems into some predetermined causal structure but rather by simply arranging the disorders
that emerged from her tracking into relationship with one another. Viewing and thinking with the
data arranged in this matrix made three realizations possible for Colbom, as she described it: first
she was struck that all of the animals that appeared on her chart as having the greatest variety of
problems were top predators who fed on Great Lakes fish. Second, seeing the data arranged in
this form confirmed her suspicion that though the adults in these populations appeared to be fine,
the offspring expressed a broad range of health problems: intersexuality, metabolic disorders, and
gross birth defects. This realization caused her to wonder if these disorders could be related to
something being "derailed" during offspring development. Recalling Fry and Fox's work on
DDT mimicking estrogen and intersex phenotypes, and the recurring chemicals she had tracked
in reports of wildlife's tissue analysis, she wondered, could all these "disorders" be related to
similar "disruptions" in hormonal signaling during development?
This possibility sent Colborn off on another hunt, this time more directed to finding out
everything she could about the chemicals appearing in wildlife tissues from fish fat to breast
milk. Colborn gathered a list of seventeen chemicals that recurred in wildlife tissues, notably
including DDT, the well known pesticide banned through the work of a fellow nomad scientist
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Rachel Carson; DDE, a break-down product of DDT; Methoxychlor, introduced to replace DDT;
Dioxins and herbicides 2, 4 D and 2, 4, 5 T; Lindane, also a commonly used pesticide; and
Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs) (Krimsky 2000: 20). Colborn had also encountered reports by
scientists on the estrogen mimicking ability of plasticizers Bisphenol A and pNonylphenol,
which are commonly added to polyvinylchloride and polystyrene to increase these plastics'
flexibility (Colborn et al. 1997: 129, 130). Interestingly, each of these synthesized chemicals was
developed and used as a technological means of controlling boundaries. DDT, as described by
Edmund Russell in War and Nature, was first used primarily to kill mosquitoes during World
War II in order to keep American soldiers alive long enough in foreign environments to win the
war (Russell 2001: 112). From these military testing grounds, DDT returned home to continue
the war against pests (Russell 2001: 169). 2, 4 D and 2, 4, 5 T, though initially invented as plant
hormone mimics, were developed as herbicides due to their dramatic ability to kill broad-leafed
plants. 2, 4 D was first sold domestically in 1945 as a lawn care product (Doyle 2004: 131). It
was also widely used as a defoliant by the Department of Transportation and the Forest Service
in the process of laying railway tracks and roads (Doyle 2004: 65). Both also played significant
roles in the Vietnam War as defoliants, where 2, 4, 5 T became infamous as the source of Dioxin
in Agent Orange (Doyle 2004: 54).
A myriad of synthetic chemicals made possible the production of standardized food, and
spaces such as lawns, highways, and railway systems that fed the emergence of North America's
twentieth-century mass markets. With the industrialization of agriculture following the demands
of war, facilitated by technologies of transportation and maintained by weapons such as 2,4 D
and DDT, the practice of monocropping patterned the American landscape from mid-western
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fields of wheat and corn, to the orchards of California. As Michael Pollan describes, the
production of the standard McDonald's French Fries from the Russet Burbank potato requires
upward of 17 different cycles of spraying of at least 8 different synthetic chemicals yearly (2001:
218, 227).
This use of synthetic chemicals to produce controllable standardized products was not
limited to their use as weapons against plants categorized as "weeds" and insects categorized as
"pests." They were also exploited for their remarkable stability and durability. For instance,
PCBs (Polychlorinated Biphenyls) were commonly used as insulators due to their exceptional
stability, inflammability and high boiling point, until they were banned in 1976 (Colborn et al.
1997: 89). The spread of PCBs was in fact promoted by federal regulations, which required that
nonflammable cooling compounds be used in all transformers internal to buildings (Colborn et
al. 1997: 89). Plastics, also emerging from the tinkering of chemists and the demands of war,
proliferated into all areas of life in the latter half of the twentieth century. Early plastics, such as
Ethocel, produced by Dow in 1935 as a means to use up their excess caustic soda, were
popularized in military products such as canteens and telephone headsets, and as a water resistant
coating for tents and other gear (Doyle 2004: 146). This was a foreshadowing of the diversity of
plastics to be produced by Dow and other corporations. Styrene, initially used as synthetic rubber
during World War II, spawned Styrofoam for use in flotation devices for the Navy and quickly
found other uses as an insulator and packaging material; vinyl chlorine has become near
ubiquitous in products like Saran Wrap (Brandt 1997: 218). Plasticizers such as pNonylphenol
were added to these plastics to make them more flexible. This proved particularly useful for
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making tubes that could resist the intense gravitational forces produced by centrifuges in
research laboratories (Colborn et al. 1997: 128).
The panoply of synthetic chemicals researched by Colborn was developed and used to
shape and stabilize matter, such as crops; to produce homogenized environments, such as lawns,
and to allow both people and things to operate in extreme environments ranging from those of
combat to those of laboratory life. It is significant that each of these processes is about creating
and maintaining borders. These chemicals were deployed to produce and maintain separations
between categories of things. Crops were separated from weeds, human food from pests, wet
from dry, hot from cold. Synthetic chemicals, derived from and partner to high energy fossil
fuels, were the tools that allowed the production of high-modernist controlled environments:
factory farms, interstate transportation systems, pest free homes, sterile laboratories, and
manicured lawns. These environments and products culturally and bureaucratically served
emerging national interests of controlling, organizing and ensuring the success of their
populations (Scott 1998, Russell 2001, Foucault 2007).
The fragments drawn together by Colborn, however, suggested a different plot for the
story of these chemicals. Flowing from fields and factories, these chemicals entered the Great
Lakes and diffused to concentrations below the level of detection. They became part of the water,
air and mud, and were fed on by passing plankton. As these chemicals entered the food chain, the
disruptions began. They transgressed boundaries. Migrating from plankton to their predators or
simply transfusing into fishes' blood as the water rushes across their gills, lipophilic molecules,
many of these chemicals dissolve easily and accumulate in animal fats. This begins a process of
biomagnification in which each subsequent animal in the food chain consumes and concentrates
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the reservoirs of chemicals carried by their prey. One of Colborn's sources suggested that high
levels of PCBs could be found concentrated in the fat of herring gulls - at up to twenty-five
million times that of ambient levels (Colbom et al. 1997: 27). Wildlife biologists know that these
chemicals bioaccumulate and biomagnify in this way. However, the link between this
accumulation and transgenerational health effects had yet to be made clear.
The species barrier is not the only barrier crossed by these chemicals. Colborn's
collection suggested that they also traveled between generations, in the yolk of eggs, in blood
across the placental barrier and in mother's milk, exposing offspring during development and
early childhood. This exposure broke apart more barriers, producing intersex animals: feminized
males and masculinized females. Created to erect barriers against weeds and pests, these
chemicals in their travels charted new lineages between species, between human and animals,
and across generations, disrupting diverse structures in their movement from reproductive, to
metabolic, immune and neurological development. Eventually, this process also brought together
research on substances in the environment that mimic estrogen, such as DDT and DES; with
research linking PCBs to immune suppression and cognitive deficiencies; and laboratory studies
showing the leeching of anti-androgenic compounds such as plasticizers into water. Work by
endocrinologists and evolutionary biologists also pointed out remarkable conservation of
hormonal receptors across species, conservation of this molecule across species means many
species respond to estrogen mimics (Colbom et al. 1997: 74). Finally, Colborn realized that the
diverse effects she was compiling - immune, metabolic, reproductive and neurological - could
all be produced by disturbances to the endocrine system, the interconnecting system of glands
that links together the body's major systems. In making this matrix, Colbom had unwittingly
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drawn together the problems she had encountered in a way that suggested a new consistency
between the animals, humans and their environment; parents and offspring; and the disorders
afflicting the Great Lakes region: a hidden, progressively concentrated flow of industrial
chemicals migrating between prey and predator, mother and child, were producing an array of
developmental disorders by disrupting hormonal signaling.
Interestingly, the disturbance of barriers caused by these chemicals made it possible for
Colbom both to see this system and to attest to the inadequacy of the regulatory templates used
to develop and deploy the chemicals. All systems of classification are based on separations made
between kinds of matter; as Bowker and Star put it, a "classification is a spatial, temporal, or
spatio-temporal segmentation of the world" (1999: 10). Systems of classification in place at the
time that the chemicals in question were developed and deployed played a role in how those
processes unfolded. For instance, pesticides such as DDT were developed and deployed at a
time when leading entomologists believed that pests were a separable category from other
insects, and this was tied to their idea that this category of insect ought to be eradicated
wholesale (Russell 2001: 156). Furthermore, toxicologists before the DES scandal believed that
the placental barrier could separate the mother from the child, and therefore did not examine the
effects of chemicals on the fetus in utero (Colborn et al. 1997: 49). Operating on the assumption
that there existed similarly rigid separations between environments and species, federal
regulations such as the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) regulated
the occurrence of pesticides on foodstuffs (rather than on other aspects of the environment)
operating on the assumption that this was the only, or at least the primary, route of human
exposure (Krimsky 2000: 61).
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The petrochemical industries and synthetic chemists responsible for developing these
chemicals, agricultural cooperatives that took up their use and the Federal agencies, toxicologists
and entomologists that emerged during the twentieth century to regulate these chemicals all
generated and organized their actions according to boundaries they perceived according to the
pre-existing templates of "royal science": the boundary between mother and child, humans and
animals, genes and their environment. The pervasiveness of these categories and the boundaries
between them is reflected in the federal allocation of regulatory responsibility into disconnected
groups: regulation of food and drugs separate from environmental regulation, which is separate
from the management of wildlife and human health. Correspondingly disconnected regulatory
bodies manage these groups: the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), and the Fish and Wildlife Service and National Institute of Health
(NIH). Furthermore, as described in the 1970's carcinogenicity assay, toxicity is defined by
template, such as the dose makes the poison and toxic chemicals = cancer templates which, as
mentioned previously, lead to the testing high doses of chemicals individually in on adult bodies.
Due to this approach, synthetic chemicals often slipped through the cracks of state organizations:
their powers of metamorphosis went unnoticed because they did not fit into the toxicological and
developmental models employed by regulatory agencies and researchers - because these
chemicals do not follow the boundaries perceived and mobilized by the state, which are
organized to maintain clear differences between species, generations and sexes.
The flow of chemicals across and through these otherwise separate categories appeared in
Colborn's matrix precisely because she was not looking through a template. In particular, or as
part of becoming beagle in picking up scents "on the ground," and then creating her matrix, she
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began seeing things in relations of becoming: synthetic chemicals becoming diluted runoff
becoming fish fat becoming concentrated, predator becoming prey becoming human fat
becoming breast milk. The chemicals she studied exposed these relations of becoming that are
invisible within the state's categorical separations. That is, the chemicals undo putatively fixed
categories such as sex, since they produce offspring of indeterminate sex. In their purview, sex is
not just a characteristic of an organism, but the product of concatenated relationships: between
hormones and genes, between the mother's body and the child's, and between a mother and her
environment. The sex of a child, these chemical disruptions suggest, is the product of all these
relationships. In a similar way, relationships of becoming between species and generations as
well as of sex, are exposed in the travels of the synthetic chemicals in question that could only be
followed by an ambulatory science. The flow of chemicals across otherwise seemingly fixed
boundaries attests to their provisional nature exactly because it enacts the relationship of
becoming between them: predator becomes prey, adult becomes child, and male becomes female.
It is even possible to say that the chemicals themselves acted as agents in the discovery of
endocrine disruption. As they disrupted Colborn's point of view and disrupted boundaries and
bodies, these chemicals produced new, troubling entities, which in turn, together with Colbom's
nomadic scientific approach, produced a new perspective on the world.
Telling a Tale
Interrupting Colborn while she was deep in writing up her work, (as Colborn described it
to me), Rich Liroff, the director of her research group, picked up the matrix sitting on the edge of
her desk and asked, "What's this?" She explained it to him and asked, "Do you know what this
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means?" She answered for him: "That every single risk assessment we've ever done, every
chemical out there has never been tested for this health effect, our whole approach to public
health and risk assessment is wrong." His response was immediate; he "went running down the
hall with that thing [the matrix] and called Canada." The people in that office also "got all
excited." The next thing Colborn knew, she was meeting with representatives of Health Canada,
Environment Canada, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service telling them the story she had
recovered. They wanted her to break out her findings according to another model, the
"ecosystem approach." So she went back to her data and began reorganizing: she proceeded
species by species, forty-seven in all, dividing the data she had collected by tissue level,
organism level, population level and community level (phone interview with the author, August
2005).6
At this point, Colborn, telling the data as a story, began to draw in people as part of her
collection. When she presented her story to Environment Canada, other attendees - Tim
Kubiack of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and Mike Gilbertson, a veteran Canadian wildlife
biologist - suggested that they both had more relevant papers for her, which provoked Colborn
to embark on another round of gathering and traveling from Canada to Washington, D.C. and
Michigan. She lost sleep to photocopying late into the night, looking up papers, and writing
(phone interview with the author, August 2005). Colborn became literally nomadic at this stage,
traveling between countries and cities, telling her story, and building up a network of people so
that data and people started to come to her (cf. Latour 1987). Colborn did not so much have a
model or a template but a story to tell. It was a localized story about the relationship between
6 The matrix was released in 1988 by Environment Canada titled The Great Lakes Toxics Working Paper (Colbom
1988).
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different health problems in the Great Lakes. She continued her literature searches as "as [she]
rode around on airplanes going to meetings" with the aid of a secretary back in DC doing the
data entry with complete citations. She "was constantly being paid to travel to attend all kind of
scientific meetings" at this time, which were places to hear other stories as well as relate her own
(phone interview with the author, August 2005).
Others who picked up and told her story, however, were continually editing it to fit it into
their own. Her matrix of health effects in wildlife was merged with the political and economic
data on the Great Lakes in the 1990 book produced by the International Joint Commission's
team, Great Lakes, Great Legacy? This book, while noting the presence of intergenerational
effects and stating that reproductive disorders rather than cancer were the primary threat to
species in the Great Lakes, played down the new discoveries. Much of the easily sensationalized
data such as intersexuality and "gay gulls" was footnoted, at Colborn's insistence and to the
chagrin of the political scientists in the group. Moreover, "nowhere in the book [did] the authors
explicitly link the reproductive problems of wildlife to a general phenomenon of endocrine
system dysfunction" (Krimsky 2000: 20).
The work that went into Great Lakes, Great Legacy? proved to be the first of many
reports for Colborn, whose database and literature searches continued to expand into human
health, chemistry, and historical records. However, she continued to encounter the same
hesitancy, particularly among toxicologists, to suggest a link between the health effects in
animals and humans, and developmental disruption of the endocrine system. In the two volumes
of Toxic Chemicals in the Great Lakes and Associated Effects produced by the group, "every bit
of work [she] put in there that was associated with the endocrine effects [was] left out."
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According to Colborn this was because toxicologists were not trained to think in terms of
developmental impacts on hormonal signaling:
I continually had to deal with toxicologists.. .I wasn't a toxicologist. Toxicologists spend
their energy on how much you can be exposed to before you show an obvious health
impairment such as changes in organ weight and body weight, overt birth defects, or
convulsions, etc. They were fooled for years because when animals were exposed to
estrogen-like compounds... the babies were always big, [there were] no effects on litter
size, and they were able to say that's a safe chemical. The toxicologists were not speaking
in terms of development (phone interview with the author, August 2005).
Serendipitously, according to Colborn, but perhaps in typical nomad fashion, during
Colborn's travels she had met a man who would help her through the resistance of her
colleagues: Pete Myers, director of Science for the National Audubon Society. After hearing
Myers speak about the link between declining populations of migratory birds, Colborn decided
she had to share her story about the Great Lakes animals with him. Intrigued, he invited her to
brief his staff at the Society's office in New York City. Impressed by her work, sought to offer
her a position with the society. Coincidentally, Myers was simultaneously in the process of being
wooed by the W. Alton Jones Foundation for the directorship position. He agreed to head the
Foundation if he could bring a package: himself and Colborn and her as yet unnamed work on
the transgenerational problem affecting wildlife and potentially humans. So, in 1990, Colborn
accepted a chair with the W. Alton Jones foundation. With the foundation's three-year fellowship
where "she had the opportunity to pursue her ideas about chemically induced effect on wildlife
without having to think about her salary or raising money" (Krimsky 2000: 22) while still
running her wildlife program at World Wildlife Fund.
The move to the Alton Jones Foundation provided a route to continue developing her
endocrine disruption hypothesis, but she was still without a recognized territory within the
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scientific community. She had an idea that would solve this problem. She wanted to bring
together not just the research from the various disciplines she was traversing but also the people
responsible for that research. Looking back on the meeting that eventually took place, Colborn
noted that:
It was important to bring people together and discuss this. There were people there who
had never heard the wildlife evidence. There were people there who had never heard the
human evidence: the DES story, diethylstilbestrol, where the mothers shared that drug
with their babies during their pregnancies, and how it affected the lives of those
individuals whose mothers took that pharmaceutical (Colborn in Hamilton, 1998).
She recognized at the time, however, that since she'd only recently received her Ph.D.,
nobody knew her and no one was going to pay much attention to what she wrote or said. Yet she
"felt a tremendous responsibility to get this information out" (phone interview with the author,
August 2005). Colborn as a lone beagle needed a pack to call attention to her quarry. Two things
occurred to make this gathering of people and data possible: a boost to her confidence and the
offer of a venue and funding by the Johnson Foundation.
Colborn's confidence that disruption of the endocrine system was the linkage between
significant health problems and synthetic chemicals was buoyed up by her fruitful collision with
two scientists and their research: Dr. Fredrick Vom Saal, a developmental biologist, and Dr. Dick
Peterson, a toxicologist studying the effects of toxicants on fish development. Vom Saal's work
caught Colborn's attention since it detailed the lifelong behavioral and physiological effects
induced in mice by minute changes in their exposure to testosterone and estrogen during
development. Vom Saal, while studying mice, noticed that about one in six of his females were
particularly aggressive, which surprised him given that female mice are typically characterized
as docile. Spurred on by his previous research on the effects of testosterone during development,
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he began to think that this aggression might be linked not to genetics but rather to womb
placement. Mice typically have twelve pups per litter, and develop like peas in a pod inside two
parallel horns of the mother's uterus. According to Vom Saal's calculations, the probability of
female pups developing between two male pups was about 1 in 6, like the ratio of aggression in
female mice. Vom Saal tested his theory of womb placement by performing caesarians on female
mice at term and noting the order of the male and female pups he found inside their bodies. He
found that females developing between males exhibited markedly more aggression, were less
attractive to males than other female mice, bred later and less and were more defensive of their
young (Vom Saal and Bronson 1980). Other researchers subsequently found that these aggressive
females were more prone to have male offspring (Colborn et al. 1997: 35). This work suggests
that minuscule changes in the levels of hormones present during early development, in this case
slight increases in exposure to testosterone in females due womb placement between two males,
produce lifelong and intergenerational effects.
Noting the effects on females of increased testosterone exposure due to intrauterine
position Vom Saal investigated the effect on males of developing between females. Though he
expected to find that male mice exposed to higher levels of estrogen were more docile he found
that they were actually more sexually active, had enlarged prostates and were less prone to care
for their young (Vom Saal et al. 1983). What this research suggested to Colborn was that minute
changes in exposure to estrogen and testosterone during development produced lasting
physiological, behavioral and transgenerational effects. After reading Vom Saal's paper on male
womb-mate effect, sent to her by another researcher she had met in her travels, Colborn called
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him and they conversed for four hours about the integral nature and extreme sensitivity of
hormonal signaling during development.
This exchange of stories was significant since Colborn had Vom Saal's findings bouncing
around in her head when she happened to hear an old friend of hers, Professor Dick Peterson,
speak about the effects of very low doses of dioxins on the development of male mice. He
"start[ed] listing all these things the epididymal effects, cortical sperm, you know especially
behavior and [she] sat there and went [sic] 'oh my god"' (phone interview with the author,
August 2005). Seeing the parallels between the effects in mice from synthetic chemicals and the
effects in mice of natural hormones spurred Colborn to ask Peterson as soon as she could "Do
you realize the implications of your work?" He answered that "he didn't get it, that he didn't get
it at all." She asked if he knew of Vom Saal and his work; he didn't and she became determined
to get them together (phone interview with the author, August 2005). This was a significant
moment as it marked the transition from traveling to tell her story to trying to get together the
researchers she had encountered to hear each other's stories.
Meanwhile, Jon Vondracek, visiting the WWF from the Johnson Foundation's
Wingspread Conference Center, a center that hosts conferences that "cultivate ideas that sustain
community - people living in harmony with one another and their environment", had just been
told that he ought to contact Colbom and listen to the story she had to tell. 7 Convinced by
Colborn's story, he asked her what she wanted to do. She replied that: "What I'd like to do is
bring some experts together, lock them up for three days and not let them go out and talk to
anyone else... I really would like to bring them together and just have each one of them talk
7 Wingspread Conference Center Website: http://www.johnsonfdn.org/aboutus/about-johnson-foundation-at-
wingspread
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about their research" (phone interview with the author, August 2005). Drawing this group
together to hear about one another's research, Colborn hoped, would transform these researchers
in the same manner that following and arranging their data had transformed her own vision.
The meeting that fulfilled Colborn's wish took place in 1991. Known as the Wingspread
Work Session, it disrupted disciplinary boundaries and created a new environment for the
interaction between people and fields of knowledge. Attendees and historians alike describe it as
a turning point foundational to the field of Endocrine Disruption (Krimsky 2000: 25). It was a
space, time and process organized by Colborn in which a diverse group of scientists, influenced
by each other's research, came to see themselves as related to one another. It was a space and
time from which they emerged as new form, as a pack. Perhaps Colbom had learned from the
chemicals she had followed, that disruption can be generative of new forms.
Section III: Becoming a Pack
How did the meeting come to be, and how did it produce such results? To make the
meeting a reality, Vondracek offered the support of the Wingspread Conference Center. This left
Colborn with two problems: who to invite and how to get a group of people who had never been
to a conference outside their discipline - who neither knew each other nor perceived themselves
as related - to talk to one another.
The first problem was perhaps easier than the second: simply connect the relevant
research with the relevant researcher. Colbom invited many of the people I have already
mentioned: Vom Saal from developmental biology, Peterson from toxicology, Fox and Fry the
wildlife biologists, Myers from the Alton Jones Foundation, and Tim Kubiac from the Fish and
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Wildlife Service, who had studied aberrant parenting behavior. She also invited others she met
through her travels, including: Ana De Soto, a cell and cancer biologist discussed earlier; Dr.
Howard Bern, a comparative endocrinologist, who Colborn calls "the father of developmental
biology" (phone interview with the author, August 2005); a medical doctor, Richard Green,
who'd been working on intersexuality in boys and homosexual populations in San Francisco; Dr.
Melissa Hines a professor of psychology specializing in human gender development; Dr. Klaus
Dohler, a director of research from a German pharmaceutical company; Dr. John McLachlan,
who pioneered work the reproductive effects of DES; Dr. Gerald Cunha, a developmental
biologist with expertise in prostate development; Marine Wildlife Biologist P.J.H. Rejinder
who'd been looking at disorders in seal populations and Dr. Earl Grey from the EPA who also
worked on DES. 8
In total, Colborn invited people from seventeen different disciplines including
developmental biology, toxicology, psychiatry, wildlife biology, anthropology, cell biology,
endocrinology. She also invited people from three regulatory agencies: The Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and National Institute of Health (NIH).
Simply listing off the invitees and their specialties gives the sense of the diversity of the research
Colborn had drawn together and a sense of the disciplinary and institutional separations that
needed to be traversed. Not all the invitees were initially excited to attend. She attracted each one
separately, drawing each by attention to their independent terms and conditions. For instance, "it
took a long time to convince Howard [Bern]" but eventually "he said 'you know I've a daughter
who lives in Wisconsin and I'd love to go see her' and I am very curious about what you are
8 A full list of the attendees can be found in Colbom 1992: 7-8.
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trying to accomplish," and with that he agreed to come (phone interview with the author, August
2005). Bern's reputation was a significant draw for another researcher, John McLachlan, who
only agreed to come after he heard Bern would be there (phone interview with the author, August
2005). Others invitees such as Soto, Vom Saal and Peterson were easier to attract because
Colborn already had personal relationships with them.
Still, Colborn felt that a lot rested on the interaction between the participants, and she
repeatedly mentioned to them and in subsequent interviews that "if they [didn't] agree that there
was a problem, if there was not something on their part that they could see in this, [she] was
going to leave it alone" (phone interview with the author, August 2005). But perhaps her story
alone could not resist the editing forces of the disciplines it threatened to disrupt: she felt that
some people considered her "crazy" even though they were nice to her (phone interview with the
author, August 2005). She knew that she needed others to find the path that she had followed, to
catch the scent and, by seeing "their part" in this, her hunt, to make it their own.
She hoped not so much that others would stop seeing her as crazy, as that in seeing "their
part" in this, they would help get the information "out," to move it from a local to a more
widespread story. She worried that a fictitious monster produced by her overactive imagination
had made the trail she had been following. In part, she needed others to follow it in order to
move it into recognized space-"out there" beyond her own thinking and imagination. She says
that the "tremendous responsibility" she felt to express this information she had urged her to act
(phone interview with the author, August 2005). Colborn hoped to transfer this feeling of
urgency and responsibility to the group she had collected. It was not just a feeling of community,
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from seeing a collective problem, which she hoped to invoke but also, resulting from that feeling,
collective action-from collective affect to a collective effect.
First, however, she had to get them to talk to one another. Talking about how she felt at
the time, she said:
I'm going to bring all these people together none of them have ever attended a meeting
outside their discipline, they are all wondering why I want them to come, but I've
managed to convince them to come and they're really, really the experts in their fields
(phone interview with the author, August 2005).
She had an idea of how to do this, thinking that it might be successful "[I]f [she] let them
all sit around and listen to each other and they can have discussions while they're talking with
each other and then near the end break them out into small groups" (phone interview with the
author, August 2005). Importantly, she herself did not present her ideas. Rather, she orchestrated
the order in which people would present and to some degree the groups with which they would
interact. She decided that there ought to be "...no more than 4 or 5 people in a group because if
you get more than that you can't come to any conclusions in a hurry" (phone interview with the
author, August 2005). She planned to organize the specific breakdown of the groups while the
meeting was in progress, watching the dynamics between the attendees as they emerged and then
picking the leaders. (Perhaps her previous career as a sheep farmer taught her something about
humans too.) She had a set goals for the organization of the groups: to make them as diverse as
possible in terms of disciplines, to have no more and no less than one wildlife biologist in each
group, and to separate those people who happened to know each other. In this way, Colborn
created interactions for each attendee with unfamiliar information and people.
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Conversation within the groups was stimulated by posing to each group three questions:
"1) do you think there is a problem with chemicals that can interfere with the endocrine system?
2) what is your evidence for your answer to question one? and 3) what further research ought to
be done?" (phone interview with the author, August 2005). In this manner, she arranged the
presentations so that the participants might hear the same data she had gathered in her travels,
related to each other by members of the group. This provided a way to lay out the terrain Colbom
had traveled and with the questions give participants the scent to follow. Uncertainties remained,
however; she did not and could not control what people might say about their research, she did
not know if they would take up the questions or converse in the groups. Finally she could not
know if they would answer these questions in the manner she would have and subsequently
come to share her problem.
The assemblage - people, process, and place - served Colborn's cause well. The
process of hearing about one another's work, and the purposefully disruptive organization of the
groups, combined with the scenic isolation of the Wingspread Center, made possible the
movement of the conferees out of their traditional perspectives and along the path to a new one.
According to Colborn it took "none of the groups more than a few minutes to answer yes to
question one," to recognize this shared, disruptive problem (phone interview with the author,
August 2005). Attendees' descriptions of the Wingspread Conference read more like accounts of
a religious event than an academic meeting. Indeed, Vom Saal described it as:
like a religious experience.. .People realized the monumental information that was being
put together there. The weekend put things into perspective for me. The magnitude and
seriousness of the problem became very clear. People were stunned by what we learned
there. It doesn't happen very often that you see things totally differently after a short
period of time. It was a turning point (Quoted in Krimsky 2000: 25).
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The 1998 PBS series Fooling with Nature about the endocrine disruption hypothesis
refers to the meeting as "groundbreaking." Colborn also calls the meeting "a turning point" and
says an epiphany took place:
Before the last speaker even had a chance to speak, they began seeing things that they
couldn't believe: "Tell me about that again?" "Now what did you say?" They stayed up at
night, they wouldn't go to bed. It was unreal. At two-thirty in the morning they were still
arguing and it wasn't because they'd had a lot to drink, we didn't have that, this was
genuine, genuine concern (phone interview with the author, August 2005).
It's interesting that Colborn describes the epiphany as resulting not just from scientific
enthusiasm, a "eureka moment," but as "genuine concern." This was not simply a process of the
group finding the same scientific question interesting, this was an affective process in which they
also took up the hunt, the passion and urgency to express, expose and resolve this problem that
Colborn felt. This shared concern correlated to the formation of a new unity among the
attendees:
... By the second day there was a change in the way the individuals were behaving at the
meeting. There was a bonding also. Tremendous amount of bonding. And by the third
morning, these people were so moved by what they heard that they decided they wanted
to produce what was called a consensus statement. They wanted the rest of the world to
know what they had discovered that weekend (Colborn, quoted in Hamilton 1998).
The remarkable epiphany at Wingspread, the change in the meaning of disparate scientists' own
work and world view resulted in their "bonding" into a new group drawn together by their
individual parts in making this the disruptive flow of these chemicals collectively sensible. I
suggest that this bonding produces a second system, a heterogeneous pack of scientific
disciplines and people who were in combination able to see and speak the same problem. As
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royal sciences are connected to the state in Deleuze and Guattari's terms (393), nomads and their
sciences are connected to collectives of heterogeneous individuals that are held together by
affective ties rather than by laws. Calling together these scientists who come to see themselves as
tied to this problem and thereby to each other, Colborn created a pack, or what Deleuze and
Guattari might term a war machine - an organization counter to that of the state's, which
disrupts its hierarchies and organizations through the strength of its own allegiance.
Forming a Disruptive Science
If these individual scientists continued to think within their disciplinary lineages - as
toxicologists maintaining that the dose makes the poison, or as developmental biologists tending
to study the fetus in isolation from the womb - then the kind of epiphany and bonding seen at
Wingspread would have been impossible. Their change of perspective and behavior can be
thought of as their becoming related to one another - bonding - in a process that changes their
understanding of their own research and their relationship to their original discipline. Through
their interconnection, the Wingspread group grew able to see "endocrine disruption" and lend
endocrine disruption credence for others in their disciplines. As Colborn explained in an
interview with PBS:
It was those individuals, then, who went back to their respective institutions and said, "We
had better look at how we have been doing science in the past." We are seeing the results of
those people rethinking how they did things in various universities and regulatory agencies.
Even today, many of us have said that that meeting changed the whole course and direction
of our lives. It really has (Hamilton 1998).
In other words, the attendees have become emissaries and diplomats for their problem;,
they became vectors of transformation in their own lineages or disciplines. The interaction Louis
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Guillette, a Florida ecologist studying the feminization of male alligators, had with an attendee of
the conference exemplifies how this occurred as scientists moved beyond the confines of the
meeting: :
A colleague of mine came in and started talking to us about work he had done, and a
meeting he had been to that summer, in which he had met Theo Colborn, and a number of
scientists and said, "You know, environmental contaminants might be acting like
hormones." And it was all of a sudden, "Bam!" It was one of these incredible experiences
when you realize, I have hormonal abnormalities. I have possibly a contaminated lake. I
know I have a top predator that accumulates contaminants, and then it all just kind of came
together as a hypothesis (Guillette in Hamilton 1998).
It is important in considering the attendees as disruptive diplomats for this science, as in
the case of Louis Guillette, to remember that these attendees are not relating Colborn's story but
their own: the combination of world views at Wingspread change their own perspectives on their
research and its relevance. The credibility of endocrine disruption depends on the credibility of
the individual attendees and their individual research. Colborn may have brought them together
and created an environment for their interaction, but she neither controlled what they said to one
another, nor their responses, nor their subsequent actions. As McLachlan, a DES researcher who
was hesitant to attend the conference said: "Theo pulled us together.. .We hadn't read each
other's literature. Her main contribution is linking the wildlife and human effects" (Krimsky
2000: 26). Thus these researches act as a pack of actors, without a hierarchy, whose
transformative power comes from their metamorphosed connection to their initial disciplines.
As Colborn brought this group together not only out of scientific interest but also because
she felt "a great responsibility to get the information out there" that the attendees also took up,
the Wingspread group was not satisfied to simply return to research by the end of this
conference. They wanted to inform others. At the suggestion of Myers they chose to do this in
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the form of a consensus statement, the howls of a pack following and announcing a trail. This
statement, like the fearful quivering or barking recognition induced by the discordant barking of
a pack, became an affective weapon which was "subsequently cited in many journalistic
accounts and brandished by activists as a new call to arms against environmental
contaminants" (Krimsky 2000: 29).
The consensus statement, demonstrating the power of a pack, was instrumental in
endocrine disruption becoming a field of study. Colborn introduces the statement by saying: "so
shocking was this revelation that no scientist could have expressed the idea using only the data
from his or her discipline alone without losing the respect of his or her peers" (Colborn et al.
1992: xv). The group published this statement along with a book, Chemically Induced
Alterations in Sexual and functional Development: The wildlife/human Connection, which is
comprised of a series of papers by the twenty-one researchers from Wingspread. The statement
provides not a ubiquitous model that applies across species but rather a " weight of evidence"
that "was too great to be ignored" (Colborn et al. 1992: xiv). This term "weight of evidence" is
interesting, as it suggests that endocrine disruption is not provable by a single experiment or test.
Rather, it is multiple phenomena, whose particular phenotypes are determined situationally
according to factors such as: the species exposed, the environment and lifestyle of that species,
the timing and mechanism of exposure, the type of chemical, and the dose, timing, and length of
exposure time. Similarly, "no attempt was made to synchronize the literary style" of the papers
presented to support their statement. Rather "each chapter st[ood] alone, reflecting the discipline,
research and opinions of the author(s)" (Colborn et al. 1992: xii). In other words, the consensus
statement and the book retain their heterogeneity and yet speak together: "the group speaking as
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one, gave life to the idea in the form of the Consensus Statement" (Colborn et al. 1992: xv, Mol
2002).
Within a month-and-a-half following the meeting, a consensus among the attendees was
reached. Colborn was about to head home to Washington, D.C. from the Biannual Great Lakes
meeting when her secretary faxed her the signed copy of the consensus statement. Coincidentally
she was traveling with the EPA administrator, who was also her former boss from WWF, Bill
Riley, who inquired about what she had been up too as they were getting on the plane. She said
to Riley "Take a look at this":
He sat and read it, and he said, "This is serious isn't it?" And [she] said "well yes", then he
knocked [her] on the shoulder again. He was sitting behind [her]. It was a little plane. And
then he asked, "Can I read that again?" And he took it and read it again. He said, "Can I
keep this?" (phone interview with the author, August 2005).
She told him this was the first copy but by 9:00 am the next morning she would have
copies for his entire staff on his desk.
This story attests to the affective power of the consensus statement; it is not easy to ignore.
It is this combination: a statement, a form, inseparable from its matter, the weight of evidence,
and its manner of expression, a multiplicity speaking as one, that determines its content and
lends it affective power. This is another kind of matrix, a flow of force unwittingly generated by
a particular combination of heterogeneous people coming to see their work and themselves as
interrelated. Formed by people drawn together from Colborn's initial matrix, this is a human
matrix, a multitude of situated voices, which by speaking together described a flow of synthetic
chemicals, exposing and propagating previously unseen relationships of becoming between
humans and other organisms, scientific disciplines and regulatory agencies.
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Merely thinking with the idea of endocrine disruption demands broad changes not only in
the regulatory accounting of chemicals but also in scientific disciplines, agricultural and
industrial practices. For instance, it calls for a coherent effort from entities like the EPA, FDA
and Fish and Wildlife service; as Colborn says, "our whole regulatory structure needs to be
rethought" (phone interview with the author, August 2005).
Toxicological models and axioms such as 'the dose makes the poison" are disrupted as
toxic effects unseen at higher doses are linked to low doses and developmental exposure. This
requires the generation of new models for toxicology. The linkage between wildlife and human
affects deterritorializes epidemiology, placing it in closer relation to ecology and wildlife
biology. The intergenerational effects also affect the viewpoint and methods of epidemiology,
requiring "multigenerational histories of individuals and their progeny, and congener specific
chemical analyses of reproductive tissues and products" (phone interview with the author,
August 2005). The potential influence of chemicals in the environment of the developing fetus
places the development of the fetus back inside its environment: the mother's womb, egg or
pond. From this point of view, developmental biology needs to produce relational biomarkers
that mark the points of interaction between the developing embryo and its environment, thereby
also placing the genome back in its developmental context. The possibility that plastics can
produce negative developmental effects also transforms this material from an inert, stable,
microwave safe product into a lively, interactive and disruptive material. Moreover, the
disruptive science at work in this view deterritorializes people, their understanding of their work
and purpose.
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Section IV: The Aftermath of Wingspread
The consensus statement created by the Wingspread group, together with the matrix
Colborn created, and its corollary database, came to act as a map for further research and
regulation of the newly created endocrine disruption frontier. Indeed, the scientific field of
endocrine disruption research has taken off worldwide since the Wingspread consensus
statement. There are now conferences for endocrine disruption research in science 9, policy 10,
social sciencel1 and chemical industries. Journals that publish on the subject of endocrine
disruption, particularly Environmental Health Perspectives. The Endocrine Society of America
recently dedicated an entire day-long session of its national conference to endocrine disruption
and issued a scientific statement saying: "The evidence for adverse reproductive outcomes
(infertility, cancers, malformations) from exposure to endocrine disrupting chemicals is strong,
and there is mounting evidence for effects on other endocrine systems, including thyroid,
neuroendocrine, obesity and metabolism, and insulin and glucose homeostasis" (ES 2009,
preface 3).
Researchers in the field have turned to investigating such questions as whether the
plasticizers BPA, phthalates and nonlyphenols could be related to problems already occurring in
9 Gordon Research Conference, 2010: http://www.grc.org/programs.aspx?year=2010&program=envendo, 2011
international conference on Endocrine Disruption research hosted by the Endocrine Society (US), Society for
Reproduction and Fertility (UK), and European Medical Association (Belguim): http://
endocrinedisruptorconference.com/
10 The 1997 Summit Meeting of the Environment Leaders of the G8 countries meeting adopted a declaration
encouraging internation coordination in research efforts around endocrine disruptors: http://ec.europa.eu/
environment/docum/99706sm.htm
1 The Chemical Heritage foundation held a meeting in 2008 with scientists and social scientists called New
Chemical Bodies: http://www.chemheritage.org/comrunity/store/white-papers/tudiesin-sutainabiliiy/new
chemical-bodies.aspx
12 iSmithers Conference 2011 for polymer industries: http://www.ismithers.net/conferences/XED /endocrine-
disruptors-20 1
13 The Endocrine Society statement republishes Diamanti-Kandarakis E et al. 2009.
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human populations, such as autism, prostate cancer, and hypospadias. Different disciplines now
investigate these problems from their perspectives; epidemiologists gather tissues data on
exposed populations and draw correlations between exposures and disease, while those from cell
and developmental biology investigate the effects of exposures in various animal models.
Interestingly, endocrine disruption research continues to bridge the relevant disciplines, with
field sciences and laboratory sciences working on different aspects of the problem.
It is especially pertinent that the laboratory has become a field in itself, with research analyzing
the contents of cage materials and animal foods that have been found to contain endocrine
disruptors. There has been an increasing recognition that there is no unexposed place or
population given the ubiquity of these chemicals.
I investigate the implications of this boundary disruption between the lab and the field in
the next chapter; here I turn to how the consensus statement has affected regulatory institutions.
Interestingly, unlike many other fields of basic research, endocrine disruption has retained ties to
regulatory institutions and has produced numerous regulatory changes although, as yet, no
chemicals have been regulated as endocrine disrupters federally. In 1996 Congress passed as
part of the Food Quality Protection Act (FQPA), requirements that EPA screen pesticides and
environmental contaminants for endocrine disrupting effects. Testimonies from the Wingspread
group were crucial in the development of this bill along with policy makers concern about the
link between endocrine disruptors and breast cancer (Krimsky 2000: 62-63). This seems like a
quick success given that the Wingspread group published their consensus statement only five
years previous. Based on the FQPA, the EPA developed the Endocrine Disruption Screening
Testing and Advisory Committee (EDSTAC) on which Colborn served. Despite over ten years of
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development no chemicals have yet been evaluated or regulated as endocrine disruptor based on
this program. Colborn is generally displeased with the EDSTAC process, both the foot-dragging
delays and the final quality of the endocrine disruption assays, which she believes to be grossly
insensitive. She believes the insensitivity of the final screening program is due to EPA not
putting those who discovered endocrine disruption on the panel and subsequent panels. The job
was given to toxicologists who still do not grasp endocrine disruption, she believes.
Overall, however, Colborn and Wingspread's efforts to generate a new frontier of research
and regulation concerning endocrine disruption have been remarkably effective. In addition to
the FQPA, in 2008, the commonly used plasticizer BPA was banned for use in babies' bottles in
Canada and a similar bill went before American Congress in 2009 (Vogel 2008a/2008b).
Colborn's nomadic science helped to capture the "war machine" of the 20th century's industrial
chemistry, which has transformed biologically and chemically the composition of organisms and
environments the world over. Still, the work of studying chemicals is challenging not merely
because of the organization of royal sciences and regulatory structures that Colborn confronted,
but also because of the social, political, economic, geographic, and legal organization and
production of petrochemical industries, which excel at producing new chemicals, and creating
uses and markets for them while also obscuring hazards of producing, using and disposing of
them. The next chapter explores how by forming a non-profit science-based advocacy
organization, Colborn attempted to develop an institutional structure for endocrine disruption
research capable of countering the activities this "war machine," the chemical industry. The
success of Colbom's databasing, her nomadic methods of science, and her ability to cut away
data from its traditional enclosure and recombine it to change the meaning of the world plays a
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role once again as I seek to grasp how that success helped make visible another national public
health problem: Natural Gas development.
Part I: Chapter 3
Chapter 3
The Endocrine Disruption Exchange:
An HEIRShip Approach to Science-based Advocacy.
"Go and do good"
Theo Colborn personal communication to Sara Wylie, February 2006
This chapter describes Theo Colbom's approach to research and the novel mode of
environmental health science I argue she developed and institutionalized with her research
organization The Endocrine Disruption Exchange (TEDX). The first section of this chapter
focuses on participation, and how and why it is at the core of this project and Theo Colborn's
work. I begin by discussing participation to situate myself in this project, to illustrate how
Colborn's work fundamentally differs from traditional laboratory science in its self-conscious
acceptance that the researcher is a participant in the field of study, and to set the stage for
recounting how working with Colborn came to inform my own methods for participatory
scholarship (described in the second half of this dissertation). The second half of this chapter
examines how starting from the position of a participant Colborn developed novel engaged
modes of scientific research suited to the study of endocrine disruptors. This approach is not
only of value to endocrine disruption studies but is broadly applicable, not as a challenge to the
value of lab science but as a necessary addition to counter the limitations of lab sciences for
studying emerging environmental health issues.
In this chapter I name this approach Health Environmental Impact Response Science, or
HEIRShip. The name is necessary for clarity and simplicity of description and to stimulate
discussion on how the sciences themselves are changing in order to study chemicals and
corporations. HEIRShip involves reconfiguring the health sciences in order to account for health
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hazards that are products of human industry. Broadly speaking, public health research sciences
within laboratories have been traditionally organized not around identifying hazardous chemicals
but around identifying hazardous microbes (Latour 1983/1988, Murphy 2004, Nash 2006).
Hazardous microbes, unlike hazardous industrial chemicals, have not had sponsors - companies
producing and industries dependent on them - to argue they are not health hazards. STS
scholars have postulated that non-humans are actors in shaping human sociality, but that they
lack spokespeople (Callon 1986/1999, Latour 1988a/1988b). Synthetic chemicals do have human
spokespeople; indeed, the corporations producing them even have their own laboratories to
counter the knowledge generated by university and regulatory science (Latour 1987). In light of
this, I argue that TEDX, in order to address the public health issues of chemicals, innovated a
form of science to respond to the challenges laboratory science and companies pose to
recognizing the public health risks of chemicals. I illustrate by describing TEDX's involvement
in the social and scientific debate about the health effects of a commonly used plasticizer:
Bisphenol A.
HEIRShip also involves reshaping environmentalism to account for the relationships
between humans and their environment. I show how TEDX's science also transforms
environmental debates by building from the environmental justice movement to link human and
environmental health. While the traditional environmental movement focuses on wilderness or
non-humans, artificially separating humans from their environments, HEIRShip approaches
human bodies as environments shaped by chemicals, hormones and genetics.
Based on the connection between human and environmental health along with the actions
of corporations, HEIRShip seeks to identify emerging impacts on human and non-human
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populations from human technologies. I base this analysis on TEDX's development of tools that
examine the body as an evolving landscape that is being shaped (impacted) by chemicals.
Recursively these tools are designed consciously to have an impact on the debate for both
scientists and policy makers. For scientists, HEIRShip aims to help them find new relationships
between studies, and new routes to study. For policy-makers and advocacy organizations,
HEIRShip provides information on relevant environmental health issues through summaries
based on weights of evidence. I illustrate this practice with a study of TEDX's Critical Windows
on Development Project.
HEIRShip aims not just to illustrate impacts but also to offer and induce a response to
them. Responses in the case of TEDX involve supporting not just scientific change but also
social change through regulation and public attention. Examining the odd institutional form of
TEDX as a non-profit, non-university affiliated research company whose scientific work is
recognized by regulatory agencies, scientists, policy makers and advocacy organization alike, I
argue that this kind of scientific organization is developed in response to the Public Relations
activities of corporations. I analyze the relationship between corporations and social movements
to argue that HEIRShip recognizes and responds to corporations as social movements, in that
corporations are actively trying to shape the social world. I evidence this by analyzing the
mimicry between TEDX and industry.
While mimicking corporate formations tactically, I argue, TEDX and HEIRShip
generates a very different mode of scientific work: HEIR Science is differentiated from PR in
that it is based on recognizing and bringing to scientific and social attention hazards produced by
the emergent relationality of technologies, particularly chemicals. While synthetic chemicals
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development within companies has traditionally focused on synthesizing chemicals for their
instrumental behavior in particular controlled contexts, HEIRShip tracks their emergent
hazardous properties outside of their intended use context. Chemicals - regardless of whether
they have corporations - are not equivalent scientifically and socially to biological organisms:
organisms seek to reproduce, while chemicals have no comparable interior interest or replicative
mechanism, but rather generate relationships depending on the environment into which they
travel. Attending to chemicals as relational and relationship-forming, HEIRShip as modeled on
TEDX accounts for chemicals and technologies as an inheritance. TEDX as an example of
HEIRShip operates on numerous scales, from the personal to the local and national scale, to
track and illustrate how humans and wildlife are collectively inheriting and being shaped by a
shared chemical legacy. HEIRShip is a novel mode of science with its own material
technologies, large-scale interdisciplinary databases, literary technologies, products or tailored
searches and representations of information drawn from databases and social technologies, non-
university based, non-profit highly networked companies (see Shapin and Schaffer 1985 on
material, literary, and social technologies). Examining TEDX as generatively producing a new
scientific approach to studying and responding to chemicals and corporation which I term
HEIRShip explains how TEDX and it research served (as the next chapter describes) as an
excellent approach to upsetting the status quo of oil and gas extraction.
TEDX's and Colborn practice of HEIRShip emerged from viewing the world through the
perspective of endocrine disruption, in which regards the body is interactively being shaped by
chemicals and the researcher as participating in generating awareness of this overlooked
property. Hence this chapter begins with an analysis of participation: how TEDX participates in
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the regional social landscape of Western Colorado, how I participated in their project as a
researcher, and how participation is a necessary attribute of contemporary discourse about
chemicals whether you believe in endocrine disruption or not.
Section I: Participation
I arrived in Paonia, Colorado in the dead of winter 2006. I flew into Gunnison airport, a
small airport for the little winter tourist town that serves the near-by skiing resort of Crested
Butte. Bustling off the plane with me were denizens of the snow sport industry with snowboards
and skis in tow, chatting about the virtues of fresh powder and the likelihood of an overnight
snowstorm. It was snowing lightly as I left the airport, heading away from the mountains and
resorts, down into the valley, where I drove along the west side of the Black Canyon, a deep and
spectacular canyon carved by the Gunnison river, with a vertical depth reaching 2,000 ft and
width of only 1,500 ft. I would stand on the edge of it later that summer surrounded by clouds,
marveling at the soft grey light masking the hidden precipitous drop before me. Driving through
the dusty, dry and cold valley towns of Montrose and Delta, I turned off after the canyon to head
back into the mountains as the sun set behind me, following the side of the Grand Mesa, up into
coal country toward the tiny and rarely touristed coal mining town of Paonia.
Theo had made Paonia her permanent residence in 2003 after a back injury made the pace
of life in Washington D.C. too much for a recuperating seventy-eight year old. She moved her
base of operations to the valley where she had previously worked as a pharmacist, bred sheep,
and raised her family. But she brought with her the new passion of endocrine disruption and,
indeed, moved her entire database of over thirty-thousand scientific articles on endocrine
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disruption with her. She founded a small non-profit research group called The Endocrine
Disruption Exchange (TEDX) to serve as a hub for collecting as much as possible all the
research on endocrine disruption, a library for the field that produced tailored searches and
summaries of the database for scientists, policy makers and activists alike. It is testament to
changing structures of science and advocacy that a small organization so far from the center of
policy-making and research can play an important role in the field.
That TEDX was an information-gathering, non-profit organization summed up all I knew
about it as I picked up my white Chevy Suburban SUV with 4-wheel drive and risked life and
limb in the falling snow to reach Paonia. I felt safe and secure in this monster of a vehicle,
despite the snow and the surprising amount of heavy truck traffic, which I later learned was
related to the burgeoning gas industry. After growing up in Minnesota, I was not a stranger to
driving in snow, but I was a stranger to mountains, to which the caustic smell of brake fluids
soon attested. After a somewhat harrowing journey through foreign terrain, I was glowing with
pride as I arrived after dark at the chain-link fence and small yard in front of what I hoped was
Colborn's bungalow. That glow evaporated as Colborn emerged from her front door and
scowled at my car. Seeing her expression, it dawned on me I was about to pick up a famous
environmentalists in one of the most gas-guzzling, least energy efficient cars on the market. So
much for first impressions.
It was hard to shake the feeling of meeting a character out of a book, as I hurried to clear
off the front seat and help Theo up into the SUV. She brought a pillow along to support her back.
Her face was familiar to me as I had given a talk recently that included an image of her. She
looked much the same, with close cropped fine grey hair, strong features, and sharp eyes behind
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sensible and yet fashionable square glasses. Her height and presence surprised me. Even
stooped a bit with age, her eyes met mine with ease and I am 5'8". Her physical presence was
amplified as soon as she spoke. She has a talent for beginning in the middle, as if you already
know her. That night after she reprimanded me about my car, we spoke of her recent eye surgery
for glaucoma. Proudly, she told me that she meditated through the procedure with no pain
killers, out of concern that she might have a bad reaction to the medication. I tried to imagine
remaining awake without medication while someone operated on my eye, and realized not for
the last time that Colborn's thin frame was supported by stem stuff.
Environments of Experience: Public Participation in the Post-Modern West
We ate that night at the Flying Fork, an upscale Italian eatery whose presence attests to
the changing demographics of this historic mining town, as life-style migrants seeking scenic
escapes from urban life have begun to co-mingle with the old-timers, mining and ranching
families. Indeed, the town itself and the presence of this fine restaurant, reflects the changing
social, physical and economic landscape of the American West. Situating Theo's presence in
Paonia is important to understanding how unique her research and scientific approaches are, as
well as to understanding how they are perfectly situated to develop from and respond to the
changing sociality and economy of this terrain. This "West" is neither a wilderness nor a pre-
industrial backwater; its social dynamics, economy, landscape and communities are distinctly
shaped by industrialization, bureaucratic democratic governance, and the infrastructure of the
military-industrial complex.1 The environmental movements and urban-centric positioning of
I See Chapter 1 for more detail on this.
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rural mountain living as an escape from urbanism and centers of normative social power, have
made small mountain western towns, particularly those not dominated by tourist economies,
unique hotbeds of social critique about urban living and hothouses for cultivating self-
consciously alternative ways of living, while often simultaneously continuing to be sites of
mineral and resource extraction for the cultivation of urban life.
Colborn, along with her organization TEDX, is symptomatic of the shifting urban/rural
dynamics that are evident in this region. Small organic farms have emerged around Paonia,
originally from back-to-the-land hippie roots but increasingly becoming successful local
industries, like Big B's Apple Juice: delicious, organic, local. 2 Tired urbanities and suburbanites
taking advantage of the digital era's increasing geographic flexibility have moved to the small
town hoping for a quieter, simpler life - in which there are still upscale eateries. Despite this
optimism, the charm of the small town is still lost on lifestyle immigrant's children and the
children of long-term ranching and mining families who harbor dreams of escaping small town
US. Just as Paonia's youth and lifestyle immigrants are networked into variety of
communications systems, TEDX can remain relevant to its audience, the international
community researching endocrine disruptors, via the phone, and high speed Internet. Colborn's
high level of social capital is also critical to TEDX's success in Paonia as it brings film crews
and reporters to her.3
This changing social and economic landscape of the town is producing social tensions,
particularly around issues of human relationships with the environment. Even the environmental
health goals of TEDX resonate with the discordant notes within the community about the
2 A list of local organic farms in and around Paonia: http://cb.locallygrown.net/growers/list
3 TEDX's website: http://www.endocrinedisruption.com/home.php
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meaning and relative values of environment, health, heritage and economy. At one social
extreme, a subset of landowners in Paonia are attempting to put sustainability into practice,
building houses that are off-the-grid sustained by solar panels, collecting their own water and
living in spots only reachable by snow mobiles. Paonia is home to the Solar Energy Institute, a
school for hands-on training and certification in solar engineering. 4 There are communities of
local artists, building on the small tourist economy, such as one started by the owner of the
converted farmhouse I called home during my research. 5 The farmhouse owner raised chickens,
sewed high art versions of traditional American quilts, and dyed silk scarfs. Also in residence
during my stay was a Seventh-Day Adventist along with a Montessori schoolteacher and the
conservation biologist, ecologist and popular author Michael Soule. 6 Soule, professor emeritus
at the University California, Santa Cruz, is a significant scientist in his field of conservation
ecology. He advocates for the "Pleistocene re-wilding" of the US to reverse the tide of
biodiversity loss. Pleistocene re-wilding, as an article by Soule in Nature describes, is a plan to
reintroduce species similar to those that roamed the Americas during the Pleistocene era 13,000
years ago, by importing contemporary African animal species such as cheetahs, elephants and
lions (Donlan et. al. 2005/2006). Soule is working to form "four Continental Wildways,"
corridors of protected wildlands that will run coast-to-coast and north-to-south across the
continent.7 In these corridors, Pleistocene era like keystone species including wolves, cheetahs
and giant land tortoises would be reintroduced. This "pro-active" mode of conservation seeks to
4 Paonia Solar engineering school: Solar Energy International http://www.solarenergy.org/
5 The Creamery, local art center website: http://creameryartscenter.org/
6 Michael Soule's website: http://www.michaelsoule.com/
7 From the Wildlands Network Website: httD://www.twD.orn/what-we-do
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conserve species by actively re-building older ecosystems. Soule's conservation is a very post-
modem take on the argument for a return to "nature" through the active human construction of
earlier periods of "nature". While extreme, his views highlight the interrelationship between
nature and nativeness commonly discussed in Paonia.
Over lunch in the town's Greek restaurant, Soule described his plan for saving non-
human species from the global ecosystem collapse he foresaw humanity inevitably generating:
he wanted to establish islands where wildlife species were protected by militarily trained
ecologists. These islands and ecologists would survive the human-wrought apocalypse (I could
not quite discern whether he meant this idea seriously or if he was half joking). Apocalyptic or
millenarian thinking was, I found, quite common in Paonia, where everyone seemed to believe
the US be on a fast track to destruction, though people might not agree on the likely cause.
Causes under discussion during my time in Paonia ranged from the inevitable decline of empires,
the insidious corporate destruction of democracy, secret societies, the CIA, chemical
contamination, terrorists, gays and environmentalism. Theorists of globalization have argued
that millenarian thinking - the notion that the world is approaching a major crisis or turning
point - together with debates about both nativeness and environmental relationship are
symptomatic of the contemporary contraction of nation-states, in which the modernist dream of
homogeneity and national solidarity is evaporating under the spell of global capitalism
(Comaroff and Comaroff 2000). Instead of arming ecologists, other friends of mine in Paonia
were arming themselves in preparation for the coming implosion of civil society in the US,
which they believed was signaled by the privatization of the military, the Guantanamo prison
site, and the potentially endless "war on terror". For others in the community, the social threat
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came from left wing environmentalism. For Colbom we were all victims, even before the birth,
of "industrial terrorism in the womb" (Colbom 2006 personal communication).
Questions about autochthony or "nativeness," tinged with millenarian thinking, often
figure themselves around a question that directly relates to TEDX and Colbom's work: how do
and should humans relate to their environment, because (as chapter 2 describes) modem
industrial environments are so often constructed and controlled with synthetic chemicals? 8 A
particularly contentious local issue during my time in Paonia was the weekly, summertime,
"calendar spraying" of Malathion - an organophosphate, cholinesterase inhibiting pesticide
in order to control mosquitoes (Wills 2006). Pesticide spraying, as natural gas extraction would
become, was extremely divisive within the community, because of the political potency of issues
at the nexus of autochthony, personal health, civic health, environmental health and economy
(Walley 2009/forthcoming). The spray debate in Paonia was about more than mosquitoes; it was
about whose voice should count, and whose ecological and social views would shape the local
landscape.
Old-timers - those ranching and mining families who have lived in the valley for
generations - found this risk of pesticides irrelevant in the face of the risk of West Nile Virus to
cattle and humans. The organic farmers, artists, and those affiliating with ecological sensitivity
found pesticide spraying abhorrent, as it constituted a human and environmental risk. The
Mosquito Control Board had formed in 1980 with wide popular support, but 20 years later with
the demographic changes in the population it was accused of "spraying for hippies" because the
use of calendar spraying caused people who objected to the practice, primarily "hippies," to
8 Comaroff and Comaroff made a similar argument in 2001 about how environmental struggles over invasive species
reflect larger political issues about what counts as native in post-industrial environments.
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move out of the valley (Wills 2006: 5). Organic farmers threatened to charge the Mosquito
Control Board with criminal trespass for spraying the pesticide where it could damage their
organic certification. The issues provoked vandalism: the spray shed where the pesticide and
spray van was housed was bombed twice, most recently in 2003. Anti-spray groups accused pro-
spray groups of vandalizing the shed themselves to "discredit opposition" (Wills 2006: 5).
TEDX did not shy away from this local debate. They actively supported bringing an end
to calendar spraying by hosting teach-ins about the biological hazards of Malathion and
testifying before the town council (Wills 2006: 5). Despite her many scientific accolades and her
Blue Planet International award for environmental advocacy, Colborn (though involved in the
debate as a significant rallying force of the "environmentally" inclined) was not turned to as its
obvious arbitrator (Wills 2006: 5). People's memories of her as a pharmacist may have been
more important to her standing in this local discussion.
A skepticism about expertise circulated broadly within Paonia. My own MIT credentials
put me in suspicious proximity to the military industrial complex for some of Paonia's residents,
and in localist groups it further marked me as an outsider. As a student of social science, I
sometimes received particularly harsh reviews. Dr. Soule was a good friend of Colborn and
expressed reservations to both Theo and me about my field of Science and Technology Studies
(STS), which he believed to be caught up in a worthless cycle of self important human-centric
critique which, in his view, led to academic inactivity on pressing issues such as climate change
and biodiversity preservation (Soule 1995). Soule and I discussed theories of social construction
while dissecting mice bones from the owl pellets dropped by the nesting pair of great horned
owls that were raising their baby in the vast cotton wood trees around the farm house. We
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watched their owlet grow up over the summer while worrying that our neighbor's attempt to
control the rat population with poison might lead to its untimely death.
My landlady, searching for the meaning of the owl's visit, went on a spirit quest with the
aid of a new age book Animal Speak, whose cover depicted a Native American medicine man, to
find out if the owl was a spirit guide (Andrews 1997/2003 ed). Fascinated by this book and by
the local preference for new-age thinking, I also followed the book's instructions on finding a
spirit guide, and so spent an afternoon lying on the carpeted floor in my room waiting on an
imaginary rock in my mind's eye for a spirit guide to present itself. Just as I decided to give up,
a large horned stag's impassive gaze shocked me from my imagined rock and back into my
mundane room. This imagined stag vision, according to the book, signaled that I had before me
five years of slow growth (Andrews 1997: 263), which seemed appropriate for a PhD candidate.
Spirit guides, skepticism about traditional expertise, expectation of ecological or social
collapse, all informed a thriving local politics about issues such as the day to day problem of pest
management. All were, I came to realize, constitutive aspects of rural mountain life in this post-
modern American town. In the words of Jean Comaroff, I found that:
As the connections between means and ends become more opaque, more distended, more
mysterious, the occult becomes an ever more appropriate, semantically saturated
metaphor for our times (Comaroff and Comaroff 2000).
While old-timers are accused of using pesticides to sort out natives from non-natives
(Wills 2006: 5), some environmentalist factions of the community sought older myths to
establish their roots. Paonia was settled in 1880 after the Ute Indian reservation along the
Western Fork of the Gunnison river was closed and its population forcibly resettled to Utah. The
closure came after the "Meeker Massacre" in which a Christian missionary who had been
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attempting to turn the Ute population away from "nomadism" and toward farming was killed in
retribution for his ploughing over of the Ute's race track. The killing of 10 people served
politically as a means to move the Ute from the fertile North Fork Valley (Decker 2004). Indeed
the first white settlers had already illegally scouted the territory for homesteads before the Ute
were forcefully expelled.9 Rumor had it that the Ute placed a curse on the region before leaving:
"may you never organize".
Nowadays Paonia is home to a disorganized array of summer events. For instance, it is
home to the annual Dreamtime Festival, a new-age mecca, where music, fire dancing, art
installations, workshops in drumming and Toltec dreaming enable participants to "envision and
embrace our deeper dreams".' 0 While the Dreamtime Festival sought to expand people's
consciousness on the outskirts of town, the annual "beamer" BMW festival, "Top of the
Rockies," took over the center of town. This BMW motorcycle rally draws a modern day
stampede of hundred-thousand-dollar motorbikes (some with installed humidors) and their
mostly male, mostly wealthy riders, to encircle the town's park where the riders camp, kick back,
and listen to rock and roll." Top of the Rockies celebrates other "native" American values -
the open road, leisurely nomadism, freedom and collectivity - through consumption and rock
and roll music. On the backs of BMWs, this rally promised spectacular "natural" vistas. It
offered the possibility of collectively witnessing wilderness wonders by disporting those of
human engineering. Similarly, by appropriating the aboriginal term "dreamtime" and a bricolage
9 Thomas Wills "Hotchkiss in the Early Days" Online: http://www.hotchkisschamber.com/page.cfm?pageid=14083
10 The dreamtime festival website: http://www.dreamthefuture.org/index.html
11 Website for the Colorado Beamers Top of the Rockies Rally: http://www.coloradobeemers.org/content/view/2/25/
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of quasi-indigenous practices, the dreamers also engineered a return to a culturally imagined
moment when human nature was uncorrupted.
The dreamers' new-age relinquishing of capitalist culture in favor of quasi-indigenous
collectivity, and the beamers' fossil-fueled celebration of community through conspicuous
consumption and technical enthusiasm was balanced by the town's all-American annual 4th of
July, Cherry Days Festival where "heroes of our heritage" were celebrated with the harvesting of
cherries (The North Fork Merchant Herald 2006: 14). A center piece of this celebration was a
parade that drew the community's complex diversity together in a display that defies any nayve
conceptions about the simplicity of rural life or sociality: from the Elks Lodge riding of four-
wheelers, to the hydrogen-powered vehicles, cowboys talking on cell-phone, farmers riding
tractors, clowns, the Delta County Democrats, kids on bicycles with American flags flapping,
armed Mountaineer club members dressed as Native Americans, and floats bearing caskets from
local wineries, to a van driven by local Mosquito Control Board bedecked with a large-scale
model mosquito spraying water from it mouth onto the crowd, signifying the mists of Malathion.
Cherry Days brings out the year-round community, those with familial roots that stretch back
generations. Rather than beamers and cigars or bare foot altered states of collectivity, the coal
train whooping through town attested to the extractive economy that has sustained this town for
over 100 years and remains a vital employment sector: extractive industries employed 30% of
Paonia's males between 2005-2009 - double that of any other economic sector.1 2
Despite internal cultural differences about what counts as native, evidence, or just plain
sensible, everyone I met shared a common and common-place investment in and expectation of
12 Data from: http://www.city-data.com/city/Paonia-Colorado.html
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physical labor and a physical life that was utterly unfamiliar me. Beyond the obvious
opportunities to make fun of me, this led my friends to teach me important life lessons like how
to change the oil in my car, how to ride a snowmobile (which I then crashed), how to put snow
chains on my tires, how to re-route irrigation ditches and how to pick cherries. This shared
pragmatism seems particular to this rural setting where consumer goods are not easily, cheaply
accessible (nor is this kind of consumption necessarily craved) and the environment itself
requires work: roads are not always ploughed, let alone graded and paved, there isn't a Jiffy
Lube just down the block, and irrigation is something you manage in relationship to your
neighbors. There is a notable lack of big chain stores in Paonia. All of the businesses are locally
owned and operated, probably because the slim profit margins from this small town make the
investment by chains like Blockbuster or ACE not worth their while. Such stores were a half an
hour drive to the larger town of Delta.
What I mean to draw out with these descriptions of Paonia, is the complexity of the local
culture where global questions - like economic security, and sustainability - were being
worked out differently by different groups; in the mundane activities of individuals deciding
whether to go to the Luna coffee shop in the morning or the Elks club, in coffee shop discussion
about whether 9/11 was perpetrated by the CIA, in fears about narcs coming to town to bust local
weed dealers, in stalwart insistence on calendar spraying, and in the equally passionate concern
that local child illnesses are resulting from the pesticide exposure. Such divisions coalesced into
experiencing the landscape differently, as in whether the sound of train makes one think of
prosperity or is a ghostly reminder of the coming end. Or, as it was experienced by me (an out of
place anthropologist, typing into the wee hours of morning in a room flooded with electric light,
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long after the surrounding houses had gone dark) as a reminder of the interconnection between
the electricity, light, machine and creature comforts that remind me of home, and the machines
and men working also in cycles of constructed days to unearth fuel from deep beneath the
mountains. Just as hearing the sounds of the train reminded me that participation is inevitable,
the choice of whether or not I was a participant in the Malathion debates was rendered moot
when I found myself closing my windows on a hot summer Monday evening as the spray truck
advanced down the dirt road to my home. From breathing in Malathion to drawing on the
electricity, I was clearly not simply an observer here, however temporary my residence might
have been.
Section II: From Participant-Observation to Transformation in Translation
At dinner on my first evening, when the nuances of life in Paonia were still unknown to
me, I realized that my attempts to convey to Colborn that I was there to observe through
participating in her organization had been unsuccessful. We moved easily from the glaucoma
surgery and homeopathy to the work of TEDX: developing weight of evidence analyses of
particular issues related to endocrine disruption. These "products" were based on research drawn
from TEDX's master database of scientific and policy publication relevant to endocrine
disruption and were provided free of charge to policy makers, scientists and advocacy
organizations who requested them. As Colborn and I went on to discuss what I might do while I
was there, I found that she already had a role for me in mind that would not allow me to simply
observe: she wanted me to work actively on helping research and build their database of
chemicals used in natural gas extraction. So began my problem of trying to distinguish for
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Colborn, TEDX and myself the differences between participation and observation, and the
transformations inherent in translating between the two. Retrospectively, I realize it also began
my interest in developing more participatory modes of STS research.
Working with TEDX I was generally spoken of and treated by Colborn and the others as a
somewhat unusual intern. I quickly realized that I was useful to Colborn in part because of the
status my MIT affiliation conveyed to her organization. Theo commonly introduced me as her
student from MIT, the not-so-subtle message being to locals that TEDX was important enough
to attract interns from MIT. Mention of me as "an MIT pre-doctoral student" arriving on January
3rd is included in the section on interns in TEDX's 2005 year-end review (TEDX 2005). Being
an intern also involved being reprimanded regularly for my mistakes. One particularly harsh
rebuke in the summer of 2006, caused me to storm from the office, as if I might quit the job. Just
outside the office I remembered that this was not actually my job. I was drawn in,
undistinguished from others in the office, as an author of TEDX products and representatives of
TEDX. I was even interviewed by a salon.com, news website, as a TEDX intern (Clarren
2006a). I quickly realized that there was no point trying to durably change Colborn's perspective
on me, as it would involve changing her worldview entirely. I was treated no differently from
anyone else in the office, because the organization's goals and structure did not permit me to
merely observe, and I doubt I would have lasted long there without getting involved.
Anthropologist of science and social movements Kim Fortun's work on fieldwork with
advocacy organizations helps to put my experience in a larger context. She suggested in her
study of an advocacy organization for victims of the Bhopal disaster (in which thousands of
people died and many thousands more were injured when a poisonous chemical Methyl
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Isocyanate escaped from a Union Carbide chemical plant) that for such organizations there is no
permitted position of observer (Fortun 2001, Graeber 2004/2009). For organizations whose goals
are to change something about the world, you are either a part of the struggle, a potential recruit
or, if all you want to do is sit around and watch, someone who is draining resources and time.
The pressure such an organization leverages is one of ought.
I came to understand that from TEDX's perspective there is a world-wide health crisis
that must be fixed now, and that fixing takes constant work. As described in TEDX's mission
statement: "TEDX's goal is to prevent exposure to and to reduce the production and use of
endocrine disruptors." The question for TEDX is not whether there are such things as endocrine
disruptors. The question is: what can be done to prevent endocrine disruption? Working with
TEDX, one experiences urgency toward action. There is time for thought, but only thought that
is toward planning action. Theo works around the clock, in sickness and in health. In fact, she
read my dissertation proposal with the aid of a magnifying glass while recovering from yet
another eye surgery in the summer of 2006. TEDX's employees, and those working for other
advocacy organizations I encountered in the area of gas development, or the "gas patch,"
including landowners turned activists on this issue, also work well beyond the standard 40 hours
a week. There is always someone else to inform, a story to hear, and action to sign onto, a crisis
to investigate. Burnout from such long, hard hours is a common problem. People who live in
the "gas patch" and become activists working in their spare time on social problems emerging
from the industry, find all their time absorbed by meetings, organizing and protesting.
To justify my presence as a researcher, to both myself and Colborn, and in order that
TEDX would have time for me, I made myself relevant to their endeavor. I tried to help with
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their work, to become relevant to them, so they had time for me and my goals of understanding
their culture. Furthermore, TEDX was ready for observers, particularly for investigative
journalists and documentary filmmakers. There was a striking difference between my experience
in the organization and that of the investigative journalists and filmmakers that contacted TEDX
periodically. For journalists and documentarians Theo and TEDX would swing into presentation
mode. They would set up gas patch tours, so that journalists could see life on the ground, and
would arrange conversations with impacted landowners. Time would also be set aside to
interview Theo. Such moments of display take work and coordination. They are about
soundbites and shocking images, about conveying a compelling and coherent message.
Investigative journalists observe a coordinated presentation, not the process behind that
presentation. In contrast, as an intern at TEDX, I had the opportunity to be behind that moment
of soundbite and presentation, to observe the process of orchestration, of figuring out what to say
and when. I did the nitty-gritty work of developing the database rather than seeing it performed.
I experienced the shifting alliances between TEDX, citizen's alliances, oil and gas accountability
advocacy groups, local vets, scientists, lawyers and landowners, whose goals both overlapped at
times and diverged at others (Gerlach and Hines 1970). I took part in sitting together in the
office with the rest of the staff, reviewing and reacting to the news reports as they came out.
What facts were wrong? What message was too soft?
Beyond the requirements of at least tacit participation that comes with examining an
advocacy organization - based on my earlier biological research on endocrine disruption, I was
already more than tacitly supportive of TEDX's work - I was struck by the degree to which my
own and others' enrollment in this particular cause quickly became a personal struggle, one
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battled every day in everything from consumption choices to local political action. Colborn is a
one-woman crusade; everyone she encounters is a potential convert and everyone is either
participating in the struggle, an obstacle to it, or irrelevant. As I would learn, the struggle is
happening on every level for Colborn - from the individual, to the town council, and to the
Houses of Congress. Transforming an individuals' worldview for Theo is part and parcel of
changing the world. What I want to consider here is how grounds are created for asking
particular questions such as 'are chemicals impacting my health' and why Colborn and TEDX in
particular adopted an approach to research and advocacy that hinges on changing each
individual's perspectives on the world around them.
Participating in these ways with the research, messaging, and analysis performed by
TEDX, beginning to ask myself questions about whether chemicals could be influencing my
health, I was influenced by the work I did with TEDX. Just as I was influenced by the work I
did with TEDX, I also tried many tacks over my time with the organization to convey what
anthropology of science was, and to let everyone know that I would at some point be writing this
piece about my time in Paonia. I presented my paper about Colborn to her one winter morning
as she was seated at her desk in the office at the back of her house, across from her bookshelf
holding various foreign language translations of her book Our Stolen Future. I performed with
Power Point, including a slide with the photo of Theo I found on the internet. She was delighted
by my comparison of her with beagles and got very excited by what she saw as a kind of
philosophy of science. "Yes it's sort of exactly that," I said. "But where could you hope to
publish something like this?" she questioned. I told her that there are in fact whole journals
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dedicated to the subject.13 Similarly, upon my return to Paonia later that summer we went over
the first draft of my dissertation proposal where we discussed my early analysis of TEDX's work
on chemicals used in natural gas extraction. This process of "participant figuring out" (Kelty
2008, Helmreich 2009) always led to interesting discussions about the potential impact of my
reflections and analysis on science generally and on perceptions of Colborn and TEDX. Theo
and I discussed my early thoughts about how TEDX's identification of fracking and its use of
endocrine disrupting chemicals, linked endocrine disruption and global warming debates through
the thread of fossil fuels. Our discussion led Theo to begin investigating what she later termed
the "fossil fuel connection" between the two avenues of research within the organization. 14
I realized too, re-doubling the complexities of my participation, that any reflections I
would write about my work with TEDX would participate in the wider discourse about the
relationship between science and advocacy, participation and observation. As the political
tensions around endocrine disruption and oil and gas extraction increased over my 5 years of
ethnographic work, I also realized that these ramifications would not be purely theoretical, but
could very well materially matter not only to TEDX, and to people in the gas patch, but also to
MIT and to public relations companies contracted by the oil and gas industry. What would each
of these communities make of and make with my work? Reviewing my dissertation proposal,
Theo told me excitedly, "You can become the Erin Brockovich of gas development!" "Could I?"
I wondered feeling both flattered and apprehensive about the comparison, "what would that
mean for me as an STS scholar?" Erin Brockovich was a legal clerk turned environmental health
13 Social Studies of Science http://sss.sagepub.con/, Science as Culture http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals/, CSAC,
and Science, Technology and Human Values http://sth.sagepub.com/, to name a few.
14 http://www.endocrinedisruption.com/endocrine.fossilfuel.nhn
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movement celebrity who earned her credibility by gathering data on ground water contamination
of and community exposure to the carcinogen hexavalent chromium. Her persistence was crucial
to achieving a favorable settlement for the community with Pacific Gas Electric Company. Was
this comparison apt? Would the academic fields of anthropology or STS recognize Brockovich's
work, and by analogy my own work, as scholarship? How could I translate my active
participation in TEDX's work in ways that would speak both to activists in and beyond TEDX,
and to my academic communities?
Corporate Chemical Conversion
Contrary to Theo's crusade of making chemicals a personal health issue, there is an at
least equally intense, far better funded and continuous process at work to disconnect chemicals in
the environment and in natural gas development from negative health issues, and to connect
them instead to economic and technical progress. As the next half of the chapter will argue,
these efforts, like Colborn's, also work at many levels, from the individual experience of seeing
chemical company advertisements to the companies' support of science that favors industry, to
the direct industry lobbying of the state. At the individual level, for instance, BASF chemical
company's "invisible contributions, visible results" advertising campaign attempts to visually
link petro-chemicals in plastics to the ability to save pre-term babies:
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Figure 3.1 BASF invisible Contributions. Visible Success Advert.
This advert's iconic technical umbilicus bears the message that BASF saves babies. This
advertising campaign, as the next section discusses, indirectly responds to concerns raised by
endocrine disruption research that chemicals used in plastics, such as those in the plastics of the
IV tube connected to this child, are disrupting the babies' healthy development. Interestingly,
TEDX and Colborn would not dispute that these companies and chemicals are making
"contributions." But they would argue that those contributions, in part due to advertisement such
as this, are producing not "visible success" but "invisible" harms. The success of endocrine
disruption research in reframing chemicals as potentially hazardous is however producing
advertising campaigns that, while down playing risks, raise awareness of the ubiquity of this
industry.
In the early 2000's the natural gas industry developed major advertising campaigns that
similarly linked natural gas development with energy needs in the US and by extension to
national security in the context of the Iraq war (Gusterson 2009, Marzec 2011).15 I remember
1 see: http://www.prwatch.org/spin/2007/08/6374/beyond-petroleum-still-big-ammonia-and-soot, http://
energytomorrow.org/issues/energy-security/?gclid=CJWOmcLs agCFVJ25Qody0IZRg; http://
eneravtomorrow.org/issues/energv-security/domestic-access/
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flipping through an article in the Economist in the summer of 2007 and coming across a British
Petroleum (BP) advertisement from its Beyond Petroleum campaign reading:
It's time to invest in our own backyard: Natural gas in Wyoming and in Colorado's San
Juan Basin, we're investing up to $4.6 billion over the next 15 yeas to increase
production of natural gas, the cleanest burning fossil fuel. BP is a leading producer and
supplier of oil and natural gas in the U.S. (Economist August 2007 page unknown).
Situating Wyoming and Colorado as BP's "backyard," this advert's message can be read
as suggesting that natural gas, the cleanest fossil fuel, could be produced "at home" and provide
years of energy security. This message worked, arguably, to reawaken energy as a "national
security" discourse, tethering energy production to good citizenship (Gusterson 2009). Given
my particular history meeting with landowners negatively impacted by development of natural
gas in the San Juan Basin, this advertisement also struck a different nerve. For me, the phrase
"our own backyard" worked to make palatable the dispossession of property, contamination of
water, and air and producing stories like those of Rick and Laura (further described in chapter 4).
As TEDX and others succeeded in drawing public attention to the hollow aspects of the
"our" in this advertisement, the American Petroleum Institute responded with more intense
advertising campaign "the People of America's Oil and Gas Industry." I encountered this
campaign, not incidentally, at the airport on my first trip to Washington D.C. with Colborn in
2008, when she was to testify about endocrine disruption and speak with Senators and
Representatives on the health hazards of natural gas extraction. The campaign including the
following advertisement:
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Figure 3.2 American Petroleum Institute: The People of American Oil and Gas Campaign
Advertisement.
This advert's slogan "Fuel for Our Economy (in more ways than one)" underscores the
visual links it makes between the industry, represented by a drill rig and worker, and home,
represented by a mother filling a washing machine and son, ready to play soccer, sitting in the
back seat of a mini-van. Energy security is cited as one of three reasons to develop American oil
and gas. All of these campaigns attempt to personalize the "invisible" and "multiple" ways oil,
gas and chemicals contribute to American security, health and economy. These campaigns are
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intensely personal. Using "people,". "our," and images of babies, white picket fences and family,
they link up chemicals companies and oil and gas as the hidden infrastructure behind the "good
life" of technical progress. By presenting themselves as "invisible" forces behind all of these
goods, they encourage the viewer to recognize them as structurally vital but also non-
problematic, thereby allowing their continued invisibility.
TEDX and Colborn would not dispute that the companies are structurally ever- present,
but they would dispute the present difficulty Americans culturally have in associating as
problematic the deep ways in which these industries are shaping biological and cultural lives.
Through advertising, doctors visits, and store trips, most Americans are keenly aware of a
plethora of anti-depressants, lotions and sanitizers. Most, however, are not aware that since
before birth they have been exposed to thousands of synthetic chemicals, and carried in their
bodies upwards of 200 of them (CDC 2011). Americans are even less aware that the products
they use today could shape gene expression in their children, or even their children's children
(Anway 2006a/2006b, Skinner 2006, Chang 2006). Similarly, while Americans in 2000 became
very aware of "drilling here and now," most were totally unaware that there might be any
constitutive environmental and human health risks to BP investing in "our" backyard. 16 The
question is: why? How do these industries manage to play so creatively with the binary of
invisibility and visibility, to be everywhere, in everyone and nowhere? As we examined in
Chapter 1, a frontier can be made through information loss and sequestration. So is this lack of
knowledge as actively produced as the partial awareness advertising generates? The task of the
16 "Drill Here, and Drill Now" is a phrase coined in 2008 by American Solutions for Winning the Future, a lobbying
organization founded by former Speaker of the House Newt Gingrich (Gingrich 2008).
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scholar is to account for both the knowing of TEDX and the unknowing of the gas and chemical
industries (Dumit 1998).
As a reader of the The Economist and a fan of gas cooking I was already a part of the gas
industry's stories of natural gas as the cleanest fuel. Listening to Theo and working with TEDX, I
would become a participant in a growing movement to change the popular understanding of the
environmental health impacts of natural gas extraction. This movement for Theo hinges around
an alternative perspective on chemical technologies, one that expects the technologies to
synthesize new relationships, and views the technologies as participants. Through this approach,
Colborn is interested in understanding and making visible the negative contributions of these
chemicals, so that culturally we might better able to recognize their "visible results." As the next
section will argue, the ability of technologies such as synthetic chemicals to not only illustrate
but form new and unexpected relationships, leads to recognizing oneself as a participant in a
system, responding to and shaping those relationships. In his anthropological studies of how
consumers use products, Joseph Dumit identifies a process of "objective self-fashioning" in
which technical objects, consumer choices, and even pharmaceutical manipulation of the brain
are used by consumers as a means of cultivating themselves - their image, social status and
relationships (Dumit forthcoming). The pharmaceutical industry encourages this practice
through advertisements that show how consumers can use chemicals to fashion their optimal self
and space. Such advertising campaigns "teach" consumers to recognize their medical problem
and to seek treatment so they can achieve the kind of self they want (Dumit forthcoming). I
would suggest that the oil and gas industry's campaigns make use of this same strategy to
encourage consumers to view their products as an important resource for the self.
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That we are capable of forming such (social and biological) relationships with our
technologies is already well recognized by corporations, hence the importance of branding.
Branding is a means of encouraging consumers to trust and form a relationship with a product by
associating the item with images, memories and practices that are meaningful to them (Klein
2000, Lury 2004). Consumers do not just buy a product based on its material content, as
consumer loyalty to brandname versus generic drugs indicates. Commodities, from drugs to
sneakers, are relational in that humans create social and physical relationships with and through
their consumption (Slater 1996, Lury 1996/2004, Miller 1998, Klein 2000). Chemicals in
particular, from anti-depressants to house cleaners and make-up, are frequently advertised and
used as ways of managing our human and environmental relations (Miekle 1995, Russell 2001,
Dumit forthcoming). However, in these advertisement, the consumer is very much in control of
the relationship, the objects advertised are a technical means for "objective self-fashioning", they
are not framed as uncontrollably transforming the consumer.
Colborn's scientific research, I argue, also begins from this position with the premise that
chemical technologies are interactive and relational. Converse to the advertising industry, which
encourages consumers to make their own relationships with commodities through objective self
fashioning, Colborn is interested in the invisible relationship such chemicals inevitably forge that
are not consciously controlled by the consumer. To follow and respond to this aspect of chemical
relational qualities she has developed what I argue are a new set of material, literary and social
technologies suited to studying, revealing and responding to the emerging hazardous chemical
interactions (cf. Shapin and Schaffer 1985).
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Research in the history of science has shown that scientific fields, like other
organizations, take constant work to stabilize and maintain (Shapin and Schaffer 1985, Latour
1987). The tools developed for the work of sustaining scientific fields have been described as
social, literary and material technologies (Shapin and Schaffer 1985). Social technologies
include, among other things: annual meetings, college courses, and institutional departments,
while examples of literary technologies are journals and textbooks. Both literary and social
technologies create communities by establishing shared research agendas and questions.
Participating in these activities substantiates one's participation in a field and helps perpetuate it.
Material technologies are less easily recognized as social organizers. Examples include model
organisms such as libraries of genetically mutant fruit flies, or particle detectors (Traweek 1988,
Kohler 1994, Galison 1997). Material technologies embed theoretical perspectives, questions and
means of generating evidence; and communities are generated around the shared skills,
experience and understanding of such tools (Traweek 1988, Galison 1997). The kinds of tools
available and for which the researcher has expertise shapes the kinds of questions a research he is
structurally able to ask, and the kinds of evidence that can be generated (Rheinberger 1997).
Colborn, in generating a new discipline focused on recognizing the health and
environmental hazards of human engineered technologies, in which synthetic chemicals, like
microbes, are invisible but ubiquitous social and biological actors, helps explain why
participation is central to Theo's work. It also led her to generate new scientific social material
and literary technologies suited to a science of participation rather than observation. As the next
section illustrates, this science hinges around coming to see oneself as already a participant in
this system, witting or not because of technology's relationality. Accepting this is central to her
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science, and to understanding why her approach transforms traditional conceptions of science
and advocacy.
Section III: HEIRShip: TEDX and Collective Inheritance
TEDX fills in a large gap in public health protection. Drawing upon its computerized
databases on endocrine disruption and coordination with researchers in the field of
endocrine disruption, TEDX provides the very latest summaries of the state of knowledge
and its meaning for human health and the environment (National Institute of
Environmental Health Science 2010)17.
Why did Colbom start an organization like TEDX? How, as the National Institute of
Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS) website argues, is it filling "a large gap in public health
protection"? Against the backdrop of Paonia painted above, this section examines the structure
and function of TEDX as a scientific advocacy organization. I follow how Colborn's databasing
and advocacy research approach, described in chapter 2, is embedded in the organizational
structure, research and advocacy methods and goals of TEDX. I describe this novel integrated
civic- and action-oriented mode of research as a mode of what I term Health and Environmental
Impact Response Science, or HEIRShip. HEIRShip, as the name implies, involves
understanding our technologies and ourselves as historically situated and interrelated.
Technologies are a kind of inheritance. Studying them requires a science tuned to analyzing the
relationships they generate and pass on. The goal of HEIRShip is to illustrate, to bring to public
and scientific awareness, and to seek to prevent or remediate human, wildlife or environmental
health hazards produced by technologies, particularly in this case synthetic chemicals. It is
through what I call HEIRShip that TEDX is not only bridging a significant gap in public health
17 http://www.niehs.nih.gov/research/resources/library/research/env health/endocrine.cfm
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protection, but also managed to get the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences to
recognize itself as a significant social, scientific and political actor. The section is sub-divided
into five parts each of which describes an element of HEIRShip: Health, Environmental Impacts,
Response, and Science. But first, why develop a new term for TEDX's work? What about the
organization and its operations warrants such a theoretical intervention on my part?
TEDX: Mission Control, Statement and Terminology
Coming away from dinner with Theo I was both inspired and intimidated. My first
morning in the actual TEDX office I was struck by the small physical scale of the operation
compared with the grand vision Theo conveyed of their work. TEDX is located on Paonia's
small and scenic main street. The main street is about two blocks long, and terminates at a small
hill adorned with a "P" for Paonia. Each of the small towns along the North Fork of the
Gunnison river has such a marker of civic pride. I mistook it for a helipad for the first month I
was in residence. Thankfully I never shared this insight with locals, as it would have resulted in
even more ridicule than my suggestion that the coal fire that had been burning below town for
months was caused by a lantern. Unlike the American cities I have lived in, where the center had
been hollowed out by suburbanization, this main street is still the everyday center of Paonia's
civic life. TEDX is located centrally in the Harvester Building, just down from the single screen
movie theater, local radio station, and a small caf6, and across from a municipal building, pizza
joint and hardware store.
TEDX is an oddity in its lack of relation to and, in some ways, lack of relevance to, the
rest of the community's activities. It is tucked into the back of the Harvester Building, down a
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small, dimly lit corridor with offices on either side that house the local real estate agent, an
insurance agency (which became a small clothing store after it folded), and a local wildlife
photographer. The glass-fronted office door had a paper sign taped to it when I arrived,
announcing The Endocrine Disruption Exchange. The office itself is a modest split-level space
with an open floor plan. The top floor where I worked has desks and a conference table.
Adorning the stairway are images from Our Stolen Future and Theo's talks. The ground floor is
dominated by three double rows of large grey filing cabinets. These cabinets hold the paper
version of "Monster," the TEDX term for the ever-growing database of research on endocrine
disruption.
On my first morning we were to have a regular weekly meeting attended by the small
staff of TEDX: Lynn, who worked full-time adding to and searching Monster; Kari, a part time
employee who managed TEDX's books, grant applications, communications with the board of
directors and other legal matters; and Mary, who worked on a range of issues, putting together
searches from Monster into "products" for advocacy groups, scientists and policy makers, and
providing information on their other projects such as the Critical Windows on Development.
Mary was also working on the then new database of oil and gas chemicals. I would work most
closely with her. The staff provides an odd collection of expertise. Lynn has a background in
entomology and holds a Ph.D. in the field. She is the only staff member who came with Theo
from D.C. Mary has a background in social work and teaching, while Kari was an accountant by
training. Though it was relatively easy to move the database itself out to Colorado, it was hard to
find and attract individuals trained in sciences to Paonia. As TEDX's brand of research is data
aggregation rather than novel data collection, this does not hamper their research unduly.
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Furthermore, in terms of scientific expertise, Theo retains a connection to and continually draws
upon the expertise of scientists working on endocrine disruption elsewhere.
That day we discussed the wide range of issues that TEDX deals with at any point in
time, each person giving an update on their progress. The most pressing issue when I arrived
was getting a summary of TEDX's yearly progress together for the board of directors and
potential funders. TEDX is a nonprofit organization that survives on grants, donations from
foundations and private donors such as the Winslow Foundation. As a non-profit, TEDX's Staff
and even Theo as the president, are overseen by a board of directors. The board of directors
ensures that the organization's finances are in order and that it is pursuing its Mission Statement,
a founding statement of purpose that guides the organization.
TEDX's mission statement reads:
TEDX's core program is to gather, organize, and interpret scientific research relevant to
chemicals called endocrine disruptors. Endocrine disruptors are chemicals that interfere
with hormones, enzymes, growth factors, neurotransmitters, and any other signaling
chemicals or processes that control development and function.
TEDX's goal is to prevent exposure to and to reduce the production and use of endocrine
disruptors.
TEDX's strategy to achieve this goal is to provide customized scientific information to
academicians, policy makers, government employees, community-based groups,
health- affected organizations, physicians, the media and concerned citizens.
TEDX's role is to assure the integrity of the science behind the endocrine disruption
movement and to provide the foundation for sound advocacy 8 (emphasis added).
What is "sound advocacy?" The word "sound" in contemporary parlance is generally
attached to science, in the phrase "sound science." The reasons for generating the term
HEIRShip to describe Colborn's work derive from her and the coalition of Wingspread
18 TEDX Mission Statement 2005.
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scientists' transformation of the discourse around chemicals and their health effects to a focus on
"sound advocacy" rather than "sound science." Though multiple terms have been coined for
scientific work that is mixed with advocacy, none of them adequately describes TEDX's
approach, which views the two as mutually constitutive rather than as opposed.
i. Activist versus Sound Science
Researchers such as Colborn who take clear positions in contemporary social debates are
often pejoratively labeled "activist scientists" (Stauber and Ramptom 2000). This term is
frequently used to discredit a scientist's research as being ethically or politically motivated rather
than being purely objective, and is often applied to scientists who work on community health or
environmental issues. Stauber and Ramptom identify "junk science" as a term used pejoratively
in public relations campaigns to generate scientific uncertainty that is also often counterposed to
"sound science" (Stauber and Ramptom 2000).
The proliferation of these terms and the continual battles within policy and litigation to
determine whether scientific evidence is credible, is symptomatic of what has been described as
the post-industrial risk society (Beck 1992). In the risk society, human-manufactured risks, such
as the health threats of chemicals and nuclear waste, have become significant sources of public
concern. The risks they pose are complex: fire retardants may be used to reduce the likelihood of
fire deaths while also increasing the risks of infertility (Cone 2010). Many risks are also actively
produced by humans, quite frequently by lucrative industries such as nuclear power,
petrochemical and pharmaceutical companies (Beck 1992). Because they are tied to large
corporations, these risks actually have a lobby group working continually to change the public
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balance of risk perception. Institutions like the Public Relations (PR) industry have emerged to
help companies manage consumer responses to their products (Stauber and Ramptom 2000,
Brandt 2007, Davis 2007, Oreskes and Conway 2010). PR as formulated in the 1920s by one of
its founding figures Edward Berneys, who worked to rally popular American support for WWI,
was not simply advertising, it was the "engineering of consent," convincing consumers that they
rationally and independently choose to consume products such as tobacco (Brandt 2007: 87).
Recognizing the high social capital of professions such as medicine and science, Berneys was
quick to develop clever ways to borrow that social capital in what has been termed the "third
man technique," where recognized authorities such as doctors were used to attest to products'
values (Brandt 2007). From doctors extolling the virtues of smoking, to climate-change denying
scientists, this technique has worked PR wonders since Berneys first employed it (Oreskes and
Conway 2010).
Problems with the technique began to arise, however, when other experts, scientists or
doctors began to contest the third man's point of view. This first occurred with the tobacco
industry in the mid 1950's, when evidence linking smoking to cancer began to solidify. PR
techniques adapted quickly to this problem with a new approach, the engineering of expert
controversy rather than consumer consent (Brandt 2007). As Orsekes, Conway, Brandt and
others have documented, the engineering of doubt through identifying dissenting experts,
funding research that generated doubt, and promoting popular controversy became common PR
tactics for tobacco, energy and chemical industries (Stauber and Ramptom 2000, Rosner and
Markowitz 2002, Brandt 2007, Oreskes and Conway 2010, Davis 2007). The terms "activist"
and "junk" science emerged from these tactics as terms to undercut and discredit another's
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expertise by injuring their claim to impartiality, because the "third man's" credibility rests after
all on that individual's supposed impartial recommendation (Stauber and Ramptom 2000).
ii. From Objectivity to Precaution
The success of PR's engineering of consent or controversy through the use of experts
rests on the perceived objectivity and impartiality of the expert. The particularly US fixation with
"objective" science has been described by policy-oriented Science Studies scholars and authors
(Jasanoff 1985/2005). Objectivity, particularly in the US, is sought as a means of creating
ground outside of political battles where only matters of fact can be considered. What comprises
"objectivity" itself, however, has changed over time (Daston and Galison 2007). The PR method
of generating doubt about scientific certainty and the deep scientific difficulty of developing a
fixed rubric for evaluating risks that are necessarily relative has led to the formulation of
"precautionary" approaches to science by environmentalists, which hold that technologies can be
regulated based on the probability of human or environmental health hazards. Chemical
regulation based on the precautionary principle aimed to place on the producer the burden of
proving technologies safe, rather than requiring regulators or the public to prove them harmful.
Precautionary regulatory approaches have had great success in the European regulatory contexts
(Jasanoff 1985/2005). However, the dominant mode of chemical regulation within the US seeks
to establish objective evidence of human health risks through the weight of scientific evidence
(Miller and Edwards 2001). Colborn's research, which includes gathering and organizing
information on chemicals already in circulation, cannot really be described as precautionary,
since the harms her work seeks to highlight and aggregate are already occurring in non-
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laboratory populations. However, her work does contribute to generating a weight of evidence by
drawing from fields beyond laboratory or singular sciences.
iii. Popular Epidemiology and Civic Science
The debates over what counts as sound science have also called into question the
laboratory as the preeminent site for scientific objectivity and truth making, particularly when
dealing with environmental health issues (Allen 2003, Murphy 2006, Corbum 2005, Nash 2006).
To address the inability of laboratory science to recognize and reproduce conditions on the
ground, other terms and modes of science have been developed to describe research methods that
are embedded in communities and performed by non-experts, such as Brown's "popular
epidemiology." Brown developed this term to describe the research performed by housewives
and other community members in Woburn, Massachusetts to draw attention to cancers caused by
an illegal, unregulated dumping of toxic waste by nearby companies (Brown 1997). Popular
epidemiology is based around techniques developed very early in the study of environmental
health, including community interviews and mapping. The concept of popular epidemiology has
been taken up by environmental justice communities who seek to draw attention to the
inequalities in distribution of environmental risks, where maps of hazards and socio-economic
status reveal that environmental risks have been inequitably borne by minority racial groups and
others with limited socio-economic influence (Bullard 1990). Expanding the repertoire of
popular epidemiological tools to involve community-based research with environmental
monitoring has been termed "Street Science" or "citizen science" (Corburn 2005). An example
of this mode of science is the "bucket brigades" that train communities to build their own grab-
sampling buckets to take air samples. Anthropologists of science Mike Fortun and Kim Fortun
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argue that there has been a recognition within regulatory agencies that environmental health
science research can be values based, and they term this emerging mode of research "civic
science" (Fortun and Fortun 2005).
None of the terms discussed above - activist science, junk science, precautionary
science, civic science, popular epidemiology, citizen science or street science - adequately
describes the work of TEDX. TEDX has developed within their milieu, and in response to "junk
science" in particular. Its work supports popular epidemiology but it is not a grassroots
organization. TEDX generates "weight of evidence" studies that typically support precautionary
regulation, but it studies chemicals already in circulation rather than proposed ones. TEDX
recognizes the need for research that supports regulatory and policy decisions, but it is a non-
profit company, not a regulatory body. TEDX also does not pursue "activist science," though it
supports advocacy work. TEDX supports advocacy not by doing its own primary research but
rather by centralizing research in the field of endocrine disruption. TEDX does not produce
traditional scientific papers or experiments either, but rather makes "products" that provide "the
very latest summaries of the state of knowledge [in the field of endocrine disruption] and its
meaning for human health and the environment" (National Institute of Environmental Health
Science website, 2010). What is this new forn of science, expertise and advocacy that is not for
profit, not university based, not performed by a regulatory agency, not generated by communities
or chemical companies, and that is comprised of 4 individuals, a very large amount of paper and
few computers, and yet effective enough that National Institute of Environmental Health Science
(NIEHS) trusts its ability to interpret the meaning of "state of knowledge" on chemical for
"human health and the environment"? The term HEIRShip attempts to name this emerging form
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of research. The next five sections iteratively describe how TEDX's novel institutional form and
scientific approach emerges from problems in socially and scientifically recognizing the Health
and Environmental Impacts of chemicals and Responding to them Scientifically.
Health: Why the science of chemicals should differ from the science of microbes
TEDX's first product was a Bisphenol A (BPA) spreadsheet. This is a user friendly
spreadsheet that lists every peer reviewed study published on the low does effects of BPA
using 1ppm [part per million] or less. Industry has managed to keep BPA one of the best
kept secrets of the decade. We immediately shared an early draft with leading scientists in
the field, which became the basis for four peer-reviewed papers to defend endocrine
disruption research against attack by industry (Theo Colborn 2005 personal
communication).
What is a scientific research organization doing making "products" and why are they
sharing those "products" for free for other scientists to publish rather than publishing them
themselves? To understand how TEDX's products are vital to public health, as NIEHS argues,
one first needs to analyze how laboratory sciences came to be vital to health in the first place
through laboratory based research on microbes as well as at the same time how they became vital
to the industrial production of chemicals. Examining the relationship between the laboratory as a
site for public health research and as a site for chemical production helps to illustrate why it is
necessary to generate a mode of science that moves beyond the laboratory as the "obligatory
point of passage" for public health research (Latour 1988). Chemicals once beyond the test tubes
where they are generated and distilled, interact with the world they are released into by
generating surprising new relationships in more biologically obvious ways than other human-
manufactured technologies. Furthermore, chemicals, unlike disease causing microbes, have
social actors in the form of corporations, entities that promote their use, production and
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distribution. Building a scientific field to study chemicals as biosocial actors requires new
material, literary and social technologies for research (Shapin and Schaffer 1985). I analyze
Colborn's mode of non-laboratory, non-university based science as an attempt to manage these
two interlocking entities- chemicals and corporations. TEDX's is a novel social technology for
organizing scientific work; its novel literary technology, or "products," are generated from its
new material technology, the Monster database. Monster, in the context of TEDX's social and
literary technologies, is more than just a historical library for research and reference; it becomes
a site for generating new knowledge through integrating work across disciplines in order to track
and respond to the relationship-forming capacities of chemicals and corporations.
Having helped make "endocrine disruption" socially and scientifically recognizable,
Colbom faced the question of how to sustain this field, how to enable it to persist in the face of
organizational resistance from scientific, industry and regulatory structures. In many ways the
process of developing the field of endocrine disruption faced many of the same challenges as
establishing the germ theory of disease as described by historian Bruno Latour (1988). Pasteur,
as Latour described it, helped transform public health research by establishing with the germ
theory of disease that biological laboratories were required for research on public health issues.
The relevance of experimental sciences to public health crystallized during the mid-19th century
with emergence of the germ theory of disease, in which Pasteur managed to convince the
hygienist movement that microbes, agents invisible to the naked eye, were behind contemporary
public health crises such as cholera and anthrax outbreaks. Within the laboratory, Pasteur was
able to isolate, grow and manipulate microbes, not only in order to mimic illnesses seen in the
real world but also to develop effective counter measures to microbes that could also be used to
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cure those illnesses (Latour 1988). The laboratory thus became an obligatory point of passage
for the public health world, the only place where cause and effect between microbes and disease
could be established (Latour 1988). Colborn and others researching endocrine disruption were
also attempting to gain sustained recognition of a public health issue, endocrine disruptors.
However, Colbom found that laboratory research about toxics always comes up against research
from the laboratories of the companies developing chemicals.
The latter kind of laboratory-based research and development within the pharmaceutical
and chemical industries emerged concurrently with laboratories to manage disease (Beer 1959,
Travis 1993, Bensaude-Vincent and Stengers 1996). These laboratories were not geared to
uncovering truths about nature, but to rapidly and reliably producing new and potentially
valuable (i.e. commercially marketable) materials to transform the human world. Company-
based laboratories became factories in themselves, turning out new materials and processes to
generate known materials and rapidly patenting them (Beer 1959). Research and development
divisions within companies developed their own material, social and literary practices, from
industrial laboratories to workbook conventions attendant to the moment of discovery, and
patents. All of these practices were intended to generate a permanent tie between the company
and the new material or process, so that the company might internalize the profits of selling or
manufacturing the materials that research and development produced (Beer 1959). In contrast to
university labs, which are built around the individual researcher, this approach worked to build
and perpetuate the company's rather than any individual scientist's reputation. As part of this
process, company labs introduced open lab designs where company scientists could see each
other, making it hard to hide a new discovery. Documentary techniques like the laboratory
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notebook remained, but with even stricter protocols of data recording so that the moment of
discovery could be identified for the sake of patenting the product or process. Patenting by
companies replaced publication of research materials by scholars as the means of ensuring
companies reaped the benefits of their investment (Beer 1959: 70-90).
Synthetic chemistry expanded exponentially in the early-20th century, reaching into
every aspect of daily life, from refrigerants, to clothing materials, dyes, paints, plastics,
cosmetics, pesticides, pharmaceuticals and foods (Haynes 1954, Meikle 1995, Fenichell 1996,
Casper 2003, Ester 2005, Russell 2001). The US chemical industry initially largely floundered,
however, until following WWI, the US captured and selectively released the patent and research
materials of German and Swiss companies to US companies, including DOW and DuPont
(Russell 2001). There are now over 100,000 synthetic chemicals on the market in the US,
attesting to the dramatic success of this industry-based form of science in generating novel
synthetic chemicals. So, in a general sense, the US has had two over-arching modes of
laboratory-based research in the early-20th century: one investigating the "natural" world based
primarily in universities; and the other, based primarily in industry research and development,
using insights from that research to synthesize, stabilize and sell novel configurations of
materials.
The toxics movement, which coalesced into a systematic call for the investigation of the
health effects of synthetic chemicals for the first time in 1962 with the publication of Rachel
Carson's Silent Spring. Carson argued that the cancer-causing properties of the extremely
commonly used pesticide DDT were going unnoticed (Carson 1962). One of the primary reasons
for this was that the university- based scientific establishment was not investigating DDT either
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as part of the "natural" world or as a disease-causing agent. As a movement however, unlike
Louis Pasteur and germ theory, Carson and the study of toxics quickly encountered another
group of actors, namely the industries producing and using synthetic chemicals, which, as their
trademarks and copyright logos attest, are functionally inseparable. From the beginning of the
toxics movement, the presence of corporations affected the dynamics of the relevant public
health controversies. Carson, not wanting to seem partisan, did not release the information that
she herself suffered from breast cancer. Had Carson suffered from TB or, in a later political
moment, HIV, her interest in studying the problem scientifically would likely not have been
regarded as partisan, because there is no corporate actor speaking for the HIV retrovirus or the
TB bacillus. Ana Soto's experience, referenced in chapter 2, illustrates further how companies
change the dynamics of public health research on chemicals. When investigating what
component of her test tube might be acting like an estrogen, Soto encountered a dead end when
Coming, the test tube manufacturer, refused to tell her what chemical they had recently added to
their tubes, because it was a trade secret (Krimsky 2000). Soto eventually reverse engineered the
tubes to uncover the substance, but none of that work need have been done, or that time wasted if
the manufacturer could have been made to report the contents of its product.
The modes and methods of basic research were developed so that scientists could reliably
argue to "speak for" nature, who "herself" was conveniently mute. The controversies over toxics
illustrate how contentious laboratory sciences can become when the subject of investigation has
socially powerful spokespeople. These spokespeople not incidentally have their own
laboratories and a keen awareness that risk perception is socially constructed. In light of
endocrine disruption, scientific researchers have recently come to make many of the same
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arguments about laboratory based research practices that social theorists of science have already
laid out - that is, that scientific facts can be constructed (Shapin and Schaffer 1985), or that
model organisms are also manufactured and "non-natural" (Haraway 1997, Kohler 1994).
Meanwhile, corporations equally attuned to all of the ways that the ideals of "objective" science
can be subtly manipulated, have become experts in putting into practice critiques made by social
theorists of science. Corporations, along with practicing many STS critiques detailed above,
have also managed to construct expert committee and regulatory bodies in their favor (Jasanoff
1985/2005).
A recent controversy over the Food and Drug Administration's 2008 decision not to ban
or further regulate Bisphenol A (BPA), a very commonly used plasticizer, illustrates this point.
BPA was developed as a pseudo-estrogen in the 1930's by an English bio-medical researcher, Sir
Edward Charles Dodds, who also developed diethylstilbestrol (DES) (Vogel 2008b/2009). DES
is a potent synthetic estrogen prescribed broadly in the United States during the 1950's to induce
miscarriages, prevent miscarriages and stave off menopause. DES was later found to cause
reproductive abnormalities and a hallmark kind of tumor in children of mothers who took DES
during pregnancy. It is now cited as one of the first recognized endocrine disruptors (Dumit
1998, Langston 2010). In a story explored by science historian Sarah Vogel, the hormonally
active property of BPA was also ignored when its usefulness as a polymer in plastics was
recognized (Vogel 2008a/2008b/2009). BPA is now a composite element in polycarbonate
plastics such as babies' bottles and as a lining for food cans and construction material of all kinds
electronics. Exposure to it is nearly ubiquitous in the United States, as a 1996 national health
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study revealed (Calafat 2005/2008). BPA is one of the chemicals with the highest production
volume worldwide and is used by a vast array of industries (vom Saal 2005).
In 2008, Colborn and others were outraged by the FDA decision not to ban the chemical,
which they perceived contradicted the best science on the health hazards of BPA. In response,
she and six of the original Wingspread members along with others, including historian of science
Sara Vogel, co-authored a paper criticizing the FDA for favoring industry studies that employed
"good laboratory practices (GLP)," guidelines. The GLP document:
...outlines basic guidelines for conducting scientific research, including the care and
feeding of laboratory animals, standards for facility maintenance, calibration and care of
equipment, personnel requirements, inspections, study protocols, and collection and
storage of raw data (Goldman 1988 in Myers et. al. 2009).
These guidelines were developed by the FDA in 1983 after researchers at Industrial Bio-
Test, a subsidiary of Nalco, were found guilty by a federal investigation of doctoring scientific
data (Myers et. al. 2009). Colborn and her co-authors argued that, paradoxically, GLP rules,
when followed to the letter by industry, were actually rendering endocrine effects invisible or, as
Michelle Murphy (2006) might argue, "imperceptible":
Unfortunately, although GLP creates the semblance of reliable and valid science, it
actually offers no such guarantee. GLP specifies nothing about the quality of the research
design, the skills of the technicians, the sensitivity of the assays, or whether the methods
employed are current or out-of- date. (All of the above are central issues in the review of
a grant proposal by an NIH panel.) GLP simply indicates that the laboratory
technicians/ scientists performing experiments follow highly detailed U.S. EPA
requirements [or in the EU, Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) requirements] for record keeping, including details of the conduct of the
experiment and archiving relevant biological and chemical materials (U.S. EPA 2008 in
Myers et. al. 2009)
Because GLP standards were promulgated by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA),
the FDA weighted GLP -implemented research over National Institute of Health funded and peer
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reviewed research on the hazards of BPA as an endocrine disruptor. The GLP practices
performed by industry studies hid many of the subtle effects of BPA. For example, they used a
mouse strain that is relatively estrogen insensitive, which failed to show estrogenic effects in the
positive control studies with DES, and they did not use low doses or analyze the most relevant
biological endpoints, leading Colborn and her co-authors to argue that the industry-sponsored
GLP studies used methods that "are incapable of detecting low-dose endocrine-disrupting effects
of BPA and other hormonally active chemicals" (Myers et. al. 2008). The paper concludes:
Public health decisions should be based on studies using appropriate protocols and the
most sensitive assays. They should not be based on criteria that include or exclude data
depending on whether or not the studies use GLP. Simply meeting GLP requirements is
insufficient to guarantee scientific reliability and validity. (Myers et. al. 2009)
While it is impossible currently to prove that industry intentionally followed GLP while
selecting research end points, animal feed, and a strain of mice that were unlikely to illustrate
harms from BPA, null results using studies employing GLP had the strategic effect of forcing the
FDA's hand in deciding not to regulate BPA (Myers et. al. 2009, Borrell 2010). The FDA was
captured by its own definition of "sound science" into accepting industry-funded work over work
funded by the National Institute of Health. Interestingly, the fixation on laboratory based science
here led industry to actively construct laboratories favorable to their case, activities that Theo and
others were forced to deconstruct, much as a sociologist of science might.
The basis of the research that led to the 2009 paper deconstructing GLP is TEDX's work
in 2005 developing their "product" on Bisphenol A. This product was, in essence, a search and
analysis of material in their Monster database on BPA. In fact, the life of TEDX is in its unique
database of research on endocrine disruption and the searches that are performed on it to
generate new knowledge. To make the database Lynn, TEDX's database expert, would search
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about 3000 journals a week for a large list of keywords related to endocrine disruption. She
would inspect the hits and then add them to Monster. Part of TEDX's monthly and yearly reports
consisted of a count of the number of searches performed and articles added. It was full time
work, particularly because there was a backlog of articles waiting to be added from the years
before TEDX had moved to Colorado. Lynn satirized the stress of the process in a large drawing
that she taped to the grey filing cabinet closest to the horseshoe of her desk.
Figure 3.3 A photo of Lynn's depiction of working on Monster
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In the drawing she is standing knee deep in a swamp that represents the Monster
database. Her arms are waving a shovel in distress, as she is surrounded by green crocodiles that
represent the continual requests to search the database. Behind her is a stream, representing new
articles, continually dumping more information into the swamp which itself requires daily
management. She said that she has a continuously overwhelmed feeling as she tries to keep up
with the search for new articles, integrate them into the database, turn over the most updated
version of the database to the rest of the organization, and perform searches of Monster.
TEDX, by attempting to maintain a comprehensive database of all work published
relating to endocrine disruptions, brings the disjointed aspects of the field together. As a
relatively new discipline, work on endocrine disruption can be published in many different
places. Many different journals, in many different fields and countries, have to be searched.
Furthermore TEDX combines these scientific publications with news articles and policy
decisions related to endocrine disruption from all over the world. Therefore they are in a unique
position to offer broad-ranging summaries of current work in the field. In the case of BPA, the
organization was therefore uniquely positioned to examine the "state" of the science on low dose
effects of BPA.
The problems of low dose effects are in Theo's view a cornerstone of an endocrine-
sensitive approach to research. TEDX began examining the low dose effects of BPA after three
particularly troubling occurrences. First, Fred Vom Saal, Theo's colleague from Wingspread,
published a data set in 1998 illustrating the importance of low dose BPA effects in vivo. Two
industry studies attempted to replicate Vom Saal's results and found no effects, leading them to
discredit Vom Saal's science as "junk science." Second, in 2002, the EPA argued that the data on
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low dose risks of endocrine disruptors was too "premature to require routine testing of
substances for low dose effects in the Endocrine Disruptor Screening Program" (EPA 2002).
Third, in 2004, a Harvard Center for Risk Assessment study funded by the American Chemistry
Council found that there was insufficient evidence that low dose exposures to BPA causes
adverse health effects (vom Saal 2005). Together, these three events added up to a failure to give
credence or weight to the possibility that low doses of BPA caused endocrine disruption.
Against this backdrop, TEDX went to work gathering all the evidence available on low
dose BPA exposures and analyzing them. TEDX reported in 2005 to their board of directors the
results of this research:
The spread sheet includes the citation and abstract of each paper and across the page there
is a column for each effect that BPA induced. As this spread sheet grew the evidence
became more and more certain that BPA is a very dangerous chemical. It reveals that
practically every physiological and organ system is vulnerable to BPA during
development at very low levels of exposure-within the range of every day exposure.
The BPA Spread Sheet also revealed the flagrant use of unsound studies by corporate
interests and their lies that BPA has never been proven to be harmful. We immediately
distributed it to key scientists in academic and government laboratories.. .(TEDX 2005
End of Year Report: 2).
TEDX's BPA product provided a basis from which to argue that BPA did in fact have
significant impacts at low doses. Vom Saal, with whom TEDX shared an early version of the
document, used it to analyze the results of industry-funded studies versus studies performed by
non-industry-funded researchers. He found that while the 11 industry-funded studies showed no
effects, 90% of the 104 non-industry-funded studies showed adverse effects:
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Table 1. Biased outcome due to source of funding in low-dose in vivo BPA research as of December 2004.
All studies except
All studies CD-SD rat studies CD-SD rats
Source of funding Harm No harm Harm No harm Harm No harm
Government 94(90.4) 10(9.6) 0(0%) 6(100) 94(96) 4(4)
Chemical corporations 0(0) 11(100) 0(0%) 3(100) 0(0) 8(100)
Values shown are no. d%).
Figure 3.4: Table 1 in Vom Saal (2005) showing the difference in finding between industry
funded and non-industry studies and the effects of using estrogen insensitive CD-SD rats
versus other strains of rats.
Moreover, he managed to demonstrate that a significant factor in finding no effect was
the researcher's choice of the strain of rat used. When the CD-SD strain of rat, which turned out
to be extremely estrogen insensitive, was used by either industry- or non-industry funded studies
no effect was found: "The CD-SD rat [] has a very low sensitivity to [the estrogen]
ethinylestradiol, because relative to women, it requires 100- to 400-fold higher doses to produce
effects" (Vom Saal 2005).
This finding and the discrepancy between industry and non-industry funding studies
Saal's studies also revealed became central to debates about whether BPA should be banned and
whether industry-funded science ought to be considered in the weight of evidence. During my
time at TEDX in January of 2006, the organization followed coverage of this material as the
California State legislature debated a bill proposing to ban BPA in children's toys and baby
bottles. This was the first attempt to regulate a chemical as an endocrine disruptor at a state level
within the United States. On January 11, the LA Times and San Francisco Chronicle and on
January 12, the Sacramento Bee covered Vom Saal's testimony to the legislature about the
disjuncture between industry-funded and non-industry-funded science (Cone 2006, Hecht 2006,
Kay 2006). We at TEDX spent our daily meeting at this time discussing the balance of the news
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articles and their use of the findings. Interestingly, TEDX's relationship to these findings was
not mentioned in either Vom Saal's publications or in his testimony. This distance from the
frontline of debate I later realized was strategic. But its role in organizing data that motivated
and supported a key scientist was clear: TEDX has developed a novel material technology - the
Monster Database; and novel literary technology - their products, spreadsheets and comparative
analyses - that is tailored to respond to both chemicals and corporations as social and scientific
actors.
Environment: Critical Windows on Development: Blurring the boundary between bodies and
environments.
The Monster database has also played a central role in TEDX's project Critical Windows
on Development (CWD) in which TEDX generates novel representations of the database to
illustrate how the fetal environment - which may include endocrine disrupting chemicals -
influences lifelong health. TEDX's HEIRship approach in this project includes the integration of
environmentalism and human health by treating the body as a landscape shaped by its
environment as well as genetics, thereby linking human fetal development to environmental
health research (Landecker 2011). In so doing, TEDX also actively bridges the distance between
environmentalism's traditional focus on preservation and conservation and the concerns of the
environmental justice community.
The Critical Windows on Development is a grand-scale project that took six years of
work. It is a timeline of human, mouse and rat embryonic development showing points of
particular vulnerability to disruption by chemicals. The idea is that such a timeline would be a
useful teaching and awareness tool for policy makers and scientists. It is a new way of showing
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and compiling the available data on a number of chemicals to give a holistic view of all the
different ways they could impact a developing fetus. How did TEDX's work of creating this
timeline build bridges between basic research, preservation/conservation and environmental
health groups?
TEDX began in 2000, after Theo retired as the founder and director of the World Wildlife
Foundation's (WWF) Wildlife and Contaminants Program. WWF and endocrine disruption
emerge from two different world views within environmentalism, the former emerged from
conservation and preservation movements while the latter from the toxics movement. The
following section show how within TEDX Colborn managed to fuse the two movements by
contextualizing the womb as an environment. Inspired by conservation biologist Julien Huxley's
concern that African wildlife species were rapidly disappearing due to over-hunting, WWF was
formed by a group of concerned scientists, advocates and notably, PR professionals, to reverse
the loss of wildlife. This focus on conservation of nature from human impingement drew upon
earlier environmental ideals identified by the founder of America's oldest environmental club,
the Sierra Club, John Muir (Worster 1977). Muir and early American environmentalism
celebrated wilderness and nature as something non-human and indomitable force, represented in
the tallest of peaks and deepest of valleys, the places on the Earth where man could experience
the sublime terror and humility at forces larger and power greater than human can comprehend or
control (Worster 1977). The industrial wilderness was something quite different from the pre-
industrial wilderness which had been associated with godless and fearful places (Worster 1977,
Steinberg 2002). Rather than fearing the wild, Muir and early American environmentalists
sought to protect it from human encroachment, so that the sublime wilderness where one might
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experience God could be preserved. This mode of environmentalism was strengthened by the
increase in urbanization where it was feared that the creature comforts of the city were
emasculating men (Haraway 1989). Returning to the wilderness, particularly for the purpose of
hunting, was seen as a means to remediate the ills of industrialism (Haraway 1989). As hunting
and habitat loss threatened to eliminate large game species entirely the camera gradually replaced
the gun and taxidermy as a means of capturing the moment of contact between humans and non-
humans to create a relationship between the viewer, animal and urban audience (Haraway 1989).
The WWF panda logo signifies the continued human tradition of identifying with easily
personified species (Davis 1997).
Just as laboratory science helped occlude the action of toxic chemicals from researchers
and even corporations, understanding the environment as something external to humans and
valuing wilderness over the urban environment has been criticized for making the hazards of
toxics and human environmental health hazards imperceptible. Environmental historian William
Cronon has argued in "Getting back to the wrong kind of nature" that spectacular nature and
urban environmentalism draws attention away from the real sites of environmental damage,
cities themselves (Cronon 1995). Experiencing the environment through leisure, fellow historian
Richard White argues, increases this division. White further argues in "Are you an
environmentalist or do you work for a living?" that humans come to know their environments
through labor, and that preservation of the type that sees nature as best when untouched by
humans, undermines one of the primary ways humans come to know our environments - by
actually living in them (White in Cronon 1995). This argument reappears in and underlies many
of the tensions in a rural area like Paonia, where ranchers and outfitters understand the value of
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their environment through their role actively shaping and working it, whereas urban dwelling
environmentalists who are largely tourists tend to value untouched nature.
Gradually however over the 1980's with the emergence of the toxics and environmental
justice movement notions of what counts as the 'environment', who can be 'environmentalists'
have changed. Toxics movements and environmental movements have only recently started to
see themselves as wholly related. Concern about toxics before the 1960 was generally directly
associated with human rather than environmental health and primarily directed at concerns about
chemicals directly consumed by humans through food and medication.
The use of synthetic hormones had become commonplace in the 1940's through 1950's,
as described by historian of science Nancy Langston (2010) in her book Toxic Bodies. Control of
hormones, particularly women's hormones, was one of the earliest bio-technical interventions of
the modem era (Oudshoom 1994). Influencing hormones with synthetic or naturally produced
hormone replacement was seen as a cure for post-menopausal women in the 1940's when
treating women with the synthetic estrogen DES became commonplace. DES was also used in
cattle to increase growth rate and weight. The adverse effects of DES were scientifically
recognized relatively early on by companies manufacturing the synthetic estrogens, when female
workers reported changes in menstruation and male workers reported a lack of virility. The
FDA, rather than taking DES off the market or regulating exposure, responded to the problem by
suggesting that companies should consider hiring older male workers, who presumably would
not be affected (Langston 2010: 69). Informal evidence showing harm from DES mounted
quickly; mink farmers found that mink who ate the heads of chickens with DES pellets
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implanted in their skin were sterile. This information was dismissed as anecdotal by FDA
scientists (Langston 2010: 71).
While concern over DES was effectively dismissed in these ways, popular concern over
chemicals in food began to grow over the course of the 1950's, particularly when baby food
manufacturers reported that they could find no foods without the synthetic pesticide DDT.
Nevertheless, synthetic pesticides and synthetic hormones were increasingly viewed as necessary
parts of industrial food production process; as the FDA began the process of banning DES in
poultry, it began the process of permitting it in cattle (Langston 2010).
The result of the conflict between public concern and changes in industrial production
was the 1958 Food Additives Amendment, which ushered in a new era of regulating chemicals in
food. The Amendment assured consumer safety not by eliminating hazards entirely but by
minimizing exposure: "If producers wanted to add growth hormones to dairy cattle feed, they
could do so once they had shown that any residues would be safe for human consumption
(Langston 2010: 82)." The Food Additives Amendment did instantiate one notable exception to
this: carcinogens. What became known as the Delaney clause: "stipulated that any substance
known to cause cancer in test animals could not be added to food in any quantity
whatsoever" (Langston 2010: 62).
How does this history of regulation of chemicals (or lack thereof) articulate with
environmentalism? The 1962 publication of Rachel Carson's Silent Spring saw the beginning of
a new mode of environmentalism, one in which concerns about toxics and concerns about the
environment would come together to eventually reconfigure the womb as an environment.
Carson's work focused on the hazards of the pesticide DDT that was introduced during World
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War II. Carson was the first person to popularize concerns that this bioaccumulative chemical
might be harming wildlife and potentially humans. Her book makes the connection between
DDT and intergenerational health effects through in utero exposure. The publication of Carson's
book came just a year after the withdrawal of the morning sickness drug, Thalidomide, because
of the horrendous birth defects it caused through in utero exposure.19 In the 1970s both DDT
and DES as environmental estrogens were found to derail reproductive development in exposed
fetuses, such that concerns about pesticides and synthetic hormones were united via this shared
mechanism of toxicity. In 1971 DES was finally banned, after being linked with a hallmark
cancer and ectopic pregnancies in the daughters of women taking DES, and DDT was banned by
the newly formed EPA in 1972 (Langston 2010). However, despite their shared activity as
environmental estrogens, the regulation of DES and DDT was managed by two separate
agencies, one concerned with humans and the other with environments, thereby keeping the two
arenas separate as sites of potential harm and concern.
In contrast, the merger of human health with environmental health is one of TEDX's
major research goals, since TEDX fundamentally views (human) development as the outcome of
the relationship between the fetus and its environment. The passage of the Food Quality
Protection Act in 1996 promised to instantiate the relationship between environment and health
by requiring the EPA, to test all chemicals in production as potential endocrine disruptors.
However, in developing tests for endocrine disruptors, Colborn and others came up against
toxicological ideas that were, much like GPL, built into regulatory toxicological sciences since
19 While Thalidomide was never approved in US markets (because of the vigilance of an FDA employee whose
research experience with fetal exposure to anti-malarial drugs made her unusually sensitive in this time period to
developmental toxicants) under the guise of pre-approval drug trials tens of thousands of Americans were exposed
to the drug (Langston 2010: 95).
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the 1940s and impeded effective testing. In particular, as described in chapter 2, the idea that the
dose makes the poison is fundamentally inappropriate to examining the role of hormones during
development (Vogel 2008a).
The establishment of safe threshold values (TVL) above which chemical exposure is
unacceptable was implicit in the 1958 Food Additives Act, in part because of its long-term
acceptance within toxicology as a practice used to manage workplace safety. In Hazards of the
Job, Historian Christopher Sellers examines how collecting worker complaints, or what might
retroactively be termed "popular epidemiological" practices of mapping exposures, emerged in
the early 20th century, in response to industrially produced workplace hazards (Sellers 1997).
Alice Hamilton of Chicago's progressive Hull House is credited with formalizing the study of
work place safety, thanks to her work documenting and linking lead exposure to workers' illness
and mortality. Hamilton worked with companies to interview workers and examine work places.
Increasing friction between workers and employees made this access hard to achieve, however,
and led to the institutionalization of laboratory based toxicological approaches in the 1920s and
1930s, in which toxicologists mimicked workplace exposures using gas chambers (Sellers 1997).
Standardized organisms such as mice were exposed to varying levels of chemicals in these
chambers, then the organisms were analyzed for repeated gross abnormalities. Safe exposure
values were then established by taking the highest dose with no observed effects, and dividing
that by a factor of a 1000 (Sellers 1997). This approach has proved extremely durable, as the
very same process was followed in the 1980's to establish the safe exposure value for BPA
(Vogel 2008a).
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I have considered in chapter 1 Murphy's work on how this retreat to the lab and the
manufacturing of safe exposure values on the assumption that there is a 'safe' level of worker
exposure, rendered low doses or complex mixtures of chemicals-induced illnesses imperceptible
(Murphy 2006). Workers' illnesses, particularly female office workers', were disregarded if
chemical levels were found to be below TLVs (Murphy 2004/2006). The ability of laypeople,
particularly women and minorities, to accurately assess risk information or report on their health
conditions has generally been viewed skeptically by regulatory authorities who have sought in a
manner not dissimilar to the PR approach to manage the public's tendency to "panic" (Murphy
2006, Langston 2010). Despite regulatory disregard, the lay public, particularly women, have in
many ways succeeded in resisting the hegemony of professional expertise particularly in the case
of environmental toxic exposures.
The late 1970's and early 1980's saw a much greater public awareness of the links
between human health and chemical exposure through toxic waste. In the process of achieving
this greater awareness, the toxics and environmental justice movement re-invented popular
epidemiology. The discovery in 1978 that a school in Love Canal, New York had been built on a
toxic waste dumping leading to variety of health problems; and the 1982 lawsuit in Woburn,
linking illegal waste dumping to a community cancer cluster, began Not in My Back Yard
(NIMBY) movements in wealthy communities to learn about and prevent toxic hazards in their
midst. Housewives led the process of first noting high community-wide rates of cancer and then
drawing press, scientific and eventually legal attention to them (Brown 1994). The Bhopal
disaster in 1984, in which a Union Carbide pesticide factory leaked a toxic pesticide component
instantly killing and injuring thousands of Indians, led to the strengthening of US "right to know"
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laws (Fortun 2001). This made it possible for communities to find out what hazardous materials
were being manufactured and disposed of their areas. Access to this information changed the
process of popular epidemiology as communities could now identify potential chemical hazards
in their areas. Fortun has described this as "informated environmentalism" because access to
information on produce of chemicals allowed lay people and NGOs to begin mining that data to
make precautionary and environmental justice arguments about communities' relative risk of
toxic exposure (Fortun 2004/2009).
Unfortunately, the success of NIMBY movements, rather than eliminating toxic hazards,
increased the already prevalent tendency to site toxic waste sites and hazardous facilities in
communities with little social or economic capital. Bullard first formulated the term
"environmental justice" to describe and advocate for the fusion of civil rights and environmental
issues particularly within communities of color. His important book, Dumping in Dixie, showed
that toxic waste dumps were disproportionately located in communities of color (1990). Indeed,
attempts by Southern states, particularly Louisiana, to attract economic investment had led to the
formation of what has been described as Louisiana's chemical corridor or cancer alley, a stretch
of land between Baton Rouge and New Orleans containing over 130 petrochemical facilities,
incinerators and landfills (Lerner 2005).20
Environmentalism in the context of these urban and industrial toxics issues took on a
consistent new meaning in the late 1980's and early 1990's in which new "environmental health
organizations" began to emerge, such as the Center for Health and Environmental Justice, and
the Environmental Working Group, or Citizens for Environmental Justice, which actively made
20 There is a large scholarship in Environmental Justice including these reviews of the field so far not referenced in
this text: Sze 2006/2007; Timmons et. al. 2001; Adamson et. al. 2002; Cole et. al. 2001; Pellow 2005.
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linkages between environments and health. Traditional epidemiological rather than toxicological
approaches produce a novel set of issues in these communities (Allen 2004). Barbara Allen's
Uneasy Alchemy is a study of two alternative scientific approaches to illustrating the harms to a
southern Louisiana community from a petroleum refining waste dump sited in their town. One
scientist's approach to this community was to begin a longitudinal health study to see whether
the community's health is statistically being impacted, and another scientist's approach was
precautionary, aiming to show evidence of potential harm and of exposure, rather than viewing
the community as a test population (Allen 2004). The problems of traditional epidemiological
approaches that look for proof of harm in increased rates of disease or death, magnify the
problems of traditional toxicology as employed by regulatory agencies.
Founders of the toxics movement formalized a new approach to regulating chemicals in
the early 1990's, the "precautionary principle", in which chemicals or other industrial hazards
can be regulated based on the likelihood that they will cause harms, rather than requiring
evidence of harms. Colbom wingspread statement embraced and supported such an approach to
regulating endocrine disruptors. In the spirit of this principle, which rests on establishing a
preponderance of evidence that there might be population-wide harm, TEDX seeks to support
precautionary regulation through analysis of data from the Monster databases. Rather than
working in a community-specific manner, TEDX supports the work of environmental health and
environmental justice communities by developing weight of evidence studies linking
developmental exposure to endocrine disruptors and endocrine disruptors to human diseases.
This approach is best illustrated in the TEDX project Critical Windows in Development,
(CWD) project. CDW produces, examines, illustrates and provides access to a weight of
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evidence study of low dose, developmental effects of endocrine disrupting chemicals. The goal
of this tool is to link together data on development with data on exposure to a range of endocrine
disruptors. This linkage does more than just promote precautionary regulation in the case of low
dose, developmental impacts of endocrine disruptors. It promotes and argues for a view in which
the genetics, the environment, and development are viewed as inseparable. Going one step
further, the project illustrates how information on low dose exposures viewed in aggregate
generates new directions for basic research on human development.
While I was working at TEDX, Critical Windows on Development (CWD) existed as a
very large piece of paper stretched across one entire wall with a hand-written map of the stages
of fetal development broken out by each organ system. The magnitude of this project seemed so
immense to me that I could not imagine it ever getting off the ground. As we debated what the
interface for this massive database and timeline would look like, I had to refrain from criticizing
the hubris of the project. Theo imagined that a user would come to the CWD website and be
able to pick up any stage of human development and any organ system, and see which chemicals
were affecting development at what dose and how. As the daughter of two high-profile
embryologists, I was aware just how far from "understanding" development the biological
sciences are. My father would frequently lament that embryologists really only understood
development in detail through to gastrulation, in which the embryo forms what are termed the
three "germ layers," or three distinct types of cells that eventually generate the tissues of the
developing fetus. To hope to understand exactly how chemicals affected each stage of
development in all organ systems was far beyond the present state of developmental science.
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It was in contemplating whether CWD could be a useful tool, given the absence of a
scientific baseline against which to measure the impacts of chemicals, that I began to understand
how different Colborn's research approach was. CWD was not an attempt at scientific certainty,
but rather a tool for precautionary science, and what I came to think of as HEIRship. I came to
see that TEDX developed CWD to highlight not only the unexpected impacts of technologies at
every stage of development and at low concentrations, but also to have an impact on regulation
and science.
Impact
Critical Windows of Development is a timeline of how the human body develops in the
womb, with animal research showing when low-dose exposure to endocrine disrupting
chemicals during development results in altered health outcomes." (TEDX website,
Critical Window on Development,
http://www.endocrinedisruption.com/prenatal.criticalwindows.overview.php).
In February 2009, TEDX released the results of the Critical Windows on Development
(CWD) work that had been just beginning during my time in the office in 2005. CWD took the
form of an online searchable database, and an interactive timeline. This "Critical Windows" tool
combined data available on stages of development with contemporary research on low dose
exposures to Dioxin, BPA, Phthalates and Chloropyrifos. This section examines how TEDX,
while supporting precautionary approaches to regulation is actively engaged in identifying and
bringing to light problems with or impacts of technologies that are already in circulation. This
section describes the pivotal role of databasing, or informated environmentalism in developing
knowledge of potential impacts (Fortun 2004/2009). Further, TEDX's research is developed to
generate new scientific possibilities and avenues for regulatory action. Representations of
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scientific information like the Critical Windows of Development help to integrate the field, to
generate a holistic and simultaneously particularist view of research, in which a particular weight
of evidence does not merge all data in one form, but can instead be used to identify future paths
for research while also supporting regulatory action.
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Figure 3.5 Web screenshot of TEDX's Critical Window of Development product showing
research on impacts of low dose BPA exposure
This screen shot from the Critical Windows of Development website illustrates the breath and
magnitude of research behind the tool. The display window shows human, rat and mouse
development, overlaid on the same time scale. Development is then broken out by system
(nervous, reproductive (male and female), endocrine, immune), by individual organ, and by other
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developmental features (not shown in image). Black triangles along the timeline indicate
developmental changes documented in the scientific literature:
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Figure 3.6 Web screenshot of TEDX's Critical Window of Development product showing
inclusion of research on developmental stages.
Clicking on a black triangle unfolds a window describing the developmental event selected.
Shown here: at approximately day 1 of week 8 in human development, neuronal migration
begins. The window also a link to an article from Pubmed, a database of scientific publications,
with evidence for that claim.
Against this background of developmental stages, information on low dose exposures
from the chemicals in the upper right hand corner of the images can be added. Clicking the
check boxes beside the chemical will add or remove the data on that chemical from the timeline.
This image shows information on just the BPA data:
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Figure 3.7 Web screenshot of TEDX's Critical Window of Development product showing
research on impacts of low does BPA exposure on neuronal development.
The data on BPA low dose exposure is exemplified in this image of the timeline. BPA results are
indicated by the green or multicolored (indicating multiple clustered studies) triangles above the
red and blue line. Clicking on those triangles provides a window with further information. For
instance, Kawia et al. have documented that the offspring of pregnant mice, fed a low dose of
BPA during the 11th and 17 day of fetal development, have increased expression of estrogen
receptors alpha and beta in neural cells when they are examined 5 and 13 weeks after birth. Such
a finding is notable for both scientists and regulators; it shows that low doses of BPA do not
change hormonal expression by mimicking a hormone but rather they change how the body
develops to process hormones. The number of hormonal receptors could change the whole
feedback process of hormonal signaling: more receptors could mean that the hormonal signal
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will be diluted, but it is impossible to predict what changing the number of receptors on a cell
surface can mean.
Just this simple window opens a whole new way for the viewer to be engaged with the
issue. The database does not collapse the particularity of the results into a gross statistic, but
rather displays singular results that can be viewed next to each other with links for the viewer to
follow further into the scientific literature. This enables viewers to "double check" TEDX's
summary for themselves. It also provides researchers new ways to analyze the data, because it
allows them to view the results of different kinds of research together. For instance, behavioral
data is accessible along with biochemical data:
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Figure 3.8 Web screenshot of TEDX's Critical Window of Development product showing
research on behavioral impacts of low does BPA exposure.
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The study displayed in the screenshot found that feeding pregnant mice with low doses of BPA
from the human equivalent of day 6 of week 6 to day 7 of week 10, results in behavioral changes
in the their offspring: the time the pups spend nursing and in the nest decreases and time spent
alone increases. Looking across such data, researchers can begin to imagine making novel
connections between biochemical and behavioral outcomes. Could physiological changes in
numbers of estrogen receptors be related to such behavioral changes? A review of this product
for Environmental Health News, noted that: " ...one of the most important benefits is that the new
timeline will help scientists instantly identify where more research is needed. 'For example, I
was especially surprised to see the gaps in the phthalate data,' said Vandenbergh, whose research
focuses on how prenatal exposure to hormones disrupts rodent physiology and behavior." (Cone
2009). On the other hand, advocates using the database can easily illustrate that, while
mechanistic explanations between diseases and fetal exposures have yet to be determined, there
is ample evidence of biological impacts from fetal exposures. Also in this article, Vandenbergh is
quoted as saying that he plans to use the database "at a workshop in Berlin held by Germany's
environmental agency to discuss the possible human risks of BPA exposure" (Cone 2009).
By allowing individuals the ability to access and select specific data and see it in the
context of other available data, the Critical Windows on Development database changes how
weight of evidence studies are presented and represented. A simple view of the whole database
gives one a visual sense of the scale of the problem of endocrine disruption as well as illustrating
that there are moments of particular vulnerability to it based on the data from just four chemicals:
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Figure 3.9 Web screenshot of TEDX's Critical Window of Development product showing
research on four endocrine disruptors: BPA, Dioxin, Phthalates and Chloropyrifos.
A simple visual inspection of this page makes clear that research showing detrimental effects are
clustered in the first trimester or the very earliest stages of development. There are also visual
patterns that suggest system-wide effects occurring between weeks 6 and 7. As a means of
presenting weight of evidence modes of environmental health arguments and data accessing,
Critical Windows potentially transforms the process of engaging with these issues. The sheer
scale of information refutes the simple lines of dismissal taken by industry, for example that
there is no evidence of low dose developmental effects of BPA. Furthermore, the format
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inherently suggests and shows that chemicals should be considered together, rather than
considered on an individual level if we really want to know their full effects. Imagine what this
database could look like if it showed data on just the 200 commonly bio-accumulated chemicals.
Response
TEDX does not stop at generating representational forms and data analysis that illustrate
previously unrecognized impacts. It has also developed an institutional form that responds to the
largely unrecognized and unregulated impacts of corporations that function as social actors in
environmental health discussions. I argue that HEIRship involves identifying unexpected
technological impacts, and developing means to bring them to public and scientific attention. It
not only attends to the role of industry but also responds to industry. It, too, functions as a social
actor, but in this case it borrows from industry, mimicking its terms - as in its use of "products."
TEDX also employs a social form, the non-profit, to ensure increased protection from attack by
industry. TEDX constitutes a response, I suggest, to the PR practices developed throughout the
20th century by companies to promote their products, that relies in particular on experts as
spokespeople, and on the use and funding of third party research that generates doubts about the
environmental and human health risks of products.
I consider TEDX's response, understood as a key part of its HEIRShip, in two cases in
which TEDX suspects it was infiltrated by industrial espionage of the type employed by the PR
industry. In addition to mimicking corporate use of terms, as noted above, TEDX has employed
industry practices such as limiting access to Monster itself, and actively influencing public
opinion, while also keeping its distance from the front line of contentious debates (such as BPA
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research) in order to formulate larger strategies to reframe the issues (such as the critical window
approach). But this mimicry, as the term itself implies, does not simply reproduce industry
practices directly. Instead, I argue that by actively promoting its own environmental health
research agenda, TEDX differs fundamentally from industry-based PR firms: unlike traditional
for-profit corporations that seek their own profit and continued existence through the generation
of functional rather than structural novelty, TEDX seeks a structural change that would make the
organization itself obsolete.
TEDX tends to take a back seat in the presentation of its findings when those findings
would put its expertise on the frontline, vulnerable to attack by industry, as shown in the case of
the BPA spreadsheet, where TEDX acted only as a scientific consultant on a hot button issue. It
let the organizations and individuals to whom it provided "products" report their findings and
manage the press. The organizations to whom TEDX provides products benefit from this
reticence, because they can cite TEDX - positioned as an "outside" party - as the source of
their "sound" science. In this way, the emergence of TEDX as a scientific consultant to NGO's,
activists and policy makers parallels the development of think tanks and scientific consultants by
industry. TEDX takes a different approach from back-seat consulting however, when developing
a product that aims to shift the terms of debate on a given issue. For example, when TEDX
published the Critical Windows of Development online for the first time, the organization hosted
a phone call with advocates and scientists invited by the Center for Health and Environment to
ask Theo questions. The database is available to any user online, and is aimed at the community
of endocrine disruption researchers and advocates.
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On a surface level, TEDX's approach bears similarities to the PR industry's mantra, that
good PR leaves no trace (Brandt 2007). The tobacco industry is credited with the turn in public
relations from the third man technique of product promotion to active funding of researchers and
research through industry institutes to generate data useful to industry positions. Allan Brandt's
penetrating history of the tobacco industry, The Cigarette Century, lays out the evolution of this
strategy in response to increasing evidence in the 1950s that smoking caused cancer. Given the
social standing of science, indeed the industry's own use of the medical profession to promote
their product, there was no way to simply ignore the scientific data that supported the link
between tobacco and cancer. In 1953, the tobacco industry CEOs met and decided a co-
ordinated response was called for. This led to the contracting of the major PR firm Hill and
Knowlton. Hill, one the partners, reportedly invented the PR concept that would come to
dominate corporate approaches to health and environmental concerns in the late 20th century:
funding research institutes that appear independent, but actually serve to perpetuate scientific
controversy in order to forestall regulatory closure or public decision-making on the matter. This
approach took social life with the Tobacco Industry Research Committee (TIRC), which
"pledg[ed] aid and assistance to the research effort into all phases of tobacco use and health."
The tobacco industry, in what is known as the Frank Statement, achieved what Brandt calls "a
triumph of modern PR. It reassured smokers by promising them that the industry was absolutely
committed to their good health" (Brandt 2007: 170).
Through the TIRC, Hill and others funded the creation of scientific doubt by identifying
researchers who were critical of health data linking smoking to cancer, and of statistical analysis.
By 1960 the industry had successfully generated the "cigarette controversy" (Brandt 2007: 183).
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Naomi Oreskes and Erik Conway expand on this example to show how the generation of
scientific doubt by diverse industries became a theme in environmental health debates in the
latter half of the 20th century, from the Ozone Hole, to Acid Rain, to Denial of Climate Change
and Endocrine Disruption. The Competitive Enterprise Institute, which also worked actively on
campaigns for tobacco and oil and gas industries (about climate change) along with other
conservative think tanks, including the Cato Institute, and the American Enterprise Institute,
began a PR campaign to unsettle scientific consensus about DDT (Oreskes and Conway 2010:
217). Oreskes and Conway argue that the goal of this 2007 campaign was to provoke debate
about DDT: if the regulation of DDT could be shown to be flawed, on the basis that the use of
DDT saved more lives than it risked (due to prevention of death from malaria, transmitted by
mosquitos targeted by DDT), the whole regulatory apparatus around chemicals could begin to be
dismantled. I would add that the effort to unsettle the harms of DDT had another related goal,
that of disrupting the movement around endocrine disruption. As DES was developed as and
know to be a synthetic estrogen, DDT is regarded as the first example of an "environmental
estrogen" a chemical whose estrogenic properties were discovered as an unintended "side-
effect". Revising regulation of DDT, a proven environmental estrogen, on the basis that
economic and health benefits outweighed the health risks from endocrine disruption would make
for an excellent benchmark against which to decide the risk-to-benefit balance of regulating any
other chemical identified as an endocrine disruptor.
PR's goal of favorably influencing consumer and regulatory decisions without revealing
industry influences belies one of the key ways that TEDX differs from a for-profit enterprise.
Despite the focus on free enterprise and free market within corporate rhetoric, the self-conscious
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use of PR to influence supposedly free choices has ensured remarkable stability, resilience and
persistence for the central oil, gas and petrochemical companies. Despite the dizzying array of
chemical products synthetically derived over the course of the last 150 years, the major players
in this industry have not changed substantially since they were founded in the 19th century:
Bayer (founded in 1863), BASF (1865), DOW (1897), DuPont (1802), Shell (1802), and Exxon
Mobil, whose roots go back as far as Standard Oil. How is this remarkable persistence
maintained? The usual economic explanation is that the investments required for entry into this
industry present massive barriers to the entry of new companies. Thinking of such industries not
as resistant to change, but rather as having developed competitively to absorb, adapt and
facilitate social change in their favor, provides a better understanding of how these corporations
manage to persist in relationship to other chemical companies; but also to learn from, adapt to
and utilize social movements such as the labor, civil rights and environmental movements that
confront them.
With the growth of PR strategies that aim to generate scientific controversies, came the
growth in PR strategies that borrow from the growing a social cache of grass roots organizations.
In analyzing the contributions of Philip Morris to "policy" organization, Oreskes and Conway
note that the agency goes beyond the expected think tanks to fund "seemingly grass-roots
organizations - The Citizens Against Government Waste, the Independent Women's Forum, and
the Institute for Youth Development" (Oreskes and Conway 2010: 234). This practice of
generating grassroots-like organizations, which has come to be termed "astro-turfing" (i.e.
artificial grass, just as these are faux "grassroots") emerged in the wake of successful citizen
environmental action organizations (Allen 2003). A textbook for industry strategy by Greff and
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Lewinsky, New Corporate Activism, lays out how to create and make use of such organizations
(1995). In this case, the textbook borrows from Saul Alinsky's famous labor organizing manual
Rulesfor Radicals to illustrate how companies might grow their own grassroots support (1989).
The whole gambit of PR strategies has been employed to generate controversy about
endocrine disruption, polarize the debate, and discredit endocrine disruption researchers.
Research by Ramptom and Stauber, critical theorists of PR, shows that a Washington-based
public affairs firm, Mongoven, Biscoe and Duchin (MBD) contracted by the Chlorine Chemistry
Council (CCC), suggested that pro-industry scientists be identified and deployed against
prominent endocrine disruption researchers, when the latter were giving talks. Theo and others
experience this as a matter of course. I witnessed this process during a meeting co-organized at
MIT on the interaction between science, journalism and advocacy. After Theo's talk, an
unidentified women questioned why industry was not invited to the table to defend itself,
criticizing Theo's talk as partisan. The question provoked outrage from another participant, an
environmental legal expert, who contested the very idea of parity between industry
spokespeople, research scientists and activists, since industry has an implicit stakeholder
approach. He asked incredulously, "If you're trying to stop child trafficking should one invite
child traffickers to come to a compromise with victims, as equal stakeholders?" Shifting the
terms of the debate, he tried to illustrate the structural disparities between the position of
housewife turned activist and an industry that can afford to strategically place critics at any
public talk likely to generate controversy about its practices and products. Both he and Theo
report the presence of an industry mole or critique as a matter of course at their public
presentations.
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This may at first seem like paranoia until the scale of industry-funded "research" on
activists is understood. For instance, before Our Stolen Future was even published in 1996, the
industry-funded group, The American Council on Science and Health, had obtained a copy of the
book in galley form and prepared an attack. MBD infiltrates non-profit organizations as part of
its common course of research:
You have probably never heard of Mongoven, Biscoe and Duchin before. It is a company
that deliberately maintains a low profile, in keeping with its mission as a sort of ongoing
corporate spy operation, expert in providing what it calls 'public policy
intelligence' (Rampton and Stauber 2000: 128).
In 1996 a whistle blower leaked internal MBD documents that laid out "the battlefield for
Chlorine." MBD had been contracted by the Chlorine Chemistry Council (CCC) to battle the
increasing public concern that chlorine-based chemicals Dioxin, DDT and PCBs, among others,
were endocrine disruptors (Rampton and Stauber 2000: 134-135). The MBD documents
expressed particular concern that the possibility of intergenerational effects, and of risks to the
safety of children would likely increase the potential for precautionary regulations (Rampton and
Stauber 2000: 135). The documents imply that MBD would develop a strategy to combat
concern about intergeneration effects. The American Chemistry Council-funded meeting that
took place at Harvard's Center for Risk Assessment in 2002 perhaps represent the outcome of
such strategies.
The activities of organizations like MBD explain why security is so tight around TEDX
and why their Monster database is not available online. One of the reasons for keeping Monster
on paper seems to be to control access to the database. Colborn and others are continually
concerned about potential attempts to access or steal the database. For instance, I never received
the password to perform searches of Monster myself, so Lynn would have to come upstairs to log
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me in. Being in Colorado helped limit the potential for this kind of intrusion, in Theo's opinion.
But still I was never allowed to work in the office alone, after hours, or to bring in my own
computer. The continual worries about security combined with continual floating fear about
chemical contamination. The daily reading of news articles on such things as how the linings of
microwave popcorn bags contaminate the popcorn with plasticizers, and the hazards of
phthalates in make-up and personal care products, made for a climate of perpetual tension about
chemicals and companies.
In moving to Colorado, protecting the database, and developing security features, TEDX
has taken on many of the features of the organizations it is seeking to resist. The difference lies
in TEDX's focus on research that values public health and safety first and foremost. Rather than
producing "products" to enable its own persistence, as chemical companies do, TEDX is
attempting to produce regulatory, industrial and scientific change that would make the
organization itself unnecessary.
Social theory has generally disaggregated the sociology of social movements from the
social study of corporations, economics or business history. Social movements, beginning with
the labor movement, are generally treated as operating counter to companies. However, critical
studies of PR see corporations as social movements in that corporations attempt to generate
changes in the social world and social behavior (Brandt 2007, Dumit forthcoming).
Corporations, history shows, are quite aware of this, and have been since the beginning of the
20th century when they began self-consciously and actively generating social niches for their
products as part of the process of developing markets. The investment of companies in media,
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marketing and social influence, makes them arguably the most powerful influences on not just
science but on society.
Indeed, companies depend on individuals and groups in society to recognize and value
their products in order for the companies to persist. Companies arguably practice social science
and science far better than any regulatory structure we have developed for managing them,
largely because the success of companies depends on their recognizing that technologies are not
just objects, but rather sets of relationships (Cefkin 2008). That is, companies in particular
already understand that technologies are entities with which purchasers form relationships. I
suggest that Colborn's HEIRShip is a mode of science to also recognize and account for this
activity of manufactured technologies.
Section IV: Health and Environmental Impact Response Science: HEIRShip
Beyond the analysis of corporate laboratory science, TEDX's approach, through Monster,
also creates a new parity between field and laboratory sciences, suited to uncovering emergent
health hazards, in this case the problems of chemicals exposure during fetal development. TEDX
achieves this through Monster, which it uses as a novel material technology for investigating the
action of chemicals, as I have shown in relation to some of TEDX's projects. TEDX's HEIRShip
approach as the next section illustrates also serves to generatively map and identify emerging
health problems. We would probably have had a very different scientific history if disease-
causing microbes had had such effective human spokespeople as the lobbyists representing
synthetic chemicals, to convince the public that the disease-causing microbes were not harmful
to health. Beyond the role of corporations swaying public risk perception, chemicals also have
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very different interactions than microbes do with human and non-human others outside of the
laboratory. Biological causes of disease from viruses to bacteria and fungi, use their host
organism to replicate and reproduce themselves, and so have a unifying mode of action. Because
the disease-causing organisms have an interior and a means of replicating themselves, they are
also relatively easier to identify as causes of disease. This makes identifying biological causes of
disease relatively predictable: if an organism is impacted by a biological disease organism, there
is likely to be large numbers of that organism within the interior of the host. It should also be
possible to isolate the cause of disease in one infected individual, and to use the population to
induce further disease in order to illustrate that it induces disease (Latour 1988). In contrast,
chemical causes of disease have no unifying strategy, as chemicals are not trying to perpetuate
themselves in the way that biological disease-causing organisms do, in the sense that they bear
no interior means or impetus toward replication.
Laboratories are not very suited to identifying the potential impacts of chemicals
precisely because they do not provide a diverse enough environment. Chemicals interact based
on the milieu they travel in; they form new relationships between and within systems because
they are synthetic, which is to say that they are transformed by the atoms, charges, and binding
affinities they come across. It is therefore very hard to predict what a chemical will do as a
chemical's activity depends entirely on its environment. Chemicals biological activity depends
upon such things as (a) the interaction of synthetic chemicals with human and non-human
biochemistry which can differ depending on an organism's time of exposure (b) the cumulative
interaction among a number of synthetic and biochemicals; (c) accumulation of chemicals.
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The ability to predictably encourage atoms to form and stabilize novel relationships with
each other by generating differential environmental conditions that encourage, stall and
separately control the rate of reactions is exactly what enables synthetic chemistry in the first
place. Despite the scalar differences between organisms and chemicals, at the biochemical level
of how an organism persists and replicates itself, there is no boundary between chemistry and
biology, except one imagined by scientists for conventional convenience. Chemicals therefore
ought to be viewed as bio-active agents, and the pharmaceutical industry certainly sees them this
way. Chemicals' ability to interact with, be used by and therefore transform biological entities
as in the case of chemicals that promote cells to produce more estrogen receptors and thereby
change how biological signaling will occur - requires a science attuned to finding novel
singularities that emerge from within populations. Neither laboratory science tuned to surprises
within laboratory conditions, nor corporate research tuned to generating novelty and standardized
products, is as yet designed for this. As I argued in chapter 2, Colborn's work began as a process
of gathering such singularities and organizing them to create a transformative way to view the
world. Monster, TEDX's database, is therefore the material technology, the scientific object used
to generate information about the natural world, that is optimal for studying chemicals in the
environment. While tests may be developed for endocrine disruptors, chemicals can always
exhibit emergent behaviors, which are best identified by a science that is looking for singularities
and accidents and collects information across disciplines. TEDX's work is not simply a matter
of summarizing research, but involves continually discovering new behaviors by putting together
data from different fields of research. Colbom's work of establishing TEDX, maintaining the
Monster database, and producing products like the Critical Windows on Development continues
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the tradition she began with Becoming Beagle in which a spectrum of health disorders is
organized and understood as a family tree.
Relationships between what might otherwise be viewed as disparate disorders are
produced by the relationship-forming abilities of synthetic chemicals, but they cannot be
identified as such without relational understanding chemicals. This involves seeing humans as
participants in this system, as organisms that are transformed by and transform the chemicals
they encounter. In a literal sense, Colborn's work recognizes humans and non-humans as
inheritors of our chemical technologies, such that our populations are heirs to our technologies in
a very literal way. A frame shift in the direction of this relational view is required and arguably is
occurring at every social level, from individual consumer awareness and concern about
workplace safety, to regulatory, scientific and industrial practice that seeks to account for this
post-industrial condition. The movement around endocrine disruption in which Colbom and
TEDX are active participants is working steadily to allow, promote and create this frame shift, by
connecting the local act of individual consumption to the local act of manufacturing a chemical,
and thereby creating a new global understanding of how chemicals can interact with our biology.
This connective and relational HEIRShip approach accounts for the way TEDX works at
so many levels at once, from the level of changing an individual's personal perspective in the
world (described in the "Making it personal" section in the beginning of this chapter), to the
hyperlocal level of Paonia's controversy over the use of Malathion pesticide to control
mosquitoes, to the local wildlands issue of whether herbicides should be used to control of
invasion of non-native crab grass into Colorado's sage brush and arid mesa ecologies. TEDX is
also operating on a company-by-company level. Colborn's Wingspread collaborator, Rich
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Liroff, has began an advocacy organization that works with shareholders to change company
behavior.21 TEDX also works on particular issues areas through its interconnection with a large
number of NGOs such as PAN, the Pesticide Action Network, a network focused particularly on
the hazards of pesticides; or with campaigns for Safe Cosmetics. TEDX can and does provide
products from Monster that examine research relevant only to these specific issues areas.
Meanwhile, TEDX can work at national and state levels to transform regulation. In response to
the capture of EDSTAC by traditional toxicological models and industry obfuscation and delays,
TEDX began advocating in 2009 for an alternative approach for formulating regulatory action on
endocrine disruptors. In 2009 Senator John Kerry of Massachusetts and Congressman Jim
Moran of Northern Virginia introduced a version of bill initially formulated by TEDX entitled:
The Endocrine Disruption Prevention Act.2 2 The Act "would authorize an ambitious new
research program at the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences to identify EDCs
and establish an independent panel of scientists to oversee research and develop a prioritized list
of chemicals for investigation. If the panel determined that a chemical presented even a minimal
level of concern, it would compel the federal agencies with established regulatory authority to
report to Congress and propose next steps within six months" (Office of Congressman Moran
Press Release 2009). The press release from Moran and Kerry describing the Act points to the
failure of EDSTAC as motivating force behind the bill: "The inadequacy of the current federal
effort was highlighted this October, when the Environmental Protection Agency unveiled the first
phase of tests to determine the presence of endocrine disrupting chemicals under an initiative
21 http://www.iehn.org/home.php
22 http://www.endocrinedisruption.com/endocrine.edlaw.php For the Senate Bill see: http://
www.endocrinedisruption.com/files/S.2828.pdf For the House Bill see: http://www.endocrinedisruption.com/files/
HR4190.pdf
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commissioned by Congress in 1996. Despite more than a decade's time, the tests are limited to
only a handful of pesticides and are based on science that many consider outdated" (Office of
Congressman Moran Press Release 2009). By creating a panel of scientific experts within
NIEHS who would perform weight of evidence studies rather than basing regulatory evaluations
primarily on the outcome of EDSTAC arguably insensitive assays, this bill aims to create an
HEIRShip approach to regulatory evaluation. The bill was reintroduced by Kerry in 2011 as the
The Endocrine-Disrupting Chemicals Exposure Elimination Act of 2011.23
Despite the support of the Endocrine Society and American Academy of Pediatrics
among others the likelihood of such an act passing is very slim. 24 However, the support of
significant Senators and Representatives as well as the director of NIESH is a testament to
TEDX's ability to scale from a rural Colorado town to Congress, while generating at each scale
effective, differentiated responses to the direct and indirect industry activities. As the next
chapter will show, an HEIRShip approach proved to be extremely effective when turned to a new
and equally powerful technology and social actor, hydraulic fracturing and the oil and gas
industry in 2005.
23 http://www.endocrinedisruption.com/files/PO4412Moran2011 
.pdf
24 http://www.endocrinedisruption.com/endocrine.edlaw I .php
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Chapter 4
Stimulating Debate:
Hydraulic Fracturing, HEIRShip and TEDX's Generative Database
TEDX's database of chemicals used in natural gas extraction transformed my research trajectory
as well as, during the course of my dissertation research, the American national discourse about
oil and gas. This chapter follows how, when applied to the local issue of gas development, what
I analyze as TEDX's HEIRShip approach provided a new and powerful means of resisting the
frontier of gas extraction. By constructing a database to identify and respond to potential
environmental health impacts of chemicals used in gas extraction, TEDX turned the information
vacuum produced by the frontier of natural gas expansion into a productive demand for answers.
It drew attention to and generated a novel map of this terrain that revealed unrecognized
relationships between human and wildlife illnesses produced by the travels of these chemicals. I
describe the database as "generative" because it not only countered the lack of information
available about oil and gas chemicals, but also because, combined with stories of landowners, it
generated new scientific, social and regulatory tools to investigate the potential health impacts of
natural gas extraction. The success of this process was due in part to the fact that the database
was extremely hard to refute without regulatory agencies gathering and companies releasing
information about what chemicals are used in oil and gas development. This made it hard for the
industry to contest that chemicals used in hydraulic fracturing were toxic without undoing what
for them had been an elaborately constructed wall of silence.
The database eventually became crucial in developing in-depth journalistic coverage of
the issue as well. Propublica, a Pulitzer Prize winning investigative online "independent non-
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profit newsroom" has organized an ongoing investigation of natural gas extraction called "Buried
Secrets" and has published over 100 articles on the subject since 2008. In this work, Colborn,
TEDX's database, and the stories of landowners such as Laura Amos in Garfield country figure
prominently (Lustgarden 2008).1 The title of the investigation, "Buried Secrets" implicitly
accepts the framing that TEDX's database helped to generate - that natural gas extraction has
been undertaken in a way that has consciously obfuscated a public health risk. The New York
Times quickly followed Propublica's lead, with investigative reports that highlighted other
unrecognized risks, like the concern that drilling waste brings radioactive material to the earth's
surface (Urbina 2010/2011a-f).
TEDX's primary goal in accepting media coverage, as in all of its endeavors, has been to
change federal regulations, based on evidence in the database of serious public health threats.
Colborn testified before the House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform in 2007
(Colborn 2007), and also provided the impetus for congressional and regulatory investigations
(Committee on Energy and Commerce 2011, EPA 2009). The fact that the database could not be
contested without companies releasing information has been instrumental in forcing companies
to release data about fracturing chemicals. Chesapeake Energy, the second largest natural gas
producer in the Northeastern US released a database in 2011 of chemicals used in hydraulic
fracturing (Chesapeake 2011).2 Schlumberger, the largest oil field services provider and second
largest provider of hydraulic fracturing also declared a need for openness about fracturing
chemicals (Wethe 2009). In 2010, even Haliburton, which had threatened to pull out of Colorado
1 http://www.propublica.org/series/buried-secrets-gas-drillings-environmental-threat
2 http://fracfocus.org/
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if forced to release information on products use in fracturing (Hanel 2008), began providing
limited information on those chemicals (Wgal.com). 3
Following the construction of TEDX's generative -database of chemicals used in natural
gas extraction, this chapter begins to explore the importance and influence of "informating"
environmentalism, (Fortun 2004; see chapter 3), focusing on how databases can be used as maps
for transforming not only informational but also legal, physical, and biological landscapes.
Whereas Theo's previous work of developing and describing endocrine disruption made use of
databasing to (unwittingly) open a new frontier of research - a new way of examining the world
and drawing scientific disciplines together - she and TEDX used the database of chemicals
used in natural gas extraction that they developed to thwart a process of development employed
by the natural gas industry that they believed relied on information sequestration, loss and even
disinformation.
Section I: Informating Environmentalism
Building the oil and gas database was the online counterpart of Colborn's beagling
process that I described in chapter 2. Its development by a small non-profit company is a
testament to how the "informating" of environmentalism is transforming possibilities for
advocacy. Kim Fortun notes that Federal passage of the Community Right to Know Act in 1986
in the United States, subsequent to the Bhopal disaster in 1984, transformed what the general
public could know and what Americans could publicly remember regarding the chemical
industry. She follows the emergence of databases by environmental organizations based on the
3 http://www.halliburton.com/public/projects/pubsdata/Hydraulic Fracturing/fluids disclosure.html
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Toxic Substances Release Act and argues that we have entered a new phase of "informating
environmentalism," in which databases such as these become a key way of knowing and relating
to our environment (Fortun 2004). One of the databases, Scorecard, that Fortun studied in her
work on "informating environmentalism" was vital to the construction of TEDX's database of
chemicals used in gas development.4 Scorecard, which allows individuals to track pollution
sources in their community, was started in 1998 by the Environmental Defense Fund (EDF), a
non-profit environmental organization whose integrated approach to health and the environment
exemplifies the transformation in environmental discourse tracked in chapter 3.5 Indeed the EDF
was first organized through a successful movement to ban DDT.6 Its Scorecard system compiles
data from over 150 publicly available databases on the toxicity, location and quantity of
chemicals released by specific companies and industrial locations across the country. It was
designed by EDF in collaboration with toxicologists and an MIT computer scientist, Phillip
Greenspun. Greenspun convinced EDF to release it as a website rather than as stand alone
software, which was a paradigm shift in terms of ensuring free public accessibility (Fortun
2009). The site was designed as a community right-to-know website enabling users in both the
US and Canada to type in their zip codes and find sources of pollution around them (Fortun
2009). Scorecard is built upon the Toxic Release Inventory (TRI), a database compiled by the
EPA that is a product of the 1986 Right to Know Act (Hadden 1994, Fortun 2009). The Act
required for the first time that companies report toxic releases to the government. Companies
were so surprised to see the amounts of their own aggregate releases that some voluntarily
4 htp://scorecard.goodguide.com/
5 http://www.edf.org/page.cfm?taglD=382
6 http://www.edf.org/page.cfm?taglD=362
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agreed to reduce emissions (Fung and O'Rourke 2000, Karkkainen 2001, EPA 2003). As
Fortun's article describes, Scorecard allows users to become researchers about the hazards of
pollutants produced near them from a variety of data sources, such as the US Agency for Toxic
Substances and Disease Registry ToxFAQ, California's EPA Air Contaminant database, and
IPCS's International Chemical Safety database among others. The site does not reduce the
complexity or partiality of the data by providing the reader with simplistic answers from only
one source. However, to integrate data across different sources, Scorecard has developed models
for rating the pollutants based on the severity of the health risks they pose, while also providing
links through to the original data sources (Fortun 2009).
Scorecard has been enormously successful; it crashed on its first day of use, due to
receiving 40 hits per second rather than the 20 per second it was designed for (Foster 1998). In
its first two months, Scorecard it received more than 10 million hits (EDF 1998). Its success is
also indicated by an industry executive who described it as "...the worst thing that could possibly
happen to the industry" (Foster 1998). Fortun argues that the public release of data entailed by
Scorecard, particularly in its user-friendly, web-accessible form, changed the dynamics of
environmentalism by allowing individual access to the complexity of environmental data, along
with the ability to scale up to examine a company's toxic releases across the country, or to review
aggregated data about a particular pollutant (Fortun 2009).
Drawing upon EDF's model, environmental organizations have begun developing their
own databases of environmental health information. Indeed, the TEDX database would not have
been possible without the information available online about chemicals from the EDF portal to
information made available through TRI and its web-based provision of environmental data and
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research. The fact that it is now possible for a small organization like TEDX to develop a
database with such a compelling impact on the national discourse about the safety of oil and gas
development based on TRI's work, is evidence that web-based environmental information has
changed the terrain of environmental advocacy. That small advocacy organizations can now be
built around providing databasing and mapping services that cover environmental problems
related to large-scale industries like oil and gas is fundamentally new. The turn to web-based
information sharing has made it feasible for small non-profit organizations to employ field
research methods of databasing and mapping that have historically been employed by
government and corporations. The Environmental Working Group (EWG), with its tag line: "The
Power of Information" has built its organization around the model of providing in-depth
research, reports and tool for individual investigation into environmental and health issues.7 The
primacy of providing average citizens with access to tools for researching environmental health
issues is particularly clear in EWG's Skin Deep Campaign which analyzes aggregated data on
toxic chemicals in cosmetic and personal care products. 8 Using this tool, anyone with web access
and interest can find information about their cosmetics. Such databases have become a key way
of knowing and relating to our environments, as TEDX's work exemplifies.
Historically, both databases and maps have been pre-eminent tools used by national
governments for building and managing territories. Panoptic data collection and storage, which
are tools of both social and natural sciences, have been a key part of modern state organization
and function, as in the collection of census data (Foucault 1979, Deleuze and Guattari 1987,
7 http://www.ewg.org/,
8 http://www.ewg.org/, http://www.ewg.org/skindeep/, http://farm.ewg.org/ Other examples NRDC Chemical
Index: http://www.simplesteps.org/chemicals,
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Scott 1998). They are vital to the process of knowing and constructing individuals as citizens
(Anderson 1991), and to the bureaucratic processes of a state and to colonial economic and social
development (Weber 1968). Databases can be provisionally defined as information storage
mechanisms that separate objects and allow one to relate them to each other on the basis of an
established system of classification. Geoffrey Bowker (2005) notes that to make a database is to
engage in a memory practice, a way of deciding what is worth remembering and how things are
to be remembered that changes over time and place. Databases are therefore the products of
memory practices that are tied to a specific era's mode of remembering (Bowker 2005). In the
current era, the increase in computing speed, memory, and distribution has encouraged new
databasing (memory) practices that are flexibly reconfigured to different users' wishes. Bowker
characterizes these new databases as relational rather than hierarchical, in that the structure of the
database is not fixed, but flexible. Thanks to the speed, networked structure and memory power
of contemporary computing, a search does not have to proceed alphabetically, but rather can be
dynamically configured to produce dynamically organized information. Indeed, in order to meet
the challenge of providing information on the hazards of chemicals Schlumberger develops to
meet differing US and European regulatory standards about hazard identification, in 1988 the
company developed its own relational database on the hazards of chemicals and products it
develops. The company chose a relational database because it could be used to make links
across differing classificatory systems for the diverse regulatory regimes it had to obey, as the
following account suggests:
We selected a programmable relational database computer program for product
information management. A relational database can access multiple tables and relate the
data in one table to data in other tables. A relational database accesses data at a logical
rather than a physical level. Database queries are accomplished by a nonprocedural
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method; the user selects data by names and values. The system determines the best way
to produce the results of a query. These features give relational databases several
advantages over flat-file systems. Users can more efficiently handle complex data
management problems (Shepherd 1991: 3).
The company used the resulting database to organize and generate Material Safety Data Sheets
(MSDS) on their products that would show that it had met regulations on transport, storage and
handling of its hazardous materials (Shepherd 1991). Interestingly, because this database was not
accessible to TEDX, the latter in all likelihood reverse engineered much of the data in this
database, by collecting and interrelating information on the material safety data sheets that
Schlumberger had to release and that its engineers would have in their relational database. As
this story of the interplay between Schlumberger's database; national databases like the Toxic
Substances Release Inventory; Scorecard and TEDX's database will illustrate, the availability of
databasing software, networked publicly accessible databases is changing how, what and who we
can collectively remember. It thereby potentiates changes in the social process of knowledge
generation (Bowker 2005).
The proliferation of tools to make databases, to collect and serve information through the
Internet is dramatically changing memory practices. Informatics became the watchword of
genetics, marine biology, pharmaceutical drug development, and biodiversity over the course of
the early twenty-first century (Waldby 2000, Bowker 2005, Thacker 2005, Waldby and Mitchell
2006, Hine 2006, Fortun 2008, Helmreich 2009). Science Studies scholarship has been focused
primarily on the impact of informatics on the life sciences, particularly the possibility of
translations between digital and genetic codes and the associated possibility of commoditizing
life and rendering biology a synthetic science in the same way that chemistry shifted toward a
synthetic mode (Waldby 2000, Bowker 2005, Thacker 2005, Hine 2006, Helmreich 2009,
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Roosth 2010). Databases such as the Human Genome Project, together with biodiversity and
microbial collections, have been identified as novel sources of biocapital (Fortun 2008,
Helmreich 2009). The term "biocapital" was coined to describe the new biologically located
abstraction of labor and value that emerged with the biological sciences' ability to artificially
maintain cells and organs outside of bodies and sell them as information (Franklin and Lock
2003, Sunder Rajan 2006/2011, Fortun 2008, Helmreich 2008, Dumit 2011). Informatics,
particularly the shift between genetic and digital code, is at the center of the movement that is
turning biology into the next synthetic science (Roosth 2010). Massive informatics projects such
as the Human Genome Project help to facilitate the emergence of biotechnology as tools for data-
mining, research and recombination (Helmreich 2008, Hine 2006). The growth of informatics
and the increasing ability to use digital tools to compare, contrast and overlay data sets is leading
to the use of databases (as described in chapter 3) not merely as repositories for information but
rather as sites of generative research by illustrating data gaps and introducing novel hypotheses
(Hine 2006).
The bio-tech industry was spawned on the promise of such surplus capital, and, by
generating patents on organisms, the agricultural industry expanded its reach to commoditize not
only plants and livestock products, but also the livestock and plants themselves (Sunder Rajan
2006). The petro-chemical and agricultural industries were among the first to appreciate the
promise of biotechnology, in part because both had long been synthesizing value from long dead
organic material or living matter in terms of crops and livestock, respectively (Chandler 2005).
Arguably, what Helmreich terms the "necro-capital" of the fossil-fueled petrochemical industry
has been vital to sustaining industrialized agriculture and farming's ability to produce biocapital
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through the production of pesticides and growth hormones (Helmreich 2008/2009). In other
words, human bodies have not been the only source of surplus value. Chemicals drawn from
long dead non-unionizable sources have been vital to the production of industrial value since the
late 19th century, and informatic resources in digital databases within companies and university
"basic sciences" has done little to transform the cultural use and perception of synthetic
chemicals as tools for controlling nature.
Not coincidentally, as I will examine in this section, the chemical industry developed
standardized nomenclatures and datastructures for naming and keeping track of new chemical
inventions far earlier than the biotech industry. And although interesting for its rendering of
biological material into digital code and thereby generating new avenues to commoditize organic
life, this burst of informatics within biotech does not challenge the hegemony of expert
knowledge or capital generation embedded in the prevalent modes of university and corporate
laboratory sciences that emerged in the 20th century.
However, the emergence of databasing and data analysis by non-governmental
organizations and advocacy organizations, particularly when served online, is shifting the
balance of who can generate, represent and intervene in expert knowledge discussions. This
change in the situation of who can access and analyze data, combined with the ability to overlay
and recombine diverse data sets to generate novel hypotheses and illustrate data gaps, is creating
powerful new possibilities for environmental health science and social action. Fortun argues that
informated environmentalism is transforming environmental debate through the ability of
databases, combined with users' experience, to draw attention to "discursive gaps," or:
gaps in what discourses can say or even recognize. They are what people can't get their
heads and tongues around. They operate through disavowal and ignorance... Important
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cultural work is done in efforts to displace discursive gaps. Environmental information
systems can provide critical tools (Fortun 2009: 9).
Fortun illustrates this in what Corburn might describe as "street science," carried out by a
New York City environmental justice organization to show that asthma disproportionately
impacted minority communities by connecting up and overlaying air quality data, hospitalization
rates and the locations of pollutant sources (Corburn 2005, Fortun 2009: 15). The database and
map showing their overlap illustrated how moving between databases can illustrate gaps in
common and scientific knowledge.
Similarly, TEDX made great use of the new availability of data about chemical toxicity
on the web to take what I describe as an HEIRShip approach to natural gas extraction,
particularly with regards to hydraulic fracturing. The TEDX database employs HEIRShip in that
it was used to attempt to identify potential illnesses related to chemicals used in gas extraction,
thereby providing a foundation for interrelating illnesses that might be produced by the travels of
these chemicals in the environment. The database was designed to respond to the lack of
available data on hydraulic fracturing due to lack of regulatory oversight. It not only outlined a
set of chemicals of concern but also brought together a large range of health problems as
potential outcomes of chemicals used in natural gas extraction. In so doing, database acted
generatively as a map for investigating this unknown area or discursive gap.
The work of TEDX exemplifies the possibilities of informated environmentalism for
generating new approaches for hypothesis-generating field science, or HEIRShip, attuned to
identifying possibilities and probabilities of environmental health harms. It is quite unlike a
laboratory science, which seeks scientific certainty via causal arguments linking specific
chemicals to specific harms. It also differs from the bioinformatic use of databases within
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laboratories to identify genetic or epigenetic causes for disease so they might be commoditized,
in that it is tailored to stimulate precautionary regulatory responses, popular awareness of
potential hazards and popular epidemiology. Like the examples of HEIRShip projects discussed
in chapter 3 with reference to TEDX, this database was designed in response not simply to
chemicals but also to the tactics employed by the oil and gas industry, particularly oil field
services companies' attempts to sequester information about chemicals used in hydraulic
fracturing. Thus the oil and gas chemical database could, like the matrix Colbom developed to
'see' endocrine disruption before it (see chapter 2), actually be read and used as a map for
reinterpreting the physical, social and legal landscapes of natural gas development. It could also
be and as a tool for further regulation action, scientific research and advocacy work.
The informating of environmental data, such as the publication of information on toxic
chemicals in publicly available databases accessible through the web, allows new organizations
such as TEDX to become generators of both maps and databases. The following section
describes how the TEDX database of chemicals used in natural gas extraction was made. TEDX
did not set out to make the definitive database of chemicals used in natural gas extraction. The
process of building, research, analyzing and presenting this database was - and continues to be -
evolutionary, and its value and structure only emerged during the process of its being built.
Section 11: Starting Small - The beginning of the database.
Seeking information about hydraulic fracturing chemicals - becoming beagle - around
the internet during my time at TEDX, we expanded the database of oil and gas chemicals from
two binders of 20 or so products used in oil and gas development and their component
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chemicals, to a seven binder set covering 280 products and their constituents. The work of
building this database was very much like Theo's process of building the database of literature
that helped found the field of endocrine disruption. I certainly felt I was awash in a sea of data,
without any sense of where exactly we were heading. In the beginning, I spent my days with ols
and eths - meaningless numbers and half-recognized words. When I arrived, TEDX had just
begun to realize the power of linking chemicals used in hydraulic fracturing with potential
human health effects based on research. They had just completed analyzing the chemical
composition of a set of products that might be used in hydraulic fracturing during natural gas
development on nearby Forest Service land, at Spaulding Peaks. The Forest Service had drafted
an environmental assessment report on the environmental impact of drilling in this area by
Gunnison Energy Corporation (GEC), and had made a call for public comment (FS 2005).
Gunnison Energy Corporation, historically the company that runs the two remaining coal mines
on the western fork of the Gunnison River, had filed an environmental impact statement (EIS)
for its plans to drill for natural gas in the National Forest area, on October 24,, 2005. Colborn
became interested in commenting on the EIS for the Spaulding Peaks plan after making the
connections between Wes Wilson's critique of the 2004 EPA Report and Laura Amos's health
problem. Wilson had told Colborn that the EPA had been told not to look into fracturing.
Colborn contacted Western Slope Environmental Resources Council (WSERC), a group that she
helped found. WSERC and Theo decided to write extended comments on the Gunnison Energy
Corporation's EIS.
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TEDX's role in the project was to find information on the chemicals that GEC planned to
use in fracturing. Theo was already aware of some of these chemicals, including 2BE, but the
products listed in the Environmental Assessment Report raised more potential health impacts:
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Figure 4.1 Potential Chemicals in Fracking Fluid figure from Gunnison Energy
Corporation Environmental Impact Statement.
TEDX's analysis of Losurf-300 Nonionic Surfactant found in this list produced these results:
Analysis of toxicity of components in Losurf-300 from WESERC, 2005 table 1-2.
The analysis showed that Losurf contained three chemicals, one a carcinogen, and the remaining
two neurotoxicants and developmental toxicants. When I arrived at TEDX, the organization had
recently submitted comments on the Spaulding Peaks EIS to the Forest Service, Bureau of Land
Management and the EPA.9 Their complaint spurred the regional EPA office to lodge its own
9 http://www.wserc.org/frontpage-files/81/8l-frontpage file2.pdf
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formal objection to the proposed drilling plan. The success of TEDX's document, as evidenced
in the EPA's decision, spurred the group to expand their research into chemicals used in natural
gas extraction.
Also over the fall of 2005, TEDX had begun to gather information on chemicals used in
hydraulic fracturing. This was not easy to achieve since, based on the 2004 Energy Policy Act's
exemption of the practice from the Safe Drinking Water Act, there was no requirement for
companies to disclose the chemicals they used. 10 Though one could find out the names of
"products" used in hydraulic fracturing under their trade name, there was no public information
on their chemical composition. There were therefore two research aims for TEDX: to identify
products used in fracturing, and to identify their chemical constituents. Freedom of Information
Act Requests made by the Oil and Gas Accountability Project (OGAP) had provided lists of
products as well as some of their hazardous components. OGAP is a small, national organization
dedicated to making the oil and gas industry accountable on many issues, including its usage of
potentially toxic chemicals. Unlike TEDX, OGAP had been aware for a while of the potential
health hazards of oil and gas development, and had actively followed the exemptions
surrounding fracking. OGAP asked TEDX to investigate the health impacts of the chemicals.
When I arrived in 2006, TEDX was just beginning to expand its research and was
working out a format in which information from different sources could be integrated to build a
master database. One of my first projects was to synthesize a coherent approach to this evolving
project. TEDX's Spaulding Peaks work existed in several forms: one a list of comments on
Spaulding Peaks, the second an Excel spread sheet of the products and their constituent
10 See Chapter 1 for more information on this exemption.
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chemicals, and the third a black binder that was organized alphabetically by the brand name of
the product used in fracturing. There was also a white binder containing searches of products
carried out by Mary that was arranged alphabetically by chemical component. Among the
challenges that confronted me was the fact that the different organization of the two binders
made it hard to relate each chemical back to the product of which it was a constituent. Beyond
these two folders, there were two other lists of products on white print-out paper, arranged in a
grid, with the name of the product, its composite chemicals, a brief note on their health effects,
and a unique chemical identification, or CAS number. Mary had also started another list of the
fracturing chemicals in an Excel spread sheet on which she had highlighted the products and
constituent chemicals for which TEDX still lacked information.
My first job was to look up the highlighted chemicals and fill in safety data on each one. I
wondered how I would know what counted as an authoritative or reliable source. I started by
examining Ethyl Octynol, a component in the product DWP-93 1. At this point, all of these
names and numbers were meaningless to me, and to everyone else in the office. I had no idea
what Ethyl Octynol was, or DWP-931 for that matter. My first searches involved attempting to
Google Ethyl Octynol, which turned up little more than a technical data sheet - an MSDS -
from BASF corporation:
Safety
Do not breathe vapor or spray; avoid
contact with skin and eyes. Ethyl
octynol is to be considered toxic,
corrosive and flammable. It is neither
explosive nor spontaneously flammable
in air; however, it is combustible.
Protective gear with contained oxygen
source and splash guards are required.
Always refer to the Material Safety
Data Sheet (MSDS) for detailed
information on safety.
lb. (net weight) non-returnable steel
drums.
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Figure 4.3 Safety description of Ethyl Octynol from BASF Materials Safety Data Sheet
(MSDS).
Beyond this short paragraph there was no data or footnotes to follow to find out why the product
was considered toxic, corrosive and flammable. At a loss about what to do, I looked at the
categories of toxicants on our database: carcinogen, mutagen, blood cardiovascular toxicant,
developmental toxicant, endocrine toxicant, gastrointestinal/liver toxicant, immunotoxicant,
kidney toxicant, neurotoxicant, reproductive toxicant, respiratory toxicant, skin/sense toxicant,
(we later added wildlife toxicant). Maybe it should be counted as a skin-sense organ toxicant, I
wondered, since the BASF document recommended avoiding contact with skin and eye?
Hesitating, I continued further online searches. I found an article on an online database of
scientific and medical publications describing the hazard of a chemical with the same chemical
formula as ethyl octynol, but I noted that the chemical's structure was different. Should this
count?
This brief experience led to me to wonder what sort of expertise a person compiling such
a database should have. Was I with my background in organic and inorganic chemistry, and
developmental and cell biology, up to this task? The fact that there were, at that time, no public
experts or available public expertise that could provide authoritative information on the
environmental and human health effects of chemicals used in natural gas extraction was precisely
the point of this research. As with endocrine disruption, knowledge about this issue was
compartmentalized into different fields. In particular, expertise about particular products used in
gas extraction, what they are developed for, when they are used, and in what quantities, was
sequestered within the oil and gas field services industry. As discussed in the introduction,
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intellectual property is the cornerstone of this industry's value, which explains why there was
recalcitrance to publish data on industry products (Bowker 1994). Industry papers about the
health and safety of proprietary materials deal with questions of how to protect worker health
(Dewprashad 1994), and express an interest in identifying hazardous components and reducing
their usage (Shepherd 1991). Indeed, available papers on health and safety issues focus on
protecting worker health and safety, meeting regulatory disclosure requirements and illustrating
that less toxic alternatives function as well as more hazardous components (Shepherd 1991,
Dewprashad 1994, Rimassa 2011). But it is highly unlikely that the industry itself would have
researched the health effects of chemicals used in fracturing via either traditional toxicological
testing of products within laboratories, or via field studies. First, it was not a regulatory
requirement to adopt these methods, and second, the data would have been of little use in moving
forward the actual practice of hydraulic fracturing. I had been unable locate research papers
showing field or laboratory toxicity or health impact studies. In any case, the question of whether
research had been done by the industry was functionally irrelevant to TEDX because there was
no access to that data nor to Schlumberger's hazards database.
Hydraulic fracturing emerged over the 1940s as a means of stimulating production from
oil and later, natural gas reserves. The process emerged through the tinkering of oil field services
companies, in much the same way as Bowker described (1994, Cooke et al. 2010). They
experimented with differing sizes and grains of sand and other materials that were termed
"proppants" since their role was to "prop" fractures open. The use of other chemical constituents
evolved over time within oil field services companies in a manner necessarily opaque to outside
observers and competing companies, because of their interest in internalizing the profits from
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their particular mixtures and methods. Papers describing field and laboratory tests that attest to
advancements in the chemistry of fracturing fluids do not identify the contents of propriety
materials, but merely report on their efficacy (LaGrone 1985, Dewprashad 1994, Rimassa 2011).
To reconstruct this information is not easy, in part because of the complexity of the
chemistry behind fracturing, which has come to involve cross-linking polymers at particular
temperatures and pressures. This complex process developed to suit the unique challenge of
developing fluids that can break up rock formations thousands of feet below the earth, and also
return the fluids themselves to the surface (Montgomery and Smith 2010). Temperatures in deep
wells can reach over 250 F, and sheer pressures are intense, such that engineering a substance
that will remain fluid in such conditions is a challenge (LaGrone 1985). Moreover, hydraulic
fracturing fluids must be mixed and combined in the chemical and physical environment of the
surface, and transferred into very different subsurface conditions, after which they are returned
again to the surface. This mixing creates a variety of problems. Surface water is used in very
large quantities (million of gallons), for instance, in high volume fracturing. Oxygenated surface
water comes with a bacterial load, much of which will not survive the high heat of deep wells.
However within bacterial populations found in this water, a small proportion will thrive in the
low oxygen, high heat environment "down hole," and on the chemical constituents of fracking
fluids. The surviving bacteria destabilize the fracking fluids and reduce gas yields by populating
the fractures in the form of biofilms that reduce the gas flow. To control this blockage, biocides
are added to kill the bacteria in surface water. Fracking fluid returning to the surface is therefore
laced with biocides that are toxic to surface life and hazardous to dispose of (Rimassa 2011).
The complexity of bridging the surface and subsurface environments, and controlling subsurface
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environments, structurally requires the complex chemistry of fracturing fluids. As this biocide
case illustrates, this inadvertently creates hazards to surface life. This is one of the problems that
TEDX seeks to identify and address, and that oil and gas companies are at times at pains to
obscure. At the same time, I would love to be able to describe the history of chemicals used in
hydraulic fracturing and expand upon what must be remarkable achievements of synthetic
chemistry to develop materials that can operate in and reshape such environments. That it may
now be possible for an academic historian or an anthropologist to tell this story is also a potential
outcome of the work of groups such as TEDX, and of this dissertation.
The information economy around hydraulic fracturing, in particular, has transformed over
the past six years (Rimassa 2011). Indeed in 2010, the Society for Petroleum Engineers released
a historical retrospective of the 100 most influential discoveries about hydraulic fracturing, that
identified no apparent industry experts in the health and safety of this practice as late as 2005 and
2006 (Cooke et al. 2010). The discourse that would call such experts into being simply did not
exist (Foucault 1969). It would only come into being with the work of TEDX and its allies
(Rimassa 2011).
Returning to the question of the expertise needed to classify potential toxicants in
fracking fluids, it is clear that chemists might have a knowledge based in the properties of
individual chemicals, but not necessarily in their toxicology, because of disciplinary divisions:
only biochemists might have had knowledge of specific chemical interactions. Toxicologists
might have been best qualified to pursue TEDX's database work, but academic toxicologists tend
to focus on one chemical or one set of chemicals. TEDX might have gathered a number of
toxicologists together, but unsurprisingly such experts are in short supply in the vicinity of
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Paonia and funding a cadre of experts was well beyond TEDX's means. Moreover, as invested as
TEDX was in endocrine disruption, the organization was critical of traditional toxicological
approaches and data when dealing with developmental low dose impacts. There was therefore no
established expert to which TEDX or I might turn or who would be better suited to this
investigation in 2005 and 2006, as noted above.
While this was comforting in one sense, as I surveyed the list of chemicals and wondered
where to begin, it did not necessarily reassure me that I knew what process would be optimal for
gathering the necessary data. A new approach was called for, one that was within the
organization's means and yet recognizable to other audiences as authoritative. TEDX and I
evolved a process for this research through a trial and error nomad process similar to the one
Theo used in her initial endocrine disruption work: we reviewed the information on chemicals
that was out there, building on TEDX's and Theo's institutional experience, trying diverse routes
to find sources and building databases from them. Before we had developed that process,
however, and seeking to overcome my feeling of inadequacy and to understand the task ahead of
me, I set out to review and organize the materials TEDX had already generated on products and
chemicals.
An Organizational Structure
At a loss for how to properly perform searches, I wanted to try and figure out the basis
for determining a chemical to be toxic used in previous searches. What information did TEDX
consider? What databases had been searched? What counted as X, P and 0 (the terms used in the
Spaulding Peaks materials)? I decided to organize everything by product and make a master
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Excel spreadsheet combining all of the information we had on any products and their constituent
chemicals. I combined the two existing Excel lists into one master list and organized it
alphabetically to produce a combined list of 54 products, whose chemical constituents made up
339 rows in one spreadsheet. After achieving this digital reorganization, I felt at least I could see
all the products at once, in some kind of predictable order. Integrating these Excel lists, I noted
that because research was being pursued on an ad hoc basis by different TEDX staffers, two
different notational conventions had emerged for denoting hazards.
For instance, the Spaulding Peaks work used four notational categories for toxicants:
KEY
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Figure 4.4 TEDX key for Spaulding Peaks Document.
X meant confirmed in literature, 0 meant confirmed with citations from Environmental Defense
scorecard and MSDS in green meant the information came from a Material Safety Data Sheet. I
could not tell what P meant.
The other chemicals list, given to me by Mary, had a completely different set of
notational terms for categorizing the chemicals:
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Diethylene glycol
monomethyl ether) [=2-(2- 111- Y S S S S S
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others] 6
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Trimethylbenzene 2555
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Diesel 1 -5
Figure 4.5 Mary's spreadsheet showing alternative key for organizing chemicals.
In this spreadsheet, chemicals were marked with Y for Yes, N for No, S for suspected and most
confusingly, R. I had no idea what the difference was between "Suspected" on list two and
"confirmed in literature" on list one. Did confirmed in literature mean a weight of evidence
study or one article? And what on earth were R and P?
I explained the problem of categorization to Lynn, Mary and Theo. Because Mary and
Lynn had been working separately and the organization was only just developing the goal of
creating the larger database, the discrepancy between notational categories had not been noticed.
All of them thought I should choose one system and move everything over to it. I felt very odd
about taking on this responsibility, since it was outside my role as an anthropologist. But they
seemed confident I could resolve the discrepancy and so I went to work integrating the two
approaches.
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The immediate problem came down to understanding the meaning of Mary's terms in
comparison with the conventions that Lynn had developed. (In retrospect, perhaps an
anthropologist educated to understand how two differing cultural conventions can lead people to
speak differently about exactly the same object was the perfect person to perform this analysis
and synthesis!) To get to the bottom of how the Excel sheet had been developed, I turned to the
available paper trail beginning with the Spaulding Peaks work, which was already arranged by
product. I reorganized it alphabetically, went through each piece of paper generally identified by
a chemical, wrote on the top of it the product of which the chemical was a component, and
identified the industrial use for the product - i.e. surfactant, proppant, etc (terms that at the time
meant nothing to me). This process produced another problem, namely that a number of
chemicals, like silica, could be found in more than one product, In this case, I cross-listed any
duplicated chemical with the product in which the information on the shared chemical might be
found, rather than duplicating the information.
It became clear to me that sometimes in the Spaulding Peaks document, the symbol X,
meaning confirmed in literature, could be based on one paper found in Pubmed, a massive online
database of scientific and medical literature related to health and basic biological research.I1
Given my background in research biology, I was familiar and comfortable with this database.
Mary had the habit of performing Pubmed searches on a product and printing out the abstracts.
She would then write the name of the chemical on the top and generally circle the abstract that
led her to believe the chemical was, say, a neurotoxicant. The part of me still trained as a
scientist felt that this was a rather weak basis for assigning the X as confirmed in the literature to
11 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.2ov/pubmed/
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a given product, since there may be problems with any one study. For most scientists, the term
"confirmed in literature" necessarily implies multiple papers. In contrast, the printed information
showed that sometimes X, Y and 0 were used to denote confirmed in literature based on
information provided by Scorecard's website, "Scorecard.org: the pollution information site".
Researching further, I found that TEDX had taken its 14 categories of toxicants from Scorecard.
The most important category in this system for me was always the "Human health hazards.". It
was by examining scorecards in this category that I realized that Lynn had drawn the notations R
versus S from Scorecard's terms Recognized and Suspected. Recognized toxicants, by
Scorecard's nomenclature, are chemicals that have been "...identified as recognized toxicants
based on the hazard identification efforts of authoritative national and international scientific and
regulatory agencies." Suspected chemicals, on the other hand, have yet to be identified as a
recognized toxicant by the above bodies:
"Chemicals are identified as suspected toxicants based on reports in the scientific or
regulatory literature, or on information abstracted from major toxicological databases.
Lists of suspected toxicants are available for twelve health effects. Suspected toxicants
possess evidence that they can cause specific adverse health effects, but no authoritative
hazard identification is currently conducted by regulatory agencies or scientific
organizations for that health effect...."1
It seemed to me that denoting X, or using Scorecard's "Recognized" for recognized
weight of evidence studies definition would be the most defensible approach to take. I retained
the category of S for chemicals noted as suspected according to Scorecard, as well as those
chemicals with health hazards additionally supported in Pubmed searches of the literature. I
separated the two categories by marking Scorecard's suspected entries with a red S, and leaving
12 http://scorecard.goodguide.com/health-effects/gen/hazid.html
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suspected entries based on Pubmed or other database results with a black S. I decided to continue
using MSDS for something already coded on the MSDS unless further data from Scorecard
showed it should be counted as a recognized toxic signified with an X. Reviewing this new
convention, we decided to move all of the data to its more stringent standard. We made this
decision partly in response to imagining how the whole database might be assailable by someone
wishing to discredit it if even one entry was found to be lacking sufficient evidence.
All of this digital reorganization of categories was the upshot of much physical
restructuring and reorganization of piles of paper. The white binder was the next challenge, a
much greater mess than the Spaulding Peaks binder. As noted previously, it was arranged by
chemical name rather than product, it was not in alphabetic order and it spilled over with loose
sheets. Using the digital list as a master guide, I set about combining the two folders into one
system of categorization. I started by separating each chemical by product. This entailed literally
surrounding my chair, desk and all available space with piles of paper, layered on top of each
other, in alphabetic order. At one point I could not move my chair for the piles. On each piece
of information about a particular chemical, I also wrote the name of the product it was part of
and if it was also found in any other products. I then organized these pieces of paper into piles
marked by a divider with the name of the corresponding product name written on a tab insert.
Following all this laying out, I organized all of the piles back into two alphabetically sorted
folders. All of this reorganization, on computer and in paper, took me the better part of my first
week but it resulted in a newly standardized approach to the data storage, nomenclature and
research process.
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Section III: Database Parasites
With the new nomenclature in place, now came the real work, the mind boggling, eye-
blurring, quotidian work of searching for data on the composition of each drilling product and
then looking for information on the toxicity of each chemical component. During this process it
became clear to me that the TEDX database was merely a subset of many other databases, each
of which was itself also a subset of still other databases. The process gave experiential meaning
to Fortun's statement that:
To be informated is to be beset by possibilities for constant re-ordering and re-
visualization. When fields of practice are informated, previous latent signification often
comes to the surface; discursive gaps - spaces where established analytic and explanatory
language fail, spaces where hegemony comes to crisis - can be displaced. Fields of
practice that have been informated are thus sites 'of the displacement of function
between sign systems' (Spivak 1987: 198). They are a place where change happens, sites
of transaction between the past, present and future (Fortun 2009: 21).
While searching for information on chemicals, TEDX and I literally displaced information from
databases, reordered and re-visualized them to give them new meaning. This point is illustrated
by our use of the Chemical Abstract Service (CAS), whose own database addresses the problem
of accounting for the many different names that can be attributed to each chemical.
Efforts to keep informations on chemicals coherent have a long history. The vast number
of names and signs that are available for representing chemicals include: molecular formula,
structure diagram, systematic names, generic names, proprietary or trade names, and trivial
names. For example, 2-Butoxyethanol, the chemical that potentially caused Laura Amos's
adrenal tumor, has seven different common names: 2-Butoxyethanol; butyl cellosolve; butyl
glycol; ethylene glycol monobutyl ether; Dowanol; Bane-Clene; Eastman EB solvent; and
BH-33 industrial cleaner.
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This chemical can also be represented by its structural formula:
O OH
Figure 4.6 Structural formula for 2 Butoxy Ethanol.
It can also be represented by its chemical formula: BuOC 2H40H (Bu = CH3CH 2CH2CH2).
Given the array not just of names, but of ways of representing each chemical, it can be hard to
find comprehensive information on any given one, because it may be listed or described under
any one of the alternative naming conventions. Chemical Abstract Service (CAS) has been
tracking chemicals since 1957. The "unique" number that it assigns sequentially to each newly
"described" chemical has no scientific significance, but rather links to a "wealth" of information
about each chemical. As the CAS website describes:
[s]ubstance identification is a special strength of CAS. It is widely known as the CAS
Registry, the largest substance identification system in existence. When a chemical
substance, newly encountered in the literature, is processed by CAS, its molecular
structure diagram, systematic chemical name, molecular formula, and other identifying
information are added to the Registry and it is assigned a unique CAS Registry Number.
Registry now contains records for more than 27 million organic and inorganic substances
and more than 57 million sequences...CAS Registry Numbers are used in reference works,
databases, and regulatory compliance documents by many organizations around the world
to identify substances without the ambiguity of chemical nomenclature.' 3
A CAS Registry Number is unique and specific to only one substance regardless of how
many other ways the substance can be described. Thus the number system created by CAS
became the lynchpin for tracking each chemical, the first, most useful and clear way for
organizing information otherwise scattered across all of the different names used to identify
individual chemicals.
13 http://www.cas.org/newsevents/pressroom/casoverview.html
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Looking at the CAS website I had the feeling that its database must be made up of a
fraction of all the other databases, a particular slice out of some practically infinite whole. I had
already begun to appreciate exactly how necessary standardization is to any process, and having
the CAS number to hold onto and search by gave some method to this madness. It is interesting
that CAS numbers have been universally accepted as a way to bridge the gap between
nomenclatures and different ways chemicals are represented, as a CAS number is no more than
the next number on the CAS Registry's list. It works exactly the same way as the unique and
sequential numbering of entries into the Monster database list - and it is precisely the lack of
intrinsic meaning that makes the system useful. On the CAS website we are informed that:
Since CAS Registry Numbers are not dependent upon any system of chemical
nomenclature, they can:
- provide a reliable common link between the various nomenclature terms used to
describe substances
- serve as an international resource for chemical substance identifiers used by scientists,
industry, and regulatory bodies".
According to CAS, not only have Registry Numbers become the "world standard," but
also regulatory agencies have come to depend on their particular attributes:
Governmental agencies have found CAS Registry Numbers ideal for keeping track of
substances:
- they are unique
- they can be validated quickly and reliably
- they are internationally recognized 5 .
Returning to the story of building the TEDX database on chemicals used in hydraulic
fracking, the ability to build the database was predicated on the availability and standardization
of information provided in particular by the CAS database. However, that database was not
14 http://www.cas.org/expertise/cascontent/registry/regsys.html
15 http://www.cas.org/expertise/cascontent/registry/regsys.html
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produced with an entity like TEDX in mind; rather, it was produced by the American Chemistry
Society in order to keep track of the vast number of chemicals that are invented and
manufactured. It became standard because of its usefulness to federal agencies and companies as
a simple sequential number system whose value is in the uniqueness of each number. It tells you
nothing at all about the chemicals' actual properties, or the potential relationship between
different chemicals. But this lack of meaning, once again, is what makes it possible for TEDX to
use - or parasitize - the database even though it was originally designed and developed for
chemists, companies and regulators. This is one of the excellent properties of databases when
access is facilitated by the internet, that they can be used by people for whom they were not
designed and whose utilization was not foreseen.
The process of parasitizing CAS was the first step in the larger work of building the
database by extracting, recombining and integrating data from a wealth of other online sources.
CAS numbers were used to search for information on other databases, and Scorecard was the
first site for such a search, followed by a search by CAS number and common name on Google
and then Pubmed, and on to databases that specialize in identifying components of pesticides -
databases form the National Institute of Health, EPA, Center for Disease Control, and databases
of MSDS. 16 I searched each of these sites for any available information on each chemical. In
order to construct a paper trail behind each search, I composed a document in which I tracked
every website, search term and result I received. I duly printed this out and added it to the
growing paper version of the database. This practice became gradually folded into the Excel
spreadsheet itself as we added metadata to every X, S or MSDS recorded there.
16 http://chem.sis.nlm.nih.gov/chemidplus/, http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/topics/organsolv/, http://
www.pesticideinfo.org/Search Chemicals.jsp, http://toxnet.nlm.nih.gov/, http://www.msdsonline.com/, http://
scorecard.good2uide.com/chemical-profiles/, ChenBioFinder.Corn
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By the end of my first winter month at TEDX we had researched 138 chemicals. During
our work we refined our data organization, beginning to organize a series of Excel spread sheets,
one that showed only the chemicals, one the products and their constituent chemicals, and then a
series of sheets for each kind of product used in oil and gas extraction. These products included
biocides, used to clean wells of bacteria, corrosion inhibitors used to protect the pipes, cross-
linkers used to thicken fracking fluids as they are injected, and emulsifiers to break down those
fluids - in total 18 different kinds of products used in all stages of gas well development, not
just fracturing. In the course of our work, we came across an industry glossary of well
development terms provided by Halliburton that transformed our knowledge of drilling. And
through the whole process of researching the database, I received a strange, distant and disjointed
training on how gas well development happens. It was not until June, after the snow had cleared,
that I actually saw the gas patch and drill rigs. But by this time I was familiar with images of gas
patches and drill rigs, after spending vast amounts of time rooting through publicly available oil
and gas company websites and information, feeling like a spy, to find descriptions of their
drilling products, looking through their published research on their products and their available
drilling training manuals (Serres 1982).
The Promise of Prediction
There was a certain perverse happiness that came from finding chemicals that had really
bad health effects. Since our job was to seek out potential harms, the discovery of them
encouraged us to search further, as it confirmed the suspicion that this might be a public health
problem. Finding one potential problem led us to deeper literature searches or searches in new
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toxicant categories. Mary and I would call excitedly to one another to describe what we found.
Particularly interesting things would be shared with the entire group. I remember the particular
joy of coming across a scandalous study carried out by Greenpeace on Soltex, a drilling mud or
shale stabilizer I was investigating. Greenpeace investigated Soltex, after a large quantity of it
was dumped in the North Sea. Before I uncovered the Greenpeace study, Soltex had looked
relatively benign.
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1-32
Sodium asphalt sulfonate -1
9004
-96-
[polyglycol [mono]oleate] 0
[polyglycol P 400,.. P-2000, ..P-4000;..
Polyglycol type P1 200, .. P2000, .. P250,.. 2532
P3000, .. P400, .. P750 [all ==Actocol 2-69
51-530]] -4[1,2,4-Trimethylbenzene (==1,3,4-
trimethylbenzene; 1,2,5-trimethylbenzene, 95-6 s 5 5
UNS-trimethylbenzene; Pseudocumene)] 3-6[1,3,5-Trimethylbenzene (SYM- 108- S
trimethylbenzene; Mesitylene)] 67-8
2526
5-71 s X
Dipropylene glycol [sic, see original list] -8
7727
-37- S
Nitrogen 9
6474
["light aromatic solvent" (sweetened 1-87
hydrotreated light aromatic solvent naphtha)] -3
Figure 4.7 Soltex entry TEDX Chemicals used in gas development database (01.2006).
Then I found a paper called Muddied Waters A Survey of Offshore Oilfield Drilling
Wastes and Disposal Techniques to Reduce the Ecological Impact of Sea Dumping (Wills 2000).
The paper referenced an article written in 1995 by Greenpeace England that described the
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practice of weighting Soltex drilling mud with heavy metals:
In 1995 Greenpeace published the following "typical analysis for heavy metal content of
SOLTEX" [the commercial name of a common drilling fluid additive], which they had
obtained from "a confidential source":
Table 6: Soltex components
Components Concentration
of SOLTEX (m kg)
Antimony 6.0
Arsenic 0.4
Barium 16.0
CnAmium A6
Chromiu
Cobalt
Copper
Fluoride
Lead
Mercury
Nickel
Vanadiu
Zinc
The SOLTEX in question was being used in relatively
shallow waters in the Celtic Sea off the west coast of
Britain, between Wales and Ireland. As Greenpeace
explained:
m (total) .2 "The exact chemical composition of many of the additives
2.0 are closely guarded secrets by competitive manufacturers. In
13 the recent exploration drilling off Pembrokeshire, Wales, the
200.0 oil company Marathon discharged a total of 896 tonnes of
3.0 drilling muds. Both Marathon and the Department of Trade
0.2 and Industry only provided the trade name of chemicals. An
11.0 example of how misleading this can be is with the additive
m 16.0 known commercially as "SOLTEX". Marathon described
2.1 SOLTEX as Lignite (non-asphaltic) and further described it
under a common name as cellulose-based ... Irrespective of the exact concentration of
heavy metals, it is disturbing that the product can be described simply as cellulose based,
with no reference made to the fact that it contains toxic substances."90
Greenpeace listed dozens of other toxic and caustic additives, including the "particularly
hazardous" arsenic, asbestos, compounds of chromium and zinc, organophosphates,
potassium hydroxide and lead (a major ingredient of the "pipe dope" drillers use as a
jointing compound in drill pipes).
SOLTEX is used as a shale control inhibitor with either WBM or OPF. It is also listed as
an additive in the drilling muds (all apparently water-based) currently being used by
Sakhalin Energy Investment Company at its Molikpaq platform offshore Sakhalin, in
which Marathon is a partner and operator. Other Molikpaq additives to WBM, and their
uses, are shown in the accompanying table.
Figure 4.8 Reddy, S., et aL. 1995. op. cit. (Wills 2000: 55).
This document changed the profile for Soltex dramatically, as heavy metals can be
extremely toxic, as my next few searches on Scorecard showed. Here is my Soltex entry,
including the Greenpeace material, where the red S signifies suspected according to the
environmental defense scorecard:
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P3000, .. P400, .. P750 [all =Actocol 51-530]] 69-4
[1,2,4-Trimethylbenzene (=1,3,4-
trimethylbenzene; 1,2,5-trimethylbenzene, 95-63-
UNS-trimethylbenzene; Pseudocumene)] 6 S S S
[1,3,5-Trimethylbenzene (SYM- 108-67
trimethylbenzene; Mesitylene)] -8 S S
25265- S x
Dipropylene glycol [sic, see original list] 71-8
7727-3
Nitrogen 7-9
["light aromatic solvent" (sweetened 64741-
hydrotreated light aromatic solvent naphtha)] 87-3
2-(2-Methoxyethoxy)ethanol (see Diethylene 111-77 X X X
glycol monomethyl ether) -3 S S S S S
Sulfolane (http://wlapwww.gov.bc.ca/wat/wq/ 126-33
Bcguidelines/sulfolane.htm) -0 S
7440-3
Antimony 6-0 S S S S S
7440-3 x x
Arsenic 8-2 X X__
7440-3
Barium 9-3 S S S S
7440-4 x x
Cadmium 3-9 S X X
7440-4
Chromium (total) 7-3 S S S S S
7440-4 x
Cobalt 8-4 S IS S S S S S S S
7440-5
Copper 0-8 S S S S S S
16984-
Fluoride 48-8 S S S S
7439-9x x x
Lead 2-1 X X X _ ___
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7440-6
Zinc 6-6 S S S S S S
Figure 4.9 Soltex entry including Greenpeace data TEDX Chemicals used in gas
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development database (01.2006).
I sent this around to the rest of the office including Theo, and all the staff were excited by
the find. Such moments were vital to keeping our momentum.
Some might argue that the process of trying to find evidence of potential threats to human
and animal health is not truly scientific. In an ideal world, the scientist is agnostic about the
research outcome. Researchers seeking to show that there were no potential harms would
certainly have had a very different mindset from those of us who worked on TEDX's database,
and therefore would have been likely find different results. TEDX was looking for a particular
outcome and in many cases found it. Does that make it unscientific? I argue that the
precautionary approach of trying to identify possible harms that might emerge or be latently
occurring is proper to environmental justice and a key aspect of HEIRShip. This approach
justifiably attempts to elucidate, predict and track the emergent relationships produced by
technologies since the stakes are human and environmental health. The immediate goal of
HEIRShip should be to determine if there is the potential for harm. This requires actively
seeking evidence for concern.
Historically, field sciences have attempted to gain credibility by making themselves more
lab-like (Kohler 2002). They face problems that differ from those of laboratory sciences, at least
in degree, in particular with regard to the managing of the boundaries of the place of study.
Science Studies scholars have argued that field sciences lost status compared to laboratory
science because field scientists cannot control what substance or agent enters and leaves the field
as they would in a laboratory. Unlike laboratory scientists, field scientists can easily lose control
over their site of research. For instance, in a study of animal populations and habitat, poachers
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might kill animals of research interest. Field scientists, unlike laboratory scientists who control
access to their place of research, also encounter problems establishing themselves as the
authority in their place of research, because they often rely on another's knowledge to access a
place (Kuklich and Kohler 1996). In order to manage and get information from the field,
researchers must often form relationships with others, such as local guides, who have knowledge
of, or competing rights to, site access. Furthermore, research subjects in the field, particularly if
they are human, have much more latitude to talk back, disagree with results, and refuse to engage
in or disrupt the process of research. Historians argue that, in response to these issues, field
sciences have attempted to gain scientific credibility by becoming more laboratory-like, by
creating controllable models of "natural conditions," or creating field sites with very controlled
boundaries (Kohler 2002).
The approach of making the field more lab-like encounters problems when humans and
animals who happen to live "in the field" of research have needs that differ from, or worse yet,
interfere with the scientific study. For instance, Science Studies scholar Barbara Allen's research
shows the impossible position of an epidemiologist attempting to correlate exposure to drilling
waste with health effects in a longitudinal study of one Louisiana community (Allen 2004). The
epidemiologist resisted becoming involved in the resident's lawsuit against Exxon for dumping
the oil field wastes before her epidemiological study was complete. She did not want the
objectivity of her study to be question by association with the community's position. Also she
felt her data on whether chemicals were causing illness was irrelevant to the question of whether
Exxon had dumped the chemicals (Allen 2004: 441). When data from her partially completed
study was acquired during the course of lawsuit, it was used by Exxon to argue that "there was
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not (yet) clear evidence of exposure and damage caused by the chemicals dumped by Exxon at
the site." (Allen 2004: 443). In trying to control the boundaries of this site the epidemiologist set
herself apart from the community so her study could be perceived as 'objective'. She felt this
'objective' study was required to substantiate the community's claim that harms were occurring.
The community however, was more interested in preventing the harm by closing the site, than in
waiting to become ill in a way that could be statistically and scientifically captured. From the
epidemiologist's perspective, exposure needed to take its course in order to have a proper study.
The epidemiologist also came into conflict with another, more activist scientist, Wilma
Subra who was engaging community members to document and discuss their health effects.' 7
Subra's primary goal was that of the community removing the probable cause of harms by
closing the waste facility. The epidemiologist feared resident's participation in multiple or their
own studies might effect their self reporting in her study (Allen 2004). Form an epidemiological
perspective, for a proper scientific study, the community needed to be held in stasis,
uninfluenced by the process of the research, a situation that is of course impossible and arguably
unethical (Epstein 1996).
TEDX encountered very similar issues in dealing with research and reporting on health
effects related to natural gas development. Theo had a series of tricky interactions with a local
epidemiologist hired to study the health of people in the Garfield County region. The
epidemiologist had been hired with money from a settlement with Encana, the Canadian oil and
gas company discussed in Chapter 1.18 Encana had contaminated Divide Creek in Rifle, near to
17 Subra also ExtrAct's development of DrillWell's early approaches to community reporting on health issues.
18 http://www.earthworksaction.org/publications.cfm?publD=111, http://cogcc.state.co.us/Library/PiceanceBasin/
WestDivide4_l4_O4summary.htm
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Rick and Laura's homes, during gas production (Heiman, 2004).19 Here concerns about
chemicals were supplanted by the fact that natural gas actually began bubbling up in the creek,
leaving it ignitable and contaminated with benzene (Webb 2004). Hearing about TEDX's efforts,
the epidemiologist became concerned that Theo not publish information from the database
because it might impact how the community reported their symptoms and skew the data. Theo
felt these concerns were misguided, and indeed, reiterating concerns that have been expressed in
environmental health literature, considered that the health study itself was misguided as it was
organized to investigate the whole county rather than only those living around oil and gas wells
(Epstein 1996, Allen 2003, Corborn 2005). Against the background of whole-county data,
exposed populations were likely to be statistically lost. As will be investigated in the next
chapter, this study had the considerable flaw that the population primarily exposed to potential
harmful toxicants, the population of oil and gas employees, were transient workers.
Furthermore, the study only looked at human health data recorded by medical professionals, and
as such it was unlikely to catch any of the health issues occurring in the environment. The health
study also looked only at broad-scale end points like cancer and mortality rates that were
unlikely to change immediately. Such gross statistics were likely to mask the subtle
intergenerational effects that TEDX highlighted. Given all of these problems, Theo argued, the
epidemiological study was unlikely to show any health hazards and even worse, it would then be
used to argue that there were none, thereby forestalling further study. Many of Theo's predictions
came true, as chapter 5 investigates. Overall, Theo felt such a limited study was not up to the
task of illuminating the scale, diversity and particularity potential health impacts from the array
19 http://www.ostindependent.com/article/20040419/VALLEYNEWS/40418010
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of chemicals TEDX was examining. It would be far better, she argued, to begin such a study
knowing what to look for, to give exposed communities a way to recognize the relatedness of the
diversity of their health symptoms in themselves, their pets and in the surrounding wildlife.
Eventually, the epidemiologist was successful in generating a baseline study of the
community's health, which may be useful years down the line to determine whether or not health
has actually declined (Coons and Walker 2005, see chapter 5). The TEDX database proved much
more useful to individuals in the immediate term, and indeed has given people grounds to re-
describe their health problems as related to oil and gas practices.
Building on the hypothesis that TEDX and other databases are powerful in their capacity
to generate new knowledge and identify discursive gaps, HEIRShip argues for transforming field
sciences by taking the boundary confusion, the inherent messiness and lack of researcher control,
as unique strengths that counter the limitations of laboratory research and traditional modes of
epidemiology (Epstein 1996, Allen 2003/2004). Only after we began summarizing the database
for release in the summer of 2006 to collaborating NGOs such as OGAP, and to individuals, did I
realize what a powerful tool this was for reframing perceptions of oil and gas extraction as a
serious long-term threat to public health.
Section IV: A Generative Database
The first public summary of the database was published on the Oil and Gas
Accountability Project's website in June 2006 (OGAP 2006a, Sumi 2006b, TEDX 2006). It was
disseminated as part of a larger press release in which OGAP, TEDX and affiliates called for full
disclosure of chemicals used in oil and gas extraction in Colorado. The summary of data was
presented alongside a list of recent incidents of chemical spills and well water contamination.
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This pairing provided a compelling argument first that hazardous chemicals were being used, and
second that exposures to them were already occurring. TEDX and OGAP used the database as a
map through which the process of natural gas development could be reinterpreted. The summary
began: "This project was designed to explore the health effects of the products and chemicals
used in drilling, fracturing ("frac'ing"), and recovery of natural gas. It provides a glimpse at the
pattern(s) of possible health hazards for those living in proximity to gas development" (TEDX
2006: 1) [emphasis added]. The database was set up as a kind of exploration. This approach is
telling because it establishes the idea that the relevant information was incomplete, that there was
an unknown terrain out there that TEDX had just begun to investigate. The use of the word
pattern suggests that the database was a template - that the database, like a map, suggests a
group or set of health effects that could now be searched for in oil and gas communities. The
term glimpse, building on the idea that this was an exploratory process, further suggests that the
map was incomplete and that the database was future oriented. The information presented is a
glimpse of the future; these disorders could begin occurring in regions of gas extraction. Using
the TEDX database, this summary rhetorically argues, we will be able to link disorders back to
gas development.
Although clearly the TEDX database is not a literal map, i.e. a representation of a place
that relates objects to be found there spatially, I argue that it is used as a map, as a new frame
through which to see and explain health problems in the gas patch, and one that provided new
routes for action. The database is used as a map in part because the possibilities of actually
"mapping" these chemicals in the field has been made impossible by the process of information
sequestration described in chapter 1. Given that there is no publicly available record of what
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chemicals are used, of their amounts, or their location and monitoring by the gas companies, it is
impossible for TEDX or anyone else to generate an actual physical representation of this data.
There is no way to determine where the chemicals used in gas extraction travel, or where
contaminated water and bodies might be, because there is no information on what chemicals to
test for. The TEDX database, therefore, is an effort to aggregate and represent information that is
available, and to link it to health problems that could actually be found in communities.
TEDX reinforced this intent of the database by providing summaries on a state by state
basis. The first public summary discussed above "addresse[d] only those chemicals and products
for which there is evidence that they are or have been used in western Colorado" (TEDX 2006:
1). In this way, TEDX uses the database to bridge the informational and the physical landscapes
of gas development, reorganizing them in reference to each other. It suggests new avenues of
action both to change that informational landscape and for further research in the physical one.
Indeed, the TEDX database tactically transformed the paucity of public information to its
advantage. Its literature insists that "[w]e make no claim that this list is complete[,]" and that
"only a fraction of the chemicals used by the natural gas industry is covered in this
spreadsheet" (TEDX 2006: 1). Fortun notes that this admission of limited certainty is a frequent
trope in informated environmentalism:
This double gesture - providing information as the basis for action, while qualifying the
validity of the information - is characteristic of environmental information systems.
Often, they produce working knowledge, which is not claimed to be perfect
knowledge (Fortun 2009: 17).
For example, in the course of our investigations, we discovered a list of 910 fracking
products and chemicals compiled by the Canadian government. As there is no master-list
available to compare with TEDX's, and it could only be shown to be incorrect by the disclosure
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of the chemicals used by the gas companies, it is a representation that is very hard for companies
to contest without releasing information themselves.
The TEDX summary of the database goes on to cite that "[t]he four most common
adverse health effects for the chemicals in the spreadsheet are skin/sense organ toxicity,
respiratory problems, neurotoxicity, and gastrointestinal/liver damage" (TEDX 2006: 1). They
then go on to break down the percentage of chemicals on the list of 214 chemicals in the 14
categories of toxicant:
The following figures are based on the data in the Chemicals Used in Natural Gas
Development Spreadsheet. They are presented to define a pattern of the possible toxicity
of the chemicals and products that are being used. Of the 214 chemicals on the list:
* 58% can cause skin/sensory organ toxicity
* 55% can cause respiratory problems
* 45% are gastro-intestinal/ liver toxicants
* 36% are neurotoxicants
* 26% are kidney toxicants
* 25% are cardio/vascular/blood toxicants
* 23% are carcinogens
* 23% are reproductive toxicants
* 18% are developmental toxicants
* 15% are immune system toxicants
* 10% are wildlife toxicants
* 9% are endocrine disruptors
* 7% cause mutations (TEDX 2006: 2).
The summary then separated out the chemicals by potential mode of travel, i.e. whether
they are soluble or volatile:
10. Of the 50 (23%) of the chemicals on the list that are soluble, or miscible:
* 80% are skin and sensory organ toxicants
* 70% are respiratory toxicants
* 70% are gastro-intestinal/liver toxicants
* 40% are neurotoxicants
* 36% are kidney toxicants
* 34% are cardiovascular toxicants
* 24% are reproductive toxicants
* 22% are developmental toxicants
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* 22% are immune system toxicants
* 16% are wildlife toxicants
* 16% cause cancer
* 12% are endocrine disruptors
* 4% cause mutations (TEDX 2006: 3)
That the percentages of toxicants are higher for the soluble chemicals suggests that water
damage ought to be a concern. This is a compelling way to frame the data for a western audience
who regard water as an extremely important resource. A similar pattern also holds true for
chemicals that can vaporize, which is concerning because of the common industry practice of
storing wastes in open air pits. The report offers the following data on volatile chemicals:
Of the 62 (29%) of the chemicals on the list that can vaporize:
* 65% are skin and sensory organ toxicants
* 65% are neurotoxicants
* 63% are respiratory toxicants
* 58% are gastro-intestinal/liver toxicants
* 45% are cardiovascular/blood toxicants
* 42% are kidney toxicants
* 39% are reproductive toxicants
* 31% are developmental toxicants
* 29% are carcinogens
* 19% are immune system toxicants
* 16% are wildlife toxicants
* 11% are endocrine disruptors
* 6% cause mutations (TEDX 2006: 3).
This method of presenting the data holistically, as percentages of chemicals capable of
acting as toxicants, is an interesting choice. It can be a little misleading, as the same chemical
could appear in every category. However, this approach raises concern about all the chemicals
used in gas extraction as a whole. It also touches a range of audiences: people concerned about
wildlife, water, air-quality, cancer and endocrine disruptors. Thus this presentation speaks to the
largest possible audience. Though the summary highlights a particular few chemicals, the
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biocides, for being extremely toxic, TEDX generally does not try to focus attention on this
group. Indeed, TEDX initially resisted OGAP's suggestion that we pick out the few worst
chemicals for the press release, because it might be easy for companies to voluntarily stop using
or argue that they do not use those specific chemicals, while carrying on using others.
Eventually we did pick out the most concerning chemicals for the press release, but the general
goal of TEDX was to raise questions about the body of chemicals used in fracking as a whole.
Over time the database has grown dramatically. This mode of presenting "a pattern of
toxicity" by summarizing the percentage of toxicants in each category remains, although the data
are presented differently. By the end of the summer of 2006, TEDX replaced its listing of
percentages with bar graphs. TEDX profiles also began breaking out those chemicals
specifically used in fracking:
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Figure 4.10 TEDX Profile of Fracturing Chemical Toxicity (2009a: 4).
They have also begun to use pie charts, as in the most recent analysis of the 246 products
that TEDX believes are used in Colorado included below:
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Flgure3: Percent of Products Used in Natural Gas Figure4: Numbrof Hein EffectsAssociated with
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Of those 228 products that were associated with adverse health effects, 14% had one to three health effects, and
86% had between four and 14 health effects (Figure 4). Forty-three percent of the products contained one or
more chemicals considered to be endocrine disruptors (Figure 5), chemicals that interfere with development and
finction.
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Figure 4.11 TEDX Pie Chart illustration of Percentages of Chemicals with Health Effects
(2009b: 3).
Here you can see that 93% of the products have been found to have health effects, and
that of the 228 products with health effects, 86% of them have health effects in 4 to 14 of the
toxicant categories. TEDX has also begun to relate the data on harmful chemicals back to
research on endocrine disruption, showing that 43% of them are endocrine disruptors (2009b: 3).
The presentation in this pie chart form visually conveys TEDX's message that it is the chemicals/
products as a whole used by this industry that ought to be a source of concern. TEDX's methods
of presenting data discussed to this point show what can be known, assuming that the database is
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an accurate reflection of what is actually used in drilling. In comparing the recent database with
the original 2006 version, I was interested to see that since 2006, TEDX has become equally
interested in using the database as a map of what could not be known and why. In keeping with
the method of admitting uncertainty, the 2006 summary states that, "[w]e make no claim that
this list is complete," TEDX argues that it does not know the exact chemicals used in Colorado,
and therefore cannot determine how well the database reflects health hazards on the ground
(TEDX 2006: 1). The summary continues with an argument that there are a number of reasons
TEDX does not have data on specific products:
Several reasons led to the lack of data about the health effects of some of the products
and chemicals on the spread sheet:
(a) We found no health effect data for a particular chemical or product.
(b) Some product labels have no ingredients listed.
(c) Some product labels provide only a general heading such as 'plasticizer,' 'cross-
linker,' etc. Some product labels state only 'proprietary' or provide only the name of
one or two ingredients plus 'proprietary' (TEDX 2006: 1).
TEDX also critiques the usefulness of one of its major sources of information, MSDS,
saying that MSDS provide information only on acute toxicity for the product in general, without
necessarily breaking it down by the toxicity of each constituent chemical in that product.
Furthermore, the summary adds, the spreadsheet cannot speak to the actual quantities of each
chemical used:
This spreadsheet provides no clues to the volumes of material injected underground
during natural gas development. However, typical drilling and stimulation activities use
up to 350,000 gallons or more of fluid at each frac'ing. What chemicals constitute these
liquids, and at what concentrations, is unknown (TEDX 2006: 2).
Further, the spread sheet cannot speak to the impacts of mixtures of the chemicals, to
which people living around gas development are likely exposed:
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This spreadsheet provides only a hint of the combinations and permutations of mixtures
possible and the possible aggregate exposure (TEDX 2006: 2).
Furthermore they add that much of the chemical data they are using date back to the 1960's and
70's and that no more recent studies could be found (TEDX 2006: 1). In addition, the summary
is full of unknowns:
Many of the chemicals on this list have been tested for lethality and acute toxicity. The
majority have never been tested for low dose, long term effects that may not be expressed
until long after exposure. Nor have adequate ecological studies been done. For example,
most of the chemicals have not been tested for their effects on terrestrial wildlife or fish,
birds, and invertebrates. It is reasonable to assume that the health endpoints listed above
could very well be seen in wildlife, domestic animals, and pets (TEDX 2006: 3).
All of these unknowns, I argue, rather than undermining the authority of the database,
become one of its primary achievements. Each knowledge gap within the database displays the
paucity of scientific data on low dose health hazards, and the inadequate reporting by companies
who, for example, describe chemicals in purely general terms such as "plasticizer," and who
protect product formulations as proprietary knowledge. These issues feed into TEDX's
explanation that the potential gap between the database and exposure to chemicals used on the
ground is the result of the lack of regulatory oversight, monitoring, and disclosure of information
to the general public. Represented in this manner, the database becomes a map of known
unknowns that allows the reader to imagine a compendium of information cut off from the
public. Together, these two aspects - potential patterns of emerging illnesses and regions of
known unknowns- infuse the landscape of natural gas development with spaces of uncertainty,
as TEDX's comments on potential contamination of water suggest: "Chemicals like MTBE that
are highly persistent could migrate into underground water resources... They pose a hazard on
our highways, roads, and rail systems, as well as to people living and working near the storage
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facilities... It is impossible to predict how long the buried chemicals will remain in
place" (TEDX 2006: 4). In addition, the fact that most of the MSDS require workers who hand
these chemicals to use of respirators and protective clothing, the report argues,:
...indicates serious, acute toxicity problems that are not being addressed in the recovery
process when the chemicals come back to the surface. It raises concern over possible
hazards posed to those living in proximity to well pads as the chemicals evaporate or
penetrate water and soil (TEDX 2006: 4).
In adopting these ways of presenting unknowns alongside knowns, this summary generates
grounds for demanding "full disclosure.. .to protect our watersheds and public health," as
"[p]roper monitoring of air and water cannot be designed without knowing what to look
for" (TEDX 2006: 4). This approach, in exposing areas of uncertainty that merit further
investigation, offers the outline for a new map, a new way to explore, read and experience the
landscape of natural gas development.
Over time TEDX has increased its sophistication in representing and presenting these known
unknowns as its major finding. For instance, its most recent summary employs pie charts to
graphically represent this (lack of) information:
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Evaluation of the Information available about the 246 products
One hundred forty-four products (59%) list specific chemical ingredients (Figure 1). Forty-two (17%) of the
products contain a combination of chemicals with and without CAS numbers, and 39 (16%) contain chemicals
with only general or non-specific names. No information is provided for 5 (2%) of the products. The remaining
16 (6%) of the products disclose all of the ingredients.
Figure 1: Percent of Chemical Disclosure for 246 Figure 2: Percent of Compodtiom Disclosed for 246
Products Used in Natural Gas Production In Colorado Products Used In Natural Gas Production In Colorado
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Figure 4.12 TEDX Evaluation of the Information available about 246 products used in
natural gas extraction (2009b: 2).
This representation of data separates the problem of knowing the chemical components of the
products from the problem of their composition, or exactly what amounts of these chemicals are
used in a given product. Both of these data are necessary to fully understand the potential
toxicity of the products used. But the evaluation shows that the full chemical constituents are
known for only 6% of the the 246 products used in Colorado, which is to say that the
overwhelming majority of products have incomplete information. The picture is even more dire
for the actual chemical composition of products: the pie chart shows that for 33% of the products
less than 1% of the chemicals that compose the products are known (TEDX 2009b: 2). At the
same time it asks, what makes up the other 99% of each of these products?
The information gaps that the pie charts expose visually reinforced TEDX's suspicion
that fracking might provide a means by which companies could dump toxic waste, given that the
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process was exempted from regulation. Seeking evidence of this, Theo jumped at a request from
the New Mexico Oil and Gas Regulatory Commission that she review results of testing reserve
pit wastes' solid content in New Mexico. Working with the laboratory results of these tests,
TEDX found that most of the chemicals were not included in their database at all. They found
instead that the vast majority of the chemicals qualified as regulated hazardous substances: 20
Toxic chemicals lists and the 42 chemicals detected
CERCLA 2005 39 93%
EPCRA 2006 26 62%
EPCRA List of Lists 29 69%
CERCLA 2005: Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act
Summary Data for 2005 Priority List of Hazardous Substances
EPCRA 2006: Emergency Planning & Community Right to Know Act Section 313 Chemical
List For Reporting Year 2006 (including Toxic Chemical Categories)
EPCRA List of Lists: Consolidated List of Chemicals Subject to the Emergency Planning and
Community Right-To-Know Act (EPCRA) and Section 112(r) of the Clean Air Act
Figure 4.13 TEDX analysis of chemicals found in New Mexico Natural Gas Drilling Waste
Pits based on National list of hazardous chemicals (2007: 1).
Given that every drilling operation produces such pits, Theo, when talking about the oil and gas
industry, now paints a picture of drilling leaving thousands of single-acre Superfund sites across
the country.
Continuing the work of growing the database, TEDX has also found a range of chemical
constituents that do not even possess CAS numbers, which blocks the possibility of collecting
information on their toxicity:
20 http://www.endocrinedisruption.com/chemicals.pits.php
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It was impossible to link 49 of the chemicals without CAS numbers to any health
category aside from the health data reported on an MSDS. The limitations of MSDS data
for possible health effects are noted above (TEDX 2009b: 4).
As noted above, this exposure of a gap in data can be as powerful as the exposure of
evidence of toxicity. As in the comment about MSDS above, TEDX has also improved its
critique of available information sources and adds that:
MSDSs are not submitted to the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) for
review. The product manufacturers determine what is revealed on their MSDSs (TEDX 2009b:
1).
These information gaps are championed as reasons why full disclosure is required and
also become avenues for further investigation. For instance, chemicals without CAS numbers,
which are often described as petroleum distillates, have become the subject of extended
investigation between TEDX and another science-based environmental advocacy organization,
Environmental Working Group (EWG). Based on this information on chemicals without CAS
numbers, EWG produced a report, "Drilling Round the Law," which showed that like diesel,
petroleum distillates (which do not have CAS numbers) also contain BTEX, and argued that the
industrial use of these distillates constituted avoiding the voluntary ban on using diesel as the
primary fluid in fracturing. Industry agreed to this ban in 2004 because of the concerns about the
health hazards of BTEX chemicals in diesel (Horwitt 2010).21
Personal Stories and the Database
The first release of the summary of TEDX's database, combined with OGAP report of
incidents of frac fluids contaminating streams and water wells, and of air pollution complaints,
21 htto://www.ewv.org/drillinearoundthelaw
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had a galvanizing effect on the resistance to gas development. This work started a ball rolling
that has changed perspectives on gas development both for many impacted individuals and at a
national level. As the primary impact of the gas development frontier is borne by those who live
and work in it, I will first examine how the TEDX database has been used on a grassroots level
to reframe and change individuals' experiences of their own health problems and of gas
development. The changes at the state and national levels, such as changes to state regulations
and regulatory bodies, as well as the "FRAC ACT" introduced in 2009 to end fracturing's
exemption from the Safe Drinking Water Act will be discussed in chapter 8.
The use of the TEDX database as a map for re-interpreting the landscape of natural gas
development at the local level of the individual body, family or home unit was first seen in the
TEDX/OGAP publication that documented four recent incidents. When read against the
background of TEDX's research the incidents, particularly the companies and regulatory
authorities response to them, seem grossly inadequate if not negligent. The first incident
involved a well casing that fractured during drilling. During drilling a well is "cased" in cement,
after the drill bit has reached a sufficient depth, a metal tube, smaller than the hole's
circumference, is inserted the length of the hole. A cementing mixture is then poured into the
tube and forced down at pressure, so that it is pushed from the bottom of the tube outside of the
piping and rises back up to the surface. This mixture forms a layer of cement between the
ground and the pipe. During this incident the casing broke, allowing drilling muds to escape into
the ground and through fractures up to the surface, where it emerged from a spring a quarter of a
mile away: "the drilling mud leak eventually made its way to Battlement Creek causing a visible,
'milky-white' color change in the creek due to the turbidity. The effects of the mud leak were
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visible for at least 3 /2 miles down stream" (Sumi 2006: 1).22 Rather than fining the company, or
monitoring the pollution of the ground water, the Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation
Commission (COGCC), the regulatory body for oil and gas development in Colorado, required
the company to submit a report detailing how this accident would be avoided in the future.
While this response seems inadequate, it is particularly so when considered against the TEDX
database's documentation of the potential hazards of chemicals found in drilling muds. 23
The second incident described an explosion of fracking fluid that covered a nearby field
with fluid half an inch thick, and contaminated irrigation ditches. Again the COGCC hardly
responded and classified the spill "as non-significant" (Sumi 2006). Given the data TEDX had
helped to gather described in OGAP's letter about the potential toxicity of fracking fluid, again
the COGCC response seems inadequate: "The fluids contained a host of potentially toxic
substances, including ethoxylated nonylphenol (15- 40%); trimethylbenzene (3-7 %), light
aromatic naphtha (3-13%); oxyalkylated phenolic resin (15-40%); ethylbenzene (0-2%); xylene
(3-13 %); and isobutyl alcohol (10-30%)" (OGAP 2006a: 4).
The third incident was one in which a landowner complained to the COGCC that his well
water was contaminated. First they told him it was probably due to an earthquake or drought, not
the unlined pit located about 350 feet above his house. Eventually, after five months of taking
samples, the agency concluded the contamination was coming from the pit. The COGCC
22 Here Sumi is citing a letter from the COGCC: February 7, 2006. Letter from Cordilleran Compliance Services,
Inc. (Cordilleran) to Robert Chesson, COGCC, Re: Notice of Alleged Violation for Uncontrolled and Uncontained
Drilling Mud at the PRESCO, Inc. Battlement Mesa 36-23 Gas Well Site that Occurred on 14 October 2005 -
Cordilleran Project #E04243.
http://ogcc.viis.state.co.us/cgi-bin/search?id=0&classid=26& 120=200078321.
23 For TEDX's most updated version of information about chemicals used in natural gas extraction see: http://
www.endocrinedisruption.com/chemicals.multistate.php. Chemicals included in drilling muds are labelled as such
in their excel spreadsheet.
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requested information on the potential materials in the pit, and some product information arrived
from the company Maralex a few months later. The agency did not require the company to test
for hazardous chemicals even after receiving MSDSs that showed them to be present in the
products: "For example, products contained ethoxylated nonylphenols, 2-bromo-2-
nitropropane-1,3-diol, acrylamide, heavy aromatic petroleum naphtha and dipropylene glycol
monomethyl ether" (Sumi 2006: 3). Nor did the agency require remediation of the water even
when at the time the OGAP/TEDX incident report was published, the landowner reported that
the water still tasted metallic. Moreover, even requests for MSDSs made by the COGCC failed to
get full disclosure about what was used in the drilling (Sumi 2006). In each of these three cases,
against the background of the TEDX report, such conduct appears to be negligent.
The final incident touched on air quality issues. A group of 10 residents in Rifle
complained repeatedly about a nearby drilling operation that produced so much air pollution that
residents found themselves gagging and unable to breath the air outside. They made complaint
after complaint, yet only one air sample was taken despite residents' reports of headaches and
other ailments. At one point a large cloud reportedly volatilized from the pit. Residents were
told the contents of these fluids were mostly harmless - guar gum and water - but could be
odiferous. There was no investigation into what could be causing the cloud. Eventually one air
sample was taken nearby that showed "that benzene and xylenes exceeded the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency's 'non-cancer risk levels' for these compounds - at 67 pg/m3,
benzene was present at more than double the risk level. Other detectable compounds included
acetone, toluene and ethylbenzene" (Sumi 2006: 7).
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The very same company, involved in these complaints, Barrett, was found to be illegally
moving condensate from pits that were overflowing, after workers were informed of the COGCC
rule that it is illegal to keep filling pits after they are already full. The company also attempted to
dispose of the excess by igniting the fluid, which in turn resulted in clouds of smoke. When
questioned about this violation by local reporters, the head of the COGCC said that "burning
condensate 'does get rid of the odor problem quickly, which we thought was beneficial.' The
newspaper also reported that the Garfield County environmental health manager said he "'felt
pretty good that there was no direct impacts to anybody in the area"' (Sumi 2006: 7).24
The lack of follow-up on residents' complaints and the blatant disregard on the part of the
oil and gas companies occurs against a background story that the chemicals used in drilling are
safe. The TEDX database attacks that narrative, by making a weight of evidence argument for
the potential toxicity of the vast majority of drilling products, and by focusing attention on what
cannot be known and why. TEDX's work has given individuals like those who complained
about the air quality issues, Rick and Laura, a place to stand and compete with the narrative that
drilling is safe. Most of these individuals can tell with their senses that something is unsafe -
strange smells, burning sensation in the eyes, strange tastes, and they identify changes in their
bodies, headaches, nausea, difficulty breathing, and rashes - that indicate a problem. But until
TEDX's work, they did not have a scientific basis from which to argue that more research,
regulation and monitoring is urgently needed, nor could they express the concern that the
potential contamination may have long term impacts on their health and their land.
24 Here Sumi is citing: Webb, D. 2006. "Tempers flare over Barrett pit fires." Glenwood Springs Post Independent,
12/09.
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Section V: A Changed Landscape of Perception
Perceiving the landscape of gas extraction through TEDX's map leads one to look for its
patterns and experience its unknowns. I follow this effect in one landowner's story. Returning to
Colorado in the summer of 2006, I first glimpsed the terrestrial world of gas development when
flying over the "gas patch" with Theo. From the air, I gained a sense of the magnitude and
ubiquity of natural gas development. Pits, access roads and drill rigs were everywhere, up the
side of mountains, mingling with houses and bordering roads and rivers. As we passed over
sewage ponds, irrigated fields, power lines and coal mines, it was apparent that this landscape
has already been transformed by human habitation. Yet, in other ways, the gas development
bordered on absurdity - pits riddle the horizon, teeter above houses and adjoin tennis courts. Pit
linings could also be seen collapsing. "They look like gofer holes," Theo commented as we
surveyed a classic gas patch landscape. We took hundreds of pictures that day, returning with
something mobile and displayable, and hence capable of cultivating criticism in a way that the
database could not: something we could use to show people that living along the Colorado River
had become synonymous with living in a "gas patch."
However, it was not until I drove through the "patch" with Rick that I first got a sense of what it
was like to live surrounded by gas cultivation. Rick, a landowner with 19 wells on his property,
worked on drill rigs until his health declined. Feeling that his health problems were related to gas
development, he met Theo through Laura (before her settlement with Encana). Theo decided he
was the "real deal" after hearing a list of Rick's symptoms: paralysis, immune dysfunction,
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wandering pain, and unusual levels of hydrocarbons in his blood. She decided to give him the
summary of TEDX's findings.
When we visited Rick a few weeks later, he had fused the information Theo had given
him with his own narrative. First, he told and supported his story using the TEDX summary. He
told us about trying to give the summary to the mother of a child whose pre-school was having a
rig installed next door, but she refused to take it. He also told us he intended to give the TEDX
report to his neighbor who had developed a tumor, along with the name of a lab where the tumor
could be analyzed. Second, Rick now interpreted the eclectic illnesses occurring in the area as
related to each other via gas development. For instance, he connected his own poisoning, his
neighbor's tumor, and the neurological and behavioral impairments of his friend's children, by
shared exposure to gas development. Finally, his narratives were also structured around known
unknowns as in the quote that starts this dissertation: by threatening to violently force the
representative to drink condensate, Rick expressed a desire to expose him to the same uncertain,
untreatable, and unrecognized space that Rick feels he inhabits. Frustrated by the invisibility of
the poisons he now perceived to be all around him, he read danger and trickery everywhere, even
believing that condensate is being used to damp down the dusty road. Rick said, "No one knows
when someone in the valley gets sick, the oil companies keep it quiet and they're so sick they
don't get out to talk to people," citing his friend Susan, who could only leave the house with a
cylinder of supplied air. Combining the database with his personal experience, Rick perceived a
large, partially hidden, yet interconnected group of ailing landowners whom he felt responsible
to speak both for and to, in order to bring them and others out of the "dark." He both saw
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himself and acted as a sentinel, as an expression of and prophet for the toxic environment
produced by natural gas extraction.
The eruptions of unknowns in Rick's narration were striking, considering his detailed
knowledge of both the social and drilling landscapes. As we traveled to locate the sites we had
seen from the air, he entwined local people's lives with the history of the landscape. He
commented on topics as disparate as longstanding water rights arguments and ranchers' poor
horse-raising habits. Rick, a landowner who grew up in this area and knew it intimately, had
come to see it as transformed from the world he knew. This was in part based on his gut
feelings, the transformation he saw in the land around him and experienced in his own body, but
it was also grounded and directed by the TEDX database. It gave the uncertainty and
disorientation he experienced new legitimacy and gave him a new way to relate it to people
around him.
Similarly, it was with the background of the TEDX database that the condensate-misting
facility we came across that day could be so frightening. From the air, we were unable to work
out what this orange-red patch was. I thought it was bales of hay, but on the ground it was clearly
a sprinkler system through which condensate was "misted" into the air following its passage
through the compressed heat of organic matter baking below the surface, in order to speed its
evaporation. We all stood by this industrial fountain that day, consumed by the same concern
that any of the products we had studied over the last several months could be in the air around us.
The TEDX database, in combination with landowners' stories completely transfigured the
experience of this place. Interestingly, this transformation does not arise from making concrete
connections, but rather by mapping gaps and patterns in which landowners like Rick can situate
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themselves. The uncertainties that the database reveals, rather than shutting down criticism, have
become the basis of its cultivation.
Rick's story has been repeated across the country as news of TEDX's work has spread
and Theo herself has traveled to discuss the data with landowners. Later in my research I heard
about a woman in Pavilion Wyoming, who, after hearing Theo's talk, linked the strange and
diverse health problems occurring in her family to the contamination of their water by oil and gas
chemicals. She already believed that her seizure disorder was related to the contamination of
their well water during a frack, but after hearing Theo's talk she realized it could also be related
to her son's liver damage, her daughter's recent miscarriage, her granddaughter's kidney failure
and the respiratory issues occurring in her family and community. They had all drunk, showered
and made other uses of the water after the company had made perfunctory efforts to clean up the
well.
The TEDX database does more than raise the question of whether health problems could
be linked to gas development; it provides a platform for linking a great diversity of health issues
to chemicals used in oil and gas extraction as a whole, rather than on a chemical-by-chemical
basis. If regulatory efforts, or even scientific investigation of contamination by oil and gas
chemicals, were handled on a chemical-by-chemical basis, there might be no way to perceive
connections between these diverse illnesses. The kind of change in self-reporting of symptoms
generated by a more holistic approach to identifying health effects would make a traditional
epidemiologist scream. However, it is extremely effective in galvanizing support from a wide
range of individuals, because it gathers up the largest possible collection of potential health
complaints under the same umbrella and gives them all the same protection.
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This is very similar to the way Theo's endocrine disruption database brought together
data and people from a wide range of disciplines. This database on fracking chemicals achieves
the same ends, but in response to a more deliberate mode of information sequestration, and
around a particular practice, oil and gas development. Employed in this arena, the beagling
method of data collection tackles the second major obstacle to studying chemicals in the
environment, that of corporations and industries. The database turns the logic of the frontier on
its head: by the very mechanism of information sequestration that otherwise makes tackling this
issue impenetrable through other forms of advocacy and science, the database becomes an
obstacle to companies that would like to argue with its findings. The database can take the
vacuum of the frontier and imagine into it an extremely compelling story about the chemicals
that are being used and their potential health effects. Do not mistake me: the data from TEDX's
work is real, it comes from spill reports, MSDS sheets leaked to them, Environmental Impact
Statements, State Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA) Tier II
reports. These products and chemicals can be shown to be used in natural gas and oil extraction.
However, Companies cannot argue with this representation without releasing more information
and undoing their work of frontier building.
Indeed, since my experience with the initial TEDX database, TEDX has become the hub
of data about chemicals used in oil and gas development as more sources open up and other
states send in information from EPCRA Tier II reports to be analyzed. The New York City Water
Board is currently reviewing all of TEDX's data, as gas drilling has begun in the New York City
watershed. Based on TEDX's and OGAP's work, there is a real chance that there will be a
moratorium on drilling in the New York City watershed, as it would affect a less easily sacrificed
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quantity of human capital. But that is a story for the next chapter, where we will explore the
other powerful vectors of frontier generation discussed in chapter 1. Specifically, I examine
landmen, leasing booms and divide-and-conquer rule with regard to gas development, and the
ways that their practices might be resisted by borrowing from and building on TEDX's
databasing methodologies.
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PART II
Introduction
to STS in Practice
The critic is not the one who debunks, hut the one who assembles. The critic is not the
one who lifts the rugs from under the feet of the naive believers, but the one who offers
the participants arenas in which to gather (Latour 2004: 246)
Part I of this dissertation illustrates the innovative work of Theo Colborn and TEDX to assemble
new arenas for scientific and social critique of the safety of chemicals, both endocrine disruptors
and those chemicals used in natural gas extraction. TEDX's HEIRShip approach of building and
using databases to draw together diverse health effects constructs an arena by allowing impacted
humans to perceive each other and be scientifically perceived as related. The evolution of
"informated environmentalism" (Fortun 2004/2009) is not only producing new modes of
environmentalism but also new modes of science, tailored to respond to chemical-producing
companies as scientific actors. Part II of this dissertation examines how, in seeking to study
chemicals and corporations, social sciences, and, in particular, Science and Technology Studies
(STS), are also being reconstructed and are adopting critical approaches to research that are
"constructive" rather than, as Latour argues, "deconstructive."
STS has a rich history of examining the "social construction" of scientific facts and
technologies (Martin 1987/1994, Traweek 1988, Marcus 1995b, Galison 1997, Rabinow 1996,
Haraway 1997). Latour himself was a pioneer of this field with his early works Laboratory Life
(1979, with Steven Woolgar) and Science in Action (1987) which, building on ethnographic
methods, examined laboratories as places where facts are made rather than simply found.
Emerging in the 1970s, STS, gender studies, and critical histories of science and technology all
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coalesced around the radical move of questioning the objectivity and "naturalness" of scientific
facts and technical objects, by deconstructing the making of scientific knowledge and technology
in order to show their cultural and historical contingency.1 In that spirit, the first half of this
dissertation analyzes how Colborn helped to make the field of Endocrine Disruption and
describes the socio-scientific work she performed to help make the problem of endocrine
disruptors visible as a subject of scientific study. Likewise TEDX's database worked to make
possible social and scientific debate about the health impacts of natural gas extraction.
In 2004, in "Has Critique Run Out of Steam?" Latour examines how the STS style of
deconstruction seemed to be increasingly - and perhaps self-consciously - employed by
climate-change deniers, PR persons, right-wing fundamentalists, and left-wing conspiracy
theorists. He worried that deconstructing matters of fact has impaired critical theorists' ability to
address "matter of concern," by which he meant ethical and values-based issues. To address
processes such as the making of science through industry's public relations efforts, Latour argues
that critique needs to shift from debunking to assembling. The second part of this dissertation
examines what happens if STS researchers take this recommendation at its word, by developing
research projects that actively construct means for generating matters of concern, just as Colborn
did with her database. Part II of this thesis examines a "constructive" STS project, ExtrAct,
which began at MIT and which was based on my ethnographic work in Colorado. ExtrAct was
co-founded in 2007 by me and Chris Csikszentmihalyi, an artist and technologist at MIT's Media
Lab. ExtrAct sought to build a series of participatory online databasing and mapping tools that
interconnect disparate gas patch communities. These tools built directly on Theo Colborn's
I see Fischer 1999b. for a review of the field.
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databasing methodologies discussed in chapters 2, 3, and 4: they attempted to develop new
means of structurally changing this industry's development process by providing gas patch
communities with a networked infrastructure parallel to that possessed by oil and gas companies,
for documentation and reportage. Analyzing ExtrAct as a "constructive" mode of STS research,
as Latour argues, generates not only a critique of the industry but also actively participates in
constructing material technologies that enable alternative social, technical, environmental, and
scientific relationships. I call this research methodology "STS in Practice." 2
This introduction to Part II answers the question, "Why develop an 'in practice' method
of STS?," by first examining why, given the context of my research problem-the study of
health effects of chemicals used in natural gas extraction-a constructive and "in practice"
approach to my dissertation research was warranted. Second, I characterize a set of innovative
methodological approaches from cultural anthropology, history of technology, STS, and art that
theoretically and methodologically informed the ExtrAct project.
Section I: Mapping Subsurface Academic and Technical Networks
The processes of erasure that make the surface terrain of gas development difficult to
map and study for surface residents (see Part I of this dissertation) can be contrasted with the
2 Other researchers whose work could be considered and will be later discussed in this chapter as developing "in
practice" or "constructive" approaches to STS include: Ron Eglash, who is developing a platform for the
developing and teaching of culturally informed mathematical practices (Eglash 1999/2006); Lucy Suchman, who
has collaborated throughout her career in the construction and design of technology as an ethnographer (Suchman
1987/ 1999/2000); Helen Verran ,who works collaboratively with aboriginal Australian communities to develop
learning and knowledge sharing systems (http://www.cdu.edu.au/centres/ik/ikhome.html, http://www.cdu.edu.au/
centres/yaci/projects.html,Verran and Christie 2007); Katherine Hayles and Chris Kelty, who have both
experimented in stretching the boundaries of written work in STS (Hayles 2002, Kelty 2008); Mike and Kim
Fortun's Asthma Files Project, a platform for integrating communities of researchers and patients managing
Asthma (http://xen007.tlc2.uh.edu:808 l/asthmafiles); and Bruno Latour, whose Mapping Controversies Project is
a platform for STS research to map and share emerging scientific controversies (http://www.demoscience.org/).
Chris Csikszentmihalyi calls this kind of work "applied STS".
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capital and informatics systems at work to make the subsurface visible and accessible for natural
gas companies. The full magnitude of the engineering and science behind rendering visible and
accessible sub-surface gas and oil deposits became apparent to me when I found myself, in the
spring of 2008, listening to a lecture at the MIT Media Lab delivered by a representative of
Schlumberger, the world's largest oil and gas field services company. Their center of research
and development is located next to MIT's campus. The Media Lab is a unique department in
MIT's School of Architecture and Planning. It was started in 1985 under the auspices of
"inventing a better future" as a space for artists, technologists, and scientists to gather.3
Corporate funding supports research in the lab, though much of the funding has been non-
directed, allowing researchers latitude to work on problems of their own choosing. Schlumberger
is a major sponsor of the lab, one of the 21 donors that contributed to its endowment.4 Sponsor
visits are daily occurrences in the Media Lab and there are twice-yearly sponsor weeks when
products of the various research groups at the Lab are demonstrated and sponsors have the
opportunity to tour every group. As part of Schlumberger's sponsorship of the lab and their
cultivation of connections with MIT a lecture from a Schlumberger representative to the graduate
students at the Media Lab was a yearly occurrence.
This talk was well attended, though there was some background grumbling from graduate
students about being strong-armed into hearing it. Some students and faculty feel ambivalent
about the need to cultivate relationships with sponsors even when their research is undirected,
but the Lab still must perform as a center of innovation to maintain sponsor interest. The talk
was held in a small conference room, one of the few well-lit, windowed rooms in the older of the
3 http://www.media.mit.edu/about/academics
4 http://www.media.mit.edu/sponsorship/sponsor-list
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two Media Lab buildings. The oblong room held a long, black lacquered corporate boardroom
table. Students surrounded the table, and, at its head, next to a projection screen, stood the
middle-aged European Schlumberger representative, Claude Boudoin. At this time, Boudoin was
a Schlumberger Information Technology and Knowledge Management Advisor, but, in over 30
years of working within the company, he had also been a Director of Technology Practice in
Schlumberger's Network & Infrastructure Solutions, as well as the Software Engineering
Director and IT Director in Schlumberger's Test & Transactions division. Boudoin had been
influential in establishing Schlumberger's relationship with the Media Lab.5 As part of our
obligation as Media Lab researchers to demo projects to sponsors, I would find myself, in a few
months time, demonstrating ExtrAct's tools for community monitoring of the oil and gas
industry to Schlumberger (though they were not sponsors of our project). In terms of physical
proximity and working familiarity, this giant oil field services company has a much closer
relationship with the halls of invention at MIT than any of the gas patch communities I have
visited have with the university. As Bill Reading argued in 1996, universities, like many other
institutions, have moved away from their modernist moorings as "cultural projects of
maintaining their respective nation-states. Instead, it is argued they are becoming transnational
bureaucratic corporations" (Reading, quoted in Fischer 1999: 456). Rather than being "pure
publics of rational communities," Reading argues, universities are becoming places where the
complexity, diversity of postmodern inequalities of culture, and capital are found to be
impossible to ignore rather than being erased. MIT in many ways pioneered the integration of
corporate sponsorship and university research in 1919: the "Tech Plan rebuilt MIT's entire
5 http://www.cutter.com/meet-our-experts/baudoinc.html
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operation around corporate patronage. It created a centralized Division of Industrial Cooperation
and Research - the forerunner of today's ubiquitous technology-transfer offices - to facilitate
corporate-funded research projects on campus, open the institute's libraries to industrial sponsors
and share alumni records with corporate recruiters" (Kaiser 2011: 30-31).6
Sitting there, I realized that even at my home institution I was still technically "in the
field" because the informational and technical networks patterning the life of those I studied in
Colorado extended into the Media Lab itself. In hearing this talk as a student of MIT, not as an
ethnographer of science driving around the gas patch, I was in some ways closer to the "inside"
of the industry than I had ever been before. As cultural anthropologists Michael Fischer and
George Marcus write, "Complicities of all sorts are integral to the positioning of any
ethnographic project" (1996: xvii). Fischer and Marcus make this argument in the revised
introduction to Anthropology as Cultural Critique (1986), diagnosing a thread of contemporary
ethnographic work in which close examination of the collective and individual struggles of daily
life was bringing to the fore critiques of larger cultural forces. They argue that ethnographic
work can generate awareness of alternative or resistive actions already being practiced:
And it is here that the power of ethnography as cultural criticism resides: since there are
always multiple sides and multiple expression of possibilities active in any situation,
some accommodating, other resistant to dominant cultural trends or interpretations,
ethnography as cultural criticism locates alternatives by unearthing these multiple
possibilities as they exist in reality (Marcus and Fischer 1986: 116).
In this spirit, I studied Colborn and TEDX insofar as I sought to study how their practices
constituted emergent critiques of science and technology. While listening to Boudoin's lecture
6 Historical research by David Kaiser shows that MIT's "history has shown, no one model holds a monopoly on
virtue. All patronage involves a delicate balance between opening up new opportunities and mortgaging
intellectual autonomy." (Kaiser 2010: 31)
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about technology research and development within Schlumberger, I was reminded that Marcus
and Fischer's identification of anthropology as cultural critique was generated from the
recognition of anthropology's multiple complicities: like scientists, anthropologists cannot stand
separate from their subject of study. Although I was aware of my multi-complicities thanks to
the self-reflective work of cultural anthropology and STS, I was left with the question of how I
could analytically and methodologically address them.
Fischer and Marcus's later work suggested a possible methodological answer to this
problem: multi-locale or multi-sited ethnography (Marcus and Fischer 1986, Marcus 1995).
Contemporary ethnographers of pharmaceutical industries, computing sciences, social
movements, and environmental issues have researched multiple physical or virtual locations in
an effort to understand how these systems structure, influence, and extend across disparate
geographic areas and cultural communities (Fortun 2001, Helmreich 2008, Roosth 2010, Juris
2008, Dumit forthcoming). This approach has been methodologically embraced within STS
because scientific fields and technological development so frequently occur across multiple
settings. For instance, Kim Fortun, in Advocacy after Bhopal, shows how the Bhopal disaster
changed advocacy in India and America alike, generating new relationships between
international communities and Union Carbide plants (Fortun 2001).7 Perhaps, I thought, my
ethnography of natural gas extraction might be similarly multi-sited, and the room, this moment,
the Media Lab and MIT should become one among many sites.
7 Fischer's Debating Muslims, also proved the methodological strengths of multi-sited ethnography (1991).
Debating Muslims argued that Iranian culture is now woven not just in the geographical country of Iran but
between California (and the U.S. and Europe generally) and Iran. Many of the Late Editions essays were also
informed by this methodological idea, for the series see: http://www.press.uchicago.edu/ucp/books/series/LE.html.
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Unlike Fortun however, whose sites were advocacy groups in US and India, this site,
MIT, had a complex complicity with the oil and gas industry, particularly with Schlumberger.
Writing a critique about the company and MIT's relationship to it would necessarily involve the
complex problem of cultural critique of my home institution.8 I had heard cautionary tales of
self-reflective anthropologists who had walked into the dangerous territory of studying their
home institutions, and knew that it was complicated. Rather than examining the complicities
inherent in MIT's corporate relationship with Schlumberger and my role as a student listening to
Boudoin - and as a student who had invited Colborn as critic to speak in the coming months at
an MIT conference - I wondered how I might leverage this complicit, complex site and social
position into a more nuanced understanding of how we all came to be together, and consequently
how our relationship might possibly be reconstructed (Reading 1996). Returning to Latour's
comment about deconstruction, rather than being a critic who debunks, how I might instead
become a critic who constructs? What would it mean to construct a critique that offered new
possible relationships between me as a researcher, MIT, Schlumberger and gas patch
communities?
First, it is important to understand exactly why MIT and Schlumberger were prospering
by developing close financial, intellectual, and educational relationships by asking: why was
Schlumberger interested and invested in MIT and the Media Lab in the first place? What brought
this company focused on oil field services and research and development to MIT? Boudoin's
talk as sponsor was intended to describe the company for an audience of students and faculty
8 There is a long tradition in anthropology of calls to study the central institutions of contemporary society, and that
this functions as a key charter for anthropological STS. The Late Editions series was a call to do this work of
puzzling out contemporary society with interlocutors placed within central institutions see Marcus 1995, 1998 and
2000.
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who might be interested in the technical challenges Schlumberger has faced and the technical
innovation they have produced, to stress that, despite oil and gas being mundane objects, the
work to visualize and extract them was an exciting scientific and technological challenge. The
audience of graduate students represented a stock of potential future employees, researchers who
might see something in the talk that might spark their interest; the talk was a sounding board
meant to generate potential connections between the company and Media Lab students and
researchers.
As one of the students present, I found the talk to be a transformative moment, one
which brought home to me, for the first time, the massive scale of the oil and gas industry, its
global networking capacity, and its structural interpenetration with technical and science-based
universities. I began to understand the industry as a vast technical system that generates not just
new software and new physical technologies in pursuit of fossil fuels, but also develops new
ways of visualizing, operating in, inhabiting and transforming humans' physical environments.
As the Energy Consulting firm PFC Energy chairman J. Robinson West remarked in a 2008 news
article that characterized Schlumberger as a "Stealth Oil Giant," "Schlumberger is the
indispensable company. They are involved in every major project in every important producing
country" (Reed 2008). Schlumberger has come a long way from the struggling company
founded by two brothers in 1919; it is a capitalist colossus that in 2010 made $27.45 billion
dollars (Bowker 1994, Schlumberger 2011). To say that this is a global industry does not quite do
it justice. Schlumberger works in 80 countries; it has roughly 70,000 employees of 140 different
nationalities. It operates 30 different research and development units worldwide. 9 The company
9 "A Day in the Life of ... Olivier Peyret" 2008. Innovation Quarterly 15: Winter
http://www.eirma.org/eiq/01 5/pages/eiq-2008-015-0002.html
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expanded from its initial market niche of downhole oil and gas reservoir analysis to be involved
in practically every aspect of fossil fuel extraction. Information, however, is still the key product
they market, as Boudoin outlined that day.
It was Boudoin's, role as information specialist at Schlumberger, that attracted him to the
MIT Media Lab; he was interested in the digital data, flow, analysis, interaction and visualization
at which the Lab excelled.
Section II: Mediation
It is easy to forget that oil and gas extraction is very much a guessing game, since it is
hard to know what lies beneath our feet. Mapping the subsurface has required the technical
development of alternatives to and expansion of the human senses, including the development of
electro-magnetic and acoustic seismic imaging, as Boudoin described. Except perhaps for the US
military or NASA, no industry is more invested in developing alternative means of sensing and
mapping than the oil and gas industry, since success in the business depends on identifying and
accessing subsurface reserves of oil and gas (MacKenzie 1990, Masco 2006). Of all the branches
of the oil and gas industry, the oil field services companies are the most heavily invested in the
technical cultivation of alternative modes of human sensing required for this activity.
Schlumberger, as Bowker describes in his history of the company's early development, made
their market niche by black boxing one mode of sensing, the differential electrical conductivity
of geological layers, and linking that with potential fossil fuel reservoirs (Bowker 1994).10 They
have maintained their market niche by expanding their technical sensing ability dramatically.
10 For more on Bowker's analysis in Science on the Run see the introduction to this dissertation and chapter 1
(1994).
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Boudoin made that clear that day as he described Schlumberger's technical expertise in
visualizing oil and gas reserves. Schlumberger's subsidiary, WesternGeco, which specializes in
seismic sensing, has the largest seismic vessel fleet in the world (Offshore 2005). The next
section describes in detail the vast sensory cybernetic network Schlumberger has developed in
order to create simulations of the subsurface. Understanding the sophistication and scale of this
technical and social system for "knowing the subsurface" is vital in order to contrast it to the
informational infrastructures available to landowners and to recognize how seeing the subsurface
through a technical assemblage makes the surface and the social lives of its inhabitants harder to
see. This technical, scientific and social network, by bringing the subsurface into relief, shadows
the surface and its inhabitants.
Simulation's relief and shadow realities
Beyond having the largest seismic (subsurface) imaging fleet in the world, Schlumberger has
also developed what is recognized by seismic experts as the most advanced seismic data
acquisition system: "The Q-Marine technology, developed by Schlumberger, is the most
advanced technology available in seismic industry where individual hydrophones spaced at 3.125
m intervals sample and transmit data continuously back to the vessel" (Carton 2006). Boudoin,
interested in attracting students to the technical aspects of Schlumberger's work, described their
seismic imaging process in particular detail during his lecture. His description gave the
impression that Schlumberger has developed a vast worldwide sensor network tailored to finding
and accessing oil and gas reserves.
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It is important to describe Schlumberger marine seismic work as well as land-based
systems in order to illustrate the scale and networked infrastructure of the company. The Q-
Marine technology was used in 2006 to map the subsurface epicenter of the great Sumatra-
Andaman earthquake of 2004 that resulted in the devastating tsunami that killed more than
230,000 people in Indonesia, Sri Lanka, India, and Thailand (Carton 2006). Q-Marine is based
on many-kilometer-long "streamers" which are run from behind a vessel. At regular intervals
along the streamers, hydrophones are attached that "listen" for sound waves produced by air
guns that are shot in the ocean behind the vessel. The streamers are dragged behind the ship at
different depths to create a 3-D grid of receivers in the ocean that capture the reflections of sound
waves as they bounce off the subsurface.
The area that can be mapped in one sweep by one such ship is extraordinary. Geco-Eagle,
the largest seismic exploration ship in operation in 1999, had a survey footprint of 11 square
kilometers (JOT 1999). Schlumberger now seeks footprints of 16 square kilometers (Swinstead
1999). Data from these streamers is gathered and transferred in real time to the instrument room
and to the control room where a controller manages the data and the positioning of the streamers.
Geco-Eagle is a massive cybernetic system for gathering information about not just the surface
of the sea floor kilometers below but also the subsurface some kilometers further down.
Examining the process behind the building, operation, and design of one of Schlumberger's
cybernetic systems reveals that cybernetic recursive information gathering, modeling, and
planning constitutes this company's research process and practice. STS researchers have
analyzed the emergence of cybernetic systems and cyborgs, human-machine assemblages that
allow humans to expand their sensorium and operate in and learn about environments in which
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no human body could survive in unaided (Haraway 1991, Mindell 2002/Forthcoming, Helmreich
2008, Fischer 2009). The massive capital and research investment such a system represents
gives a sense of the scale of how much humans have invested in the socio-technical systems
required for locating oil and gas. The materialization and co-ordination of knowledge to make
Geco-Eagle operational is extraordinary since this object is a gathering of many socio-technical
knowledge systems - ship building, navigation, acoustics, data processing, visualization,
remote controlling. As long as all of these elements work in concert, it operates as an object (cf.
Latour 2004). Schlumberger invested a vast amount of research time and engineering to achieve
the coordination that allows this system to operate.
In parallel to Schlumbergers Q-Marine systems, there is a Q-Land system for land
seismic imaging. Claude Boudoin explained to us that the on-land version of Q-systems seismic
imaging involves dropping sensors from airplanes, or laying them in networks across tens of
kilometers of land. In Algeria, the Q-land system was used to map: "44 km2 (17 mi2), with a
dense grid of sensors, equating to a density of 20,000 sensors per km2" (Messaoud et al. 2005:
51). The sensors listen for vibrations produced by machines called thumpers, which generate
sound waves or vibrations from hitting the surfaces (Bozman 1993).11 Both Q-Land and Q-
Marine are the outcome of a major research and development push by WesternGeco, a
collaboration between Schlumberger and Baker-Hughes in the 1990s:
Q is a proprietary suite of services and technologies for land, marine, and seabed used in
reservoir delineation, definition, and monitoring. It's the result of a massive engineering
effort that we launched in the mid-1990s. Q takes every single sensor measurement and
captures it digitally to enable better fidelity and much greater resolution of the field
data (Donnelly 2003: 20).
1 http://www.top500.org/site/details/1538
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The Q-system is a method of networking sensors to gather digital data in real-time from up to
30,000 different sensors: "In 2002, WesternGeco introduced the Q-Land point-receiver seismic
acquisition and processing system. The system was built to simultaneously record traces from all
of its 30,000 sensors" (Papworth 2009: no page number available). Geco has leveraged this
sensor network capacity to transform, on-land, at-sea and down-hole sensing to generate
extraordinary quantities of raw data: a pilot test of the system in Kuwait in 2004 produced:
16 terabytes of 384 million uncorrelated single-sensor seismic traces, which equates to a
single-sensor trace density of over 16 million traces per km2 - a densely sampled
wavefield by any definition. After DGF, the output trace density was 304 thousand traces
per km2and the data volume was reduced to 80 gigabytes. This was equivalent to the
conventional 1996 data volume of 48 gigabytes for the same 24 km2 survey area
(Shabrawi 2005: 63).
Q-systems network of sensors has been adapted to operate in a variety of environments
from arctic, to desert, down hole - where they can linked up in chains as tall as the Eiffel
tower 12  and strung out behind boats in streamers. The on-land sensors have been
"ruggedized" to resist frost and keep out sand, and each is equipped with a GPS unit, time-
stamping, and can transmit data in real time as well as be individually configured:
The GAC sensor.. .now features "plug-and-play" capabilities, automatically powering up
and self-testing upon connection. Cable connections have been minimized, ruggedized,
and designed to permit arctic field crews to make connections while wearing heavy
mittens - they also resist the formation of ice on connecting parts. For desert operations,
the connections resist sand intrusion, and the GACs can tolerate intense heat
environments (Papworth 2009: no page number available).
Along with adapting the Q-system sensor network to operate in these environments, large scale
mechanical systems and specialized worker teams are trained and developed for operating in
these environments. For instance, specialized machines for generating seismic waves, on-land
12 Oil and gas online 2000
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"thumpers" such as "the Desert Explorer," have been designed and developed by Geco for artic
and desert environments (Papworth 2009).
A research brochure describes the process behind designing this next generation of
seismic vessel (Swinstead 1999). Human operator behavior was modeled, three dimensional
computer models mocked up, examined, and built in model forms for experts to evaluate. The
goal of all of this design is to create a more seamless interface between humans and machines so
data can be gathered and responded to as efficiently as possible - Schlumberger reports that
$110,000 is saved each month by these design changes (Swinstead 1999). The conscious co-
construction between humans and bodies articulated in this machine through an iterative design
process can be contrasted to the relationship that human bodies like Laura's and Rick's have to
this industry. While vast sums of capital, management, and design have gone into the
construction of the relationship between workers bodies and machines, landowners' bodies
affected by the outcome of this work are marked by a near complete absence of conscious design
and modeling of how their bodies might be interactively related to the industry. As I discussed in
the introduction and chapter 1, the modularization common to industry is based on
compartmentalizing kinds of labor to create seamless interactions, developing differentiated
environments and laboring systems that need not understand one other to interoperate. STS
research has suggested that such technical improvements - like ergonomics - further
instrumentalize and compartmentalize human laborers as parts of a larger machine, which now
feels "natural," as if it were built for their bodies, and further allow individual parts to be
unaware of the entirety of the machine.
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The totalizing ideal of this ability to design for human machine interoperability is
perfectly expressed in Schlumberger's rendering of Da Vinci's Vitruvian Man. Da Vinci,
Encyclopedia Britannica argues:
...envisaged the great picture chart of the human body he had produced through his
anatomical drawings and Vitruvian Man as a cosmografia del minor mondo
(cosmography of the microcosm). He believed the workings of the human body to be an
analogy for the workings of the universe.
Schlumberger's article has transformed this iconic male into a gender-ambiguous, fully clad
laborer, complete with a protective construction hat, gloves and boots:
Figure ii.1 Schlumberger Vitruvian Worker (Swinstead 1999: 46).
If we take Schlumberger's remodeling of this image to speak analogically to the designer's
imagination of the relationship between human and the universe, the image not only naturalizes
the laborer but also the ability to redesign the fit between human and universe through machines.
The idealization of seamless control and engineering expressed here to protect the worker, makes
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an interesting counterpoint to the bodies in the gas patch, who feel they have lost control of their
bodies through their inability to control their environments: Rick's multiple chemical sensitivity
means he is unable to pick up a fork at will. On the surface, the relationship between
landowners' bodies and this industry appears to be completely undesigned. The next section
explores how through the process of simulation, some bodies can be excluded by design by
under-developing their relationships to representations.
Before the crew of the Geco-Eagle had even set foot on board, they had gone through
virtual reality training on how to operate the ship and its machinery in a virtual project space
specially developed in Norway. By the time the crew stepped aboard they had already completed
40 training courses (Swinstead 1999: 60). Even the process of how Schlumberger will go about
imaging an area is modeled through simulations: an oil and gas company typically asks a select
group of companies to bid on a contract for seismic imaging. The companies each generate a cost
estimate and simulated plan for how they will perform the imaging. Researchers from University
of Texas and Cornell developed "a simulation tool to evaluate the impact of crew sizes (people
and equipment), survey area, geographical region, and weather conditions on survey costs and
durations. Schlumberger uses it to obtain and profit from a larger portion of the global seismic
survey market." The researchers estimate that, "based on the number of surveys that
Schlumberger conducts each year, it should save about $1.5 to $3 million each year" (Mullarkey
2007: 120). The Geco-Eagle and the crew training is a product of this approach: the ship and its
humans are designed, simulated, and entrained to those simulations so that they interoperate as
seamlessly as possible (Swinstead, 1999).
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When that interoperation occurs, the capacity for targeted data-gathering is extraordinary.
Data travels to the Schlumberger super-computing hub in Houston Texas, through
Schlumberger's own satellite and digital networked data system called DeXa.Net. This private
satellite internet system allows Schlumberger to send and receive information amongst its world-
wide operations (BW 2002). The DeXa.Net VSAT "offers larger bandwidth for transmitting and
receiving vast amounts of data" (BW 2002: 1). Schlumberger co-developed the satellite system
with Hughes Aerospace in 1985. In 2002, this system was employed by Hollywood director John
Cameron to reveal in real-time television an expedition to examine the site of the sunken ship the
Titanic:
The satellite link was the lifeline of our project," said producer/director John David
Cameron. "The whole point of this show was to offer the viewer a real-time
'you-are-there experience.' For the first time ever, we brought live footage from the
bottom of the Atlantic Ocean to viewers around the world. Without Schlumberger, there
would have been no show (BW 2002: 1).
This "you are really there experience," the STS and cultural anthropologist Stefan Helmreich has
argued, is produced by an incredibly efficient masking of a titanic technical system: the ship
itself, the submersible filming, the satellite circling the earth, Schlumberger's inland super
computing hub, the LA film stage, the cable TV network and the viewer's TV, to name a few of
the obvious parts required to simulate the experience of "being there" (Helmreich 2009).
The ability of technical systems to disappear when the parts align to create a simulation
is an intentional result of Schlumberger's system architecture, the final goal of which is to create
3D simulations and even 4D simulations. Schlumberger has been perfecting processes to
combine data sets over time, of oil and gas reserves, that clients can virtually walk through (BW
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2001). Such technology is relatively "old-hat" for Schlumberger. A company memo written in
September of 1998 read:
Schlumberger advanced the use of high-performance 3D data visualization in the oil and
gas industry through the introduction of GeoViz software and the Alternate Realities
Corporation's VisionDome system, for which Schlumberger is the exclusive licensed
reseller to the industry. This combination provides geoscientists and engineers with the
first fully immersive, portable, virtual-reality environment for constructing 3D models of
subsurface reservoirs, selecting drilling targets and designing well trajectories to
maximize oil and gas recovery (Schlumberger 1998: 4).
Boudoin told us that the reservoir models could be accessed remotely from virtual reality suites
in Houston, Tokyo, New York, and Paris. At these sites, Schlumberger employees and their
clients can walk through renderings of oil and gas deposits miles below distant seas or half the
world away, which have been scrubbed of noise that could lead to artifacts as cleanly as possible:
Inside Reality [Schlumberger's propriety VR software released in 2003] is the industry's
only virtual reality commercial software for interactive well planning and real-time
geosteering. Inside Reality integrates all data types required for full reservoir
characterization. Users navigate and interact with the data by natural body movements
like walking, pointing and grabbing or by using a 3D data wand instead of the traditional
keyboard and mouse. Its unique human interface and the level of immersion it offers
encourages team collaboration and brainstorming, allowing teams to be more
creative (BW 2003: 1).
STS researchers have pointed out that there are many problems with simulations in which
the work and technical infrastructure required to produce them disappear (Masco 2006, Turkle
2009). It makes accessing the oil and gas reserves appear relatively simple, since the viewer can
manipulate and walk around in these completely physically inaccessible spaces. Joseph Masco,
an anthropologist who studies the US development of nuclear weapons and culture, examines
how it is that Native Americans, living in what he calls the "nuclear borderlands," disappeared so
easily for research scientists and the military, as bodies who might be exposed or effected by
nuclear testing. He examines how three different technical periods of human experience of the
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bomb shaped engineers' perspectives on the subject. The first period of above ground testing he
argues resulted in a kind of nuclear sublime experience in which physicists physically
experienced the terror of the bomb as a human invention: they felt the heat, the flash of blindness
during the explosion, and were exposed to radiation from the bomb itself. In this period,
researchers built physical scale models of American towns to analyze the physical impact of the
weapon, while structurally ignoring the presence of Native American inhabitants who also
gathered but "unofficially" to witness the explosions. With the discovery of atmospheric nuclear
fallout and the subsequent surface-testing ban in 1963, the experience of the bomb became more
technically mediated for weapons scientists. Gone were the bodies of the engineers; the model
towns and instead sensors were buried with the bomb to collect data on underground explosions,
and the resulting physical craters left surface scars to attest to their power.13 Still, Native
American populations were not considered as points of concern or analysis. The ban on
subsurface testing resulted in the evolution of the 3D virtual reality suites called "CAVEs." This
technology is the basis for that employed and modified by the oil and gas industry today (Turkle
2009). In these 3D virtual spaces the researcher could finally step inside a simulation of the
explosion without risking his or her body in the slightest. Masco worries that the outcome of the
simulated union of the researcher with such a destructive force obfuscates the potential for
devastation in the bomb as well as for the very real bodies that still bear radiation damage from
nuclear explosions and weapons production (Masco 2006).
Arguably Schlumberger's suites produce this same effect, because the technical system of
virtual reality simulation hides the vast network of technology required to gather the data
13 Also see Gusterson 2004.
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represented and produce gas or oil from those reserves. In these representations, the surface and
even subsurface politics can disappear because all subsurface data sets can be brought into
relationship with each other no matter what piece of surface land they might be under. Such a
unification is feasible because, while the information gathering capacity of a single
Schlumberger seismic ship is extraordinary, the kind of data it gathers and the targets it seeks to
gather information about are extremely limited. The goal is to generate a map of
only the subsurface that highlights potential fossil fuel reserves. Artifacts that interfere with that
process such as subsea mountains, or surface buildings like railroads or highways are identified
as sources of noise and written out of the picture. Use of Schlumberger seismic systems on land
by the USGS describe this process:
Care was taken to minimize the effects of man-made influences such as pipelines, power
lines, railroad tracks, etc. Even with our best efforts some of the sounding curves were
distorted due to these cultural influences. The maps and cross section presented are from
soundings that have had these cultural distortions manually removed. The distorted
soundings were made to resemble nearby undistorted soundings (Bisdorf and Fitterman
2004: 1).
In fact, Schlumberger's proprietary software, Q systems, greatest strength is its ability to
reduce the signal to noise ratio:
All seismic images include noise," Whidden explains. "What the Q system does is
minimize the noise that is recorded. And the noise that the system picks up is recorded
such that it can be removed from the final product so that the resulting image is sharper. It
is a high fidelity image," Whidden says. (Maksoud 2005: 68)
Because noise is a serious problem with on-land seismic, the Q-system is actually run first
merely to pick up background noise so that it can be edited when the seismic data is actually
being gathered. The physical and social separation between the point of collection and analysis
further winnows out the importance of any "extraneous" data other than that relevant to the
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seismic survey. For instance, the 2004 Kuwait on-land survey was performed in a region with an
"usual operating hazard" (Messaoud et al. 2005: 49):
Recent military activity in the area has left the desert strewn with unexploded ordnance
that ranges from minefields to cluster bombs and hand grenades. To mitigate these
hazards MineTech International was employed to secure the source and receiver lines,
ensuring that any ordnance found were marked and reported to the Kuwaiti Ministry of
Defense, who either destroyed in situ or removed them (Shabrawi et al. 2005: 63).
Without having to set foot in or become entwined in these explosive surface politics researchers
in Cairo were able to simultaneously analyze the data produced by the Q-system: "In parallel to
[onsite data] processing, the data were sent to WesternGeco's regional data processing centre in
Cairo. A Well-Driven Seismic processing sequence was applied with input from Kuwait Oil
Company geoscientists" (Shabrawi 2005: 68). The whole point of the remote architecture of
sensors and satellites is to make it unnecessary for engineers and clients to actually visit the site
(excluding trained seismic crews). Those who process and interpret the data are in
Schlumberger's super-computing hubs often thousands of miles away from the site of data
collection.
Listening to the Schlumberger talk, I realized that it is not that humans lack the ability to
gather and model vast amounts of data about the world around us; rather, the huge, distributed
technical sensorium and information processing system is calibrated to identify only a very
limited range of objects: oil, natural gas, and, to a smaller degree, coal. Schlumberger's Q-
system is an information architecture built to find the proverbial needle in a haystack by
eliminating the haystack entirely. It is relatively easy to find a needle in a haystack if one uses a
magnet that will only select for the needle. A magnet, however, is a very poor informational
system when it comes to telling you anything about the haystack-it is a system that functions by
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ignoring the haystack altogether. Schlumberger's vast informational system coalesced into an
event for its clients: the experience of seamless subsurface data-analysis produced by removing
any signals that might confuse the image. Such an experience provides the viewer with an
experience of total immersion in the data by actually removing the architecture required to
produce it from the senses of the viewer and, in the case of visualizations of oil and gas reserves,
the teeming political, social, and ecological life of the surface.
The second half of this dissertation will investigate the strange process by which the
hyper-developed technical infrastructure produced by Schlumberger to locate oil and gas could
be naturalized as a rational and logical-as scientific, social, and technical investment-while
environmentalists' complaints have been so often dismissed as irrational, and in a small way how
simpler versions of this mode of informating technology can be now turned towards citizen
science to fill in the gaps in knowledge produced by industrial instrumentalized tunnel vision to
address health and environmental effects. From an STS perspective, Schlumberger's technical
system, which is massive, complex, and data rich, produces a highly limited range of information
poorly adapted to note, let alone address, the social problems of individuals and communities I
worked with in Colorado. All this work, imaging, mapping, modeling and designing must
happen years before a well appears on a piece of property. Such modeling and system designing
are just the beginning of the story in contemporary natural gas and oil extraction.
A relationship built to last
This introduction to Schlumberger via Boudoin's talk reports on just the first stage of its
involvement in natural gas and oil production. A second arm of Schlumberger is dedicated to
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producing services for the extraction of natural gas and oil reserves. For instance, Schlumberger
has its own chemical company, DOWELL-Schlumberger, originally a joint venture with DOW
chemical to develop drilling fluids and hydraulic fracturing chemicals. 14This aspect of
Schlumberger's business will be described further in Part II. Schlumberger also markets
software for planning and coordinating the work of extracting fossil fuels. Work at MIT on
artificial intelligence helped build "expert system" software, programs that simulate expert
decision making, which, given parameters about gas or oil reservoirs, was very successfully
employed to determine optimal well spacing and placement (Winston and Prendergast 1986).
The close relationship between an engineering university and Schlumberger is not surprising
historically. The historian of technology David Noble argues that the development of
engineering as a discipline is wed to the development of corporate capitalism. Engineering
schools train the workforce for research and development jobs within corporations (Noble 1977).
Students are rarely taught to examine the social and cultural aspects of these industries or to
study their history and development; they are trained instead with technical skills (Downey
1998). Similarly, because of the need to stay ahead technologically, Schlumberger aggressively
recruits graduates from the top universities worldwide. Schlumberger recruits 7,000 college
graduates from all over the world every year, approximately 8% of their total work force. This
large-scale effort relies on developing deep and lasting contacts with research universities. MIT
is particularly important. The company has an:
Ambassador program, which defines around 50 elite universities around the world to
which Schlumberger wants to be particularly close. The program includes the usual
choices, such as MIT, as well as less obvious ones, such as universities in Khartoum and
Saudi Arabia. The company appoints senior managers, preferably graduates from those
14 For a brief history of the company, see International Directory of Company histories 2004, vol 59.
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universities, to manage the relationship, by attending careers fairs, meeting faculty,
organizing internships and arranging teaching visits (Innovation Quarterly 2008: 2).
Furthermore, the close relationship between companies and universities tends to produce
technical infrastructures that align with the goals of corporate development. Noble illustrates
such dynamics in his study of the development of automatic tomato pickers by the University of
California State extension services (Nobel 1977, Hightower 1978). The fact that the
development of such tools would put many pickers out of work never came into engineers'
calculations. The problem was approached from the purely technical perspective by asking how
most efficiently to gather tomatoes. The result of this focus was that the extension service
founded to support agricultural communities in fact assisted in the growth of industrial farms and
undermined worker's collective bargaining (Noble, 1977). Histories of industrial agricultural
development have shown that automation may have actually been more expensive to growers
initially, and its benefit was seen as not as a means to cut costs, but rather to weaken workers'
organizations and thwart the power of unions by reducing the size and the skill required of the
workforce. Through approaching research and development as a technical rather than as a social
or political endeavor, many of America's Land Grant universities - universities (such as MIT)
established with a mandate to help agricultural communities - played a vital role in eliminating
small farms and technologically promoting the industrialization of agriculture (Noble 1977,
Hightower 1978, Fitzgerald 1993, Stoll 1998, Stein and Tarr 1998, Kloppenburg 1998, Fitzgerald
2003).
As a data research and development-driven company, Schlumberger is particularly
interested in participating in and developing useful research programs and technology at MIT
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that might assist their technical development. It moved its primary research and development
headquarters in 2005 to a position across the street from MIT (Tuz 2004). Schlumberger reports
that the move has been a great success:
We made the move after 50 years in Connecticut and already it's paying off for us tenfold,"
said Peyret. [Olivier Peyret, former vice president for university collaborations and
recruitment at Schlumberger]. "The last time I visited, I was amazed to see how many MIT
faculty were in the Schlumberger cafeteria as a matter of routine. It demonstrates the value
to us of proximity, as well as helping people studying at MIT learn about Schlumberger
(Innovation Quarterly 2008: 4).
Schlumberger has an executive management training program within MIT's Sloan School.'5 The
company has given gifts of their proprietary mapping and data visualization tools to the geology
and geophysics departments; this software was key to the establishment, in 1999, of a new
seismic research laboratory, which "expands its research activities in petroleum reservoir
imaging and monitoring, borehole seismology and acoustics, environmental geophysics, geologic
mapping and remote sensing," 6 all tools that instrumentally support oil and gas extraction.
Chapter 8 of the dissertation further explores the specific research programs recently developed
at MIT that support natural gas extraction.
Boudoin's lecture was my first window into the web of relationships with Schlumberger
and the oil and gas industry that winds throughout a research institute such as MIT. It was a
different view of this industry than the one I had acquired living and working in the gas patch. In
the technologically-minded view on offer at MIT, the surface hardly appeared. There was no
15 MIT Executive Education Program "Schlumberger Building a Dialogue for Innovation" mitsloan.mit.edu/execed/
pdf/schlumbergercasestudy.pdf
16 MIT news. 1999. "MIT receives $5 million in software from Schlumberger New laboratory will expand MIT
research of Earth's upper crust".
http://web.mit.edu/newsoffice/1999/schlumberger.html
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mention of the people living in the gas patch in the talk, nor any mention of them in any of
Schlumberger's promotional materials. The question facing me now, as I began to have a sense
of the company as a large-scale cybernetic system stretched the world over, was: What kind of
social science could address such an entity? What kind of social science could begin to account
for this entity as a cultural actor? And what kind of cultural critique might effectively bring the
surface and its inhabitants back into view in a lecture like the one Boudoin gave? How might the
"technical" and the "political" be conjoined so that discussion of and with individuals like Rick,
Laura, and Theo could be as natural a situation as Boudoin's presentation to researchers here or
and Schlumberger's research and development headquarters down the street. How could I do
research that did more than critique the absences in the model Boudoin described? How might I
participate in constructing an alternative discourse, one that created a social, political, and
technical space for the people with whom I had worked in Colorado, about the industry here at
MIT, at Schlumberger?
Section III: From Critical Technical Practice to STS in Practice
The use of MIT Artificial Intelligence research by Schlumberger is a useful point from which to
start developing a constructive approach to researching this problem. The term "critical
technical practice" was coined by the MIT researcher Phil Agre, who, while working on Al, had
come to question the relationship between the models of human behavior embedded in Al
systems and actual human perception (Agre 1997).17
17 In the Agre followed another MIT professor, Joseph Weizenbaum, who argued against the triumph of what he
called "instrumental reason.": Computer Power and Human Reason, Penguin, 1984
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He crystallized his problems with the field of research by criticizing the assumptions built
into Al models he had himself developed, one called "Block Worlds" the other called "Pengi":
"Although intended as alternatives to the conventional theories of planning, reasoning, and
vision, these programs ultimately turned out to recapitulate some subtle confusions of the
conventional methods" (Agre 1997: 16). Both of the programs, he argued, related to the world
from a bird's eye view, as if the programs were bodiless and able to see the entirety of reality at
once and they also created a permanent link between the name of a thing and the thing itself.
STS research has shown that this "god-trick" is a common trope built into modem systems, in
which engineers and scientists alike imagined it was possible to step outside social and physical
systems and view them as whole (Haraway 1991). Interestingly, Agre argues these faulty
assumptions had also been built into Al models. Thus, for Block Worlds, "the conflation was
already hidden by a convention of blocks world: the blocks have their names ("A," "B," "C,"
etc) written on them, as if the agent's mental symbols were part of the material world,
automatically connected to the things they name" (Agre 1997). The program here embedded a
common human logical error into it worldview: objects are literally synonymous with their
names. For the AL, there is no difference between an actual rose and the name "rose" - a rose by
a different name in Block World would not be rose (nor would it smell as sweet). Add to it the
program's lack of sense of being in an actual body, and this means that the program's perception
and success navigating its world was based on its ability to see the entire world and have that
representation map exactly onto its reality, a position impossible for any intelligent animal
system operating in a non-digital space. Pengi had a similar problem with disembodiment
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because it had no physical body from which to hang its perspective on the terrain; everything in
the world was potentially relevant at all times, as if distance and location did not matter.18
In analyzing the assumptions built into his own programs, Agre notes that they emerge
from particular philosophies and cultural structures about perception, namely one that believes in
the possibility of a disembodied "god's eye-view," and another that sees only a one-to-one
relationship between the representation of an object and the object itself. In many ways, both
these problems are built into the virtual-reality system produced by Schlumberger in the 3D
suite. While the viewer has a body, he manipulates the dataset to position himself anywhere
within it, above it, or below it, and, by concealing the contingency of how it is made, the suite
suggests there might be a one-to-one relationship between the simulation and the physical
reservoir of oil and gas. As Agre argues, humans can build technical systems that present the
world to them as they assume it is rather than how it is actually experienced. These problems are
hard to notice within the discipline because, given the technical parameters built into the Al
programs like Block World, the program works; it finds its way around the terrain successfully.
This success recursively confirms the rightness of the model. Similarly Schlumberger's vast
economic success providing reservoir simulations that narrow in evermore finely on oil and gas
resources recursively confirms and re-embeds the rightness of the approach.
To resolve this problem and after reading work in Science Studies, Agre embarked on
developing a self-reflective process that he termed Critical Technical Practice, through which
engineers would be encouraged to unearth the assumptions that they had tacitly built into their
machines. His work struck a chord with other practicing STS researchers who were studying
18 Many Al people had similar realizations about the problems with their own work such as Terry Winograd
Understanding Computers and Cognition: A New Foundationfor Design (Addison-Wesley 1987, with Fernando
Flores).
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how engineers were building their worldviews into their technical systems (Downey 1998,
Helmreich 1998, Forsythe 2001).
The historian of science Langdon Winner famously argued that the development of
technology should be taken as seriously and analyzed as thoroughly as new laws are in
regulatory discussions because of its tendency to build political and cultural assumptions into
technologies (1980: 19-39). He made this argument after analyzing the structural racism
imposed on low-income, mostly immigrant or African-American New Yorkers by the designs of
the architecture behind bridges between New York and Long Island. Winner argues that Robert
Moses designed the bridges with low overpasses specifically so that buses would not be able to
travel it, thereby preventing anyone without a car from taking the bridge out of town to Long
Island. This technical infrastructure shaped the social and cultural dynamics of the city and its
extended area's inhabitants more effectively than any law. Whereas technology has been
commonly interpreted as being neither good nor bad in itself, Winner and many other historians
of technology disagree with this formulation, pointing out that technical infrastructures and tools
actively shape human society, constraining some behaviors and people while encouraging
others. 19 Most engineers, however, are seldom taught to think about their activities in political
and social terms (Noble 1977, Downey 1998).
Agre's article was given to me by Chris Csikszentmihalyi, a researcher in the Media
Laboratory who had begun merging STS, engineering, and art, not only to engage in critical
technical practice but also to develop technologies critical in exposing the politics and
19 SCOT see: Winner, 1986; Pinch, T.J., and Bijker, W.E. 1987; Bijker, W.E. 1995; Oudshoorn, N., and Pinch, T.
2003; Noble, 1977.
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assumptions built into machines. 20 For example, in order to critique of the military development
of unmanned drones weapons, Csikszentmihalyi was developing a set of "unmanned" protest
robots, which would also remove protesters' bodies from the frontline of protests. This ironic
and witty project called attention to the structural violence of drones as weapons to turn killing
into a technical project, a virtual practice where the body of the assailant is structurally hidden.
This project did not offer critique in the same way as an academic analysis of the practice might.
Rather the protest-robots were designed to disrupt the logic of drone warfare and generate a
space for cultural critique for the audience. Csikszentmihalyi, trained as an artist at Chicago's Art
Institute, is part of a larger movement within the art and engineering community to move beyond
reflexivity in technical practice and generate artifacts or practices that draw attention to politics
built into technical and scientific systems. These artists, such as a collective called the Critical
Art Ensemble (CAE), self-consciously push ideas from science and technology studies into new
forms of performing or critiquing science and technology.
I was particularly drawn to works that might apply to environmental justice issues,
including projects such as Natalie Jeremijenko's feral robotic dogs. In this project, Jeremijenko
taught inner-city youths how to wire up cheap robotic dogs with sensors for volatile organic
chemicals so they could be released in brown field sites to track pollution. Given my interest in
beagles and chemicals this struck a real chord with me. What afascinating way, I thought, of
revealing the travels of chemicals around us; what an interesting re-use of available technology;
what interesting approach to environmentaljustice issues. These events of pack releases of robot
dogs were mostly mediagenic, and the dogs often did not do much but totter about aimlessly, if
20 Csikszentmihalyi thought of this practice as "Applied STS".
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they tottered at all. But they generated a bright spark of an idea about how the public could
participate not only in generating scientific data but also in the means of gathering that data.
This idea was taken further and put more literally in terms of "becoming animal" by CAE artist
Beatriz Da Costa from California who, inspired by a picture of bomb and spy gear-carrier
pigeons used in World War II, decided to build little NOX sensor units that could be worn by
urban pigeons. This would create a real-time map of urban pollution produced by pigeons (Da
Costa 2008). What an interesting way of making use of our relationships with companion
species, of turning what might be seen as urban pests into part of how we know and relate to our
urban environments (Haraway 2003).
I was fascinated with such work and interested to see if there might be a way to draw
such a project into my dissertation research, the course of which was yet to be settled. It was in
this period I met Chris. I had known several of his students previously and admired their STS
inspired approach to technology development. In particular, the first project of Kelly Dobson, an
artist doing her PhD in Chris's group, stood out in my mind. As is the habit in Chris's group,
projects are shown through short videos. This one involved Kelly in what looked like a board
room meeting wearing an incongruous, bright blue fuzzy bag with straps over both shoulders. It
was clear she was getting tense in the meeting and looking more and more stressed out. When it
seemed she might burst, she ducked down and screamed into the bag. No sound came out. She
tucked her hair back, control regained and the meeting continued. We then saw her after the
meeting, now out on the sidewalk, still wearing the bag. She squeezed it and her scream rang out,
again and again as many times as she squeezed. " Screambody" it was called, the first of her
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wearable organs.21 Dobson's methods, along with Chris's in Protest Robots and the performances
of CAE borrow from the subject they are critiquing; they mimic, displace, or expand some item
to break the familiar experience of the object. Dobson's prostheses are not hidden; Chris's
drones protest rather than kill. Mimicry and transformation are powerful methods to begin
constructing a critique that is experienced in a medium other than the written word. As
anthropology's power has previously been argued to rest on the ability to make the familiar
strange and the strange familiar, so critical technical practice also inverts these cultural
experiences to bring their contingency to the foreground.22
Wearable organs, Dobson argued, objected to the tendency to hide and mask devices like
hearing aids, which in form she believes apologize or cover-up the wearer's issue as a disability
to be normalized. Rather she believed they should be seen, so as not to apologize or subtly
normalize or damn their wearers as deficient. Her wearable organs were attempts to keep social
needs and issues recognized while also providing aid to wearers in circumstances where they
compete with other social needs. Screambody's purpose is to provide for when you cannot
scream, so you may save it and release it later. It is an ironic social commentary that leaves
hanging the question of whether it ameliorates issues with the social process of normalization or
participates in it. As women in academia are taught early to conform to an emotionless facade,
lest we appear feminine, I understood the serious-play of this project (Geertz 1972). I was
interested to learn more about her group and so was excited to hear that Chris would be teaching
a class in the Fall of 2006 called Technology Information and Social Control or TISC.
21 http://web.media.mit.edu/~monster/screambody/
22 For more on the topic see Helmreich and Kirksey 2010.
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TISC began with an exercise, answering the question: "What is a stop light?" As you
might imagine, many students at MIT can give you a detailed description of how a stop light
works and of its component parts. That was not, however, the answer Chris was looking for. The
right answer was "A means of social control." TISC was an interesting and different class for
me. Right answers had become rare in my recent humanities education, and I was also the only
non-technologist in the group. Chris's class mixed the modes of engineering training of project-
oriented work with readings from science and technology studies. Most of the students were
unfamiliar with the readings, while I was more terrified of the projects. I came to love the class. I
liked working with the groups, even when our projects received terrible critiques from Chris,
who could be scathing. TISC's focus on critique of technology through humor and the interest in
investigating the politics built into a technology applied my ideas from STS in new ways.
After completing TISC, I approached Chris about helping me develop some kind of cheap
and easy-to-assemble sensor unit that individuals living in the gas patch could wear or put
around their property. I thought such sensors could be used to gather data on individual
exposures in a new way. The project did not flourish despite several grant applications and
interest in collaborations expressed by the Anthropology and Chemistry departments. It did,
however, pave the way for ExtrAct.
Chris's presence in the Media Lab illustrated a niche within MIT where critical self-
reflexive design flourished. His "Computing Culture" group attempted to examine the politics
built into technical systems. It was through working with Chris and attending his class that I
realized that the Media Lab and Schlumberger need not be another site for purely ethnographic
work, but could also be a site for building on the counter-cultural HEIRShip practice of Colborn,
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which sought to counter the information sequestration about chemicals used in hydraulic
fracturing. Indeed, research within STS was supporting such an approach. Mathematician and
critical theorist Ron Eglash had begun building software for mathematical modeling based on
non-western models of mathematical practice and ethnographic work that illustrates the common
use of fractals in African mathematics (Eglash 1999, Eglash et. al. 2006). His computer
programs attempt to develop culturally specific and embedded forms of mathematical work that
run counter to the western assumption that there exists only one universal "math," but rather
show and facilitate the existence of many possible "maths."
Eglash's work drew on ethnography's capacity to uncover existing modes of cultural
critique to generate alternative embodiments of that critique which materially embedded them
within an alternative technical system. Eglash did not seek to undermine math as a discipline: he
worked within math classes to develop his programs. He sought, however, to disrupt and allow
disruptive non-normative approaches to math to emerge within the space where, traditionally,
"math" had been taught as a singular entity. How might such an approach be used in the more
overtly political tensions of the health effects of chemicals used in natural gas extraction? How
might space for alternative constructions and experiences of natural gas extraction be created
within the complicit and complex space of MIT and Schlumberger's relationship?
From my research in the field described in Part I of the dissertation, the oil and gas
industry, particularly the present natural gas boom, did not feel like the same object as culturally
situated modes of math that Eglash's ethnographic work helped to re-present. It felt much more
like the quarry Colborn imagined herself chasing, which left traces all around but could not be
collected into one object. Indeed, the stark contrast between the experience of hearing Boudoin's
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lecture where I came away in awe of the technical prowess of the industry, and the experience of
extraction on the gas patch, where it was everywhere around landowners but they had no space
within it, attested to the multi-dimensional attributes of the industry, which was "visible" in
entirely different ways from different physical and cultural sites. How is one to study an industry
that plays so consciously with visibility and invisibility, that creates seamless virtual simulations
while also assisting in producing material realities (described in the introduction) as raw the
violence in Nigeria? Moreover, how is one to assemble a critical technical infrastructure that
transforms the possibility of "seeing" this industry? Chris's class had introduced me to another
researcher, the "experimental geographer" Trevor Paglen (who was trying to map an equally
challenging and taboo terrain: the US military network of secret bases). Paglen has devoted his
geographical research to peering into the black holes on America's national maps, the black holes
comprised of secret military systems, from secret military bases to classified military units and
communication systems (Paglen 2006/2010, Nato 2009). Paglen develops methodologies on the
fly, for instance, by using a camera developed for satellite imaging to peer into secret bases from
the ground or by collaborating with amateur plane spotters to track CIA rendition flights (Paglen
2006). His acquisitional, context-based methodological innovation is suited to the tracking of
objects that are either trying not to be seen, or being consciously hidden.23 This work shares the
nomad-like qualities seen in Theo's methodological approach.
As much as it is difficult, even impossible, to grasp the world in its totality through
databasing or mapping, it is also impossible to be in the world without leaving traces.
Determining how to see those traces is the shared work of both science and social sciences
23 The historian of Science Hanna Shell has written on photography, camouflage and reconnaissance (forthcoming).
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(Traweek 1988, Galison 1997). Scholarship is in itself an intervention that leaves a trace, an
attempt to summarize a pursuit so that someone else does not have to follow the same path again.
It can be an attempt to educate. It is also an intervention that has the possibility of changing or
stabilizing the status quo in tiny and major ways. Paglen calls for experimental geographers to
not just be aware that they are participants, but rather to take a position, to participate in
developing new or alternative maps.
ExtrAct, the project that Chris and I set about co-developing, builds on Eglash's practice of
working within a system to generate critique, Fischer and Marcus's interest in developing
"experimental" methods for cultural critique (1999), and the situational, tactical methods
employed by Critical Art Ensemble to borrow from and transform the object of critique. ExtrAct
sought to learn from Paglen's approaches, in order to develop situationally methodologies for
finding objects that others are trying to hide. Through the process of this work, I came to
recognize the coherence between these emerging research projects that, as Latour suggests, were
actively trying to assemble social and technical relationships that embody and enable cultural
critiques. We, the ExtrAct team, began to think of this approach as "STS into Practice" and
engaged in transforming the political, social, and technical life of this industry by:
1. Attempting to consciously develop tools that have alternative politics and intervene to help
constructively critique contemporary social, political, and technical conversation.24 ExtrAct
aimed in Latour's terms to construct new arenas from which to study and transform this
industry.
24 We also recognized that as a text can be mis-read, any tool can be detoured, hacked and transformed from its
intended purpose. Chapter 6 discusses ExtrActs experience planning for potential "mis-use" of our tools.
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2. Encouraging academic participation in the development of tools for non-profit ends, to
break down the model of corporate-centered research identified by Noble as leading to
academic work that turned political issues into technical problems or what anthropologist
James Ferguson has analyzed as "the anti-politics machine" (1994).
3. Developing a platform for alternative modes of grass roots data-gathering and research,
modes that are inherently multi-vocal and allow for emergent cultural critiques from various
participants. As Michael Taussig, a cultural anthropologist, argues: "From the represented
shall come that which overturns the representation" (1986: 135). How could we act
collaboratively with gas patch communities to generate a system that would allow them a
space for representation, through which we might assist in overturning the present
representational practices that wrote them out of the system?
4. Developing those platforms in such a way that they could be maintained and expanded
within gas patch communities and non-profit organization, in the same way that research from
MIT can be taken up by Schlumberger. In her ironic celebration of cyborgs, Donna Haraway
(1991) argued not for the elimination of cyborg and human-machine relationships but rather
for engagement with them in order to increase the range and the possibility for humans, non-
human organisms, and machines to co-exist in mutually constitutive ways. Haraway argues
that, "there is one fundamental thing about the world - relationality. Oddly embedded
relationality is the prophylaxis for both relativism and transcendence. Nothing comes without
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its world, so trying to know those worlds is crucial" (Haraway 1997: 37). Relationality was at
the core of both Schlumberger's work and Colbom's. Colborn's work attempted to chart the
relationships unexpectedly generated and explored by chemicals, while Schlumberger's
depended on the ability to build networks of relationships between different places to bring the
subsurface into view. How could increasing the ability of gas patch communities to interrelate
with similar informational database and mapping tools construct new perspectives on the
relationships this industry unwittingly generates and technologically obfuscates?
A word on caution
Chris told me that people often ask Trevor Paglen if he is afraid he will suffer retribution from
the U.S. military for his research into secret spaces. In response, Paglen argues he aims to live
and act in a world as if the scholarship he practices is accepted, because, if he shied away from
such work, it would mean that he accepted a world where it was not, a world where he needed to
be afraid. In that spirit, ExtrAct tried not just to take a position in this discourse - that
communities on the ground are vastly out-resourced by industry and have lost control over their
physical, legal, and social environments, but rather, recognizing that imbalance, to try and
generate the material infrastructure that would effect change, to try and create new possible
positions in the discourse. This is the goal of STS in Practice: to attempt to develop new
positions in discourses; not to stop at analysis; not to shy away from engaged critical practice and
admit and allow the world to be the unjust, unfair, place we fear and perhaps know it to be, but,
instead, to try through "modest intervention" (Heath 1998a) to incrementally and self-reflexively
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attempt to construct it into the socially just, free, and mutually respectful world for which we
hope.
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Chapter 5
ExtrAct:
Case Study, Methods and Background of STS in Practice
This chapter describes the beginnings of the ExtrAct project. ExtrAct was founded by me and
Chris Csikszentmihalyi, an artist and technologist at the Media Lab at MIT, and was funded by
MIT's Center For Future Civic Media.' Our aim was to develop a suite of web-based tools - an
information infrastructure - to help interconnect gas patch communities and to enable them to
collaboratively study, track, and respond to the oil and gas companies and their subsidiaries. By
the end of my research period in summer of 2010, ExtrAct had developed three tools for
community-based study of the oil and gas industries: Landman Report Card (LRC), a system for
grading the industry representatives or landmen who broker mineral leases and surface contracts;
News Positioning System (NPS), a website for geographically tagging new articles to generate
an online-geographically located shared news archive; and WellWatch, an editable wiki-database
and map of the oil and gas wells drawn from official State databases within the US, to which
users could add data on the industry around them.
This chapter examines how ExtrAct developed as a research group and we generated the
ideas behind LRC, NPS, and WellWatch. It also describes how, informed by the history of
anthropological and STS engagement with technology design and tactical media, ExtrAct can be
considered as a novel approach to "in practice" STS work, one that attempts strategically to
1 The real work of developing the ideas for the ExtrAct tools and the tools themselves was done by the ExtrAct team
which also included: Christina Xu, founder of the Awesome Foundation (http://awesomefoundation.org/), Lisa
Sumi, Research Director for OGAP, Jen Goldman Public Health & Toxics Campaign Director for OGAP, Dan
Ring ExtrAct's Lead Programmer, and Matt Hockenberry ExtrAct's web-designer and co-founder of Sourcemap
(http://www.sourcemap.org/), along with an excellent group of undergraduate researchers and interns. Thanks in
particularly to: Fernando Paniagua, Jame Rotich, Matt Gordon and Pauline Riousset.
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develop alternative space for cultural critique that transforms the discourse and practice around
the subject of critique. In ExtrAct's case, this effort resulted in the creation of web-tools that
aimed to establish spaces and possibilities for individuals, communities, and academics to
collaboratively respond and transform structural inequalities between them and the gas and oil
industry. ExtrAct's goal was to generate new forms of what will be described in this chapter as
"civic media," tools that allow communities both to report on and share information important to
their own self-interest and to act upon that information collaboratively.
In order to elucidate this process, this chapter first examines the Media Lab as a
workspace in order to describe briefly the history of anthropological engagement with design.
Second, I analyze the emergence of tactical media in order to situate Csikszentmihalyi's research
group Computing Culture within the Lab. Third, I discuss the goals of the Center for Future
Civic Media and our early thoughts about what ExtrAct could be. The fourth section explores
the interactions between Chris, me, and the rest of our development team with our collaborators
out in the Western US, including Theo Colborn and Oil and Gas Accountability Project (OGAP),
with whom we developed the ideas about ExtrAct. I expand on the process of recognizing,
discussing, and elaborating on the cultural critiques expressed by our collaborators as ideas for
the ExtrAct tools. Through this work, we developed a process for what I now describe as STS in
Practice, consisting of these five parts:
1. Collaboration with individuals in the field who are already receptive and interested in
engaging and developing alternative forms of practice.
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2. The employment of anthropology as cultural critique, particularly the formation of what
Fischer and Marcus have described as "para-sites," the intentional creation of sites for
ethnographic reflection.
3. Bringing to the surface critical practices - tactics - already being employed by
collaborators.
4. Generating moments of collaborative construction of alternative future possibilities through
"projections," or demonstrations of ideas or possible tools.
5. Using iterative cycles of design critique and development, to build on and expand the
possibilities for existing cultural critique in order to generate interventions that reformulate the
subject of study.
The chapter ends with an ethnographic description of a discussion, in which we first determined
what exactly we might build, that took place between the members of the ExtrAct team when we
returned to MIT from Colorado and New Mexico in summer 2008. ExtrAct pulled many
disparate actors and gas patch social, environmental, and political issues together to generate
new strategic spaces for the critique and structural transformation of the oil and gas industries.
This chapter recounts how we reached this goal through an STS approach to developing
technologies with alternative political economies. First let me examine the Media Lab as the
point of conceptual departure.
Section I: The Media Lab, Anthropology and designing Green-Liberalism
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In 2007, the Media Lab was a white cube-like building that housed an eclectic collection of MIT
researchers under the auspices of "inventing a better future" (Brand 1988).2 A department in the
School of Architecture and Planning started in 1985, the Lab was the brainchild of Nicholas
Negroponte, a professor who sought to build a place where multimedia and technology
development would converge. Negroponte authored a best-selling book, Being Digital (1995),
which imagines a networked world in which communication is unwired, allowing flexible flows
of data or 'bits." It's a vision which has been partially realized through modem wireless
technologies such as cell phones and wireless internet. Research in the Media Lab is sponsored
by corporate funding, and, although most of the funding is non-directed, during the period in
which I worked there, I saw a resurgence of directed funding, with big, single sponsors such as
Bank of America starting target research groups.3 Our center, The Center for Future Civic Media
(C4FCM) funded by the Knight Foundation, was one such group.4
C4FCM was unusual in the research context of the Media Lab since, as the name
suggests, its focus was on generating civic media (a term coined by Chris and his collaborators in
creating the center), tools which would be open source and therefore not-proprietary and not-for-
profit. Our interest in non-proprietary work went against the historical grain of research at the
Media Lab, which has successfully developed numerous marketable innovations and had spun
off multiple successful start-up companies. 5 The normal course for Media Lab researchers is to
advance within academia or go into high-tech industries.
2 http://www.media.mit.edu/
3 http://web.mit.edu/newsoffice/2008/banking-033 1.html
4 http://civic.mit.edu/
5 Notable products spun off from the Media Lab: Lego Mind Storm, programmable lego bricks, Aspen Movie Maps
a precursor to Google Street Views, Benton Hologram used in credit cards, Start ups from the media lab include:
One Lap Top per Child, Haramonix, the video game company behind guitar hero.
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Within C4FCM, ExtrAct did not aim to produce a product that could be bought or spun
off into a start-up. In fact, the ExtrAct project was designing for a very different audience, gas
patch communities. Moreover, ExtrAct's goal was not simply to make tools that helped gas patch
communities but rather to generate tools that assisted them in their political economic goals of
increasing the accountability, transparency and effective regulation of the oil and gas industries.
ExtrAct aspired to build tools that were in themselves cultural critiques - cultural practices that
comment on, respond to or transform shared political economic realities (Marcus and Fischer
1986).
As an anthropologist, I was not so unusual in the Media Lab as might be imagined.
Anthropologists before me had come into this terrain and even engaged in collaborative design
(Suchman 1987, Downey 1998, Helmreich 1998, Forsythe 2001, Eglash 2006). Lucy Suchman
pioneered STS research through ethnography in high-tech fields with her ethnographic research
at the company Xerox PARC. The analysis of how copy machine interfaces had been designed
with a lack of awareness about the cultural elements of human-machine interaction, described in
her book Plans and Situated Actions (1987), transformed the field of Human Computer
Interaction (HCI). Inspired by Suchman's work, engineers themselves embarked on analyzing
the situated and contextual use of machines as humans interact with them to understand how to
design human-machine interactions (Blomberg et al., 1996; Suchman et al., 1999).6 Many of the
masters and PhD students I met also had some familiarity with social sciences and the uses of
ethnography in design. The inclusion of people, as users and adaptors of technology, in design
6 Also see this special issue of The Journal of the Learning Sciences which reviews the impacts and implication of
Suchman's text: Vol. 12, No. 2 (2003)
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produced new fields of design practice, such as participatory design7 and technomethodology
(Button and Dourish 1996). Paul Dourish, a computer scientist, who was a colleague of
Suchman at PARC, was a pioneer of the latter concept, the use of ethnography in developing
adaptable systems that can be situationally redeveloped by users. However, while ethnography
has been adopted as a consideration in technology design, ethnography as a mode of cultural
critique is rarely employed to examine and transform the political economy of commercial
technology itself. The deeper cultural critiques have been glossed over (DiSalvo et al.
2009/2010, Dourish 2010). Suchman illustrates this process in her paper "Anthropology as
Brand" which discusses why, since the 1990s, anthropology has perpetually been rediscovered
by the media as being integrated as a part of design (2007). In 2005, a journalist from Business
Week, approached Suchman. He had heard the legend that her ethnographic work was behind the
"green button" on Xerox copy machines, which had been associated with making them user
friendly:
His email message explained that he was doing "a big story on the rise of ethnography
and anthropology in business." I replied that I felt that I could not bring myself to do
another interview on this topic, which I pointed out had been 'news' for over a decade,
including in Business Week's own pages (Suchman 2007: 2).
Suchman reluctantly agreed to be interviewed. The interview, sections of which are included in
her paper, ends with a long description of the findings her ethnographic research offered to
Xerox. She found that Xerox's user-friendly interface, and the green button in particular,
actually masked the skill and learning required to operate the machine, and advised that, no
matter how many user friendly features Xerox added, the user would always have to spend some
7 A full description research in field of participatory design is beyond the scope of this dissertation some texts for
further research on this topic are: Kensing, F. and Blomberg, J. 1998; Kensing, F. 2003.;
Muller, M.J. 2007, Schuler, D. and Namioka, A. 1993.
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time learning how to use the machine. She argued that Xerox should radically reconsider its
design and promotion in order not to devalue or dismiss the labor in the learning process required
to operate Xerox machines. This deeper critique of political economy, that of deskilling the copy
machine so as to render it into a mundane machine, one that anyone can use, devalues both the
machine and its user. That attempts to make machines or humans without culture are futile is
often missed, as the continued existence of the green button illustrates. Indeed, it was
completely missed by the reporter, whose next question was:
Thanks Lucy. It is clear indeed but begs the question: Did any of your work at PARC lead
to any new products or product improvements that made things easier to use or more
useful? (Suchman 2007: 3).
Suchman's analysis of the way in which anthropology has itself developed into a kind of
brand within technological development, as a discipline able to bring the exotic user into the
picture, illustrates how, while ethnography may be used in design, its strength as "cultural
critique" in Fischer and Marcus's sense of helping to identify contemporary critique of political
economies that are already being practiced is often overlooked. Ethnography is instead
instrumentalized to the technical project of generating "newness," in the sense of useful,
marketable objects (Suchman and Bishop 2000, Suchman 2007).
This same technical optimism, the idea that the future can be invented through new
technologies, is built into the Media Lab; it is an engineering ideal that technology will help
humanity build a better world (Brand 1988). Indeed, there is a pressure within the place to
constantly imagine and perform the future. Instances of this performance occur in the work
spaces of the Lab itself, particularly in the space where ExtrAct worked - the Cube, which is
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the colloquial term for the large and unique area in the basement of the Media Lab building that
was originally designed as a theatrical performance space.
As the practice of the arts lost out to the practice of engineers, the two-story, windowless
open floor plan of the Cube was overtaken by non-art research groups. The Cube's mixing of
public and private, play and work, made for a confusing and compelling workplace that conjured
up feelings of having walked onto a movie set or behind the scenes of a toy factory. It is a place
Willie Wonka might have thought of building had he made machines rather than chocolates, a
cultivated clutter that evokes a child's play space. A haphazard scaffold constructed from
bamboo, with skillful Lego models of monkeys scampering on its trusses, surrounded the main
doors. Drawer after drawer of Lego bricks of all colors and parts and shapes lined two of the
walls. A lasercut cardboard model of the Millennium Falcon from Star Wars swooped down from
the mesh ceiling. Yet the space also gave off the aura of the mad scientist or engineer. Amidst
the confusion, partially built demo models of cars and bikes whirred periodically and shared the
floor with a dress maker's form wearing a close-fitting black jacket, reminiscent of something
worn by the character Neo in the cyberpunk film, The Matrix. Remains of projects and finished
demos and scraps intermingled, and only inhabitants could tell them apart. Computers with
shifting displays waited for someone to use them; couches around larger viewing screens were
home to shifting groups of people: research meetings, demos for sponsors, casual lunches, and
late-night naps. Signs for each group hung over their spaces because there are no doors or walls
between them: Smart Cities, which hoped to design the cities of the future; Computing Culture,
Csikszentmihalyi's group, which considered how artists and technologists can refigure
technology for the full range of human experience; and Life Long Kindergarten, which
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developed playful technologies that engage the creativity of the users such as Lego Mind Storm,
all inhabited their spaces with a mixture of display and practicality that characterizes the chaotic
working environment of the Media Lab. In many ways, it was still a performance space. Here,
innovation, a staged glimpse into the future, was performed, and the space fulfilled its role
perfectly.
One common path taken by Masters and PhD students at the Lab is to develop an
innovative technology and spin it off into a successful start-up company. Lego Mind Storm's
programmable legos, One Laptop per Child, and Harmonix (the company behind Guitar Hero)
all emerged from here. 8 Many of the projects have been dedicated to cultivating spaces for
technical awareness, learning, and engagement. Computer Club House aim to create networks of
international spaces where people can learn programming or computer based fabrication
techniques respectively,9 while One Laptop per Child developed a very cheap computer with the
goal of bringing computers to every child in the world. Many of these projects share the ideal
that access to and knowledge of computers and programming is the key to building a better
future without thoroughly investigating how or for whom they will result in a better future
(Nussbaum 2007, Tech.view 2008). Questions are rarely raised about the underlying political
economy of technologies and the perpetual technical obsolescence promised by a continual cycle
of ever-generating newness to sustain the culture of inventing the future (Suchman and Bishop
2000).
In this Media Lab culture, Csikszentmihalyi's group stood out in 2008 when ExtrAct
began, since the goal of the group was not so much to produce a fix for the future as it was to
8 http://www.media.mit.edu/sponsorship/spin-offs
9 Computer Club House: http://llk.media.mit.edu/projects.php?id=203
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produce a critique of the present through the creation of pieces that tactically examined
technologies' political economy, i.e., how they generate and perpetuate particular socio-
economic relationships. The group sought to disrupt the cultural assumption being built into
technology design. A particular critique circulating in the group during my time was that
sustainable design work which focused on reforming consumer behavior as the source of
environmental problems, from hybrid cars to organic foods, failed to structurally change
environmentally hazardous production processes (Steinberg 2010). Similarly, theorists of design
have recently argued that ethnography focused on consumer choices has helped sustainable
design focus almost exclusively on creating consumers' awareness of their impact on the
environment rather than on the political economic systems of production (DiSalvo and Sengers
2010/2009, Dourish 2010/2011). At the Media Lab, this imbalance gave rise to a discussion
about how to make consumers aware of their environmental footprint so that they might adapt
their consumption choices, for instance, by turning off lights.
Environmental historian Ted Steinberg has critiqued practices which place the burden of
environmental sustainability on consumers because such approaches obfuscate the costs of
wasteful production practices that are being foisted onto consumers to clean-up. He calls such an
approach "green liberalism." It is a new mode of neo-liberalism which suggests that consumer
capitalism can solve environmental problems:
[Green liberalism] is the philosophy that consumers discover in the sprawling aisles of
Whole Foods supermarket. ... It is the philosophy that helps explain why Americans are
flocking to Wal-Mart and Home Depot for compact-fluorescent light bulbs, driving who
knows how many miles in the name of energy efficiency (Steinberg 2010: 9).
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Green liberalism is born out of the convergence of the individuated ethic of personal
responsibility, neo-liberal free market ideology, and an interest in retaining consumer driven
capitalism, in which the consumer bears responsibility for their consumption choices:
At the core of green liberalism stands what can be called the recycling ethic, perhaps the
surest sign today of virtuous environmental behavior...Recycling constitutes a profoundly
individuated response to the problem of waste. It works to the advantage of industry by
pushing the costs of business onto the public to bear. It also shields industry from any
restrictions on its methods of production (Steinberg 2010: 13).
Recycling, Steinberg argues, is actually the ingenious product of beverage companies that
externalizes production costs:
Until the late 1940s beer came in bottles that could be used repeatedly, perhaps as many
as thirty times.. .After the war the steel and can industry promoted beverage cans.
Meanwhile, beverage producers increasingly favored one-way containers because they
helped them consolidate market share. By obviating the need to deal with empties, these
new forms of packaging allowed national brewing companies to compete more
effectively against local breweries. Now the companies did not have to be located near
their customer base to deal with the left-over containers. ...By 1970 one-way containers
had made a stunning inroad into the market, accounting for 40 percent of soft drinks and
76 percent of beer sold in packages (Steinberg 2010: 15).
When trash from "disposable" containers began to accumulate, communities across the country
began lobbying to regulate the rise in disposable containers. Steinberg shows that movements to
regulate production of disposable containers has been continually active since the 1950's. The
beverage and canning industries responded to this threat to their bottom line by "adopting three
strategies: splitting off labor from the environmental movement, painting bottle bills as a threat
to consumer freedom, and plugging municipal recycling" (Steinberg 2010: 16). The split
between labor and environmental movement was induced by the development of strong unions
of canners who opposed banning disposable bottles as communism and identification of
disposable bottles as consumer freedom (Steinberg 2010: 16). By far the most successful stroke
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of these campaigns, however, was the evolution of the rhetoric that consumers are responsible
for litter and that recycling is the answer to the problem of waste from disposable containers,
rather than a change in production practices:
... curbside recycling works as a corporate subsidy: the makers of the product do not bear
the cost of dealing with packaging waste. And that is precisely how industry wants the
system to operate. As an official from the American Plastics Council put it in 1993, "If I
buy a product, I'm the polluter. I should be responsible for the disposal of the
package (Steinberg 2010: 15).
Industry supported movements developed the term "litter bug" and sponsored the development
of municipal recycling facilities.
Green liberalism brought its mode of producing design to many "green" consumer
products, placing the burden of environmental responsibility on the consumer. Annina Rfist, one
of Csikszentmihalyi's students, critiqued this system, in which corporations transfer of guilt onto
the individual consumer, with her technology "'Thigh Master,' a form of carbon penance." Rtist
designed a system for consumers to punish themselves for over-consumption of electricity based
on the cilice, a tool for self-mortification worn around the thigh by members of the conservative
Catholic religious sect, Opus Dei (re-popularized in recent culture in such Dan Brown novels as
The Da Vinci Code). The device, which wirelessly linked to technologies in the owner's
household, would grip the wearer's leg with metal spikes if electricity was consumed above a
certain level, disciplining the wearer to turn off electronic devices. As R st describes:
Thigh Master aims to balance comfort and discomfort in a meaningful way in order to
achieve sustainable change. Packaged in the form of yet another personal electronic
device, the system helps people to break out of inefficient consumption patterns. But in
addition to decreasing a user's energy use, Thigh Master can also provide relief for the
less easily measured - but no less real - feeling of individual powerlessness in the face
of accelerated climate change.10
10 http://web.media.mit.edu/-rusti/thighmaster/about.html
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In setting up the responsibility for climate change in parallel to sin - part of the human
condition that can never be removed but only be managed by self discipline - Rust makes a
larger comment on the political economy of "climate change" discussion. She draws attention to
how consumer guilt figures in perceiving climate change as a natural result of human activity
which will only be solved by disciplined consumption. Thigh Master and the Green Liberalism
on which comments ironically, I argue, both frame climate change as the result of consumers'
inability to control themselves, not as the result system of production predicated on creating
uncontrolled consumption and externalizing production costs. Furthermore, Thigh Master as
"yet another personal electronic device," Rfst's commentary implies, further contributes to the
problem of over-production by producing yet another technical non-fix for political economic
problems: like recycling, it makes the consumer feel better, while permitting a wasteful
production cycle to continue.
Like many of the devices emerging from Chris's group, the humor of the piece and its
unstable position as art object/product meant it circulated far more broadly than Ted Steinberg's
illuminating analysis of recycling. It was featured in The New York Times's 2008 Year In Ideas
series. Unfortunately, the deeper irony of the piece, that culturally attending to individual acts of
consumption with yet more consumable electronics is as unlikely to solve worldwide climate
change as a single monk is to rid the world of sin by punishing himself, is missed in the article.
The article accepts neoliberal rhetoric about environmental health problems, professing that we
all bear equal and individual responsibility for climate change:
We all contribute to climate change, but none of us can individually be blamed for it. So
we walk around with a free-floating sense of guilt that's unlikely to be lifted by the
purchase of wind-power credits or halogen bulbs. Annina Rust, a
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Swiss-born artist-inventor, wanted to help relieve these anxieties by giving people a
tangible reminder of their own energy use, as well as an outlet for the feelings of
complicity, shame and powerlessness that surround the question of global warming."
Though nascent in her work, this New York Times article fails to make the link from R st's work
to Steinberg's larger political economic critique. The tactical success of Rust's piece is in
someways undercut by the New York Times coverage which suggests that it might actually be a
useful consumer device; one can imagine an application that does not physically damage the
wearer, but may well alert them with noise or other warning to their energy consumption. As
Rust worked on this piece Csikszentmihalyi and I were grappling with how to develop spaces for
sustained critique of the oil and gas industry. The industry, like the beverage industry, excels at
finessing the face of fossil fuel extraction and passing the burden of guilt over energy
consumption to the consumer. In a small way, the reception of Rnst's work illustrated the
limitations of tactical media's serious jokes and raised the question: how does one design
technologies that exercise critique in a way that can lead to structural, political, and economic
change?
From Tactical Media to Civic Media
Rst's piece and much of the work from Chris Csikszentmihalyi's group is associated
with a larger movement in Art and Design that attends to the political economic issues and the
politics of technology. The movement has been loosely organized under the rubric of Tactical
Media (Garcia and Lovink 1997, CAE 2001, Lovink 2002, Meikle 2008). The term "'tactical
media' refers to the critical usage and theorization or media practices that draw on all forms of
11 http://www.nytimes.com/2008/12/14/magazine/14Ideas-Section2-A-t-002.html
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old and new media, both lucid and sophisticated for achieving a variety of specific non-
commercial goals while pushing all kinds of potentially subversive political issues" (CAE 2001:
5). Groups such as the Yes Men have used performance and mimicry to shed light on the
political economy of the corporate dominated media by masquerading as representatives of
DOW on a 2004 BBC program, where they formally apologized for the Bhopal Disaster and
declared that the company would be taking responsibility and compensating the victims. 12 While
the people of Bhopal celebrated thinking that they were finally being recompensed, DOW had to
formally dispel their hopes by stating that the declaration was a hoax and reiterating that they
would not in fact be compensating victims. Other groups such as the Pre-emptive Media have
critiqued both the creep of surveillance into individuals' daily lives and the rise in corporate
commerce in consumer information that is occurring alongside an uncritical demand for and
acceptance of digital media. Their projects include one that swipes and misuses bar code
scanners and RFID readers to illustrate how consumers' data is being gathered passively. 13 The
Yes Men, Pre-emptive Media, and groups like them have embraced de Certeau's concept of
"tactics" as a method to unsettle power relationships which are normally rendered invisible,
tactics de Certeau argues are "weapons of the weak" and make use of or misuse structures
around them creatively for a moment, and then disappear:' 4
It operates in isolated actions, blow by blow. It takes advantage of "opportunities" and
depends on them, being without any base where it could stockpile its winnings, building
up its own position, and plan raids. What it wins it cannot keep. This nowhere gives a
tactic mobility, to be sure, but a mobility that must accept the chance offering of the
moment, and seize on the wing the possibilities that offer themselves at any given
12 http://theyesmen.org/hijinks/dow
13 http://www.preemptivemedia.net/zapped/indexhtml; http://www.preemptivemedia.net/swipe/bar/index.html
14 Also see Scott 1985
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moment. It must vigilantly make use of the cracks that particular conjunctions open in
the surveillance of the proprietary powers. It poaches in them. It creates surprises in
them. It can be where it is least expected. It is a guileful ruse (de Certeau 1984: 37).
This description summarizes the action Yes Men very well. They had already established their
fake DOW site for a 2002 performance, when they received the invitation to the 2004 BBC
interview, which they used in a tactical manner. The power of tactics lie in their ability to
temporarily unsettle the status quo, to draw attention to the construction of the status quo, and
raise questions about power relationships, even when the practitioner has relatively little social,
economic or military might. Comedy is a common aspect of successful Tactical Media because
humor disarms the mocked and offers the practitioner temporary protection, while at the same
time critiquing them (Thompson and Sholette 2004, Miekle 2008). The temporary nature of
Tactical Media's impressions, however, creates problems. The question is often asked: Does it
work? Does it create change? (Miekle 2008).
In 2007 and 2008, Csikszentmihalyi had been wrestling with such questions along with
two other faculty members in the Media Lab, Henry Jenkins and Mitch Resnick. Jenkins and
Resnick were also interested in the structural change necessary in the political economy of
industrialization. Resnick was the director of Life-Long Kindergarten and was invested in
developing alternative learning environments where children could be involved in appropriating
and redesigning technologies around them from an early age. His group's research had helped
produced Lego Mind Storm, 15 and Scratch, an object oriented programming language for
children that taught them the basics of computer programming, including conditional statements,
loops, and recursion through a graphical interface. In its graphical interface, children could
15 http://llk.media.mit.edu/projects.php?id=1942
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rearrange coding elements like blocks to "build" programs. 16 Jenkins was the Director of MIT's
Comparative Media Studies program, which examines cultural engagement with media and its
meaning. In particular, he was interested in the possibility of moving beyond mass media in
digital culture to a culture where consumers of media could also become producers - a moment
he termed as "convergence culture" (Jenkins 2006). In 2007, the three teamed up to apply for a
grant from the Knight Journalism Foundation to start what they called the "Center for Future
Civic Media" or C4FCM.
The Knight Foundation is a non-profit foundation started by the Knight brothers, John S.
and James L., to distribute some of the profit from the Knight-Ridder Media company, which
was sold in 2006 to McClatchy, another newspaper company. Knight-Ridder was the second
largest newspaper company in the United States when it agreed to the sale. Daily newspapers
were the "civic media" of the 20th century, mediating civic life by circulating news,
advertisements, and classified ads. The rise of the internet, however, with its 21st century
structure that allows individual broadcast via the World Wide Web and the self-publication of
information on webpages or blogging software, broadened the scope of who could publish
information while radically reducing its costs (Castells 2001, Boczkowski 2004, Gillmor 2004,
Shirky 2008).17
The Knight-Ridder company was sold, in part, due to the structural turbulence that
Negroponte predicted in Being Digital; the rise of blogs and news access caused sharp declines
in newspaper sales (Seelye and Sorkin 2006). Many emerging web services cut into the bottom
16 http://scratch.mit.edu/
17 Scholarship of Digital Technologies and Networked Societies will be more thoroughly discussed in chapter 7,
which focuses on digital possibilities for STS in Practice. This chapter, however, focuses on STS in Practice as a
general method not bound to digital media. Good starting points for scholarship on the social impacts of the
internet include: Bholer 2008, Shirky and Juris 2008, Kelty 2008, Turner 2005, and Benkler 2006.
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line for newspapers in unique ways. Craigslist, an online means of circulating classified ads
which started in 1999 in San Francisco as a list service between friends, expanded into a website
where the ads could be accessed by other web users. By 2010, 50 countries had Craigslist sites
(Wolf 2009). Unlike a newspaper, it costs nothing to post an ad on Craigslist; it is machine
searchable and available anytime. The loss of revenues to competition from micro-publications
contributed to the challenge to the centrality of newspapers in civic life: "Revenue from
newspaper classified ads is off nearly 50 % in the past decade, a drop that comes to almost $10
billion" (Wolf 2009).
In addition to the financial consequence of the internet, the emergence of blogging in
1999, and, with it, the cadres of non-professional journalists generating novel sources of "news"
led to consternation in the field of journalism about the boundaries of the profession
(Boczkowski 2004, Gillmor 2004, Zuckerman 2006, Bholer 2008, Lovink 2008).18 All of the
features of digitization led to the emergence of the Knight News Challenge, a competition to
fund innovative technologies for journalism in the digital age that spent $25 million dollars over
5 years (Zamora 2009). In 2007, the first year of the competition, MIT's Center for Future Civic
Media won the largest award to date, $5 million dollars for the establishment of a center at MIT.
C4FCM proposed a center that developed new tools for what they termed "civic media", rather
than ways to keep the newspaper afloat (Csikszentmihalyi et. al. 2007).19 They took the
newspaper as just one possible tool, particularly appropriate for the days of mass media, for civic
engagement, which might well be dissolving with the new information infrastructure of the
internet. The Center was inspired by a quote from John Knight himself:
18 In Bholer 2008 particularly see Moeller, Atton and Scott.
19 http://civic.mit.edu/sites/civic.mit.edu/files/C4-Knight-foundation-proposal.pdf
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Thus we seek to bestir the people into an awareness of their own condition, provide
inspiration for their thoughts and rouse them to pursue their true interests (Knight
1969).20
Csikszentmihalyi wanted to develop civic media mentioned the second part of Knight's quote,
something that "provide[s] inspiration for [the people's] thoughts and rouse[s] them to pursue
their own interests." The center, in Csikszentmihalyi's vision, aimed not to save the newspaper
but rather to further develop the social function that newspapers provided, a space for political
and economic critique and action. Recognizing how technology design often obfuscates the
political economics of production and limits social action to consumption choices,
Csikszentmihalyi asked whether networked information tools be used to "rouse people to pursue
their true interests"? Implied in The Center for Future Civic Media was a larger critique of
postmodem media culture, a challenge to the dominant culture of Media Lab to build tools for
civic life that might enable individuals to become aware of their political economic positions and
act to change them. Csikszentmihalyi's interest in how both media and technology development
could be used to promote civic interest and action explains his interest in the gas patch
communities, which are under-served by both the media and engineering communities. As Chris
pointed out in his first memo to the Civic Media Group: "the enlightenment ideal that knowledge
leads to power or action is much like saying that birth leads to death - the details of the middle
period are sometimes important" (Civic Media Memo 1). Basing the center around this quote
put political and economic questions at the heart of the Center for Future Civic Media. What
exactly the terms "civic media" and "civic action" refer to was an explicit question investigated
and discussed at the center. By focusing on addressing structural problems of information
20 http://www.knightfoundation.org/about/
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circulation and social-political issues, like what "civic spaces" and "civic actions" are, C4FCM
placed itself in the role of developing strategic rather than tactical interventions into political
economy.
Tactics are counterposed to strategies in de Certeau's terms when they involve the ability
to generate and hold a space to create a territory:
I call a strategy the calculation (or manipulation) of power relationships that becomes
possible as soon as a subject with will and power (a business, an army, a city, a scientific
institution) can be isolated. It postulates a place that can be delimited as its own and serve
as the base from which relations with an exteriority composed of targets or threats
(customers or competitors, enemies, the country surrounding the city, objectives and
objects of research, etc.) can be managed (de Certeau 1984: 36).
Strategies can be enacted by those who have the power to occupy and delimit a physical space
that is recognized by others, whether they are enemies, collaborators, or competition. In their
heyday, newspapers had achieved this to the degree that the "Newspaper," a form of sharing
information, and journalism as a profession became a necessary element in democratic society.
The "free press" enjoyed its own rights, legal and social protection:
The 'proper' is a triumph of place over time. It allows one to capitalize acquired
advantages, to prepare future expansions, and thus to give oneself a certain independence
with respect to the variability of circumstances (de Certeau 1984: 36).
A powerful strategic position allows its holder to define what counts as knowledge and become
the authority on producing that kind of knowledge:
It makes this knowledge possible and at the same time determines its characteristics. It
produces itself in and through this knowledge (de Certeau 1984: 36).
The newspapers' loss of their strategic hold over civic discourse created possibilities for MIT's
center to enter the discourse of defining what "civic media" meant.
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In the context of this question, Csikszentmihalyi and I began discussing the problems I
had been studying in the Colorado gas patch, which mostly slipped through the current media
mechanism. It was a systematic, yet distributed, problem that could not produce enough news
play to penetrate the mainstream media. In the summer of 2007, I presented my thoughts on
Colborn's database and the problem with chemicals used in hydraulic fracturing to
Csikszentmihalyi.
Colborn's work was, in many ways, strategic rather than tactical. In both the development
of the field of endocrine disruption and in the database of chemicals used in natural gas
extraction, TEDX attempted to develop new spaces from which to contest and transform
contemporary practices. Colborn used databases as maps to generate a new territory, that of
research on endocrine disruption as well as to transform the blank spots on the map of oil and gas
extraction into sites of social contention. Having just been exposed to tactical media through a
class taught by Csikszentmihalyi and swimming unwittingly into the milieu of sustainable
design, I suggested a plan to build a wearable sensor that could be used to gather data about
aggregate exposure to chemicals. Csikszentmihalyi argued that the sensor approach was too
limited, in terms of the kinds of data it could produce. He suggested that we think more
systematically and offered the concept of a platform: some form of an online map showing data
on oil and gas wells around the country to which complaints and information generated by users
could be added. We agreed that there was no such media to see the industry collectively, through
the stories of landowners and began to talk about the possibilities of this tool as an "Action map"
through which users would be able to coordinate activities and come to see that they shared
structural problems. We imagined that the online platform for tracking the industry on a
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community-to-community level basis could scale up into an evolving map of how oil and gas
companies were acting across the country.
The seeds of ExtrAct and "STS in Practice" were composed of three elements: my
experience of anthropology as a mode of cultural critique; Csikszentmihalyi's experience with
critical technical practice; and the movement from tactics to strategy made possible both by the
civic media center's funding and Colbom's databasing work described in chapters 2, 3, and 4.
ExtrAct attempted to develop territories for communities impacted by the oil and gas industry to
find common space where they might collaborate. Examining my ethnographic analysis of
Colborn's work from this perspective, I realized I was connected to a network of scientists and
activists experienced in doing just that: using databases to articulate new spaces in the world
such as the field of endocrine disruption or resistance to hydraulic fracturing. Colbom's work
considered environmental health hazards resulting from natural gas extraction, but
Csikszentmihalyi and I wondered whether we could attend to the underlying structural
informational and technical asymmetries between communities and companies?
Section II: In the beginning there were Para-sites.
The first step of building up such a project was to solidify the network between MIT and gas
patch communities. That step required connecting with someone well-networked with and
knowledgeable about gas patch communities and issues. Based on my fieldwork in Colorado, I
suggested inviting Lisa Sumi, the Oil and Gas Accountability Project's Research Director, to join
the project. I knew that Sumi was interested in developing novel approaches monitoring and
reforming the industry from working with her while developing TEDX's database. We had
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discussed her earlier attempts to co-ordinate mining activists all across the Americas. Despite
high hopes, that initiative fell through because of difficulties in keeping everyone involved in
touch with each other. I knew that Sumi was open to developing alternative forms for advocacy
and particularly interested in the possibilities of networking communities. I also knew from our
travels around gas patches that she was well connected both with landowners on the ground and
advocacy organizations. After a conference call between the three of us, Lisa decided she was
very interested in the possibilities of starting a project. In January 2008, we began planning in
earnest. It is important to note that the ExtrAct project was not even named at this point - it did
not really exist except as a potential project related to issues of natural gas extraction. To interest
people at this stage, I spoke with them about natural gas issues in the West, mostly sticking to a
description my ethnographic work, and Chris spoke broadly about the goals of the C4FCM. We
related the two through my descriptions of the sequestration of information, the inability of
people in the gas patches to even begin to perceive whether health issues were related to
hydraulic fracturing, and Chris's descriptions of present limitations within the news media to
adequately address this problem. The people drawn to the project at this stage tended to be those
with an interest in social and environmental justice issues who also had a grasp of how social
media tools might change those dynamics.
We also needed to develop a research group within MIT capable of co-developing a web-
based project with communities impacted by oil and gas. This involved finding individuals with
programming and web-design backgrounds who were interested in the social and political
aspects of technology design. Chris found such a person in Christina Xu, a second generation
Chinese immigrant from Ohio. She was an undergraduate in Harvard's History of Science
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program completing a thesis project on computer interface design. Xu had wanted to go to MIT,
but her parents thought Harvard more acceptable. She got around her parents wishes by
basically living at MIT and becoming enmeshed in its undergraduate life and the Media Lab.
Her work organizing an extremely successful conference on the culture of the internet,
ROFLCon (Internet slang for "rolling on the floor laughing"), attracted Chris's attention.
Christina grew up on the internet; she understood the culture and could reasonably called an
expert internet user. As a teenager unable to drive in suburban Ohio, her social life was online.
Given her history of science background as well as fluency with computers, she was also able to
think about technical issues as social issues. Her advisor at Harvard had been Chris Kelty, an
STS theorist whose study of open-source and free software communities later informed the
development of ExtrAct. Xu became an essential translator between our programmer, Dan Ring,
and me.
Since it is not possible to develop software without a programmer and neither Christina,
Chris, nor I could play that role, finding one was essential. Chris found the man for job in Dan
Ring, who began programming at the age of 6 and understood computers from the inside out. He
was a logical choice, too, because he was a programmer with politics. He had been working on
one of the few critically-oriented Media Lab spinoffs, a group called Thought and Memory,
which aimed to build a database for tracking company environmental, health, and labor practices.
The son of an academic, Dan grew up in South Dakota, and he had yet to graduate from MIT
because he'd get so interested in his own projects that he had no time to finish problem sets
assigned in class. We brought aboard Matt Hockenberry to develop the "front-end" the look and
feel of the websites. Matt was a graduate of the Media Lab with excellent web-design skills and
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a history of work on projects that addressed environmental issues. One of those projects, Source
Map, attempted to develop alternative modes of product manufacture by mapping supply
chains.21
Dan, Christina, Matt, Lisa, Chris and I became the core group behind ExtrAct over the
next year, with each of us in shifting roles: Lisa coordinated field research activities and acted as
a community collaborator; Dan, along with a group of undergraduate researchers, coded the
back-end; Matt developed the front-end; Christina served as assistant director; and Chris and I
co-directed. With the core group settled, it was time to determine what we might actually do.
With the vague "action map" idea as only one possible approach in mind, we decided that a
research trip to the gas patch was the best way to develop our ideas further. The real burden of
getting the project up and running fell to Lisa, who planned our first research trip out West to
explore the gas patches in New Mexico and Colorado. The goals of this venture into the gas
patch were several: 1. To introduce our MIT team to the gas patch and vice versa. 2. To gather
and discuss ideas for what we could create. 3. To form potential partnerships in developing and
piloting the tools.
In the space of one week we met with members of three citizens alliances, three
environmental health scientists, one prominent lawyer, one national advocacy group, one
regional environmental newspaper editor, and numerous individual landowners. The idea was to
meet with as many different kinds of actors presently involved in struggles over natural gas in as
many different places as possible in the shortest amount of time. We also toured two gas patches
one in Farmington, New Mexico and the other in Garfield County, Colorado - and took one
21 http://www.sourcemap.org/
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flight over the gas patch in wilderness regions of Colorado. The idea was not to strip away the
complexity of the place, but rather to allow the team to experience that complexity collectively.
Our fieldwork was to move at a very different pace from traditional ethnography, since we were
working in the hyper-speed world of product design, not to mention the first Knight News
Challenge conference, was scheduled for June.
We worked in Lisa's network because it was the network we perceived ourselves to be
designing for: aggrieved landowners and NGOs. Both Lisa and I were well aware that many of
these groups were ready for tours; landowners frequently took journalists on gas patch tours and
specialists like Theo had presentations they were prepared to give about these issues. While it
would be important for the team to hear these messages, we needed to get beyond these scripts,
to open up a space for fruitful discussion about how we might collaborate with residents, and to
dig into the cultural critiques and tactics already in play in their communities. These meetings
needed to be "para-sites," a term used by Anthropologist George Marcus to describe non-
traditional fieldsites in which the ethnographer and the collaborators help create a space, a
meeting, talk, conference, or presentation that is:
...outside conventional notions of the field in fieldwork to enact and further certain
relations of research essential to the intellectual or conceptual work that goes on inside
such projects. It might focus on developing those relationships, which in our experience
have always informally existed in many fieldwork projects, whereby the ethnographers
finds subjects with whom he or she can test and develop ideas (Holmes and Marcus
2008: 100).
Traditionally, "para-sites" have involved meeting collaborators from the field elsewhere,
such as an academic campus. Our "para-sites" were in the "field." Our time constraints and our
goals, however, differed much from traditional field work, since we wanted to let cultural
critiques rise to the surface by creating spaces for para-ethnography by our potential
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collaborators. Para-ethnography, as Kim Fortun and George Marcus have described it, is the
ability of participants in a culture to become reflexive about their own cultures. Fortun argues in
Advocacy after Bhopal that advocacy itself is often a kind of para-ethnography because advocacy
organizations are based on cultural critiques and address cultural concerns. Para-ethnography is
not so hard to achieve in advocacy organizations, since they are self-consciously aware of the set
of cultural political economic concerns that bring them together, even if they disagree on their
exact nature or how to address those concerns.
The problem for us would be getting past the habits of presentation, the script and
practices activists employ to change the world, towards a self-reflexive conversation about how
they came to be organized, why their tactics work, how they select tactics, and hold together as
organizations. The meetings in Colorado and New Mexico were para-sites because we attempted
to compress the academic ethnographic work of becoming part of or privy to an insider
discussion by skipping the months or years of time spent cultivating relationships of trust and
reciprocity that lead to that kind of welcome. This was the reason why Lisa was such a crucial
element to the team; she could vouch for me and the time I spent with Theo, which confirmed
that we were not entirely outsiders and that our project would not be entirely outside of their
present networks.
In addition to creating para-sites in the field, we also wanted to take imaginative leaps
forward in determining what we might collaboratively develop, based on the landowners' and
NGOs' current assessments of the social, economic, informational, and physical terrain, and their
current tactics, skills, and resources. Creating tools required the participants, including
ourselves, to imagine new possibilities, or what DiSalvo might describe as projections, for future
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organizing (DiSalvo 2009d). Building on Dewey's conclusion that publics are actively
constructed, DiSalvo, a design theorist, identifies two tactics which help build publics through
design: the tactic of projection and the tactic of tracing. He describes projection as:
Within the context of the construction of publics, the tactic of projection can be defined
as the representation of a possible set of future consequences associated with an issue.
Projections are based in facts (or least information considered fact)-they are not
fictions. Projections are an advanced indication of what might be, informed by
knowledge of the past and present, and rendered by means of a skilled supposition of how
the "yet to come" might occur and to what effect (DiSalvo 2009d: 52).
Projections help constitute or reflect on consequences of future possibilities by offering potential
visions of the future, not fully realized but plausible enough to inspire conversation about how
that future might realize or transformed. Each meeting, I found, hinged on the move from a
space for critical reflection to a conversation, established through a moment of "projection,"
about the critical construction of possible futures by embedding cultural critique into the design
of technologies. The use of "projections" is very similar to and draws upon the demo culture
common to the practice of technology design. For example, twice a year at MIT Media Lab,
open houses are held for the benefit of sponsors, during which all the research groups produce
demonstrations that give sponsors a sense of their work even if they haven't completed their
fully-functional product. Demos sometimes seem like Hollywood sound stage where painted
fagades provide the semblance of a street. Since the aim of a demo is to induce excitement in the
sponsors, they project what the world could be like with the final product in play. Our group's
projections and subsequent design discussions differed from those at the Media Lab, however,
because we used projections to imagine building publics around DiSalvo's second tactic-
tracing:
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As a tactic, tracing takes on dual meanings. First, tracing is a following back to what
Dewey calls "the origins of an issue." Inherent in tracing is the activity of revealing, of
exposing the underlying structures, arguments, and assumptions of an issue. Second,
tracing is an activity of "mark-making." To trace is to follow and record the presence and
movement of an artifact, event, or idea. Within the context of the construction of publics
the tactic of tracing can be defined as the use of designerly forms to detail and
communicate, and to make known, the network(s) of materials, actions, concepts, and
values that shape and frame an issue over time (DiSalvo 2009d: 55).
Frequently our projections helped us to imagine collectively the transformation of the
discourse around natural gas that would take place if the means to trace the industry's diverse
and distributed impacts and actions were created. Tracing is a powerful means of constituting
publics because the activity of tracking an artifact brings all of the places and people whose
existence is shaped by and shape that artifact into a relationship. Colborn's work building
databases and deploying them as maps is a tactic of tracing that produces new publics - the
"pack" of endocrine disruption researchers and the community of illnesses and ill related by gas
development. To employ de Certeau's terminology, tracing is a tactic that can produce a new way
of organizing, perceiving, and, inhabiting physical space that generates strategic power.
The following sections illustrate the approach to STS in Practice as ExtrAct developed it
through examples from our "field work" in order to situate our design approach and
interventions. It is useful to formalize these steps in an idealized fashion, although in practice we
intermingled them:
1. Using ethnographic techniques to generate para-sites for reflection and the articulation of
political economic critiques with collaborators from the field.
2. Employing projections to help stimulate collective discussions of imagined possible futures.
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3. Moving iteratively between steps one and two to understand how technologies for tracing
might be developed and deployed to generate strategic spaces for publics shaped by critical
technical practice.
By the end of the trip we were all swamped with an overwhelming range of experiences
and ideas. But we also had the shared sense, based on our numerous discussions, that
information technologies that aggregate available data with user-generated information and
allow for filtered and targeted examination and dissemination of that aggregated data, could
facilitate change in the industry. The next section describes the research trip in detail to give the
reader a sense of what this forest looked like and our process of stepping back to see it - or
rather inventing ways to see the forest - by focusing on the collection of information from the
trees and increasing communication between them.
Section III: Parasites-cultural critiques-collective projections
To illustrate the process of articulating cultural critique through "para-sites" and the use of
projections, this section is organized around the cultural critiques that emerged during our
research. Descriptions of how we collectively began 'projecting' ideas for further collaborations
are also interspersed throughout the section.
Cultural Critique 1: The physical landscape's history shapes in this discourse.
While the last section focused on discourse with human actors, it is important to bear in mind
that, in terms of design and development, the landscape itself is an actor in this discourse. I
situate the story in the larger narrative of Colorado's landscape, through which one must travel
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conceptually and physically to encounter gas development in context. Natural gas-rich basins
brought the gas industry and, eventually, the ExtrAct team to New Mexico and Colorado. Our
first port of call on our research trip was the San Juan Citizen's Alliance offices in Durango,
Colorado. Durango is a small picturesque town at the base of the San Juan mountain range.
Since the previous chapters explored the gas patch from Paonia, let me describe the lay of the
land between that small mining community and Durango. Driving southwest from Paonia takes
you out of the lush mountain valley area of the Western Slope and follows the western fork of the
Gunnison river to the arid grey and yellow mesas that surround the sweltering non-tourist towns
of Delta and Montrose. Passing through these towns, where dust storms are not uncommon and
tumble weed does blow across the roads, you gradually approach the San Juan mountain range,
home to the expensive ski resort Telluride. As you travel, the landscape becomes greener and
cotton woods begin to line the roads, which wind toward the mountains. You come to the town of
Ouray, famous for the hot springs around which the town improbably sprung up, nestled in
against steep sheer cliffs on three sides. Waterfalls tumble abruptly toward the town at the
beginning of the drive on The Million Dollar highway toward Red Mountain pass. Why anyone
would want to cut a road snaking around such sheer drops without guardrails becomes apparent
as when you learn the source of the pass's name, the first traces of which rush alongside you in
the reddish waters of the Animas River. The local towns' names, Silverton and Irontown, along
with industrially sublime, rotting mine infrastructure, remind you of the region's history as you
drive along. The stark rust color of Red Mountain's bald peak speaks for itself: it is a mountain
so rich in iron that it proclaims its riches in shades of iron oxide, burnt red against blue sky. The
slag heaps, ochre water color, and crumbling mining machinery attest to the destruction the
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harvest of those riches brought. The mining areas are now sites of major environmental
remediation efforts because of arsenic and heavy metal contamination in the water. Despite the
green re-growth, there is no covering up of human imprint on the mountain. The towns are all but
empty in the winter months, but become tourist hotspots in the summer. Visitors are ported up
the mountain by a quaint, coal-fired steam engine that sets off twice daily from Durango.
Driving through these lands of industry-past, you cannot help but compare the cases of modem
natural gas and other mineral development in the region. Will tourists photograph the gas patch
someday? It was clear from reading the cultural and physical landscape that extractive industries
had a long history of shaping this region of the West, as described in Chapter 1. Winding back to
the tree line, you pass through groves of quaking aspen, a rhizomatic organism in which each
tree in a grouping shares an underlying substructure. The turning of their leaves - the topside
bright green, the underside a dusty light green - creates a shimmering canopy that trembles and
changes with the wind.
In their book A Thousand Plateaus, the theorists Deleuze and Guattari employ the notion
of rhizomes to challenge the modernist tendency to make divisions between objects. Thinking
about rhizomes focuses attention on the subterranean interconnections between things which
appear on the surface to be independent of each other. Gas development is a rhizomatic business,
in structure and in function. Structurally, gas patches are built as rhizomes: individual wells, like
quaking aspens, tap into a subsurface structure, the geological formation. They are connected by
pipelines, which take the gas away to refineries, where it is processed for the energy and
chemical production. The companies involved in gas extraction are also arranged in a rhizomatic
structure, forming networks of heterogeneous groups, including oil- and gas-field services
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companies like Schlumberger and Halliburton, giant multinational energy companies such as BP
and Shell, and the Wildcatters, small scale "mom and pop" drilling operations. The development
of rhizomatic structures linking gas patch communities became a useful operating metaphor for
ExtrAct as we developed ideas as to what we might do. Chris drew on the metaphor in his first
presentation of the project at the inaugural Knight News conference later that summer. He
connected ExtrAct's mission to the larger critique of network societies (from Manuell Castells
2000) which claims that networked corporate entities are able to generate spaces of flows, flows
of information, people, and things between physical spaces, whereas communities on the ground
in spaces of place are unable to control and order those flows. Drawing metaphors from the
environment, the practice of oil and gas extraction, and social theory helped us early on to
conceptualize the ways in which ExtrAct could structurally intervene in the industry.
As the next few sections describe, thinking about rhizomes led us to focus on the
moments of interconnection between very different groups and interests, in order to consider
where they were at present and might be interwoven in the future. If difference of interests and
issues had been the point of focus in our meetings, ExtrAct would not have come about. Instead,
we focused on the relationships between diverse groups - lawyers, landowners, NGO's,
scientists, MIT, and the Knight Journalism foundation. ExtrAct was an experiment in forming a
rhizomatic structure for the various individuals and interest groups that were managing
relationships with the gas industry. At its most mundane, it was the process of seeking out the
points of interconnection between those individuals and making MIT and ourselves relevant to
them. Returning from the mountain was a return from the metaphorical to the mundane: driving
down from the San Juan Mountains and concentrating so hard on sharp turns at high speed in the
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sometimes heavy traffic of trucks, tourists, and other travelers, you get back to Durango and its
all-too-familiar strip mall sprawl of franchise hotels and fast food in a surprisingly short time,.
Cultural Critique 2: Geographies of resistance-Place matters
Thinking about how extractive industries managed to build a rhizomatic structure effectively led
us to investigate why a similar structure was hard for people on the ground to achieve. We
concluded that the interoperation of a variety of different geographies make a rhizomatic
examination of the industry challenging. This section draws together three social and physical
geographies that present NGOs, citizens alliances, and individuals developed in response to the
industry: first, the geographically conceptualized San Juan Citizens Alliance that serves
communities in the San Juan oil and gas basin; second, OGAP, a national organization which is a
hub for coordinating legislative action at the national level and supporting the growth of other
geographically local citizens alliances; and third, the ranch owned by the Fitzgeralds, two
prominent activists involved with both the Alliance and OGAP. I lay out these three sites to give
the reader a sense of the range of "meeting places" we encountered: the meeting place of
legislative agendas, the meeting place of shared geographic space, and the meeting place of
private land with gas development. The three meeting places intersect and diverge to form three
places to approach changing the process of gas development. Understanding how these different
geographic and organizational focuses were tactically deployed and interrelated was vital to
contextualizing how ExtrAct might also intersect with them and strengthen their intersections
without eliminating the differences in their different approaches to the problem.
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Durango's historic main street makes clear that the town has invested heavily in
maintaining the quaint feel of the town center for the lucrative tourism industry. The street is
lined with gift shops selling such things as minerals, fossils, and expensive Native American art
works from the nearby Southern Ute and Navajo tribes. There is also a range of upscale
restaurants, serving anything from French to sushi and Thai, along with bars and microbreweries.
During the summer the street is bustling with families, outdoors folks, and locals. Across from a
cafe, squeezed beside a brew pub is the easily missed, is the door to the San Juan Citizen's
Alliance office (SJCA).
SJCA has a row of three adjoining offices up a flight of stairs from the main strip. The
five of us trooped up them at 10 am on a warm, bright May day to meet with the leaders of the
Alliance, employees Josh Joswick and Steve Kaiser, along with the Executive Director of OGAP,
Gwen Lachelt, OGAP's new Director of Research Renee, and Amy, an alliance member. While
OGAP is focused on oil, gas, and mineral issues nationally and has offices just down the street,
San Juan Citizens Alliance has a larger but more regional purview, since their organization deals
with issues from immigrant rights to forest and wildlands protection, river and energy issues,
which include gas development as well as proposals for a coal-fire power plant in the area.
OGAP and SJCA overlap and keep in close contact on oil and gas issues but are autonomous
organizations. SJCA is a grassroots organization with a regional member-base. It has three
offices: one in Cortez, Colorado, one in Farmington, New Mexico, and the Durango base.
Interestingly, SJCA is organized on the basis of the unifying geographic features of the
Four Comers area in the San Juan Basin, rather than by state boundaries. The San Juan Basin is
made up of sedimentary rock deposited in the Mesozoic era. It is rich in coal and uranium. The
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coal bed, known as the Fruitland Formation, has trapped gas which is known as coal bed
methane (CBM; methane is the primary energy source of all natural gas). The coal seam runs
unevenly through this 46,000 square mile area encompassing northwest New Mexico, and
southwest Colorado. In 2007, the Fruitland coal formation in the San Juan basin produces 1.32
trillion cubic feet of natural gas, making it the largest coal bed methane natural gas producer in
the country (EIA 2009). The San Juan Basin is also a drainage basin, that is, a region that acts
as a filter or drainage of water - a very natural large sink with streams that eventually drain into
San Juan then Colorado Rivers. For an environmental group seeking to manage wildlands, river
issues, and energy issues, organizing around the basin rather than by state allows for a more
comprehensive approach to the geography, organisms, and environments that share it.
Earthworks' OGAP is a national organization consisting of a paid staff and 28, 000
members nationwide (OGAP started as an independent organization and later merged with the
larger mining NGO, Earthworks, which is based in Washington, D.C.). Although it began in
Durango, OGAP is not organized around a specific geographical area but rather around policy
issues, and it seeks to influence state and federal regulations of the mining industry regardless of
geography. OGAP has played a large role in the attempt change landowner rules and other State
regulations in Colorado (and numerous other states by) promoting and organizing citizens'
alliances across the states. They pursued a similar campaign in New Mexico and more recently
began reaching out to communities in Texas and in the North Eastern United States. OGAP
depends on small citizens' alliances like SJCA to organize grassroots, geographically based
coalitions. OGAP provides support to such groups by training organizers, sharing successes
between states, and drafting legislation. In many ways, OGAP acts as the networking hub for
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citizens' organizations, although it also has direct communications with local groups and is the
go-to site for emerging citizens' organizing in areas where gas drilling is new. It is often the first
point of contact for concerned citizens in regions unfamiliar to gas development. The most upset
and most dedicated of those citizens often become organizers in these new areas. OGAP helps
facilitate this process if possible by providing informational resources and setting up meetings
where landowners from impacted areas can educate landowners in new drilling areas. The next
chapter looks at OGAP role in the launch of citizens' organization in the Marcellus Shale and
Texas regions.
For Lisa Sumi, who was also OGAP's research director, our research trip was something
of a homecoming; she had strong ties to each of the groups, having lived in Durango and worked
with them for years. After the bustle of settling in and plugging in our computers, the meeting
started off - a little awkwardly, since so many of the people present weren't acquainted. I
checked to see if we had permission to record the conversation and hesitantly began to speak.
After a rushed breakfast conversation on how the meeting would proceed, we decided to begin in
a very open-ended fashion, forgoing the presentation our ideas of what we could build so as to
hear the needs of OGAP and the Citizens' Alliance first. We began with a round of introductions
that became too cursory to be useful. I tried to set a more open tone by explaining a bit more of
my background and how I came to the issue through my work with Theo Colborn, which helped
others present more of themselves. Gwen Lachelt, OGAP Director, spoke after me. Gwen is a
tall, brunette, formidable-looking woman whose appearance harmonizes well with the mountain
setting. She founded OGAP after drilling began in the San Juan Basin in the 1980s.
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Later on that afternoon, we met two of Gwen's collaborators in founding a resistance to
the Gas Development in the La Plata County, Colorado. In sharp contrast to the professional
meeting places of SJCA and OGAP's downtown offices was the meeting place of the Fitzgerald's
home, where resistance to drilling happens in day-to-day co-habitation with the industry because
on the gas wells on and around their property. The Fitzgeralds are an activist ranching couple,
who live outside of Durango. They had been with OGAP since before it was first named, back in
what Lachelt described as "good old direct action days" of the early 1980s, when drilling had
first come to the San Juan Basin. Alongside Gwen, they blocked bulldozers to protest the
drilling of gas wells in the HD Mountains of the San Juan National Forest. We drove to their
place, along dusty, rutted, single-lane roads, passing through scrub brush and over arroyos, little
waterways that carve deep winding grooves in the yellow and grey parched earth. Their dogs
met us first, bounding up to the car. We parked by a horse-drawn buggy that the Fitzgeralds use
to take produce to market. "Manure-movers of the world" read Terri's dusty sweater, an
appropriate and ironic slogan for this life-time activist who wears her life in the sun in the lines
on her face. Jim and Terri have lived in their 300-acre property for the last 40 years, growing
veggies for the local market and raising sheep, a few milk cows, horses, and donkeys. Their
rough hands, practical rubber boots, and worn jeans made a striking contrast the car video
cameras, computers, and recording equipment we unloaded with our pale, tailored-for-typing
hands, sun-screened faces, and squinting eyes, unaccustomed to the heat and sunlight of early
May. Out of the dusted parking area, past the buggy and over a little irrigation ditch we walked
toward their small wooden house, backpacks and tripod over our shoulders like we were on an
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expedition; the dogs rushing back and forth, herding us the entire way. They welcomed us
somewhat cautiously into the 19th century homestead of dark worn wood.
It was surprisingly dark and warm inside, heated by a wood stove. Light streamed in from
a single window above the door, a steepled stained glass church window they had added. The
yellow and purple glass diffused the sunlight, except for one uncolored pane in the lower right
hand corner, which let in a column of light that framed Terri perfectly as she scratched her cat's
back and reflected on life and activism in the gas field. We settled in rather awkwardly on an old
sofa and an eclectic mix of chairs before the wood stove. I placed my iPod at the center of the
well-worn rug of indistinct colors on the floor, and Chris asked if he could set up the video
camera. Our group fit in much more easily at SJCA's office, where wall sockets were readily
available. The Fitzgeralds' was physically more comfortable, but we were all somewhat more
confused professionally. Here, while physically more comfortable, we were all somewhat more
confused professionally. However this scene was the frontier of gas development, around which
we needed to design; one of the homes and households across the country where co-habitation
with gas extraction was becoming inevitable. In the gas patch communities, various sites were
already connected, and, if ExtrAct wanted to join that conversation and create discussions about
how MIT might participate, we would also have to collaborate with them. Moreover, to succeed,
the web tools we wanted to build had to function smoothly across environments; they had to be
adaptable and usable at each meeting place.
Cultural Critique 3: Technology won 't solve this problem, people will
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Wherever where we were, conversations always began somewhat awkwardly. The Fitzgeralds
were somewhat confused about why we were there, having heard, as in a game of telephone,
some version of our project's goals from Gwen and Lisa. Initially, they were pretty guarded and
conversation was slow. After we passed pleasantries, put coffee on, and they had caught up a bit
with Lisa, we made our first sally as to why exactly we were crowded into their living-room. I
started off talking about how the project came together while I was working with Theo as an
anthropologist of science. As I retraced the emergence of the project, I was conscious of how
much my role was shifting. In my normal ethnographic mode, I would have been scribbling
notes and keeping quiet, letting conversation flow around me. But now I was making eye
contact, looking back and forth between the group from MIT and the Fitzgeralds, hands and
mouth in motion, body leaning forward, in what felt uncomfortably like a sales pitch, a search
for the hook that would open up the conversation and bring the activists on board. Telling them
about working with Theo, developing the database, and tracking the toxic issues got the ball
rolling, if slowly. Jim and Terri said that they also knew Theo, and they needed to ask her
opinion about the current rule-making on toxics. They mentioned that they were currently
involved in water-use issues themselves. They had found that the hazards of chemicals used in
gas extraction provided a new point of leverage, a way to reinvigorate the community in their
area. I got to the end of my backstory and introduced Chris, gratefully sliding out of the hot seat.
It seemed for a moment that the little momentum gained from the conversation about toxics
might be lost as Chris started speaking about the possibilities of online organizing. Jim's brow
creased and Terri looked away: they were dubious about the role technology could play. Terri
personalized it -"I've never sent an email; I wouldn't know where to start. Jim sends our emails
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and checks them once a week" - and Jim operationalized it - "technology won't fix this issue;
people will," he said, standing and beginning to hold forth on the importance of face-to-face
interaction. I had a sinking feeling, followed swiftly by a moment of self-criticism, followed by
confusion.
The choice between the position of ethnographer and participant is continual and subtly
presented in tiny moments, in which you must figure out how you feel and what you should do
next. For instance, when listening to Jim and seeing plainly that, in his mind, he had erected a
wall between technology and people, the salesperson in me panicked. I thought, Well I'm going
to have to try another tack to get him to see this differently. For as second I even floundered,
thinking, This is a lost cause. As an ethnographer I would have thought, Isn't that interesting.
What does face-to-face interaction have that the technology doesn't? What is lost? What is
technology to Jim? Clearly Jim, as Chris pointed out when we drove home, is not technology
averse, since they get their electricity from solar panels and he uses email-even using a horse
and buggy is using a technology. So what did Jim mean by technology? What concern was he
using the word to stand for? As an ethnographer, your care is to understand the particular make-
up of Jim's mind and how that might explain your interaction with him. But as a co-director of a
project that you are trying to get off the ground with people like Jim both as participants and as
important vectors for bringing other people in their community on board, your success rides on
his favorable opinion, his imagination of it working. They are complicated roles to balance in
one's head, though, in practice, they are not as incompatible as they seem on paper, since finding
a way to make what you are saying recognizable and sensible through someone else's point of
view depends on connecting with their point of view in the first place.
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Chris and I had already agreed that the goal of this trip was not to present people with our
ideas but, rather, to find ideas in their stories, in a sort of instrumentally ethnographic approach.
So instead of challenging Jim on whether or not technology could replace human-to-human
interactions, we agreed with him, and asked why human-to-human interactions were so
important and where he had found such interactions to be successful. After turning the
conversation over to their stories, something in the conversation broke wide open - the barrier
of "That can't work," was replaced with "That would be interesting," and then "Well what if it
could do this?" and an excited "What if we did it that way?"
The most effective tool for tactically transforming gas development, the Fitzgeralds felt, was the
personal stories of landowners; the sharing of stories, they thought, leads to the formation of
collective concern and anger. Jim illustrated his point by telling a story about the frustration they
had experienced when making complaints about gas extraction to county officials. The county
had once held meetings to hear landowners' complaints, and the occasions were great
opportunities for people to come together over similar issues. One landowner would get up to
speak about his problems, and others in the audience would hear it directly and chime in with
their own problems - the meetings gave rise to moments in which landowners could recognize
their issues and anger as shared. Then the county imposed a rule that barred repeat complaints.
People were prevented from speaking if their issues were similar to concerns that had been raised
earlier. When the tactic failed to control the crowd, the county switched from meetings to "open
houses." At the open houses, landowners waited in line to present their problems individually to
county representatives, so they ended up sharing stories much less. The landowners' ability to
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recognize themselves as a collective calling the county officials to account was further damaged
when the county attempted to automate the complaint procedure by having landowners record
their complaints by video instead of in person. This was the 'technology' he doubted, the
replacement of talking to people, the vast difference between sharing your outrage with a video
camera for a recording that you doubt someone will watch and expressing it to an actual person.
The common thread of the meetings with the Fitzgeralds, SJCA, and OGAP, which they
each brought up para-ethnographically, was that their work depended on sharing stories. Much of
the Fitzgeralds, OGAP, and SJCA's activities involve coordinating and collecting these stories.
The Fitzgeralds reminisced about occasions when they felt their storytelling had been most
successful: OGAP had organized a trip to Alaska and to Trinidad, Colorado, where gas
development was just beginning. The Fitzgeralds had gone along to act as educators to the
novice communities and relate their experiences of living in a gas patch. They felt that these
trips had been tremendously successful in educating the communities about gas development.
But why were the moments of face-to-face interactions between landowners so important, we
asked? Jim explained that, in the process of gas development, companies make individual
contracts with individual landowners, and they often turn neighbors against each other. In much
the same way as the county had actively separated landowners from one other so they could be
managed as individuals rather than as a collective, the process of developing oil and gas also
employs these "divide and conquer" techniques. The tactic, as the Fitzgeralds described it, is
used at very beginning of gas development. For instance, when William Perlman, a drilling
company, wanted to drill CBM wells in their area, company landmen were sent up from
Louisiana to go from house to house, providing and gathering information about drilling. In the
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course of their initial "outreach," they would try to find out who lived next door and what the
neighbors were like. Then, after a few visits, the landmen started telling their own neighborhood
tales: "Do you know what Judy down the road said about your husband?" They spread choice
and juicy gossip. They also started telling people how they were offering them the best deal -
they should not chat with their neighbors about it but jump on the deal that was being offered
now. One of Fitzgeralds' neighbors, offended by the gossip and concerned by the suggestion that
they take this deal without consulting their neighbors, got in touch with the Jim and Terri to see
what they were made of the situation. Together, they all realized that they shared the feeling of
being rushed, the suggestion that they should keep their interactions with the landmen to
themselves. Outraged, they decided to call a neighborhood meeting; the whole community got
together and started talking about the rumors they all had been told. They realized the Landmen
had been subtly dividing them to find out who was the softest touch, who might accept a well on
their property.
Wised up to this approach, the residents tried to call a neighborhood meeting when the
next gas company, BP, began calling in the area, in order to meet with the corporation's
representatives collectively. The landmen initially refused, but, eventually, they agreed to attend.
The Fitzgeralds notified the neighbors and scheduled a feasible date, no small feat when a
neighbor might be miles away. Then, at the last moment, the landmen changed the date. They
tried for a second time, and the landmen changed the date again - finally, a third meeting was
arranged. But they reached a new dead end. The gathered neighbors were told that if they did
not negotiate a surface contract, one of them would simply be bonded on; that is, the company
would give a bond to the state as insurance against property damage and go ahead with
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development without consent from the surface owner. Trapped by this threat, one of the
neighbors broke down and made a deal. The Fitzgeralds were forced to suffer a massive engine
running outside their house round the clock for five months straight.
After talking for four hours at the Fitzgeralds' house, we bounced down the road in their
dusty Ford with the dogs on our laps to visit the well on their property. Laughing about the video
they shot during the well pad construction, the Fitzgeralds went into detail about all the gas
company's many errors: their failure to properly replant the trees, the run-off, and the
construction crew attempt to to stop them filming on their own property. It was clear that co-
habitating with gas development put landowners were in a good position to develop an
awareness of gas industry tactics and to report on the process of development. The problems for
ExtrAct lay in making use of landowners' knowledge and circulating their reports, especially
while the industry and regulatory agency was actively undermining the emergence of collective
structures.
Cultural Critique 3: Foster unlikely alliances
The conversation about the power of stories and the problems of forming collectives led to a
discussion of a second tactic, which the SJCA and OGAP had employed with success, to improve
the negotiating position of landowners: the building of alliances between social organizations
normally in opposition to one another, such as Cattlemen's associations and the
environmentalists. In the West, ranchers and environmentalists are traditionally at odds, since
environmentalists aim to protect wilderness while ranchers push for expanded uses, such as
grazing, on wild-lands (White 1991). During our morning meeting, the SJCA and OGAP staffs
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described their recent remarkable success in passing state bills to protect Landowner Rights in
both Colorado and New Mexico, achieved through forming coalitions between the two groups.
When drilling began in New Mexico, there were no regulations protecting surface owner
rights and there was no requirement for written agreement between extraction companies and
surface owners about where the well would go on the property. Nor was there a requirement to
pay the landowner for surface damages and the use of their property. Since 2000, there had been
a dramatic increase in gas extraction in New Mexico with "more than 2,100 new wells per
year."22 The lack of protections for surface property owners in New Mexico had upset more than
the environmentalist groups. The Cattle Growers association and the Farm and Livestock Bureau
were also upset. OGAP formed an alliance with the Cattle associations to support a
"Landowners Rights Bill" or House Bill (HB) 437. The alliance convinced lawmakers to draft
and pass a bill which required drillers to give landowners 30 days notice - initially they asked
for 45 - before beginning any oil or gas extraction and further stipulated that they provide
affected landowners with information on the "proposed operations" and present a surface use and
compensation agreement to the landowners. The landowners had 20 days to accept, negotiate
changes on, or reject the contract. If they did reject the contract, however, the oil and gas
company could "bond on" - drill without landowner consent and post a $10,000 bond to the
State of New Mexico's Oil Conservation Division before they began operations, to be used for
the benefit of the landowner in case of damages that occurred.
Before the new legislation, landowners used to have to prove that an oil and gas company
was "unreasonable" in its development in order to claim money for damages. HB 437 removed
22 http://www.earthworksaction.org/pubs/HB437FactSheet.pdf
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the "unreasonableness" proviso, simply requiring landowners to show proof of damage. This
bill, despite its allowance of bonding on, dramatically changed the negotiating position of
surface owners in New Mexico, and, as Gwen described it, would not have been possible without
the support of the Cattlemen, who do not ordinarily consider themselves environmentalists. 23
More recently, OGAP, SJCA, and other groups drafted and lobbied for a very similar act in
Colorado, House Bill 1252.24
Cultural Critique 4: importance of local regulation and community planning
The Fitzgeralds described to us later that afternoon, however, that the focus on surface
owners who actually sign contracts with drilling companies has left neighbors and non-surface
owners out of the loop, even though they are still impacted by gas patches. One example was the
neighbor on the left-hand side of the Fitzgeralds' property. The neighbor was a surface owner,
and, wanting to keep the well and the roads as far away from his house as possible, had pushed
for the well to be on the very edge of his property. He cut a deal and the well was drilled right
alongside the property of his neighbor, who was impacted by the noise and the traffic. Jim and
Terri wished there were a way that the county would act as a planning agency, to help manage
these issues on a community wide level. Discussing local regulatory efforts, Gwen remarked that
when OGAP and SJCA were fighting to increase the county level set-back - the distance of a
well from home or water sources - to 900 ft. from 150 ft. in Colorado's La Plata County, every
industry lawyer from the Rockies to Chicago turned up to argue against the measure. In 1991,
La Plata County in Colorado drafted more stringent regulations than those at the state level: 400
23 http://www.earthworksaction.org/pubs/HB437FactSheet.Pdf
24 http://www.earthworksaction.org/cosopa2.cfm
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ft set-backs. As a result, the county was sued, and the issue was taken up by the Colorado
Supreme Court, which ruled in favor of county authority to regulate the land use impacts of oil
and gas development. The 1997 ruling explicitly revised the regulations to give both the county
and the surface-owners a voice in determining well location. These changes provided, in a
limited way, the type of county involvement that the Fitzgeralds' hoped for; the possibility of at
least some community management of gas development.
We talked further about how OGAP and SJCA pursued the passage of these bills: how
they made sure landowners were present on lobby days to share their stories and how they built
coalitions and found state representatives to support the bill. Based on these cultural critiques, we
began trying to imagine technological interventions that could support or amplify their impact,
this led to our first "projections."
Projections 1: Gathering Stories
Lisa asked the Fitzgeralds, "Could we start a project to collect these stories more
formally?," and went on to describe how she had wished she had a log of stories that she could
have turned to when working for OGAP. So many of the calls in which these tales are told were
forgotten or lost as people with the knowledge move on, or do not write them down. "It would be
great to have a way to collect those stories," she said. "Yeah," said Jim, "But who would actually
do the work?"
In answer to Jim's question, I asked Chris to explain Speak Easy, a project his group had
developed to facilitate communication between non-native and native English speakers in
Boston's Chinatown. In the project, children who often translate for their non-English speaking
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parents could sign up for a few hours a week to answer the phone and offer translating services
to anyone who called in. Their parents were given this number to call any time during operating
hours, which meant that translators whose parents normally felt free to call them any time were
off the hook except for a couple of hours a week, and people who needed translation always had
someone to call. Describing how Speak Easy functioned as projection, a possible future way of
organizing work, Chris wondered out loud whether we could set up a system similar to Speak
Easy for gathering and entering gas patch stories into a shared database. This led Jim to expand
on the nature of the SJCA. He said that there were roughly 8-12 really active members, and 50-
60, who were very reliable if they were told what needs to be done, but did not show up to every
meeting. He had recently been trying to think about ways to work with this group. This seemed
to be a point of leverage: I realized Jim had shifted his stance. He was trying to convince us to
work with them, which I thought was a real changing of the tide.
"So," Terri said, "Is there a way to organize all of this so you could search something like
'water' and find all of the cases related to that?" "Yes," we answered (emphatically). The
Fitzgeralds were involved in a lawsuit on water issues. The Colorado State Engineer ignored the
fact that water used by drillers was tributary water, and they did not require the companies to go
through proper state channels to demonstrate that all the parties downstream that would be
affected by the loss of water were aware of this usage. Apparently, the plaintiff's appeal had
passed in district court and was going to be heard by the State Supreme Court. During our back
and forth, ideas began to flicker and take life from person to person. Jim lamented that there has
been a decline of grassroots activism with the settling in of the industry. Recently, OGAP has
become more focused on legislative issues and hired more full-time people to specialize on these
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regulatory matters. The new focus kept them away from organizing community meetings and
visiting regularly with landowners. Jim wondered in the end if the tools we were proposing
might help to revive grassroots organization. We spoke about tailoring story-collecting to
particular campaigns. Chris suggested that if we could use the web to find out when permits to
drill somewhere had been issued, people from Citizens Alliances could alert landowners before
the Landmen arrived and send information to people who live in those area pre-emptively,
connecting them to OGAP and the like. Building on the discussion of the community-to-
community education trips, we considered the idea of making the tool a bridge, a way for an
experienced community to reach out and teach a community that was encountering gas
development for the first time.
A similar breakthrough happened earlier that day in our conversation with OGAP through
a process of projection. In the office environment, with our computers open and wireless internet
powered the grid, it was easier for Chris to perform the projections in the manner of Media Lab
demos. Projected from his titanium MacBook, Chris's demos give off a certain amount of
glamour. The introductions come in with thumping techno beats and artful film clips. Josh's
eye's initially seemed to glaze over at what he described as "a one-man techno rave". Interest
picked up as the character of Chris's group's work comes through - its interest in deploying
aggressive irony to expose the politics of technologies and systems by inverting their use. Two
projections were a particular hit with the activists.
The first, Government Information Awareness, is a project that Chris's graduate student,
Ryan McKinley, developed in response to DARPA's Total Information Awareness program, a
project that gathered everyday information on citizens, including bank records and credit card
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use, to develop what DARPA termed a person's "terror quotient" (Mckinley 2003, Bray 2003).
Chris's group responded by building a website that gathered information on members of the
House and Senate, including information that is on the public record, and combined it with
users' tips, to calculate their "government quotient." As Chris describes it, in the first 12 hours
of being up online, the Department of Justice's internal phonebook had been posted as well as
the Director of the CIA's home address. Chris showed a video of Ryan being interviewed by Fox
news, as a "maverick of the morning," about the project (Mckinley 2003: 87-91). Ironically, the
clip ends with the interviewer saying, "This seems like a perfect opportunity for someone with an
axe to grind to sandbag a politician who is just simply trying to do their job." Ryan responded to
the interviewer by saying, "I'm looking at this more as a process as a way to give us a hope of
maintaining a democracy, as the technologies we are developing are building a very dangerous
asymmetric balance of power." This same spirit of redressing "dangerous asymmetric balances
of power" informed the ExtrAct project.
The second presentation introduced Txtmob25 , a project that Tad Hirsch developed to
subvert the chain-linked fenced "free speech" zones created to contain demonstrators at the 2004
Democratic and Republican National Conventions in Boston and New York - as Chris said "we
are not ready to settle for that" (Hirsch and Henry 2005). In the 1990s, organizations responded
to police containment of protests at major public events by creating list-serves to coordinate
protests better through media centers for sharing information about and co-ordinating protest
activities (Javis 2010). By the time of the 2000 Los Angeles Democratic National Convention,
however, the law enforcement was "savvy" to this and shut down satellite uplinks in for the
21 Information about TxtMob available from the Institute of Applied Autonomy website: http://
www.appliedautonomy.com/txtmob.html
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independent media center. 26 Protestors were arrested for simply having walkie-talkies (Jarvis
2010). Tad thought that protesters needed a technology that everyone possessed so that
individuals could not be arrested for simply possessing one. He hit upon the idea of using cell
phones. Inspired by the recent emergence of flashmobs - artistic events where groups gathered
based on shared text message instructions - Tad made an innovation with the application of the
flashmob idea to political protests and built a system to share text messages between protestors
via phone lists. The system allowed for much more flexible, smaller scale protests that could
emerge and dissipate very quickly (Rheingold 2003). At the 2004 Republican National
Convention in New York City, someone sent a text message saying there were RNC delegates
out to dinner at her restaurant. By the end of their meal, a group of protesters who had received
the text turned up outside the restaurant and started a micro-protest. Chris pointed out that the
tactical method of "swarming" is extremely hard to squash preemptively because there is no
centralized planning or prior coordination; each individual who gets the text makes an individual
decision to attend (Hirsch and Henry 2005).
The use of Txtmob was so successful that Wall Street Journal published a story on it. In
the course of putting the story together, they reached out to phone companies to inform them that
this service was being implemented through their phone networks, and companies subsequently
began to filter the service.27 Rather than abandon the program, Tad reached out to hacker
communities to find a way to reroute the texts. People all over the world opened pages in their
browsers to act as relays, covering up the initial server from which the text was generated, and
26 http://archives.lists.indymedia.org/imc-nyc/2000-August/000130.html
27 http://www.appliedautonomy.com/txtmob.html
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successfully prevented the majority of attempts by phone companies to filter Txtmob texts. 28
Both of these projections posed to members and OGAP the potential for using digital media to
transform the possibilities of political action and response. Both projections, Total Government
Awareness and Txtmob, suggested questions about what kinds of disruptive technology could be
designed in response to issues related to gas extraction.
In closing, Chris showed a little program he had put together from "scraping," or
collecting, data from Colorado's Oil and Gas Conservation Commission's database to make a
map that would show all of the wells around an address. We inputted an address from Gwen to
show the nearest 50 wells to that address. If you clicked on the well you could see who owns it.
Chris explained that a next step could be adding user-generated complaints. Our presentations
induced no small amount of audience laughter and, indeed, introduced critical technical practice
and tactical media as modes of political action. They helped clarify Chris's research group's
historical interest in using technology to facilitate social critique and political action and opened
up a space where "technology" could be put toward useful ends instead of as a block to political
action or a replacement for human interaction.
Projections 2: Tracing Companies
Grassroots activism cropped up as a subject of discussion following Chris's projections, perhaps
because of their focus on generating non-legislative end points. A couple potential ideas
emerged from it: first, the possibility that ExtrAct's digital media tools might allow OGAP and
28 Hirsch was later subpoenaed by New York City for records of TxtMob messages (Moynihan 2008). The site has
also been described by developers of the popular messaging service Twitter as an inspiring the development of
Twitter see Next Generation Labor website: http://nextgenerationlabor.wordpress.com/201/04/20/how-txtmob-
influenced-twitter/
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SJCA to focus attention on particular companies and, second, the possibility of using them to
build grassroots monitoring of the industry. Both possibilities were based on the problems faced
by OGAP and SJCA, which was that there was no way to view the oil and gas extraction industry
in aggregate. Steve, the SJCA organizer, illustrated this situation by describing problems of
infilling in the San Juan Basin. There, most of the accessible gas formations had been explored
and companies were interested in "infilling," that is, putting the maximum number of productive
wells into an already developed formation. Infilling creates complex surface geographies with
high well densities that may be random and without consideration for aggregate impacts because
gas-bearing formations can overlap one another at different depths. In Steve's area, Farmington,
New Mexico, seven active gas formations overlap each other at different subsurface depths. The
well-spacing for gas formations is set by a state regulatory agency in terms of "sections." Each
section is a square mile or unit of 640 acres. For one formation, eight wells per section might be
allowed; for another formation, four might be the maximum. Each formation could be leased
and contracted differently by different companies, but all could be accessed from the same
surface area. As a result of infilling, well densities of 25 wells per square mile had been
established in Steve's area. Considering that each well must have an access road, water lines,
electricity, and pipelines, it had become "a vast industrial complex" that completely overtook the
landscape. Steve characterized his area as a "national sacrifice zone for gas development."29
With no planning for aggregate surface impacts and no-one taking responsibility for the analysis
of gas development in aggregate, the region had been taken over by gas extraction. What Steve
expressed echoes de Certeau; landowners, SJCA and OGAP, who lacking a strategic space for
29 "national sacrifice zone" is a phrase with its own history. See, for example: http://www.opednews.com/Diary/
What-s-a-National-Sacrific-by-Steve-Klingaman- 110608-738.html
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tactical action did not "have the options of planning general strategy and viewing the adversary
as a whole within a district, visible, and objectifiable space" (de Certeau 1984: 37).
The problem, Josh and Gwen argued, was made more challenging because regulatory
bodies were not organized by the subsurface gas basin; rather, each state regulated development
for their portion. Thus, the Four Corners region was a jurisdictional nightmare: the interests of
four state legislatures intersected with those of tribal areas with their own regulations, as well as
Federal lands with BLM, three EPA regions, and U.S. Forest Service jurisdictions. The
regulations prevented the viewing of the gas industry in aggregate and resulted in chaotic surface
conditions. In addition to the sheer complexity of the number of bodies involved, the state
agencies themselves were completely overloaded. At the time there were only six well inspectors
for the whole state of Colorado, which contained 35,000 active wells, they explained.
In order to address the problems arising from the inability of viewing the industry in
aggregate and no single regulatory body organized to do so for the basin, SJCA was creating a
citizen well-monitoring system, where volunteers were trained to go to wells with a checklist to
make sure the facilities were in compliance with local regulation. Amy from SJCA pointed out,
"We are trying to give people a little more power over what is going on and that starts with
giving them the ability to look and say this not right, this is not what they were supposed to be
doing. There are so many people out there who have just succumbed to it." One of her neighbors
from her rural community had responded to a noisy compressor station recently placed in their
neighborhood by sleeping with his TV blaring to drown out the noise. "That is what he had
succumbed to," she exclaimed. He had not bothered to make a complaint to the state because he
knew nothing would be done.
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Gwen from OGAP remarked that, "What we have found is that people will call us or call
the alliance because people know they aren't going to get anything from state agencies; no one is
going to come out and look at the well." After talking some more about the citizen monitoring
programs, Chris wondered why, if the state and counties were so unresponsive, what the use of
gathering more complaints could serve? After ruminating on this question, Josh, who had been a
county commissioner before joining SJCA, volunteered that he felt one of his jobs was to make
sure that people did not give up, to make sure that people stayed engaged and never took up the
attitude, "Why freakin' bother?" or "None of this matters!" His impassioned view was, "You
know you can't have that, you can't let that happen. I'm hoping that through this citizen
monitoring program maybe we get a little more hope in the community.... They aren't going to
stop and if we stop they win, so we can't stop."
Gwen asked us if we were planning to build something tailored to the San Juan Basin. We
replied that we wanted to build tools that would be exportable to other places as well, tools that
could be tailored to the issues of local communities everywhere. Chris answered him:
"As far as IT [information technology] goes it actually is easy or easier to build something that is
global in scale than it is to build something that is local in scale." He described the possibility of
building a mirror of company behavior by building around local issues like their citizen
monitoring program: "We are hoping this is the kind of system that would help organize on a
local level but build a global mirror to these companies."
"I kind of like going after companies," Gwen remarked in response, with a slight smile.
"They are so sensitive about their image and negative PR." "Well," Josh chimed in, "that
depends on the company." "The bigger they are and the 'greener' they are," Gwen confirmed.
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Chris asked OGAP why they had focused so intensely on legislation in the past few years
instead of focusing their campaigns on particular companies. Gwen and Josh explained that in
1988, Amoco (bought out by BP in the late 1990's) announced that they would drill one thousand
CBM wells in their area, La Plata County. When they started, there was a very aggressive
response from the public, since people found they could light their tap water. There was also,
however, aggressive local support for the industry. Public hearings on the issue got very heated.
As Gwen described it: "People were literally lined up across the aisle, it was intense." Gwen
even received a death threat. Much of the aggression came not from the extraction companies,
but from the mineral owners, who stood to gain from royalties, which were all the more
important to them in the midst of an economic recession.
At this point, OGAP decided to lobby the state government rather than being directly
adversarial to companies, with the expectation that state legislators would do the right thing.
Projections like TxtMob opened up the possibility of new means to challenge companies without
necessarily having to do so in contentious public forums that tended to divide and polarize the
communities, particularly when these tools allowed "tracing" of companies. In summary, from
the basis of para-ethnographic conversation through projections in a variety meeting places, we
began to develop a sense of the cultural, political, and economic critiques already in practice.
Those that stood out from our time with OGAP, SJCA, and the Fitzgeralds were:
1. The difficulties of surface owners versus mineral owners.
2. That this was a complaint-driven regulatory system but complaints often were not gathered or
responded to.
3. That wells were improperly monitored, so citizens were trying to fill those gaps.
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4. That coalitions across interest groups were extremely powerful and that being labeled an
environmentalist was not a good thing.
5. That there was a need to view gas development in aggregate.
6. That there were companies of all different sizes that filled different niches in the industry.
7. That there were deep conflicts for people in these areas because of the strength and economic
importance of the industry.
8. That landmen were the first point of meeting between extraction companies and our
interlocutors and frequently, their stories argued, the source of misinformation.
Cultural Critique 5: Industrial Ecosystems- 'The space of tactics is the space of the other'30
The themes of hopelessness, intimidation, frustration at persistent misinformation,
mismanagement, and lack of oversight, re-emerged when friends of Steve, landowners in Aztec,
New Mexico, named Jack and Sug took us on a tour of the gas patch in their town. Jack and Sug
explained to us that San Juan County was an industry county, which could be described as an
"industrial ecosystem." They were two of the 6 or 7 active members of the SJCA in their area,
and had taken plenty of flack for this from other San Juan County residents. Sug, whose
sunglass chain had beads spelling out SUG, explained that she had been accused of being funded
by East Coast liberal obstructionists for years and, laughing at the irony, said she was glad to
finally meet us.
We started out by visiting a well site behind a Wendy's restaurant in the center of Aztec.
The well, Sug told us, tested positive for hydrogen sulfide, but the company XTO did nothing
30 de Certeau 1984: 37
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but start an argument about the validity of the test. Sug told us about her exposure to hydrogen
sulfide, a rotten-egg smelling gas that occurs can be produced by natural gas or bacteria in wells.
She had been walking to her mailbox and almost passed out. It is well-known that hydrogen
sulfide is neurotoxic and can be lethal in high doses. The company put sensors around her
property that showed that hydrogen sulfide was over 100 ppm (about 10 ppm was the allowable
ambient minimum). Even after these test results, BP refused to do anything about her problem.
Instead, they gave her informational leaflets to hand out in her neighborhood. The leaflet
described hydrogen sulfide as naturally produced gas that was nothing to worry about in low
doses.
Jack described problems with an area drilling liquid waste disposal and injection facility
where paint started peeling off the sides of the homes of a trailer community, and people started
getting sick. Again the waste disposal site and regulatory agencies were unresponsive.
Apparently they eventually monitored the wells, but it transpired that they forgot to calibrate the
monitors. Finally, once they were calibrated, the records kept getting lost on their way back to
town. Eventually, after formal tests had been performed and the community filed suit, the whole
community except one family were bought out in a settlement. He said of this case "This allowed
the waste disposal facility to continue operating as they had been and effectively shut up the
opposition and concern." Based on concerns about toxics in the air from the liquid waste
disposal site and an area oil and gas field waste landfarm (discussed below) SJCA members
worked with Global Community Monitor in 2011 to do their own air sampling (GCM 2011).
The study found:
A total of 22 toxic chemicals were detected in the nine air samples, including four known
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carcinogens, toxins known to damage the nervous system, and respiratory irritants. The
levels detected were in many cases significantly higher than what is considered safe by
state and federal agencies. The levels of chemicals, including benzene and acrylonitrile,
ranged from three to 3,000 times higher than levels established to estimate increased risk
of serious health effects and cancer based on long-term exposure.. .At least two
cancer-causing chemicals, acrylonitrile and methylene chloride, were detected at high
levels near natural gas operations. Neither chemical is associated with natural gas or oil
deposits, but both seem to be associated with the use of hydraulic fracturing (fracking)
products. Resins acrylonitrile, 1, 3 butadiene and styrene (ABS) are suspected to be
present in fracking additives (GCM 2011: 2).
Next, we visited a local elementary school with a gas well right at the very end of its
playing field. Here, the school nurse had been told not to report the smells of chemicals wafting
into the classrooms to the state, Sug told us. 31 As we drove along, we tried to take pictures of all
the wells we saw and quickly gave up, since there were simply too many. Meanwhile Jack and
Sug told us about life in Farmington, which is a company town, gas being the biggest industry by
far. People have complaints, but they are often scared to make them. Sug told us about
receiving an anonymous tip about a large chemical spill in a local river, which SJCA later
confirmed. They said people who did make complaints often were paid off to hush up with
enticements like brand-new pick-up trucks.
Driving out of Farmington, we took a tour up to 700 acres of cattle-land that once
belonged to Sug's family. Her family sold the land during the gas boom, as the adjacent land had
been turned into a massive supply yard for gas-field equipment that stretched as far as the eye
could see. We took photos from a hill in a nearby trailer-park community, a home to migrant
laborers. One of the wells placed in the center of the trailer park town, they explained, had a
condensate tank that used to leak fluid down the hill. It was finally cleaned up when OGAP and
SJCA sponsored a tour of the area, during which according to Sug, New Mexico State officials
31 Odors from the well have been documented in the local news paper see Mayeux 2011.
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watched kids playing in the oily muddy run off puddle. On the day we visited, the top of the
tank was left open, a clear violation, and we took turns trying to see if we could smell anything.
Later, we traveled over to a landfarm visible from the hill behind the supply yard.
Landfarms are named after the practice of spreading out, or "landfarming," the contaminated
soils and wastes from drilling pits so the chemicals can evaporate. The ground has to be damped
down continually because the dust from the farm is picked up by the wind and travels downwind
onto the community. During the summer, residents from the downwind community had
complained to Sug that they could not open their windows because the dust was so thick and
about the "toxic dust and the overwhelming sickening odors that permeate[d] their homes and
ma[d]e them sick". Sug contacted the state government about this, and they told her to stay out
of other peoples' business. They said that, if it did not affect her directly, why should she care?
Regulations forbade gas workers from bringing drilling fluids to the landfarm, but, as we
watched, a "water" truck pulled in. Jack told us that he and Sug had received an insider tip that
fluids were being dumped at the site. As we drove away, we saw another condensate tanker
inside the facility. The landfarm sign read "Industrial Ecosystems," and it was fitting,
considering the county's dependence upon the industry. We drove to a second trailer-park
community situated alongside the hulk of an old refinery that was currently being rehabilitated as
Superfund site, and found found a well, erected directly up against a trailer, a blatant violation of
set-back rules. Chris managed to talk to one family who cautiously agreed to be taped by him.
Nonetheless, they covered up their license plate in fear because the woman's husband worked for
the gas industry. They complained that they smelled rotten eggs all the time and were moving
because they were concerned about their daughter's health.
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Any resistance to oil and gas in San Juan County, as portrayed by Jack and Sug, was
tactical rather than strategic; the industry's economic and social power created an industrial
ecosystem in which people were too frightened to lodge complaints and where regulatory
violations were common place. When complaints were lodged, there was little follow-through
and that follow-through occurred in name rather than spirit. Here, members of ExtrAct were
easily identifiable as unwelcome outsiders: driving away from the spot where we viewed the
supply yard, we were pulled over by the San Juan County Deputy Sheriff. A officer told us that
someone had called in to say that there were people filming the supply yard and asked us why we
were there. Unable to determine if the policeman had been simply doing his job and investigating
our odd behavior or if we have been pulled over because we seemed to be investigating the gas
patch, we wondered how, marked as we were as outsiders, we could design something for
residents of San Juan County. How could something we designed be effective in a place where
basic regulatory violations could go unchecked, where many people seemed intimated, or where,
to use SJCA term, had simply succumbed, opting to move or close their windows rather that
contest the industry?
Cultural Critique 6: Media Scrapes - 3 Acts of Performing the Gas Patch
Although our camera gear marked us as suspect in Farmington New Mexico, we blended in quite
well into a crowd of reporters in the next gas patch we toured, in Garfield County, Colorado.
Unlike the Farmington tour, which focused on the social dynamics of an industry town, the aerial
ecotour we took over Garfield County was directed by a pilot interested in wilderness issues and
focused on oil and gas's rewriting of the wilderness of public lands. The wilderness issue was
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achieving far more media play than the trailer park community near the Farmington landfarm
was ever likely to attract. While gas patch issues were not a focus of national media in 2008,
media and performance was omni-present we realized during our trip.
Act 1: "This rugged wilderness is being transformed"
Around 10 am, we fell in for our trip to the airport. It was a small regional airport,
similar to the one at which I took my previous gas-field flight in 2006, but this one was filled
with reporters. It turned out to be Earth Day, an auspicious day for environmental coverage. A
company specializing in ecological flight was taking two plane-loads of journalists (and us) on
trips over the Roan plateau to look at the effects of gas development on wilderness. The pilot had
a conservation background, and his perspective came through in the topics and places he liked to
cover in his flights. Lisa went up and spoke to the pilot while we tried to keep a low profile, not
wanting to attract the attention of reporters while the project was at such an early stage.
Conscious that any MIT study can generate media hype, we did want news articles either raising
hopes about or drawing industry attention to the project before it had even started. Inevitably,
given the crowd, the news that there was a team from MIT on the next flight spread and one
middle-aged male reporter with greying brown hair came over with his lunch to ask who we
were. I was thankful that he directed himself at Chris. It was not too long before, like bees to
honey, that three reporters gathered around us, including a blonde reporter with her notebook
open and another guy who split his sandwich with our first admirer. This was the first time that I
did not volunteer to talk about the project. Chris said he was a researcher at the Media Lab and
that we were here working with community groups. Then he explained that we had heard about
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gas-patch issues through my work. I was profoundly uncomfortable answering questions about
health problems in Colorado gas-patch communities and instead described TEDX's work The
blonde female reporter asked me if I could repeat something again and asked, "What exactly is
your project?" I told her we were not ready to talk about it. Unperturbed, she asked my name,
and the male reporters teased her for being so pushy. I reiterated that we were not quite ready to
talk about our project, but our reluctance to chat only made them more interested. Thankfully,
the pilot showed up at this point, just as all the journalists began to circle in. As we walked
outside, we were followed by the first reporter, who kept asking for my name. Eventually, I got
his name instead.
Strangely enough, wildlife, not human life, was at the center of the issue for the
journalists assigned to story. The health issues associated with gas development were not familiar
to any of them. We were held up on the runway by the film crew, which shot a short, auburn
haired reporter saying something about the rugged wilderness areas being eaten up by gas
development, but she kept stumbling on the words. There were probably five takes with her
stopping to inquire about her hair; she could not concentrate on the story at hand, on how the
"rugged wilderness is being transformed." Chris delightedly filmed the whole affair.
Meanwhile, the journalist continued to badger me about our project saying, "I have deadlines
you know." Chris, who was more experienced in handling interviews than I, finished the
conversation with, "We'll be only too happy to talk with you in a few months time." The reporter
gave me his card.
My experience with the Fitzgeralds had put me in the interesting ethnographic position of
trying to find ways to convince them of the possibilities of our project, but this experience was
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my first taste of a different kind of experience, one that would come from actively participating
in ExtrAct's development and from representing the project to the press. I realized I would be
recorded and parsed in someone else's report and no longer be the one reporting and parsing
people's stories ethnographically.
It was a relief to finally board the plane. The pilot described where he was going to take
us as we took off. Though we asked to travel over Rifle and Silt, he had his own agenda and,
more importantly, the helm. Based on his interest in wilderness issues, his agenda was to show
us the beginning of drilling on the Roan Plateau. He even pointed out pictures for us to take:
"Take a shot of that over there where the drilling hasn't started." It was shocking to see that each
ravine on the side of the still-snow covered plateau had drill rigs, even chains of them strung into
the far reaches of each sharp-walled ravine. The focus on wilderness issues was new to me, and I
had to wonder why the news crews on the flight had not spent their time talking to citizens of
Rifle and Silt about how humans find living in the gas patch.
Act 2: "Oil and Gas Feeds My Family"
Later that evening the subject resurfaced. We were sitting around on the couches of Joyce
Wizer, one of the most active members of the Grand Valley Citizens Alliance, when Joyce
pointed out, "This issue of wilderness protections tends to become divisive between groups".
She mentioned that sometimes those matters plays out along class lines; wealthier fishermen,
tourists and hunters on one side versus those working/middle class people in trailer parks or
subdivisions on the other. Class, economy and environment were a flash point for local politics
here just as in Paonia's mosquito control board discussion. Joyce told us that GVCA had
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organized a group of landowners to attend and testify at a local rule-making hearing where they
were trying to lobby to pass a Surface Owner Rights legislation similar to that OGAP and SJCA
had helped pass in New Mexico. Joyce had recently encountered one of her former students at a
local hearing. He worked in the industry and explained that they had all been given the day off
work to attend the hearing. Indeed, the employees all sported "Oil and Gas Feeds my Family"
buttons. The small group from GVCA was overwhelmed. Joyce had stepped outside, and had
talked to her ex-student. The young man, her former student, started with small talk about other
students, his family, and kept edging closer to her. Finally, came over and told her to keep going,
to not give up. He said that the rigs were making him ill - dizzy and nauseated - and had
thought about quitting. When he went to them to talk about it, they moved him to a position
selling after-burners to reduce his exposure to emissions.
Another GVCA member recalled a meeting with the county commissioner, arranged to
occur in a local hotel. The meeting had been disrupted workers concerned that increased
monitoring and regulation would impact their livelihoods. It turned out that an industry
conference in the same hotel, had hosted an open bar in the hotel which closed as the GVCA
meeting got started. GVCA members suspected that the event was co-ordinated to disrupt the
committee meeting. Collectively GVCA felt pressure from an industry which was able to
organize its workers as a collective, in greater numbers and force than GVCA. GVCA members
also discussed finding themselves the targets of pressure on a personal level such as direct
harassment.
The first two acts of media play in the gas patch described above share a certain staging.
The TV reporter on the airstrip did multiple takes to get her concerned look and phrase just right,
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and her crew filmed a plane taking off and landing so it could be cut in later for filmic
believability. Likewise the industry is able to stage its workers to overwhelm a group like
GVCA, requiring them to wear ready-made buttons or by holding open bars just before large
meetings. Both of these moments were performances.
Performance played a role in how we documented our research too. Chris was interested
in gathering footage that could be used to show the problems in the gas patch to others. In trying
to balance this interest with ethnographic interviewing, Chris and I came into conflict. Giving
feedback during conversation with lots of yeses, ahs and ummms is common in ethnographic
training, because it encourages the interlocutor to keep speaking. As an ethnographer, one of the
goals is to get the participants to narrate for you at length without interjecting to recode their
language or direct their speech. Interjections, however, are difficult to edit out of recordings. In
order to get more useable footage, I tried to refrain from the habit and instead tried adopting TV
styles of feedback such as vigorous nodding and facial engagement. The result for me was an
uncomfortable awareness that a video camera turned each of our interviews more into a
performance than a real-time interaction. Creating the feeling of being there for the viewer
required that all of us in real time adjust our behavior. The unsettling feeling of moving between
these mediated performances highlighted for me the importance of the next two acts, where
landowners were able to use lo-fi means to present their stories and escape the cycle of being
pre-staged.
Act 3: "LocalAccess"
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After enjoying a pot-luck dinner with GVCA members we talked through work from Chris's
group and began discussing ideas for what we might build. Again the theme arose of the need
for communities to have the ability to proactively respond to or study the industry. In this
context, one of their members had developed a novel tactic to respond to the threat of a well
being placed in their neighborhood. Joyce and Jim's subdivision had just recently been one of
the first to successfully organize to prevent a well's development by a local company, Laramie.
This success had been thanks to Jim, a portly, friendly man in a Hawaiian shirt, who, after
landmen had appeared in his subdivision, made a ritual of watching the COGCC website, to see
when they would submit a permit to drill on his street. He was convinced they would do it at a
time when the chances of people living in the area to contest the permit were limited. He waited
and watched, and as he had surmised, Laramie submitted the permit right after the county
commission went on a two week scheduled break. The next time the county commission would
meet was after the 14-day objection period had expired. Jim went from door to door in the
neighborhood and spoke on the local radio about this tactic. Laramie promptly withdrew its
requests for permits in that neighborhood. Since not every neighborhood has a Jim, this case
supported the usefulness of the proactive organizing tool Chris had suggested during our
conversation with the Fitzgeralds: something that would alert people automatically if a permit to
drill was submitted in their area.
While momentary media attention helped to delay drilling in the neighborhood, the
majority of media attention focused on accidents and illnesses after the fact. The attention, while
sensational, was not of much aid the impacted landowners directly. Rather, it circulated as
cautionary tales. One of the GVCA members, Dee Hoffmeister, had a particular experience of an
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explosion of condensate tanks on her property. She and her husband had bought their dream
retirement home, a small house settled amidst rolling green hills outside Rifle. Gas drilling in the
area had actually forced them to leave their home for month-long stretches because Dee's health
declined so sharply when gas development began. Standing in the sunlight outside her house, we
could see four wells being drilled around her property. Her health problems began when odors
started creeping into the house and she had found herself dizzy and light-headed. The dogs began
refusing to leave the house to play outside when the smell was in the air. Four of her children and
grandchildren developed asthma. Dee began to feel like her feet were on fire and that she had no
energy.32 Her decline hit a nadir in 2007, when condensate tanks in the vacant lot next to her
house exploded one night, in a fireball. Overwhelmed with fumes, she found her body could not
respond when she tried to get out of bed, and she had to be carried out of the house by her
husband. She was in hospital for two days. After that they moved away, and her health
improved, though she still walks now with the aid of cane.
As Dee talked with us about her life story, she made mention of astrology, and I noticed
Chris had turned off the video camera. I gave him a quizzical look and realized he was pre-
editing her. He later explained he wanted to not record footage of her talking about astrology
because he thought it cut into her credibility. Based on the judgement of an expected audience,
Chris had edited Dee's speech. As an ethnographer I was concerned. The strange dynamics of
mediation reinforced my questions about "projections." For our other audience, the Media Lab
and Knight Foundation, our demos and presentations would have to show the worth of our
project. It was around their concepts of credibility that we would be shaping our performance
32 For more on Dee's story see Lofholm 2007
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and, thereby, those of people with whom we interacted in the gas patch. From an ethnographic
perspective Dee was perfectly credible, zodiac and all. However, Chris raised a question as we
debated it later. If she had really been thinking of our conversation as a TV interview, she
probably would never have brought up astrology to explain her tenacity in fighting to keep her
home and proving the link between her health issues and natural gas extraction. Meanwhile, I
feared the moment was symptomatic of a larger distrust of laypeople as credible witnesses, even
to events in their own lives. I feared that the hyper-real space of broadcast media had come to
dominate our expectation of who could be a credible witness, to the degree that even ExtrAct, a
project trying to create room for people in the gas patch to speak about their experiences, was
tempted to edit them so that their message would be more effectively received.
The fire next to Dee's home became big news, particularly after she posted the video
footage her daughter had taken on You Tube. The clip was even covered by BBC World news in
a piece on Western gas development (Willis 2008), and later in the documentary Gasland. But
while the event garnered significant media attention, the site had not been remediated. Months
later the condensate tanks lay there blackened and ruined, still filled with a black sludge open to
the air. The company came by to paint the side of the tank facing the road green, so that the
damage was less noticeable. In recounting this, Dee was distraught at her inability to link her
illness to the gas development scientifically, though the relationship was quite clear to her and
her husband. We talked about whether her neighbors had also health problems and she did not
know, except that some of them complained of headaches. She wished there was some way to
record and track all the health complaints in her neighborhood.
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Different experiences of media participation in the gas patch - people afraid to tell their stories,
the focus on damage to the wilderness, Jim's effective hyper-local momentary use of the media,
Dee's widely circulated but locally relatively ineffective TV coverage - created questions for us
about what kind of system we might design that might increase the ability for local, proactive
activity like Jim's. Dee's video had shock and awe impact, but not enough to get the company to
come out and effectively clean up or address health problems. How might stronger links be made
between shocking events and the more mundane events of headaches and asthma? Jim and Dee's
use of media were not the same as a journalist's report, industry protests, or even our subtle
narrative edits. The target audience for Jim and Dee's media performances was the companies
themselves, not a prime-time TV viewer; they were intended to shame those companies into
acting differently.
Cultural Critique 7: Workers?
Another population that kept slipping in and out of focus in these discussions was workers.
Notably, none of the members of the citizens' alliances we met actually worked in the gas
industry. Workers appeared in the stories we heard, as landmen, as rough-necks, or as anonymous
owners of trailers in New Mexico, organized to attend county commission meetings. How were
we to understand the position of workers? Did we need to? Workers appeared conspicuously in
our discussions about health and safety. Colborn told a particularly interesting story. "Now I'm
not sure if I should even tell you this," Colborn began, leaning over the table at the Flying Fork
restaurant in Paonia where we had shared our first meal, two years earlier. Then she launched
into a long and fascinating story about her flight back from the MIT conference to which I had
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invited her. She had been sitting next to two men on the plane and worrying about how she
would collect her bags from baggage claim. So she had asked them whether they were heading to
Junction (Grand Junction, the nearest big city to Paonia). It transpired that they worked for
AMOCO and had been hired to come from Canada to work two weeks on, two weeks off. They
would be spending the two-week period in a 400 person "man camp" outside of Junction. Theo
lured them in and explained her work about the chemicals she had been tracking and their health
effects. She listed the common symptoms in exposed people: numbness in fingers and toes,
burning eyes, upper-respiratory infections, loss of memory, and difficulty remaining erect - she
indicated the last of these discretely with a drooping finger, and the men laughed awkwardly, one
twenty-year-old responding "That's me." Theo said they ended up crying together right there on
the plane.
The next day we met with Teresa Coons, the epidemiologist performing a study in
Garfield County (Coons 2005). She began our conversation in a very different way saying: "I'm
not discussing my findings until the study is released." Still, she talked about the method behind
her study, which, I later argued to the ExtrAct group, seemed to exclude workers. Teresa
explained that her work had been in two parts: one an environmental risk assessment and the
other a health assessment. The environmental risk assessment piece was limited as there was
insufficient money to take new samples themselves. They worked with available data,
particularly relying an air quality study carried out by Colorado Department of Public Health,
which identified EPA recognized toxicants at parts per million (ppm) between 2.5 and 10. This
air quality study combined continuous monitoring on a number of sites around the county with
complaint-based grab samples made in response to complaints received by the county
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department of public health. The health assessment she sought to perform was a "point in time"
health assessment of people who lived in Garfield County. Rather than seeking out direct
correlations between exposures and disease or investigating pathways of exposure, the study
attempted to establish a baseline of health against which any subsequent study could be
compared. They carried out a qualitative assessment with public meetings, school districts,
government agencies, health care providers, and older folks to try to distill the primary health
concerns in the county. For statistical data, they collected the birth and death rates, for 2000-06,
along with data on all reportable conditions, such as sexually transmitted diseases, birth defects,
injuries, and cancer statistics. They also collected data on population change, wage changes,
asthma, chronic disease, and risk factors and obtained hospital discharge data and emergency
room data. Finally, they supplemented this data with a household survey, which Teresa described
as the most difficult task. The household study was restricted to Garfield County; it included
people from all zip codes, but with the restriction that they had land-line phone numbers and
addresses. The survey did not target the most highly exposed population - the gas patch
workers. Many workers fell outside of this study's purview because they were migratory. Most
did not have landlines since they lived in hotels, temporary housing, or man camps. Because
companies like Halliburton required their workers to go through their own medical services, their
illnesses also were not likely to be tracked by hospital records. Teresa suspected that workers in
the industry were reticent about describing their employment. For example, people would often
say, "I drive a truck," which could mean many things and further limited the ability to look at the
health of workers.
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Based on issues such as these we began to discuss the possibility of generating a
whistleblowing website particularly for workers.
Cultural Critique 8: Watching the Watchers - languages and expectations of experts
Surprisingly, health experts such as Theo Colborn, whom we met before our time with Grand
Valley Citizen's Alliance, were not enthusiastic about the possibility of self-reporting from
landowners or workers. I encouraged Chris to do most of the talking in our discussion with Theo,
since she was already familiar with my work. Chris's story about the RNC rally and Speak Easy
seemed to make some connection with Theo, who was very concerned about the practicality of
people using an internet-based technology. Theo generally works in a top-down fashion. She
showed no interest in and did not encourage community-based efforts to track pollutants or
illness, mostly because she was aware of how stringently samples have to be taken to be accurate
or to hold up in court. Because of this, it was hard to convince her of the potential usefulness of
our web-based community ideas. As Chris and I spoke hopefully about using web-based tools as
a mechanism to track companies, Theo leaned over to Lisa on her right and whispered, "It's not
going to work." I heard Lisa reply, "I think it will." "You think people would really use this?"
she replied to Lisa doubtfully. "Yes I do, I've heard a lot of people asking for exactly this kind of
thing over the years," Lisa replied.
I started to panic, realizing that, although we did not have to have Theo on board as an
active participant on the project, her opinion carried weight with many people. Theo is also
outspoken about her opinions and, by inducing doubt in others, she could well have made the
project impossible in the region of Colorado and beyond. When Chris began his demonstration
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of the well map, however, Theo began to get excited about the possibilities. There was still some
tension in the air since Theo did not have wireless internet. Chris had had to load the server
information onto Theo's computer, which at first did not work. We filled in time while Chris,
very calmly worked out the glitches, as if nothing was awry. Eventually, with the site up and
running, Colbom typed her son's address into Chris's program; as the first 50 and then 80 wells
in his vicinity came up on the screen, she asked if she could have the program right away. This
was the first time she showed real excitement about the project. Chris said he could put it on her
computer right then.
Lance Astrella, a lawyer, whom we met in his spacious, refined office on the 17th floor of
a skyscraper in downtown Denver, was the first person we encountered to whom we did not have
to pitch our ideas; instead he shared with us his ideas of what could be built. The central theme
of his comments was that this industry is too distributed for regulatory oversight. Therefore the
legitimate threat of coordinated public oversight promised real potential to shape the gas giants'
behavior, not through actual litigation, but by generating a platform that promised to produce
legal action if industry did not change. Astrella was not a tall man but he made an impression as
he enumerated a set of issues he thought we should be designing tools to address, many of which
cohered with what we had discussed with others across the gas patch. His first point was that
there is a need to facilitate baseline information on air and water, as well as health quality. In
this area landowners were having a hard time finding people to do base-line testing. Providing
landowners with references to experts in this area who can provide affordable baseline testing
would encourage generation of baseline data. His second point was "The industry is run by self
reporting. Publishing complaints would hold the oil and gas industry and regulators to a higher
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standard. The industry can't be fully regulated by the government. There is just too much going
on. It has to be self regulated." Astrella described how small scale complaints about everyday
industry practices, such as building roads that were supposed to be 20 ft wide, but ended up
being much wider, "are very inefficient to handle in the context of a lawsuit, but if you can
aggregate a number of similar cases, administrative or judicial relief may be affordable". More
importantly, he added "Is the fact that, if the industry knows you have that data at your disposal,
they are going to change their practices".
The third goal he described was: "to design information that would be the foundation for
epidemiology studies, because that is what is horribly lacking. If you don't have the science, you
cannot go to court". Also along for this meeting was an occupational toxicologist who was
trying to track health issues in the gas patch. The toxicologist Ben agreed that the problem of
studying health issues started at a very basic level: "You don't know the settled population that is
impacted; you don't know the transient populations that's impacted" he said. He described how
following his testimony at a congressional hearing in the fall of 2007, he had heard Republican
members of Congress say of ailing landowners testimony that, "I heard all those people, they are
nice people and I'm sorry they are sick, but what does all of this have to do with oil and gas?".
Ben's primary concern was that all the health evidence was anecdotal, that a standard protocol
needed to be developed for individuals with potential complaints related to oil and gas issues. He
was interested in trying to develop such a protocol that would establish baseline health
conditions before and after natural gas development. Ben wanted to gather an exposed
population that showed clear harms: "If you can come in and say that we have looked at 800
children in these counties and they have demonstrated changes in their pulmonary function and
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they live within half a mile of a point source, who is going to have a problem with requiring a
change? And can go to the Colorado board of health and get a regulation, you don't have to go
the legislature to get it done".
As we talked further, Ben began to see that web tools might be used to gather baseline
data, if a protocol could be followed. This idea of "Citizens being able to take their health
records and help themselves and help their community" Chris chimed in "is exactly what we are
talking about with our ideas." "Exactly" Ben replied becoming more engaged. "And it can be a
very short, pointed set of tests that are going to give us information on pulmonary function and
liver function, that are cheap and easily to do, they are mass-produced tests and they are all
computerized." "And we would need to keep the data together with geographic information" I
added. "Well you could code that information, by distance from wells..." Ben said. "I would be
willing to get a group together to go out to talk to the doctors in these communities."
Astrella also understood the value of the webtools for generating oversight that would
force the industry to behave better because of the threat of legal cases. Based on this his fourth
idea was for a tool that facilitated whistle blowing. Astrella said "You don't want a rash of
litigation, what you want to have is the threat of litigation that causes a change of practice. So a
whistle blowing mechanism will do that". Astrella gave a couple of examples where he thought
whistle blowing would be effective, both involving water testing companies who worked near
exclusively for the oil and gas industry. The testing may be compromised by field sampling
methods. For instance, if samples are not placed in an airtight container in a timely manner,
volatile organic compounds may evaporate. In cases involving bore-hole tests to show the
concentration of contamination from leaking tanks or pipelines, the groundwater is sampled, but
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not the soil beneath the water table. While the flowing groundwater may temporarily flush
contaminants, once the water levels subside, contamination can continue from polluted soils.
Unless the affected landowner retains its own environmental experts to contest the methodology
used, government regulatory agencies are inclined to approve the reclamation based on the
inadequate testing. Astrella believed that whistle blowing from inside such companies could
really make a difference. "It is the deterrent effect" he said, that he was interested in, "There are
always unhappy people out there, people that have been fired. If the bad actors in industry know
that this whistle-blowing site is out there on the internet, they will shape up." Those following
proper procedures will have nothing to worry about. We discussed how it might make sense to
separate out a whistle blowing site from the rest of these other tools, since as Chris put it "In a lot
of cases we don't want to be directly confrontational with industry."
This was one of the most productive meetings of the trip, in part because our ideas were
beginning to come into some semblance of order. Astrella, seeing the threat to the gas industry
that community oversight could pose, said, "If you get done what you're planning to get done, if
you establish credibility, the industry is going to change. Industry executives do not want their
companies to face mass liability. If credible data is generated and published on the internet, it
will be hard to ignore. In addition, the younger people in industry tend to be more open-minded
when it comes to looking at potential environmental hazards and they are more in sync with the
electronic media. Through them, change can be encouraged in a positive way." The principle
that he proposed was that the end game for these tools might not be industry reform through
actual legislation or litigation, but rather by raising the threat of both through amplifying
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oversight. This amplification of oversight could be achieved by creating new channels of
information flow, as well as novel collaborations between citizens and experts.
Section VI: Return to MIT...What now?
Returned from our eye-opening, warp-speed field experience, we now had to compile what we
had learned, formalize those ideas, and formulate our first plan of action. Back in the relative
calm of the Cube in April 2008, Chris, Dan, Christina, a group of undergraduate students who
would be research assistants for the project, Lisa (by phone), Inge, the outreach director for
C4FCM, and I gathered for the first large-scale planning meeting of what would come to be
called the extrACT, then ExtrACT, and finally the ExtrAct project. We had brought back from
the trip many ideas about what could be built, drawing on conversations with community
members, environmental health scientists, advocacy organizations, and lawyers. The room we
met in seemed a far cry from the many sites -homesteads, to mountains, tourist towns and
skyscrapers - to which we had just traveled. Yet here, in a boring, gray-carpeted, corporate
boardroom, around tables with warped surfaces, was where we would spend our summer trying
to design tools for those now distant places and people. We spoke first about the major issues
confronting development of the project: the diversity of audiences, the question of how we
would design something that worked for everyone, and how we would avoid being labeled as
interfering outsiders.
One solution to the problems we discussed came from our final conversation with Lance.
He suggested making a whistleblowing tool in which technical precautions would be taken to
protect users' anonymity. This suggestion inspired a larger idea - rather than trying to make
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one singular website to handle all of these different issues, we might build a "toolkit" that our
collaborators could choose from. Different tools could be addressed to different audiences and
needs. With rhizomes in mind, we decided we should try to produce a group of separately
operating sites that shared a common back-end data structure. "Back-end" is the term for the
database and code that the user never encounters, while the front-end is commonly referred to as
the user interface (UI). We decided that the Uls would be different for each tool and might not
even suggest a relationship between the sites. Splitting the tools would also mean the back-end
data collected by the sites could be different. For example, the privacy protections on the
whistleblowing site might be very different from a landowner complaints tool, such that we
would not require a whistleblower to sign-up as a user or leave his or her name and address.
Rather, we might provide the user with a call back number so they could talk over the phone.
For the complaint gathering system, however, we needed geographical information and user
information to confirm the validity of complaints and to amalgamate the data with other sets.
Excited now, we discussed how this approach mirrored the corporate tactic of separate
branding, and Matt Hockenberry and Chris discussed how we could develop the UI brand for
each site differently. Chris chimed in individual branding also meant that, if one site failed
miserably, it did not have to take down the rest of the tools with it. The development model
would actually allow us to be more experimental in our approach.
In thinking about how to manage the competing interests of all our users, and the
wariness of environmentalism in these communities, Chris considered that, rather than
dismantling the commonly held idea that technology is apolitical, we should take advantage of
the fact that people hold this erroneous view. He compared "technology" to Teflon, since
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technology, like Teflon, has a sheen that prevents labels from sticking to it, that lets it slip in as
apolitical. We would aim to mimic Teflon in our branding, providing no clear politics to the site
in the imagery or descriptions. The politics, however, would be built in through anonymity
protections, through the kinds of data gathered, through the networking capacity of the tools, and
through the practice of using the tools themselves, which could, we hoped, allow and enable
monitoring of the industry.
The para-ethnographic discussion of our research trip had stressed that the terrain of
natural gas development was one made up of structural information asymmetries. Based on
these discussions, we began developing a list on the white board of information asymmetries,
areas of significant information gaps between landowners and companies. Then we imagined
how networked information sharing, gathering and analysis systems might help reduce those
informational gaps. The list read:
1. Surface owners are being split off from each other and are unable to aggregate their
complaints. Furthermore there are many different regulatory agencies and the complaints process
is time consuming and not readily responsive. The first tool we discussed was how to improve
the process of gathering and networking landowner stories and complaints. We conceived of a
website that would primarily be used by surface owners, although other groups might be
interested in the information gathered. We imagined complaints gathered here would be filed
with the State when possible, as well as with companies and boards of health (where applicable).
Importantly, we imagined this site would take complaints on any surface owner issue including
health, noise and property damage. The site came to be known as DrillWell, "community
monitoring of the oil and gas industry." Its development is discussed in chapter 7.
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2. Companies have better internal information organizing and sharing systems than gas
patch communities and their advocates, so landmen have information on the terms being offered
by their companies. Could we help develop internalized information structures for citizen
alliances that allowed them similar distributed co-ordination? The second "service," rather than
site, we envisaged was implementing a phone tree system to develop solidarity in communities; a
way of organizing volunteer time to answer the phone and possibly feed that information into the
other tools we imagined developing. Details on the problems with making such a service in
regard to internet law are described in chapter 6.
3. The confusion of regulatory agencies and problems aggregating and analyzing
complaints make company behavior hard to trace. The third site idea was a corporation map. The
map would show ownership in an area, including information about subcontracts and who owned
which wells. The idea here was to give landowners and community organizations a way to
understand, reflect and track the changing companies acting in this industry. Such a map might,
for example, usefully indicate the tight relationship between the water testing companies and the
gas industry. Because of technical challenges of developing this site, the idea was placed to the
bottom of the "to do" list.
4. Communities where oil and gas extraction is starting up have little knowledge of
industry, so leases are signed and the pattern of gas development is set very early through surface
leasing; only later do landowners realize the pitfalls of the contract they have signed. To improve
community-to-community education at the beginning of drilling we conceived of a "Landman
Review" website where landowners could share information about landmen, surface and mineral
contracts. The Landman Review site became Landman Report Card, or LRC. The process of
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developing this site is described in chapter 6. LRC attempted to open up a market in information
about Landmen, to provide a space for community-to-community education about the terms of
leases and to encourage collective information sharing and collaboration between individual
landowners.
5. The problem of workers within the gas industry being afraid to or lacking the means to
share information from everything about spills to faulty testing methods led us to consider
generating the whistleblowing site proposed by Lance. We imagined we would address this site
both to workers in the financial sector and roughnecks working in the field.
6. As landowners are frequently unaware of regulations what counts as a good lease, and
what practices are dangerous, a sixth site aimed to create stronger informational communication
between specialists and landowners. We imagined a site that would gather information about
relevant laws to help people make complaints or research the best leases. This concept had a
problem that experts would probably be needed to add and continually update information to the
site. It seemed to us on reflection that OGAP already served this function. We quite quickly
dropped the idea, because, although something like it was needed, it was outside of our particular
expertise.
7. A final asymmetry we noted was that communities were always responding to the
industry, there was very little possibility for proactive organizing so that development might be
managed collectively. The final idea we described as a "proactive" site. This site would alert
people to the potential of drilling in their area based on information scraped from State sites such
as locations where permits to drill had been submitted. This idea was based on the GVCA
experiences. We quickly identified some problems, including the difficulty in finding specific
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addresses around where the well permits had been submitted or the phone numbers of the
residents who lived. We also imagined that this site might provide information in an easy to
publish format so that it might be printed by local newspapers or reported on by local radio
stations.
With this list of possible tools outlined, we began to discuss which ones were feasible and
what development timelines might look like. We turned to Dan to hear from the backend
perspective what would be easier or harder, and Dan ranked the ideas as easy to hard in this
order:
1) Landman Review took first place because there were already sites like it to work with,
and it could be build like Yelp, a website where users review local businesses. The most
difficult problem he foresaw was striking a balance between user anonymity and
verification that users were actually landowners. If we did anonymize, we might get
flooded with good reviews made by landmen. So we thought we needed to determine a
threshold, such as having an address in area or providing a name, through which you
could make a report.
2) Whistleblowing came next, and it came along with the same anonymity and verification
issues. There was also the question of what the interface for this site would be like.
Would anyone be able to see remarks left on this site, or would it go to specific groups
such as OGAP or a network of lawyers?
3) Proactive took third as it was easy to know where new leases and permits had been made
but difficult to find addresses of where to send that information once we had it.
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4) Mapping and complaining seemed like the largest site. It would involve using some type
of web mapping platform. Also, we wanted to develop a turbo-tax complaint framework
so we could standardize the formats of complaints and determine automatically whether
they qualified as a complaint by the states categories. There was also the question of
working out where and how to route the complaints. On top of these issues we would
need to scrape data from multiple state databases, all of which varied in format.
5) Solidarity: the phone tree tool presented a few problems, as it would require Dan and our
other programmers to become familiar with the vast, poorly organized world of telephone
programming languages. They would have to learn a system to build telephone interfaces
that route through a server using a programming language called Asterisk.
6) Corpmap came in last because we did not know where we would gather the data.
How would these tools actually be built? That job was Dan and Chris's department.
Conversation about the back-end development flew by me in a flurry of terms I did not
understand, including but not restricted to Django, Postgres, SQL, Astrisk, edge-node, open-
layers, Ubuntu, and API. As bewildering as the terrain of gas development is, the terrain of
software development is equally challenging. Languages intersect, communities battle over what
is best, and the learning curve involves constant adaptation to continual change and
improvement. Trying to keep up with the issues of software development was, for me, like
trying to catch a high speed train that left ten minutes ago. Had I been in a traditional
ethnographic role, I would have learned our major programming language Django and followed
Dan's keystrokes doggedly. In a directorial position with the primary roles of leading group
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meetings and maintaining relationships and communicating with the broad range of actors,
however, that course was realistically impossible. Furthermore, I knew that training me would
take time and that even with training I would only be passingly fluent. Dan had been working on
these skills for a lifetime as had all of our other developers. Therefore, I chose discussion and
observation over more direct forms of participation in the actual coding of our software. More on
the ramifications and discussions of this choice can be found in Chapter 8. In chapter 6, I focus
on the issues of user interface development of our tools, and, in chapter 7, I focus on the
development issues in the back-end, particularly around the scraping of information from state
databases, the development of map interfaces, and the overall database design. I focus on the
issues because they were the most contentious and conceptually interesting issues we came
across.
We wrapped up the meeting with a sense of what we would actually build, a remarkable
accomplishment considering the range of potential options. We also had a tentative order. We
would begin with the mapping and complaint site as well as the whistle-blowing tool. The most
immediate and pressing goal, however, was to develop a series of demos of the ideas in order to
have something concrete for the first annual Civic Media conference to be held at MIT. As we
were the only project yet to get off the ground, it was incumbent upon us to make a good
showing.
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Chapter 6
Landman Report Card:
Developing Web-tools for Socially Contentious Issues
The problem of describing ExtrAct project's development is always one of where to
begin and which line to follow, since the development plans for each tool happened in parallel
and we worked on several ideas at the same time. While code writing for some aspect might be
happening, a phone meeting on another tool would be in progress, while terms of service might
be being negotiated on a third piece. This chapter picks up the thread of Landman Report Card
(LRC), the first tool we concentrated on developing and the one we imagined was the low
hanging fruit. In retrospect, while technically this descriptor was correct, culturally and legally it
turned out to be the most complicated of our proposed set of tools. This chapter investigates this
disjuncture.
Landman Report Card, or LRC, is a name we made up during a brainstorming session in
the Media Lab. We choose the name from the rest of the options because we thought its
suggestion that landowners could "grade" Landmen was empowering. Here was a website where
landowners, like teachers, could grade their Landmen, as if they were students. The idea was
inspired by websites like Rate-my-Cop, a project to grade LA police officers, or Angie's list, a
service offering user reviews of plumbers and repairmen.' Based on our field research, we
thought landowners could use a review site, where people could find out more about the person
at their door. Landmen however, unlike plumbers and repairmen, our fieldwork showed, come
with the bundle of industry strength behind them. And unlike policemen, the oil and gas industry
I http://www.ratemycop.com/ ; http://www.angieslist.com/
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representatives were not public servants. Landowners were very aware that reviewing Landmen
put them in a precarious position. We discovered in developing LRC that while speaking about
Landmen had been hard for landowners, committing to the written word and posting those words
online was much harder. This chapter explores the impossibility of resolving these issues due to
the structural mismatches between "industry" and "activists," to the polarizing tendencies in this
social movement and the technical openness of the open source web design, and to the legal
infrastructures currently in play in web environments. I suggest that these issues are an
extension of the problem of mimicry between corporations and social movements, following the
previous discussion (in chapter 4) that corporations themselves can be seen as social movements.
We initially predicted that we would have LRC finished by the end of the summer of 2008.
These complications delayed release by two years; LRC finally went online in January 2010.
To situate LRC in the contemporary world of information technology, I trace the history,
problems and possibilities of the Internet's development from an STS perspective, to
contextualize the technical, social and legal issues involved in LRC's development, focusing on a
particularly important ethnographic moment that happened toward the end stages of LRC
development. This description of the confusion over whether or not a participant in one of our
LRC field tests was an industry mole illustrates the most powerful and tense force that
intervened in the process of developing LRC and the other tools; the polarization of the issue of
gas development into 'us versus them'. Such polarization frequently leads to industry attempts
to infiltrate activist organizations and activists attempting to do the same to industry.2 In the case
of LRC this tension became apparent as we grappled with the question: 'How are we to build an
2 The infiltration of activist organization by industry funded PR groups is well documented by scholars Rampton and
Sheldon 2000, please see the section in Chapter 3 titled Response for more on this.
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interactive and informative structure that operated successfully in a polarized terrain where
everyone is worried about everyone else's allegiance and those allegiances are far from
transparent?'
Such polarization is particularly problematic when developing online tools as we were
doing. Theorists of the web have described how its open architecture creates radical accessibility
and fluidity between each individual's personal computer and those of others on the network
(Lessig 1999/2006, Benkler 2006, Zittrain 2008b). This capacity is changing how we think
about ownership, privacy and identity (Lessig 1999/2006, Benkler 2006, Palfrey et al. 2008,
Lister 2009, Deibert et al. 2010). A common adage that no one knows who you are on the
Internet has proved inaccurate, as regulation, control and monitoring of Internet traffic has
developed (Lessig 2006). These mechanisms that are laid on top of the basic system of the
Internet structurally change how we think about anonymity and verifiability (Galloway 2004,
Palfrey et al. 2008, Zittrain 2008b, Deibert et al. 2010). In order to understand why these
technologies challenge legal and social concepts of identity, location and ownership, and
presented problems for the design of LRC, it is necessary to describe the design and technical
choices employed to make the Internet and how this in turn created the possibility for the World
Wide Web.
Section I: Background of Internet and World Wide Web
Initially the Internet was intended to be a decentralized network that could withstand the
loss of individual nodes. Interest in such a network was born out of the US Defense
Department's Cold War need to create a system of command and control capable of withstanding
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a nuclear catastrophe. 3 Unexpectedly the flexible network designed to meet this goal enabled a
structure that could be scaled to add new computers to the network, capable of connecting
computers the world-over, Russian or American indistinguishably (Abbate 1999).
The openness and scalability of the Internet was neither happenstance nor necessary.
Rather, it was designed by convention and influenced by the culture of its first major users,
academics who used the service to send messages between campuses (Abbate 1999). The
original Internet was very much a peer-to-peer structure, such that when a new computer joined,
its user needed to prove or authenticate nothing about himself or his intention. The computer
simply had to be able to follow protocols for sending and receiving information, a process called
TCP/IP, Transmission Content Protocol/Internet Protocol. 4
The academics who standardized this protocol worked with a design ideal called "end to
end" that pushes complexity to the edges of the system - to the devices sending and receiving
the information - so that the transit system does the minimum possible work. The transit
system is built to receive and send "packets" of a single specific size. Therefore any information
- a document file, video, or audio - must be divided up into regular packets so they can be
managed by the system. This standardization allows the system to be ignorant of what is in each
packet. All the system need do is pass the packets to the correct "address," called an IP address.
An IP address is a unique, numerical identifier comprised of 32 bits. Therefore there is a finite
number of IP addresses that as a group comprise the sum of possible locations amongst which
data can be moved.
3 History of the Internet: Abbate 1999, Randal 1997, Leiner 1997, Campbell-Kelly and Aspray 1996, Krol 1987,
Clark 1988, Krol 1992.
4 Abbate history of the development of the internet covers the contingent social history to the Internet's
development. Also see Randell 1997, Wikipedia maintains an excellent series of histories on each aspect of the
Internet's development.
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Speaking in terms of location is actually misleading, from a computer's perspective,
since, in its terms, an IP address is not a place but one unique number in a very long list of
possible numbers. Each packet is labeled with the IP address by the host's computer and sent to a
router, a node on the system that is able to pass the packets along because it has a list of the other
routers. The router will send the packets along depending on the traffic at different routers
without having to consider the "whole" original letter or file, as it only has to move individual
packets along. Because the computers are networked, there are many possible routes that the data
packets can travel between IP addresses, so the packets making up one file many not even take
the same route. The host machine with the IP address will recombine the data packets like a
jigsaw and, since each is numbered in relationship to each other, it will notice if there is a hole.
The simplicity and radical standardization of this process is actually hard for people to
conceptualize because it differs so much from how we handle non-digital materials. First, if non-
digital things in the physical world were cut up and distributed in bits by many different routes
across the world and then recombined, they would not turn out the same as the original, nor
could a replacement piece be easily sent if one part were lost. Second, the idea of cutting all
physical objects - TVs, sofas, pillows, oranges - into the same sized unit so they would be
indistinguishable from each other, is plainly silly. This is not a problem for digital data, which at
its base is all comprised of the same components: bits. Third, such a system would be hugely
inefficient for sending nondigital objects. Efficiency is a different matter for digital systems
however, which as the next chapter investigates, is not based on geography, but rather on
databases. A router does not consider the physical distance a packet has traveled - it does not
consider physical space at all - but rather considers lists of numbers. This odd, myopic,
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geographically blind, disinterested, draconically standardized system for rendering all
information into identical packages sent between computers without centralized organization, is
the basis of the open nature of the Internet.
This radically modular structure allows the parts to inter-operate without knowledge of
their internal state. Internet theorists have argued that its structural openness, scalability and
robustness have made the system incredibly generative (Zittrain 2008b). 5 On top of this basic
structure all varieties of software can be added, software that enables geographical awareness by
creating databases that combine geospatial coordinates with locations of routers and IP
addresses, or software that can examine the content of packets and control which IP addresses
can send information to a specific IP address. However, none of these controls are structural
requirements of the Internet itself.
The World Wide Web is probably the most significant software system designed for
everyday Internet users. 6 The Web was developed in 1990 to use the ability of the Internet
interlink computers so that data could be accessed and read by many different computers, even if
they used different software and hardware that would otherwise make it hard to simply transfer
files. In 1989, Tim Berners-Lee proposed a system that would allow individuals to call up
information from other machines and interpret it in a shared, machine-readable language. This
functionality is based around Hypertext, a text system that allows text to be non-linear, by
5 Generative technologies have a particular characteristics as defined by Zittrain 2009b, chapter 7 will discuss how
we attempted to design WellWatch along these principles.
6 Histories of WWW: Cailliau and Gillies 2000, Berners-Lee and Fischetti 1999, Herman 2000.
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creating links between texts (Berners-Lee with Mark Fischetti 1999/2000).? Burners Lee
developed the first web browser, a software program capable of interpreting HyperText, based on
its ability to read hypertext mark up language (html).8 His browser constructed the Hypertext
stacks into a human-readable page in real time. This information is not on the user's computer;
rather the user's computer uses the Internet to read information from another's computer
database or server. Information transfer on the World Wide Web is achieved by another of
Berner-Lee's inventions, Hypertext Transfer Protocol, or http.9 The combination of the Internet's
ability to add new computers as long as they have IP addresses, and the WWW, in which the
browser basically acts as a universal application for calling and interpreting data accessible in
networked computers, has generated the Web as presently experienced.
This ability to not only send any kind of digital data from one computer to another, but to
create a network of computers that can broadcast information to any other computer able to find
the broadcast address, has radically transformed information-sharing. It has dramatically reduced
the costs and time required to share information over potentially great physical distances, and
increased the number of computers and computer users able to share information. The web and
internet create strange physical relationships: an "online" computer is allows the user access to
data held in many different physical places; many users can access that data simultaneously,
7 Links are built upon the idea that text can be labeled and read differently by humans and machines, the word "web"
when hyperlinked can be read by a program which has been coded to interpret "web" as meaning-when a user
clicks here, go to this page or address. The computer does not know what the word "web" means; it just responds
to the commands initiated by clicking. Although not originally designed to be used "online," HyperText created the
possibility of interlinking pages of information. Burners Lee realized that HyperText combined with the Internet
created a way for different machines to access the same stacks of information at once, as long as those machines
could all read Hypertext (Graham 1995).
8 Html provides a set of commands about how to organize and present hypertext visibly and thereby generate a
webpage. Importantly, this is not the same as passing the user's computer a whole set of files in a Hypertext stack.
9 This familiar beginning of a web address specifies how data that will be interpreted by the browser; the rest of the
address calls for information stored on servers under that file name.
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while being unaware of each other; meanwhile, due to the Web's interconnected structure the
network must be aware of the user's presence through the IP address in order for the system to
work. Finally, an individual's computer, can become a node of broadcast and computing power
for other computers on the network. SETI, a NASA project to search for alien life by scanning
radio noise for patterns, first exemplified this on a large scale by developing a program that could
use volunteers' computers to process some of their massive quantities of data and report the
results back to SETI (Lessig 2006). This program could run in the background on a user's
computer without interfering with that person's computing experience. Networked computers
create these strange physical and social geographies that allow for the creation of services
including distributed data-processing, remote surveillance, massive multiple player games and
online shopping. So too, the generative network of personal computers (PCs) that comprises the
present Internet has concomitantly created all manner of problems for traditional geospatial
arrangements, modes of transferring information, and property ownership (Lessig 2006, Zittrain
2008b).
This open architecture is extremely generative of new social forms, both in terms of
software, and in terms of virtual and off-line communities. From blogs, to music sharing, TV
streaming, and social networking sites, the Internet-enabled Web has transformed sociality for
both users and non-users. Social movements were some of the first large-scale Internet users to
realize that the Web could be used to assist information sharing between geographically distant
spaces and thereby change the politics and practices of resistance (Juris 2008). For example, the
Zapatistas are credited with being the first social movement to make use of the Internet when in
1994, they used email and the web to draw international attention to the repression of their
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movement by the Mexican government (Cleaver 1995/1999, Smith and Smythe 2001). This
usefulness of the Web to network distributed social movements was quickly recognized and
employed by other social movements, particularly movements resisting economic
globalization. 10 The use of websites to coordinate activists and publicize events as they
happened, and so to contradict mainstream media became commonplace in protest against World
Trade Organization meetings from 1998 onwards (Juris 2008).11 Media centers housing
computer equipment quickly became targets for police action and control, leading police to
attack them, confiscate servers and attempt to block organizers' websites. Such solutions proved
short-term however, because data was stored and accessible in different locations. Thus, with the
emergence of Web organizations, ideas about how tactically to respond to and think about
location also changed radically. Data could be stored in a network computer located well beyond
the reach of national law. The physical removal of a single computer or storage device could not
stop the spread of information, unless it happened to contain the only copy.12 In this way,
preventing social action and coordination by occupying physical territory became somewhat
more challenging with the rise of the networked social movement.
However, the open architecture, the flexibility of "identity" online of the web and Internet
produced a host of other ways to gather data, disrupt information and organizations. As described
below, in trying to build a website that was generally accessible to web users across the country,
10 There is a growing scholarship on cyberactivism Cleaver 1999; Smith and Smythe 2001, Pickerill 2003/2002,
Warf and Grimes 1997, Rheingold 2003, Kahn and Kellner 2004, Shane ed. 2004, Juris 2005/2010, Bennett 2003,
Meikle 2002, McCaughey and Ayers 2003, Bennett 2003/2003b,
1 Table 3 on page 48 in Juris 2008 lists major anti-corporate globalization protests from 1998 to 2007.
12 Txtmob, a text messaging system developed by Tad Hirsch, a student of Chris, took this process one step further
by allowing activists to coordinate through text messages, in an attempt to remove the need for centralized media
centers and servers (Rheingold 2003).
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ExtrAct ran into issues born of working in a strongly polarized field, characterized by severe
structural and informational asymmetries between individual landowners and the oil and gas
industry. The challenges ExtrAct faced were how to make use of the Web's broadcast structure
and the Internet's accessibility to transform the information gaps associated with natural gas
extraction; and how to map the polarized social, political and economic debate about natural gas
development, into the open, come-one-come all, structure of websites? The final section of this
chapter shows how this question was fundamentally irresolvable and describes the partial
solutions at which we arrived.
Fort Worth, Texas, Feb. 2009
The social context of these design questions included explosive issues of identity and
infiltration in the gas patch that were in no way incidental to TEDX's and my work, as the
following ethnographic moment illustrates.
It was Lisa's idea to split the room, just in case people from industry decided to attend.
This was our second Landman Report Card (LRC) training and field-testing trip. Our first testing
of LRC had been in Cleveland, Ohio where neighborhoods were up in arms about urban drilling:
wells were being drilled within 100 feet of suburban homes (Johnston 2009). We intended to
pair Cleveland with Fort Worth Texas where urban drilling has also recently taken off in 2006
(Lavandera 2008). We also hoped that in these two cities people would have greater Internet
access than most rural areas and so might be more likely to readily use the website.
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Along for the trip were Lisa, Dan, our programmer, and myself. We were also joined by Jen who
was to replace Lisa as the Oil and Gas Accountability Project (OGAP) liaison, as Lisa had
decided to pack it all in and sail off to sea. Quite literally, she and her long-time activist husband
had taken their nest egg and bought a boat, sold their house in Colorado, ended the lease on their
apartment in Utah and decided to move to Mexico and take to sea. Neither of them at that time
knew how to sail. This was a voyage into the unknown for two people exhausted by the world of
NGOs and relentless activism. So this was to be Lisa's last ExtrAct trip. I was worried, since
she, Chris and I hatched the whole mad plan together and I feared it might seem all the more mad
without Lisa to believe in it too.
Lisa's replacement-to-be, Jen, turned out to be lovely. We met for dinner our first night in Fort
Worth at a Mexican place, in a standard American suburban strip mall. Jen was a self-professed
novice at all things Web- and computer-related, but, being particularly interested in security
issues, she asked Dan questions about online security. We talked all about how to protect
identities online, how to manage passwords, whether or not there was really a difference between
raising kids in today's online world and how we were raised, whether or not IP addresses could
be tracked. The whole trip was tinged with a concern about security.
This feeling affected how we approached the Fort Worth training. Lisa was concerned that Tom
York, a local gas activist, had spread word about the training session through his email list,
which had some 400 members. With advertising that broad, she felt it was probable that industry
in the area would have found out about the LRC training by now. We had heard stories from
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Colorado of industry crashing grass-roots meetings, like the meeting in Colorado with County
Commissioners, about potential changes to the COGCC (Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation
Committee), the oil and gas regulatory body of Colorado, and local regulations. 13 We talked for a
long time about how to deal with potential disruption by industry representatives. Lisa was not
against just asking them to leave, saying, "This isn't a public forum after all." "But what about
journalists?" we worried, "Would they have to leave too?" "What about the ones we asked to
attend?"
After much back and forth we decided first that this wasn't a public meeting, so industry did not
have a right to be there, and second the goal of the meeting was to talk with people who had
direct experience with Landmen. So, in order to create a space where people would talk freely
about their interactions with Landmen, and where we could more freely talk about the goals of
the websites, we decided to split the group. We would allow only those people with direct
experiences with Landmen to stay in the room and actually try out the software. Everyone else
would have a discussion with Jen and Dan about Drill Well, another website we were
developing, in another room. We would try as much as possible to make this seem like an
informal and purely technically motivated choice. Everyone without experience with Landmen
was needed elsewhere on another part of the project. I tried to imagine Dan (reticent) and Jen
(really new to the project) leading an hour-and-a-half-long discussion about Drill Well and
smiled ruefully; it would likely be disastrous.
13 Changes to the make up of COGCC were achieved in 2007: Hartma and Chakrabarty 2007.
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We started off early next morning. Driving into the city, we passed some of the sites Tom York,
an organizer of a local advocacy group, had shown me in his neighborhood the day before. It is
hard not to become inured to stories of the gas patch after a while. They all blend in together,
similar stories of peoples' lives being upturned; but then because I have worked ethnographically
with groups advocating to reform the gas industry I have only heard the sad stories. We looked
out over a site of about ten wells by a piece of parkland that Tom had been fighting hard to
protect. He had become an activist on oil and gas issues after a company petitioned to drill in the
middle of this small piece of protected native grassland in his suburb.
Tom drove us over to look at a couple of the active drill rigs right behind an apartment building
and condos, recounting a familiar story of residents having to fight to get sound-proofing. He
told us stories of activist work they had carried out - from an art show about how drilling
changed the community, to a collaboration with a wealthy wife of influence in which they even
tried to propose legislation banning urban drilling. He was not surprised that it did not get
anywhere in this "industry town," where the mayor and most of the city council members are
from an oil and gas families.
The Fort Worth downtown felt like a small American city that was trying to make itself more of
an entertainment center, on the model of Chicago or Providence. There were the regular coffee
shops and Barnes and Noble stores. Most everything was closed, however, at this early morning
hour on a Saturday. Things always seemed more planned when Lisa was around. It was she who
remembered we needed a sign-in sheet, and that a map of the city where people could mark their
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locations would be a nice way to get people involved at the outset. These thoughts spurred us on
from the coffee shop where we were eating breakfast to head over early to the Fort Worth
Library where the meeting would be held.
Lisa had arranged for the space, rented for about $200, where we were met by a mid-thirties guy,
John, who was managing the rental space. Since it was before opening time for the library, he let
us in through a locked door on the side. We moved through the grand marbled space quietly,
although it was completely empty, and climbed up a central spiral stair case into a domed room
where local artists' works ringed in the walls. Then we took a left into one of their large
classrooms.
It was then we realized we had not printed out signs to label the doors so people would know
where to go, and suddenly, with much shuffling, we began to get the room ready. I went to the
front of the room, and started setting up the laptop and balancing the projector. Dan set up video
cameras. Lisa dragged a table to the entry way and put on it the sign-in sheet and flyers. (Wait!,
no, we realized we had to remove the flyers just in case industry moles came along.) Jen put up
the map on the wall. Then Dan and I began logging into each computer with our temporary
username and password. We thanked our lucky stars that they had the browser Firefox for which
the site was currently optimized. We developed the website in Firefox, because it is free, not
Microsoft-related, and our programmers liked it. Unfortunately, since 70% of the market-share
in browsers is taken up by Internet Explorer (IE), thanks to tying with Microsoft, most of the
people we work with do not use Firefox, particularly not those in educational institutions, which
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have established deals with PC dealers. This had made for nasty surprises in demonstrations
past, because Explorer, setting its own browser configuration standards, requires that browser-
based interactions be written in language that, unlike Safari and Firefox, does not conform to
Web standards. In practice, this meant that when our initial demonstrations had been opened in
Explorer, the formatting looked crazy, and the buttons did not work. But there was no need to
worry about that on this occasion.
While I was digging various pens and computers and flyers out of my backpack, I remembered
that the folder with the testing guidelines and survey questions was back in the hotel room sitting
on my bed. Thankfully, I still had a few questionnaires left over from the last training trip in
Ohio, and John offered the use of the library copier. So we dashed off to the copy machine as
people were beginning to arrive. I copied and stapled like mad.
Returning to the room, I was glad to see unknown people had begun to settle at computers close
to the front of the room. There were about 4 to 5 computers on either side of a central aisle in the
long thin room. The projector wobbled on some telephone books on the front desk. Some
people knew each other and chatted, others sat looking at their monitors. Jen and Lisa did most
of the greeting as they had met people on their earlier visit. I recognized Tom and his wife, who
took seats in the back.
It was about twenty minutes past the hour by the time we actually started, which put some
pressure on the training as we had only the booked the room for two hours. More importantly,
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we needed to hit the road on time to make it to the next training session in Denton, Texas. Lisa
started things off, thanking everyone for coming and introducing OGAP and me as the
representative of the ExtrAct project. I spoke briefly about the goals of the session today and the
project, but before we began in earnest, Lisa wanted everyone to introduce themselves and speak
about what brought them here. She herself spoke about working for OGAP, while I talked briefly
about my work with Theo and how this interest in chemicals brought me to the ExtrAct project.
Then we went around the room, asking people to tell their stories. There were several goals
behind this mode of introduction. First people like to talk and, according to Lisa, most come to
meetings such as this with gripes on their minds about the industry, and they want to get them off
their chests. It also helps them to find other people who have had similar experiences and builds
trust. Also there was a more tactical reason: to separate out those who had not interacted with
Landmen.
As we listened we heard that people's experiences with the gas industry ranged from mildly
troubling to totally outrageous. Jimmy Johnston, a long term resident of an inner city poor
African American neighborhood, told how that area had been particularly badly treated, it
seemed, by landmen. He knew of neighbors, drug addicts and old ladies, who had been
pressured into signing leases way below market price. Even more remarkably, there were cases
where renters had been asked to sign documents just so there was a signature. Inevitably, Jimmy
related, the documents turned out not to hold what people had been verbally promised, but it was
the written contracted that mattered.
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People in his neighborhood were angry, but not necessarily Internet savvy. Most people's
stories raised no red flags; they seemed heartfelt and hard done by, except for one well-dressed
woman, who from a stereotypical perspective looked a lot like me, only more convincingly
'business causal'. She seemed to be in her late twenties or early thirties and was neither a
landowner nor a reporter, "just interested in the issues". Hmmmmmm... looks were shot around
the room as she spoke, since she so clearly did not fit the demographic of middle aged, angry,
homeowners. However she was hardly a cowboy-hat-wearing landman type either. And she
seemed a little afraid, particularly when someone asked her how she heard about the meeting.
It was a difficult moment and I am glad that we had prepared a plan of action for just this
eventuality. You could see people kind of stiffen up. After the introductions, which when you are
dealing with peoples' life stories, are hard to cut short, I gave my fifteen-minute spiel introducing
the project, leaving out details about LRC. Then we divided up the room, asking everyone who
did not have direct experience with landmen to leave with Jen and Dan to talk about Drill Well.
Then with the ten remaining people we got into the meat of testing the LRC website. Most of the
rest of the training passed uneventfully, interrupted only by the usual problems of finding the
site, overly complicated password protection, getting people to answer the questions on the piece
of paper about their experience on the Internet, and my needing to be in three places at once as I
was called here and there for questions. "Logging in isn't working!" "What does this mean?"
"How do I start a report card?"
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In the middle of the session we were joined by a white haired lady, probably in her fifties or
sixties. She was known to Tom and was said to have a crazy story, but she flatly refused to even
try the computer. She was upset at even the idea of it. Thankfully I had remembered to bring my
little voice recorder, so I sent her and Lisa off into the small office at the entrance to the room to
record her story.
With about thirty minutes left, I started to organize everyone to wrap up. We began a discussion
about what the site needed to make it more helpful to people. The audience liked the idea of
videos to introduce what the site was about. They also felt that there was something big missing:
there was currently no way to enter information about the landman company itself, only on the
oil and gas company that subcontracted with them. Jimmy Johnston explained to me that oil and
gas companies do not hire individual landmen very often, though there are some freelance
landmen. They instead subcontract from a landman firm and it was landman companies in Fort
Worth that had developed terrible reputations and were not accountable to anyone. So in the
event of a complaint, the oil and gas companies could simply disavow a relationship with the
identified individual or company, saying things like, "We don't work with them anymore," or
"We can't guarantee anything he said to you, just what is in the contract." In order for LRC to be
effective, we needed to include this layer of actors.
Toward the end of this discussion, the remaining people who had been talking with Jen and Dan
began to filter in. Word began to spread through the group that someone from industry was in the
room. Caught up in my discussion with Jimmy, I could still see that Tom was getting restless. A
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piece of paper was handed to me that said, "Announce that industry is in the room." I felt a little
awkward creating a scapegoat in this way, particularly when, as far as I knew, there was nothing
that could actually be called hard evidence. My reticence quickly became beside the point
however, as Tom took it upon himself to make the announcement: "I just want to let everyone
know that someone from industry is in the room," he said.
"What?!" exploded the sixty-year-old woman who had refused to use the computers, "I'm not
staying here if industry is listening in. I've been fighting industry for the last six years - who is
it? Who here is with industry?" She was up out of her chair and angrily surveying the crowd.
She homed in on Jimmy.
"Is it you?"
"No ma'am.."
"Who are you with? I'm not staying here"- she was moving along the aisle to leave - "You've
taken everything from me: my property, my money, my peace of mind, you've put me and my
family at risk..."
Tom and Jimmy tried desperately to assure her that Jimmy was not from industry, but in her own
clamor she did not want to hear them. Meanwhile the face of the woman whom everyone else
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suspected was from industry reddened as people turned to look at her, urging her with their stares
to confess.
"I'm not from industry," she called out, "I swear I'm not."
"Are you?" The older woman demanded, redirecting her ire. "Who are you with?"
Again the woman protested her innocence, looking more and more bewildered. I felt sorry for
her and a little for myself, feeling the pressure upon me to get this all back under control. My
responses were slow, my mind aghast at the speed with which we had lost control of just fifteen
people. Their feelings were powerful and they were running over. I wondered how to call things
back to order.
"Everyone just calm down for a moment," I said over the din. Sometimes British accents help,
though it is rare for mine to sound commanding. "No, Jimmy isn't from industry and perhaps this
woman isn't either, let's not jump to conclusions. It's been a really great session and I'd just like
to see if we can wrap things up. We are almost finished."
As you might imagine, the conversation was not quite the same after that. There was no way of
settling the older woman down, so Jen left with her. Everyone else we managed to quiet down,
and we wrapped things up with some semblance of civility. As everyone was leaving, the
scapegoated woman, her face still red, came over to me and apologized, saying she truly was not
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from industry. I apologized and said I felt terrible if that was the case. I would surely have cried
in her position, industry or not. Honestly, I had no idea what to make of her, or the situation.
As we drove as fast as possible to our next training session in Denton, we tried to discover the
truth of the matter. In an ironic reversal of our previous conversation about Internet privacy, Jen
and Dan set to work on their Blackberries, tracking down her email address, which was recorded,
thanks to Lisa's sign-in sheet, with a small company. After a brief Google analysis, Jen and Dan
announced it was probably a PR firm. "Well that would explain it" said Lisa. "She can truly say
she's not with an oil and gas company, if she is hired by a contracted PR firm."
Who knows? I still don't.
Section II: Protecting, Identifying and Identifying with the User
This ethnographic moment puts into context the central theme for this chapter, which is
the problem of mapping the polarized field of gas development on our web platform. The
meeting point for this problem was the development of the user interface (UI). This interface is
the place for establishing relationships between the website and its users legally and socially
(Crammer in Fuller 2008). It was here that we had to establish our responsibilities and the
responsibilities of our users, both through the visual presentation of the site and through the
terms of use and various legal disclaimers (Berkman 2010: 255). Lawrence Lessig, theorist of the
Internet argued in his book, Code, that software, particularly in online environments, based as it
is in programming languages, implements different kinds of code to organize the interactions
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with the users: economic logics and cultural norms as well as, specific to this chapter, legal code
and the program's code (Lessig 1999/2006). Building on Langdon Winner's concept that
artifacts have politics, Lessig argues that software environments can also employ code
politically, by turning political choices into technical ones. For instance, software could be
designed to block information from particular IP addresses and servers. Such access-blocking
tools were quickly devised by repressive political regimes, and parental control systems, to
prevent access to information available via the Internet (Deibert et al 2008).
As the Internet has evolved, more subtle means of controlling access have been needed to
selectively block and monitor content in order to trace and manage those accessing information
(Deibert et al 2010). This next section explores how ExtrAct developed both our legal terms of
use through contractual code, and our software code, to manage the relationship between the
website and its users in a way that would 1) provide users fearful of retribution identity
protections; and 2) make it possible at the same time to gather information about our users'
identities to weed out corruptive users. Using both contract code and computer coding, we
attempted to strike a balance between anonymity and credibility for our users, while also
protecting ourselves from liability as website providers.
Polarization as described by Alinsky is a tactic employed to reduce the complexity of an
issue and to create a target for action (Alinsky 1971). Within social movements resisting gas
development, this is a common practice. "Industry" is their catch-all term for the feared and
resisted other. In many cases this fear was based on good grounds; in this polarized
environment, getting inside the other's territory became a good tactic for either side. People,
events and organizations were frequently captured or were the targets of capture by the other side
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(Scott 1985). A millionaire landowner who had become sick but who had many gas development
contracts was an immediate and good candidate to be brought in to resist gas development.
Conversely, a community meeting was a great site to be captured by industry, by having its
workers disrupt the event. An extreme case of this occurred in Texas, where industry actually
funded a grass-roots citizen organization and organized rallies (Sheppard 2009, Greenpeace
2009). How to spot industry infiltration became a game in activist circles.
However, although the neat division between industry and activists or landowners was a
useful organizing fiction, on the ground, everyone knew that relationships were far more
complicated. For example, it was possible to be both a landman and a landowner, or even a
landman and a disgruntled landowner; to be related to a landman and to be a disgruntled
landowner, or to be a landowner who worked in the industry but was unhappy about
development on his own property. Indeed, any landowner who had a surface contract was bound
to the industry in some way. For instance, caught in this bind, the Fitzgeralds (described in
chapter 5), themselves became a company, named "Hostagetooilandgas." All of these positions
were permeable and changeable and the pace of change in frontier zones made them even more
so.
How then were we to create a closed openness on a website whose aim was to be findable
and accessible to landowners all over the country, while also limiting access to "industry" that
might have a vested interest in intervening in the site, or who might use the site to target
particular landowners? This problem manifested in two ways: the problem of protecting
landowners' speech, and the problem of telling "landowners" apart from "industry."
Beginning Landman Report Card
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Like the stereotypical Hollywood movie pitch meetings, except without the glamour or
the money, the first meeting to discuss what we called "Landman review" was a game of
analogies. We quickly discarded Landman Review because, as Chris pointed out, it sounded like
a strange vaudeville act, and settled on Landman Report Card. Names of current websites and
terms were tossed around to find the model that might fit. We compared Landman Review to
Yelp, the successful online tool through which users sign up and offer reviews of local services
such as vets, hair salons and restaurants. Or it could be built, we thought, on a wiki-like
framework, an online shared and editable document, where each landman and his company
would have a page to which user's review would be added. "Blikr" Christina jokingly chimed
in, "It's like a blog meets Flickr," a photo sharing website; meaning there would be a blog in
which people could post a description of their experience with the landman, together with a
photo stream illustrating key points. It seemed to me in this first discussion that the basic
technical, backend database and data-matching structures already existed on which we could
base this tool; and that the front end, the user experience, was already quite well determined.
However, already at this early stage of this project problems started to crop up. Should
we anonymize the service to protect the landowners from potential backlash? If we anonymized
the site it might be flooded with fictitious positive reviews. Chris drew an inverted scale to
represent a conceptual balance between anonymity for each tool and verification, in which the
more anonymity there was, the harder verification became. Based on the open structure of the
Internet and the Worldwide Web as described above, balancing anonymity and verification is a
common design issue for websites (Lessig 2006, Zittrain 2008b). On the site, there would have to
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be some balance between protecting users' identities and verifying their stories. This led to a
discussion of what that threshold should be: an address in an area?, providing a name that was
stored in the backend database but not presented to other users? We were not sure at this stage
what the answer to it was, or even what potential answers were, but we knew this was a problem.
Interestingly, in the framing of the conversation, the answers we generated were all technical
fixes. It was assumed there would be some technical way to balance the need to make sure
stories were real and the need to protect users. But as the project developed it became more and
more clear that a technical solution to managing this risk was going to be neither easy to come by
nor foolproof.
Meetings like this one wrapped up with decisions being made based on a balancing of
long term and immediate pressures and goals. The most immediate pressure at the time was to
come up with demonstrations (demos) of our ideas to present at the pending Center for Future
Civic Media Conference. The second pressure was to produce something concrete to
demonstrate these ideas to the communities we had visited in order to get their impressions.
At this point we divided up the tasks. Christina and I began collecting more landmen
stories to generate ideas on what the user interactions would be like, what kind of stories there
were, and what sort of features would be helpful. Reviewing the stories we had collected, we
realized there were common tactics landmen used to make the process challenging for
landowners, such as turning neighbors against each other, being hard to reach and making
landowners feel rushed. We also discussed the problem of how to make reviews searchable and
comparable. Chris pursued Matt Hockenberry, a talented web designer, to mock up some
demonstrations. Since the backend was viewed as relatively easy, Dan pursued other aspects of
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development on the project. Given the Fitzgeralds' caution about limited Internet access in the
rural communities we visited, the undergraduate research assistants were to investigate, with
Dan's assistance, the possibilities of developing a phone interface for the system, built on the
model of SpeakEasy, a community-organized translation service for immigrant communities. We
imagined people would be able to place data onto and receive data from the website not only by
visiting it themselves but also by calling into a phone tree staffed by volunteers, as had been the
case with SpeakEasy.
Gathering more Landman stories: The Question of Risks to Users
To collect further landman stories, we reached out to people we had met in the field
through OGAP and SJCA, particularly those we had met in Farmington, New Mexico. The
process of collecting these stories brought to our attention a problem that would become a deep
concern with the deployment of LRC, namely what would be the possible legal implications for
landowners of posting a review on LRC? Through San Juan Citizen's Alliance we were
introduced to Susan a landowner concerned about landmen's behavior. Susan was very
enthusiastic about the idea of a landman review site, having had repeated problems with her
landman, due in part to her absentee surface ownership - she lived in California, but owned land
in San Juan County. Working with Susan and others, we developed a mock-up paper version of
what a landowner might encounter on our review site. The form had information including the
landman's name, the company's name, and the time and location of the visit. Beyond that we
asked our contacts to come up with a tag or "tactic" that they felt they had experienced, and a set
of provisional characteristics on which to rate the landman we had come up with: honesty,
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knowledge, courtesy, and reliability. Based on the Fitzgeralds' emphasis on people's need to
express their story fully, we thought the most important aspect of a potential review was the
description of the problem or incident. There are technical drawbacks to free-form text,
however; it is hard to parse bits of information from a description for later use, and it is difficult
to flexibly re-organize the data (Berners-Lee 1999). This was just one way in which it became
apparent that what was most useful and readable to human users was least transparent and
flexible for the database. The text was much more useful if it was well "tagged" or organized by
some searchable conventions as it could then be flexibly associated with other pieces of data.
Tags were popularized Online in 2004 by del. icio. us, a website for bookmarking and sharing
bookmarked webpages. Tags were employed to allow users to sort and categorize their
bookmarks.14 Flickr, the photo-hosting website borrowed and popularized this approach, adding
the ability to view tags that were popularly used by other users (Mathes 2004, Garrett 2005).15
This approach allowed for the emergence offolksonomies, generative taxonomies based on
common knowledge that users could borrow from and add to (Mathes 2004).
In LRC we attempted to turn tagging into a tactic for social analysis, in order to enable
our users to generate a classification system for landmen behaviors. The purpose of these tags,
which we initially called tactics, was not only to organize report cards, but also to make users
aware of potentially hazardous behaviors and practices employed by landmen. This use of
tagging turned LRC into a research tool through which users could generate a classificatory
analytic. This classification system could be employed by users, be they landowners, landmen,
14 http://www.delicious.com/
15 http://www.flickr.com/
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academics, lawyers or reporters, to study and track the structural dynamics of this industry rather
than just drawing attention to the "bad apples" in the bunch.
With this basic plan in mind we mocked up a document version of a potential form and
asked our pilot landowners to fill it out and adjust any aspects of this form, to see if they felt it
was suitable.16 We found that trying to get activists and landowners to voluntarily do
participatory work was quite hard because the reactive and immediate time cycle for activist
work and the long-term development timeline of our endeavor rarely matched up. It could be
very hard for people to find windows in their days to volunteer time to a project whose outcome
was uncertain and without immediate payoff. The fact that we had any interest at all, and that
people took time out of their days, was testament to their feeling that in the long run the project
was worth their while. However, finding people through friends of friends; contacting them,
when they were not regular email users; arranging times for introductory calls; explaining the
project; and working on follow up calls took a lot of time and required energy, commitment and
flexibility on everyone's part.
Responses to the "mock up" paper interface were positive in that people actually filled
them out. Susan's were particularly interesting:
V.
User: SWatson
Landman: [name redacted] For ConocoPhillips
Company: ConocoPhillips
Honesty: F
16 Mock-up or paper versions of design tools are a common practice in participatory design, in which you
collectively figure out design issues in this flexible form which lacks the rigidity and finish of a digital
representation (see Ehn 1991).
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Knowledge: C
Courtesy: D
Reliability: F
Time of interaction: April through July, 2006
Type of Interaction: certified letter, e-mails, telephone calls, on site
meeting
Tactics:
Unresponsive to phone calls and other attempts to communicate
Lies and subsequent apologies
Description:
I am a nonresident surface owner maintaining property in San Juan County, New Mexico, but
living in California. Last May, I received a letter from an assistant to a landman for
ConocoPhillips. The letter said that I had to respond within 5 days if I wanted to be present at a
staking for a well location on my own property in New Mexico.
I tried to get in contact with the assistant in several different ways. The email printed on her
letterhead was invalid, and she never picked up her phone. When I called the receptionist at her
office, the receptionist refused to take a message for me or tell me if she was in. Eventually, I
figured out that she had spelled her email wrong on the ConocoPhillips letterhead and heard she
had taken a 3 week long vacation.
Eventually after getting in touch with her boss, I thought I managed to be present at the staking
rescheduled in July when I would be in the area. He neglected to call me until after the staking
was done.
VI.
User: SWatson
Landman: [name redacted] Landman for ConocoPhillips
Company: ConocoPhillips
Time of Interaction: August, 2006
Type of Interaction: phone calls, on-site meeting
Honesty: F
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Knowledge: F
Courtesy: F
Reliability: F
Tactics:
Last minute changing of plans
Preventing landowner involvement
Lies and subsequent apologies
Description:
After being given the runaround by ConocoPhilips to be present for a staking of a well site
on my property a month earlier, I thought everything was settled for me to be present at a time
that would be convenient for me as an nonresident surface owner. I was visiting New Mexico for
my mother's memorial service and I specifically arranged to meet with ConocoPhillips when I
was there. Monday morning after the service on Saturday, the landman called and said "I heard
that there was a memorial service for your mother. I'm sorry to hear it. I apologize, but we went
ahead and did the staking without you."
As you might imagine I was very upset in this period of grief and felt the company had taken
advantage of me and they definitely lied to me. Adding insult to injury they have staked on
exactly the part of my land that I had told the landman I did not want them to drill a well on--an
area next to the county road (frontage) which is the most valuable portion of that property. When
pushed about why they done the staking, he claimed that they didn't understand that I had wanted
to be present for it!
So far they haven't drilled the well yet, but it has been a very frustrating experience. The
landman keeps telling me to just tell him where I want the well, as if I really want a well on my
property.
I am now working with the same landman on a different well on another piece of property, too.
Susan's responses brought up an interesting problem right away: since landowners have many
interactions with a landman over time, unlike interactions with a plumber or a policeman with
whom you might interact once, they would need to make many entries whose boundaries were
not discrete. In the story above, both of these entries were about the same staking, which had
been rescheduled twice. In order to manage this problem we decided each user should have a
dedicated page on which to record entries sequentially.
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Another difficulty materialized following Susan's emailed replies, in which she expressed
that, because she was currently in negotiations with this landman, she was uncomfortable with
naming him directly. She also asked about the "potential liability anyone would have by
participating in this project," saying "I know how hard it is to fight big oil and I don't want to
have a slander suit filed against me or against you. Has this legal issue been researched?" She
also did not want to include her email address. Conveyed directly as this caution was, it gave us
significant pause. What exactly were the legal issues around slander related to this site? How to
manage this issue became a social, technical and legal question at the core of our difficulties in
developing Landman Report Card. In order to investigate these questions we began working
with a series of legal experts at Harvard's Berkman Center for Internet and Society. Meanwhile,
Matt's development of something flashy and compelling for the all-important demos for the up-
coming Civic Media Conference was going ahead.
Demos: moments of discovery
Our first demo of LRC bespoke many of its problems. At the time, based on my research
in Colorado and New Mexico, we believed we were designing for a western audience. Our first
demo reflected this in the classic cowboy image of the site's banner.
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Figure 6.1 Landman Report Card first demo summer 2008 (names on image have been
redacted).
After discarding an image with two cowboys, because it was reminiscent of the front cover of the
movie Brokeback Mountain, we settled on the one above, which we hoped would be attractive to
western ranchers. We were troubled about how we as East Coast urbanites were supposed to
design this site, a discomfort we managed in a typical fashion, with jokes such as the tagline
Matt added to demo: "Howdy Partner, you're logged in as Cal A. Rado."
Clicking through Matt's first demos of LRC (and DrillWell and OffGas), I was amazed
that in a day he could make something you could click through online and see changes. It felt
like a real website. For instance, if you clicked on a landman's name on this demo homepage, a
review for him, drawn from our stock of stories, would pop up. It took me a while to realize it
was all an illusion. The demo was like an old western street scene on a Hollywood film set. You
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might walk down a such a street thinking the houses were real, only to reach the end of the road
and look back to find them nothing more than painted plywood held up by frames. Despite the
ability to click on a landman's name or even search one or two reports, you could not add a new
report into this demo; there was no backend. Matt had built a web page for the front-end, the user
interface, by programming the browser (using a language called CSS) to take the user to the next
web page, such as one holding a review of the landman on which he had clicked. Based on the
ability of web browsers to read interlinked pages using Hypertext, Matt had created a set of
webpages that were interconnected using links: the buttons appeared to work because they took
you to a different webpage. If the backend had existed, clicking on a landman's name would
send a call to a database using the url for that information. Information at that location actually
instructs the user's browser how to construct a page showing that data within set of standard
templates for displaying data that are defined by the website designer. In essence, this webpage
and the information on it would be assembled in real time on a new 'page'. With this demo there
was no real-time assembly, no call to a database; the button click simply automatically sent the
user to another hardcoded page. The demo, as it stood, allowed only movement as an actor down
the Western street, along a prewritten path; turning the wrong corner or searching for a page that
had not been hard-coded made the illusion crumble. Still, if you took the correct, predetermined
path it looked pretty good, and, clicking through the demo correctly, you would never know the
backend was not there.
As discussed in the last chapter, demos present an opportunity for ethnographic
reflection. They are a moment of bringing ideas to a variety of audiences, a mock-up, preparing
a story about why the site is worthwhile. We learned many things from the various audiences to
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whom we showed this demo. In particular, discussion with Lisa Sumi, our consultant on the
ground, and the lawyers at the Berkman Center's Citizen Media Law Project (CMLP) changed
how we perceived this project. Working with the CMLP refracted the shifting legal world of the
web onto our ideas. These discussions transformed our imagination of the relationship we could
build between our users and ourselves as the hosts of the website. Lisa's comments reflected the
shifting space of gas development on the ground and changed totally our concept of both the
audience and the development timeline for LRC. Taken together working with Lisa and the
CMLP brought into relief the difficulties of overlapping physical and online socio-political
geographies required by LRC.
Section III: A New Frontier: "A Mature Region with Youthful Potential"17
Frontier development for people on the ground comes as a surprise because of changes in
the metrics by which your own space and the spaces around it are measured. In evidence that
our project was now influenced by the frontiers of gas development, surprise is what we
experienced along with many landowners in New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio and West Virginia
over the summer of 2008. In 2008, a new gas "play" began along the Eastern Appalachian
region and took on a name: the Marcellus Shale play. A "play" is defined as " a set of known or
postulated natural gas or oil accumulations sharing similar geological, geographic, and temporal
properties, such as source rock, migration pathways, timing, trapping mechanism and
hydrocarbon type" (IOGCC 2005: 4). This particular geographic formation or play, spanned
about 600 miles from southern New York, through the west of Pennsylvania, into eastern Ohio
17 IOGCC 2005 page 1
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and West Virginia. These distinct states, and the individuals inhabiting the surface suddenly
found themselves united by this band of subsurface shale containing natural gas. Shale is a
common name for rock that used to be layers of clay or mud. The Marcellus shale originated
approximately 350-415 million years ago, from the decaying remains of algae and organisms that
fell to the bottom of the ocean that once covered the eastern United States. The carbon in these
bodies became the hydrocarbons, gas, coal and oil, now so coveted. The depth of the shale varies
from 250 feet thick, to a few feet (Sumi 2008). The Marcellus Shale play was immediately tied
to discussion about public health and gas development emerging in the western states because
fracturing would be required to access the gas from this shale formation (Sumi 2008).
Successes in tapping similar unconventional gas reserves in the San Juan Basin and the
Barnett Shale in Texas through fracturing and other methods suddenly made this eastern region,
the historic site of the first oil boom and of the American coal industry, viable and attractive
again for gas development. It was described in a 2005 lobbying publication on the matter as: "A
mature region filled with youthful potential" (IOGCC 2005: 1). These ancient organic remains
were now the vector transforming relationships between living bodies on the earth's surface.
What would new geographical, political and social commonality mean for us and for the area's
inhabitants?
For inhabitants it generally meant surprise, excitement, confusion and pressure.
Suddenly in 2008, newspapers in West Virginia began reporting that record offices were filled
with landmen researching minerals and surface ownership (Snedegar 2008). Soon landowners
were being contacted by landmen. It was in these encounters that landowners tended to first hear
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or become interested in their relationship to the "Marcellus Shale" or the gas reserves beneath
their feet.
OGAP became aware of the new focus when they were flooded with calls from the East,
an area with which they had not previously been involved. In response, Lisa was contracted to
quickly put together an informational package on what the Marcellus Shale was, and the
potential concerns for landowners in this region (Sumi 2008). It was while she was researching
this publication that ExtrAct started coming together. The idea of Landman Report Card resolved
in early June, and by mid-June, Lisa, having reviewed the demo, was pushing us to develop LRC
as soon as possible so it might be used in the Marcellus Shale region.
This was a big change for us; suddenly our audience was no longer Western, but Western
and Eastern. It also brought us into the project in a personal way. My family lived in Ohio, as
did Christina's. Matt grew up in rural Pennsylvania. Suddenly our ties to this issue were less
conceptual and more immediate. The New York City watershed was in the Marcellus Shale
region. On Lisa's recommendation, we organized a trip to the region, visiting groups she had
coordinated with through OGAP. On a whirlwind week-long trip through four states, Christina,
Dan, Lisa, I and our two undergraduate research assistants James and Meng, met with
landowners' organizations in West Virginia, Ohio, and New York, and in Pennsylvania we met
with the Pennsylvania State Extension Service. What we found in these travels was vastly
different social and physical groups facing similar but differently refracted problems and
approaches to gas development. This posed for us a new set of design and implementation
challenges. Should we pilot the tools here as well as in Colorado? Who should we work with in
this new area? What new ideas might they have about what we could bring to this play?
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Northeast Ohio Gas Accountability Project (NEOGAP): Manufacturing Surprise
One of the biggest changes we encountered to our initial conceptualization of gas
development was suburban drilling. As can be seen in our initial ExtrAct sign, which reads:
"Systems and technologies to help rural communities self-determine and collectively act to
protect their health, welfare, and environment from extractive industries," we had originally
thought of these tools as important for primarily rural areas.
Figure 6.2 ExtrAct sign for C4FCM conference June 2008.
In Ohio we found a vastly different situation and impacted population.
Three years previously I never imagined my research on gas development would bring
me to a familiar scene: a suburban street in Cleveland, Ohio that was familiar to me in the way
that all suburban streets are familiar when you grew up on one.
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Figure 6.3 Image of Cleveland Street visited by ExtrAct in August 2008.
We pulled into the driveway of a small, split level suburban home, in a massive white van that
had traveled over the past four days across Interstates, over a deer that had been hit by the
speeding car ahead of us in the dark, and through West Virginian farm country and hills. Along
the Pennsylvania Turnpike we had begun to see the familiar signs of the emerging gas economy
trees cleared in long straight lines to make way for pipe lines, bill boards exclaiming natural
gas as the clean alternative to coal and oil. There were deer in the driveway as we tumbled out
after six hours in the car. After getting lost twice, finding ourselves in one near accident with a
telephone pole when I tried to reverse the van, and a brief stint on the wrong side of a road, our
group was already exhausted. Dan had been tapping away in the back of the van trying to input
the Ohio State data on wells into our mapping program, to no avail. The mapping program was
now horribly broken. Lisa went to the door; the first to meet the founding members of NEOGAP,
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The Northeast Ohio Gas Accountability Project. The rest of us stood awkwardly behind the van
wondering what we would find here. Given how ordinary it looked to me, I wondered what the
place looked like through Meng's and James' eyes - James had grown up in Kenya and Meng in
Thailand. Lisa hollered at us all to come in. As we rounded the van, the deer moved off and we
moved in.
"A house with children," was my first thought as we filed in, forming a line to shake
Mark's large hand at the screen door. We entered to meet his wife who was sitting on the couch
by the front bay window, a toddler in her arms and 5-6 year old daughter at her knee, the child
looking at us with that unnerving direct gaze kids have. There was a play pen in the corner of the
living room and games on every shelf on the wall. We were waved straight through to the
kitchen, a classic American family kitchen, with the kids' drawings up on cabinets. Food was
laid out on the small dining table for us, a veggie platter, brownies and soda. As we settled in
around the table, exchanging pleasantries, Mark called up his neighbors Harry and Mary who
were planning on heading over. Because the kitchen was too crowded, we divided up, and
James, Meng and Dan took the short flight of brown-carpeted stairs down into the den. Soon
enough Harry and Mary came in, Mary's hands full with a crockpot and a bag of hot dog buns
for Sloppy Joes. Harry got straight down to business over the kitchen table as we introduced
ourselves. "We're not against drilling," he said, "it has to be done; but not in our back yard!"
The process and precise issues relating to gas development vary widely from place to
place because of variances in state rules, mineral and surface ownership and the industry's
history. I felt I had only just grasped these complexities in Colorado. My complete lack of
knowledge about the situation in Ohio and exhaustion from driving gave me pause on where to
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start today. I was still struggling to remember the names they had just told me, when Harry
launched into a story of why drilling was suddenly possible on his street. It was so familiar and
outrageous to him that stopping to describe terms was not his immediate concern. "Home rule
wiped away!" "ODNR in control of everything." "HB 278." "Zoning done away with." He
rattled off terms passionately. My brain struggled to get the sense of the story, if not the details.
"Home rule" was a local ordinance that prevented any industry within 600 feet from a home. In
2004 the oil and gas lobby helped pass a law, House Bill 278. The bill moved regulatory
authority on zoning of oil and gas to Ohio's Department of Natural Resources. The Department
subsequently negated local zoning regulations for oil and gas extraction throughout Ohio
drilling, allowing drilling to occur within 100 feet of homes, and meant that gas extraction could
occur right across the street from Mark's home (Johnston 2009). This, from Harry's perspective,
was a completely crazy turn of events that had resulted in his involvement with NEOGAP and
brought him and his wife over this Monday afternoon in August. We decided to suspend
conversation until everyone could be around-we were waiting for Kari, a cofounder of
NEOGAP, who it turned out, came 41 miles to meet with us.
Kari worked as a software consultant and had taken time off specifically for this meeting.
She was a tall, long-blonde-haired woman who looked more like a realtor or lawyer than an oil
and gas activist. She was carrying a computer bag and two large binders. Upon her arrival, we
settled into the den, which barely fit the crowd of us. Lisa sat on the stairs blocked off from
Mark's wife and children by a kid fence. Mark and Dan sat on the couch facing the stairs,
Christina and I on a couch perpendicular to them, and James, Meng and Kari took the couch
across from us, while Harry and Mary filled in the gaps on desk chairs. This ring of mismatched
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sofas surrounded a round coffee table and one of those kids' rugs with streets and railroads on it,
teaching kids early on to imagine systems from a birds-eye or engineer's view. NEOGAP
meetings all had this provisional quality; they lack funding, offices or regular meeting spaces.
They were established in 2007 after letters from oil and gas companies started arriving in the
mail. Mark became actively involved in this issue when he received a threatening letter from a
gas company saying they were planning to drill on his block. They offered him the ultimatum
that he could either sign up with them or they would "force pool" his minerals into the drilling
block. 18
To drill a well in Ohio, the gas industry needs a specific acreage of minerals rights around
each well to be assigned as part of that well's block. In Mark's neighborhood the formation the
companies wished to access required 20 acres of mineral owners in a well's block. A major
difference between drilling in the West and in the East is that most people in the East own their
mineral rights. You would think this would put them in a much stronger negotiating position. In
reality, because of mandatory pooling, mineral owners can be forced into a well's pool even
against their will. If a company has close to 20 acres of mineral access secured, say 17 acres, the
remaining 3 acres can be 'force pooled' even against the express wishes of mineral rights owners
in that well block. Mark described how even a local day-care had been mandatorily pooled into a
20-acre unit. The problem as Harry described it was this:
Part of the anger is the way the oil and gas company comes into a neighborhood.
Individually they contact the homeowners, other homeowners don't know anything about
what's going on. I didn't even know a well was going in, my neighbors brought it to my
attention after the fact just about. And they all use the same technique. And we have
18 http://www.landmanreportcard.com/Irc/review/21 This review on LRC describes the case and provides the
documentation.
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neighbors that don't want the well. There are 12 to 13 neighbors within the 20 acres, but
there's probably a dozen of us that don't even want the well. But we haven't been asked.
Importantly, the 20 acres only have to be contiguous, so the gas company does not have the
consent of everyone in the 20 acres area around the well. That is, the parts of the 20 acres might
only be connected at a comer. This leads to unlikely geographies of neighbors being combined
to compile the necessary 20 acres, where the link between two properties might be a sidewalk or
an adjoining corner. An example is shown here:
Figure 6.4 Kari and Mark holding a diagram they had made of 20 acre "unit" in their area
that a gas company had put together (marked in pink). They indicated that the unit is made
contiguous by appropriating a public sidewalk.
"They use the same technique and I'll tell you what it is" said Harry:
They say, 'We're going to drill a well on Mr Glovers land here; you ought to become a
part of it, because you're going to make some money out of this. Oh and by the way, if
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you don't decide to do it, you're going to lose out, because we'll just get your neighbor to
go along with it.' Or, a little more under-handed, say you guys all own property rights
where you are sitting, and I go to James and say, 'We're going to drill a well. We've got
the o.k. from Dan here,' and he (James) says, 'Nah I'm really not interested.' So I go over
to Lisa and says, 'You know we're thinking about drilling a well over on Dan's property
and James has already agreed, he's already in on it, he wants it.' And they just lie, and,
the way America's become, people don't talk to their neighbors that much. They find out
later - 'I thought you were in on it' and it's too late, the leases are already signed.
This exact situation happened in Harry's neighborhood, they told us. They described to us the
situation of a neighborhood couple in their 80s who were approached by Ohio Valley Energy; the
couple's property was key to getting this 20 acres. If they had said no there would have been no
way for the company to get the necessary quantity of land, Harry told us. Apparently, the couple
hesitated but were told by the company that if they did not sign on, the company would just go
down the street to the neighbors and directionally drill the well, so they would be left out. This
was an outright lie, Harry told us, because the neighbors down the street had already received
letters and refused to lease their minerals. The old couple were convinced, however, and signed
onto a lease with the company. Later, in talking to their neighbors, the couple realized they had
been deceived. They agreed to write a letter rescinding their agreement to the lease. However,
they eventually backed out because their lawyer advised them that if they rescinded on the lease,
they might be sued. They were scared about the potential cost of a lawsuit and so decided not to
rescind their lease agreement. Such dealings have the effect of both bringing the neighbors
together in new ways as well as tearing the fabric of the neighborhoods apart.
It was this situation that brought NEOGAP together. Mark was one of the neighbors who
received a letter threatening to force-pool his minerals, and he was shocked that industry was
threatening what he saw as his constitutional rights to manage his property. The letter to Mark
from Ohio Valley Energy (OVE) informs him that:
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Because our leasing efforts have been unsuccessful in the past" - because Mark was
not interested in leasing his minerals - "we must now inform you of our plans to initiate
a mandatory pooling actions, with the Ohio Department of Natural Resources Division of
Mineral Resources Management pursuant to 1509.27 of the Ohio Revised Code Section,
requesting that the above-described property [Mark's property] be mandatorily pooled in
the drilling and spacing unit... Should you elect to lease your mineral interest in lieu of the
mandatory pooling, you will be dismissed from this action (OVE 2007).
As Mark describes his subjective impression of the letter on the Landman Report Card site:
"This sure sounded to me like OVE was attempting to coerce my family into leasing our mineral
rights to them". 19
Around this time, he happened to read a letter to the editor in a local newspaper written
by Kari in 2006 about a hydrogen sulfide leak from a well in her area which hospitalized a
neighborhood kid, and meant that the child's home, two doors down from Kari, had to be
evacuated and entirely decontaminated. She was disturbed that the company and ODNR were
still refusing to recognize that hydrogen sulfide was the cause of the kid's illness, despite a
doctor's report, a report from the local Department of Health and one from an independent
environmental consultant confirming the presence of hydrogen sulfide (Kuns 2006, Lele 2006,
ODNR 2007). Because the company would not confirm that the problem was due to hydrogen
sulfide there was no confirmed complaint on record with Ohio Division of Natural Resources
(ODNR). Kari was stunned to learn that the emergency services were unaware of the potential
hazard of hydrogen sulfide in this area, despite the fact that Ohio, according to her research, (she
had brought a map to show us20), is considered a major hydrogen sulfide zone. In addition, there
was no warning of the leak to any of the neighbors. Neither emergency services, nor the
19 The full details of Mark's case can be found online on Landman Report Card: http://www.landmanreportcard.com/
lrc/review/21
20 Skrtic,2006: 7 (Figure 1)
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company tested any of the neighboring properties or informed the neighborhood of the concern.
She herself had woken with a headache that night. After reading Kari's letter to the Editor on this
issue, Mark had looked her up on-line and given her a call, and out of that conversation
NEOGAP was formed. Like the other small grassroots groups we had encountered, there were
10 very active members of NEOGAP at this time and around 100 more on their mailing list, and
they had become a mini research organization. Kari gathered all the news articles relevant to oil
and gas, and pictures of the wells in the area, carrying them around in binders. The group used
stories from the area to convince people that there were problems right in their own
neighborhoods and towns. Kari found that many people were completely unaware of local news
events, even matters as alarming as well explosions and hydrogen sulfide leaks, because they had
fleeting coverage in small newspapers and were then forgotten. In the process of convincing us
she took out images to show us.
Figure 6.5 This picture shows an example from Kari's collection, a drill rig openly flaring,
just feet from an apartment building.
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As part of their research, the group investigated the State websites. Harry exclaimed,
"How dumb can people be!" over a particularly telling item on the Ohio Department of Natural
Resources (ODNR) website advertising jobs for well inspectors which described "UNUSUAL
WORKING CONDITIONS: Exposed to inclement weather; spends high percentage of time
alone in auto in remote areas; on call 24 hrs., 7 days per week; exposed to oil & gas well fires &
explosions & potential hazardous conditions & toxic gases & chemicals" ([emphasis added]
State of Ohio 2007: 2). Mark was shock to find that as part of the advertisement itself, the
inspectors were made aware that they would be exposed to toxic chemicals and fumes. Research
into local ordinances revealed that, if House Bill 278 giving control over drilling to the ODNR
had not passed, then none of these wells would have been allowed in their area, because local
zoning had previously prevented industrial units within 600 feet of homes. Thus NEOGAP had
become a hub of knowledge on gas development in this region. They had begun generating their
own articles, pursuing appeals to the ODNR, and connecting with OGAP, from whom they had
taken their name.21
They had connected with grass roots organizations through OGAP in other areas as well,
such as FortWorthCanDo, a group also dealing with the problems of urban and suburban drilling
in Texas, and had started their own efforts to change local rules, writing bills that would require
better zoning rules. They had reached out to the local fire stations that were brought into this
issue when a house in a township outside of Cleveland exploded after gas contaminated that
subdivision's water wells (Demirjian 2010). In 2007, in the middle of the night a small home had
been lifted from its foundation after natural gas from a water well accumulated in the basement.
21 http://www.neogap.org/neogap/ As of 2010 they have their own website and because of their increased
geographical reach they changed their name to Network for Oil and Gas Accountability and Protection.
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All of the houses in that aquifer were contaminated with gas and had to have water provided for
them by the company involved, Ohio Valley Energy. Most were unable to move because the
property value of their houses had been destroyed (Rusek 2009). In a sharply ironic twist, a
separate aquifer incident in the area had contaminated the water used by the local fire and police
department (Demirjian 2009). Through the assistance of the fire departments they had developed
a code, which departments could use to label gas-related fires so that problems could begin to be
tracked.
In a tactical meeting, we began sharing stories we had heard of successes in other
regions, including the success in Colorado of strengthening regulations in counties rather than at
the state level. We talked about how toxic chemicals change people's perception of gas
development because of the way chemicals can travel. Lisa said that toxic contamination could
impact whole communities rather than small neighborhoods. Kari's story was particularly
illustrative of the problems people were facing with the gas industry. She had seen an interview
with Theo and was extremely interested in the issue of toxics in the environment, so much so that
she had been trying to gather Material Safety Data Sheets from the ODNR on the chemicals used
in Ohio. Her requests to the companies drilling in her neighborhood met with no response and,
after repeatedly having all inclusive expensive water well tests performed before and after more
gas well were drilled nearby and getting results showing hydrochloric acid in her own water, she
sent a second letter to the State. They finally responded that the EPA did not require them to give
these documents to her and, in fact, they did not have that information because the companies
were not required to give it to them. ODNR's advice was for her to get back in touch with the
company. Since MSDS sheets were supposed to be available at any drilling site, Kari's mother
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had tried to go directly to the source. Kari told us that the foreman had noticed Kari's mother's
approach, and tried to avoid her by picking up his phone and pretending to be talking on it. When
that did not deter her, he got into his car and rolled up the window. Eventually she wrote out a
message and held it up to the window, requesting the MSDS's. He rolled down the window and
said, "I was told to tell you we don't have those."
In all of these diverse activities the group had been trying to find a foothold to push their
concerns forward. This had resulted in some media attention for their group. Mark was upset at
a recent newspaper article in which he was represented as an activist, saying "I'm not an activist,
I'm an engineer!" They did not even think of themselves as anti-oil and gas, but simply anti-
urban drilling. Harry particularly stressed repeatedly that they as "living, breathing humans have
less protection from drilling than endangered species or wilderness areas." The difficulties facing
a small group like this were manifold and multilevel. Firstly, the horse was already out of the
barn; gas development had already begun and had already created problems. Although it was
these problems that brought them together, the battle about whether urban drilling would go
ahead had largely already been lost.
To say that Eastern gas development surprised Mark, Kari and Harry, and us, was not to
say that it surprised everyone. It is the job of companies to think about their persistence, and to
find new opportunities to thrive. Looking backward from this moment of our surprise, you can
see how this frontier and indeed the surprise itself were produced. They were made possible by
small-scale exploratory drilling, and by reports passed to legislators on the possibility, in turn, of
drilling on a larger scale, which begat pre-emptive legislative maneuvering. They were helped
along by rising gas prices and by national discussions about the desire for energy independence.
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Mark and his neighbors discovered this in tackling the well problem directly on their street.
Legislatively, thanks to House Bill 278, industry was in a much more favorable position (Stewart
2006/2007). House Bill 278 "[d]eclare[d] that the Division of Mineral Resources Management
in the Department of Natural Resources has exclusive authority to regulate the permitting,
location, and spacing of oil and gas wells in the state, and to revise the laws governing the
drilling of oil and gas" (OGA 2004).22 The bill gave the appointed chief of this division broad
powers to make decisions to: "Adopt, rescind, and amend, rules for the administration,
implementation, and enforcement dealing with oil and gas law" (OGA 2004). Municipalities,
angered by the broad sweep of the regulation, asked the governor to veto the bill because:
We do not believe that the General Assembly should attempt to rip from the hands of
municipal government major land use decisions and give that power, through the
promulgation of rules, to the Department of Natural Resources. If all of these regulations
are so important, why are they not done as statute? As you know, administrative
regulation development and enactment are often less susceptible to full public scrutiny
and more susceptible to influence by the regulated community (Cave 2004).
They further argued that "such regulatory power is vested in municipal government by the Home
Rule clause of the Ohio Constitution," as "Municipalities, under Article XVIII, Section 3 of the
Ohio Constitution, are granted all powers of local self government." They worried that this rule
was tantamount to giving the oil and gas industry a "free pass around local planning and
zoning" (Cave 2004). From an industry perspective, the bill opened up Ohio to residential and
urban drilling, making the Marcellus Shale boom possible as it rendered local zoning ordinances
irrelevant (Stewart 2005/2007).
However, other than these municipalities' concerns about what this would mean for local
zoning, there was relatively little grassroots controversy, largely, as NEOGAP argued, because
22 http://www.Isc.state.oh.us/fiscal/fiscalnotes/125ga/hbO278sr.htm
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landowners had yet to be affected. Furthermore, the debate about this rule change was taking
place at the State Capitol in Columbus where, as was true of about 60% of the state, there would
be no drilling. Tom Niehaus, the Congressperson who proposed HB 278, notably came from a
region outside of the Marcellus Shale, where there would be no oil and gas development. 23
Despite the lack of oil and gas production in his region, energy and natural resource companies
and representatives were the second biggest industrial contributors in 2003 and 2004 to
Niehaus's campaign giving $35,740.24 The Ohio Oil and Gas Association, which gave a total of
$97, 340 to Ohio campaigns in 2004, gave Niehaus their largest individual contribution of
$5,000.25
Furthermore, the question of regulation of the set backs of drill rigs from houses was not
discussed in this bill; it dealt only with the need for centralized regulation. Based on the passage
of this bill, regulatory authority was moved to the Ohio Department of Natural Resources
(ODNR). At ODNR, the question of minimum set backs of wells from houses came under the
authority of the Mineral Resources Board, a group of 8 people, six of whom come directly from
industry. Of the remaining two members, one represents royalty owners, and the other the public
(O'Brien 2009). The composition of this board was such that the vast majority of rulings on
issues of force pooling of landowners' mineral rights into drilling blocks went in favor of well
development: "Landowners can challenge a company's demand for pooling, but of the 56
23 Niehaus in 2003 and 2004 was a representative for Ohio's district 88 in southwestern Ohio, as shown on this map:
http://www.sos.state.oh.us/SOS/upload/elections/maps/OEhouseDist.pdf In 2005 he became the senator for the
14th district of the Ohio Senate: http://www.sos.state.oh.us/SOS/upload/elections/maps/OEsenateDist.pdf. These
areas are well outside of gas producing regions as this map from the Ohio Geological survey:http://
www.dnr.state.oh.us/portals/10/pdf/pgO1.pdf
24 http://www.followthemoney.org/database/StateGlance/candidate.phtml?c=65295
25 http://www.followthemoney.org/database/StateGlance/contributor.Dhtml?d=127661102
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applications decided in 2007 and 2008 by the eight-member Technical Advisory Council
made up of six oil and gas producers, one public representative and one landowner with a gas
lease - only one was denied" (Johnston 2009).
This board considered this issue as an entirely economic one. They argued that the majority of
landowners wanted wells, so it was therefore acceptable to rule in favor of the majority, and to
allow forced pooling.
Thus board members and the State representatives framed gas development as an
opportunity rather than as a risk. This framing may have been the result of a systematic, region-
wide (Pennsylvania, New York, Ohio, West Virginia, Kentucky and Maryland) awareness
campaign on the part of the natural gas industry, as exemplified by a brochure on the
"opportunities" of the Appalachian region that was co-authored by the Interstate Oil and Gas
Compact Commission (IOGCC). This brochure, "intended to serve as a reference source for
government and industry decision makers," and authored by individuals from state agencies such
as Departments of Environments and Energy along with IOGCC, attests to the tight interrelations
between the oil and gas industry and state regulatory agencies (IOGCC 2005: 3).26 Laden with
promissory words, it stressed the opportunities not to be missed in the region's "most drilled, but
least explored basins" (IOGCC 2005). Natural gas is referred to as "stranded" seven times,
26 Authors of this report include: Bradley J. Field Chair, Appalachian and Illinois Basin Directors, New York
Department of Environmental Conservation; Rick Bender, Kentucky Department for Natural Resources; C. Edmon
Larrimore, Maryland Department of the Environment; Michael L. Sponsler, Ohio Department of Natural
Resources; David C. Hogeman, Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection; Bob R. Wilson, Virginia
Department of Mines, Minerals and Energy; James Martin, West Virginia Department of Environmental
Protection; Al Clayborne, Illinois Department of Natural Resources; Bruce Stevens, Indiana Department of Natural
Resources (IOGCC 2005: 2).
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framing it as a resource that needs to be "recovered," as if the gas is unnaturally trapped. The
brochure shows images of picture-perfect urban gas wells, fenced in and hardly noticeable.
Figure 6.6 Image of completed Urban Gas well from OGCC 2005 analysis of shale gas
opportunities in the North East (IGOCC 2005: 20).
This image of a completed well was not only completely contrary in dimension and look to any
of the urban wells I had seen, but it also failed completely to show the impacts of putting the gas
well in - the pad that must be cleared, the roadway cut to the pad, the pipe and electricity lines
that must be placed.
Compare this image to the picture taken by NEOGAP in Figure 6.5:
Pictorially the brochure showed gas wells and jacks amidst corn fields, making a visible
parallel between gas and crops as resources to cultivate.
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Figure 6.7 Pump Jacks Amidst a Corn Field (IOGCC 2005: 8).
This analogy is unstable since gas, unlike corn, is a finite resource. Once the gas is gone, so is
the industry. There was no mention in this document of how to manage the boom and bust cycle
that the document helped to begin. Rather, the brochure merely estimated the added tax revenue
each state could expect, and the number of new jobs and secondary jobs created (IOGCC 2005:
12). These figures again neglected the migratory pattern of this industry's labor; that these new
jobs would not necessarily go to state residents nor last. Indeed, if a state should want this
industry to last, it should stretch out gas extraction for as long as possible rather than foster an
environment of quick extraction. There was an elision of the differences between the natural gas
industry and the state in the report, and no discussion of where their interests may be inherently
and structurally misaligned. Indeed the document, authored as it was by various experts within
State departments of Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Agencies, showed how
tightly coupled the state's bureaucratic apparatus was with this industry. This nascent structuring
came to light in instances such as the Minerals Resource division board being staffed with six
members directly from industry.
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This report, Ohio's regulatory changes, and the structural bias of ODNR's board show
that this frontier did not simply magically appear. It was produced by promises, by a tight
coupling of industry and bureaucracy such that the question of whether or not gas development
should proceed was never on the table. The only question was how. This report, which reads
more as a brochure, offered the answer of "Encouraging resource growth and economic
development through basin wide strategies." It went on to say that:
Oil and natural gas production from the Appalachian and Illinois basins already makes a
far-reaching contribution to the regional economy, generating jobs, tax revenues, and
benefits to businesses and consumers. Prospects for boosting these contributions through
increased resource recovery are promising (IOGCC 2005: 26).
How would this promise be met? The report identified five "prerequisites" to realizing region-
wide resource development. The first two illustrate the interlinkages between this industry and
universities and regulatory agencies:
1. Technology development through university and corporate partnerships;
2. Access to resources. Supportive policies are needed to provide access to resources on
public lands in an environmentally sound manner, to resolve mineral rights conflicts, and
to address unique access issues in urbanized areas (IOGCC 2005: 26).
The movement of regulatory control to ODNR exemplified this basin-wide strategy. It addressed
the "unique access issues," by erasing the local legal uniqueness. In the list of prerequisites for
moving forward in this report, coming after Infrastructure Expansion and Access to High Quality
Data (for investors), the fifth requirement is for Environmental Stewardship. An example of an
environmentally sound policy is laid out in a section on "Smart energy/environment solutions,"
relating to the federal exemption of hydraulic fracturing:
Regulatory jurisdiction over hydraulic fracturing. Hydraulic fracturing is used on
thousands of wells every year to improve their productivity. Use of this long-established
technique was threatened by litigation that would require unnecessary or duplicative
regulation, adding to exploration and production costs. In response to public concerns and
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this legal challenge, a study by EPA concluded that hydraulic fracturing in coal beds
poses little or no threat to groundwater. In 2005, Congress affirmed that hydraulic
fracturing is not 'underground injection' for the purposes of Safe Drinking Water Act
regulation (IOGCC 2005: 26).
The use of the EPA 2004 study - which had in fact been strongly criticized for violating the
EPA's own conflict of interest provisions (see chapter 1) - to bolster this exemption as a
"smart" environmental policy illustrates how this industry is able to create and structurally
reinforce information sequestering practices. Other examples of "Smart Environment/Energy
policies," such as the exemptions of waste pits and well pads from storm water provisions; the
EPA's reconsideration of the "burdensome" requirement of spill prevention, control, and
countermeasure (SPCC) plans; and a state and industry partnership to manage orphan wells, may
also have passed on environmental and health costs to citizens in Ohio and Pennsylvania. In
2010, a hydrogen sulfide leak from a previously unidentified orphan well caused the evacuation
of a Cleveland apartment building (Pagonakis 2011). And in 2009, an explosion during hydraulic
fracturing in Pennsylvania sent millions of gallons of frack fluid into the local environment. And
as the spill may have washed into the Chesapeake Bay, Maryland's Attorney General is
threatening to sue the company (Hrin 2011, PBC staff 2011). In 2009, leaking waste water from a
well site required quarantining cattle in Pennsylvania (Mocarsky 2010). The lack of attention to
data collection from landowners and states means that there has been no region-wide study of the
costs of gas development as of 2011.27
Although environmental issues were mentioned in the brochure, the nature of those issues
was not spelled out beyond the recognition of possible damage to animal habitat. Hydrogen
27 ExtrAct developed a website where news on spill and explosions can be tracked: http://
www.newspositioning.com/nps/spills
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sulfide was not raised as an issue, nor was the danger of having odorless natural gas flowing
through urban neighborhoods. Hazards to human health were unmentioned. Problems of air
pollution and ozone production were similarly not discussed. The document called for
environmental stewardship but contained no detail of what that meant. There was no call, for
example, to train new well inspectors. At the time we met with NEOGAP, there were 22
inspectors for the 64, 000 operational wells in Ohio (CantonRep 2011). This kind of "green
washing" makes the industry appear environmentally conscious and even considerate, but has
rarely resulted in environmentally conscious actions (Laufer 2003).28 The brochure went on to
list all of the innovative programs going on at state level ensuring good data collection on this
industry not only for drillers but also for residents. Ohio, for instance, was cited as developing:
The Ohio Division of Mineral Resources Management led national efforts to develop the
Risk-Based Data Management System and forged the way for other states to make the
transition from paper to electronic repositories. Innovations include Ohio's Emergency
Response Oil and Gas Well Locator web site, which allows emergency response
personnel to locate wells and provides contact information and locations of nearby
schools, hospitals, roads, and bodies of water. The emergency web site is used by the
Ohio oil and gas industry to electronically submit SARA Title 3 community right-to-
know information, eliminating the requirement for multiple copies of paper reports and
providing first responders immediate electronic access to stored chemical information in
an emergency situation (IOGCC 2005: 22).
This description sounded remarkably like our own nascent website Drill Well, except that it
lacked a section for users to log in their complaints. However, Mark told us that in practice
ODNR's database was inaccurate, hopelessly slow, and did not contain the purported
community-right-to-know information. As we finished up our discussion with NEOGAP, the
local members vented about this Ohio's Emergency Response Oil and Gas Well Locator website.
It was so slow and hard to use, they said, that no one would try and use it in an emergency
28 http://www.corpwatch.org/article.php?id=243
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situation, even if could be made to work. Mark noted that the information was out of date and
inaccurate. For example, in his area they had mislabeled the town hall as a hospital; it had been a
hospital 20 years ago. We joked that they would get a lot of press should emergency services
accidentally show up at the town hall. In response to this poor website, the group had begun to
develop their own map, working with a GIS professor at a community college.
Despite these moments of levity, and sharing of potential tactics, there was an
overwhelming feeling that "resistance is futile," and that the battle over gas development going
forward in this region had been lost. The results of choices made in 2005 were appearing now in
2008, in the cases of hydrogen sulfide poisoning, the explosion of houses, the surprise to
emergency services, and the fragmenting of neighborhoods. The landowners were surprised
because of the tight coupling of industry and government, which left them out of the loop until
industry showed up at their door; and because of the lack of information-sharing between states.
Their moment of surprise had been manufactured by a slow deliberate effort by industry to open
this frontier. Once the conditions of its possibility were established, gas development unfurled
with great speed.
New Frontiers, New Possibilities
However, along with this new frontier came new opportunities to shape the gas industry.
One particularly large issue concerning drilling in the Marcellus Shale in New York and
Pennsylvania was that drilling would occur in the New York City watershed. The potential
disturbance of water for this urban area of 50 million people raised alarm bells, and resistance
from New York, particularly on the subject of water pollution issues related to fracturing. The
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strength of this resistance might well result in a reanalysis of fracturing's status. The potential of
this and the role of TEDX's work in this debate will be discussed in chapter 8.
We met with a very different group of concerned citizens in Pennsylvania, on the border
with New York, the Damascus Citizen's Alliance. 29 This group of wealthy environmentalists
were well connected in New York, and were full of the sense that this was the new battle ground,
where industry would meet its match and change its tune. They already had a large mailing list
of 400 concerned people and were actively working with TEDX and lawmakers to try to prevent
drilling in the New York City Watershed. Still, they could not prevent leasing, which was
happening up and down the Hudson River they sought to protect. Far from middle class suburbs,
here we sat in the children's section of the quaint, well-maintained red brick public library, on
tiny chairs at tiny tables, watching a video short produced by one of the Alliance members. The
video, an homage to the author's relationship with the river, showed him bathing at its edge.
This group would be proud to call themselves environmentalists. They reacted with shock when
we explained that, earlier that week, we had met with the Pennsylvania State University
Cooperative Extension Service (Penn State Extension), or "the enemy" in their formulation.
Penn State Extension, although part of an academic institution was, as they saw it, in cooperation
with the gas industry, was pro-drilling, and was most interested in helping landowners negotiate
the best lease prices possible.
Penn State Extension had, in fact, been frank with us about their dealings with industry.
We had met in one of their regional offices to present the ideas behind Landman Report Card.
They had concerns themselves about the variability of leases going on in their area, particularly
29 http://www.damascuscitizens.or2/about.html
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with the Mennonite community who had reportedly signed leases far below the market value.
Penn State Extension expressed interest in LRC, but worried it was too "activist" for the
organization. However, as a state body, Penn State Extension was approached by many
landowners for advice, and they supported a gas leasing discussion board on their website and
also held landowner meetings with as many as 1,000 landowners in attendance. The forums and
meetings were started by an Extension Service employee, a landowner who had leased his
property multiple times for access to different gas formations and realized that many people must
have the same difficulties that he had encountered in understanding the process. However, unlike
many of the groups we had interviewed, this one did learn much of their information by
interacting with industry. When we met with him, he had just returned from meeting with the
company XTO about the Barnett Shale in Texas. They had not heard of, nor did they seek to
interact with groups like OGAP.
These meetings proved to us we were not the only group seeking to find web-based tools to
help landowners in this process. Indeed, another landowner in Pennsylvania, Ron Stamets, had
started a web-based forum from his home. He was a web developer working at Penn State
University, and had started the forum after signing his own lease and realizing how much
information there was that needed to be tracked. The matter became more urgent when he found
some people from his town who had signed leases on very poor terms. This forum, PAGasLease,
had a message board format with people posting new discussions and responding to conversation
threads. 30 The conversation on the board at the time of our introduction was mostly articulated in
terms of leasing prices per acre. Talking with Ron, he stressed the importance of non-web-based
30 http://www.pagaslease.com/
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interfaces, since according to his statistics in 2008, 30% of his users were on dial-up Internet
connections.
All of these meetings were quite different from the one we had in West Virginia, with
WVSORO. The name, which is pronounced "West Virginia sorrow," speaks for itself. We joined
a well-attended community meeting held at the local town meeting barn by WVSORO for
landowners dealing with leasing.31 It began with introductions and "God Bless America." We
were advised not to film here, because the group was wary of outsiders. Indeed the director of
WVSORO spent the first few minutes of his talk relating his family ties to the area, to establish
himself. As it was, we stood out, having one African and three Asian faces in our group.
WVSORO introduced us by talking about the Knight Foundation and journalism, notably
because any mention of environmentalism would not be appreciated by this crowd.
Because of West Virginia's historic coal fields, many people in West Virginia were in a
split-estate situation and as they did not own mineral rights, they were unable to negotiate good
terms in their leases. A WVSORO representative gave a talk first for those people lucky enough
to own their minerals. Here he stressed that landowners should not be rushed, that they were
signing something that would have implications for at least the next 10 years, and warned them
not to accept the "standard lease." There was no such thing, he argued, because everything was
negotiable. He recommended that landowners should shop around and take bids from landmen
and that after the landman left, the owners should go out the back door and find their neighbor.
For those in the crowd who did not own their minerals, he painted a gloomier picture. In
West Virginia, a surface owner contract was not even required for drilling. WVSORO was
31 http://www.wvsoro.org/
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putting together bills similar to those passed in New Mexico to improve surface owner rights. As
the law currently stood, the "driller can do whatever is fairly necessary in the contemplation of
the parties" to access the minerals. When industry submitted a permit to drill, there was only a
15-day window in which the surface owner could lodge a complaint. Once that window closed,
the surface owner lost the ability to resist the well directly. In a number of places, this situation
had resulted in no discussion with the landowners at all. One local landowner had simply found a
gas company staking a well on his property one day. He gave the audience a series of tips on
how landowners in this situation could seek to delay or prevent this from happening, which
included enforcing no trespassing laws, which should prevent companies from simply coming
onto the surface owner's property.
This speaker also pointed out how soil erosion laws could be employed to help control
the surface placing of a well, since companies under the WV Department of Environmental
Protection were supposed to limit surface damage. A landowner could comment on a well's site
if it was likely to cause increased erosion, since soil erosion in the steep West Virginia hills is a
serious problem. "These guys are always in a hurry," he said. "Use the complaint structure to
slow the process down." He pointed out the series of items a landowner under current laws
could complain about. "Don't accommodate," he stressed, "complain, complain, complain." He
added that you could sue for damages to your property, and to make that threat to gain traction in
the process: "I will sue you for damages if you put the road here." He warned landowners to be
careful in signing anything, particularly if gas developers offered contracts, because such
contracts often had clauses requiring the owner to waive the right to complain later. He
encouraged everyone to take pictures, before and after, as well as getting water wells tested,
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reminding them that they might have only 15 days to get this information together before a
permit was granted.
Finally, after painting this grim picture of what many of the surface owners in the room
had to look forward to, the meeting ended with an outline of the landowner bill of rights
WVSORO was putting forward. The first point was that the company should at least be required
to come out and meet with the landowner first, before any gas development began.
Coming away from this trip, our heads were spinning and swimming with new
information. When the issues were analyzed from a legal perspective, these groups had very
diverse problems, but from the perspective of how landmen behaved there was a great deal of
similarity in their experiences. Each organization also had different goals and identities.
WVSORO was directed at rural issues in farming communities. They did not identify as
environmentalists and did not trust outsiders. Its members were primarily upset about the loss of
control of their land and the immediate damages to it. NEOGAP was made up of suburbanites
who also did not consider themselves environmentalists. They were "humanists," according to
Mark, upset at how close to actual houses gas development was occurring. The Damascus group
of wealthy, river-loving self-professed environmentalists, were determined to defend the natural
world. Penn State Extension, on the other hand, was trying to appear neutral but also provide
information to residents on their leases, and the majority of their information came from industry.
They did not consider themselves activists, but rather public servants.
Trying to understand how our tools might work in this diversity of places, I began to hope
that Chris's Teflon idea was realizable (see chapter 5). Would we be able to make a technology
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that everyone here could use for their own ends? These disparate groups also shared the opinion
that to be useful, LRC was needed in the Marcellus region now, before the tide of leasing had
passed. Thus like these groups themselves, ExtrAct was sucked in by the emergence of this new
frontier, and LRC was the tool we now sought to develop first and fastest. Unfortunately, in our
haste to get something to these communities as fast as possible, we often overlooked exactly how
long and how complicated the site would be to develop, socially and legally. We too fell victim
to the inexorable speeding up that happens in the formation of frontiers.
Section IV: Back to Development - on designing Teflon.
Teflon turned out to be an appropriately dark metaphor for the troubles of designing
LRC. We realized that like Teflon, which is now found in the bodies of most non-stick pan users,
the design of the site had an inherent problem in that it passed on a potential risk to our users that
was also impossible to evaluate until it was actually practiced. 32 This risk was due to the
contemporary state of the web's legal world. This problem was made apparent to us when we
met in August with our legal advisors from the Citizen Media Law Project (CMLP) at Harvard's
Berkman Center for Internet and Society, who in conjunction with Harvard Law School's
Cyberlaw Clinic helped us pro bono in our website design and terms of use development.33
We could not have hoped for better legal advisers. The CMLP had been started a year
earlier by David Ardia, who had been a fellow at the Berkman Center after spending years
working as the in-house lawyer for the Washington Post. Ardia, noticing the rapid growth of
32 http://www.ewg.org/reports/pfcworld
3 http://www.citmedialaw.org/
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legal questions surrounding citizen journalism, bloggers and such, inaugurated and organized the
CMLP as a project where small non-profit citizen journalists could be connected with lawyers.
Beyond advising small groups like ours, they had developed an online manual for people
interested in setting up sites that qualify as citizen journalism or citizen media, and had compiled
a database of legal threats to freedom of speech on the Internet. The problem, as they saw it, was
that the Internet makes massive amounts and new kinds of information freely available, as well
as dropping the costs that used to be incumbent on those who want to publish information. They
feared that, while this situation increased the capacities for freedom of speech, it also meant there
would be misuses. The CMLP wished to strike a balance between maintaining that freedom, and
responding to misuses without curtailing these new found tools' remarkable capacity for free
expression and information exchange.
Our meetings with the CMLP and the Cyberlaw Clinic revealed that we knew little about
Internet law and that Internet case-law was rapidly evolving. Our ties with this group of lawyers
were strong, as Christina had interned with them the previous summer and they held her in high
regard. Furthermore, the Citizen Media Law Project had particularly close ties to the Center for
Future Civic Media as they were both recipients of Knight Foundation Challenge Grants, which
meant we interacted frequently at Knight Functions.34 Also their physical proximity, housed as
they were two subway stops away from MIT, at Harvard, made them readily accessible for face-
to-face meetings. The Berkman Center has a small building that might easily be mistaken for a
quaint, well-kept Cape Cod-style house, complete with faded yellow clapboard siding, a wooden
deck and surrounding white fencing. Despite its homey appearance on a quiet Cambridge street,
34 http://www.citmedialaw.org/knight-foundation-grant
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it was a hub of activity on the most pressing and cutting-edge legal issues related to the Web
world. Space was at a premium, so our first meeting found us, Christina, Dan and myself along
with 3 lawyers and one intern crowded into a small office (presumably once a bedroom), that
was home to five lawyers working for the Citizen Media Law Project and Cyberlaw Clinic. We
had to bring in chairs from outside and jostled for space around a small table.
Many of the questions that emerged in our conversations with counsel concerned Section
230 of the Communications Decency Act (CDA), which offers certain legal protections to
"interactive computer services." 35 The CDA, passed by Congress in 1996, was the first attempt to
regulate pornographic material or obscenity and indecency on the Internet. Section 230 dealt
with whether the "Internet service provider," interpreted as the host of the website, was
responsible for the content of uploaded documents or comments created by the site's users.
Section 230 states that: "No provider or user of an interactive computer service shall be treated
as the publisher or speaker of any information provided by another information content
provider."36
This law dramatically shifted the legal precedents about publishing something online as
compared to publishing articles in a newspaper. Unlike "interactive computer services,"
newspapers and other publishers were treated legally as the "speakers" of the content they
provided in articles. Thus the publisher of a newspaper article is legally liable for the
publication's "speech" if it is found to be defamatory (Berkman 2010: 255). Defamatory speech
(slander) or writing (libel) is communication of false material or private material that might
reasonably harm a "reasonable" person's mental, emotional or material well being. It is
3 http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/47/230.html
36 ibid cI
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incumbent on the person claiming defamation to prove that the speaker is both false and might
reasonably be harmful, particularly if it is a question as to the veracity of the content
communicated (Berkman 2010: 255).37 Because defamatory statements must be false by
definition, subjective statements are legally difficult to label as defamatory:
Because a statement must be false to be defamatory, a statement of opinion cannot form
the basis of a defamation claim because it cannot be proven true or false. For example,
the statement that Bill is a short-tempered jerk, is clearly a statement of opinion because
it cannot be proven to be true or false. 38
However, adding the words "in my opinion" generally will not be sufficient to transform a
factual statement into a protected subjective statement. For example, there is no legal difference
between the following two statements, both of which could be defamatory if false:
"John stole $100 from the corner store last week."
"In my opinion, John stole $100 from the corner store last week."39
Historically, newspapers have been responsible for ensuring that the material they print is not
defamatory, as they have been held accountable as speakers of that material.40
Unique issues with online publishing in the early 1990s drew attention to the novel legal
challenges it posed. In 1991, a vendor sued CompuServ company for defamation based on
comments made in the rumors section of one of its forums. CompuServ argued it should be
treated as a distributor rather than an author of the information. Accepting this argument, the
New York court hearing the case dismissed it.41 However, in 1994 a similar case was brought
against Prodigy, a web service claiming to be "family friendly. In this case, Prodigy was held
37 http://www.citmedialaw.org/legal-guide/defamation
38 http://www.citmedialaw.org/legal-guide/what-defamatory-statement
39 http://www.citmedialaw.org/legal-guide/what-defamatory-statement
40 http://www.citmedialaw.org/legal-guide/immunity-online-publishers-under-communications-decency-act
41 http://www.citmedialaw.org/threats/cubby-v-compuserve
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liable for defamatory speech posted by a third party, because Prodigy was seen to be acting as a
publisher in exercising editorial control by employing editorial guidelines and screening
software. 42 The Citizen Media Law Project points out that:
The perverse upshot of the CompuServe and Stratton [the Prodigy case] decisions was
that any effort by an online information provider to restrict or edit user-submitted content
on its site faced a much higher risk of liability if it failed to eliminate all defamatory
material than if it simply didn't try to control or edit the content of third parties at all.43
The language of CDA 230 attempted to address the confusion this passage identifies by
protecting the interactive computer service from defamation claims, as long as the defamatory
material was provided by a third party. In essence, while the interactive computer service
provides the structure and space for publishing, the actual publishing is performed by the user.
CDA 230 defines an interactive computer service as: "any information service, system, or access
software provider that provides or enables computer access by multiple users to a computer
server."44
Among the challenging questions raised by LRC was how the phone, fax and paper
interfaces we planned to develop to increase the usability of our websites in rural areas fit within
the statutory framework of CDA 230. Another key set of issues concerned the relationship
between LRC and its users. CDA 230 creates an interesting separation of liability, particularly in
terms of defamation, between a website's host and its users. Defamation was the most likely
issue with this website, since the site specifically names individual landmen, and most of the
reports about landmen we had heard were negative. The circulation of such reports might well
42 http://www.citmedialaw.org/threats/stratton-oakmont-v-prodigy
43 http://www.citmedialaw.org/legal-guide/immunity-online-publishers-under-communications-decency-act
44 http://www.law.comell.edu/uscode/47/230.html f (2)
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upset the reviewed landmen. It would also provide an opportunity for SLAPP suits against users.
SLAPP stands for Strategic Lawsuit Against Public Participation, and is a phrase coined by
sociologists in the 1980's to name the use of frivolous lawsuits filed against small NGOs or
activists (Pring and Canan 1996). The aim of a SLAPP suit was not to win, but to scare the
person SLAPP'd from continuing their activism. The fear would arise from the financial and
time-sink posed by even a frivolous lawsuit. The fear about potential SLAPP suits was likely
real, since OGAP had documented a case of a small grassroots group from the Las Animas
region of Colorado, that had been SLAPP'd in 1998:
As part of the lawsuit, the company asked the judge to require SoCURE to provide the
company with the names of its members. This was seen as a deliberate attempt to frighten
people out of supporting the group. And it worked. According to one SoCURE member,
people in the area became so worried about being named in a SLAPP suit that they would
only support SoCURE through anonymous contributions (Sumi 2005: 111.29).
Similarly, online SLAPP suits have also been used as means to identify anonymous speakers.
To examine our site through the lens of Section 230, I will proceed through a set of
screenshots taken from the original LRC demo. The tag line under the banner, "We realized then
that they were attempting to turn us against each other," raised some concerns under existing
CDA 230 case-law. In our thinking, this tag line had been a way to introduce quotable bits of
reports. We imagined that the quote would change as a user logged on and could be used as a
way to access a sample report. A potential problem with this approach was that it could be seen
as editorializing or cherry picking. Rather than simply having our users put in their content, we
were selecting and highlighting particular quotes such that we, as the hosts of this computer
service, could be seen to be adding our own spin on the information provided. The practice of
4s http://www.citmedialaw.org/legal-guide/responding-strategic-lawsuits-against-public-participation-slapps
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selecting and highlighting aspects of the reports might make us, as the service provider, more
open to legal claims, because we were intervening in the content rather than simply providing a
space for publishing.46 We replaced this quote in our next version of the site, with a legal
disclaimer that read, "Please note that these reviews are generated by users and do not reflect the
opinion of the ExtrAct group." With this quote we began to define the boundary between ExtrAct
as the site's owner and our users.
The question of whether or not we were editorializing by selecting quotes was part of the
larger issue of the site's overall tone. We were concerned that we might influence user
contributions and encourage harsh reports. This problem was the basis of our decision to cut the
"wall of shame" where we had intended to display the worst report cards. By highlighting the
negative reports, we were concerned that we might be seen to be actively encouraging negative
rather than positive reports and thereby setting the tone of the site toward criticism of landmen.
Striking such a balance was a challenge, since the goal of the site was to create more
accountability for and increase informational awareness about landmen's practices. The mere
fact of the site's existence raised the issue that there might be some reason that landmen should
be graded and gradable.
This discussion put me and the ExtrAct team into an intriguing legal bind. As a developer
of the site, I potentially bore risks of either SLAPP suits or suits brought under CDA 230. The
discussion also created difficult questions about how to write this section of this thesis, insofar as
my description or our work, in this case of LRC's development process, could potentially impact
our legal liability. In other words, the site itself raises the question, "how would I grade my
46 http://www.citmedialaw.org/legal-guide/online-activities-not-covered-section-230
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landman?" for its users. Raising such a question is a powerful way to subtly change a person's
position (Harding 2000, Dumit Forthcoming), and in turn asks: should landmen be graded? This
was an inherently political position since clearly we believed that landmen ought to be graded,
otherwise we would not have developed the site. The interesting question for me with regard to
this thesis was whether the arguments and analysis made here could influence our liability as
hosts of LRC or ExtrAct under the current implementation of CDA 230, the essence of which is
that websites should try not to influence the tone and content of information that their users
provide. Such a discussion returns us to the theories of social change and capture discussed in
chapter 2 about Theo Colborn's work. Would my analysis offer up, in Deleuze and Guattari's
metaphorical terms, an "apparatus of capture" that would thwart the social change - increased
information sharing about landmen for the benefit of landowner - we hoped to help foster?
Scholars have wrestled with this problem repeatedly, particularly in dealing with the
polarized fields of social movements. For example Saul Alinsky, the historic figure of organized
labor, released his book Rulesfor Radicals, which offered practical insights garnered from his
days of organizing. In response, corporate strategists Grefe and Linsky used Alinsky's insights
as the basis of a manual for corporations on developing their own grass-roots campaigns, and on
how to thwart grass-roots campaigns that they confront (Grefe and Linsky 1995). Another
theorist of social movements, James Scott, after writing his book Weapons of the Weak about
methods invented by everyday Indonesians to resist economic and political oppression, realized
he had provided states with very valuable insights into how social movements might operate to
threaten them. He responded by writing Seeing Like a State, a study of how states function.
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These questions of responsibility or accountability made real to me the STS adage that
you cannot observe something without changing it. The question that developed for me because
of the risk to my own legal skin became, "How would I, or could I write about this development
process?" Of course, none of this would be a problem unless the website was produced and
became successful. Still, returning to the Teflon metaphor, I carried a risk, and my actions here
communicated a risk, the exact magnitude of which could not, and still can not, be determined.
From the point of view of development, there was little question of how to proceed. We
decided to move the site by degrees away from being a "gripe site" that might induced negative
reviews, toward a site that encouraged users to add their information, positive or negative. 47
While we viewed LRC as a space for analysis of the industry, we also sought to use it as a space
to change the market disadvantage faced by landowners by opening a space of discourse on the
subject, and collecting and aggregating data that should be a matter of public record since it
affects public health and well-being. We aimed to make LRC a site where landowners might find
well-reviewed landmen and work with them rather than those that had been poorly reviewed.
Indeed, the larger goal of the site was to change the dynamics between landmen and
communities so that landmen could potentially be regulated by landowners' power to evaluate
and choose their landmen. And in addition LRC is intended to help communities democratically
plan their land use, including leases to produce and distribute energy.
Looking more deeply into the question of grading landmen via a "report card" raised
another set of questions. This was particularly true of the idea of calling our tags "tactics." A
word that might be viewed as pejorative. So in subsequent versions of the site we changed to the
4 Gripe site as defined on Wikipedia: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gripe site
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word "practices." Did the word "practices" actually convey the same meaning as "tactics"?
While losing the term "tactics" softened the frame, it also made the concept less transparent.
What would users understand by the word "practices"? Was it okay to say "practices" knowing
we still hoped they would think "tactics"? And what were the implications of my writing down
this shared concern in this thesis? Rapidly this concern about self protection and protection in
general, spiraled into a cloud of unquantifiable risk.
This situation was made even more complicated as we had pre-populated a list of
possible "tactics" taken from the landman accounts we had gathered. This brought the site into
the difficult territory of editorializing again. The Citizen Media Law Project had been following
closely a case in California around the website roommates.com. 48 This website was sued on the
basis of violating The Fair Housing Act, which seeks to prevent housing discrimination. The
website was found to violate this act by forcing users to characterize themselves by gender,
sexual orientation and whether or not they had children, using drop-down menus. This site was
made more problematic because users seeking roommates had to display the make-up of their
household and, using a drop-down menu, indicate who they were willing to live with based on
those characteristics. This format was found to violate the Fair Housing Act in that it forced the
users to make choices that were predetermined by the website itself. For shaping and limiting
users content, roommates.com lost immunity under CDA 230. We had perhaps fallen into a
similar problem, in that we had pre-populated our drop down menu with tactics, and those labels
could arguably be defamatory, particularly since they had been taken from our interviews with
landowners.49 In order to solve this problem we opted for a user generated tagging approach, in
48 http://www.citmedialaw.org/blog/2008/roommatescom-just-how-big-hole-did-ninth-circuit-poke-cda- 2 30
49 http://www.citmedialaw.org/legal-guide/online-activities-not-covered-section-230
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which users would fill in practices without our input, and they could also choose not to fill in a
practice.
This drew attention to another more immediate concern, in that based on our interviews
and feedback on the paper forms, we had added a couple of sample reviews onto the system.
This, it turned out, put us in the position of user, and thereby publisher of this information.
Therefore in the case of these reviews, we might not be eligible for the immunity provided under
CDA 230.50 This set of issues demonstrates that the Internet format reveals and potentiates a
fluidity of roles not previously possible: we could both be website hosts and users. Hastily
removing the reviews solved that problem, particularly as the site had not gone live with the
reviews included. Still, this conversation with legal experts was a wake-up call about the legal
implications of emerging Internet structures. The site, as Chris had argued, had to be
experienced like Teflon - no particular politics would stick - we just provided the pan. While
we provided the space for discussion on this issue, the dialogue and tone had to be created by our
users. Based on CDA 230, however, creating this non-stick environment came at the expense of
passing on the risk of defamation to our users.
Given these questions, a redesign of LRC seemed appropriate. The lingering question in
managing the potential for defamation on the site was: "Okay so we can design the site to limit
our liability, but how do we inform our users about the risk of defamation and try to actively
discourage this on the site?" This turned out to be an insoluble problem. We thought, for
instance, of putting a pop-up warning about defamation that would trigger when people used
curse words or gave a landmen an F in all categories of grading. We also thought about putting a
50 http://www.citmedialaw.org/legal-guide/online-activities-covered-section-230
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mandatory section on defamation that users would have to click through before making a review,
but we were cautious about being seen as providing legal advice to site users when we were not
qualified to do so. From the perspective of our user demographic, this caution seemed insane. We
had a real fear that angry landowners finding this site might not think twice about defamation.
They might, like us, never have considered this issue. In our training sessions, landowners
worried about retaliation from companies for using such a site, but they rarely knew that the
primary route of risks would probably be through defamation law. On the other hand, other
landowners we encountered were bruising for a fight on this, as they really wanted to put their
stories up on a website and have them heard. If the companies sued them, they wanted their day
in court and publicity to argue their case.
While newspapers have had time to learn about this legal issue and have developed
routine practices to manage it, most Internet users have not. Moreover, a lot of novice Internet
users seem to believe that identities are protected on the Internet inherently because no one sees
your face as a user. While that might be true, unless you have your camera on, there are plenty
of mechanisms that record your presence by other means, including the website that records all
of the IP addresses that contact the site, along with the pages visited and length of time of a visit.
An IP address is not a person, but most people have personal computers and do not understand
how IP addresses work. It is important to note that even as we tried to develop a system that
took as little as possible private information on our user to start an account on LRC, namely a
username and password, individuals in our training sessions occasionally denied themselves any
privacy by using their real names as usemames.
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In the end we settled on including information on defamation on our "Frequently Asked
Questions" website page under legal questions. Rather than opting to include information on
defamation on the site, we linked to descriptions of "risks associated with publication" which
included information on defamation provided by the Citizen Media Law Project. We also
placed in clear language in our terms of service that users were responsible for their own report
cards. From an actual user's perspective, all of these methods protected us as the ISP, rather than
them. We knew that it was the rare Web user who actually read and moreover understood the
real implications of websites' terms of service. Furthermore, we knew that the more work people
had to do to read about defamation, the less likely they would be to actually read the information.
Indeed, the site itself set up the expectation that it was okay to make a report card, or why else
would it be there?
Of course it was legally acceptable to make a report card as long as what was related in it
was true and constituted a subjective experience. In a defamation case, it is incumbent on the
defamed to prove that a claim is not true, but still, a defamation suit could easily be used as a
SLAPP suit. Moreover, if one of our users was SLAPP'd, it would likely discourage others from
using the site. However, we could not offer point of fact advice to users without losing our own
legal protections. We tried to subtly underscore this by labeling the written description box, a
box in which to describe your experience, "Please use this box to describe your own personal
[read subjective] experience."
The more objective front page of the website upon release looked like this:
5 http://www.citmedialaw.org/legal-guide/risks-associated-publication
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Figure 6.8 Landman Report Card Homepage 2010 (www.landmanreportcard.com).
Note that from our earlier version of LRC, the landman silhouette, which we felt looked too
ominous and Western was removed, as were the smoke stack company images. Two legal
disclaimers were also added on the front page, stating that all material was produced by our
users. Rather than cherry-picking quotes, we included a sample report card that took the first
sentence of any of the report cards picked randomly by an algorithm. Rather than having any
value choices directly made by us as the ISP, all grades and rankings of report cards were
calculated by algorithms. Here the apolitical politics of counting helped the site keep its non-
stick shine.
Beyond the legal question of defamation, there were many other reasons, such as more
direct fear of reprisal, or of being hassled by community members, that might have made
landowners hesitant to make report cards on LRC. To manage these problems we developed a
series of technical fixes to prevent users from being easily identifiable if they sought privacy.
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The first stage of this was requiring and maintaining minimal data on users. To login to LRC
required only the creation of a usemame and password. It did not require an email address or full
name, as is typical with an ISP. There were some down sides to this, however. Without an email
address, other users would not be able to contact the user, nor could we give reminders on
passwords. Furthermore, the absence of email addresses increased the likelihood of misuse for
the site, in that interested parties might wish to submit false positive or negative reports, which
would be made easier by the lack of direct accountability. In all of these choices, we walked a
line between allowing users flexibility and increasing the ease with which the site might be
misused.
In allowing this flexibility to protect users, we also made it hard to see who was using the
site. This became a particular problem when we considered that LRC might be used as a vehicle
for false positive reports or other kinds of abuse. The only safeguard for this problem was that
we added a required disclosure of relationship to an oil and gas company. For instance, when
signing up, the user was asked to declare if he/she was a landman, or working for the oil and gas
industry, or had relatives who did. These were intended to help readers of the report card make
more informed decisions about potential bias of the report cards they were reading. It also
created a legal bind for someone wishing to misuse the site, since in the terms of service you
were required to answer these questions truthfully. We retained the right to cancel an account or
pursue legal action for misrepresentation of this information.
Eventually we turned arbitration of the site's misuse over to the users, in the form of a
moderating system. This moderating system allowed community organizations recommended by
OGAP, who would become the site's eventual hosts, to elect a moderator. OGAP would not
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itself moderate or participate at all in moderation decisions. These moderators would review
reports that had been flagged by users. In order to add a flag to a report, a user had to become a
member of the community. If a moderator decided that a flagged report was abuse, they could
move it to a graveyard, which held all of the report cards moderated out of LRC. The graveyard
was readily accessible to users so they could see what had been edited out of the site. We hoped
this graveyard system would make the moderating choices transparent and contestable. The
development of this system took much negotiating and thought. This problem is further
discussed in the next chapter, which deals with the question of how to make the ExtrAct tools
self sustaining.
Since, anyone familiar with a person's location or the time of a landman's visit could also
possibly identify an anonymized user, we included options to, what we termed 'fuzzify', reports'
locations and times. Users would have the option to locate their report by their street address, by
county, or by state. In terms of time, they could fuzzify the time of the encounter by putting in a
specific date, a date range, or no date at all. Each of these levels of choice was intended to help
protect users from direct and offline reprisal. However, it was also hard to educate users as to
their purpose, or to encourage them to think through the possible implications of making a
report, short of including a note saying, "Hey this is how you hide your identity." Thus there was
a mysteriousness to developing a website like this, since one could neither know nor really
predict what users would actually do. Indeed the whole point of a website driven by user-
generated content was that the developer could not control it.
In walking the line between openness and verifiability, ExtrAct went for openness, with
the idea that we should give users the maximal amount of choice in how to make a report. We
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even made it possible to keep reports private so landowners might use the site as a journal.
However, most seriously angry landowners we came across were ready and willing to make a
public report. " I hope they sue me," said one landowner who was infuriated by the threatening
letters he had received from one company. Particularly on his encouragement, we included the
possibility to upload documents from landowners' dealings with landmen, which helped boost
reports' reliability.
What is the responsibility of a website to protect its users? Should university researchers
be able to offer the tool-users protections, such as those accorded to research subjects when, like
me and Chris, they are developing websites as part of academic research programs? This
question is particularly important when users are vulnerable to intimidation such as that
described to us in the experiences of landowners in Farmington, New Mexico, Cleveland and
Fort Worth.
The parallels between our information sequestration patterns, and those of the industry
we sought to study, hold accountable or change, deserve to be noted. For example, the fact that
users could not write report cards on LRC without agreeing to our terms of service, terms that we
could change anytime, actually gives users less negotiating room than landowners have with
landmen. It is ironic that when the website was aimed at trying to create more transparency
about the contract-making practices in the gas industry, our own and our users' security was
protected by contracting practices that were in some ways equally non-user friendly.
Furthermore, in seeking to protect our users, we found ourselves creating ways to purposely lose
or never gather information that might lead to their identification. This could be paralleled with
the industry information sequestration practices employed at multiple levels to protect itself. In
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seeking to bring a mirror to the gas industry we came uncomfortably close to employing similar
tactics to protect our users.
These insoluble problems all centered on the present state of regulation of the Internet, as
well as the complexity of web-based services as open systems. Mapped onto the polarized space
of gas development, there was no way that this open system could be managed to secure users'
protection; instead that protection must be managed by users themselves. There are no answers
as to how these risks will play out until a given website is released and used. This puts
developers, and me as the ethnographer/developer, in an interesting space of both hoping that
users flock to the website and that the experiment produces a new space to pressure this industry
into changing its negotiating tactics, and fearing that users will open themselves up to risky
SLAPP or defamation suits in the process. Whatever happens, whether the website fails or not,
there is a new terrain of possibility for managing this issue.
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Chapter 7
Mapping Databases and Databases as Maps:
Experiments in building participatory and recursive databases
Historically, as chapter 1 discussed, the cultivation and management of the oil and gas
industry within nation-states was part and parcel of the evolution of large-scale bureaucracies
such as the Bureau of Land Management and individual state oil and gas conservation
commissions (White 1991). Databases and maps maintained by individual state agencies are key
aspects of bureaucratic management and monitoring of the industry. The past six chapters,
however, have argued that these bureaucracies, as they are presently configured, are not
necessarily built to identify, track, and address the negative environmental, social, and human
health implications of the gas industry. This chapter discusses how participatory online database
and mapping tools could be used to transform the monitoring of the industry and assist in the
development of its increased civic accountability.
All of the ExtrAct tools are databases. They are also all maps. Both aspects provide the
means for users to contribute content. For example, WellWatch, a prototype for DrillWell, which
we released in November of 2010, enables users to add data to maps built from information
drawn from the available individual state databases. ExtrAct's participatory mapping tools are
related to other mapping tools revolutionizing the Internet during the first decade of the 21st
century, including new grassroots, online mapping projects such as Ushahidi (from the Swahili
word for testimony) (Miller 2006, Szott 2006, Goldstein and Rotich 2008, Zuckerman 2008a,
Sui 2008, Graham 2010, Farman 2010). Ushahidi was developed by a US-trained Kenyan
blogger to track violence occurring following the 2007 Kenyan elections, through SMS text
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messages sent to an online service (Goldstein and Rotich 2008, Makinen and Kuira 2008,
Zuckerman 2008a). 1 The reports were added to an online map, breaking news about violence
occurring in the region even when official news sources were blacked out. Ushahidi's work
spawned a new field of crisis mapping that has since been used in Afghanistan, Haiti, and now in
the Gulf of Mexico to gather grassroots reports to enable distributed coverage of emerging
crises.2 Ushahidi built upon the online availability of satellite imagining and map data along
with data-layering made possible by the Google maps software in 2006 (Farman 2010). Also in
2006, open-source versions of online mapping software such as Openlayers, a free library of
code for displaying map data in any webpage were released. Using Openlayers, many
participatory mapping programs have been produced including Open Street Maps, which creates
new street maps from user-submitted GPS data (Graham 2010).3 New terms that have been
coined to describe online participatory databases and mapping tools and their use include
neogeography, social media, Web 2.0, and crowdsourcing (Surowiecki 2004, Szotts 2006,
Shirky 2008, Howe 2008, Graham 2010).
ExtrAct is part of this broad movement but differs from other contemporary social media
projects in its attention to a large scale industry that has been structurally organized to exceed
state regulation and avoid federal oversight rather than moments of crisis (Ushahidi and Crisis
Mapping), or to general knowledge (Wikipedia and OpenStreetMaps) or to particular places or
individual services (EveryBlock, Angies List). How might monitoring of the gas industry be
I http://www.ushahidi.com/
2 http://crisismappers.net/; also see Unfoundation 2010
3 http://www.openstreetmap.org/
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transformed by the use of social media tools and how might social media be leveraged to
produce infrastructural change in this industry?
Prominent digital media and internet scholars have helped generate novel forms of data
gathering and social organizing, celebrating their potential to revolutionize society by enabling
egalitarian participation in information production; producing non-market based gift economies;
and by transforming consumers into producers (Benkler 2006, Jenkins 2006, Shirky 2008).
Others have begun to question the liberatory potential of social media tools. For example, a
report from the Berkman center notes that SMS text messages were used to incite violence as
well as report violence following the Kenya Elections in 2008 (Goldstein and Rotich 2008).
Also, analysts have argued that web services like Mechanical Turk through which humans are
paid minimal fees to perform routine tasks express concerns that social media has been quickly
commoditized by market forces, to the detriment of workers rights (Zittrain 2008b). It has also
been argued that social media are rendering humans more machine-like by limiting the modes of
creative expression (Berry 2008, Hindman 2009, Lanier 2010, ). Further, legal theorists have
recently suggested that social media may be undermining some of the key functions of
bureaucracies to the potential detriment of civic society:
Like many scholars, we are amazed at the ubiquity and power of peer production. Yet, we
doubt its revolutionary potential and fear that in some respects it is taking us in the wrong
direction. To explore these issues, scholars need to interrogate peer production through a
new set of research questions. What are the consequences of peer production's failure to
develop institutional mechanisms that secure bureaucratic values such as inclusion,
explicit rule-making, accountability, and institutional persistence? What are the social
implications of the fact that digital technologies seemingly give new energy to
charisma-driven clans? What ideological work does the illusion that everyone can share
equally in the spoils of peer production perform? How do digital networks exist within
the institutional matrix of everyday life? Finally, how may peer networks serve less as
alternatives to Weber's iron cage of rationalization, than as implements of its
diffusion? (Kreiss et. al. 2011).
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ExtrAct encountered many of these questions in attempting to design databases and maps
to be a sustainable system, which built from, critiqued, and extended data made available
through bureaucracies. Specifically, how could we ensure that the ExtrAct tools persisted and
allowed users to participate in shaping and maintaining the tools? How could we determine that
the process by which the tools developed was transparent and usefully extended and increased
the quality of data available about this industry? This chapter addresses how we formulated
versions of these questions through our development process and attempted to address them
through social-technical configurations intended to stabilize the project and make it possible for
non-experts to maintain and develop the ExtrAct tools. To build ExtrAct participatory databases
and maps so that they addressed and offered critical solutions to the failures of present
bureaucracies, we sought to develop participatory mapping and databasing tools that enabled the
formation of what Chris Kelty, an anthropologist who studies free open source software (FOSS)
programmers, terms "recursive publics." For Kelty "recursive publics" are publics (groups of
people) that are aware of and work constantly to refine and remodel the underlying structures
that brings them together (Kelty 2008). In the case of FOSS communities, the code base they
develop, such as the LINUX operating system, brings the community together, structures their
work, and is continually and self-consciously refined through their work. As I have analyzed
natural gas extraction rendered structurally hard to track, Colborn used databases as maps to
provide a new way to track the impacts of chemicals used in gas extraction (which I termed
HEIRShip). How might the communities across the US be drawn together through databases
used as maps that illustrate how the natural gas extraction industry is structuring their physical,
social, and legal landscapes? Furthermore, how might participatory databasing and mapping
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through the tools of social media allow gas patch communities novel possibilities for recursively
reconfiguring the industry's structure as FOSS communities are able to? Finally, how does one
create a technical infrastructure that enables and encourages such a process?
Section I: Acquiring Maps and Databases
Rather than using the terms "social media," "crowdsourcing "or "web 2.0," this chapter
uses the more descriptive terms, "participatory" and "recursive," for databases and maps to
describe the tools that ExtrAct built. I use these terms because they point to the continuity of the
technical and social practices that comprise and enable social media, crowdsourcing and web 2.0.
It is important to remember that behind these novel social forms are the mundane activities of
building databases and maps. I will argue that social media, Web 2.0, and crowdsourcing tools
are, in essence, versions of participatory and/or recursive approaches to databasing and mapping.
Understanding why participatory and recursive databasing and mapping practices could offer
alternative modes for monitoring companies, requires understanding how deeply databases and
maps pervade and constitute the present social and technical practices of bureaucracies,
companies, countries and computing.
I argue that participatory databases and maps are crucial to developing such recursive
publics because they are the preeminent tools of both state regulation and field science; they are
the tools that allow organizations to develop knowledge of themselves, spatially and historically.
Examining the historical and cultural roles of maps and databases helps illustrate why mapping is
becoming such a prominent tool of online grass-roots social action.
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First: Maps and Databases building sciences and nation states
Maps and databases are the cornerstones of both field science and of the orchestration of
nation-states (Soja 1989, Edney 1990, Mitchell 1991, Winichakul 1994, Burnett 2000).4
Historians and theorists of science have argued that maps are vital for providing power over
locations at a distance. Maps and the discipline of geography co-developed with the expansion of
empire as an element in organizing territorial expansion through imperialism. Territories could
not be held, or managed, without maps. Hugh Brody, an anthropologist who studied the
conflicting mapping practices of Canadian indigenous communities and oil companies, argued
that maps are more than simply representations: they encapsulate, limit, and orient future plans
(Brody 1981). Maps are means to coordinate not only the present but also the future - Brody
describes them as powerful means for realizing dreams. At a distance from the location
represented on the map, imperialists and navigators alike can form a plan of action for how they
will approach a place (Latour 1990). Maps are technologies of power historically developed to
enable asymmetric relationships between those at the center of calculation, the metropole, and
those on the periphery whose destiny will be managed by those making and reading the maps.
Because they are tools for organizing future claims on the part of those generating the maps,
David Harley, a critical geographer, argues that maps are "inherently rhetorical images" (2001:
37). Given their rhetorical power, maps have frequently been sites of resistive behavior and
representational contestation. As explored in chapter 3, environmental justice communities have
developed maps to visualize and assert environmental injustice and hazards (Brown 1997,
Corburn 2005).
4 There is large literature on mapping practices also see: Robinson and Petchenik 1976, Monmonier, Mark.
1997/2002, Harley 1988/1992/2001
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In concert with maps, databases, exemplified by natural history collections, censuses, and
library systems, evolved as composite elements of both nation-state and corporate architectures
of administrative power. The term "database" emerged in the context of computing during World
War II and came into common parlance during the Cold War:
Around 1964 a new term appeared in the computer literature to denote a new concept.
The term was 'data base,' and it was coined by workers in military information systems
to denote collections of data shared by end-users of time-sharing computer systems. The
commercial data processing world appropriated 'data base' to denote the data collection
which results from consolidating the data requirements of individual applications (IBM
Jrnl. Res. & Devel. XXV. 505, OED).
The term, however, has come to refer to any large, structured collection of information (OED).
Databases, from ledger records of landholding such as the Domesday Book, have developed as
social memory practices comprising what could be remembered and asserted as historically
accurate and therefore normalized as ground for future possibilities (Bowker 2005). The historian
and philosopher of science Geoffrey Bowker argues that the mode of memory practices, (defined
as the social and technical processes that configure what and how we collectively and
individually create, stabilize, and refer to a collective past) changed over time and, as it did, so
did the archive of knowledge recorded by those practices. Rather than suggesting that databases
are the outcome of computerization, Campbell-Kelly writes, "Databases are not a product of the
computer revolution: if anything the revolution is a product of the drive to database" (1994: 183,
quoted in Bowker 2005: 109). Indeed, computers can be thought of as the combination of
databases and programs: "Since any computer-readable file can be rightly called a "database,"
the first databases must have been those decks of punched cards used by computers in the 1950s,
such as the numeric databases created in 1951 by the U.S. Bureau of the Census" (Neufeld and
Cornog 1986: 183). In fact the US Census first used a tabulating punch card machine in 1890
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(Truesdell 1965), funded the development of early computers and the first commercial computer
was delivered the US office of Census in 1951 (Stern 1981, Bashe 1986). Thus databases and
computation co-developed through bureaucracies like the census.
Bowker argues that the computer, with its recursive use of commands as programs that
transform input into output, which can be recycled again as input, is the logical outcome of two
prior memory practices: classification and cybernetics. Classification, Bowker argues, is a
memory practice developed through colonization and industrialization, where the sciences,
particularly 19th-century geology and natural history, used exploration of the natural world to
establish the existence of deep historical and linear time, compiling the fossil record and natural
history collections as evidence to establish the theory of evolution. These classification systems
did more than organize information - they organized societies and history. The fossil record
provided temporal organization, and natural history collections organized organisms (including
humans) into classes. The systems thus naturalized and demonstrated the concepts of evolution
and geological time. Like maps, classification systems are inherently rhetorical, in that they are
produced by and help produce particular worldviews (Bowker and Star 1999).
According to Bowker, the development of calculating machines, particularly those
designed for warfare, helped to develop a second memory epoch, that of cybernetics. A
cybernetic system is built on feedback cycles in which the past is continually erased. Conceived
in the polarized space of World War II, when Allied and Axis powers began trying to decode
each other's messages, cybernetics assumes a world view of action and response. The enemy's
interiority is unknowable, but the two poles are locked in an escalating system of response. In
this worldview, history becomes abstract; it is merely the feedback from the last action, and
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therefore an archive is not necessary. From this abstract concept of feedback loops operating on
defined archives of classifiable entities, Bowker argues that the idea of the Turing-complete
computational machine was born, as an idealized computer, a machine capable of performing
any feasible logical operation given a fixed starting point and a data-structure (Bowker 2005).
Given this prehistory of databases as the memory practice used to create the nation-state
and the bi-polar context of the Cold War, the computer was a logical technological development
(Bowker 2005). After their early use for code breaking, computers were speedily taken up for the
more mundane aspects of administering nations. In fact, the first IBM computer used by a
civilian agency was employed to compute the 1951 US census. In the present epoch, Bowker
argues, we are reaching an apex of "archive fever," in which we endeavor to catalog the entire
content of the world, as exemplified by the present attempt to catalog all extant species in order
to study biodiversity and counter extinctions (Derrida 1998, Bowker 2000). These hopes are, in
fact, cybernetic, in that we hope that by gathering up sample organisms we might preserve
biodiversity by artificially breeding these populations (Bowker 2000/2005) . There is a general
agreement among computer theorists that within the context of distributed information and
computation technologies, databases have become a constitutive aspect of daily life. As Lev
Manovich, the theorist of internet culture, noted in 2001: "Database becomes the center of the
creative process in the computer age." He argues that: "In general, creating a work in new media
can be understood as the construction of an interface to a database. In the simplest case, the
interface simply provides the access to the underlying database" (Manovich 2002).
Second: Databases and maps have become translatable:
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With the focus of scholarly attention on the role of databases, less attention has been paid
to the equally momentous transformation in memory practices caused by the merger of databases
and maps through digital computing. The management of the census was also the impetus that
led to the early fusions of mapping and databasing, since the mailing out and collecting of forms
made it necessary to keep track of physical addresses. While the resistive elements of
participatory databases are, perhaps, hard to perceive, the rhetorical power of maps adjusts
critical attention more quickly to the transformations possible in architectures of power when
maps can be developed by non-bureaucratic, non-professional, and non-corporate entities
(Graham 2010, Farman 2010). The process of merging maps and databases illustrates why
participatory mapping practices might be particularly disruptive to corporate development by
providing democratic control, transparency and the ability of citizens to actively participate in
bureaucratic oversight of corporations.
Computer-assisted map production has been termed "Geographical Information
Systems" (GIS). After several forerunners, including the spatial information system developed
for the 1965 US census, GIS systems first found coherence with the Canadian land survey's
release of software for copying drawn maps and rendering them in line-data called vectors. The
founder of this project, who is credited with first formulating and promoting the field, is the
geographer Roger Tomlinson, who, in 1960, had been commissioned to map regions of East
Africa to identify likely locations for plantations. Hiring geographers for an aerial survey proved
too costly and so Tomlinson hypothesized that a computer program might be able to speed the
analysis. He aroused the interest of both IBM and the Canadian government, the latter of which
was interested in developing a tool for identifying new management possibilities for improving
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marginal small farms. By 1971, the system - comprised of a scanner optimized to digitize map
data, a data indexing system for the categorization and retrieval of map data, and a method of
encoding line data - was up and running. Information could be line-printed as a database or
plotted as a 2-dimensional map (Coppock and Rhind 1991: 29). By the mid-1970s,
popularization of the Canadian system made clear there had been many subterranean software
projects underway to handle spatial data, some 285 by 1976. Interest in such systems was
expressed at all branches of government, from the CIA to the Forest Service. Minnesota
independently developed its own system. The commercial usefulness of GIS also became
apparent to companies, such as those of the oil and gas industry, with geographic investment.
They have extensively used GIS systems: "In their search for oil deposits, geologists and
geophysicists have taken advantage of the three-dimensional modeling possible with some GIS
software for tasks ranging from initial reconnaissance and exploration to drill siting." (Wilkes
1991: 5)
The integration of layering series of information into these GIS systems transformed the
practice of geography further since it became possible to use layered maps as research tools in
their own right:
Unlike traditional paper maps, which are severely limited in their ability to display more
than just a fragment of information available for a parcel of land, a GIS can contain
hundreds of spatial "layers" of information.... Data layers can be used to answer complex
questions about spatial information by graphically displaying areas that meet specified
criteria. As an example, a planner faced with a decision concerning where to locate a new
solid-waste disposal site could highlight areas that have slopes not exceeding 3 percent, a
distance from residential subdivisions greater than four miles, and nonporous soils
(Wilkes 1991: 5).
In addition to its capacity to display the union or intersection of layers, a GIS can be used to
organize and analyze the characteristics or attributes of such objects as points, lines, and areas.
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Thus, attribute data for a highway segment in a GIS might include its name, length, width, date
last surfaced, and approximate yearly use. Vector maps can be manipulated in a digital
environment and laser printed.
Similarly, paper maps were converted into digital databases, in which spatial co-ordinates
x, y, and z became bits of data as in any other digital system (Coppock and Rhind 1991,
Foresman 1997). These data require interpretation by a computer program in order to arrange
them spatially, but computer-based maps are, essentially, databases, quite unlike older, physical
maps where the data inside was hostage to the page. Although pages might be copied or printed,
materially the data embedded in them could not be manipulated or easily translated from the
page format. GIS systems changed that paradigm, creating digital systems for generating maps in
which data could be overlaid, or removed at will (Coppock, J. T., and D. W. Rhind 1991, Wikles
1991, Foresman 1997, Farman 2010). Digital translation between geospatial representation and
a non-geospatial database representation of the information on a map, allowed the two most
prominent tools of field science and nation building, maps and databases, to become
interchangeable.
Despite the transformative capacity of GIS for state agencies, private companies, professional
geographers, and urban planners, it was not readily used by non-experts until the arrival of web-
based mapping tools in 2004-05. Prior to this time, the systems were based on proprietary
software and data sets and required expertise to execute (Graham 2010, Farman 2010).
Arguably then, before the availability of participatory mapping tools online, GIS allowed for an
intensification of the orchestration of territory and populations. Climate modeling projects,
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biodiversity archives, and the Human Genome project exemplify the massive databasing,
mapping, and modeling systems made possible by this flexibility between databases and
mapping (Bowker 2005, Edwards 2010).
Third: networked computing has made participatory databasing and mapping possible:
Participatory mapping and databasing by non-expert, non-governmental or corporate
communities was enabled by widespread internet access. As discussed in chapter 6, the internet
can itself be thought of as massive shared database. While socially constructed it is built to have
a radically open architecture, requiring very little knowledge about participating computers
beyond that they use TCP/IP. Controls on accessibility to the internet must be and have been
unevenly built on top of this standardized framework. The web further opened this structure by
providing modes for publishing information online. Web pages are stable, easily distributed and
interpreted by other computers on the network. They allow the broadcasting of information,
rather than peer to peer communication through emails or bulletin boards. Pre-packed web page
building tools like Blogger allowed non-programmers to begin creating content for the web,
while other information-hosting sites like Craigslist, You Tube and Napster, allowed the sharing
of alternative forms of information. While the web itself is a massive, impossible-to-map
sprawling database, organized only by the convention of urls, websites such as Craigslist are also
databases, related to the other databases online by the conventions of urls. While each of these
database is participatory, users who have access to the url, and whose computers have sufficient
bandwidth and content that is properly configured, can upload information. However they are not
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necessarily recursive, in that the user does not have control or shape the structure that brings
them together.
As a participatory database structure, the web has transformed the sharing of data the
world over, for those online. It also has worldwide influence for those off-line. For example,
satellite mapping and uplinks make oil and gas exploration possible worldwide, even in regions
where the inhabitants have no internet access. There still exists a vast digital divide, especially
internationally (Van Dijk and Hacker 2003, Harpold 1999). The US had the world's highest
"web penetration" with 78.3 % of its population online; Europe and Australia trail
(approximately 60%); in Africa it is estimated only 11.4% have internet access; and in North
Korea access is prohibited.' Furthermore, an aggregation of the figures by continent covers up
significant internal population differences. For example, Nigeria has 28.3 % web penetration and
44 million net users,6 while, according to the FCC, 90% of Native American tribal populations
lack high-speed internet access and web access is a low as 5% on some reservations (Savchuk
2011). Increasingly, web users from around the world access different "internets" due to
language restrictions, differing browser usage, national controls, and differing social networks
(Deibert et al. 2010). The digital divide and the division of the internet into many internets
weakens claims that the web will remain participatory, a structure that inherently promotes cross-
cultural and socio-economic integration and democratic development (Deibert et al. 2010).
The open structure of the internet, which did not historically require any form of
geolocation, has mapped unevenly onto the geopolitics of physical territories, particularly in
terms of the conventions for establishing website domain names and the allocation of country
5 http://www.intemetworldstats.com/stats.htm
6 http://www.internetworldstats.com/statsl.htm
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codes or country code Top Level Domain Names, ccTLDN. Social theorists argue that the net is
inherently biased to the US and Western cultures as evidenced by the assignment of specific
country codes for urls (Enteen 2006). These conventions for classifying urls and the seven "top-
level" types of domain names: .com, .edu, .net, .int, .mil, .gov and .org. are administered by the
Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers, ICANN (formally, Internet Assigned
Numbers Authority [IANA]) a part of the US Department of Commerce. The parsing of urls into
types brought social and geographic distinctions into the structure of the internet: "Sites are
interpreted often according to the physical nation-state to which they refer and names without
nation-based suffixes, such as .org, .com, or .edu were assumed initially to be US-based,
reinforcing the US's claim as the originator and center of connectivity" (Enteen 2006: 236).
Thus, the creation of country codes had the effect of bringing geopolitical distinctions and
debates into the structure and the "geography" of the internet (Halavais 2000, Enteen 2006). Jon
Postel, the computer scientist and internet architect who administered the IANA until his death in
1998, argued that:
The IANA is not in the business of deciding what is and what is not a country. The
selection of the ISO 3166 list as a basis for country code top-level domain names was
made with the knowledge that ISO has a procedure for determining which entities should
be and should not be on that list (Postel 1994: 6-7).
In practice however, the IANA has come to play a socially meaningful role in geopolitical
distinctions. For example, the existence of country codes has lead to interesting internet mapping
and geopolitical practices such as the formation of virtual countries for regions whose physical
presence is contested:
Virtual Tamil Eelam does not presume direct correspondence with a physical namesake.
Instead, it lobbies for traditional nation-state recognition by deploying additional
temporal histories, strategic cartography and symbolism, non-traditional information
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dispersal configurations and unique qualifications for citizenry through electronic
connections and world wide web sites, creatively exploiting internet communication and
reconceiving cyberspace metaphors and domain name practices (Enteen 2006: 231).
Through classification practices that enable the web to be a distributed database, physical,
geographical, political, and social issues have been drawn into the world wide web. Making and
contesting maps and using the web to comment on geographical distinctions have become
common forms of participatory politics online (Enteen 2006, Graham 2010). Mapping in many
forms has been offered as an online tool that further enhances the participatory, egalitarian, anti-
authorial character of culture online (Farman 2010), particularly because, as "inherently
rhetorical representations," maps are easier to contest and debate than databases whose structure
and preferences are so often hidden (Bowker and Star 1999). For example, the website Herdict
maps the blocking of websites based on user submitted reports.7 In an analysis of the
transformative possibilities of online participatory mapping via Google Earth, Farman argues:
Google Earth functions to trouble this transference of the gaze by including a crucial
element to the map's own deconstruction: the fundamental component of a participatory
culture. One major draw to the Google Earth program is the interactive nature it offers
with a social network, the 'Google Earth Community.' By integrating a social network
with GIS technology, the authorial nature of the map can be brought into public debate
and reconfigured by the user-generated content created by the community (Farman
2010: 879).
ExtrAct similarly experiments with the possibilities of contesting the "authorial nature"
of the maps of natural gas extraction which as discussed in the introduction to the second half of
this dissertation, habitually exclude surface residents, human and non-human alike. ExtrAct's
first experiment, LRC, exemplifies participatory databasing which, in a fashion similar to You
Tube, allows users to add to the database. LRC did not succeed in building a recursive public
? http://www.herdict.org/
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through participatory databasing and mapping, however, because users could not modify the
structure of the database itself. Farman concedes at the end of his essay that Google, as the
ultimate owner of the Google maps database, complicates straightforward claims about the
possibility of the Google Maps community undermining the authority of Google or the Maps that
they serve. Internet theorists have begun to question the increasing control that non-democratic,
for-profit corporate entities have over the flow of data from their various users (Vaidhyanathan
2011). Despite their participatory natures, many web services are fundamentally non-democratic
and structurally opaque, yet increasingly gather vast amounts of data that their users often
consider private (MacKenzie 2010, Vaidhyanathan 2011). How might these structures be made
more recursive in Kelty's sense of the term, i.e., as publics that are knowledgeable about and
participate in producing and shaping the structures that bring them together? In the shift from
LRC to WellWatch, ExtrAct attempted to answer this question.
Section II: Participatory Databases, Landman Report Card and Precautionary Social
Science
Many of the problems and promises of developing participatory databases and maps for
collective monitoring of the oil and gas industry became apparent during our development of
Landman Report Card. LRC was built as a participatory database using an open-source version
of the very common digital database language SQL (pronounced Sequel). Dan, ExtrAct's
programmer, built LRC as quickly as possible because of the perceived need to make the tool
available to communities in the Marcellus Shale region immediately, in response to the
advancing gas development. Because the land leasing play was already underway, we, like all of
the communities tied to this shale region, were caught up in the acceleration of frontier
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development, and felt a tremendous sense of urgency that the tool was needed now because land
was being leased daily. In this rush, Dan turned to SQL (Structured Query Language). SQL's
meaning is in its name; it is a language that can be used to call or query data that has been stored
by particular conventions. LRC enabled users to share knowledge of landmen by filling in the
report cards webpage we had designed for the website and publish that information online. As
described in chapter 6, by reading, searching, and mapping the report cards, users could
participate in generating and analyzing patterns of industry behavior. In building this database,
however, we realized that LRC was going to be hard for community organizations to maintain
because changing the database required a programmer. Moreover the polish of the site
encouraged those individuals who were writing reports to encounter it as passive users of a web
service rather than as participants active in its shaping. The site could not be recursively
maintained by its users because of these design features. This section describes the process of
building that database, and the limitation of LRC's design for forming recursive publics.
LRC is a participatory database in the sense that online users, once they have signed up,
can add a report card to the back-end database through the front-end website interface. It is like a
digitized version of a traditional paper database, which can be visualized as tables with rows and
columns. The table is comprised of columns, one for each of the elements in a report card such
as "landman," "company," "usemame," "location," and "description." The rows in the table are
unique ID numbers (called "primary keys"), each representing a new report added to LRC. All of
the data entered in to each of the columns would be associated with a unique ID. When a user
searches for a particular report, a query is sent to the web service, which relays the query to the
database, "asking" for all of the bits of data which are associated with the report's ID number.
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That data is then gathered and organized into a webpage that is generated from the database in
response to the query. The inverse of the process occurs when a user initiates a new report. First,
the user enters bits of information via the spatially arranged boxes on the webpage. They are
remembered by the database as strings, (sequences of characters and letters), and associated with
the tag "company" for the "report card" with ID number x (MacKenzie 2010).
SQL is a useful database tool because it possesses a defined set of functions that allow a
programmer to write relatively simple commands for searching, analyzing, and making
calculations with the data in the database. For instance, one can use the command "Select" to
begin a query of the database, and the command "From" to indicate where in the database
which column - the program should gather information. The selected data can then be
compared to other data using the command "Where." In using this command the programmer
establishes a statement for where something is true, such as "SELECT id FROM reportcards
WHERE company = 'BP', can give you all the report cards filed about BP. While expressed in
common English parlance the terms Select, From and Where stand for further programs that
SQL executes to produce particular behaviors.
SQL is a relational database management system (RDBMS). The command "Select" is
the most complex SQL command because it allows the user to create "relationships" between
items within a table and across different tables in the database. There is no stored table
organizing all of the report cards that mention BP; rather the query itself brings together those
items that mention BP as their own temporary subset of the database. This subset of the reports
can be collected because they share the term BP; the user has initiated the relationship between
items through his/her query. Relational database structures:
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... engineered a split between the physical storage of data in the computer and the
representation of that data.. .Each record might be stored in the system by its record
number-the order in which it was entered. However at any point, the user of the system
could specify a set of relationships that it was interested in.. .and produce a "virtual"
archive that reflected that set of relationships (Bowker 2005: 131).
Relational databases are very flexible when it comes to the internal relationships and,
therefore, analysis of data. Tables with different columns and rows can also be inter-related
using RDBMS, which allows for the functional integration of diverse datasets without forcing
them into the same internal categories. Thus, a table of well data holding information about the
location, owner and well number can be inter-related with a table containing information on
spills if they share relationships such as well number or company names.
Problems arise, however, when one needs to add a column to an existing table. This
happened during our second round of development for LRC, where it became clear we needed to
distinguish oil and gas companies from the sub-contracted landmen companies they employ in
the gas patch. Landowners dealing with landmen frequently dealt with two companies, the
leasing oil and gas company and the landman firm that had been subcontracted by them. When
entering report cards our field testers were unsure which company to enter in the "company"
section of the form. In order to solve this problem, we needed to add a column to the SQL table
for "landman company" or at least allow multiple companies to be associated with a report card.
While it is trivial to fix this problem on the front-end, the web-page interface to the database -
another field needs only to be added to the web form - it is not trivial to rewrite the basic
structure of the SQL database. As with the organization of the database in the first place, the
rewriting required someone with a command of SQL to add another column to the table. This
entailed rewriting all prior report cards, which now needed to include a space for information
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about the landman firms, even if it were blank. The rewrite of LRC took development time and,
more importantly, it made it clear that maintaining or adapting this site would always require a
skilled programmer.
This learning experience raised the question of how the site could be maintained after the
ExtrAct project was complete. Would an NGO such as OGAP or Citizens' Alliance be able to
maintain it? During an organizational ExtrAct meeting in January of 2009, we discussed this
concern, and considered how we might design for recursivity as well as participation, which we
described at the time as "sustainability." At this meeting, we gathered to discuss the design for
DrillWell based on our previous experiences with LRC. We began by listing out on the white
board all of the functions we hoped DrillWell would fulfill:
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Figure 7.1 Photo of ExtrAct white board list of functions we imagined designing for
ExtrAct (Had I known what an important day this was I would have taken better
pictures!).
The list read:
Share forms/flyers/org tools [Translation: DrillWell would be a place to share forms from various
states, materials from various organizations]
Alternative Interfaces [Translation: DrillWell would have phone and fax interfaces so that its
information would be accessible to non-internet users]
Mapping and Scraping [Translation: DrillWell would provide a map of gas facilities, and events
associated with user-generated information; the information about gas facilities would be scraped
from state databases]
Person <-> Person [Translation: It would be a site where people could find people with similar
issues even if they were across the other side of the country]
Person <-> Expert [Translation: It would be a site to help connect experts and community
members]
Expert <-> Data [Translation: It would be a site where experts could present their data; it would
also compile user information so that it would be useful to such experts]
Community <-> Community [Translation: it would be site for communities dealing with gas
development to interconnect and share resources]
Person <-> Data [Translation: we hoped that non-experts would also be able to use the site for
data gathering about the industry]
History [Translation: we wanted to the site to develop histories for the wells, and companies]
Civic Groups <-> to infinity! [Translation: this was a joke, commenting on the scale of what
we were shooting for]
Interrupting this list both literally and conceptually were two quotes; the first from Christina
read, "The community needs to become sentient!" and the second from me read, "They [the
community] already are, we need to become relevant!"
These quotes speak to the substance of our discussion that day: sustainability. How were
we to engage with these communities in collaborative development, in order to make ExtrAct's
tools sustainable without us? Beyond the problems arising from LRC's requirement of a skilled
programmer, we had noticed in our field training that the user interface and the finished polish of
the website itself encouraged people to participate on the site only as users, not developers.
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There was no space within LRC for users to reshape the structure of the site itself. Their use
options were to participate by adding report cards or by contacting one another individually, or
by flagging unusual reports and reading the contents of the site. Though we collaborated with
many community groups to develop the tool, it felt like we were doing all the "development,"
and that they were using the site rather than owning it.
The problem of how to cultivate a community around the site is expressed in these two
quotes. Christina argued that the abstract community of people impacted by Landman needed to
become sentient as a community through using the site, whereas I argued that citizens' alliances
the communities were already sentient, but the tool itself needed to become relevant to them, i.e.,
a part of their current work practices. LRC also suffered from a problem common to
participatory databases: it could only be useful if people added and kept adding data to it.
Additionally, the first users added data without the benefit of drawing from the data that was
already there. This created a chicken and egg problem of how to achieve a critical mass of users
to make the database valuable. Wikipedia solved a similar issue by hiring a dedicated group of
paid users to add entries, and it was many years before everyday web users began contributing
significantly to the overall number of entries (Bruns 2008, Niederer and van Dijck. 2010). With
LRC, we could not pursue such a solution. We had collected many reports about landman in
developing the website, but we could not add them to the site without confusing the boundary
between developer and user, as discussed in chapter 6. We could ask people who worked with us
to add their stories, but only they could enter their individual accounts.
Discussing the problem of how to cultivate communities that not only used the tools but
also owned, maintained, grew, and adapted them lead Chris to argue that:
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Figure 7.2 ExtrAct Board with Quote: "People can get involved in both the project and the
data."
"People can get involved in both the project and the data." This is the key idea that, in order to
build a sustainable online community, people need to participate not just as users but also as
participants in building and maintaining the back-end infrastructure of the websites. Ideally, the
ExtrAct tools would be recursive, such that the users were conscious of and able to adapt the
structure that brought them together. How this ideal could be achieved in online communities
without turning the participants into programmers was the next question we tackled.
To address these issues we developed three complementary paths for developing
DrillWell: 1) We decided to develop a third tool termed New Positioning System, through which
data could be used to pre-populate DrillWell with geographically tagged and relevant news on
the industry. The use of this tool, we hoped, could be integrated into the contemporary work
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practices of our collaborators at the Citizens' Alliance. 8 2) We decided to develop tools for non-
programmers to participate in building and maintaining the database. We called the first of these
tools Syncscraper. 3) We moved from a purely SQL database to a semantic media wiki
framework supported by a SQL database in order to allow participants to create a larger variety
of content. Each of these tools, I will argue, attempts to produce recursivity within the technical
and social structure of the ExtrAct tools by translating between participatory maps and
participatory databases. Understanding this claim requires investigating the separation between
the front-end website and the back-end database online.
Maps and/as interfaces
Scholars of the front-ends of websites called Graphical User Interfaces or GUIs (pronounced
gooey) have argued that GUIs, although they make it easy for non-programmers to use websites
and computers, render those users functionally illiterate. Users are incapable of generating new
operations beyond those already encoded into representational objects: "Pictorial symbols
simplify control languages through predefined objects and operations, but make it more difficult
to link them through a grammar and express custom operations" (Fuller 2008: 172). To fully
explain, let me contextualize this in the difference between me and Dan, ExtrAct's programmer,
as computer users during the development of ExtrAct.
8 News Positioning System (NPS). A play on GPS, Geographical Positioning System, NPS is a tool for tagging
news articles to particular locations on an online map so a group can collaboratively create a place-based online
archive of news articles. The idea of NPS came from our meetings with grassroots groups where each group
maintained it own paper archive of news. For example, Kari from NEOGAP carried around two huge overflowing
binders of news clippings relevant to natural gas development. We hoped that news articles tagged in NPS to
locations could pre-populate WellWatch with data, so that the site was of immediate use to visitors. http://
www.newspositioning.com/.
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Watching Dan work, I realized that many more years of fieldwork would be needed for me to
understand fully the process by which he understands and writes programs that make a site as
seemingly straightforward as LRC. Dan preferred to work at home, in his small room on the top
floor of the co-op in which he lived. I traveled periodically up three flights of well-worn stairs,
through the pleasant hubbub of a house shared by activist programmer types, to sit with Dan and
try to learn. Inevitably, I found him at his cluttered desk, surrounded by spent bottles of Vitamin
Water, the yellow "Energy" kind, working on two screens at once, listening to techno music,
strictly without lyrics. The two screens not being sufficient, his working desktop was split into
four windows, each displaying command line terminals, four parallel black panels, filled and
filling continually with commands highlighted in various colors meaningful only to Dan. The
four windows gave him immediate written and visual access to the processes being executed on
his PC.
Even at a basic level, Dan and other programmers do not interact with a computer in the
same way a proficient computer user like me might, though we both use the same hardware,
keyboard, and screen. The familiar spatially arranged desktop interface with icons standing
metaphorically for real world entities, which is fetishized by computer users and software
designers because it makes the unpalatable medium easily accessible, was simply not there.
There were no folders or pictures of families adorning his screen, no icon bar for the programs he
was running, no metaphorical desktop to help the user. He was conversant with the space in a
different way, in a way that dispenses with spatially arranged metaphorical objects in favor of the
speed and computational transparency of command-line access.
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Feeling that there was probably more hope for the next generation than for me, I asked
him once, "How should I make sure my kids are truly familiar with computers?" His answer was
quick and certain, "Make them use the command line." The command line belies the vast
content of a computer with its emptiness. Open the terminal on your computer, and you will be
greeted by what looks like a blank page, at the top of which is one line comprised of a colon and
right-facing angle bracket (>), awaiting your command. Through this simple interface, you can
perform any interaction possible on the desktop: you can open a file, start a program, read an
email, but you need to know the commands to do so. Working with the command line, you are
interacting with the computer as a database rather than as a map.
Working on a desktop encourages the user to think of the computer spatially, using a
layout of information saved by the computer that is organized as a map and inviting users to treat
the items on the desktop as material objects which are physically manipulated (Fuller 2008: 31).
The metaphorical desktop and GUI is filled with objects such as buttons, file folders, icons, and
trash cans, which are controlled and defined by pieces of code. Rather than typing a command,
the command is enacted by clicking on or moving these icons. From the perspective of the
computer responding to the command, neither mode of opening a folder, through a command
line or by the click of an icon, is inherently different. Both methods achieve the same result
computationally, but from a human perspective they are quite different:
The Unix command "rm file" is operationally identical to dragging the file into the
trashcan on a desktop. Both are just different encodings for the same operation, just as
alphabetic language and morse beeps are different encodings of the same characters. As a
symbolic handle, this encoding may enable or restrain certain uses of the language.. .Just
as a pictogram of a house is easier to understand than the letters h-o-u-s-e, the same is
true for the trash can in comparison to the "rm" commands. But it is difficult to precisely
express the operation "If I am home tomorrow at six, I will clean up every second room
in the house" through a series of pictograms (Fuller 2008: 171-172).
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Similarly, the use of the desktop's spatial arrangement of icons makes the computer easily
accessible but prevents the user from expressing "custom operations." Furthermore, icons and
the spatial desktop displays tend to obfuscate the practice of computer processing for the user.
The spatial activity of the user working on a desktop - moving the cursor, clicking, and
dragging - requires icons to have a place in a spatially coordinated system. The command line
reminds the user that the spatial display is a conventional representation of the computer's
underlying data structure and reinforces the fact that the computational interactions are produced
by linear, processional commands rather than spatial activities. Rather than simply clicking on a
folder, one first searches for the folder using a list query that lists all available folders and then
asks to list the contents of that folder. By stripping away the physical metaphors on a desktop,
the command line allows one to see that the same command "list" is used for displaying of
folders and displaying objects in the folders. The command line shows that folders and the
desktop are one way of viewing a nested data structure, and it re-emphasizes the processes that
compose the medium of the computation, specifically an extremely well ordered data-structure
for the input, recall, mathematical manipulation, and representation of data. GUI and desktop
metaphors are interfaces to these processes that tend to obfuscate the deeply alien practices
through which computation occurs:
Interfaces describe, hide, and condition the asymmetry between the elements conjoined.
The asymmetry of the powers of these bodies is what draws the elements together. Unless
they are savants, human users cannot quickly calculate Pi to the 100th place, or generate
a model world in which the dimensions and trajectory of its every element are mapped, as
a computer is able to do (Fuller 2008: 150).
Like Manovich, Fuller argues that software, programming language, GUI, and the
command line are all modes of interface that enable interaction between humans and machines.
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The need for interfaces comes from the incongruence between human practices and
computational machine practices, Fuller argues, because the "condensations of computational
power that computers embody ... are of intense fascination and generate such productivity, and,
at the same time, are radically alien to most human experience of the world" (Fuller 2008: 150).
What is it about the practices of computation that render it "alien to most human experience of
the world?" It is particularly hard to understand how computation appears alien from human
experience because computers were modeled on human practices. While Dan's terminal access
method lacks the visual metaphors of the desktop, they still structure his work environment. He
uses the same terminology: files, folders, and lists. Warren Sack argues that the latent memory of
the human behavior upon which computational memory was modeled is embedded in the
programming of computer memory:
Here then is the true picture of the "human" that is the model for computer memory: he is
the bureaucrat squirreling around in the back office, shuffling through stacks of gridded
paper, reading, writing, and erasing numbers in little boxes.... Memory in the technical
literature is not Marcel Proust's lost aristocratic memories of, for instance, eating
scallop-shell-shaped, lemon-and-butter-flavored cakes (madelines) as a child. No, this
technical literature is filled with the memories of bureaucrats: numbers, lists, tables, cells
and segments (Fuller 2008: 189).
So the desktop metaphor and the very activities of bureaucrats are not absent from Dan's
workspace; indeed, they structure the organization of computer memory and the practices of
data-organization. How is that routinizing bureaucratic activities and dramatically increasing
their speed can be experienced as radically alien to human experience? I argue that answering
this question is important for us to understand how recursive social technical systems can be
built because such a practice requires the ability to value and manage the technical practices
embedded in digital environments. Theorists of computing and my ethnographic experiences
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draw attention to three practices that comprise digital computation in the context of the design of
websites: classification, logical loops, and concatenation. These practices taken in combination
result in three identifiable properties of digital media environments that we exploited to build the
recursive socio-technical elements of DrillWell.
Computational Practices 1: Classification and its Consequences:
Algorithms obviously do not execute their actions in a void. It is difficult to understand
the way they work without the simultaneous existence of data structures, which is also to
say data. Even the simplest algorithm for sorting a list of numbers supposes an unsorted
list as input and a sorted list as output.... Although computer scientists reason about
algorithms independently of data structures, the one is pretty near useless without the
other (Fuller 2008: 18).
Computation assumes data structures. However, one of the characteristics that make it
simultaneously based in and alien from everyday human experience in practice, is that, to work
effectively, a classification system employed in computation needs to be separate from its
content in order to operate on the data. In the process of computation, the data within the system
can be transformed, and this process formalizes a separation between form and content that is
extremely hard to achieve outside of the field of computation. Such processes are realized by an
obsessive and compulsive attention to detail. Rigorous attention to naming, ordering, and
arrangement is vital when building a classification system. Like any database, this computation
is made possible because meticulous classification and hierarchies ensure the specificity and
uniqueness of any individual piece of data, such that a query, a logical loop, or an action always
returns one and only one result: while that result maybe a set, the set itself is singular.
Each data point, from the perspective of a program, is precisely defined and defined only
by its context in a logical classificatory structure. Within computational structures of
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classification, the data point does not exist, does not have content, prior to the classification
system. This is unlike the material gathered in a botanical collection, where one individual plant
might stand for a larger species, and be organized by an external classificatory system in
relationship to other plants. In the case of the plant as a "data" point, the botanical classification
system is being imposed on the material itself (Bowker and Star 1999). The plant's behavior in
the world, its interaction with other organisms, and its reproduction, are not guided by the
classificatory structure, though human usage and treatment of it might be. The data points for
programs do not have this internal instability, or indeed any interiority - they only have the
characteristics as defined by the classification system. In this sense, for a program operating on
data points stored in a digital structure, the classification does fit, the classificatory system is the
only way that its data point can be defined. The data point in a program does not live outside of
the system. Programs and digital media are all a matter of form; they work because content is
irrelevant as long as it fits the form of the system.
Work in an environment where form and content can so easily be separated such that a
webpage might have the same content but very different appearances is unfamiliar for humans.
In your everyday experience, you cannot change the form of an orange and still have an orange.
But a split between form and content is a requirement of computation based on using data
structures, ensures the uniqueness of a data point. It is this unique outcome of computation that
allows a desktop and command line interface to achieve exactly the same result computationally
while producing an entirely different experience for the user.
Computational Practice 2: Processes in Time versus Space
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"...the LOOP is the powerhouse of worlds imagined in silico: the sweat-free producer of matter
and time" (Fuller 2008: 183).
A second practice of computation that can be experienced as alien from everyday practice
is the dependence of computation on linear, step-wise behavior. Linear sequences of steps are the
second necessary element in programming and computation. They may lead to a loop, by a
command such as repeat, which can create cycles within the program. The program, however,
always moves from one step to the next. While humans tend to think about databases and maps
spatially imagining a two-dimensional table or plane to organize data, these representational
forms are secondary for computers, an outcome of data presentation. Data is organized
computationally by the iterative numbering of numbers, which produces lists. If computation can
be said to exist in two dimensions, the relevant second dimension is not the x-axis or a spatial
axis but, rather, time. Though computational speeds are approaching instantaneousness from a
human perspective, it is important to keep in mind that any use of a computation or action using
a computer database is limited by the time it requires for the computer to follow the sequence of
steps that comprise a program; even if it happens in the blink of a human eye, nothing is
instantaneous for a computer.
A program must be directed every step of the way when an action begins. If not told to
stop, a computer will go on computing. In a very basic way, the commands that make webpages
are written in hypertext markup language (html), which surrounds text with defined commands
such as "<headerI> </header1>" or "<p> paragraph </p>". When html text is encountered by a
program able to respond to html, the commands will be "read" and immediately implemented,
using whatever instructions the program has concerning what a <header 1> is to be, such as the
size of the text and font, and apply that information to the string of characters between the two
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commands. The program does not read the line of the text between the header marks, the part
that is read and meaningful to the human user. It simply operates on the characters within the
bracketed commands regardless of what they are or might mean to a human. In this way it is a
pure form of royal science, a science that generates templates and applies them to matter at hand
regardless of the content (see Chapter 2).
Using the command line reminds the human user of the linear, time-based constraints of
computational processing and helps the user to "think" or "act" more like a computer, in
processional steps rather than spatial motions. Every command entered in the command line and
its results are presented in the terminal, creating a log of actions, in which linear presentation
mimics the linear process of computation. A desktop, however, adds layers of programming to
represent the data structure spatially and metaphorically, so as to make interacting with it more
natural for non-programmers. Accustomed to the processes that make up computing, Dan could
more easily "think" or "act" like a computer to generate data, representations, and calculations
useful to humans, and in doing so interact with his computer on four command line terminals
simultaneously.
Computational Practice 3: Concatenation
"No-one belongs to a database as an element, but many aspects of contemporary lives are
included as parts of datasets" (MacKenzie 2010: 12).
All contemporary software is an intersection of many datasets. While a data-point or command
might be singular within any one system, it might also appear in another, creating an unexpected
and unplanned relationship for the dataset that must be managed or that might be exploited. For a
program to work, or for a computation to complete, or for software to function, the construction
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of a rigorous classification system and a definition of process is paramount, but the actual
practice of building such a system depends on the experience of the programmers, their
knowledge of the nuances of the hardware and software they are working with, and their ability
to create interfaces between and skillfully layer many divergent systems. In order for a system as
seemingly simple as LRC to work, Dan had to create interfaces between all of these different
classification systems in order to achieve the coherence necessary to their inter-operatation.
Dan's coding seemed to be constantly working at the borders between languages, between
interfaces, between users and between machines: translation, translation, translation. His work is
an impressive example of the anthropologist Levi Strauss's concept of bricolage, the cobbling
together of eclectic elements into a whole, and this process is embedded in any web development
(MacKenzie 2006a/2006b). While this analysis appears to contradict what I said above about
programming being a royal science, it is to be expected that a practice reliant on strict
maintenance of logical structures and classification systems must continually work to ensure that
they are solidly maintained and do not unexpectedly overlap, particularly when those data-
structures are being interlinked.
Imprecision is something to be embarrassed about in the programming world because it
leads to errors, loop-holes that had been overlooked, and illustrates that the programmer has not
thought through all of the possible permutations. For example, Dan was chagrinned when one of
the research assistants found and exploited a loophole in the LRC he had mistakenly allowed, a
so-called "SQL injection," which the UROP and Chris proceeded to tease him about. I had no
idea what they were talking about, but Dan's discomfort was obvious. I realized that, just as any
book or paper I might write about this project was fraught with my own fears about the
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soundness of my analysis, so was any code that Dan wrote. His code, unlike mine, could be read,
tried and executed to test its merit (Fuller 2008). In the case of the SQL injection, the UROP
exploited his knowledge of SQL's latent programming structure which has its own predetermined
set of commands. The UROP entered a well-known SQL command into the LRC search text box
rather than sending back an arbitrary string of characters that the program would compare against
other strings in the database. This string was read by the database as a command and tied up the
software entirely as it set about following the errant process brought into action by its latent data-
structure. This example illustrates the problem of programs working by processing forms rather
than responding to content. The statement was misinterpreted by the database because it meant
something in SQL and triggered the appropriate response according to the underlying program.
From a human perspective, it was an error because the content entered in the search box should
not be interpreted as a command but rather as a parameter to a query to be compared to
information in the database.
To resolve this problem Dan had to write another set of rules specific to the program,
telling it not to respond to the command when it was sent through the search box. Programs are
utterly literal. To write programs well, a programmer has to learn to spell things out without
ambiguity. Like all classificatory systems however, moments of ambiguity like the case of this
SQL injection reveal how the system is organized and tell you something about its composite
parts. Unlike biological systems or those in the material world, the ambiguity, the anomalous
behavior or break down (bug), can be erased by re-writing part of the system. Imagine if we
tried to "fix" endocrine disruption in a similar fashion: by adjusting the list of things the estrogen
receptor in all organism is capable of responding so that estrogen mimics were erased?
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Section III: Digital Dissection - classification, recursion and concatenation in the process
of developing LRC
Keeping three concepts in mind - classification, loops, and concatenation - helps make sense
of the work of building LRC, i.e., the creation of an interface in which the user can access and
add information to the database without having to know anything about its underlying structure,
the internet, or the website. Understanding how to build a website, like LRC, that integrates a
SQL database with geographical data from OpenLayers, an open-source mapping program for
handling and representing geographic data, and making sure it worked in every available browser
required both being able to see the larger picture of how the system would ideally work while
also keeping abreast of any changes in any of the component parts. This cobbling together of ill-
fitting building blocks does not preclude systematic thought, but rather becomes the process of it.
Adrian MacKenzie argues that the term "virtual" so commonly applied to the web, should not be
counterposed to the "real," but rather analyzed as a practice employed in the process of building
software which is always "virtually finished," i.e., almost complete but never stably realized,
because the composite elements can be endlessly modified. He calls this "practical virtuality,"
based on his case study of the development of Java, an internet programming language and
software platform that designers intended would be able to run universally on any hardware.
MacKenzie's study, "Using Java as a case study ... treats virtuality as a practical project of
detachment, lifting-out or disembedding and asks: what responses, forms, practices,
interpretations and subjectifying effects arise in response to the project" (2006a: 444)? Despite
Java developer's animating dream of achieving Java's universality by detaching it from specific
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systems, the practice of detachment required an attachment to and understanding of the
underlying system.
The fundamental incompleteness, the virtually "thereness" of all websites, became
horribly apparent to me during one field testing and training on LRC in Durango, Colorado. We
rented a computer lab in a local university to host the training session and invited members of
OGAP and San Juan Citizen's Alliance to come and test out the software. Unfortunately, all of
their machines ran the Microsoft-owned browser Internet Explorer (IE) because the university
had a contractual agreement with Microsoft. When users brought up the webpage, they found
that not only were there a host of visual problems, misaligned texts, strange colors, and
misplaced boxes, but also that the buttons were not functional - they could not "move" between
pages of the website. This problem occurred because the LRC websites had been developed for
the browser Firefox, an open-source browser favored by the developers at MIT. While our
developers had predicted such a problem and optimized the site for IE they had not tested it so
thoroughly in Durango site's version of the browser. The problems we encountered in field
testing were produced by the lack of standard conventions amongst browsers. In the case of
Microsoft, the lack of convergence between browsers is a technical means to ensure its hold on
the browser market. Because Internet Explorer was bundled or tied with Microsoft machines,
Microsoft acquired a dominant browser market share. Although it is possible to download and
use alternative browsers on Microsoft machines, Internet Explorer is still used by a large portion
of the market. Web-designers are forced to design for IE, which, in turn, recursively supports the
browser's continued use because all websites have to be compatible with IE to reach a large
audience. As illustrated in the IE example, politics and economics are often built into technical
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infrastructures in a way that naturalizes them. Web developers and programmers tend to be
materially conscious of such politics in surprising ways because they have to navigate them
technically. Indeed, the practices of writing a website or designing web tools, unlike developing
a program in isolation, are not equivalent to a royal science as in Deleuze and Guattari's
formulations, in which templates are used to shape matter at hand and applied to the material of
code to shape it. Because sites and software are to be part of a large, unpredictably changing
system, in web design development plans are situational; they have to change to accommodate
alterations in the composite elements.
A large reason why the construction of LRC was so complex is that, for use online, data-
structures must be rendered readable for human on webpages. It was an interest in the visual
attractiveness, ease-of-use and transparency of interaction of webpages that separated Matt, our
web designer from Dan, the back-end programmer. The relationship between data displays on
webpages and the servers, where the database is actually held and manipulations of that data
performed, is similar to that between desktops and command-line access. Webpages are written
generally in programming languages different from those used to write the database code and
built in a web development framework, known, in the case of ExtrAct, as Django. Dan used
Django only reluctantly because it was designed to be easy for laymen to use and thereby came
with a number of "pre-packaged" forms that a non-programmer could use without understanding
the code behind it. Dan, not requiring this "pre-packaging" resisted using Django because it
gave him less control. Chris insisted on the use of Django not only because it was open source
but also because it had been produced by another recipient of a Knight Grant.
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No matter what web development framework is used, the process is essentially the same:
it is the creation of communication between the user's computer/device and the database held in
the server. Web pages are rendered on what is called the "client side," or the user's machine and
browser, which calls for information from the back-end database, which resides "server side." It
is on the server-side database that the information about how a webpage is supposed to look and
function is stored, but the actual rendering of that code into the webpage that a user encounters is
done by the user's browser. Each item on a webpage is produced by a set of reference
instructions or templates that tell the browser where a box should go, what font text should use,
what color it should be, and whether or not an item is a button or a link. Every item seen on a
webpage is painstakingly described, with orders as to how it is to appear. The fagade of the
webpage is a functional fagade because it is required to make the database useful for everyone
and it allows the user to participate in adding information to that database.
Just as the command-line gives one a look behind the scenes in PC environment, so there
are equally freely available tools such as Firebug for Firefox for inspecting the code behind the
rendering of a webpage. Much as the command line demystifies how a computer functions, using
Firebug demystifies the instructions behind producing a webpage. Firebug opens a window in
the browser that displays the code producing any object in the webpage according to where on
the page the user's mouse is located. The following description gives the reader a sense of the
Escher-like insanity actively employed to achieve even the mundane task of clicking a button
online. Scanning over a button such as the "make a report button" on the LRC homepage,
unfolds the nested set of commands required to place a box of particular line width and color,
with the words "make a report" in a particular font of such a size in this particular place, with
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instruction that when the cursor, whose look is also being defined, passes over this point and is
clicked, will result in the experience of opening a new webpage. This button is in essence, a
glorified link that "takes" the user to a new webpage, or more accurately gives the browser a
command that comes with a different set of instructions for rendering another page. The terms
"link" and "page" and the "button" itself give the user the illusion of moving through the
metaphorical reference to the experience of paging through a book. As with the command line, if
the user knew the url for the next page, the "make a report page," she could access it by typing it
in the web address bar. The button, like a desktop folder, is a shortcut that hides the process by
which a webpage is actually produced.
I grew a little bug-eyed myself when I tried to determine how to use Firebug software to
look at the scripts rendering Firebug. The process of meta-analysis is built into the practice of
both web-design and programming. Because any coded object is merely one possible
representation of the content, there is a self-awareness when coding that any one representation
is one among many. Although full of metaphoric attempts to render the web-environment like a
newspaper, or to fill it with buttons, and other references back to our mechanical past, the fact is
that the webpage is a very different medium, one built on recursion, artful classification, and the
layering of inter-referential data-structures thorough nested hierarchies, shared convention,
borrowing, and creative fixes. Not surprisingly, given the way programmers make the web user-
friendly by use of icon-metaphors, users are often lulled into thinking about websites, and
software as similar to material or mechanical entities.
The sense of virtuality is also misleading when it comes to the practical requirements of
how we interact with a digital environment and can be illustrated in the differences between a
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digital button and a button you might use to call an elevator. My own push of an elevator button,
is identical to someone else's in that there is no recording of the action needed to make the button
work. That is not so online. All computational structures work through databases, which involve
precise timing and the ability to create linkages between two points through proper classification.
So if I click on a digital button, the website automatically knows that at a certain time, a
particular IP address, using a specific browser called upon the web address initiated by that
button. This information is gathered because it is required to produce the result the user is
seeking, whatever action the button is meant to complete. In the same way, any online action
say, opening a webpage - leaves a trace that must be recorded at that moment for the user to
access the medium at all. It is, therefore, a medium in which the gathering of metadata is a
structural requirement.
A website host can see the record of how many people accessed their site that day, how
long they stayed, in what order they accessed the pages, and the IP address of the computer or
wireless hub used to accessed the web, which in turn often leads to the identity of the actual
computer through which the data was accessed. The medium picks up traces as a requirement of
its function. Traces can be deleted by erasing data, but it's an action must be consciously chosen.
Because the inherent collection of metadata is a requirement of functions on the internet,
this medium offers potential for data analysis and visualization not offered by any other medium.
It changes the terrain of what it means to be present, and is producing all manner of new social
forms to hide, erase, and reveal those traces. I make the point here because the spatialization of
the web and the metaphors we are building into our data representations actively discourage
users from thinking about the traceability of their online actions by encouraging them to think
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"button," very much in the sense of "elevator button." The description above calls to attention
the inherently map-like structure of any webpage, which is a map not of physical terrain but,
rather, of the terrain of a database. It is a map in the sense that it literally helps the user navigate
that data-structure. Interestingly, unlike maps of old, this map includes within it the process
through which it was rendered.
This dissection of the process of building LRC's website identifies two key properties of
digital media that ExtrAct exploited in the attempt to build DrillWell in a recursive manner: first,
that websites can be thought of as maps to underlying databases which are designed to be
interpreted by humans and, second, that the use of websites necessitates collection of metadata:
A search engine operates as an interface of many layers, ostensibly that between the user
and the data being sought. Crucially, it also establishes an interface whereby the database
can read the user, by means of records of patterns of search terms and choices. (Fuller
2008: 151)
These two properties allowed ExtrAct to conceptualize a tool that would allow non-programmers
to add not only new entries to the underlying SQL database but whole new tables, that they could
relate to other SQL tables.
Section IV: Designing Recursive Publics - from LRC to WellWatch
Syncscraper: Make your own Robot.
A strange outcome of all the human archival pursuits of the world wide web has been the
formation of a massive distributed database too large for any human to make sense of, yet
designed for only humans to read. It is not made in such a way that programs can access and
amalgamate the data sets served and collected in webpages. The development of the internet was
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geared to making information accessible to human readers and neglected to ensure its machine
readability. When we tried to build a meta-database of all the wells in the 34 states with oil and
gas development not to mention one with the ability to add in other nations and states as
necessary, we ran into the problem of building websites that humans rather than machines can
read. 9 Originally we thought we would build a pilot version of the map around the Colorado
database, which provided somewhat difficult-to-use information online. Our trips to New
Mexico and the shale-beds of the East coast however, made it clear that it was not simply a
Colorado problem. The first stage of developing the map was an inspection of the various state
databases to see what information we could take easily from them. This task fell to our first
research assistants. They were charged initially with determining how to gather information from
those databases, or, in programming parlance, how to "scrape" them.
Although they did manage to collect the data from Colorado, Wyoming, New York, and
Ohio, they found that each state maintained its database differently. Some states, like Colorado,
had web-accessible records of each of the many pieces of data produced as a well was drilled
including the permits, records of bond agreements with surface owners and records of well-
production data. Colorado also had a mapping program. I vividly remember attempting to load
the Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission's (COGCC) map while working with
TEDX. We had been excited to find out that the tool existed at all and hoped to use it to find
wells around people we knew were affected by oil and gas complaints. We first found that their
map required new plugins to be installed and later discovered that it loaded extremely slowly.
Eventually when the data was displayed as a grey map of Colorado covered with red dots,
9 Katherine Hayles has written about the difference between human and machine "reading" in Writing Machines
(2002).
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though it was possible to zoom in painfully slowly to examine a specific well, it was not possible
to see who owned the well, nor whether it was a site that had aroused particular complaints.
Neither was it not possible to filter the data on the map easily, for example, when trying to
identify wells owned by a particular company. In fact, it loaded too slowly to be of any practical
use for TEDX. Today, four years later, the COGCC mapping tools still have not improved and
cannot actually run on a Firefox or Safari browser. And, relative to other states, Colorado has a
sophisticated web interface.
New Mexico did not have a map interface at all, and its database is essentially impossible
for a machine to read because, rather than entering data about a well into an electronic form, a
paper document filled out by a gas company was scanned and served online. This is a
quintessential example of the problem of making webpages that are human rather than machine
readable. The form was perfectly legible for a human, but for a machine, which is incapable of
interpreting handwriting (at this point in time) it was functionally empty.
This heterogeneity amongst states' databases, like the heterogeneity between webpages
and databases generally, meant that computational speed and strengths of computers were hard to
apply across the various databases and websites served online. The speed of a computer's linear
logic and storage capacity ensures the ability to make calculations across webpages with ease
compared to the labor such work would take for any person. It is a situation comparable to
teaching a child the alphabet so she can organize your library while neglecting to teach her to
read. The child is capable of finding any book in your possession but is unable to actually make
use of the material within the books.
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It was almost impossible to compare data from New Mexico and Colorado easily using
the web, despite the fact that a human could make a comparison between them visually.
Selecting all of the wells owned by BP between two states would take hundreds of hours. We
realized that, although James and Meng had put in a gargantuan effort in scraping the data from
each of these states, maintaining the database would require re-scraping routinely and
programmatically. There were also many limitations regarding how gas well and associated data
had been displayed even within an individual state's databases. Colorado's database of
complaints was searchable but only by a set of determined parameters, such as Inspection and
Spill/Release. There was no way to use a keyword search of text in the complaints. The situation
was complicated by the fact that all of the different bits of data about a particular well, including
the permit to drill the well, the inspection forms, and any complaints relevant to that well were
disaggregated onto different pages that were not inter-related, so that it was hard to see the whole
picture of any one well. On the positive side, the data was at least theoretically relatable because
the pages used API numbers, which are the unique identifier for any individual well. Each API
number could potentially serve like the Report ID number in LRC and could be used to
aggregate all the data about a particular well.
Across the states we analyzed, the records as presented by state databases were also
incomplete. On most of the contemporary databases, there was no way to follow the history of a
well, such as a history of the owners and subcontractors who had worked on the well. In Texas,
for instance, when a well changed hands or was sold, updates were not reflected in the map of a
well, such that information online about its ownership could be 40 years out of date. In most
states, there was some mapping of wells, but there was no way to look at complaints
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geographically, to see if particular wells or facilities had a history of problems. Furthermore,
complaint forms were hard to find and they were also difficult to analyze-it was hard to see if
anyone else had submitted a similar complaint. For landowners, it was even hard to follow a well
development on their own property since there was no means of receiving automatic updates
about changes in the wells around them. The usefulness of alerts had been made clear to us by
the tactic used by one Colorado homeowner, who checked the COGCC website everyday after
landmen appeared in his area to find when a permit to drill was actually submitted (see Chapter
5). The submission of a permit to drill begins a comment period in which landowners can
respond and object, but landowners were often unaware that permits to drill had been submitted
in their area, and therefore failed to comment. Overall these databases, while presenting
information, did not provide information to people who needed it. They served the letter of the
law in making information public, but not really the spirit of the law: they did not inform the
public of potential impact. We wondered how public participation in monitoring could help to
correct or check inaccuracies in these databases.
The fact that the well data can be read by a human but is practically impossible to bring
together digitally produces a situation that was and continues to be extremely favorable to
industry. Since it is impossible to compare data across states, we are presented with an odd
geography of this industry, one that appears to be organized by state. The gas industry, however,
is organized by state only in terms of regulatory compliance and agreements; their operations are
organized by the geography of natural gas bearing geological formations. It would make far more
sense to see each company's holdings across the country, or to see development by shale
formation. Communities across many states and in different formations would be much better
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served by having access to shale-wide data or by company. For example, data presented in a
shale-wide fashion would allow comparison of royalty rates across a formation, and production
quantities. Of course, companies do work across state lines and manage their business
transcontinentally. Schlumberger is aware of the activities of its workforce across the country
and world thanks to super computing, satellite uplinks, and phones. However, communities
across the country dealing with the same companies do not have a shared information
infrastructure. The division of this data by state makes the countrywide action of the gas
industry almost impossible to study for everyone but the companies involved. Perceiving that
landowners in Colorado who have water contamination coincident with Schlumberger's
activities in their gas patch might be helped by finding landowners in Ohio dealing with the same
problem, we hypothesized that the creation of a platform for integrating that data would be of
great help to communities and states.
Given this task, we faced the question of how exactly we were going to build an
interactive map of gas extraction across the country. We needed not only to gather the data from
each of these state databases, but also to do so reliably and continually, so that our database
might keep up with any new entries made at the state level. There are currently two competing
approaches in the web-development community that address the problem of how to deal with
present architecture of the web, in which content is often inaccessible to machines. The first is
the tagging approach, the idea of the semantic web, which is basically an attempt to standardize
tagging and naming of content on the web so that more content is machine readable. A simple
example of this idea is the following. An online database of all the Representatives in the House
exists, but there is no way to write a simple query to find out how many of these Representatives
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are women. If the content of webpages was made more legible to machines such that gender was
a readable tag for a piece of data on a Representative's webpage, then that calculation could be
performed easily. It might not be accurate but a calculation could be produced. This structure
imposes the classificatory structures that makes any website or program work to define content
more specifically. The semantic web does not solve a program's inherent blindness to content; it
merely adds more forms so that content might be more minutely categorized.
Putting such conventions into standard practice promises a host of problems precisely
because humans and computers will always "read" differently. When it comes to meaning and
interpretation of content, there are always a variety of different tags that can be applied, and
coming to consensus on how content and ideas should be classified is inherently arbitrary.
Computers have no problem embracing the arbitrary - they work through step-by-step
processes and only fail when entities are not singularly defined. But, for humans, all naming is
political and cultural, and no classificatory structure actually fits the physical and social world.
Take the simple example of "gender": Where would a transgender person fit in this calculation?
Who would decide? The problem with the semantic web is that any given calculation might be
possible, but, unlike an argument about what font a header should be, the semantic web enters
the tricky realm of fixing meaning and making calculations with it. Calculations made in this
manner will present a false sense of wholeness and accuracy because the program will have no
idea exactly how any individual making or tagging a webpage decided to use the naming
conventions.
The second approach to increase the accessibility of data from heterogeneous sources
involves gathering together, or "scraping," data as it is presented online, rather than attempting to
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systemize the information input at the outset. In developing DrillWell, we chose this path for the
practical reason that the state agencies would not change their websites for us or hand-over
access to their back-end databases. Scrapers may be an improvement over the semantic-web
solutions, but they are far from perfect. In our development actually, scrapers used the
spatialization of webpages to generate maps that led back to the data we sought to collect. The
idea behind our scraper tools, which Matt named Syncscraper, was that any webpage from any of
the state databases could be used as a window into the back-end database itself. Indeed, if you
teach a computer how to read each possible webpage in a database, it can generate and record the
information it finds at each location and iteratively collect all of the data from that database. This
approach uses the web user's visual perception of the database's spatial representation to render
the content of the original database, so someone familiar with the COGCC database, could go to
a well page and click on each relevant bit of information from the page that she wanted the
program to gather. If she clicks on a particular box in the page, the scraper tool uses an
inspection tool like Firebug to find the place in the code responsible for producing that box and,
more importantly, the piece of content displayed within and records it. The link between the two-
dimensional representation and the place in the code containing the actual content is called an
xpath. It is a route generated by the translation that is possible in the digital environment between
maps and databases. Once an xpath is found for one item on one page, it can be found easily on
any other page that has the same form but different content. The user can then add the label used
for the relevant piece of information, such as "well number," in our database and the scraper can
move iteratively through every possible page like that in the client side in order to collect the
data held "server-side" and reorganize it in our database. The operation can be done for every
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piece of information on any webpage and can be used to regenerate the back-end database as if a
human had drawn up and looked at each page. Essentially, Syncscraper allows a human user to
teach a program how to read the web-page like the user.
The scraper approach is fundamentally different from the semantic web because, while it
allows alternative naming conventions and content organizational structures to exist, it also
allows a human to move between databases and draw together data that is similar. Although an
API number might be the term for a well's unique number in Colorado and x is the term for New
York State, a person using Syncscraper can recognize that the terms are essentially the same and
merge them in our back-end database without forcing New York or Colorado to change their
naming conventions. The disadvantage of scrapers is that they take time to set up, and someone
has to go through each kind of page in a database and tell the program which bits of information
to collect. They rely on the human ability to recognize similar content in dissimilar form, which
is fundamentally challenging for computers. More importantly, they do not force a standard
classification of content, on the content producer. In the back-end of WellWatch, the states do
not even have to have exactly the same data structure, and no one iber database that puts all of
the well information for each state into the same table is required. The data from two states can
be compared across a map because WellWatch can add data together from these data sets at the
moment of representation. To actually compare data across the states, however, there do need to
be shared categories of information across the databases. This can be achieved not by forcing all
the data into the same naming conventions but by generating equivalencies; for example "API"
in the Colorado database could be set as an equivalent to "Well number" in the New York
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database. It is much easier to undo or modify such equivalencies should a mistake be made than
to try and convert all data into the same classification system.
Synscraper aimed to allowed non-programmers to generate a new table in the back-end
database without prior knowledge of SQL. Non-programmers associated with citizens' alliances
whose daily business is to study and collect information from state databases could employ their
knowledge to build and maintain WellWatch without knowing any programming. This is
possible because Synscraper uses websites as maps of databases, which enabled not merely
participatory databasing but recursive participation as well: users can build and modify the
underlying architecture of WellWatch. Moreover, Synscraper draws to the attention of everyday-
users that, when it comes to maintaining and producing participatory databases and maps,
humans are not the only actors:
Non-human actors and coded protocols are often overlooked in the many optimistic Web
2.0 theories that triumphantly claim the virtues of mass collaboration on Web 2.0
platforms (Tapscott and Williams, 2006). It is important to question the assumptions of
the internet as a merely social laboratory of human interaction, instead analyzing and
interrogating the sociotechnical system that lies at the core of Web 2.0 platforms. Human
and machine contributions are complementary parts of a society of control in which
social interactions are increasingly facilitated by means of coded, auto-mated
processes (Niederer and Dijck 2010: 1384).
The passage above comes from an analysis of how wikipedia, often hailed as the most successful
social media tool, is effectively co-produced by "bots" like those that Syncscraper generates.
Bots, Niederer and Dijck argue, are responsible for co-producing and maintaining this
participatory database. When, in 2004, a researcher began making intentional editorial mistakes
on wiki pages he was surprised that his 13 erroneous edits in 13 different articles were resolved
in a matter of hours. Some researchers credited the watchful eye of human wikipedians for
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finding and fixing these mistakes; later analysis, however, showed that many of the edits were
picked up by a bot that, based on the traceability of 'presence' embedded in online tools, was
able to identify all of the edits made by this IP address and to reverse them: "The significant
presence of bots appears counter to the common assumption that Wikipedia is authored by
human 'crowds'. In fact, human editors would never be able to keep up the online encyclopedia
if they were not assisted by a large number of software robots" (Niederer and Dijck 2010: 1377).
The robots work because of the metadata that is gathered as a requirement for any online actions.
Wikipedia exploits this gathering of metadata to create a database that can be edited by many
users. In our attempts to determine how to build DrillWell as a system where participants could
not only map natural gas wells around the country but also add content about them, we turned to
a wikipedia framework precisely because it records online traces.
Version Control: Wikis and WellWatch
A SQL database made sense for LRC because the kinds of information we sought to
collect were relatively limited in scope; we wanted data on interactions with landmen. Except
for the use of the practices for tags described above, we did not try and further specify the
content of reports being made. In building DrillWell, we faced a different set of problems. From
our research in gas patch communities we found that people had many different kinds of
complaints: complaints about water contamination, site reclamation, noise, human health
problems, wildlife and animal health problems, complaints about odors, company behavior and
royalty payments.10 In order for a database of such varied complaints to be useful, we felt that
the content needed to be categorizable using many different parameters. We also felt we could
10 In designing WellWatch we worried less about defamation issues related to terms such as "complaint" because
"complaints" on WellWatch are not identified with specific individuals as they were within LRC.
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not predict categories of complaints that might emerge in the future, so we were afraid to create a
database that locked in the possible kinds of complaints. We also wanted to gather as much
structured data as possible, so that the complaints would be as "machine" readable as possible
while making that data structure modifiable. With these design ideals, we soon ran into the
limitations of a SQL-like data-structure and tagging.
Initially, we hoped that DrillWell would be a TurboTax-like tool (an online service for
filling out tax returns), which would "take" peoples complaints and enter them systematically
into the database by moving the user through a tree-like question structure. We imagined users
would begin to enter a complaint by choosing whether it is was a complaint about a company,
health or environmental problems, or property damage. Depending on the choice made, the
system would ask a series of questions. Realizing that a complaint about a well explosion after a
frack job nearby could be an environmental, property damage, company and health complaint
simultaneously, we attempted to make the data structure heavily redundant so that information
would be gradually collected on all aspects of the complaint and it did not really matter which
initial choice was made. We intended to achieve this by creating many relationships between the
questions and sections in the database. A user could get to the same questions by many different
paths, depending on what seemed most natural/obvious. In trying to build such a data structure of
questions, we found ourselves spending hours building nested question trees and filling them out
with real complaints we had heard. The process was fraught, because there was no "correct"
classificatory structure. Also, in trying to get as much structured data as possible, we developed a
form that took an age to fill out and would probably be both frustrating and confusing to users,
who would not know how exactly to make their complaint fit into the system. Eventually, we
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abandoned that structure completely, in favor of a much more freeform data entry system
Mediawiki, the software that generates Wikipedia.
Wikipedia works very differently from SQL databases, in that it has a much simpler
vertical database structure. Wikipedia is a traditional database in some sense - it has units of
information such as a page - but it is not like a table database. There is essentially only one
"type" of data in Wikipedia's data-structure, the page. A wiki page is its the basic unit of
classification. The data-structure is made more complex by the interrelationships formed
between pages (Zimmer 2009). Any user can make a page and add it to Wikipedia and interrelate
it with other pages. The page can be named anything at all. Wikipedia pages can be organized
alphabetically or according to some other classificatory structure, but they need not be. An
alphabetical organization of pages is a secondary representation of the database. Wikipedia is a
data-structure somewhat like the web itself, in which the basic classificatory unit is the url or
page. Any content can be associated with that url and it can be linked to other urls ad infinitum.
Like the web, it sacrifices the structuring of data, in favor of a simple functional and flexible
database unit, the page or url, to which any kind of unstructured content can be added.
Wikipedia differs from the web in that it allows collaborative editing of the information
retained on any page. Anyone can add or delete content from a wiki page:
Although Wikipedia as a product is problematic as a sole source of information, the
process of creating Wikipedia fosters an appreciation of the very skills that historians try
to teach' (2006: 138). One of the most important features, in this respect, is the website's
built-in history page for each article, which lets you check the edit history of an entry.
According to Rosenzweig, the history of an article as well as personal watch lists and
recent changes pages are important instruments that give users additional clues to
determine the quality of individual Wikipedia entries (Niederer and Dijck 2010: 1376).
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The content can be collaboratively refined and transformed. The page itself can expand as a
database containing all of the modifications to a page over time. Unlike previous databases,
where there is only one fundamental database to which one might only add or subtract units,
Wikipedia is internally plural, in the sense that each page unit holds a history of the changes
made to it that maybe restored at a later date. Unlike a database such as LRC, where there is one
LRC database, always in the present, or like a library, which has exactly the number of books
available on the day you get there, Wikipedia holds all of the previous states for each page,
which can be restored if desired. Moreover, that database is disaggregated so that restoring one
page to its older version does not effect any other page, except those that are linked to the one
that is changed.
This collaborative process is achieved through version or revision control, the ability to
integrate changes by multiple users and restore previous versions of the data on a page. Version
control emerged from the need in software development to work collaboratively on developing
code. Operating systems, browsers and many of the large scale software tools that comprise our
computational environments have become collaborative enterprises that require teams of people,
each with specialized skills, to code. Though there might be a central architect to large-scale
software development, many of these programs are simply too big to be written by an individual.
More important, perhaps, is the use of many eyes and many brains in the debugging process,
which checks the fidelity of the code. Determining how to bring together many people working
on the same database or program at the same time requires solving the problems of how to
integrate their work without overlap, which would introduce more errors into the system; how to
revert to older versions of the software or database if someone wishes to erase another's changes;
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and how to note incompatible modifications to the code. Version control is one of the
fundamental technical principles that makes collaborative database and software development
possible. Database development was democratized less from an immediate desire to change the
politics of databases than from the evolution of platforms for collaborative programming.
Open source, free software and new modes of academic work.
Version control is therefore necessary, if not sufficient, for the development of the open-
source free software movement: a community of programmers who, sharing a variety of different
stakes and ideological positions, work as a collective to ensure that source code behind the
necessary systems of the internet and computing, browsers, operating system, and a number of
less necessary ones are free, in the sense that they are not proprietarily controlled. The practice
is equivalent to Schlumberger giving away its proprietary formula for frack fluid so that other
companies might tinker with it and improve it. There is a vast emerging literature on open-
source free-software movements and its implications (Chan 2004, Coleman 2004/2009/2010,
Feller et al. 2005, Kelty 2008). The movement is a fundamental shift in business infrastructure
that emerged out of the properties of digital code: its ease of duplication, and the translatability
between spatialized and database modes of representing data structures. Software is easier to
reverse-engineer than many other kinds of material. It is much more difficult to maintain control
of the code behind software. Coding and, indeed, the web itself work because of compatibility
between programs, and, since it is hard to generate inter-compatibility if code is closed, there are
commercial and technical benefits to the sharing of code. The open-source movement has
developed an ethic of sharing code and free access to information as a public and civic good, and
has been central to the development of ExtrAct (Chan 2004, Coleman 2004/2009, Kelty 2008).
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All of the ExtrAct tools' source code was open-source and freely available online. This
was an infrastructural requirement for the success of this project, which did not seek to spin off
into a company but rather to provide tools that could be sustained by distributed community
groups with little cost. Without open-source free software the project of ExtrAct would not have
been possible. Dan ran Ubuntu the open source operating system on his laptop as did all of the
research assistants. All of the coding was done on an Ubuntu operating system. Openlayers, the
mapping interface that compiles data with geographic co-ordinates onto satellite and street maps,
was open-source, as was our web development framework, Django, and version control system,
Subversion. Mediawiki, on which we eventually built WellWatch, was also open-source. The
websites were first developed for Firefox, the open-source browser. ExtrAct exposes one of the
important properties of open source: it allows not-for-profit involvement in software
development, in part because the overhead licensing costs are removed. Software can be
developed and passed onto users and other developers free of charge.
Access to open-source tools makes it possible for us as academics to develop tools with
the hope of passing them on to users and community groups freely. That the software makes
possible academic engagement in non-corporate forms of technical development will be explored
in the next chapter, where I examine the problems of maintaining these web tools. The ethics of
free software allow for new kinds of academic engagement in engineering, such developing and
researching software that is not tethered to the goal of producing or working for a company.
Section V: Building Infrastructure for Recursive Publics
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This chapter limits itself to the outcome of version control (also known as revision
control) and its technical necessity to the development of open-source free-software
communities, what historian and anthropologist of science, Chris Kelty (2008), calls "recursive
publics." Version control has become a familiar part of any digital environment, such as word
processing documents, where changes to a document are changed and stored by virtue of a time-
stamp or renaming of the document. Version control expands on this to allow multiple users to
integrate changes to the same document or code. Conventionally the main working version of a
software program as it is being written is called the "trunk." Programmers can "check out" a
version of this "trunk" and modify it on their own computer. They can even run the program to
check the fidelity of their changes or additions. Once they are ready to integrate their version
back into the main trunk, that code is "merged" with the trunk versions and any other versions
that have been submitted by other users. This process is called "committing code." Mergers,
though they might sound easy, can take a lot of time, particularly if more than one person is
submitting to the trunk at the same time. In the simplest case, when one developer submits
additional code to the trunk, the additional code is time-stamped and marked with the username
and added to the trunk. Should the developer later want to remove the additions, she can revert
back to the version that existed before her time-stamped changes. This kind of version control is
vital to the function of a data-structure like wikipedia, which depends on the ability of
individuals who do not know one another to revise text. Being able to revert back to older
versions allows a user to erase another's edits, which is often important in practice, for instance,
when people vandalize wiki-pages by adding irrelevant data.
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Complex situations of multiple programmers changing the same parts of code and then
integrating them at the same time are harder to solve. Here, a version control program either
compares the two new versions and integrates them to create a new "trunk" which includes both
of them, or compares each version back to the original tree, and integrates all three. Problems
arise when bits of code are incompatible or changes have occurred in exactly the same line of
code. This "conflict" must be resolved by a programmer, who chooses which version is
preferable. When code is being developed, there are many choices to be made and many parts to
the whole to be worked on, as well as alternative possibilities to be explored. When there is a
significant enough divergence between two development possibilities, or when the trunk code is
already in use but one developer wishes to add a new feature without disturbing the operating
code, a "branch" of the trunk code might be developed that includes the new feature or develops
an alternative strategy for a coding problem.
Version control is absolutely central to the emergence of collaborative coding projects,
which is, in part, collaborative database development. Likewise, the collaborative possibilities of
wikipedia are grounded in these tools. In his ethnographic and historical analysis of open-source,
free-software communities, Kelty defines the term "recursive publics" to describe the emerging
structure of these social and technical groups. Version control is central to recursive public - it
is the technical means of enabling a group of people to work on the same structure. Kelty
admired the recursive structure of open-source and free-software communities because of their
close attachment between process and product. Since open-source communities are always
working on the process, coding projects, coding tools, and software licenses that bring them
together in the first place, they are inherently attentive to the processes that make their
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communities possible. Because new programs are always emerging and old programs are being
updated, there is no such thing as a static piece of software or, indeed, hardware. If it remained
static, it would quickly be outdated. Hence even basic tools like Subversion, the version control
system used in ExtrAct, must be maintained so that they remain compatible with currently used
languages and servers.
A recursive community structure is very different from many other kinds of community
structures that have developed with industrialization. Gas patch communities, in contrast, are
largely incapable of shaping the structure of gas development. They lack the information and the
medium to follow, shape, and participate in the structures that are changing their physical, social,
and legal environments. Of course, democracies are in some sense recursive publics, since the
public participates in rule-making and elections, but in the gas patch, communities do not have
access to the kind of information required to even understand and follow the structural shifts
around them. In order to be a part of a recursive public, and individual needs to be able to attend
to and understand the processes that make her public a possibility. In fact, the essential aim of
both WellWatch and Syncscraper was to make gas patch communities more like recursive
publics, more like the open-source free software community, which is engaged in maintaining
and shaping the structures that make them possible.
Following through on this aim we settled on a semantic Mediawiki-framework rather
than only a SQL database like LRC, for DrillWell, which by now had morphed into WellWatch.
WellWatch embraced both semantic web and scrapers to try to strike a balance between making
the data machine-searchable and human-readable and making the data-structure as expandable,
modifiable, and participatory as possible. WellWatch enables any user to look at a map of wells
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in their area by entering an address. They can then click on a well (or facility) and make a wiki
page about it. WellWatch embodies the possibilities of the inter-translation between maps and
databases, in which clicking on a point on the map produces a new point in the database - a
wiki page. To that wiki page, which automatically contains all of the data we have scraped from
the state website about that well in a structured fashion, the user can add a note or a complaint.
Notes can be photos, videos, news articles, or report cards from LRC associated with that well.
The wiki page for each well does not exist until a user clicks on a particular well and chooses to
add information. Because the database is semantic, it is searchable across the pages. Each
individual page can also be linked to other pages in the database. The wiki can also be used to
develop other kinds of pages, such as pages for community organizations describing their work
or pages for counties and states, which include any information relevant to oil and gas extraction.
WellWatch, while not as structured as a TurboTax form, can be easily expanded for new uses,
and the condition of the content can be maintained by its users. Complaints and notes added here
allow communities across the country to become more aware of the systematic relationships
between them that have been created by the process of natural gas extraction. Also the
WellWatch structure allows gas patch communities to participate more collectively in revealing
the process of natural gas development, in rendering this massive systematic industry visible in a
new way to the individuals whose lives are transformed by it.
The web and programming tools that comprise our contemporary digital media bear with
them recursion, an attention to process, and a flexibility in representation that allows us to shift
back and forth between map-like spatial structures and list structures. This combination allows
and is producing social formation and social medium that can attend to process. By making the
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process of producing a webpage or piece of software accessible digital media reformulate the
divide between producer and consumer, to produce participatory data-structures. In digital data
structures the choice between user and participant can constantly be offered, for instance one can
inspect a map online, add to it and examine the code that produced it. These media, unlike any
other representational databasing technologies we have invented, can be used to render visible
complex systems in "real-time" to individuals with online access and interest. Thanks to the
ability to digitally translate between maps and databases and the possibilities of computers
filtering data semantically or through scrapers, complex systems can be illustrated in
representational forms, such as maps, that are easy for us to understand. Although caution may
be needed against the assignment of too much importance to the internet, it provides an
astounding potential to transform how citizens participate in shaping their nations, how industrial
systems are studied and field science is performed. The question is what steps must be taken to
develop and realize that potential?
As I hope to have shown here, ExtrAct is one attempt to take such a step. It is a step
toward a version of scholarship that develops rather than simply analyzes the possibility of such
social and technical formations. The process of frontier development, particularly in extractive
industries, has changed little throughout the entire process of modernization, as the contemporary
gas boom attests. The digital translatability between maps and databases and the possibilities of
participatory, distributed database and map development, changes the process of field research; it
changes scholarship as well, by allowing "research subjects" to participate actively and contest
researchers' (such as my own) findings. Such maps are a kind of STS in practice, since they
create new possible subject positions. In the same way that Theo Colborn's databases changed
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peoples' perspectives on chemicals used in gas extraction, participatory databases and maps such
as the ones developed by ExtrAct, with user involvement, have the potential to change the
industry's practices by making visible the process of gas production through the many eyes of
the gas patch community and the bots they have developed. Can we use these tools to narrow the
distance between experts and laymen, to challenge the dominant structures of engineering, which
tend to support and maintain corporate capitalism? The possibility of making tools like those we
imagined in ExtrAct shows this question is now at least open for socio-technical contemplation.
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Researching corporate bodies and recognizing chemical bonds
On April 20th 2010, in the Gulf of Mexico, the greatest single environmental disaster in
American history began when the British Petroleum oil rig Deepwater Horizon exploded. The
explosion, in which 11 rig workers died, was just the beginning.1 The conflagration was caused
by a blowout from the well being dug on the sea floor almost a mile below the surface. As a
consequence of the failure of numerous safety measures, natural gas escaping from the well,
freshly cemented and capped by Halliburton, shot the mile distance up the drill column under
immense pressure, expanded on the rig platform, and ignited. Among the failed safety systems
were the alarms for natural gas build-up, which had been turned off so rig workers could get
some sleep (Hilzenrath 2010). The explosion unleashed a gush of oil and hydrocarbons from the
well floor, which rose in a volcanic plume even as the rig sank; the gusher continued for the next
86 days. Like the dust that coated New York after 9/11 and the toxic sludge that covered New
Orleans and the Louisiana coast after Katrina, the gusher was 'matter out of place' (Douglas
1966). Viscerally shocking images of the spill flooded the media; from footage of the relentless
gusher, to panoramic film of ocean glinting with oil slicks, brown slimy tar inches thick on
golden sand, beleaguered birds, suffocated fish, and workers in hazmat suits by the seashore. It
offended the senses, disrupted normalcy, as the nation struggled to comprehend, visualize,
'For a timeline of oil spill events see: http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/201 0/jun/29/bp-oil-spill-timeline-
deepwater-horizon For the presidential report on the oil spill see OSC 2011.
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quantify, contain, and clean up. Yet spills of this magnitude have happened before, in Nigeria, in
the Middle East, even in the Gulf of Mexico, but not on the US shore. 2
Responding to this incident, quantifying the amount of oil spilled, and determining which
safety measures failed and who was to blame created unprecedented economic, political,
scientific, and legal challenges. Only the media seemed able to keep up-news organizations
fixated 24/7 until the story dispersed and the oil all of a sudden "disappeared." Technical
failures, each testifying to limits of humans' control, layered upon each other as remotely
controlled vehicles collided in the inhuman pressure and otherworldliness of a mile below on the
ocean floor and first, second, and third attempts to "kill" the well failed before an international
audience (Robbins 2010). Scientific uncertainties abounded, including heated debates over the
toxicity of dispersants, conflicting estimates of the quantity of oil spilled, and confusion over
how to track the miles-wide undersea plumes of oil and whether cleaning oil-soaked birds
actually improves their long term survival chances. Bungled PR, withholding of evidence, and
public deception further blackened BP's besmirched name: BP attempted first to down-play the
flow rate of the well, releasing false low estimates (Wang 2010) and refusing to share footage of
the flow (Adams 2010, Wang 201 Ob). The situation was only reversed when external scientists
finally viewed the recordings and raised the estimated flow twenty-fold (Adams 201 Ob, Wang
2010c). Journalistic inquiries revealed internal BP documents describing how BP's culture
discouraged safe working practices, encouraged speed, and rewarded cutting corners over than
thorough inspection and overview (Lustgarten 2010, Wang 2010d). Workers testified that safety
2 Wikipedia maintains an evolving list of oil spills world wide:http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List of oil spills. For
documentation on the second largest oil spill on record IXTOC I in 1979 see: Ihttp://www.incidentnews.gov/
incident/6250 , for documentation on Middle East oil spill particularly during the first Iraq War see: http://
www.unep.org/dewa/westasia/data/KnowledgeBases/Iraq/Reports/UNEPGCIraq1993 .pdf- for documentation of
chronic oil spills within Nigeria see Watt's 2008 and Vidal 2010 and 2011.
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concerns were reported and ignored despite noted material problems, such as malfunctions in the
all-important blowout preventer on the well, intended to cap and sever the well's connection to
the drilling column (Goldenberg 2010). The inquiries uncovered the laxity of regulatory
enforcement: revealing that the Deepwater Horizon had gone months without proper safety
inspections (Urbina 2010, Wang 2010e).
Scientific, technical, managerial, and regulatory systems failed, across the board, to
capture and contain this event. The hidden entanglements of the complex oil and gas industry
became suddenly visible as boycotts of BP threatened the pensions of millions of English people
and the livelihoods of BP employees across the United States (Adam 2010, Malik 2010). The
complexities of ownership, obligation, and liability for this disaster are still being played out as
BP, the rig lessee and majority partner in the oil prospect, argues with other stakeholders such as
the rig owner Transocean, Anadarko Petroleum Corporation, and Halliburton, over the allocation
of blame (Adams 2010c). Measuring, containing, reporting, and cleaning a spill of this
magnitude, which affects the coastlines and waters of 5 states, blew away the nation's perception
that any contemporary human effort could contain or control this event once begun. Like
Hurricane Katrina, it laid bare ugly truths about American economic and regulatory culture.
The Deepwater Horizon Catastrophe was, perhaps, predictable, given the safety record of
BP, the laxity of regulatory oversight, and the confusion of responsibility on the drill site. Just as
it was predictable that the levies in New Orleans would not hold in the event of a major
hurricane, so it was predictable that BP as a company and the US as a nation were ill-equipped to
handle the worst-case scenario of an oil well blowout of this proportion. Events like Deepwater
Horizon are the outcome of the processes this dissertation has described; similar catastrophes
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have occurred in frontier development processes everywhere. Yet, as a culture, we are
continually surprised by such disasters, even when we create an economic, regulatory, social, and
scientific environment that makes them possible. How is it that after Valdez, after the 1979 Gulf
oil spill, after the devastation in the Niger Delta, we manage to forget? Deepwater Horizon is not
an isolated event; it is not a unique incident; it is business as usual, only at a scale and in a place
that is harder to ignore (Perrow 1984/2007).
Less than two weeks after the Deepwater Horizon spill began, a pipeline explosion in
Texas killed three people (Topping 2010), a gas well blow-out in Pennsylvania shot 35,000
gallons of frack fluid 75 ft. into the air (Levy and Yates 2010), and a well explosion in West
Virginia injured seven people (Templeton and Hopey 2010). Overshadowed by Deepwater
Horizon, these events were blips in the news cycle. They are blips however, that caught the
attention of a network of people across the country now working in different ways to change the
oil and gas industry. During the four years in which I have studied and participated in this field,
the social, physical, and political landscapes of U.S. natural gas extraction have changed
dramatically. From the beginning, with Laura Amos realizing the potential link between her
illness and the contamination of her water well with frack fluid based on Theo's letter, and Wes
Wilson's whistle-blowing letter, a loosely coordinated national movement has grown to address
the environmental and social impacts of natural gas extraction at the hyper-local, state and
federal levels.
This chapter details and summarizes some of those changes. Stepping back from the
ExtrAct project, I zoom out to a national landscape, one in which an anthropologist finishing her
dissertation finds herself in a room at the end of a marbled hallway, in a building adjacent to
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Congress, watching an HBO documentary on the health impacts of hydraulic fracturing with an
audience of congressional aides. It is a landscape where a Representative from New York speaks
about hydraulic fracturing as a pressing national public health concern- a landscape where
Representatives and Senators fight to have amendments added to bills aimed at regulating
offshore drilling, saying that we should not separate regulation for onshore and offshore drilling,
that the pollution of the Gulf waters could happen to the water table in a Cleveland suburb.
Hydraulic fracturing is now on the stage of national discussion, in an entirely new way: as a
public health crisis. Across the country, grass-roots groups of citizens have emerged to resist gas
development, calling out for changes in regulation, and eager for new technologies to monitor
and track the industry.3
This concluding chapter summarizes, reviews, and recommends. As Stites notes in 2008:
"In 2005 ... 95 of the planet's 150 largest economic entities were corporations and only 55 were
nations. Comparing nations' gross domestic products and corporations' annual revenues Wal-
Mart, BP, Exxon Mobil, and Royal Dutch/ Shell Group, for example, are all larger than
Indonesia, Saudi Arabia, Norway, and Denmark" (Stites 2008: 3). Three oil companies that have
existed since the earliest days of the international oil industry comprise three of the top four
corporate entities. What sort of academic, bureaucratic and social transformations are needed to
adequately monitor, research, and respond to corporations and industries that span nations and
exceed them in economic scale? I aim here to discuss how Theo Colborn's research, her
HEIRShip approach to the health impacts of natural gas extraction, has been instrumental in
transforming discourse about natural gas development. It has been instrumental in making
3 Two significant results of their activities have been a de facto moratorium on drilling in New York State (Kusnetz
2011) and a moratorium on fracturing in Maryland (The Marcellus Shale Safe Drilling Act of 2011: http://
mlis.state.md.us/20 11 rs/billfile/hb0852.htm)
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chemicals used in natural gas a matter of public health concern on a national scale, with new
legislative actions and federally funded studies underway and Sundance-award-winning
documentaries airing on HBO and in theaters, with coverage in the most prestigious news
outlets, including The New York Times and even Vanity Fair. I examine the changes in the "gas
patch" communities across the States that, outside of and in parallel to ExtrAct, have developed
many new online tools to constitute themselves as recursive publics.4 In studying the
intersection of these changes with ExtrAct, I examine the results of our little research group's
efforts, the spread of our ideas, the successes, the failures. Taken together, changes in approaches
to science and social science, exemplified by HEIRShip and STS in Practice have generated new
possibility for supporting civic attention, monitoring, and response to the natural gas industry.
However, HEIRShip and STS in Practice both face institutional and structural barriers in
contemporary academic, advocacy, and policy circles.
Section I: 2BE, Laura and The Gulf
This story began with 2BE. It is fitting that the end should also begin here. 2BE, 2 Butoxy-
Ethanol, or ethylene glycol monobutyl ether, is the chemical that brought Theo and Laura Amos
together at the very beginning of Theo's work on the health hazards of chemicals used in natural
gas extraction. It is also a chemical additive used in Corexit, an oil dispersant used in the Gulf
oil spill (Lustgarten 201 Ob). 5 In 2002, Theo submitted a description of the health hazards of
those chemicals that Gunnison Energy Corporation proposed to use in the development of wells
4 see chapter 7.
5 Corexit 9527. MSDS Nalco Holding company, available online: http://gulfblog.uga.edu/wp-content/uploads/
2010/06/CorexitEC9527AMSDS.539295.pdf
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in Delta County Colorado on the Grand Mesa (Colborn 2007: 4). She described 2-BE, a virtually
odorless, colorless, and tasteless chemical which is easily absorbed by the skin and highly
soluble and volatile at room temperature, in detail. Of all of its ill-effects on health, including
that it can cause bleeding in the urinary tract and immunological problems by increasing the
number of Natural Killer cells, its potential as an adrenal carcinogen caught Laura's attention.
Theo also described the possible carcinogenicity of 2-BE:
At the end of a two year chronic bioassay, elevated numbers of combined malignant and
non-malignant tumors of the adrenal gland were reported in female rats and male and
female mice. Low survival rates in the male mice in this study may have been the result of
the high rate of liver cancers in the exposed animals. This study revealed that long-term
exposure to 2-BE often led to liver toxicity before the hemolytic effects were discernible.
No human epidemiological studies are available to assess the potential carcinogenicity of
2- BE. However, from the results of laboratory studies, using Guidelines for Carcinogenic
Risk Assessment (1986), 2-BE has been classified by the USEPA as a possible human
carcinogen (Colborn 2007: 4).
The document caught Laura's attention because she had developed a rare form of adrenal cancer
and led Laura to connect the contamination of her water well during fracturing to her own tumor.
Though the company fracking her well initially denied that 2-BE was used during the fracking in
her area, later documents provided to the Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission
investigators by the fracking company confirmed that 2-BE was in fact used in the fracturing
procedures coincident with the contamination of her well water (Kohler 2004).6 Though it was
impossible to prove definitively that she had been exposed to 2-BE so many years later, Laura
managed to settle a suit with Encana at the price of her future silence on the issue, which was
guaranteed by a non-disclosure agreement.
6 Also see letter to Amos describing that 2-BE was used from COGCC, hosted online by Earthworks/OGAP: http://
www.earthworksaction.org/publications.cfm?pubID=187
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In the case of the Deepwater Horizon oil pollution, 2-BE was one of the two active
ingredients in Corexit 9527, the first dispersant used in the Gulf to break up the oil gushing from
the well.7 Its property as a surfactant allows it to lower the surface tension of liquids like oil,
allowing the oil to disperse more easily. Unfortunately, the hemolytic effects of 2-BE make it
particularly toxic to sensitive tissues such as fish gills (Dugan 2010). Furthermore, Corexit had
been shown to have had toxic effects on clean-up crews after its use in the Exxon Valdez oil spill
(Schor 2010, Lustgarten 201 Ob). Public outcry, largely due to the newfound awareness of the
possible health hazards of glycol ethers, motivated the EPA requirement that BP choose a less
toxic dispersant. It is unknown, however, exactly how much Corexit 9527 was used in the Gulf
before this ban. The replacement product, Corexit 9500, which does not contain 2-BE, is also
banned for use in the United Kingdom because it failed toxicity evaluations. Corexit 9500 also
rated among the most potentially toxic of 8 dispersants rapidly evaluated by the EPA in the
summer of 2010 (EPA 2010, Judson 2010).8 Despite these concerns, two million US gallons of
Corexit products were used in the Gulf. Why was Laura Amos not on TV telling her story and
warning people in the Gulf? Because she has a non-disclosure agreement. Why is it that 2-BE is
presumed safe? Because cases like Laura's have never gone to court. Her experience has not
been compiled with the experiences of workers exposed to Corexit during the Valdez clean-up.
Why didn't BP perform extensive health studies on Corexit or 2-BE before using it in the Gulf?
Because the company was not required to do so. The EPA was unaware of the chemicals present
7 Corexit 9527. MSDS Nalco Holding company, available online: http://gulfblog.uga.edu/wp-content/uploads/
2010/06/CorexitEC9527AMSDS.539295.pdf
8 also see a United Kingdom parliamentry memorandum from 2010 title "UK Deepwater Drilling - implications of
the Gulf of Mexico oil spill" 21st Oct. available online:
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm2010 ll/cmselect/cmenergy/memo/450/ukdl 8.htm
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in the product until it was used in such bulk that its maker could be forced to release its
ingredients based on the Toxic Substances Control Act (Schor 2010).
Lack of scientific certainty and unclear regulations have added to the confusion over
attempts to use Corexit safely. OSHA and NIOSH were found to have vastly different safe
exposure levels: OSHA levels were set 10 times higher than that of NIOSH. OSHA has since
shifted to NIOSH's more stringent standard (Wang 2010f). Nalco Holding Company, the
producer of Corexit, initially refused to make the composition of both products public, citing the
information as a trade-secret, although they did share the composition with the EPA. With so
little directed study of the toxicity of these products, the MSDS sheet for Corexit 9500 reads,
"No toxicity studies have been conducted on this product." It is therefore impossible to evaluate
with any certainty the long-term effects of their use in the Gulf.9 Each of these problems is
symptomatic of the issues that plague attempts to study the gas and oil industry; they are due, as
described in chapter 1, to petrostate dynamics, which protect the security of the companies over
the security of communities and environments in which they operate. The Deepwater Horizon
Spill has become a condensed version of the tumult of issues occurring across the country related
to natural gas extraction. How many other individuals will find themselves in a similar position
to Laura? The answer is unknown and unknowable given the present state of scientific
knowledge, legal practice, and regulatory structure.
Section 11: The FRAC Act and Landscapes of Deregulation
On a more positive note, thanks to the ardent work of many researchers, activists, and NGOs
across the country, changes have occurred. There have been calls from scientists and politicians
9 Corexit 9500. MSDS Nalco Holding company: http://lmrk.org/corexit_9500_uscueg.539287.pdf
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alike for BP and Nalco to release the proprietary ingredients of both Corexit and drilling muds
used in the Gulf Spill effort. This increased awareness derives directly from the combined work
of Theo Colbom and Wes Wilson. Leaders responding to their call include Representatives
Henry Waxman (D-CA), Edward Markey (D-Mass), Diana DeGette (D-CO) and Maurice
Hinchey (D-NY). Markey, DeGette and Hinchey, members of the House Committee on Natural
Resources, and Senator Bob Casey were influential in amending the House and Senate "The Oil
Spill Response Bills" to require the disclosure of chemicals used in fracturing on public lands
(Howell and Bravender 2010). The amendments to the bills are among this group of politicians'
efforts to increase scrutiny on chemicals used in natural gas extraction. The language in these
amendments, however, was later dropped from the house bill (Williams 2010). In 2009, DeGette
introduced what has become known as the Fracturing Responsibility and Awareness of
Chemicals (FRAC) Act.10 The FRAC Act is a 20-line piece of legislation that seeks to end what
has come to be called the "Halliburton Loop Hole"" to the Safe Drinking Water Act (NYT
2009). 12As discussed in chapter 1, the Halliburton loophole is part of the 2005 Energy Bill
which calmed gas industry fears that hydraulic fracturing would be open to regulation under the
Safe Drinking Water Act's provisions regulating underground injection, following the ruling by
the 11th circuit court that hydraulic fracturing was a form of underground injection. The 2005
Energy Bill included an amendment to the Safe Drinking Water Act that specifically excluded the
10 See Library of Congress record for the FRAC Act: http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-bin/bdquery/z?dl 1 l:h.r.02766:
11 EWG uses the term Halliburton Exemption as the exemption was specifically written into public law.
12 111th Congress (2009-2010) H.R.2766. Fracturing Responsibility and Awareness of Chemicals Act of 2009
Introduced in House by Ms. DeGette (CO), Mr. Hinchey (NY), and Mr. Polis (CO). It was referred to the
Committee on Energy and Commerce.
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regulation of hydraulic fracturing as a form of underground injection. 13 The FRAC Act seeks to
undo that amendment by reinstating hydraulic fracturing as a specifically regulated practice
under the Safe Drinking Water Act and requiring that the chemical components of any fluids
used in fracking be released to regulatory authorities and the public.
If enacted The FRAC Act is only the first step, albeit important, in the regulation of
hydro-fracturing. It would make possible the monitoring of the chemicals used in fracking.
Theo's findings have been influential in amassing support for the bill. In 2006, Theo began
sharing her results with Henry Waxman, the influential 19-term Democratic Representative from
California who began and helped pass The Toxic Release Inventory (TRI) as part of the
Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA) in 1986. This bill was a
response to the Bhopal disaster and held that entities using, storing, and/or producing toxic
chemicals must inform the public. After learning of Theo's research, Waxman held a hearing on
Health and Environmental problems related to natural gas extraction in October of 2007, in
which Theo's testimony figured. As the Chair of the House Energy and Commerce Committee
Waxman, along with Representative Markey, has subsequently sought and received funding for a
study of hydraulic fracturing. They have personally sent letters to major oil and gas companies
13 Energy Policy Act. 2005. PUBLIC LAW 109-58-AUG. 8, SEC. 322. HYDRAULIC FRACTURING.
Paragraph (1) of section 1421(d) of the Safe Drinking Water
Act (42 U.S.C. 300h(d)) is amended to read as follows:
"(1) UNDERGROUND INJECTION.-The term 'underground
injection'-
"(A) means the subsurface emplacement of fluids by
well injection; and
"(B) excludes-
"(i) the underground injection of natural gas for
purposes of storage; and
"(ii) the underground injection of fluids or propping
agents (other than diesel fuels) pursuant to hydraulic
fracturing operations related to oil, gas, or geothermal
production activities.".
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and oil and gas field service providers requesting that they release all of the chemical
components of substances used in hydraulic fracturing (Grandia 2010).
In the spring of 2008, I went with Theo to Congress, where she testified about endocrine
disruption and the need for a reform of the Toxic Substances Control Act. She presented TEDX's
findings to Representative DeGette's aide. While DeGette's FRAC Act work was informed by
TEDX's work it was initiated by personal letter from the EPA whistleblower Wes Wilson. His
letter argued that the EPA's 2004 study, upon which the 2005 exemptions were predicated, was
compromised. It concluded that: "In June of this year [2004], EPA produced a final report
pursuant to the Safe Drinking Water Act that I believe is scientifically unsound and contrary to
the purposes of the law."' 4 Wilson based this conclusion on the fact that the EPA had established
that frack fluids contain "toxic and carcinogenic" substances, yet concluded there was no need
for further study. Prompted by this letter, DeGette sent a request for an investigation into these
allegations to the Office of the Inspector General (OIG) in October of 2004. At that time, OIG
replied to say they had received DeGette's letter and that they were beginning to collect
information.' 5 OIG sent a second letter in March of 2005 saying that they had also received
letters from Representative Waxman and Senator Lautenberg and that they had begun a
preliminary phase of research.16 In July of 2005, OIG sent a third letter saying they had
determined that they would investigate two questions: 1. Are the conclusions reached in the
hydraulic fracturing study supportable and had EPA done sufficient research to determine that no
14 Weston, Wilson. 2004, Personal Letter to Representative DeGette, Allard, Campbell. Oct. 8.
15 Personal Letter, Nikki L. Tinsley, Inspector General, EPA to Representative DeGette, Oct. 19th. 2004
16 Personal Letter, Nikki L. Tinsley, Inspector General, EPA to Representative DeGette, March 11 2005
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further study was necessary? 2. Did a conflict of interest exist for some peer review panelists?17
They finalized their report in January of 2006, 14 months after DeGette's initial letter, with the
conclusion that the enactment of the 2005 Energy Policy Act negated the need for their report.
OIG ceased their study by virtue of a law passed on the basis of the 2004 EPA study Wilson was
contesting:
The decision to end our review was based on the enactment of the 'Energy Policy Act of
2005'. The Act contains two provisions specifically related to hydraulic fracturing which
we believe negate the basis of our review. Section 322 exempts the underground injection
of fluids or propping agents (other than diesel fuels) from regulation under the SDWA.
This section limits EPA's ability to implement any recommendation we may have made
regarding the need for EPA to regulate hydraulic fracturing based on our review.. .Section
1811 of the Act requires the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) to conduct a study of
the impact of coal bed production on ground water sources and to make
recommendations, if any, on changes to Federal law or regulations.18
The NAS study released in 2010 did not examine the impacts environmental and public health
impacts of hydraulic fracturing because it was tasked to examine the impacts of 'produced
water', water removed from coal seams in order to access Coal Bed Methane, and hydraulic
fracturing is not directly linked to that issue (NAS, 2010: xii). Furthermore, the letter from OIG
does not mention the results of DeGette's requested inquiry into whether the review board had
conflicts of interest. Their preliminary research findings after 14 months, which amounted to a
single page, was included as an appendix to the letter and concluded that to progress further
more research was needed.
The question at stake in the OIG investigation was not the legal reach of EPA's authority
to regulate fracturing, as OIG clearly stated in its earlier letters; the subject of the complaint was
17 Personal Letter, Nikki L. Tinsley, Inspector General, EPA to Representative DeGette, July 26 2005.
18 Personal Letter, Nikki L. Tinsley, Inspector General, EPA to Representative DeGette, Jan 6 2006.
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whether or not EPA's conclusions were sound and whether or not there was conflict of interest in
the peer-review panel. These are questions about whether EPA's regulatory and investigatory
processes were compromised, not whether EPA had the authority to regulate fracturing. Why the
slippage occurred between the subject of DeGette's initial complaint and the subject addressed in
OIG's response requires further investigation. OIG's conclusions, however, ended their
investigation of the 2004 EPA panel.
Unsatisfied with the EPA report and OIG response, DeGette introduced the FRAC Act, in
the 110th and 111th Congress. Though the bill gathered 63 sponsors in the 111th Congress, it did
not make it out of committee for consideration on the floor. With only 63 sponsors, such a bill is
far from passing, given that it would need a majority of the possible 435 votes in the House of
Representatives to pass. DeGette and her colleagues planned to produce a series of bills working
to end various exemptions that the industry has had from major environmental regulations. None
of them were introduced in the 111th Congress.
While Representatives were hard at work on this issue, so were a growing number of
non-governmental organizations. OGAP is now far from alone in studying oil and gas issues,
since NGOs such as the Natural Resource Defense Council (NRDC) as well as The
Environmental Working Group (EWG) have become involved. Many of their studies have built
on work by Theo Colborn, TEDX and OGAP (Mall 2007, Horwitt 2008, Horwitt 2010). For
instance, according to Dusty Horwitt, a lawyer with EWG, a small research-based environmental
NGO based in Washington DC, his organize became involved in issues related to hydraulic
fracturing and the health effects of gas drilling, after hearing a presentation by Theo. Since 2008
they have released 3 research reports on the hazards of natural gas extraction, all of which deal
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directly with chemicals hazards of chemicals used in natural gas extraction drawing on TEDX's
research (Horwitt 2008, EWG 2009, Horwitt 2010). Their first report in 2008 built directly on
Theo's work to explore 150 other chemicals that they identified as health hazards (Horwitt
2008). The website hosting the report even has a picture taken by Theo and I during a 2006 flight
over the Colorado gas patch at a waste fluid reinjection site.' 9 The 2001 failure to remediate a
benzene spill through a torn pit liner at this site resulted, 8 years later, in the owners being sued
and the site being temporarily closed (Luna 2008, Zartler 2009). HEIRShip in this case, led both
attempts at regulatory change and increased scrutiny by science-based advocacy organizations.
EWG RESEARCH
--
Colorado's Chemical Injection
Ol and gas companies in Colorado are Injecting wells with millions of gallons of
unknown ftulds that contain dozens of dangerous chemicals linked to Leg
resplratory, neurological, cardlovascular, Immune, and other disorders,
including cancer.
According to industry data, at least 430 million galons of chemical-laced fluids
have been injected into more than 9,000 oil and gas wells In the state, mostly
along the northern Front Range and the Western Slope. The amount of fluid
injected may be far greater than reported: There are currently more than
35,000 wells operating in Colorado and one industry expert has estimated that Rage
90 percent of all wells receive chemical injections (COGCC 2006, Carrillo
2005). 4 Comi
July 1
Figure 8.1 Colorado's Chemical Injection Home Page
19 EWG. 2008. Colorado's Chemical Injection. http://www.ewg.org/reports/injection.
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However, further work by the organizations revealed that merely reforming regulation of
hydraulic fracturing would be insufficient for the thorough protection of human and
environmental health, given the general landscape of deregulation already in place to facilitate
the frontier of natural gas extraction. Works by OGAP and the Environmental Working Group,
which built on OGAP's findings, published in 2006 and 2009 respectively, argue that there is no
aspect of the gas industry for which major environmental regulations have not been modified or
eliminated (Kosnik 2007, EWG 2009). Paths have been cut through regulations that might
hamper or reduce the pace of drilling. First the environmental review process, governed by the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), which requires government agencies to examine the
potential adverse effects on environments prior to engaging in an activity that might have a
significant impact to the environment, was modified along with the 2005 Energy bill to include a
"rebuttal presumption." The "rebuttal presumption" allowed the Department of the Interior to
examine certain oil and gas activities under a less stringent environmental review process known
as a "categorical exclusion" (CE). The CE process holds that public comment is not required,
nor is a comprehensive Environmental Impact Statement or Environmental Assessment required
for the following set of conditions where environmental impacts of drilling might be
substantially increased:
1) Individual surface disturbances of less than five acres so long as the total surface disturbance
on the lease is not greater than 150 acres and site-specific analysis in a document prepared
pursuant to NEPA has been previously completed (Kosnik 2007: 15 citing The Energy Policy Act
of 2005, Section 390).
In effect, this means that once NEPA documentation has been performed for one drilling pad in a
leased area, the subsequent addition of drilling pads to that leased area need not be separately
considered, so long as the aggregate area of pads on that leased area does not exceed 150 acres or
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the equivalent of 30, five-acre pads. The aggregate disturbance and impact of multiple drilling
pads is not necessarily considered or registered with the EPA, even when that can mean the
addition of 29 more pads to a leased area.
2) Drilling an oil or gas well at a location where drilling occurred previously within five years
prior to the date of spudding the well (Kosnik 2007: 16 citing The Energy Policy Act of 2005,
Section 390).
This change also opens up well pads with existing wells to the addition of new wells without
environmental review. Notice that this stipulation does not even require an initial NEPA review,
only that drilling has occurred within a five-year period in that location. It is possible to drill a
new well in older pad sites where techniques such as hydraulic fracturing have not previously
been used without returning for an environmental review. It is an important exception because it
allows for infilling, which can dramatically change the subsurface as well as the surface impacts
of drilling by, for instance, increasing the number of wells and therefore the number of hydraulic
fracturing operations from one pad and the number of condensate tanks and other point-source
pollutants.
3) Drilling a well within a developed field for which an approved land use plan or any
environmental document prepared pursuant to NEPA analyzed such drilling as a reasonably
foreseeable activity, so long as such plan or document was approved within five years prior to
the date of spudding the well (Kosnik 2007: 16 citing The Energy Policy Act of 2005, Section
390).
This change allows a company to submit only one NEPA review for a field of well development
without considering the dramatic increase in environmental impacts produced by having multiple
wells. Note that this exemption does nothing to limit or define the scope of a "developed field."
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4) Placement of a pipeline in an approved right-of-way corridor; so long as the corridor was
approved within five years prior to the date ofplacement of the pipeline (Kosnik 2007: 16 citing
The Energy Policy Act of 2005, Section 390).
This clause means that new pipelines or multiple pipelines can be laid in a corridor without
returning to consider the cumulative impacts of added pipelines.
5) Maintenance of a minor activity, other than any construction or major renovation or a
building orfacility (Kosnik 2007: 16 citing The Energy Policy Act of 2005, Section 390).
Another very imprecise requirement as it is left undefined what counts as minor activity and who
determines what counts as minor activity.
Under the "rebuttal presumption," OGAP points out, the initiation of a full NEPA review for an
activity that falls under any of the above stipulations the public must now show that the activity
constitutes "extraordinary circumstances" and therefore requires a full NEPA review. Even
beginning to contest inclusion of CE drilling activity is made difficult because there is no
requirement for public comment on CE activities (Kosnik 2007: 16).
The NEPA exemptions make it easier to dramatically scale up drilling on a pad or in the
"field" without returning to review whether the intensification of drilling or allied, required
systems, such as pipelines, impacts the environment in aggregate. Exemptions like these lead to
the saturation of drilling around Farmington, New Mexico, where there may be as many as 25
wells per acre and where is it not required to review the aggregate impacts of well development.
Once developed, exemptions from the Clean Water Act and Clean Air Act make it hard to
study or reduce aggregate impacts of gas extraction. The Clean Water Act was established to
regulate discharge of pollutants into watersheds. Under the 2005 Energy Policy Act, the oil and
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gas industry was exempted from stormwater provisions of the Clean Water Act. Should a rain or
snow melt cause a waste pit to flood or soil to run off from a well site, the industry is not liable
for the damage (Kosnik 2007: 10-12). Research by TEDX and EWG, however, has shown that
pits in New Mexico contain toxic chemicals that should classify them as Superfund sites (TEDX
2008). Of the 42 chemicals detected in samples taken from waste pits in New Mexico, 39 of the
42 chemicals were on the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability
Act (CERCLA) Summary Data for 2005 Priority List of Hazardous Substances, and 26 were on
the Emergency Planning & Community Right to Know Act Section 313 Chemical List For
Reporting Year 2006. Ten of the CERCLA chemicals and 9 of EPCRA were detected at levels
over the New Mexico State limits (TEDX 2008: 1).
Safe Drinking Water Act exemptions provide no requirement to report federally the
chemicals that are used in fracking, making it harder to know what chemicals might migrate
from drill sites. The problem is compounded by exemptions from The Toxic Release Inventory
(TRI). TRI was created by section 313 of the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-
Know Act (EPCRA) in 1986. It states: "any facility that has 10 or more full-time employees, is
in a listed SIC code, and processes or manufactures more than 25,000 lbs of a listed chemical or
otherwise uses more than 10,000 lbs; or processes, manufactures, or otherwise uses more than
1/10 gram, l0lbs, or 100lbs of a listed Persistent, Bioaccumulative and Toxic (PBT) chemical
(e.g., brominated flame retardants)" 20 must submit a report detailing the presence and quantity of
such chemicals, a report which is then made available to the public. OGAP argues that:
The exploration and production of oil and natural gas meet the criteria for
those who must report. Generally, they have 10 or more full-time employees
20 Kosnik (2007) quoting EPA Guidance Document: The Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act-
Section 313 Release and Other Waste Management Reporting Requirements (2001).
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involved in the construction and operation of each individual drilling site,
their listed SIC code is 13, and they "otherwise use" more than 10,000 lbs of
a listed chemical (e.g., benzene, toluene and xylene). Furthermore, the oil
and gas industry releases include point and fugitive on-site air, land and
water sources. However, EPA has chosen to abdicate its responsibility under
the EPCRA to inform the public about these toxic releases by exempting the
oil and gas industry from reporting under section 313 (Kosnik 2007: 17).
Exemptions from the Clean Air Act (CAA) also mean that aggregate air pollution from well sites
is not monitored. OGAP and EWG find that "The CAA provides that oil and gas wells, and in
some instances pipeline compressors and pump stations, shall not be aggregated together. . . .
This exemption to the aggregation requirement allows the oil and gas industry to pollute the air
while being largely unregulated under the CAA" (Kosnik 2007: 13). However, research on air
quality in Fort Worth shows that the aggregate release of air pollutants by oil and gas wells in the
Dallas-Fort Worth area exceeds the aggregate air pollution caused by all of their car and truck
traffic put together: "This report examined emissions of smog forming compounds, air toxic
compounds, and greenhouse gases from oil and gas activity in the Barnett Shale area, and
identified methods for reducing emissions...During the summer, VOC emissions will increase,
raising the NOx + VOC total to 307 tpd, greater than the combined emissions from the major
airports and on-road motor vehicles in the D[allas]-F[ortWorth] metropolitan area" (Armendariz
2009: 37). Air quality studies in the Wyoming's Green River gas patch have found ozone levels
that exceed those in Los Angles (Gruver 2011).
Furthermore, hydrogen sulfide, a gas known to be produced by some wells, has specifically
been exempted from regulation by the CAA. Hydrogen sulfide is deadly in high doses, and in
low doses it causes "headache, skin complications, respiratory and mucus membrane irritation,
respiratory soft tissue damage and degeneration, confusion, impairment of verbal recall, memory
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loss and prolonged reaction time"(Kilbum 1995: 192). Carol Browner, the former director of the
EPA, has made clear statements that the exemption of hydrogen sulfide from regulation by the
CAA was the result of aggressive industry pressure (Kosnik 2007: 14).21 In 2011, EPA based on
effective pressure from NGOs and increasing scientific attention to the problems of air pollution
proposed new regulations on emissions during oil and gas extraction (Cappiello 2011).
In addition to the threat posed to the environment due to air, water, and soil pollution
during natural gas production, federal regulatory exemptions have also deregulated disposal of
the toxic by-products of this industry. Though many components of petroleum are included on
the superfund list of chemicals that qualify for remediation under the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA), which created a trust of
public money for the cleanup of hazardous waste sites, petroleum itself is specifically excluded
(Kosnik 2007: 4). Due to this exclusion, sites contaminated with petroleum waste are ineligible
for remediation. The vast majority of oil and gas field wastes are also considered exempt from
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) which requires cradle-to-grave hazardous
waste management, due to the following directive approved by the EPA:
Since 1987, the terms uniquely associated and intrinsic have been used as interchangeable
synonyms in various documents in reference to oil and gas wastes qualifying for the
exemption from Subtitle C regulation. ... A simple rule of thumb for determining the scope
of the exemption is whether the waste in question has come from down-hole (i.e., brought
to the surface during oil and gas E & P operations), or has otherwise been generated by
contact with the oil and gas production stream during the removal of produced water or
other contaminants from the product (e.g., waste emulsifiers, spent iron sponge). If the
answer to either question is yes, the waste is most likely considered exempt (Kosnik 2007:
7 citing 58 Fed.Reg. 25: 448).
21 From Kosnik 2007, 17: "Carol Browner's comments were stated during her presentation at the November 1997
National Public Health Convention in Indianapolis, Indiana, and aired nationally during the documentary "Town
Under Siege," narrated by Ed Bradley, December 23, 1997."
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This "rule of thumb" allows for oil and gas field wastes containing undisclosed chemicals that
have never been evaluated for their toxicity and contain known carcinogenic wastes such as tar
and BTEX, to be exempted from RCRA.
Taken together, this evidence shows that, for the process of natural gas development, from
extraction to waste disposal, the oil and gas industry has exemptions from the major regulations
which protect human and environmental health. The lack of regulation has resulted in a vast
nationwide spread of natural gas development that is not thoroughly monitored federally and is
unevenly monitored from state to state. It is these exemptions, facilitated by the Bush/Cheney
administration's pressure on the Bureau of Land Management to lease as much public land as
possible to drilling, that have made way for what Josh Fox calls in his documentary on the
matter, "the largest drilling effort in US history." Gas drilling now occurs in 32 different states
(33 including the Gulf of Mexico). 22 The regulatory exemptions that shape the industry's
development go far beyond the exemption of hydraulic fracturing from the Safe Drinking Water
Act.
Section III: Living in/out Exemptions - Pavillion, WY
Hydraulic fracturing, particularly the potential of human health hazard from toxic chemicals used
in the process, however, has become a potential lever to pry open the whole regulation-avoidance
tactic of the oil and gas industry and make it subject to regulation. That lever depends on the
evidence generated by Wes Wilson that the EPA was negligent and intemally-contradictory in its
22 http://www.eia.gov/dnav/ng/ng prod wells sl a.htm
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initial review of the practice, and by Theo Colborn's work illustrating the potentially vast health
impacts of chemicals commonly used in drilling and fracturing. It also relies on the continued
vigilance of real world sentinels in places where people and their environments have been
harmed by natural gas extraction, such as Garfield County Colorado, Lake View Alabama, and
Pavillion, Wyoming.
Wherever TEDX's findings spread, they contributed to changing people's perception of
drilling and fracking. For example, TEDX's findings helped crystallize resistance to drilling in
Pavillion, Wyoming, a rural ranching community, where the water wells were contaminated
during natural gas extraction. I was told of one woman, who suspected that her illness - which
began with flu-like symptoms, coughing, hacking and memory problems and developed into a
seizure disorder - was related to contamination of her well water by drilling. After seeing
Theo's presentation, the woman began to connect the dots between illnesses occurring in many
of her family members who had been exposed to the same contaminated water: her 22 year old
son's liver damage, her daughter's miscarriages (due to separation of her placenta), and her
granddaughter's kidney failure. She also began to track the many respiratory ailments and loss
of the sensation of taste and smell experienced by people living around her. I could not interview
the woman directly since she had signed a non-disclosure agreement in return for a water
filtration system and a payment. Eventually, the outcry from this community prompted the first
EPA study of a gas patch community, which, in 2009, confirmed the presence of 2-BE in 11 area
water wells and determined that the hydrogeology of the region had been intermingled during
gas development (EPA Region 8 2009). That the EPA had the regulatory authority to perform this
study under superfund laws was due, in part, to TEDX's work. In response to TEDX's database,
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in 2008, the EPA began to compile a list of chemicals used in natural gas extraction. According
to that list, "several different types of drilling fluids, containing several hazardous compounds,
are used to install gas wells" (EPA Region 8 2009: 7). Furthermore, this EPA study cites and uses
TEDX's data:
Additionally, The Endocrine Disruption Exchange (TEDX) has compiled a list of
chemicals used in natural gas development in Wyoming. While the TEDX list is
comparable to the EPA Study List, it adds several metals that may be found in compounds
used in gas well installation and are as follows: aluminum oxide, arsenic, cadmium,
copper, iron, lead, mercury, nickel, vanadium and zinc (EPA Region 8 2009: 8).
It was because of the potential presence of these chemicals that the study could be
performed under Superfund regulations:
The Superfund Chemical Data Matrix (SCDM) is a list of benchmark values used in the
evaluation of National Priorities List (NPL) sites under the Hazard Ranking System (HRS).
The following chemicals are found in both the EPA Study List and the TEDX list have
and23 a SCDM associated with them as well (EPA Region 8 2009: 8).
23 grammatical error in original document perhaps it should read "and have a".
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TABLE 1
Hazardous Chemicals In DriJIingFluids with a SCDM Value
Chandal Nam SCDM - Drking Water
Benzene 5.0
Toluene 1,000
Ethyl benzene 700
Xylene 10,000
Naphthalene 20
1-Methylnapthalene 20
2- Methylnapthalene 150
Fluorenes 1500
Ethylene glycol 73,000
Formic acid 73,000
Methanol 18,250
Ethylene glycol monobutyl ether 18,000
Aluminum oxide 36,000
Arsenic 0.057
Cadmium 5
Copper 1,300
Hydrogen sulfide 10
Iron 11,000
Lead 15
Mercury 0.63
Nickel 730
Vanadium 36
Zinc 11,000
MCL Maximum Contamiat Leve (US EPA Drinking Water Regudations)
Figure 8.2 Hazardous chemicals found in hydraulic drilling fluids that are regulated by the
Superfund Chemical Data Matrix according to the EPA, the possibility of their presence in
drilling fluids allowed EPA investigation into the Pavillion Watershed.
Reading this list and the heavy metals included on it returns the reader to the beginning of this
study-it was my research on Soltex under Theo's tutelage in the January of 2006 that uncovered
an analysis by Greenpeace on heavy metal additives being used in gas drilling mud. Had my
research played a small part in triggering this review?
Since the EPA did not know which specific chemicals to test for from this list, because no
record had been maintained by industry during gas development in the region, they used a
scattershot testing approach, first identifying spikes that occurred in various test procedures and
then comparing the results against chemical libraries in order to identify the chemical signatures.
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The resulting list of contaminants found by the EPA reads: arsenic, methane, adamantanes, 2-
butoxyethanol phosphate, and caprolactum. Adamantanes are "a naturally occurring
hydrocarbon found in crude and gas condensate" (EPA Region 8 2009: 17). The presence of
adamantanes points to contamination of the aquifer by gas drilling. Furthermore, the EPA found
that "[i]t is possible for 2-butoxyethanol to react with natural occurring phosphates to produce 2-
butoxyethanol phosphate" (EPA Region 8 2009: 17).
Although the company involved installed a water filtration system for the family in
Pavillion described above, glycol ethers like 2-BE were not removed by that filter system.
Potentially, the family had been exposing themselves for years to 2-BE and other chemicals
because they believed the filtered water to be safe. The Pavillion study is significant because if
the EPA is able to prove that 2-BE contamination derives from gas drilling in its follow-up study
(and presently there is no competing cause for contamination), it will have been the first proven,
government-documented case of hydraulic fracturing contaminating a watershed and placing
human health at risk. The study could be the example that undermines the oft-repeated industry
line that "there are no documented cases of aquifer contaminations due to hydraulic fracturing."
A document published by the Interstate Oil and Gas Compact Commission compiled statements
made by oil and gas regulators in Alabama, Texas, South Dakota, Alaska, Colorado, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Michigan, Tennessee, and Wyoming, in which they each state that "No documented
cases of groundwater contamination from fracture stimulations" have occurred in their states.24
Since the EPA has previously been unable to study hydraulic fracturing and the review showing
that there are hazardous chemicals used in natural gas extraction could only have been triggered
24 http://www.iogcc.state. ok.us/hydraulic-fracturin2
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by the work like that of TEDX, it is not surprising that no officially documented case of water
contamination due to fracturing occurred prior to this.
"Gasland": A National Portrait of Drilling Here and Now
A powerful addition to the pressure now being brought to bear on the gas industry is the work of
Josh Fox, whose involvement began when he received an offer to lease his 18-acre family
property in the Delaware river basin for $100,000 dollars. Before signing the lease, Josh went to
an information session about drilling held by the Damascus Citizen's Alliance, a regional group
formed to protect the Delaware River and the New York City watershed from drilling (discussed
in chapter 5). The Damascus group had become particularly concerned about the leasing of
properties for gas development after receiving material from Theo. It was from this group that
Fox first heard about the potentially toxic impacts of natural gas extraction. Meeting with
Damascus Citizen Alliance spurred Fox to pay a visit to the nearby town of Dimock,
Pennsylvania, as the Damascus group had heard reports that people in this town could ignite their
tap water. He brought his camera along.
Conversations with Dimock residents about exploding water, hair loss, illness in household
pets, and rumors of illegal dumping of drilling fluids were the beginning of a journey for Fox
that would take him across the US to interview people in Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico,
Texas, and Louisiana about their experiences living amidst gas development. Focusing on water
contamination, his film, Gasland, described and documented the reality of the "drill here, drill
now"' policy. He found water so contaminated that putting a flame to the water caused a plastic
film to form on the surface. He described numerous people suffering from headaches, loss of
smell, peripheral neuropathy, and irreversible neurological damage. He interviewed Theo
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Colborn, whose list of the symptoms typical of individuals living in the gas patch mirrored
exactly one woman's descriptions of her health decline. He investigated a mason jar filled with
fluid forced into his hands by landowners in Pennsylvania, people so scared that they would not
show their faces on camera. The fluid was collected by a worker who left his job after he and his
coworkers were told to dispose of it in a nearby field. Fox had the fluid analyzed and found it
contained surfactants, glycol ethers like 2-BE.
I first watched the movie in midtown New York at HBO headquarters after it had been
picked up by HBO for distribution. Dressed-up for a glamorous event, I watched it in the
overflow room, while sipping wine. Although I was in Times Square, I was transported back to
the gas patch. Since I started my work in 2006, the people I had spoken to talked about their
interviews with Josh Fox and their high hopes that his film would blow open the issue of
pollution. I watched familiar people and places on a big screen. Sug, Dee, Rick, Tara, Theo,
Joyce, Wilma Subra, Calvin Tillman from Dish, Texas: many of the people who had transformed
my own view of this industry and so many more that I had never met appeared on the screen
before me. Despite the comfortable settings, it was unremittingly grim to watch footage of
sprinklers spraying "produced" water into the air to evaporate the water, to see the fire-ball
footage from outside Dee's house, and to see the predictions Theo had made come true. I
remembered talking with Tara Mexisell earlier that week about how, when she watched the
movie with Rick and Dee in Aspen, all three had been doubled-over, crying. In 2010, Tara
completed and self published a book about the impacts of gas development on her community in
Garfield County, CO (Mexisell 2010). She, like Josh, has been touring the country, speaking on
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these issues and risking her job, her marriage, and possibly her sanity in what she called the
battle between "Gasholes and Gastavists."
Gasland takes the viewer with Josh on a journey from his home and the stream by which
he grew up through the country and back again to New York, where the watershed of the
Delaware River that supplies the 9 million inhabitants of New York City, the largest unfiltered
water supply in the world, is now the frontier of natural gas development. Returning to New
York, he finds himself in a city where the populace was largely unaware of the hazards it faced.
The film shows a press conference with city officials fired up about the potential damage to their
city and people but no press in attendance. He finds himself at public meetings, to which
hundreds of people showed up to make comments; however, the State EPA, in charge of
regulating the gas industry, had failed to send a representative, an omission that apparently
resulted from understaffing.
After the movie, there was a Q and A. Here residents of Dimock, Pennsylvania, a couple
with their daughter also dressed up for the occasion, presented a gallon jug of their yellowed
water and spoke in outrage. An embarrassed teenaged daughter was encouraged by her dad to
describe for the audience the skin lesions she developed from showering in their water. The
audience was a strange collection of oil and gas activists, artists, and New York socialites. I
waited in line after the film to introduce myself to Josh Fox and Wes Wilson. On hearing of my
work with Theo, Wes explained how they had become acquainted. It was after Theo gave a talk
in Denver about endocrine disruption. She had been inquiring whether scientists in Denver's
EPA office were knowledgeable about the drilling going on in the Western Slope. She was
directed to Wes, who shared his concerns about the recent EPA study on fracking. That year,
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2004, brought together Wes and Theo and Laura to create a triad of individuals who, by
developing and working with many different networks, have permanently changed discussions of
the industry. Hydraulic fracturing is now discussed as a public health crisis.
Wes and I agreed to talk more later as we were hurried out of the now emptied and closing
theater. Outside, I found Josh Fox being lined up for photos with well-heeled people. I quickly
introduced myself. Josh knew of our project: he had been on a panel with Christina Xu at a
conference examining the relationship between documentary films and social change. Christina,
he remarked, had really impressed him. The conference had been organized by Debra Anderson,
the maker of another Emmy award-nominated documentary on natural gas extraction, Split
Estate. Christina had been invited to speak because ExtrAct was working with the producers of
Split Estate to promote Landman Report Card, which went live on line in January 2010. Debra
was holding information sessions on LRC after screenings of Split Estate, and Christina had
organized a drive where any community group hosting a screening of Split Estate and LRC
training session would get a free copy of the movie.
During our discussion, it became clear to me that Fox was committed to gas patch issues
beyond the movie itself. Not only had he had gone heavily into debt to make the film and
dedicated years to the process, but his website also organized around Gasland has been a
particular success. People can add their stories to an online map, an idea very similar to
ExtrAct's WellWatch, without the background layer of well data. He has also been using
Facebook to draw attention to the film and gather stories from the gas patch. There are now over
20,000 users of each of these tools.
Collaborative Actions: From HEIRShip to STS in Practice
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Both Fox and Anderson have used their films to generate awareness of the issues and as a
launching pad for action.25 The discourse around natural gas extraction has changed not only
substantively to concern itself primarily with the health threats it poses, but also materially in the
technologies of engagement. While ExtrAct has played a part in that shift, there are many other
similar efforts afoot. For example, a variety of other groups have launched mapping projects
occurring across the country. NEOGAP in Ohio began working with Ohio State geologists to
generate a GIS map of wells in Ohio and the partnership has discovered a vast number of
uncapped, forgotten wells across the state. The NRDC has developed a one-time map of all of
the gas wells across the country. Another group, SkyTruth, started by John Amos, a satellite-
imaging expert who used to work in the industry, began to develop an online platform that
combined what they call "groundtruth" and "skytruth" data. Skytruth data consists of satellite
imaging and groundtruth data is comprised of reports and information from people living in gas
patches. His group has provided compelling sequences of satellite images of gas patch
development that show the creeping scale of infill in Wyoming Upper Green River Valley.26 In
Pennsylvania, landowners seeking to find common ground on leasing rates began a message
board where they can post questions and information on their lease agreements. They have also
been mapping lease prices by region.27 The University of Pittsburgh became involved and
produced an useful tool, FracTracker, that intends to help novice users generate maps of any data
set.2 8 Individuals like Dee have been posting their footage and photos on Facebook.
25 Brown 2007 National Sacrifice Zone is an earlier documentary that has not received as much media attention as
the other two.
26 http://www.skytruth.org/uppergreen-valley.htm and http://www.skytruth.org/
27 http://www.pagaslease.com/
28 FracTracker, University of Pittsburg Center for Healthy Environments and Communities (CHEC) http://
www.chec.pitt.edu/
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It is becoming clear that ExtrAct's ideas about networking communities, mapping and
aggregating data were simultaneously emerging in many parties affected by the industry. The
success of these examples are proof of the concept underlying ExtrAct: in order to study and
recursively influence the extraction industry, communities across the country need to find ways
to aggregate their data and co-ordinate their activities. One of the most important tools for
networking these disparate communities is also technically the simplest, an email list. OGAP
hosts what is called the COG mailing list. It provides daily updates, news articles, questions,
action letters posted by landowners, activists, and organizers all over the country. ExtrAct is a
member of this list, although we initially encountered hostility because of our association with
MIT. Over the course of ExtrAct's development, the MIT connection began to work as a
negative force, in large part, as will be discussed momentarily, because we were associated with
the findings of MIT's Energy Initiative (MITEI, pronounced "mighty").
Section IV: ExtrActing - LRC in circulation
In January of 2010, ExtrAct released a public version of the Landman Report Card.29 At this
point, the team, was down to a skeleton crew- I was writing my dissertation and Jen from
OGAP had decided to return to school to complete her degree in therapy, leaving Christina Xu at
the helm. One of our first moves in LRC release was to inform the COG list. Amy Mall, the
energy organizer for Natural Resource Defense Council (NRDC) published a press release on the
COG list which read:
29 http://www.landmanreportcard.com/lrc/locationibrowse
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Center for Future Civic Media releases Landman Report Card: a resource to support citizens
negotiating with big energy
The easy-to-use, web-based resource helps landowners educate and assist each other as
they negotiate drilling rights with oil and gas company representatives MT's Center for Future
Civic Media <httv./civic.mit.edu/> , where researchers develop novel technologies for
communities, has launched the Landman Report Card, an easy-to-use web-based resource that
helps landowners educate and assist each other as they negotiate drilling rights with oil and gas
company representatives.
Chris Csikszentmihdlyi, Director of the Center for Future Civic Media, said, "There's a
real need for this kind of information. Recent findings in New York State and Wyoming indicate
that the impacts of natural gas mining are profound and lasting, and we are just starting to learn
about the long-term effects of hydraulic fracturing on human health, property, and the
environment. An army of 'landmen', whose job is to get the best terms for the companies they
represent, are now combing many parts of the U.S. Landowners often feel pressured to sign away
their mineral rights immediately, even though an agreement could have long-lasting effects on
their health, property, and community. Landowners need time and information to make a good
decision."
Landman Report Card allows users to submit reports about individual landmen and their
companies, browse report cards submitted by other users, contact other users, and use the site as
their own private diary of interactions with this industry. The site also provides links to
information about best practices for land professionals, information about the gas leasing
process, and information to help landowners prepare for a visit from a landman.
"Knowledge is key, " says Csikszentmihdlyi. "Landman Report Card gives citizens in
mineral-rich areas of the country a way to learn about the professional negotiators knocking on
their doors. A decision to sign a lease - or not - can change afamily's life and their community,
so the more people know about landmen and their business practices the better prepared they
can be to negotiate. We have found that landowners in a community where drilling is just
starting are often very surprised to read about the experiences ofpeople who have been living
with drilling for decades."
Landman Report Card (www.landmanreportcard.com <http://www.landmanreportcard.com/>)
was produced in collaboration with citizens' alliances in Colorado, New Mexico, Texas, New
York, Pennsylvania, Ohio and West Virginia as well as the EARTHWORKS Oil and Gas
Accountability Project.
About the Center for Future Civic Media
The Center for Future Civic Media at MT develops new technologies and social systems for
sharing, prioritizing, organizing, and acting on information. The Center supports andfosters
civic media and political action; serves as an international resource for the study and analysis of
civic media; and coordinates community-based test beds both in the United States and
internationally."
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LRC has been picked up by a wide variety of websites that fall across the spectrum of people
involved in debates over natural gas extraction. For instance, LRC is featured as a "Landowner
Advocate Organization" by PAgas Lease, a website for landowners to compare stories on lease
pricing. 30 While a forum for landowners, PAgas lease is certainly not anti-leasing, they are
simply interested in ensuring that landowners obtain a fair lease. LRC is also linked to websites
providing services to Landmen as well as groups like NRDC that are strictly environmentalist
and smaller landowner organizations such as the West Virginia Surface Owners Rights
Organization.31 Given this spread, it seems to have managed to walk the line of providing an
even, non-partisan tone, which was one of the goals of the project. An article in an industry blog
posted on LRC ends with the question:
"I'd like to hear from both landmen and property owners who have worked with them. Is this a
useful tool or just another way to harp on the energy industry?" (Fowler, 2010).
The comments that follow discuss the politics behind the tool. However, the comments do
not assert that LRC expresses any particular partisan politics. For instance, one landman argues
that the concept of a report card is great, but worries that extreme reports will bias readers:
As a young but seasoned landman (7 years in industry; both contract and "in-house") I have
seen some of the issues that can be difficult for both landowners and the contract landmen to
navigate. The concept of a report card is great in that it can help police the "unscrupulous
oilmen "from the public; my question would be how to make it universal. Just because I didn't
pay someone what they wanted, would I get a lower score? If I am a tougher negotiator; will that
make me seem "unreasonable"? We mustn'tforget that a property owner has to be responsible
for his/her own knowledge and actions. What would you do if someone randomly approached
30 http://www.pagaslease.com/natural-gas-resources.php
31 http://oilandgasjobs.at59.wan.secretariasc.com.br/landmanjobsoilandgasindustrv/, Riverkeepers,
www.wvsoro.org/updates/201 0/01 29.html, www.wvsoro.org/newsletters/2010/winter.pdf, http://
txsharon.blogspot.com/2010/03/landman-report-card.html
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you to buy your house for $10,000? 100,000? 1,000,000? A responsible property owner would
investigate the fair market by hiring a professional (a realtor or an appraiser) to see if they were
getting a good deal. Ifyou have questions about what rights you are giving in exchange for the
money you are receiving, go to an attorney or hire a Certified Professional Landman (usually
$450-$ 700 per day) to analyze the deal on your behalf Remember that unless there is specific
language in your lease protecting you, you are not entitled to a higher rate because "that is what
the neighbor got paid" Ifyou don't think you are getting enough money, don't do the deal. If it is
enough to convince you to sign the contract as is, don't complain that you didn't get top dollar
and claim ignorance down the road. Ask all the Barnett Shale homeowner associations in Fort
Worth about that; they thought $25,000 per acre was too low. When oil fell to ~$40 a barrel, they
couldn't lease it for anywhere near that price. That is the game an owner plays in timing the
value of their property. In Texas we have a line from Pat Green that applies to this: "You got no
one to blame but your own damn self "
Posted by: JDub Landman at March 18, 2010 10:21 PM (Fowler, 2010).
Landman Report Card also stimulated a long discussion thread on the PAgas lease site. The
comments about LRC stretch over 4 pages and have been read 2,615 times as of July 31, 2010.32
The discussion, included as an appendix, speaks less about the site and more about people's
experience with landmen, and generally confirms the need to be cautious of landmen because so
many landowners are unfamiliar with the process of gas development. Generally response to the
site is good. PAgaslease users confirmed our sense that LRC would have been useful at the
beginning of the Marcellus Shale boom.
Fossil Posts:
Post by: Fossil on February 19, 2010, 10:21:37pm
Wow! I thought it was just me. I've experienced unethical, rushed,
misinformation and have seen them bring a notary to hurry the process.
Landmen are pushy flatlanders. The sad thing is that some landowners don't see it through all
the dollar signs. It must be okay with the companies the landman indirectly work for
Fossil adds in a later post:
32 http://www.pagaslease.com/natural-gas-fomm/index.php?topic=5803.0
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"People have far less knowledge about the gas leases. That's why this site is so
very important. I wish my neighbors would have tried to learn more before
they jumped into a lease. I know several people that wish they didn't sign."
Joining the discussion about how unfortunate it is that many landowners sign the first deal
offered, rfscala adds:
Title: Re: Landman Report Cards
Post by: rfscala on February 20, 2010, 09:54:46 pm
It is appalling to me how many people signed the first lease offer that came to
their home. I will never understand the thought process that caused it.
With any luck those same people will at least have a second chance to do it
correctly when the first lease runs out. IF THEYARE PAYING ATTENTION.
I don't know how many different people wanted to know why we haven't
signed yet, especially when they know how many offers I have gone through.
It is rather scary to contemplate. And the fact that I have to explain.....do
they sign EVERY LEGAL DOCUMENT without knowing what it is??
Duffy responds by saying that the site wasn't available at that point:
Title: Re: Landman Report Cards
Post by: duffy on February 21, 2010, 01:19:12 am
Come on robin, you have been here long enough to know the answer to the
first part ofyour question. This web site wasn't even on the web, and then
who knew it was available, ifpeople signed the early leases that was their
business. After the site was on the web, ifpeople signed, that was their
business, not everybody has a computer or knows how to visit this site. And
yes people sign things they don't understand with relation to oil and gas, it's
been done for years and nothing ever happened, another reason to tell people
about, this site.
Saxon princess responses to rfscala that:
Title: Re: Landman Report Cards
Post by: saxonprincess on February 21, 2010, 09:45:06 am
We learned the hard way the first go around. OF course, this site wasn't
available (as far as I know) 2007 and anyway, was basically blindsided. Won't
do that again. This time, I wised up, have taken my time, researched, found
this site, etc. This has all been a very good learning experience.
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In response to Duffy, rfscala concedes that the site wasn't available but also points out that
landman are generally to blame for their tactics.
Title: Re: Landman Report Cards
Post by: rfscala on February 21, 2010, 10:3 7:02 am
True, this site was not available when many people were first approached. But
my father was approached years ago too, and did not sign because too many
questions could not be answered.
I have to put the majority of the blame on landmen and their tactics because
even in the case of my father they never told him they wanted a lease... they
said "we just want to see if there is any gas on your land, okay?"33
In summary, most people posting comments, even those coming from industry itself, show
approval in general of the existence of the LRC site.
Despite the large number of viewings and cross posting of links to LRC, however, the site
itself has not been very well trafficked. To date, only 25 report cards have been submitted from 8
different states. Nonetheless, LRC has produced some interesting findings. For example,
Rfscala, presumably the same Rfscala as posted on PAgaslease, added a report describing how a
landman treated his sister:
On February 4th, 2010, r(Acala wrote:
I was present at my sister's request. She was being coerced into signing a lease she did not want.
Two Chesapeake landmen came over around 8:30pm, and introduced themselves as David and
Randy. They insisted the DEAL ENDS RIGHT A WAY as usual, it was imperative that the lease be
signed NOW (it was allfilled out and ready) because the lease bonus amounts will be MUCH
LOWER after this. When the landmen were questioned and proven wrong they became insulting
to my sister and myself They told her she didn't understand anything (she's been a title searcher
since 1985) and they told me I knew nothing and argued with them since they stepped in the door.
33 pagaslease forum, discussion topic: Landman Report Cards http://www.pagaslease.com/index.php?topic=5803.0
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(An audio tape proves otherwise). When it was clear that I would not let my sister be coerced
into anything, they got mad and the older guy flipped me the bird as he was leaving!34
Hopefully advice from OGAP and the LRC encouraged their use of a tape-recorder.
Another user from Ohio writes about the threats his family received after they resisted a
landman's offers:
On January 19th, 2010, Director wrote:
ON LABOR DAY WEEK END 2009 JOHN [sic] CAME TO OUR DOOR, WITHOUT A
PERMIT TO SOLICIT AT, HE APPROACHED MY FAMILY MEMBER WITH THE STORY
OF HOW HE WAS GOING TO MAKE US ALOT OF MONEY FOR OUR NEIGHBOR IS
PUTTING IN A GAS WELL AND WE TOO CAN BE BENEFACTORS OF THIS BY
SIGNING A LEASE. MY FAMILY MEMBER DID NOT OPEN THE SCREEN DOOR SHE
ASKED HIM SEVERAL TIMES TO JUST PUT HIS CARD IN THE MAIL BOX AND SHE
WOULD SEE THAT THE OWNERS OF THE PROPERTY WOULD GET IT. THE NEXT
DAY MY HUSBAND CALLED THIS JOHN [sic] AND HE WAS AROGANT, ILL
INFORMED, INSULTING, UNPLEASANT AND JUST PLAIN RUDE. HE CAME TO OUR
PROPERTY AGAIN TO OFFER US MORE MONEY AND I WAS HOME, HE SAID HE HAD
INFORMATION AND A LEASE FOR US TO SIGN AND THAT HE WOULD LIKE TO TALK
TO US. I EXPLAINED TO HIM THAT WE WERE NOT INTERESTED IN A GAS WELL ON
OUR STREET SO COUNT US OUT. I PUT FORTH AWARENESS TO MY NEIGHBORS
AND WE DECIDED TO ADDRESS OUR MAYOR AND COUNCIL AT A CITY COUNCIL
MEETING. JUST BEFORE WE WERE LEAVING FOR THIS MEETING. JOHN [sic]
CALLED US AT HOME AND THREATENED US. SAYING THAT WE BETTER BE
CAREFUL WHAT WE SAY AT THE MEETING FOR WE WERE BEING VIDEO TAPED.
SINCE THEN THIS MAN AND HIS COMPANY HAVE BEEN PUSHING THEIR WAY
THROUGH OUR CITY WITH THEIR BAD MANNERS AND UNPLEASANT TACTICS. 35
Director used the upload function to upload a list of violations from this particular landman
company that he had been given by ODNR. Other users have also used the file upload feature to
share information, such as Notices of Violations, also from ODNR on Beck Energy company
trying to lease land on their neighboring church, after "David [sic] [of Beck Energy] assured
[them] that they had drilled wells without incident. In this matter, it depends how you define
34 http://www.landmanreportcard.com/lrc/review/58
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incidents." 36A particularly interesting report draws attention to a case of lease flipping in which a
landman used an alias and bought up a lease and then disappeared:
On February 4th, 2010, melvinn wrote:
An individual calling himself Mr Rush had several individuals sign leases. He promised them $2k
per acre and said he represented Chesapeake. After obtaining the signatures, he became
increasingly hard to locate. He did not return calls and upon further examination, it appears he
was using an alias and his real name is Jim E.. Chesapeake advised they don't have anyone by
either name working for them. This individual was apparently mis representing himself and
trying to flip these leases and make a profit.3 1
So, although there is a small number of cases on LRC so far, the quality of the reports has
generally been high and they have turned up interesting new practices, provided readers with
thorough supporting information, and have not been overly inflammatory. The site has also
helped to generate interest in the larger question of landman behavior, leading EWG as well as
The New York Times and Greenwire to begin a report on this issue.
There have also been several positive report cards, such as a report on Mike, which reads:
"HE HAS AN HONEST STRAIGHT FOWARD APPROACH, AND HIS INFORMATION IS
ACCURATE. HE IS VERY PATIENT AND TAKES TIME TO GO OVER ALL DETAILS AND
ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS. WE RECOMMEND HIM HIGHLY WITHOUT
RESERVATION." 38
And a second report card on Andrew of East Resources reads:
"FROM THE START, AN HONEST STRAIGHT FOWARD APPROACH, NO FALSE
INFORMATION. HE IS VERY THOROUGH & STEADY TAKING TIME TO GO OVER ALL
DETAILS AND ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS; WE DO RECOMMEND HIM HIGHLY"39
36 http://www.landmanreportcard.com/Irc/review/37
37 http://www.landmanreportcard.com/lrc/review/59
38 http://www.landmanreportcard.com/lrc/landman/80
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OGAP: Organizational Resistance
An unexpected source of resistance to LRC came from with the Oil and Gas Accountability
Project itself, one of the groups we had most closely collaborated with in developing report card
and other ExtrAct tools. The problem arose in developing relevance of the tool for them as a
means for advocacy. As discussed in chapter 5, OGAP, like other NGOs, has focused on policy
changes. Given this structural attention, LRC seemed not to align directly with any pressing
policy actions, which made it hard for OGAP to determine how to support or foster uptake of
LRC within gas patch communities. Rather than exploiting LRC to build a campaign around
monitoring landmen, LRC seemed extraneous to OGAP, a good idea but not what their advocacy
concerned directly. Even now, in 2011, they do not link to the site from their homepage. Local
grass-roots organizations have adapted more quickly to the use of LRC, perhaps because of their
day-to-day interaction with landmen. The insight from Lance Astrella (described in chapter 5)
that active monitoring of the industry could produce changes in its behavior without regulatory
change has not led to the straightforward adoption of the LRC by OGAP. An avenue for further
research is to address the hypothesis that advocacy organizations that focus on policy outcomes
obscure the potential for participatory mapping and databasing to effect changes in industry
behavior through market and social mechanisms rather than policy change. The organizational
focus of advocacy organizations on the regulatory mechanism of change is unfortunate because,
as the next two sections will argue, industry is structurally favored in regulatory outcomes. This
is due, in large part, to the tight coupling between academic institutional interests and industry.
AIT: Institutionalized Friction
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In 2009, ExtrAct began encountering problems because of its MIT affiliation within gas patch
communities. Conversely ExtrAct also encountered friction within MIT due its affiliation with
gas patch communities. During the summer of that year, Chris told me that he was contacted by
the head of MIT Energy Initiative, Cecil and Ida Green Professor of Physics, and Member of the
White House Council of Science and Technology, Ernst Moniz. Chris claimed he felt that Moniz
was discouraging him from continuing to work on ExtrAct. Although Moniz was unlikely
speaking for MIT, as a senior member of the faculty and head of a major institutional research
initiative, Moniz seemed to speak with authority, even if not instructed by those who do officially
speak for the institute. Chris certainly felt that Moniz was trying to discourage Chris's research,
by implying it was unscholarly activist research.
This characterization displays the political and epistemological contradictions at the heart
of technology development: supporting industrial and corporate interests through technology is
considered by their advocates as value neutral research; supporting citizen opposition to resource
extraction is considered by the proponents of value neutral research as political and therefore non
appropriately regarded as academic research. MIT Energy Initiative (MITEI) is a flagship project
at MIT, begun by the president Susan Hockfield in September 2006 to examine the future of
energy in the US. Its stated goal is: "to help transform the global energy system to meet the
needs of the future and to help build a bridge to that future by improving today's energy
systems."40 President Hockfield announced the initiative at her inauguration in 2005 saying:
[It is] our institutional responsibility to address the challenges of energy and the
environment.. .Tackling the problems that energy and the environment present will
40 MIT Energy Initiative Website About page http://web.mit.edu/mitei/about/index.html
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require contributions from all our departments and schools...bringing scientists, engineers
and social scientists together to envision the best energy policies for the future. 41
MITEI brings together researchers from all five of MIT's schools in a cross-institutional research
effort. It has hired six new faculty members, initiated a new minor in Energy Studies, and begun
collaborative research projects across the Institute focused on developing technologies to support
clean energies such as bio-fiels, solar, geothermal, wave, and wind energy. Founding corporate
members of the MITEI are BP technologies and Eni SpA which "operates in the oil and gas,
electricity generation and sale, petrochemicals, oilfield services construction and engineering
industries. Eni is active in 70 countries with a staff of about 79,000 employees." 42 Founding
members "will have a seat on the MITEI Executive Committee consisting of the MIT VP for
Research, faculty chair(s) of MITEI, the faculty heads of the "flagship" research thrusts."
Founding members also have a seat on the governing board and can appoint research managers
to form "with MIT PI's, a joint steering committee for overseeing and guiding the sponsored
research. With faculty consent, Founding Members may place a researcher in a participating
MIT faculty member's lab." 43 Founding Members can direct 75% of their contribution to MITEI
to targeted research as well as having "the option to obtain a worldwide, royalty-bearing
commercial license for patented technology, with the right to sublicense."44 Sustaining
members, including Chevron USA, Schlumberger, and Total among others can only direct 65%
of their contributions and have rotating seats on the Executive Committee. 45 Founding members
41 ibid
42 http://web.mit.edu/mitei/about/members.html
43 http://web.mit.edu/mitei/support/founding.html
44 ibid
45 ibid
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give MIT $5 million dollars per year for five years to support MITEI, and sustaining members
give $1 million dollars per year.46
These industry partnerships are a celebrated part of MITEI. In announcing the
partnership, MIT President Susan Hockfield praised the collaboration:
This exciting partnership between MIT and BP epitomizes what the MIT Energy
Initiative is designed to accomplish: the pairing of innovative MIT researchers across the
entire campus with results-oriented scientists, engineers and planners in industry, working
together to transform the world's energy marketplace (Hockfield quoted in MIT News
2007).
As part of the partnership, MITEI focused research efforts in numerous areas vital to natural gas
development such as: "Multiscale simulation of gasification; Synthesis gas cleanup and upgrade;
Gasification technology development; New processes for converting synthesis gas to liquid
fuels; Process integration and design for operability; and Fuels market and policy analysis."47
These research focuses are already bearing fruit and have become foundational to MITEI
studies on "hydrocarbons products and processing," i.e., oil and gas. The webpage for the
"hydrocarbon products and processing" line of research reads:
From both security and environmental perspectives, it is critical that we address these
fossil fuel challenges while we transition to cleaner, more sustainable sources of energy.
Research relating to oil and gas should primarily address the issues of conventional
resource scarcity and the associated economic and security implications. Attention should
focus on developing resources in hostile environments such as ultra-deepwater depths of
5,000 feet or more, on enhanced oil recovery, on unconventional resources such as heavy
oil, bitumen and shale and on natural gas from coal beds, gas shales and tight sands.
Advanced sensors, new ways to generate and interpret seismic data and new drilling
46 http://web.mit.edu/mitei/support/founding.html http://web.mit.edu/mitei/support/sustaining.html
47 ibid
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technologies are needed to produce oil and gas economically from deep (25,000 feet or
greater) geologic formations. 48
The technical innovations created at MIT for the oil and gas industry are described in MITEI's
list of "transformations." In January 2009, MITEI reported that "MIT researchers have
developed technology that can generate realistic-looking, comprehensive maps of underground
oil reservoirs using measurements from scattered oil wells. These maps would be the first to
provide enough detail about an oil reservoir to guide oil recovery in the field in real time. The
impact could be a significant increase in the amount of oil extracted." 49 In January 2007, MITEI
reported that "MIT engineers have developed a mathematical model that could help energy
companies produce natural gas more efficiently and ensure a more reliable supply of this
valuable fuel,"5 0 and, in 2006, it reported on novel acoustic technologies produced to help
identify "sweet spots," particularly in tight sands gas reserves, for natural gas extraction. These
reserves are exactly the kind of unconventional gas reserves that require hydraulic fracturing.
These methods were tested in Wyoming and the "MIT team hopes to show that this new
approach is the most effective way to find sweet spots. "If we can demonstrate the value of time-
lapse VSP, this tool could be used in a wider fashion across the United States on many fields,"
Willis said."51
48 http://web.mit.edu/mitei/research/innovations/hydrocarbon.html
49 http://web.mit.edu/mitei/research/spotlights/mapping-technology-oil.html
50 http://web.mit.edu/mitei/research/spotlights/mit-math.html
51 http://web.mit.edu/mitei/research/spotlights/acoustic-data.html
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Thus, while MITEI is pushing forward research on non-fossil fuel based energy sources, they are
also actively promoting and producing technologies that encourage and enable the expansion of
natural gas extraction. It was against this background that Chris felt he was advised that the kind
of research ExtrAct was pursuing did not belong at MIT because it was too activist. In MITEI's
view, research supporting communities is regarded as activist while research supporting industry
is regarded as technology development. The practice of fundamentally disregarding the politics
internal to any technological development allows for the development of tools that actively
enable natural gas extraction to be understood merely as technical fixes to technical problems,
not as technologies that actively participate in a political and social discourse. That situation is
not new and has long been true of engineering:
Throughout American history, a common strategy for producing social change without
debating it explicitly has been to delegate the change to technology. This strategy often
remains implicit because popular theorizing in America imagines technology not as a
social phenomenon but as a force external to society that impacts on it and to which
society must adapt. Separating technology from society in this way renders it legitimate
to produce social change by means of technological change, for technological change is
understood as inherently liberating and progressive. Since the technology itself becomes
the cause for change, human participants in technology development may be absolved of
responsibility for any social implication other than those that contribute to human
liberation and foster social progress (Downey 1995: 200).
As discussed in the introduction to the second half of this dissertation, Winner has argued that all
technology is politics (Winner 1980). Corporations are embedded in the structure of engineering
schools and in engineering as a discipline (Noble 1977, Hightower 1978, Kloppenburg 1988,
Downey 1995/1998, Miall and Miall 2002):
Noble reports that direct cooperation with industry was relatively infrequent prior to
1910. After that date, however, the Society for Promotion of Engineering Education took
preparing engineers for corporate industry to be its main mission. Examples of the
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expansion of curricular connections with industry include the 'cooperative education'
program at such schools as University of Cincinnati, MIT and University of Pittsburgh,
Purdue's overarching interest in 'bringing the man and the job together' and even the
establishment of the new field of chemical engineering around the 'unit operations' of
industrial processes (Downey 2007: 298).
Kleinman and Vallas note that the "codes and practices of industry are infiltrating the academy,
even as academic norms are increasingly governing the work practices of selected knowledge
workers in high technology firms and industries." (2001: 451). Frickel argues that "[t]hese
changes are 'asymmetrical' in that they favor the economic logic of markets over the academic
logic of knowledge production." Unlike industries communities are not networked into the
university system. They do not provide funding or jobs for engineers. The problems of gas patch
communities, such as how to organize themselves to study an industry like natural gas
development, do not count as "technical problems" with "engineering solutions"; rather, they are
regarded as activist. Scholars who work with community organizations often face difficulty in
their academic jobs:
Scientists who partner with SMs [social movements] also experience ambivalence if not
outright suppression; there are significant career costs associated with doing research that
may be at odds with industrial interests, the dominant research programmes, or simply
the rhetoric of objectivity (Martin et al., 1986 in Hess 2004: 421)
Conrad Voltz, an assistant professor at the University of Pittsburgh who started FracTracker and
produced a study of water contamination by industry waste water, resigned after the University
sought to restrain his "advocacy work":
... he said that his beliefs concerning environmental advocacy and public health clashed
with those of the University. Conrad "Dan" Volz Jr. said that he is resigning over a
"difference of opinion between the University and me of the proper advocacy in the
world of public health." Volz, the director of the Center for Healthy Environments &
Communities at the Graduate School of Public Health, is an open critic of Marcellus
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Shale drilling. He said the University has not allowed him to openly voice his dissent,
although he did not cite specific instances (Friedenberger 2011).
While, to some degree, Voltz accepted the label of "advocacy" for his work, researchers at
MITEI are permitted to both develop technologies that enable the extraction of natural gas in
collaboration with oil and gas companies and oil field service companies and author policy
papers that advocate that natural gas is the bridge fuel:
The two-year study, managed by the MIT Energy Initiative (MITEI), examined the scale
of U.S. natural gas reserves and the potential of this fuel to reduce greenhouse-gas
emissions... The report includes a set of specific proposals for legislative and regulatory
policies, as well as recommendations for actions that the energy industry can pursue on
its own, to maximize the fuel's impact on mitigating greenhouse gas..."Much has been
said about natural gas as a bridge to a low-carbon future, with little underlying analysis to
back up this contention. The analysis in this study provides the confirmation -natural
gas truly is a bridge to a low-carbon future," said MITEI Director Ernest J. Moniz in
introducing the report.52
How is it that Moniz's supportive statement can be framed as a policy recommendation
and not advocacy, while Voltz's dissenting statements are counted as advocacy? The following
section investigates how this difference in framing has been naturalized.
From one perspective, both ExtrAct and MITEI are activist projects, as is all technology
development. "Activist," Downey would argue, is simply the wrong word, since both efforts
come with and promote particular politics. The politics of MITEI, however, are not being
thoroughly examined because they are the institutional norm. Arguably research institutes have
been structurally captured by corporate interests in the same way that the oil and gas industry has
captured regulatory exemptions (Noble 1977, Hightower 1978, Kleinman and Vallas 2001,
Frickel 2004). The difference is that, in the regulatory process, there is a political process to
52 http://web.mit.edu/newsoffice/201 0/gas-report-0625.html
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contest and resist those structural inequalities (Winner 1980). There is no such process at a
university because we still do not regard technology development and science for what they are,
social processes that embody, promote, and embed particular political positions (Downey 1995):
hence MITEI can fund and celebrate the development of technologies for better identifying
natural gas reserves, write reports recommending policy changes to further develop this fuel
source, and credibly claim to have objectively determined that natural gas is the bridge fuel.
The 2010 MITEI natural gas report is the result of two years of study by a committee that
examines the "scale of U.S. natural gas reserves and the potential of this fuel to reduce
greenhouse-gas emissions. Based on the work of the multidisciplinary team, with advice from a
board of 16 leaders from industry, government and environmental groups, the report examines
the future of natural gas through 2050, from the perspectives of technology, economics, politics,
national security, and the environment."5 3 In terms of environment, the study focuses on carbon
dioxide emissions and concludes that carbon dioxide would be reduced by a factor of three if
coal-burning power plants were replaced with natural gas cycling power plants (MITEI 2010).
The study finds that moving toward increased development of unconventional natural gas
resources is both likely and desirable if carbon emissions are to be reduced by 50% by 2050
(MITEI 2010: xiii). The report focuses on the potential of unconventional natural gas formations,
such as shale or tight sands finding that:
The United States has a significant natural gas resource base, enough to equal about 92
years' worth at present domestic consumption rates. Much of this is from unconventional
sources, including gas shales. While there is substantial uncertainty surrounding the
5 ibid.
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producibility of this gas, there is a significant amount of shale gas that can be affordably
produced. 54
The report also finds that unconventional reserves are "rapidly overtaking conventional resources
as the primary source of gas production." And that the "U.S. currently consumes around 22 Tcf
per year and has a gas resource base now thought to exceed 2,000 Tcf."55
Modeling the expansion of unconventional reserves, the report finds that there will be
logarithmic growth of shale gas development up to 2050:
Figure 2A Potential Production Rate that Could Be Delvered by the
Major U.S. Shale Plays UpTo 2030 - Given Current Driling Rates and Mean
Resource Estimates
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Figure 8.3 MITEI Figure 2.6 showing potential gas production rates (MITEI 2010: 13).
Figure 2.6 indicates how production from the top five shale plays might grow, if drilling
were to continue at 2010 levels for the next 20 years. This illustrates the very significant
production potential of the shale resource. The current rapid growth in shale production
can continue for some time - but in the longer run production growth tapers off as high
initial production rates are offset by high initial decline rates. The large inventory of
54 http://web.mit.edu/press/20 10/natural-gas.html
55 ibid
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undrilled shale acreage, together with the relatively high initial productivity of many
shale wells, allow a rapid production response to any particular drilling effort. However,
this responsiveness will change over time as the plays mature, and significant drilling
effort is required just to maintain stable production against relatively high inherent
production decline rates (MITEI 2010: 13).
If this model proves correct, the U.S. will be seeing considerable increases in development
across shale plays in the United States, including for the Marcellus and Haynesville Shales, a
two-fold increase. Such intensive resource extraction requires hydraulic fracturing as well as
other technological development, the report concludes:
In order to ensure the optimum development of these important national assets, it is
necessary to build a comprehensive understanding of geochemistry, geological history,
multiphase low characteristics, fracture properties and production behavior across a
variety of shale plays. It is also important to develop tools which can enable the upscaling
of pore-level physics to reservoir-scale performance prediction, and to improve core
analysis techniques to allow accurate determination of reservoir properties (MITEI
2010: 14).
To ensure this, it recommended that the Department of Energy sponsor research and
development "in collaboration with industry and academia, to address some of the fundamental
challenges of shale gas science and technology, with the goal of ensuring that this national
resource is exploited in the optimum manner" (MITEI 2010: 14). Further, they recommend that
the United States Geological Survey (USGS) continue to improve methodologies for assessing
unconventional reserves. The model of gas development that the report promotes is state and
industry sponsored development, in which major federal resources are put toward supporting the
effort to develop gas reserves. The report recognizes that there are environmental impacts
associated with natural gas development. They cite those problems as being:
1. Risk of shallow freshwater aquifer contamination, with fracture fluids; 2. Risk of surface
water contamination, from inadequate disposal of fluids returned to the surface from fracturing
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operations; 3. Risk of excessive demand on local water supply, from high-volume fracturing
operations; 4. Risk of surface and local community disturbance, due to drilling and fracturing
activities (MITEI 2010: 15).
Although the list of problems would be recognized as generally sound by the gas patch
communities, there is no discussion of the research on which this list of problems is based. The
report neglects to point out that many of these risks are understudied and impossible to study
given present regulations. The report adds that "[w]ith over 20,000 shale wells drilled in the last
10 years, the environmental record of shale gas development is for the most part a good one,"
while providing no evidence to support this statement (MITEI 2010: 15). Further, it asserts that
the "protection of freshwater aquifers from fracture fluids has been a primary objective of oil and
gas field regulation for many years" (MITEI 2010: 15). Again, it offers no evidence to support
this claim, which is hard to support given the regulatory exemptions accorded to the extraction
industry for the Safe Drinking Water and Clean Water Acts. Rather than investigating whether
there have been cases of aquifer contamination during gas extraction, it offers a table that
indicates that "there is substantial vertical separation between the freshwater aquifers and the
fracture zones in the major shale plays. The shallow layers are protected from injected fluid by a
number of layers of casing and cement, and as a practical matter fracturing operations cannot
proceed if these layers of protection are not fully functional" (MITEI 2010: 15). EPA research in
Pavillion, Alabama and in the San Juan basin that contradicts this finding passes unmentioned
(EPA 2004/2009). Finally, while calling for disclosure of fracturing chemicals it concludes that
"[g]ood oilfield practice and existing legislation should be sufficient to manage this risk" (MITEI
2010: 15). Again, there is no supporting evidence provided for this statement, nor is it clear what
research was performed to support such a determination.
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Given the present state of scientific knowledge about the environmental and human
health hazards of natural gas extraction, definitive statements on its environmental and human
impacts are impossible to make, even though they are presented in this report as if supported by a
body of scientific work. The evidence of those living in the gas patch provides an alternative
view of the oil and gas extraction industry. It is a perspective lacking from MITEI's presentation
of the future and their promise that natural gas is the bridge to a carbon-free economy.
By not studying communities at the point of extraction, MITEI does not have to wrestle
with the lived experience of natural gas extraction, a lived experience that, in the accounts of
those I have studied, is fraught with hazard, corporate malfeasance, frustration, fear,
overwhelming unknowns, and a sense of powerlessness. By not looking at community
perspectives, MITEI's study overlooks the important message of this dissertation, that reducing
carbon emissions is balanced against a wealth of other environmental and human health issues
such as water, soil, and air contamination. By not examining the community perspective, MITEI
misses the complex corporate and political work being conducted to ensure a lack of regulatory
attention to and scientific study of the environmental, human health and civic impacts of natural
gas extraction. They fail to see that to study the industry from a community perspective requires
one to analyze not just chemicals but also corporations. As David Hess and others argue, social
movements have "broadened the horizon of scientific inquiry, often by drawing on local and lay
knowledge as well as the embodied experiences of human difference, such as the experiences of
patients, women, and marginalized ethnic groups and communities" (Hess 2004: 241). In a
socio-technical discourse such as natural gas extraction, even the role of an academic report
should be considered holistically. If there is one outcome of the 2010 MITEI natural gas report,
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it will be that natural gas development is more ardently pursued, thereby fulfilling the
document's predictions. Academic study is not removed from this discourse. It has a fundamental
role in producing gas patches because of both the technical issues it seeks to solve and those that
it chooses to ignore. A regime of imperceptibility, taking the form of regulatory exemptions, and
institutional, technical, and social bias, has been developed around natural gas extraction and it
has played an integral part in allowing the present gas boom to flourish unchecked (Murphy
2006). The regime's logic is self-supporting: it is easy to claim that the environmental record of
the extraction industry is a good one when there have been no studies. Furthermore, academics
strongly influenced by industry become recognized experts whose opinion is sought by
regulatory agencies. For instance, President Obama, in response to rising concerns about
hydrofracturing, at the suggestion of Secretary of Energy, former Director of Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory, and Nobel Prize Laureate Steven Chu, commissioned an expert panel to
make recommendations on how to improve the process's safety. An MIT chemist, former
Schlumberger board member, and current board member for an oil and gas company, Prof. John
Deutch, was appointed head of the panel.56
It is encouraging that research groups such as ExtrAct and FracTracker have managed to emerge
at sites such as MIT and Pittsburgh. Based on my research, I advocate for the continuation of
community-focused work at universities to ensure that research and technical developments for
communities and NGOs is on par with research that supports private companies. However, while
MITEI is funded to perform multi-year interdisciplinary studies, as well as company-directed
research programs, ExtrAct a team of a most five struggled to hire more than one programmer,
56 http://www.ewg.org/release/administration-stacks-panel-bia-oil-and-2as
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who split his time between our project and other projects in the center. There is a deep structural
asymmetry between ExtrAct and MITEI which, as Kleinman and Vallas caution, favors market
logics over logics of knowledge production, particularly when it comes to environmental and
human health issues (2001). Indeed, with the corporatization of the university, environmental
research has been systematically underfunded, as Frickel argues:
Academic research expenditures in the environmental sciences in 1999 accounted for
only 6.1% of total expenditures from federal, state, industry, and other sources. This
represents a relative decrease from two decades earlier, when total expenditures for 1979
totalled 8.4%. Based on this measure, environmental research remains (perhaps
increasingly) vulnerable to the economic pressures driving institutional isomorphism in
the new knowledge economy. These structural processes will do much to shape the
productive potential of environmental science research-a labour market projected to
grow by 21,000 jobs in the United States by 2010 (National Science Board, 2002 in
Frickel 2004: 452).
While MITEI has a structural and strategic lifespan (by De Certeau's definitions) at MIT,
ExtrAct will likely disappear from the institute with my graduation, particularly since my
collaborator Chris is moving to a job in Los Angles. With the demise of ExtrAct, MIT will lose
the remarkable network with communities across the country, NGO, and advocacy organizations
that ExtrAct built upon and helped to build. Creating sustained HEIRShip and STS in Practice
approaches requires the further cultivation of environmental health sciences and social science
research that work closely with social movements and regard communities less as recipients of
academic aid and more as collaborators with technical and social problems that deserve
academic attention. Research in such a context would likely create a deeper academic,
regulatory, and social awareness that Deepwater Horizon was not an aberration, but rather a
result of technical, social, and regulatory practices that allow industry enclaving and limit
regulatory oversight (Perrow 1984).
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Conclusion
In order to address the natural gas industry's regime of imperceptibility, work that
aggregates data and provides residents of gas patches with the tools to speak about their
situations and to be heard - work akin to the work of TEDX and ExtrAct - is required. Such
an approach requires changes in the way both social sciences and the sciences are pursued. The
answer to the amelioration of hazards related to toxics in our environments and bodies and the
regulatory and social will to hold companies producing such pollutants to account can only be
found in a deep commitment, from both academic and regulatory communities, to support
collaborative, innovative field research. Such field research should have a goal of being
question-generating; it should aim to collect and network the individual experiences of people all
over the country and the world to better grasp how complex industrial systems are operating.
Such work is not about modeling, but, rather, it is about checking models against lived
experience. It is about creating a culture of inquiry where individuals are encouraged to analyze
and share their experiences and where individual voices are taken seriously in both regulatory
and academic debates. We cannot study chemicals in the environment or corporations without
committed development of such research platforms and research communities.
Capital, it has long been argued, will always exceed regulatory apparatuses (Harvey 2003/2010).
To respond to this structural quality of capital and, indeed, chemicals, we require a flexible and
responsive apparatus of capture that responds to real-world conditions. The three largest
fracturing companies promised EPA in 2003 that they would cease fracturing with diesel (only in
CBM when fracturing directly into underground sources of drinking water). 57 This
57 Memorandum of Agreement between the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and BJ Services Company,
Halliburton Energy Services, Inc., and Schlumberger Technology Corporation (Dec. 12, 2003).
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announcement did not apply to petroleum distillates however, which contain the same hazardous
chemical BTEX that led to the voluntary ban on diesel in the first place (Horwitt 2010). In
addition the Energy Policy Act in 2005 required a permit if diesel was to be used in hydraulic
fracturing.58 Congressional investigations have found that between 2005 and 2009 several
fracturing companies failed to seek permits when fracturing with diesel59-
The congressional investigation finds that oil and gas service companies have injected
over 32 million gallons of diesel fuel or hydraulic fracturing fluids containing diesel fuel
in wells in 19 states between 2005 and 2009. In addition, the investigation finds that no
oil and gas service companies have sought - and no state and federal regulators have
issued - permits for diesel fuel use in hydraulic fracturing, which appears to be a
violation of the Safe Drinking Water Act. (Energy and Commerce Committee Democrats
2011)
When hydraulic fracturing was deemed by a court ruling to be an underground injection under
the Safe Drinking Water Act, the industry lobbied to exempt fracking from the SDWA.
Information-rich monitoring of large-scale industries has, nonetheless, proven effective in
changing industry behavior. The Toxics Release Inventory is regarded as the EPA's most
effective regulatory action, particularly because some polluters have voluntarily reduced
emissions when they saw aggregated emissions data (Fung and O'Rourke 2000, Karkkainen
2001, EPA 2003). Natural gas wells at present are exempt from TRI. In response to growing
public concern about the chemicals used in natural gas extraction, the industry has begun to
provide voluntarily data on chemicals used in particular wells on a website similar to WellWatch
58 42 U.S.C. § 300h(d). In the Energy Policy Act Congress changed the definition of "underground injection" to
exclude "the underground injection of fluids or propping agents (other than dieselfuels) pursuant to hydraulic
fracturing operations related to oil, gas, or geothermal production activities." Emphasis added.
59 Research by Environmental Working Group (Horwitt 2010) and TEDX on petroleum distillates spurred this
investigation.
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called FracFocus. 60 The information, however, is only voluntarily provided and not checked for
accuracy and completeness. David Hess has studied the efficacy of voluntary industry
disclosures and found that, without requirements on accuracy, completeness, and responsiveness,
disclosure frequently becomes little more than a PR activity and results in little substantive
change in industry behavior (Hess 1999/2001/2007/2008).61 Fracfocus is itself arguably an
attempt to thwart regulation by producing a fagade of transparency (Hess 2007).
If civil society is to monitor and account thoroughly for an industry as vast, distributed,
and politically and technologically influential as the oil and gas industry, then the academy,
bureaucracies, and advocacy organizations must transform themselves to rise to the challenge.
Participatory and recursive databasing and mapping offer novel opportunities for such
transformations, especially by enabling deeper civic engagement in knowledge development and
industrial monitoring. Networked approaches like ExtrAct and TEDX's chemical database
experiment with providing mechanisms for aggregating everyday grassroots experiences and
information for civic engagement and learning, while also making that information available to
invested regulatory and scientific parties. The question remains: can we invest academically,
socially, and politically in realization of these possibilities?
60 http://fracfocus.org/
61 Also see: Owen 2000, Neu 1998, Conley and Williams 2005, Berthelot et al. 2003
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